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CRITERI EXEMPTION UNDER SECTION 50110(3)
.

Johq P. ersons,f John J: Osborn, JO and Charles F. Feldman}
* ,

_ ./Introduction and Summary of Report .

Section 501 (a) of the Internal Revenue code exempts from federal income tax
organizations,described in section-50T (c) (3) as follows: ..,

. .
4orporationnd any corner unity chest, fundor foundation, organized ,and
Aerated exclOvely for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safe-

ty, litdrary, .or educational purppses, or for the prevention of cruelty to child-
ren Or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of
any private shareholder or individwl, no substantial part of the activ4ies-of
which is carrying .on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influenpe legis-
lation, and which does not participate in, or intervene in (including...the
publishing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of
any candidate for public office.

,
.

-....... .... .

In addition to being exempt from ta' x, all such organizations (except those engaged
in testing for public safety) are eligible to receive gifts and bequests that are deduc-
tible in computing the income, gift, and estate tax liabilities of the donors.

Because of the tax benefits that-flow frbm qualification under section 501 (c)
(3), the vast majority of philanthropic organi;ations conduct themselves in accord-
ance with the criteriafor exemption providecin that section. Thus, section '501 (c)
(3) to a large extent determines the limits of philanthropic activity in this country.

This, report explores the history of the statutory criteria and describes the
manner in which they ,have been interpreted by the:courts and the IRS. It thus
provides a background against whiCh to consider the'broad question of-whether the
criteria for exemption are adequate in light of the role of philanthropy in our so-
ciety. 'Aside from the question of restrictions on regislati.ve activity, which is dealt
with in a report to/the Filer Commission by John B. Huffaker, it is our conclusion
that it would be generally impracticable to delineate the statutory criteria any more
precisely than is .npw done in section 501 (c) (3), although statutory solutions to.
specific problems may be apprOpriatelrom time to time. v

"Charity" is the most important concept contained in section 501 (c) (3), and
also the most ficult to define.. Its legal origins may be traced back to the 1601

ryStatute of C aritalile 'Uses in England, Over the intervening centuries a number of
broad categor s of re9ognized charitable activjty have emerged, including the relief
of poverty, the advancement of education, religion and science, the promotion of
health) and the lessening of the burdens of government. A comprehensive definition
has never been formulated, however, and the. authorities now agree that to do this
would be impossible. Charity is an evolving concept wIlrch must be allowed to
change and expand in response to the needs of society.

,The requirement of flexibility\ is recognized by both the IRS and-the courts.
Both have avoided confining the concept of charity within a rigid mold.?The evollIt ,

tion of the scope df "charity" under section 501 -(4(3) has been a frequent source
of controversy. In cases where the existing precedents do not clearly indicate
whether br not an organization is charitabl , the result .would appear to be in-
fluenced primarily by the following consider ions. (1) Does the organization meet
a recognized need of the community that ould not otherwise be met through the
ftInctioning of the commercial market? (L.) Are the Means used by the organization
to achieve its charitable purposes reasonably related to the needs it is seeking two

k

f Patterson, Belknap & Webb', New York.
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meet? (3) Does the organization serve the public interest as distinguished from a
private or "selfish" interest? (4) Is the organization's program consistent with law
and public policy? If an organization can answer "yes" to all of these questions, a
means will probably be found to conclude that it is "charitable." But if the answer
to any one of these questions is in the negative, the organization is unlikely to be
accorded the tax benefits that accrue to a "charitable" organization. i.

The IRS has not attempted to formulate, a definition of "religion" for the pur-
poses of section 501 (c) (3). The concept of religion developed by the Supreme
Court in cases involving other federal statutes and the First Amendment appears tot
be applicable a,nd to provide in most cases a generally test for purposes of
section 501 (c) (3). Under this test, religion does neCrequire a belief in God but
encompasses any sincere and meaningful belief which occupies in the life of the
possessor a place parallel to that filled by the God of traditional religious faiths.
There are, of course, difficult borderline cases that continue to arise, but they do

- not appear to be susceptible to a legislative solution.
"Education" is defined in IRS regulations as a process of training or instruction

in which subject matter useful to the individual and beneficial to the community is
presented in a sufficiently objective Manner to enable the recipient to evaluate it
and come to an independent judgment. A multitude of diverse organizations have
been recognized as "educational" by the IRS under this regulation, and the concept
is relatively uncontroversial. .. i

'.'Scientific" is defined in the regulations as includingt esearch carried on in the
public interest, the results of which either ace available to the public on a non-
discriminatoryllsis or otherwise benefit the public. Thi regulation appears to have
resolved most of the practical problems that arose prior to its promulgation. 4

The otber exempt purposes referred to in section 501 (c) (3) testing for public
safety, literary purposes, and prevention of cruelty to children or animals are of
comparatively limited application and have not presented major problems.

Since law and' philanthropy. are constantly in flux, it is only natural that at any
given time unresolved problems will exist as to the scope of section 501 (c) (3).
,klost. commentators seem to agree that the existing statute unduly restricts the free-
dom of many philanthropic organizations to engage in activities intended to in-
fluence legislation in, furtperanqe of their exempt functions. Indeed some corn-

mentators have asserted that such restrictions are unconstitutional. Proposals under
Consideration in Congress to modify the restrictions on influencing legislation are
discussed in Huffaker's report to the Commission.

The principle that 501 (c) (3) organizations must act in conformity with public
policy can raise difficult questions for the IRS because of the uncertainty, or even
controversy, that sometimes exists as to the scope and effect, of such policy. For
example, although the IRS has recently required that, as a cohdition of qualifying
under section 501 (c) (3), private educational institutiqns adher,e to the national

elpolicy against racial discrimination by following nondisdriminatory admissions
policies, some observers have expressed the view that the IRS should have taken this
action at an earlitt date. In the absence of definitilojudicial,or legislative guidance,
the IRS nitst of necessity act in each caseon the basis of its own judgment as to
the policy issues involved.

Philanthropic organizations are often required to accomplish their charitable or
other exempt purposes by carrying on. activities that closely resemble those of
organizations in the commercial sector. In some of these situations the position-of
the IRS may be unduly restrictive. For example, experience may demonstrate that
the restrictions imposed by the IRS upon the ability of charitable public interest
law firms to receive fees for their services are not justified and should be modified.
The same may also be true of the IRS position denying 501 (c) (3) status to co-
operative entities formed by colleges (or other 501 (c) (3) organizations) to meet
their needs for specialized administrative services. By the enactment of sections 501
(e) and (f) Congress has recognized the desirability of granting 501 (c) (3), status to
some of these cooperative entities, and there is alto judicial support for this posi-
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tion. It would seem that such treatment could appropriately be. extended admin-
istratively to other similar situations that are not covered by the precise terms of
sections 501 (e) and (f).

Health care is another area in which the criteria for exemption have not been
definitively established. The 'riteria currently provided by the IRS with respect to
hospitals are being challenged in the courts, and the IRS§las not yet published its
position with respect to so-called "health maintehance organizations." The re-
solution of these questions may require the formulation of,new criteria under sec-
tion 501 (c) (3) in recognition of the vast changes that have occurred in recent
years with respect to the financing and provision of,health care.

Under the present statutory and administrative structure, a heavy burden of
responsibility.falls upon the IRS. Although the determinations of the (RS are sub-
ject to judicial review, only in the unusual case will an organization be'either in.
clined or able to engage in the extended, expensive litigation which a resort to
federal courts entails. Thus, the IRS usually has the last word as to questions of

. exemption under section 501 (c) (3). While there is undoubtedly disageement as to
'positions taken by the IRS in individual cases, our study indicates that on the
whole the IRS has been responsive to the changing, needs of society in its admin-
istration of that section.

I

HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF 'SECTIO1V,561 (c)' (3)

The most important concept that_underlies section '5014113Ds_the_concept of
"charity,." In its popular sense, charity has been described as "the impulse to give'
service, gifts, hospitality, friendship."' This impulse is inherent in human nature and
was expressed in the daily life of primitive society long before charity- emerged as a
part of the legal system. Within primitive society the sense of mutual obligation
among the members of a family or clan was strong:

Generally speaking, almsgiving was not common among primitive peoples be-
cause there was little need for it. There were no "poor" in the modern sense;
'needs were the elemental .ones for food, clothing, and shelter, and these were<
supplied thrdugh the family or the elan unless all went hungry and shelter-.
less. To befong to 'a numerous family was to have aid to dependent children, ',
maternity benefits, upemployment insurance, hone relief, what medical care
was available, fire insurance, an old-age annuity, aid free burial?

On the other hand, thOse outside the particular primitive group were regarded
with indifference, and it has been noted that "the growth of civilization may, be
judgecrby the extent to which the obligations of philanthropy have spread to in-
clude those whose fate was previouslyfiMfatter of indifference = the slave, the
poor, the barbarian, the enemy."3

As the obligations of philanthropy broadened,, it became necessary for goyern-
ment to adopt increasingly complex laws to deal with philanthropit organizations.
As these laws have developed, governmental law-making bodies have been concerned
with charity in four principal ways. These may be stated in the form of questions:

.*(1) What activities should be Considered charitable? (2) What legal institutions and
rules are needed to enable charity to accomplish, its objectives? (3) How should
charity be regulated in order to guard against abuses? (4) Should charity be taxed
and, if so, how?

f The legal history of charity consists of the efforts of lawmakers to find answers
to these four question; as they have arisen at various times over several centuries.
These answers have Veen greatly influenced

7
by the attitude of society toward
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charity and the degree to which society has felt that charity should be encouraged
through the legal system. Since so much of the American law of charity has its
roots in England, this Chapter will first review the history of English law as it re-
lates to these four aspects of charity. It_ will then review the legal history of
charities in America. A paper by Chauncey Belknap discussing the rationale for
exempting charities from tax is appended to this report.

The Development of the Legal efinition of Charity in England

The English Statute of Charitable Use , enacted in 1601 near the end of the
reign of Elizabeth I, contained the first c prehensive definition of charitable pur-
poses. The Statute _is generally regarded as the starting-point of the modern law of
charity. However, for many centuries prior to 1 601 Englishmen had been making
gifts and bequests for so-called "pious causes." During the Middle Age$ the Roman
Catholic Church, through its ecclesiastical courts, had exclusive jurisdiction over all
testamentary dispositions and expected its members to leave a portion of their

. wealth to the church in order to insure their salvation,.4 Scholars who have studied
the wills of this period report a heavy emphasis upon this theme of "salvation at.a
prite."8 The pious causes that were customarily selected included the saying of
masses and prayers for the dead, the maintenance of lamps and tapers before altars,
the establishment of chantries, the provision of aims for the poor, and the building
and endowment of churches generally "anything of a holy nature to keep away
the devils which were supposed to surround the dying and the dead.", -

As the Middle Ages came to a close, the pious bequests included in wills became
more secular. Henry Allen Moe has commented upon the appearance around the
year 1362 of William Langland's poem, The Vision of Piers the Plowman. Dr. Moe
states that this "poem was in its day, and for centuries afterwards, of the greatest
intellectual and practical significance."' In one of the episodes of the poem,
'Truth" sends a letter to wealthy merchants advising them that in order to save
their souls they should take their fortunes, -

r and therewith repair hospitals
help sick people
mend bad roads
build up bridges that had been broken down
help maidens to marry or tq make them nuns
find food for prisoners and poor people
put scholars to school or to some other crafts d

help religious orders, and -
ameliorate rents or taxes.8

Studies ofthe wills executed in England around,\Oe. time of Piers the Plowman
and thereafter confirm the increasing preference of testators for tile types of seculpr
good works enumerated in that poem.9 Dr. Moe believes that-the poem reflected
and influenced the social thinking of the period that followed it. Accordingly, when
the Statute of Charitable Uses was enacted more than 200 years later, it was natural
for the draftsmen to formulate the statutory definition of charity in terms strikingly
similar to those found in Langland's poem.

This definition is set fpr th in the preamble of, the Statute, which reads (in mod-
em spelling) allows: -

.
Whereas lands, tenements, tents, annuities, profits, hereditaments, goods,
chattels, money and stocks of money have been heretofore given, limited,
appointed and assigned as well by the Queen's most excellent Majesty, and her
most noble progenitors, as by slindry other well-disposed persons; some for
relief of aged, impotent and po5r people, some for maintenance of sick and .
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maimed soldiers and mariners, schools of learning, free schools and scholars in
universities, some for repair of bridges,. ports, havens, causeways, churches,
sea-banks, an4 highways, some for education and preferment of orphans, some
for or towar s relief, stock or maintenance for houses of correction, some for
marriages of oor maids, some for supportation, aid and help of young trades-
men, handi aftsmen, and persons decayed; and others for 'relief or re-
demption of prisoners or captiyes, and for aid or ease of any poor inhabitants
concerning payments of fifteens, setting out of soldiers and other taxes; ...'°

While this preamble is commonly referred to as a definition, it is in -reality an
enumeration of purposes which were at the time regarded as charitable: This
enumeration was not intendeckto be all inclusive. The preamble "did not attempt to
mark out the limits of legal charity or condemn as non-charitable those uses which
were outside its, letter and equity,' ' One area that was given only token attention
in the preamble was religion. The omission of all religious purposes (except the re-
pair of churches) was intentional. England had only recently completed its Reforma-
tion, and as a consequence the Crown had dissolved the monasteries, taken over the
religious foundations, and confiscated ?he assets of numerous trusts which had
theretofore been established for religious purposes but were held (after the
Reformation) to be "superstitious" and therefore void. The distinction between
religion and superstition was not clear, and the draftsmen feared that the inclusion
of activities dedicated to religious purposes "might infect by association other
charitable uses, whose endowments the Crown could then appropriate."' 2

The 1 601 Statute had two objectives. The first was fulfilled by the preamble, the
specification of the important purposes that were considered to be charitable under
the law. The second was to reform the administratiop, of charity. As will be dis-
cussed hereafter, this objective was to be achieved by the establishment of a system
of commissioners to inquire into and rectify abuses such as maladministration, neg-
ligence, or diversion of charitable funds. Only the charitable purposes enumerated in
the preamble were within the jurisdiction of the commissioners. However, because
the Statute was remedial in nature, the accepted view was that it should be gen-
erously construed to protect those endowments that had been established for the
public behefit.

A history of the period states that "JO ublic benefit was the key to the statute,
and the relief of poverty its principal manifestation."' 3 The 1 601 Statute was
enacted as a supplement to the comprehensive system of poor laws, adopted by
Parliament in 1 597 and restated in 1601. Professor W.K. Jordan states that this
system "was essentially prudential, having been drafted and passed by a government
which liked to be fore-armed against all emergencies and Which had been seriously
frightened by the distress and *the attendant "disorders just prior to the convention
of Parliament_ in 1597."' 4

Under the 1 597 legislation, responsibility for the relief of poverty was placed
primarily upon the local communities, which were given power to levy and collect
taxes for this purpose. The central government made it clear that it would not inter-_
vene so long as each local community met its responsibilities in its own day.,
Professor Jordan states,.

The immediate, and perhaps the expected, consequence of the passage of this
great corpus of legislation was a notable increase in the flow of private
charitable funds designed to provide relief for the truly derelict and to attack
the whole problem of poverty frontally by creating institutions which would
effect its cure...'. The state stood poised for intervention after 1597, if the
need should arise, but because of the prodigal' generosity of private men who
had assumed fo'r themselves an heroic burden of social responsibility that in-
terventionwas in fact to be long derayed....15

3.
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The Report of the Committee on the Law and Practice Relating to Charitable
Trusts (published Tn. England in 1952) sums u6 the legislative developments of
1597.-1601 as follows:

Thus a partnership was established, in which- the state filled in gaps left by
- charity rather than charity filling in gaps left by the state. ...

The important point to notice ... is that state action and volUntary action
were not the antithesis of each other; rather they sprang from the same roots,
were designed to meet the same needs and had the same motivating forces
behind them ...16

far

For over a century after the enactment of the 1601 Statute of Charitable Uses,
the task' of defining charity did not present a difficult problem for the English
judiciary. The character of philanthropy did not depart significantly from the cate-
gories of charitable activity comprehensively listed in the preamble, which was liber-
ally construed in accordance with its basic intent.t7

However, by 173Q a reaction had set in against the steady increase in charitable
land holdings. Parlianient passed in that year a Mortmaln Act which voided devises
of land to charity and vested the 'property so devised in the testator's heirs or next-
of-kin. The motivation behind the Act was anti-clerical, but the impact of the
statute was not restricted to ecclesiastical charities. The temper of the times is indi-
cated by the folloWing extract from the Parliamentary debates:

I am very far, my Lords, from disapproving of all charitable foundations, or
of all donations to charitable uses, either by will or deed; but I am convinced
that our charitable foundations may become too numerous, and that some of

..those we have already established, may become too rich and extensive ... for, .
by the specious pretence of charity, the solicitations of those, who are inter-
ested in charitable foundations, and the pride and vanity of donors, it is to
me highly probable, that too great a part of the lands in this kingdom may
soon come to be in Mortmain, to the prejudice of the nation in general, and
to the ruin or unjust disappointment of many a man's ,4poor relations...18

Upder the 1716 Act, by classifying a devise of land as charitable, the judges
could insure that the land would not pass to charity but to the testator's heirs, thus
effectuating the intent'of the Act." On the other hand, because the 1736 Act ap-
plied only to devises of land and not to bequests of personalty, in cases of the
latter type the courts could protect the testator's heirs only by holding that the
bequest was not charitable." The conflicting decisions that resulted from this situa-
tion introduced uncertainty and confusion into the English law of charity, which
had not previously been seriously troubled by the problem of definition.

In 1805 more confusion was generated by the decision in MorIce v. Bishop of
Durham." There, the Chancellor, Lord Eldon, held that only purposes set forth in
the 1601 Statute of Charitable Uses; or purposes analogous_ thereto, were charitable
in the eyes of The law. This was a retreat from the earlier view that the 1601
Statute was not an exclusive touchstone of legal charity but merely an enumeration
of the types of activities that were at that time considered charitable. The effect of
Lord Eldon's decision was to make "charity" a word of art whose meaning could be .,

discovered only by feferenee, or _analogy, to the "chart" set forth in the 1601
Statute. However, the decision failed to give succeeding English judges a clear policy
as to how they were tq.use this chart in the resolution of new cases.

An effort at achieving an orderly synthesis of the decisions was made in 1891 by
Lord Macnaghten in the following famous passage from Commissioners of Income
Tax v. Penpe1:2 2
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-'1 ; A. ''.

f' 1 0 1.;-
A

Charity in its legal sen6 mess four piincipal divisions: trusts for the
relief of poverty; trusts :Th_f,'tly .`,-ciiiancement of education; trusts for the
advancement of religion; ard4r.usts ft other purposes benekcial to the com-
munity, not falling under any-of'*.iieceding heads . ... The trusts last re-.
ferfed to are not the less charitable'in the eye of the law, because incidentally
they benefit the rich as well as the poor, as indeed, every charity that deserves , .

the name must do either directly .or indirectly. , ...--:

...-
Although this passage is more of a classification than [definition, it dOes contain

the unifying concept of "other purposes beneficial to the community." HoWever,...
this did not succeed in resolving the problems of the judiciary, as indicated by tiie^.,_
following statement by Lord Sterndale 30 years later:

I ... am unable to find any principle which will guide one easily, and safely,
through the tangle of cases as to what is and what is not a charitable gift. If it
is possible I hope sincerely that at some future time or othlgr a principle will
be laid down. The whdle subject is in an artificial atmosphere altogether.A
large number -of gifts are held charitable which would'not be called charitable
in the ordinary accept of the term, and when one takes gifts which have
been held to be cha 'table, dt d compares them with gifts which have been
held not to be chari able, it is very difficult to see what the principle is on
Which the distinction rests.23
4

More recently, George Keeton has written that the experience of the yglish
judiciary in attempting 'to define charity is "probably the worst exhibition of the
operation of,the technique of judicial precedent, which can be found in the law
reports:"24 Aceordingly, the definitional problem was ripe for consideration by the
CoMmittee on Charitable Trusts (commonly referred to as the "Nathan Committee"
for its chairman, 'Lord' Nathan) -which was appointed by Prime Minister Atlee in
1950 "to considei- Snci report on the changes in the law and practice (except as
regards taxation) relating to charitable trusts in England and Wiles which would be
necessary to enabled hexiaximan'i benefit to the community to be derived from
them."25

The ippointment,ofe'Nathan Committee grew out of the vast expansion of
government social services in England foilowing World War II. As a result of this
'expansion, governinental prq'grams were extended into many areas previously occu-
pied by:private,charitff. In s9me cases gopernment assumed the complete financial
buttlen. An ,example is theRoyal Surgical Aid Society, which in 1948 supplied
13,000, surgiCal appliances and in 1949 only 635.26' These developments raised a
concern as to whether the purposes of many charitable trusts had become obsolete
and also whether-die legal definition of charity should be modified in the light of
changed conditions.

The committee was "urged on the one hand to devise language which will be
'flexible', and will accord with modern social and economic conditions and on the
other t) introduce a greater element of precision and certainty and thereby reduce
the risk of litigation and of the founder's wishes being defeated."2 1 The committee
noted in its report that these objectives are "largely incompatible." It observed that

... any attempt to. define the meaning of charity exhaustively, that is, by an
twieration of alilbaritable objects, would be both impracticable and wrong

in 'n principle int.-0Mticable because the enumeration would almost certainly
prove incomplete from the oytset and wrong in principle because, so far from
leaving the control of charity flexible and responsive,to changes in the_gruc-
ture of society, it would fix it in a rigid mould.28

..
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Thus the Nathan Committee gave first priority to the idea that the content of
charity should be "flexible and responsive to changes in the structure of society."
In order to achieve this the committee concluded that

... the lay,/ must continue, to be judge-made and that it is a complete delusion
to suppose that to start with a clean slate would reduce the number of del-

' cult cases or the volume of litigation. On the contrary, the elaborate and ex-
pensive process of building up case law would, as it seems to us, start all over
again.' 9

For these reisons, the committee proposed that the preamble of the 1601
Statute of Charitable Uses be repealed and that there be enacted in ,its place a new
"definition" based' upon Lord Macnaghten's classification in the Pernsel case, but
preserving the case taw intact. The committee said it hoped that this approach
would "give somewhat. more reedom to the judiciary* in applying the well-
established principles of the e ting law to the problems of an age of rapid and
continuous change."3°

Even this modest proposal, however, was not fully adopted by Parliament. In the
legislation3' that resulted from the gcommittee's study, the preamble to the 1601
Statute of Charitable Uses was finally..repealed, but Parliament declined to go
further and enact a new statutory definition of charity based upon Lord Mac-
naghten's classification. Thus, the task of defining charity remained with the English
courts, unaided by any statutory expression of the governing rules or principles.

The English" Origins of Special Legal Institutions and Rules
Developed to Enable Charity to Accomplish Its Objectives

The first charitable institutions in Englapd were the ecclesiastical foundations,
which, 4 has been estimated, owned betwea one ,third to one half of the public
wealth 'of that country by the, time of Henry VIII (1509-47).32 However, secular
charitable institutions also existed (such as the Oxford and Cambridge colleges), and
charitable functions were performed by the guilds.

As part of the long struggle of the Crown to curtail the power of the Church,
beginning in 1215 various Mortmain statutes were enacted, that limited the right of
charitable corporations to hold land. Finally, during the reigns of Henry VIII and
Edward VI, the supremacy of the Crown was established by the dissolution of the
ecclesiastical foundations and the confiscation of their property.

While this struggle was going on, the trust (or use) began to emerge as an alter- "
native form of conveyancing. The trust enabled a landholder to circumvent the rigid
rules of feudal tenure, and also the limitations of the Mortmain statutes. At first,
such uses were not enforceable at law, but by the mid-fifteenth century the Court
of Chancery was exercising its equity powers to protect the beneficiaries of trusts
and to compel trustees tgperform their duties.

W.K. Jordan has shown that during the period 1480-1660 about two thirds of all
gifts for charitable purposes were made by will,33 many in the form of trusts for
religious purposes. Prior to the Reformation, the ecclesiastical courts had exclusive
jurisdiction of testamentary matters, and they used this jurisdiction to develop
special rules for the protection of trusts for religious purposes. These rules were
subsequently acrpliickbyr the Court of Chancery to charitable trusts for nonreligious
purposes, which were established in increasing numbers from the fifteenth century
onwards.3 4

As stated in Tudor on Charities, "the privileged position which charitable gifts
still retain in the law of wills and trusts is due, no doubt, to the origin of such lavi*In
Courts presided over ay ecclesiastics."35 These courts "were anxious to ensure that
philanthropy should be encouraged and that the objects of charitable trusts should,
not be frustrated by the formalism and rigidity of the common law."3 6
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This was accomplished by conferring three related privileges on charitable trusts
(and no other trusts): (1) the privilege of perpetual existence, which involved exemp-
tion from the rule against perpetuities; (2) the privilege of being held a valid trust,
even' if the testamentary provisions establishing the trust were stated in such general
terms th#t the trust would ordinarily have been held void; and (3) the privilege of
having the purposes for which the trust was established changed by court order if the
purposes laid down in the original trust deed could no longer be:puled out (that is,
the cy pressloctrine).3 7

It is interesting to note that one of the most urgent questions faced by the Nathan
Committee was whether the cy pres doctrine should be relaxed in order to make it
easier for outdated charitable trusts to obtain new purposes.38 The committee recom-
mended that this be done, and legislation to accomplish this result was included in
the Charities Act which was enacted by Parliament in 1960.39

Marion Fremont-Smith has pointed out that historically inEngland the trust (rather
than the corporation) has been the predominant form of organization for charitable
activities.40 A principal reason for this appears to be that "the state was the source of
power to create corporations whereas the creator of a charitable-trust was afforded
great freedom."41 It was not until the second half of the nineteenth century that
Parliament passed a series of acts that permitted general incorporation for certain
purposes, including charitable purposes. DavidlOwen reports that during the nine-
teenth century the growing practice of meeting social needs through the associated
efforts of many individuals led to the creation of large numbers ofvoluntary associa-
tions," most of which, we may assume, adopted the corporate form.

At present the English law does not appear to make any sharp distinction between
charities organized as trusts and those organized as corporations. Thus, a devise 'Of
land to a charitable corporation without any expression of trust "was held equivalent
to a devise upon a charitable trust."'" The Charities Act of 1960 defines a "charity"
as any institution, corporate or not, that is installed for charitable purposes.4 4

The English History of the Regulation of Charities to Prevent Abuses

The 1601 Statute of Charitable Uses was entitled "An Act to redress Misemploy-
ment of Lands. Goods and Stocks of Money heretofore given to Charitable Uses."
Under the substantive provisions of the 1601 Statute, commissions in each county

were appointed by the Chancellor to inquire into "any breach of trust, falsity, non-
employment, co9cealment, misgovernment or conversion" of trusts established for
the charitable purposes enumerated in the preamble. Thus, the 1601 Statute was the
first legislative step in the continuing process of devising regulatory mechanisms to
prevent the misuse of charitable funds and institutions:

Under the 1601. Statute the commission procedure was elab te, involving a
hearing before the commissioners and a jury of 12 men at which all interested persons
could appear and give evidence. The jury then issued its inquisition, or decision, upon
which the commissioners based their decree. The powers of the commissioners were
"generally as extensive as the evil demanded." Appeal lay to the Chancellor who could
affirm, annul, or reform the decrees of the commissioners."

Gareth Jones states that "it] he sitccess of this procedure was immediate, and the
years before the Civil War were distinguished by a thorough investigation of the ad-
mit:Oration of charitable trusts."46 He also points out, however, that the commission
procedure was cumbersome and depended Tor its success upon the willingness of citi-
zens to make a personal sacrifice by serving as jurors and commissioners and also upon
the support of the government and the Chancellor's acting promptly upon appeals.
After an initial period of success, those persons whose efforts were necessary to insure
its_effective functioning became indifferent and the commission machinery fell into

-disuse by the end of the seventeenth century.47
The "information" then became the preferred means of regulating charitable trusts.

In this proceeding, a private individual instituted a suit in equity in the name of the
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Attorney General against the charitable trustees. For the first few decades after the
enactment of the 1601 Statute of Charitable Uses, the information could be used
only to enforce uses that were not covered by the preamble of the statute. By the

' end of the seventeenth century, however, the scope of the information was extended
to include any charitable use.4 8

As an enforcement spechanism the information proved grossly inadequate, pri-
marily because of the 'interminable delays and crushing expense" to which an indi-
vidual was exposed if he brought suit in Chancery to correct an abuse by charitable
trustees. As stated by Sir Samuel Romilly in one of the Parliamtntary debates:

It would be difficult to find a man so public-spirited as to advance a great sum
of money to carry on a cause in which he had no personal interest, imputing
gross mis-conduct to a neighbour, with a chance of recovering a part of his ex-
penses after so great a lapse of time.4 9

Reformers were forced to look again to Parliament for a solution. In 1818 and
1819 laws were enacted that provided for the appointment of Parli mentary com-
missions to investigate breaches of charitable trusts. The reports ofFthese commis-
sions over a period of years "revealed a large number of abuses and led to a consid-
erable increase in the number of charity causes before the Court of Chancery."5°
However, the commissions had no enforcement powers, and could only conduct in-
quiries and issue reports, which frequently were not acted upon by the Attorney
General. According to Jones this proved ineffective since "many dishonest trustees
withstood with equanimity the glare of unfavorablepublicity."51

Up to this time the primary concern of charity reformers had been to secure the
preiervation and proper administration of charitable trusts. Then a second problem
began to emerge as a serious obstacle to reform the need to break away from the
strict rules of the centuries-old cy pres doctrine governing the changing of the objects
of outmoded charitable trusts. In general, under the cy pres doctrine the charitable
purpose to which a trust was dedicated could be changed only when the purposes
could not be attained; and even then the new charitable purposes had to be as near as
possible to those specified by the fOnder. In addition, such a change could be
achieved only by a proceeding in Chancery which was so expensive as to be impractical
for many charitable trusts.

By a series of statutes enacted in 1853, 1855, and 1860, Parliament undertook to
deal with these problems by creating a three-man administrative body, called the
Charity Commissioners, which had the following general functions:5 2

Advisory: giving advice upon the applicaticin of the trustees or others concerned
in the administration of a trust;

Administrative: giving directions upon the application of trustees or others con-
cernedcerned in the administration of trusts; controlling dealings with the property
of trusts; controlling legal pipceedings by trustees; settling the compromise of
claims'by, or against, trustar (which are final and bar to all subsequent ac-
tions, suits, claims or demands);

Supegisorr investigating the administration of charities including their ac-
counts and taking any further action which may consequently appear to be
proper;

Quasi-judicial: appointing or removing trustees or removing officers; establish-
ing and making schemes within the limits' of the cy pres' doctrine, subject to
appeal to the chancery Division of the High Court.

In its 1952 report, the Nathan Committee stated that the work of-the Charity- -
Commissioners had been "of great benefit to -charitable ,trusts and therefore to the

7 8
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country."53 The committee recommended that this basic system be retained and
strengthened.

Steps in this direction were taken in the Charities Act of 1960.54 FIN the first
time, the Charity Commissioners were placed under the jurisdiction of the Home
Secretary, thereby gairiing direct access to an important department of state which
could represent the commissioners' views in Parliament. A system of public registra-
tion of charities was enacted, and the commissioners were authorized to institute
inquiries in regard to charities under their jurisdiction, and %o take appropriate re-
medial action, such as removing the-trustees and vesting 'charitable property in the
Official Custodian for safekeeping. In addition, the long sought after relaxation of the
cy pres doctrine was achieved. Moreover, Charity Commissioners were authorized to
devise "schemes" for the reorganization of outmoded trusts if requested to do so by
the trustees or the courts.

The History of the Tax Exemption of Charities in England -

Property Taxation

For many centuries the question of exempting the property owned by charityaom
local taxation remained unresolved by any body having national jurisdiction. The early
judicial decisions, following custom in many parts of the country, inclined toward
exemption of charitable property." However, in 1866 the legal theory supporting
these decisions was overruled by the House of Lords.' 6 Thereafter, local authorities
became increasingly inclined to look to charities for the payment of loCal rates on

their property. There was no uniformity, however, as to the valuation of such prep-
erty, and in many places it was assessed at a nominal value.

In 1948 the Local Government Act withdrew valuation powers from local authori-
ties and vested them in the Board of Inland Revenue. As a result, many charities faced
the prospect of higher tax rates. In 1955 Parliament granted charities temporary relief
from the abrupt increase in rates which would have resulted from full and uniform
valuation of their property. Four years later, a study, commission recommended that
charities be granted uniform mandatory relief at the rate of 50 percent.' 7 The recom-
mendations of this commission were substantiallj, adopted in the Rating and Valuation
Ct. of 1961 and reenacted in the General Rate Act of 1967. At the present time,
where property is occupied by a charity and "wholly or mainly used for charitable
purposes," the tax rates are reduced by, one half. Moreover, the statute grants dis-
cretionary power to the rating authorities to further reduce or completely omit the
payment of taxes on charitable property. 5 8

Income Tax

Charitable organizations have been exempt from income tax in England since the
enactment of the first Income Tax Act in 1842. It was decided in'the Pemsel cases 9
that there is in English law only one definition of a charity. Accordingly, if an organi-
zation falls within the legal definition of charity awlefined by the courts in case
regarding charitable trusts, which is discussed above: It is also a charity for purposes
of tax exemption.60

.The position of charities from the standpoint of tax exemption was discussed in
Chapter 7 of the Final Report of the Royal Commission on the Taxation of Profits
and Income (1955). The commission took a restrictive point of view with respect to
the qtiestion of exemption:

In our view what is amiss in the present system is not the idea of giving income
tax relief in respect of charity but the undue width of the range of what ranks
as a charity for this purpose. It is the vagueness of definition or, more precisely,
the-absence of definition which provokes criticism: for it enables the very sub-

,
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stantial benefits of exemOtion to be claimed by activities which, in extreme
cases, have no real connection with the idea of charity at all. It is here that we
think that some action is called for.61

The commission recommended that the definition of charity for tax purposes be
made more limited and more precise. It argued that the new definition be established
on these lines:

[T] he relief of poverty, or prevention or relief of distress, the advancement of
education, learning and research, the advancement of religion.6 2

The commission acknowledged that if the suggested definition were adopted,
"exemption would be denied to a number of praisewqrthy activities which at present
enjoy it." The new definition would also "make the range of favoured activity less
flexible than it has been hitherto and so, perhaps, less responsive to the new growths

1.0 -,"'" of a changing society." While recognizing these considerations, the commission con-
...h..

*ctuded that they were not "strong enough to require the maintenance of the present
Situation." 3

An even stricter view was expressed by two dissenting members of the commission
who believed that total exemption from tax could beimstified only for charities per-
forming functions that were recognized as responsibilities of the State. The dissenters
also objected to the fact that whereas direct government grants are reviewed from
time to time with a view to adjusting them, if necessary, to the economic exigencies
of the moment, no similar review was made with respect to the tax exemption of
charities.6 4

Despite the commission's report, Parliament has not adopted a new comprehensive
definition of charity for income tax purposes.65

,-- a

The Legal History of Charities in America

The Colonial Experience

The colonists who settled America brought with them the English legal and social
tradition of an active private philanthropy. This tradition, coupled with the needs of
the colonists and the encouragement of chaKtable activity by the colonial churches,
created an environment favorable to the formation of charitable organizations de-
signed to meet the needs for social services within the primitive frontier society.66

Both public and private agencies, of!n working together, established schools and
assisted the poor.6 7 Governmental interference in privatecharity was minimal.68

[The colonists} did not debate the question of public versus private responsi-
bility.... In the work of establishing cherished social institutions on American
soil, public and private philanthropy were so completely intertwined as to be-
come almost indistinguishable. the law itself reflected a pragmatic approach to

. the solving of social problem through philanthropy. Colonial assemblies went
out of their.way to remove obstacles in the way of charities. The courts, valuing
social betterment above legal technicalities, asserted a permissive charity doc-
trine that supported aonors' benevolent intentions, even when the formulation
of their plans was clearly imperfect.69 ek

The incidence of pbv_erty in colonial America was not as great as in England and,
to the extent that poverty did exist, churches and local governments assumed the
burden of alleviating it.79In this setting, private donors turned to education as their
principal charitable activity. It has been estimated that 80 percent of the private funds
devoted to charity before the Revolution (not including gifts of an educational nature
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made through religious channels) were probably applied to educational purposes."
Alter the Rev ?lution, this trend was accelerated.

The Development of Vehicles fo.r Conducting Charitable Activities

At the time of the American Revolution and for many years thereafter, state gov-
ernments played the principal role in formulating governmental policy with respect
to charity. Operating charitable institutions, such as schools, hospitals, and religious
groups, were usually incorporated by special act of the legislature,72 and several
states adopted other forms of legislation to protect and support their charities.73
However, the policy of state governments toward charitable organizations was not
uniformly favorable. Fear of a rise in the power of the church through the accumula-
tion of property led some states to impose restrictions on property held by religious
corporations.74 For example, in Virginia and Maryland, acts were passed to restrict
the capacity of churches to acquire property and to administer relief to the poor."

The Americln Revolution also brought a wave of nationalist and anti-British'
sentiment.76 This resulted in the adoption of constitutional and statutory provisions
intended to "cleanse" the inherited system of English jurisprudence of features that
were deemed incompatible with the new republic." Some states repealed all English
statutes en masse, including the 1601 Statute of Charitable Uses. Soffie jurisdictions
also rejected the cy pres doctrine in the mistaken belief that it was exercisable only
by the prerogative power of the king."

This cleansing of British law led ultimately to the rejsttion of charitable trusts by
a number of states, based upon the reasoning of the U.S. Supreme Court in Trustees
of Philadelphia Baptist Association v. Hart's Executors. 79 In that case a testamentary
charitable trust for the benefit of an unincorporated religibus association was held in-
valid because Virginia, the testator's state of domicile, had, prior to the testator's
death, repealed the Statute of Charitable Uses along with other English statutes.
According to the Supreme Court, judicial power to enforce, charitable trusts stemmed
only from the Statute, and its repeal in Virginia made the trust unenfoi-ceable. This
conclusionwhile based on dicta in Englich cases, was historically incorrect because
the Statute merely provided a new remedy for enforcing charitable trusts and did not
supersede or eliminate the jurisdiction that the Chancellor had exercised over such
trusts prior to the enactment of the Statute.

The Philadelphia Baptist Association case Was ove uled25 years later in WO/ v.
Girard's Executors,8° when historical records not p7eviously available proved that
Charitable trusts had been enforced in England before the adoption of the Statute of
Charitable Uses., However, the error had become so firmly entrenched in some states
that despite the Girard case, they continued to follow it for another half century."
Moreover, during this period, New York, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsinenacted
codifications of their trust laws under which charitable trusts were held by the courts
to be invalid." Because of these legal obstacles, the trust device was not available as
an instrument for accomplishing charitable purposes in a number of states until around
the beginning of the twentieth ce/rtury.' Today all states recognize the validity of al
charitable trusts.83

In view of the rejection of charitable trusts in a number of important stat s, re-
liance was placed upon the charitable corporation as the primary legal meth nism
for carrying on charitable activities in America. As noted above, before,t volu-
tion corporations were created by charters issued by the Crown or the Royal GOVer-
nor, or, in some instances, colonial assemblies. Religjous corporations constituted the I'
most riumerouszoyp of private corporations in the colonies, and many of the chari-
table and educ nal institutions were also chartered under religious auspices.",
FollaWing the Revolution, some states - enacted statutes authorizing general incorpora-
tibn for chiritable purposes." By the middle of the nineteenth century, general
corporation laws were common throughout the U.S., and by the beginning of the
twentieth century charitable corporations were rarely incorporated by special act of
the legislature.8 6
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In view of.the heavy reliance upon charitableAerporations as the major instrument
X for conducting charitable activities in America, it is interesting to note the following

observation in a study, The Law and,the Lore of Endowment Funds, published in
1969:

The law relating to charitable corporations in general, and particularly to the
administration of endowment funds, remains throlighout the nation both 'rudi-
mentary and vague.' [T] he great and rapid increase in the number and aggregate
wealth of charitable corporations has taken the law by surprise,' and the courts
and commentators are still groping for a solution.8 7

Part of the reason for this uncertain state of the law relating to chaiitable corpora-
tions is historical. As prpviously discussed, much of the American law of charity is
derived from the English common law. Under English court decisions, charitable
corporations were traditionally viewed in legal theory as founded for the administra-
tion of charitable trusts.88 Problems naturally arose when this theory was sought to
be applied in American jurisdictions that did not enforce charitable trusts.

Moreover, even in states where charitable trusts were' enforced, the legal rules
applicable to such trusts did not always produce the desired result when applied to
charitable corporations. The Law and the Lore of Endowment Funds summarizes the
unique legal nature of a charitable corporation:

A charitable corporation is obviously similar to other corporations. It also shares
certain characteristics with charitable trusts, and the agreements it reaches with
the donors of its endowment funds, are in the nature of contracts. The separate
principles evolved by the law in relation to corporations, trusts and contracts
are all quite well developed, and the courts and commentators have naturally
drawn u n those principles in attempting to determine what standards should
goyerri administration'of endowment funds. Unfortunately those principles
are not ways compiementary; at times they are direct conflict. The result
has been an uneasy mixture of trust, contract and corporation language, the
force of which may.ipe difficult to predict in a particular situation....'

[T] he law governing charitable corporations is not merely a branch of trust law,
or corporate law, or contract law, but instead issul generls, drawing to some ex-

./ tent on all three of the older disciplines. Where the issue is the ownership of
property, courts in all states strain to uphold the claim of the charity involved,
rather than see the property lost to private hands. In other case l. not involvinii,

,administration, no general pattern is discernible. But where the issue involves
the investment of funds, accounting for their use or other aspects of administra-
tion or housekeeping, the cdurts show a marked tendency to apply corporate
principles rather than trust principles, in order to accord charitable corporations
a maximum degree of flexibilityln their operations....8 9

Within the past five years state legislatures have begun to take note of the need for
clarification o% law relatint to charitablecorporations. In New York a major re-
codification beca ' effective in 1970 under the title of the New York Not-for-Profit ,

Corporation Law. I 1973 Pennsylvania enacted an extensively revised Nonprofit
Corporation Law. The National Conference of CoMmissioners on Uniform State Laws
approved in 1972 the Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act, which is in-
tended to clarify the law relating to the managment of charitable funds and to
permit greater flexibility in the selection of investments, the delegation of investment
responsibility, and. the allocation of capital gains between principal and income. This
act has been enacted into law in a number of states.9°
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The Tradition of Exempting Charitable Organizations
From Tax Under State and Local Law

From the early days of colonial America, religious and educational institutions have
been accorded exemption from property taxation, and, to_a lesser extent, from other

xaforms of taxation. Property held by colonial y,hurches- that . were "established"
churches, supported by public taxation, received'eceived the eme exemption as other public
property.9 ' Moreover, a number of colonies granted the same exemption, as well as
support from public revenues, to dissenting churches.92 Following the Revolution
and the separation of church and state, the practice of exempting church property
was continued, the exemption being "so entirely in accordance with public sentiment,
.that it universally prevailed."93

The colonies accorded similar exemption to educational institutions:

. This custom was almost universal among the colonies, and even extended so far
as to exempt in several-Instances the property of the members of the college or .

university..:. The principle of exemption of educational institutions from taxa-
tion has been so grounded in the nature of our Government as to represent a
practically irrevocable law.94......
As noted above, in colonial America churches and towns bore the primary responsi-

/ bility for relief of the pdtir,-a-function irr-which the states increasingly shared-over. time. In the nineteenth century, charitable institutions assumed a more signifi-
cant role in The conduct of charitable work. This development was accompanied by
the enactment of legislation exempting the property of such institutions from state
and local taxation. The process by which this occurred has been described as follows:

But insofar as the state permitted private institutions to take over the work of
charity, the latter were pro tonto relieving the State of a burden which it had
avowedly undertaken to bear. Private institutions were thus performing a public
function. The quid pro quo which the private institutions, received was immunity
tram tixation. But it must be observed that what is done here is to state the
terms df a bargain which we have not before us. It is not tope supposed that the
bargain. was openly made and publicly declared. There is no direct evidence that

. such a_bargain was ever made. The process of exempting these pfivate institu-
tkons developed imperceptibly, 504. It was a spontaneous process, leaving no

A trate of its origin or immediate development.95

Today, every state in the union has some form of property tax exemption in favor
of charitable organizations.96 Many states also exempt charitable. organizations from

. inheritance," income," and sales taxes.99 However, there is little uniformity in the
various exemption provisions. For example, exemption of charitable property from
tax may extend only to real property,' 00 only to personal property, 0' or to both
real and personal property. 102 The- availability of an exemption in ach case is de-
terrnipeclby applying to h facts the particular statute under considera ion.

Affso, State taxing star s have historically differed in the language sed to describe
the 1:0- urposes of institu i ns eligible for exemption. For- example, he New York
statute lists more than 20 different specific charitable purposes for hich organiza-
tions may be organized and qualify for property tax exemption.' °3 T e Pennsylvania
statute, by comparispn, exempts only religious, charitable, and edu ational institu-
tions.' 64 2 .

Additionally, different tax statutes within Abe' same star are oft n inconsistent.
In New York, for example, exemption from income tax, is Accorded "[al trust ...
which by,reason of its purposes or activities is exempt from federal i come tax."165

owever New York's real property tax law106 sets forth its own list of exempt
rpose and organizations characterized as charitable or educationa for federal tax
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purposes may be subjected to real property tax for failing to fall within an exempt
state classification.' 07 .,

There appears to be little likelihood that uniform criteria for exemption at the
state and local level will be achieved in the foreseeable future. In some states the trend
actually seems to be in the opposite direction. In 1971, for example, the New York
legislature amended its real property tax law to authorize municipal corporations to'
tax formerly exempt real property owned by institutions which are

. . . [o] rganized or conducted exclusively for the moral or mental improvement
of men and women or for bible, tract, benevolent, missionary, infirmary, public
playground, scientific, literary, baVassociation, medical society, library, patriotic:
or historical purposes, [or] for the enforcement of laws relating to children or
animals... .°-

;...1 8

At the same time, the legislature mandated continued exemption for property of insti:
tutions "organized or conducted exclusively for religious, charitable, hospital, educa-
tional or cemetery purposes.'" As a result of this amendment, property held by
a nonprofit organization in one part of New York State might be exempt from tax
while similar property used for identical purposes by the same organization in another
part of the state might be subject to tax.

The History of the Exemption of Charities from Federal Taxation

Prior to the end of the nineteenth century, federal revenu4s were derived primarily
from import duties and excise taxes which did not affect charitable organizations.
With the adoption of the first federal income tax law in 1894,11° imposing a tax on
the income and profits of corporations generally, the tradition of exempting charity
from tax, as developed in England and incorporated into American state and local law,
was expressed on a national level. Although the legislative history' is silent on the
matter, it seems likely that the federal draftsmen reviewed the state exemption stat-
utes and noted their lack of uniformity and also tilconsiderable degree of specificity

-wjth which they were written. Presumably wishing to avoid a similar tangle at the
national level, the federal draftsmen framed the exemption4n broad and simple terms
as follows: -

3

That nothing herein contained shall apply 'to . .. corporations, companies, or.
associations organized and conducted solely for charitable, religious or educa-
tional purposes, . . . nor to the stocks, shares, funds, or securities held by any
fiduciary or tr stee for charI itable, religious, or educational purposes...."'

6

An exemption i favor of such Organizaticns has appeared in every'subsequent federal
income tax law. I

,

-
The 1894 in me tax was declared unconstitutional a year later,112 but the sub-

stance of the 1894 exemption provision was carried over to the Corporation Excise
Tax of 1909 which provided that the tax should n t apply "to any corporation or
association organized. and erated exclusively for religious, charitable, or educational
purposes, no part of the n income of which inur to the benefit of any private
stockholder or individual."' 3

The constitutional obsta le to a federal income tax was removed in 1.913 by the
,adoption oithe Sixteentrt Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Enacted in that
same year, he first incom tax law under the Sixteenth Amendment' i4 contained
an exemption in favor of ch ritable, religious, educational, and scientific organizations.
The exemption for these organizations was repeated in the I come Tax Acts of
191,6115`and 1918,116 and elias continued to the present. T e phrase "or the pre-
vention of cruelty to children or animals" and the word "liter ry" were added to the
list of exempt purposes in 1918117 and 1921,118 respectively, and the phrase "test-
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g for public safety" was added in 1954.'19 Limitations regarding legislative and
political activities were added in 1934'20 and 1954.'21

The basic income tax exemption provisions have been supplemented by other
federal tax provisions favorable to charitable organizations. In 1898, a federal tax
was imposed upon legacies,122 without exemption for legacies to charitable, reli-
gious, and, educational institutions. Three years later, in 1901, an exemption was
provided for subsequent legacies to charitable, religious, and educational organiza-
tions &lnd for all prior legacies of that type with respect to which tax had not yet
been paid.'" In 1902, remedi al legislation was passed authorizing a refund of all
taxes previously paid on such legacies.' 24

In-.1916, 4 federal estate tax was adopted.' 25 In contrast to the 1898 legacy tax,
which applied separately to each legacy, the estate tax was imposed on the entire
estate at progressive rates. No deduction was originally allowed for charitable dispo-
sitions, a treatment that paralleled the income ta)2 law in effect at the time, which
similarly allowed no deduction .for charitable contributions. These omissions were
remedied when Congress in 1917 provided an income tax deduction for charitable
contributions of individuals (limited to 15 percent of the donor's taxable in-
come)126 and in 1919 authorized an estate tax deduction for bequests to charitable
organizations. 1,27

A gift tax deduction in favor of gifts to charity was included in the federal gift
tax law of 1926.128 An income tax deduction for charitable contributions by cor-
porations was enactedin 1935.129

Beginning in 1950 the development of federal tax policy regarding charitable
organizations entered a new phase. For the first time, statutory rules were enacted
to deal with business activities of various charities and with certain areas of abuse,
including self-dealing, imprudent investments, and unreasonable accumulations of in-
come. Further steps in the direction of charities reform were taken by Congress in
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which established detailed statutory rules to govern
the conduct of private foundations in the areas of self-dealing,' 3 excess business
holdings,131 timely distribution of income,'" investment of assets,'" and expen-
ditures of funds for certain prohibited purposes.'" The 1969 Act also imposed an
excise tax on each private foundation in an amount equal to 4,percent of the foun-
dation's net investment income.135

Aside from the 4 percent excise' tax and the other restrictions imposed by the
1969 Act, the basic policy of U.S, tax legislation has been to encourage charitable
organizations through tax exemption and deductibility of contributions. This U.S.
policy may be contrasted with the tax treatment of charities in England, as dis-
cussed earlier, where considerably less encouragement has been given.

II

RULES APPLYING TO A L 501 (c) (3) ORGANIZATIONS-- .

This C apter deals with the form ion of 5014(c) (3) organizations:their day -to-
day oper tion, and their participatiof in the political process. The rules discussed
terein ap ly to all 501 (c) (3) organt ations regardless of the purpose for which the
entity is rganized and operated. -

Generally, the rules in 11 three eas are not precise, and in those areas where
the IRS has for administrkive reas rns tried to create specificity, the courts have
been inclined to, be lenient. Neyerthiless, these rules are importan't becausp a viola-
tion of them may mean loss of exem tion. For this reason 501 (c) 43) organizations
constantly evaluate their conduct in lation to these rules.

I
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Requirements Pertaining to the Founding Document and Form of Organization

Section 501 (c) (3) applies to "Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or
foundation...." The IRS regards the phrase "corporation, community chest, fund
or foundation, as encompassing, with one exception, any organizational format,(in-
cludihg a trust), so long as the organization's founding document provides for
officers empowered. tonct for the organization.' 36 The one exception is partner-
ships, which are not recognized as 501 (c) (3) organizations.'"

The regulations imply that an organization must have a founding charter, referred
to in the regulations as the "articles of ofganization." This term is defined as fol-
lows: "For purposes of this section, the term 'articles of organization' or 'articles'
includes the trust instrument, the corporate charter, the articles of association, or
any other written instrument by which an organization is created."'" The practice
of the IRS is to read this language narrowly. The Exempt Organizations Handbook
states:

... the organizational test cannot be met by reference to any document that
is not the creating document. In the case of a corporation-, the bylaws cannot
remedy a defect in the corporate charter. A charter canke amended only in
accordance with state law, which generally regyires filing of the amendments
with the chartering authority. In the case ofa trust, operating rules cannot
substitute for the trust indenture. In the case of an unincorporated associ-
atioelhe test must be met by the basic creating documentand the amend -
men thereto, whatever that instrument may be called. Subsidiary documents
that .ar not amendments to the creating document may not be relied on.'"

Courts ave on Occasion rejected the strict IRS position stated above-and have
held that the proven intent of the founders of the organizatiion may substitute for
a written founding document. Bylaws have been accepted in place of articles of,.,
incorporation. Even where there i no written charter, the actions of the founders-1.
Of the org'anization have substituted for a missing charter when the actions of e''i
founders clearly express charitable- intent.14° ._

The regulations also provide that the founding document will be acceptable on
if it limits the purposes orthe organization "to one or more exempt purposes.'"
In reference to this requirement, the regulations state that "In meeting the organiza

..
tional test, the organization's/purposes, as state in its articles, may be as broad as,
or more specific than, the purposes stated in 501 (c) (3)2,142

The reglations provide examples of charters acceptable:
. v

Th refore, an organization which, by the terms of its articles, is formed 'for,
lite ary and scientifi purposes within the meaning of 501 (c) (3) of
th Code' shall, if i otherwise meets the requirements i this paragraph, be\
co sidered to have net the organizational test. Silnilarly, articles stating that
the organization is created solely 'to receive contributions and pay them over
to organizations which are described in section 501 ,(c) (3) and exempt from
taxation under section 501 lar are sufficient for purposesOt the organiza-
tional test. Moreover, it is sufficient if the articles set forth the urpose of the
organization to be the operation of a school for adult education and describe
in detail the manner of operation of such school. In addition, if the articles
state that the organization is formed for 'charitable purposes,' such articles
ordinarily shall be sufficient for purposes of the organizationaltest.... 143

!
Thus a charter that merely,explains its purposes by trac ing the language of the

-
statute is acceptably limited."'"

In regard to the founding document, the regulations al provide that "In' no
case shall an organization be cqnsidered to be organized 4x usively for one or more..
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exempt purposes, if, by the terms of its articles, the purposes for which such organi-
zation is created are, - broader than the purposes specified in Section 501 (c) (3)."I45

The IRS has rejected charters it considered overly broad. However, in situations
where all of the other requirements for aemption ale met, the courts have been
reluctant to regard this factor A determinative. 46

The regulations also provide that the founding document of an organization must
not "... expressly empower it to carry on, otherwise than asan insubstantial part
of its activities, activities which are not in furtherance of one or more exempt pur-
poses, even though such organization is, by the terms 9f such articles, created for a
purpose that is no broader than the purposes specified in section 501 (c) (3).#1141

The meaning of this requirement is clarified with an example: "Thus, an organi-
zation that is empowered by its articles 'to engage in a manufacturing business,' or
'to engage in the operation of a social club' does not meet the organizational test
regardles5 of the fact that its articles pay state that such organization is created for
charitable purposes within the meaning of section 501 (c) (3) of the Code." 148

This requirement has not been strictly enforced by the courts. Recognizing that
it may be impossible to tell from the _wording of a charter whether an authorized
activity is "insubstantial,"149 the courts have addressed the issue of whether non-
exempt activities actually engaged in by the organization constitute a substantial
part of its overall activities.'s°

Finally, the regulations require that the rounding document provide for the dis-
tribution of assets in\the event of dissolution of the rganiiation:

An organizati is not organized exclusively for one or more exempt purposes
unle its as ts are dedicated to an exempt purpose. An organization's assets
will co idered dedicated to an exempt purpose, for example, if, upon dis-
solutio uch assets would, by reason of a provision in the organization's
articles r by operation of law, be distributed for one or more exempt pur-
poses, r to the Federal government, or to a State or] local government, for a
public purpose, or would be distributed by a court td another organization to
be used in such manner as in the judgment of the court will best accomplish
the general purposes for which the dissolved organization was organized. How-
ever, an organization does not meet the organizational test if its articles or the

law of the State in Aich it was created provide that its assets would, upon
dissolution, be distributed to its members or shareholders.' sl. shareholders.'

Even if the charter does not provide for the dispositiob df assets upon termina-
tion, the charter is not defective if under state law the assets must be distributed
"for one or more exempt purposes." In' many states the applicable statute specif-
ically .provide for a proper distribution.'" However, for administrative reasons the
IRS prefers charter provision regafdless of state law, and the absence of such a
provision ma delay the granting of an organization's aplification for tax exemp-
tion.'" Where reliance is placed on state law, the IRS takes the position that the
state law must be unambiguous, and that the burden of justifying such reliance rests
on theorganization."4

.
This requirement of the 'regulations has met with skepticism in the courts.'"

e Except where the activities of the organization as a whole indicate a nonexempt
purpose 'would be served by the distribution of assets on terminatibn,'" the llIS
Position has been rejected. The requirement that the organizaticin clearly demon-
strate that state law provides for'a charitable distributioh in the event of dissolution
has also been rejected.157.However, when the charter specifically' provicips. for a
titivate benefit on dissolution, the courts would presumably ifeny the exemp-
tion.' s 4 , I

These requirements concerning, the format and founding chartet of a 501 (c) (3)
organization affect the organization during its formation. Generally, they comprise
what is referred to in the regulations as the "organizational test."

r7 .
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Because of reluctance to disqualify an Organization for a mere defect in form,
the courts have been willing to waive strict compliance with the organizational test
in cases where the organization otherwise merited exemption. Nevertheless, bgcause
the IRS will not approve an exemption application under section 501 (c) (3) Unless
these requirements are satisfied, it seems likely, that all 501 (c) (3) organizations
created since promulgation of the regulations in 1959 are governed by charters that
reflect the IRS position concerning format and founding document.

Requirements Affecting Day-to-Day Operations of 501 (c) (3) Organizations
I

The regulations provide that a 501 (c) (3) organization must be primarily en-
gaged in activities-that further its exempt purposes:

An organization will be regarded as "operated exclusively" for one or more
exempt purposes only if it engages primarily in activities which accomplish
one or more of such exempt purposes specified in section 501 (c) (3). An
organization will not be so regarded if more tha. an insubstantial part of its
activities is not in furtherance of an exempt purpose.159

This regulation is less stringent than section 501 (c) (3), which states that an organi-
zation must be "operated exclusively" for an exempt purpose.16°

When the regulation was promulgated, commentators welcomed the fact that the
IRS had not applied the "exclusively operated" language of section 501 (c) (3) lit-
erally, but they pointed out the uncertainty arising from the phrase "insubstan-
tial. 61

At present, the meaning of "insubstantial" has. not been clarified., The IRS has
acknowledged using a 5 percent test in determining whether an organization
gaged in "substantial" political activity. 162 However, for pur s of the regulation
quoted above, the IRS does not appear to apply a specific p rcentage test bu't in-
stead approaches each case on an indiyidual basis.'63

A second important requirement is that the activities of a 501 (c) (3) organiza
tion must serve a "public rather than a private interest." The regulations provide:
"An organization is not organized or operated exclusively for one or more

,,[exempt ... purposes unless it serves a public rather than a private interest."'"
This is one of the most important substantive requirements of section 501 (c)

(3). The regulations state that in order to meet this requirement:

: it is necessary for an organization to establish that it is not organized or
operated for the benefit of private interests such as designated individuals, the
creator or his family, shareholders lofthe organization, or persons controlled,
directly or indirectly, by such private nterests.165 -

Moreover, the regulations ,provide., explicitly that "An organization is n6t'Oper-
ated exclusively for one or more exempt purposes if its net earnings inure in whole
or in partIto the benefit of private shareholders or individuals."1"

Thus, in defining a private interest, the IRS has had to define the term "private
-shareholder or individual," define what constitutes a "benefit," and dete mine what
kinds of organiza ions by their very nature provide private benefits.

The IRS tak, the position that a private shareholder or individual inclUdes any
person "having personal or private interest in the 'activities of. the organiza-
tion;"'"' In pr tical effect, the rule against serving a private interest regulates the
dealings f 501 c) (3) organizations with all persons. ,

The I S and the courts have taken a very broad position in regar to what con-
stitutes "benefit." It is clear that "benefit" is not limited to cash di ribations.168
Any ty e of dealing which is not at arm's length can be held to r sult in a pro-
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hibited private benefit.' 69 Even a beefit as intangible as publicity has been called
into question.'"

The prohibition against private benefit is not violated by the payment of reason-
able compensation for services rendered to a 501 (c) (3) organization to enable it to

-carry out its exempt purpose."' In practice, payments of compensation will be
questioned only when they are "excessive" in terms of the practice of other corn -
paEable organizations.' 77 Where it is difficult to make a reasonable guess as to the
practice of other comparable organizations, reference will be made to organizations
that operate on a profit -making basis. Thus, where a salary is reasonable as a deduc-
tible business expense,.it wilt generally be considered reasonable for exemption pur-
poses. 173

It is of course clear that in appropriate circumstances a 501 (c) (3) organization
'can give money, goods, or services to 'individuals without losing its exempt status.
Many forms of charity involve aid to individuals. However, an organization that pro-
vides benefits to its members "in the event of death, illness, or disability, without
regard to financial distress" is regarded as a "mutual benefit association, mat a
charity." 174 On the other hand, where the mutual benefits of a charitable organiza-
tion are only a small part of the organization's activities, they will-not result in loss
of exemption.' 75

Even though all of the formal requirements of the regulations are met, exemp-
tion under section 501 (c) (3) will be denied if an organization is operated as an
adjunct of the private business or professional practice of those who control it. An
example is a private hospital which limits its services to the paying patients of the
members of its medical staff, Oho also control it.' 76

Organizations involved in social activities are likely to be closely scrutinized to
determine if they are being operated for the pfryate benefit of their members. The

exemption will not be granted if the organization's charter powers it "to engage
IRS concern about social activities is reflected in the reguVns, whip state that

in the operation of a social club."'" However, courts have taken a liberal attitude
with respect to incidental social activities since "[pi ractically all religious and edu-
cational associations and some charitable organizations, make use of social or athletic
features."178 Moreover, a large organization can have more social activities than a
small one, since incidental nonexempt functions are measured against the back-
ground of the organization's total activities.'"

Other aspects of the question of whether an organization serves a public rather
than a private interest are discussed further in the sections of this report dealing
with charitable, religious, educational,,ancl scientific organizations-.

Require ents Pertaining to Legislative and
Political A tivities of 501 (c) (3) Organizations

A 501 (c) (3) organizatio must be organized and operated in such a way that it
confOrm to a set of rules re pecting legislativ,e and political activity. The limitations

4.upon.the legislative activities of publicly supported 501 (c) (3) organizations are
currently the subject of congressional attention, and substantial changes concerning
the rules in this area may be forthcoming,. in the future.180 Currently, the regula-
tions label an organization engaged in prohibited legislative or political activity an

(
ction organization," which is not exempt from taxation under section 501 (c)

( ).
1 1 v

Ehgaging in any of the three following activities can lead to classification as an
tion Organization: (1) attempting to influence legislation, (2) participating in a

olitical campaign, and (3) having a primary objective that may only be attained by
I gislation or a defeat of proposed legislation. .

The ban on influencing legislation is contained in,section 501 lc) (3), which pro -
ides that an exempt -organization is one, "... no substatItial part of the activities
f which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence

'-e, i
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legislation." The meaning of "substantial" has not been explicitly defined even
though courts have long wrestled with the issue,'82 but the relevant factors to be
considered have been iden ified.

Determining whether an organization has violated this prohibition requires a deci-
sion as to what activities a included within the category of influencing legislation;

. it requires a decision as t e relevant time period over which such activity is to be
measured; and, finally, i requires a decision as to the standard agast which the
substantiality of such activity is to be measured.

The regulations provide that an organization will be regarded a..s attempting to
influence legislation if the organization

(a) Contacts, or urges the public to contact, members of a legislative body for
4 the purpose of proposing, supporting, or opposing legislation; or

(b) Advocates the adoption or rejection of legislation.
es

The term "legislation," as used in this subdivisi6n, includes action by the
Congress, by any State legislature, by any local council or similar governing
body, or by the public in a referendum, initiative, constitutional amendment
or similar procedure.'83

The IRS has interpreted this to include contacting members of the exempt orga-
nization and urging them to contact the legislators; urging action on legislation in
the organization's official publications, pamphlets, or newsletters; contacts with
legislators by officers and members of the exempt organization; individual corre-
sponttgrness releases, newspaper and magazine advertisements; employment of
public i s services; and the employment of a professional legislative representa-
tive.'84 Furthermore, in determining whether an organization is attempting to in-
fluence legislation, the IRS will examine "...all of [the organization's] literature,
meetings, letters, communications.... The entire organizational structure [willf be
dissected. A careful judgment [will] be made of the nuances contained in the
various communications."1-8 5 i

The, IRS recognizes an exception for one type of legislative activity. If the
exempt organization . ' .

../
,... did not initiate any action with respect to pending legislation, but merely
responded to an official request from a [legislative body].... [i] t cannot, ...
be described as attempting to influence legislation by contacting members of a
legislative body to propose, support, or oppose legislation or by advocating
the adoption or rejection of legislation. The attempts to influence legislation
as described in the regulations imply an affirmative act and g something 1

more than a mere passive response to a Committee invitation.' 6

In regard to the tim eriod over which legislative activity is measured, the
courts have adopted a y y-year approach, delineated by the beginning and end

Iof he organization's taxabl , year.
187 However; it has been stated that e IRS pre-

fer "... a flexible open-ended standard for determining the periods d ring which
leg slative activities of an organization should be measured."' 88

The final question involveclin determining the substantiality of legisl tive activity
is the standard against which such activity is to be measured. There have beeh indi-
cations that the IRS questions legislative activity where it constitutes more than 5
percent of an organization's total! activities.' 8 9 However, the'Exempt Organizations
Handbook states that It] here i4 no simple rule as td what amouneof cacti ides is
substantial. "190 The courts have reached decisions in particular cases th ough a
balancing approach in which the issue is resolved by considering,-what ."po tion of
the 'Mal activity" is involved with Influencing le "gislation; what the activit es were
"intended" to promote;and what the nature of thoselactivities are.'

I

90 ,
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The question of legislative activity is complicated by the fact that under the defi-
nitions of "educational" and "charitable," the regulations sanction certain types of
activity that might have an impact upon the political process. "Educational" is de-
fined to include "The instruction ofliiile public on subjects useful to the individual
and beneficial to the community."' 91 .The examples given under "educational activ-
ity" include "An organization whole"' acliVitie-s-consist of presenting public discus-
sion groups, forums, panels, lectUres, or other similar programs. Such programs may
be on radio or television." 93

Under the definition of "charitable" the regulations state:

The fact that an organization, in carrying out its primary purpose, advocates
social or civic changes or presents opinion on controversial issues with the in-
tention of molding public opinion or creating public sentiment to an accept-
ance of if views does not preclude such organization from qualifying under
section 501 (c) (3) so long as it is notan "action" organization.... 94

This problem is presented by the case of an organization whose primary purpose
__is to improve government honesty or efficiency. This is a recognized charitable pur-

pose, and also a recognized educational purpose where it involves "educating the
public." In such a case, the IRS determines first whether the organization's primary
purpose in advocating civic changes is to further the charitable and educational pur-
poses of the organization; and second, whether the means of advocacy used to
achieve those purposes rise to the level of activities that are prohibited under the
"action organization" provisions.

Thus, where an organization's purpose is to elevate' "the standards of ethics and
morality in the conduct of campaigns for political pffice," and where it proposeMe
"code.for fair campaign practices" which it recommend be folloWed, but which it
does not urge be enacted into law, the organization can qualify as a 501 (c) (3)
organization because its activities (1) are directly related to its charitable purpose
"(creating good government) and (2) 8o not rise to the level of "contacts" with
legislators. 95

Th'e statute also prohibits participation in political campaigns. Unlike the limita-
tion on legislative activity, which applies only where such activity is substantial, the
statutory ban on political activity is unqualified. Section 501 (c) (3) exempts only
organizations "... which [do] not participate in or intervene in (including the pub-
lishing or distributing of statements) any political campaign on behalf of any candi-
date for public office." /

-The regulations provide "An organization is an action organization if it partici-
pates or intervenes, directly or indirectly, in any political campaign on behalf of or
in opposition to any candidate for public office."' 96

The IRS interprets the phra "candidate for public office" biloadly to include
... an individual who offers hi self, or is proposed by others, a4 a contestant for,

an elective public office."'" oreover, if an organization supports or opposes
- candidates, the fact that it doesse on a nonpartisan basis does not take it out of

the prohibition. As the Exempt Organizations HandbOok states, "[t] he first point
to be noted is that this is an absoline prohibition."198 I

Since'the prohibition is against both "direct and indirect" participation in ppliti-
cal campaigns, the prohibition has causea problems for educational institutions be-
cause of the possibility that campus political activities of their students, involving
use of the institution's facilities on behalf of candidates, might be viewed as indirect
activity by the institution itself.'99 However, it should be noted that the prohibi-
tion is not against participation or intervention in political campaigns per se, but
against participation on behalf of or in opposition to" a candidate Thus, for
example, where science, course requires students to participate in a
political campaig for the purpose of furthering their education, the prohibition is
not violated.79°

9.1
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The final limitation concerning political activity is stated, in the regulations as
follows:

vo,

An organization is an "action" organization if it has the following two charac-
teristics: (a) Its main or primary objective or objectives (as distinguished from
its incidental or secondary objectives) may be attained only by legislation or a
defeat of proposed legislation; and (b) it advocates, or campaigns for, the
attainment of such main or primary objective or oilectives as distinguished
from engaging in nonpartisan analysis, study, or research and making the re-
sults thereof available to the public. In determining whether an organization
has such characteristics, all the surrounding circumstances, including the
articles and all activities of the organization, are to be considered..20'

There is very little published authority as to the meaning of ithis regulation. It
was apparently at issue when 'the IRS revoked the exempt statuqof the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, "a movement of Christian protest against war, and of faith in a
better way than violehte for the solution of all conflicts." 202 Although the Service
delineated two alternative reasons for withdrawing the organization's exemption, the
primaty ground was as follows: "It is our position that a purpose Of 'anti mil i tar ism,
peace, and international reconciliation,' is a political purpose and not within the
orbit of section 501 (c) (3).... Resolving international controversies is a political
purpose, not a charitable religious purpose."203 Within a few months, however, the
IRS reversed itself and issued a second ruling declaring the organization.exempt.204

The courts have generally followed a policy of looking "to the behavior of an
organization, rather than its aims, once it becomes clear that the organization, in
general terms, is within the class whose purposes might be characterized as chiirit-
able."2" A court will not deny charitable_status "[m]erely because some ultimate
effect ... [may be] realized in legislation ... ," since charitable work results- in
"bringing to the attention, of the individual citizens.the need for_ many-- things, some
of which could be remedied by local means and others which perhaps would require
legislation by the State. The information acquired by the public from [NO charit-
able]able] work would normally tend to have some effect in the actions of Tate legis-
lators, elected by the'people, to enact ... le.gislation."2° 6

III

THE SEARCH,FOR A MODERN DEFINITION
OF CHARITY UNDER SECTION 501 (c) (3) .10

In ore to qualify for xemption under section 501 (c) (3), a organization
must be f rmed and condu te'd for one or more of the purposes se forth in that
section: aritable, religious, educational, scientific, literary, testing f r public safe
ty, prey n ion of cruelty to children or animals. ,

All of he foregoing purposes (except testing for public safety) are also enumer
ated in the sections of the Internal Revenie Code that per/nit income, estate, an
gift tax deductions for so-called "charitable" contributions. (These are sections 17
(c) (2), 2055 (a) (2)4 2106 (a) (2) (A) (ii), and 2522 (a) (2).)

Each of -these exempt purposes is, in a sense, a distinct concept which is deline-
ated by criteria that differ from those pertaiping to the other purposes enumerated
in section 501 (c) (3). However, there isalso an overlap between these enumerated
purposes, as indicated by the fact that the regulations provide that the term "charit-
able includes the advancement of religion, education, or science. A common thread
which runs through much of section 501 (c) (3) is derived rom ihe concept of i
charity as developed by judicial decisions over several centurie and, more recently,
1p IRS interpretations of these decisions in the context of the ederal tax lavis.

1 ,

1
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This part of the report will examine the legal criteria that determine whether an
organization is "Charitable" fot purposes of section 501 (c) (3). We first consider
the difficulty encountered by-, judges, text writers, and the IRS in formulating a
satisfactory legal definition of the term "charitable." We then discuss the nature of
charity as .an evolving concept which, is shaped by the needs and values of con-
temporary society. And, lastly, we undertake to identify the piiticiples that appear
to guide the evolution Of charify under section 501 (c) (3). In this discussion atten-
tion will be focused upon the revenue rulings published by the IRS under section
501 (c) (3) since the meaning of "charity" for this purpose is greatly influenced by
these rulings. Court decisions and statutes which shed light upon the evolving legal
concept of charity will ofcourse also be discussed.

p
.Attempts to Define "Charity"

There is no statutory definition of the term "charitable" for purposes-of section
501 (c) (3). However, the regulations state that

The term "charitable" is used in sectio 501 (c) (3) in its generally accepted
legal sense and is, therefore, not e construed as limited by the separate
enumeration in section 501 (c) (3) of other tax-exempt purposes which !flay
fall within the broad- outlines of "charity" as developed by judicial decir
sions.20/

As noted in the historical section of this report, certain types of purposes have
for centuries been regarded as "charitable." These traditionally charitable purposes
are reflected in the following definition of "charity" which was formulated by it's-

`-. tice Gray in 1867:

A charity, in the legal sense, may be more,fully defined as agift,, to be ap-
. plied consistently with existing laws, for the benefit of an indefinite 'number

of persons, either by bringing their minds and hearts under-the influence- of
education or religion, by relieving their bodies from disease; suffering or con-.
straint, by assisting them to establish themselves in, life, or by erecting or
maintaining public buildings or works .or otherwise lesSening the burdens,of
'govern men t.2 "

This statement is a comprehensive summary* the scope of charity at the time it
was written. However, as a definition of charitY it is not complete because it fails to
recognize that addi ional charitable purpo s will emerge as conditions in society
change. In 1891 L rd Macnaghten appeare to acknowledge this open-ended aspect
of charity by defining it as follows in his fa ouopinion in the Peale/

'41"-

"Charity" in its, legal eise comprises cur principal dixisions: trusts
relief of poverty; trusts or the advancement of education; trusts for

yfot the

vancement of religion; and trusts for. other purposes beneficial to the.4011-,..,1
munity, not falling under any of the preceding heads.... The truskIdaq:/,...,
referred to are not the less charitable in the eye of the law, because incideof'r 7;::\!
ally they benefit the rich as well as the poor, as indeed, every charity that ./
deserves the name must do`either directly or indirectly 209

Under Lord Macnaghten's definition, newly, perceived purposes that are "beriefic al-
'to the community" can presumably qualify as charitable even though /NY are n t
included within any of the,traditionalcategories. 1 ,

The Treasury Department regulations which define "cha ita,ble" for purposes of
section 501 .(c) (3) follow an approach' going beyond .)us ice Gray's and close to
that of Lord Macnaghten. Ih addition to stating that the m "charitable" is u

,. t 9 3
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in section 501 (c) (3) in its "generally accepted lejaI sense," the regulations go on
to provide that the term "charitable" includes

Relief of the poor and distressed or of the underprivileged; advancement of
religion; advancement of educalion or science; erection or maintenance of
public buildings, monuments, or works; lessening of the burdens of Govern-
ment; and promotion of social welfare by organizations designed to accom-
plish any of the above purposes, or (i) to lessen neighborhood tensions; (ii) to
eliminate prejudice and discrimination; (iii) to ,defend human and civil rights
secured by law; or (iv) to combat community deterioration and juvenile de-
linquency. 210

It will be noted that the regulations include all .of the traditional categories of
charity referred to by Justice Gray and Lord Macnaghten, and in addition they in-
clude several specifically enumerated purposes more recently recognized. The
specific mention of these latter purposes in the regulations is of course evidence of
the fact that the dimensions of charity change from time to time. HoWever, the
regulations do not articulate any standards or principles to determine how this evo-
lutionary process is to go forward in other situations. Lord Macnaghten's standard
of "benefit to the community" is not expressly stated, although it is presumably
intended to be incorporated by reference as a part of the general law of charity.
Accordingly, in their present form the regulations do not provide a complete defini
tion of charity, and reference must be made to the general law of charity to deter-
mine its meaning.

All authorities atifei that to define charity that is, "lo determine or fix the
boundaries or extent': thereof is an elusive task. For example, Scott states that"... it is impossible to frame a perfect definition of charitable= purposes. There is
no fixed standard to determine what purposes are charitable...."211 According to
Bogert a charitable purpose is one "for the public benefit," but he states that-litt is--
impractical to attempt to frame a definition which includes a description of all the
types of activity whichithe courts regard as of 'advantage to the' community. I,21 2

Most discussions of The concept of charity proceed by formulating lists of activi-
. ties and organizations that have been accorded charitable status.,Typically, such

lists, although broken down into. categories, are voluminous, reflepting the tre-
mendous number and ...diversity of charitable. organizations. The pr)lcipal guides
promulgated by the IRS, 'such' as published revenue rulings and the Exempt Organi-
zations Handbook, follow this pattern and catalog the various kinds of activities
that have been held charitable foi purposes of section 501 (c) (3). They do not,
however, identify the factors common to each 'activity which have led all.of the
activities to be classified as charitable.

ITh4 Evolving Nature f "Charity"

One reason than there ha e been few attempts to provide a comprehensive efini-
don ri't that chari ble acti ty constantly changes, and formulating a'aefinit on is
extremely difficult when th object to be defined is in flux. The evolving nature of
charity is recognize by all uthorities. Bogert states:

it would Jae inadvisable to attempt to bind the courts by a rigid formula.
They should' have. latitude to include new purposes as society develops and
public opinion changes and to exclude objectives which have become obsolete
or unsuited to prevailing:Conditions....

_What is rharitabici in one gener tion may bt' noncharitable in a tater age, and
vice versa. Ideas'regardinpstaci benefit and public good change from century
to century and vary in different coni unities.213
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Similar 'statements may be found in decisions of. state and federal courts.
discussing the meaning of charity in its-general legal sense. The follownikare typical
exam pies:

The enforcement of charitable uses cannot be limited to any narrow and
stated formula. It must expand with the advancement of civilization and the
daily increasing needs of man.2 1 4

e

. the differing condition, character and wants of communities and nations,
change and enlarge the scope of charity; and, where new necessities are
created, new charitable uses must be established.2'5

The definition of the term "charitable" has never been static and has been
broadened in recent years.

.. an inflexible construction fails to recognize the changing ecgnomic, social
and technological precepts and values of contemporary society.2 16

in addition to being constantly in flux, the questiS9n of what is charitable arises
in a number of different contexts. Until the present century, the-legal definition of
charity was shaped largely by judicial decisions in thousands of cases between pri-
vate litigants. These cases frequently involved the validity of a charitable bequest
under attack by an heir of the testator. After property, taxes became an impor4nt
source of revenue for stated local governments, the question frequently rtise as
to whether property owed by an organization qualified for exemption rom tax
because it was used f charitable purposes. And with the enactment of the modern
federal tax system, viiich bestows special benefits uprin charitable organizations,
anotheemajor area of controversy as to the meaniqg of charitable came into being.

Although the identical legal issue may be involved in many of these controversies
(namely, what is the meaning of the term 'charitable"), the particular context in
which the question arises can have an important bearing upon di outcome. In this
regard Scott comments as follows: "It is to be constantly born in mind that a
decision that a trust or organization is not exempt from inheritanc r estate taxes
or income taxes or property taxes is not necessarily a decision that it is not charit-
able."2!7 Conversely, a decision that an organization is charitable within the mean-
ing of section 501 (c) (31 does not insure that a similar conclusion will be reached
for state law purposes.21° The conflicting decisions which result from this process
of adjudication make it difficult to determine in some cases whether a particular
organization is or is not charitable in e generally accepted legal sense. According-
ly, while section 501 (c) (3) ii-to b interpreted ' by reference to comm -law
backgrou' d,"219 that background is not sufficiently tear in all cases to provi e the
ultimate rite ion of charity for purposes of section 01 (c) (3). As a result, fed-
eral com o law of charity' appears to be emerging. n practice, this body of rece-
dent is i g shaped primarily by the administrative ttitudes of the IRS, bu these
attitudes Ore subject to "correction" if they fail to give adequate recognition the
needs ancNalues of contemporary society as perceived by the federal courts and by
Congress. i

As noted earlier, under the general law of charity the common element shared by
all charitable organizations is that they are deemed to be beneficial to the commun.
ity.22° Since there are various types and degrees of benefit to the community, the
question arises as to the extent and nature of benefit that an organization should be
required WI bestow upon -the community in order to be recognized as charitable.
The Restatement of Trusts, which reflects, the general law of charity, states that no
definite rule can be- laid down as to this question. The Restatement advances the
general proposition that "[a] purpose is Charitable if itstaccomplishmeht is of such
social interest to the community as to justify permitting the property to be devoted
to the purpose in perpetuity."221 .1
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It is to beinoted that this standard is framed exclusively with reference to the
legal consequences which ensue under trust law when a purpose is recognized as
charitable. That is, if the purpose is so recognized, the law permits the property to
be dedicated to its accomplishment in perpetuity. However, nder the Internal
Revenue Code, there are further consequences Mich ensue when purpose is recog-,
nized ",as-chatable. These consequences-are, athong others, that an organization that
has a charitable purpose is exempt from incoir tax, and persons who contribute to
the organization may deduct their contributions in computing their taxable iheerne.
If the standard of community benefit set forth in the Restatement were rephrased
in these terms, it would read as follows: "A purpose is charitable if its accomplish-
ment .is' of such social interest to e community as to justify (i) granting tax ,

exemption to an organization having uch purpose, and (ii) permitting donors to ;
claim a tax deduction for their contr.' utions to the organization." It seems likely
that the revised version suggested above is closer to what is in the minds of IRS
officials as they act upon exemption applications in boarder line situations under sec-
tion 501 (c) ().222 . ,..

The importance of the IRS in the development of the concept of charity under
section $01 (c) (3) was noted by Marion Fremont-Smith in her excellent book pub-
lished in 1965. Slepointed out that "[tjhe actual administration of the federal tax.
laws .. , requires 2Rdetermination of validitror each new charity at the time of0S p

creation."223 Under our present system of tax administration, this determination is
made in the first instance by the IRS in response to exmption applications Jiled?by
organizations seeking recognition of their exempt status6under section 501 (0
(3).224 Since the average organization "is not interested in the extended, expensive
litigation which a resort to the federal courts entails," it is usually rcessary to °.
comply with the standards and tests laid down by the' IRS in order to obtain
exemption.225 ! ,

The heavy responsibility that this system places upon the IRS appears to be
recognized by that agency. In testifying before.Congres%'in 1970, during hearings
involving public-interest law firms, CommissiOner of Internal Revenue Randolph W.
Thrower stated: 4 *

. .
The Internal Revenue Service in its decisions has fditwed the established law.
But a special problem of the Service is that trice recognized nreds of society , ,*

and the programs designed to meet those needs have been quite varied, often
experimental, and more recently have moved much faster than the develop-
ment of the decisional law. This is not intended in any sense to say thk any

-given movement is not highly beneficial' but only that it involves new areas
raking new questions and that th e rests somewhere the res onsibility of de-
termining to what extent these eff its meet the test of being .haritable. ; , 1

I

.

By reason of the peculiar interpla between our tax laws and the development
of new charitable programs, particularly where ,major fotindation f ding is
essential to the program, the Infernal Revenue -Service frequently f s..itself
at the leading edge of the movement of charity into new and u lored
fields. And, as I have said, because our decisions are often accepted onclu-
sive, the responsibility is a heavy one:226

.,

.,= .

Also, in hearings 'befop the House Committee on Ways and Mear)6 in 1912, .
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy Edwin S. Cohen stated: "We -
have tried to avoid interpreting the word 'charitable' in a fixed, immutablefashi?n.
As the courts have done in many nontax settings, we have tcied to give it a meaning'

that changes and expands as the' needs of society Change and expand."221
In her 1965 book, ,Marion Fremont-Smith commented that IRS officials are

oriented "toward prod ircing revenue for the federal government" and "have not ,

been grounded in the concepts which yh4erlie the law of charity. '428 Tape above-
quoted testimony of Commissioner Thrower and Assistant Secretary &then would

.,:-
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seem to indicate that during the interval since the Fremont-Smitti book was written,
the IRS has endeavored to give greater recognition to these charitable concepts.
Even so, the IRS still acts with great caution in approving the "movement of
charity into new and unexplored fields."

Once exemption has been granted to an organization, its name is added to the
"Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) (IRS Publication
78)." This publication lists thousands of organizations which have filed exemption
applications with the IRS and have been held to be exempt under section 501 (c)
(3). Occasionally deletions are made from this list, as organizations hive had their
exemptions revoked for one reason or another.

Only a small fraction of these actions have found their way into the Internal
Revenue Bulletin as published revenue rulings, which are the main source of in-
formation concerning IRS decisions under section 501 (c) '(3), However, by

analyzing the, rulings which have been published under section 501 (c) (3) over a
number of years, and the court decisions which have resulted from IRS actions,it is
possible to identify certain principles which appear to guide the evolutibn of charity
under section 501 (c) (3). .

ti
These principles may be depicted in the form of questions stated to nonlegal

language as follows:

1. Does the organization meet a recognized need of the community (or an
appropriate segment thereof) that would not otherwise be met through the
functioning of the commercial market?

2. Are the means used by the organization to achieve its charitable purposes
reasonably re!ated to the needs that the organization is seeking to meet?

3. Does the organization manifest the characteristiC of unselfish giving which
has traditionally been associated with charity?

-4. Is the organization consistent with law and public policy?

It would appear that if an organization can answer "yes" to each of these' four
questions, a rationale can probably be found to hold that the organization is charit-
able. On the other hand, if the answer Co any of these questions is in the negative,
the organization will probably not be held to be charitable.

The operation of thest principles will be discussed in the succeeding portion of
this Chapter. lt should be emphasized that while these principles have been synthe-
sized from court decisions and published rulings of the IRS, they have not bees
expressly articulated by the courts' or the IRS in precisely this form as rules for
determining whether an organization is charitable. They do, however, 'appear to be
useful as a means of delineating the broad characteristics that distinguish chai-itable
organizations from those that are Rot charitable under section 501 (c) (3).

A further cc nment should be made before discussing these principles in geatel-
detail. That is, determining whether an organization is "educational," "religious,"
or,r "scientific," the IRS applies tests which differ in certain respects from the
princjples outlined above. Accordingly;-these principles are useful primarily for the
pu'rpose of determining whether an organization that cannot easily be fitted into
one or more of the other categories of exempt purposes enumerated in section 501,
(c) (3) can still qualify as "charitable."

4
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Principles That Guide fhe Evolution of
"Charity" Under Section 501(c)(3)

Does ,the Organization Meet a Recognized Need of the Community (Or-' an
Appropriate Segment Thereof) That Would Not Otherwise Be Met Through, the
Functioning of the Commercial Market?

As previously discussed, one sine quo non of a chantable organization is that it
confer a benefit upon the community. Certain purposes are regarded as being
sufficiently beneficial to the community to betnaritable per se. These purposes in
dude the relief of poverty, the advancement of education old religion, the promo-
tion of health, and governmental or municipal purposes. There are in addition many
other purposes which are of such benefit to the community as to be charitable.
However, there is no prescribed formula for determining what these purposes are.
Scott says, for example, that this "... depends a good deal on time and place; it
depends upon the views of social policy prevailing at the time of the creation of the
trust...." 2°

As a means of gaining a better understanding of the nature of the benefit to the
community which is a requisite of charitable status, it may be helpful to approach
the question from the standpoint of the needs of the community. As noted earlier,
the Treasury Department has stated that it has attempitd-to give charity "a mean- .
ing that changes and expands as the needs of society change and expand."23°

In Webster's Third International Dictionary the word "need." is defined a5
want of something requisite, desirable or useful." It is in this sense that the word
"need"- is used in the present discussion. Historically, most of the needs of society
have been met by the combined efforts of people and institutions operating in three
major sectors the governmental sector, the private economic sector, and the
philanthropic sector.231 A possible fourth sector comprising various nonprofit
private organizations (such as labor unions, trade associations, mutual associations)
is also important and can be viewed as a part of the private economic sector.

Certain types of 'activity have traditionally been thought of as falling clearly
within the province of one of these sectors. For example, the needs of society for .
consumer goods (automobiles, refrigerators, toothpaste) and consumer services

"(laundries, filling stations, restaurants) have traditionally been' met almost exclusive-
ly by the private economic sector. Certain other needs (police and fire protection,
penal institutions, public schools, and others) are deemed by custom and tradition
to fall within the governmental sector. Generally speaking, it has been the responsi-

, bility of philanthropy to deal with other often equally vital needs of society which
are not being met adequately by private economrt-enterprise or goyernment.

The close affinity between the governmental and philanthropic sectors has fre-
quently been pointed out. In its 1952 report, the Nathan Committee stated that
historically -"... state action and voluntary action were not the antithesis Of each
other; rathei- they sprang-fforb the sarhe roots, were de-signed 'to Meet the same
needs and had the same motivating. forces behind them indeedobistorically, state
action, is voluntary action crystallized and made universal."232 As noted earlier, at
the time of the Elizabethan Poor Laws and the 1601' Statute of Charitable Uses, a
partnership was established between .govemment and philanthropy for the meeting
of social needs. This partnership has continued to exist in both England and
America, although it has undettone many changes over the intervening centuries.

-A very important aspect of this partnership is that it has traditionally been the,
philanthropic sector that has led the way in opening up new areas of responsibility
for both government and charity. In case after case, the critical needs of society
have first beer) recognized by the philanthropic sector, wbqrthen sought to deal
with these problems through the formation of charitable institutions. Ultimately, in
many situations the needs were of such magnitude and complexity that they ex-,

resources that could be marshalled bf the philanthropic sector. Then it,
became necessary for the'state to step-in and assume the major' respogsibility.

8
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In some cases, of course; government is unable to play a role. Religion is beyond
the scope of governmental action in the United States:Also, it seems doubtful that
government can adequately perform the essential task of standing aside from its own
actions and critizing them in the interests of the individual citizen. Accordin ly, while
there is an inevitable overlap between the responsibilities of government an hilan-
thropy, there ate also areas in which the role played by one or the other will be mini-
mal or nonexistent.

Since "lessening of the burdens of Government" is specifically enumerated as a
charitable purpose in the regulations, the IRS tends to view as charitable those orga-
nizations that assist government to perform its public functiOns,233 so long As such
organizations are not vested with governmental powers of a type not normally pos-
sessed by cWritable organizations.? 34 Thus, the overlap between the governmental
sector and the charitable sector does not, generally present a problem with respect to
the interpretation of section 501(c) (3)..

In contrast to the historic kinship between the governmental and philanthropic
sectors, th relationship between the philadthropic sector and the private economic
'sector has ,tended more to be one of mutual exclusion. Nevertheless, there are many
areas in which the activities of these two sectors overlap, and important tax advantages
depend upon whether a particular situation is placed in one category or the other.
Therefore, it is necessary to have rules or principles by which to determine where the
dividing line between theseltwo sectors shOuld be drawn. In dealing with cases which
raise this issue, one important, principle seems to be that an organization will qualify
as charitable if its primary purpose is to meet a need that is.not adequately being
met by the private economic sector. This principle hasbeen expressed by Dean Albert
M. Sacks as follows;

...philanthropy has evolved as an adjunct qf, as a supplement to,' our economic
system of private enterprise,... it has been thought more naturally suited to those
areas where the commercial market does_not operate satisfactorily to supply

. .

social needs....

Our present day attitude appears to make no sharp break with past tradition, but
one play discern a quickening trp° in the role of philanthropy, a greater will-
ingness to assume new tasks accompanied by less reluctaWce on the part of offi-
cial organs to conclude that commercial enterprise cannot discharge the entire
burden.235

.1
There are two aspects to the position that charity i more naturally suited tb those

areas where the commercial market does not operate satisfactorily to supply social
needs." The first is ;pat where goods or services are sufficipntly available (or could

-is
be expected to be madeavailable) through the private economic sector, it

is normally not charitable to engage in the business of selling such goods or services_ -
This principle.is_reflected," for example, in the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code,
in regard to feeder organizailons (section 502) and the tax on unrelated business in-
come of 501(c) (3)organizations .(sections 511-514).236 In fact, it was the failure of
the judiciary to apply this prinLiple in several early decisions that was responsible fcir
the, enactment of these provisions in 1950:2.31

The second aspect of this position is that if there is a social need (for goods, say-
ices, or other advantages), that is not being met by the private economic sector, it may
be appropriate fotcharity to meet this' need. This is illustrated by-several rulings in
which the existence of such a need was tparently an important factor in IRS holdings
that organizations that carry on innovative programs are exempt under one or more
of .the traditional categories of charity. Some of these published rulings Are as follows.

Promotion of health. Exemption under section 501(c) (3) was granted to an Orga-
nization formed fcr the purpose qf providing a medical building and facilities at less
than normal rates to a doctor, in order to attractia doctor to an isolated Community,

(*,t
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The rulings stressed that the community ,wasPtotally lacking in local 'medical 5erv-
ice," and that doctors had declined to set -up practice there due to th'e lack of
office space "for carrying on a modern medical practice," The ruling also stated
that "The organization is committed, to review the arrangement periodically in the
light of community needs And to determine, on the basis of all sucrounding circum-
stances, whether the arrangement should be continued or modified in thOligl-it of
the community needs invoked. At any point at which the, organization determines
that adequate medical services are available to the community without die con-
tinuation of the arrangement, either through the location of additional doctors in
the area or otherwise, it is committed' to the termination of the arrange-
ment.... .238

Providing legal services to the poor. Exemption was granted under section 501(c)
(3) to an organization that subsidizes young lawyers for three ye.ars while they
establish a practice in a depressed community so as to be able to provide free legal
services to low-income 'clients while charging fees to other's. The ruling stated that
the, program would be carried on in a depressed community in,Awhich there is a
"shortage of available legal services."239

Combating community deterioration. Exemption was granted under section
501(c) (3) to art organization.formed to promote the renewal of__4 low- income
urban area which had a need for housing due to the fact that the existing housing
in the area was "generally old and badly deteriorated." As part of the project, the
organization purchased an apartment house which it planned to rehabilitate and rent
to low- and moderate-income families in the area.24°.

Also under the category of combating community deteriOration, exemption
granted under section 501(c) (3) to an organization formed to stimulate economic
development in high-density urban areas by providing funds and working capital to
businesses that were unable "to obtain funds from conventional commercial sources
because of the poor finanCial risks involved in establishing and operating enterprises
in these communities...." -the ruling stated that in selecting recipients for aid, the
organization consults with other nonprofit and governmental organizations "to
identify particular undertakings that will fill a community need and offer the great-
est pbtential community benefit." The ruling also specified that where the assistance
takes-the'form of 'purchasing an equity interest, the organization disposes of such
interest as soon as the success of the business is reasonably assured. "241

Facilitating public transportation. A charitable organization, exempt under sec-
tion 501(0 (31, wag 'permitted to make grant to a city transit authority' to enable it
to subsidize a privately owned bus company (which was unwilling:to continue
operating at a deficit) until the city could obtain the necessary fGnds to take over
the bus company The ruling stated that "a study bytthe city , transit authority
established that, at the level of service required by the city to meet the transporta-
tion neecii.. of its population, public bus transportation, will not maintain itself
economically. "242

New percep 'ertirOf social needs are also relied upon by Hite IRS in modifyingthe
operating c eria that charitable organizations are required to meet under section
501(c) (3). For example, the IRS originally took the position that a nonprofit home
for the aged did not qualify under secticlk 501(c) (3) unless the organization
furnished care and Musing free or below cost.243 Later the IRS relaxed this re-
quirement in 4 ruling stating that "... it is-now generally recognized that the aged,
apart from considerations of financial distress` alone, ... have special needs because
of their advanced years.... Satisfaction of these special needs [i.e., the needs for
housing, health care and financial security) may in the proper context constitute
Charitable purposes or ftmictions even though direct financial assistance in the sense
of.reliefof poverty may not be involved."244 41,
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The fulnjelescri.bed above indicate a recognition by the IRS that the bound-
aries of c. may expand (or on occasion contract) in .response to the changing
needs of ,siS ty. The IRS finds it easier to accommodate itself to this evolutionary
process wh'eps the result can tie rationalized by reference to one of the traditional
charitable purposes (relief of the poor, promotion of health, combating community
deteriorati , and so forth). However, even when this cannot be done the IRS
appears to,e cautiously willing to permit an extension of the boundaries Of charity
if ie is satl d that such an extension is necessary in order to meet a need of the
communi y that is not being met by. the private economic sector. e

This is illustrated by the 1970 IRS guidelines on public interest law4rms,245
amplified by Commissioner Randolph W. Thrbwer's accompanying tesurn9ny before
a S-enate subcommittee. Commissioner Thrower's, explanation of the underlying
rationale ofathis action is enlightening. He pointed out that,, the new public interest

:law firms "litigate across a. whole spectrum of cohcerns," inclgding ibbiects such as
right to work laws, decreases in railroad passenger service, protection of the environ-
ment, and- protection of consumer interests. He said that ",.. recognizing the en-
vironment as a googjcause in light of the declaration' of Congressional policy would
have been easy, bin the principle would have been a thorny one to hold when the
litigation involved a-controversial or Unpopular cause where there had been no ex-
pression of Congressional or Administration policy. "246

Accordingly, the Service declned to base its recognition of the charitable status
of public interest. law firms upon "the merit of the designated social goals" which
such firms may seek to achieve through litigation. Instead, Mr. Thrower stated that
exemption was being gr.anted ".. because' in this way legal representation will be
m.ii available where it has been determined in a responsible manner that there is a
public,. ther than a private interest, to be served through litigation. It is the avail-
ability of type of representation that is. being deemed charitable, rather than
the particularca eing "247

Similarly, Revenue ing 75-74248 .points out that public interest law firms
"provide legal_ representation ..i issues of significant public interest where such
repreSentation *s not ordinarily pro ed__by traditional private law firms." The
ruling states-that the charitable status of suchfirm

...rests not upon the particular positions advocated by the_firm:but upon
the provision of a facility for the resolution of issues of broad public im-
portance.... - J

Charitability is also dependent upon the fact that the seclice provided by
public. interest law firms is distinguishable from what is commercially avail-
able....

- It is generally recognized that public intereft remsentation isinoi ordinarily
provided on a continuing basis by private law_firms. ['this] is_primarily due to

-,the fact that this type of representoltion is not economically feasible for pri- _

vate. firms. . . .

. ,

, 1,h)s',1ack of economic feasibility in public interest cake§ is an essential charac--teristic distinguishing the work of public interest,. law firms from, that of
titivate firms and is a requisite of criaritablejecognitior.

This seems to be a recognition by trIell2Sihar.there is a community need fOr
this type of legal representation which is not b_cing adequately met by, the private
e4onomic sector. Hence, it is appropriate for tha1ilty to meet this need.. .49

While the IRS has taken this important evolutionary step, it has -done SO with
consideraBle caution. This,is indicated by the Seryice's insistence in subsequent rul-
ings that a public interest law firm (1) can accept no fees from,Clients;250 (2) can
accept court-awarded fees only 'to the extent of 50 percent of the, costs of the

-)6 _./ sr-_ . AAA,
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firm's legal functions (over a fiye-year period), and (3) "[a] s legal precendent is
developed indicating the strong possibility of the recovery of fees, certain issues
may becOme economically feasible for private litigants and thus inappropriate for
public interest law firm partilipation."2" Thus, in borderline cases the Service
seems to adhere to the view that it is appropriate for charily to meet a particular
need of the community only so long as it is not "economically feasible" for the
private economic sector to do so:Once such economic feasibility becomes a "strong
possibility," charity may be required to withdraw from the activity, according to
the I RS.2 5 2

Since social needs appear to be a crucial factor in the evolutiohf charity, -a
question arises as, to the process through which such needs become recognized. as
appropriate objects of, charitable activity Although this question is theoretically,
present in every exemption application under section 501(c) (3), it seems likely. that
the IRS is not required to consider it as an independent matter in a majority of
cases. This is because in ruling upon such exemption applications the IRS looks first
to judicial decisions and rulings under section 501(c) (3) and then to the general
law of charity as developed by judicial decisions. in other areas of the law, such as
the law relating to charitable trusts. It would seem that most cases can be resolved
by applying precedents derived from these sources.

Where this is not possible, guidance can sometimes be found, in statutes enacted
on the basis of legislative findings that needs exist, for new programs to deal with
social, economic, environmental, or other problems.2",fsIegislative expressions of
public policy, such statutes may provide an "official" rationale for the extension of
charity into new areas, sometimes employing means.that differ markedly from pre-
vious practices. The same is .true of coUrt detisioris, such 'as Brown v. Board of
Education,25 4 that effect significant changes inlaw and social values.,

However, it is inevitable that the IRS will on occasion be required to rule, on the
tax-exempt status of Some organizations before there has been any judicial or legis-
lative expression as to whether their programs are of sufficient public interest to
warrant being classified as charitable. A similar problem can arise when organiza-
tions that have previously been recognized ,as charitable seek to modify their
method of operation in response to the changing needs of society. Although the
general' law of charity does not proV-ide a specific answer in these cases, it does
supply a standard which may be applied in resolving them. This standard is ex-
pressed in the Restatement of Trusts as follows: "The question in each case is
whether at the time when the question-arises... the purposels one the accomplish-
ment of which might reasonably lie held to be for the social interest of the com-
munity."2" 4a

/According to the Restatement, where this standard is met, "... the mere fact
that a majority of thy people and the members of the court believe that the particu-
lar purpose of the settlor is unwise or not adapted to the accomplishment -of the
general purposes, does not prevent the trust from being charitable.... The cqurts
do not take sides or attempt to decide which.of two conflicting views of promoting
the social interest of the community is better adapted to the purpose, even though
the views are opposed to each -other.""6.

There are indicatiods that. the IRS endeavors as a matter of to apply these
principles in the admInistration of section 501(c) ..(3). In his testimony .during the
Senate subcommittee hearings on public interest law firms, Commissioner Thrower
stated that tlag IRS does not regard its administrative role under sec/ion 501,(c) (3)
as being the 'arbiter of the public good.".He said he does not. believe "that Con-
gress wishes Internal Revenue to make such wholly subjective, ad hoc decision."
One inference to be drawn from this Statement is that the VRS does not apply its
own subjective views as to community, needs, or the means by Shich they may best
be met, w'hen it acts, upon exemption applications under Section 501(c) (3). At the
same time, however, a strong, social rationale must be provided in order to persuade
the IRS to recognize a new type of charitable purpose, or to modify the criteria
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applicable to an existing 501(c) (3) organization so as. to enable it to operate 'in a
mariner not previously regarded as_eharitable by the IRS,

Such a situation was considered by the Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia in Eastern .Kentucky We /fare Rights Organization v. Simon.2s7 In that
case the court upheld, the IRS,in liberalizing the redbirements thattnust be satisfied
by i hospital in order. to be recognized as chAritabie!UndeE the earlier,test the IRS
condtidned a hospital's charitable status upon the' leveLof free or below:cost care
that it, ptovided for indigents.258 Under.the alternativelidealized test, the IRS, held
that a hospital could qualify as charitable by "operating an emergency .room open
to all persons, and by providing bospital carkfor all those persons in the commun-
ity able to pay the cost thereof either directly or through third party reimburse-
ment."2"

The court upheld this liberalized test and rejected the contention of the plairitiffs
that a charitable hospital should be required to provide free or belOw-cost- hospital
careto those unable to pay. The court stated:

In the fielcf.of health care, the changes have beer/ dramatic. Hospitals in the
early part of this nhtion's history were almshouses supported .by philanthropy
and serving almost exclusively the sick pooi. Today, hospitals are the primary
community health facility for both rich and poor. Philanthropy accounts for
orily a minute percentaier of the hospital's total _operating costs. Those costs
haye soared in recent years as conitintmodernizitiOn of equipment and facili-
ties is necessitated by the advances in medical science and technology. The
institution of Medicare and Medicaid in the last decade combined with the
rapid growth of medical and hospital insurance ha's greatly reduced the num-
ber of poor people requiring free or below cost hospital serVices. Much of that
decrease has been realized since the promulgation of Revenue Ruling 56:185.
Moreover, increasingly counties and otheopolitical. subdivisions are providing
non-emergency hospitalization and medicaLcare for those unable to pay. Thus,
it appears that the rationale upon which the limited definition of 'charitable'
was predidated has largely disappeared. To continue to base the 'charitable'
status of. a hospital strictly on the relief itt provides for the poor fails to ac-
count for these maior,changes in the area of health care. 260

The U. S. Supreme Court has granted certiorari in the Eastern Kentucky Welfare
Rights Organization case, and it remains to be seen whether the liberalized test for
exemption adopted by the Court of Appeals in-that case will be upheld. However,
the opinion of the Court' of Appeals illustrates the type of social, economic, or
technological information that may Serve as a basis for an enlargement of the con=
cept of charity in responSe to the changing needs of society. In cases of this nature
the task of, developing such information rests primarily- with the organization whose
program or activity is in question. 'The performance of this function is a natural
part 15f- the philanthropic .process. Numerous foundations end other charitable
organizations devote much, of their time and,energy to studying the problems of
society and issuing reports which recommend programs to meet these problems. It
seems likely that such philanthropic studies and reports have often provided the
basii for important evolutionary changes in the concept of charity under section

--5-01(c) (3)
In close cases the IRS may concict its own independent research, and it bas on

occasion invited comments from interested members of the public and governmental
_agencies with respect.to the issues involved. TPA procedure was followed by the
IRS in the case of public interest law firms, where it assisted in formulating a work-
able solution to what appeared to be a difficult problem.

Ts
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-I
Are the Means Used by the Organiiation to Achieve Its Charitable Purposes
Reasonably Related to the,Needs that the Organization Seeking to Meet?

The general law of char-liable trdsts is to.the effect that if the purposes of a trust-
are charitable "they are no less charitable because of the means authorized to effec-
tuate them, when . . those means' are legal arid not against public policy. .

Absent any question' as to the legality of the mean's authorized,z°2 the distinction
between charitable "ends" and "means" frequently passes unnoticed in court de-
cisjanss and railings 'This is perhaps due to the-fact that in most cages the crucial
question is whether the purposes. of the organization are charitable, and the quest
tion of means is not focused upon as a separate tssue. -

However, if the means employed are unuguel or controversialdeparting from
customary patterns of charitable activity-a question may be raised as to whether
this prevents' the organization from being classified as charitable for purposes of sec-.
Don ,50_1(c) (3). The correct answer would seem to'be that any means that are law-
ft!l and contisteht with public policy are permitsibre provided they are reasonably
'related to a need of the community (or a segment thereof) which is a proper object =

of charitable concern.26 3

For example, seems likely that an orgAization would not be regarded as
charitable if it wf.se formed for the purpose of providing free alcoholic beverages to

, needy residents of a deteriorated 'community..Such a means Of benefiting the resi-
dents of the community would not be reasonably' related' to their needs. Op the

. other hand, it could' be charitable toprovide free me,thadone in a lawful manner to
drug addiCts,for the purpose of assisting them to-overcome their addiction.

The relevance of the relationship between means and ends is recognized i,n a
number of rulings in which the IRS approved the use of unconventional 'means to
accomplish traditionally charitable purposes, such as adVancemtnt of education or
religion, or the relief of poverty. For .example, it is normally not charitable to
manufacture and sell to the public goods that are like those already availabl,e,on the
commercial market. However,, if such an operation is carried on fOr the primary
putpOse of providing vocational training and guidance to unskilled trainees (an edu-
cational purpose), the organization will be recognized as ,exempt under sectil.501(c) (3).2 (0 4

Simitatly, it is normaLly not charitable to carry on genealogical research with
respect to the members of a particul.ar family. Butif such an activity is carried on
by an organization for the purpose of furnishing to.a church "genealogical informa-
tion that the church needs in order to conduct certain religious okdinances in ac-
cordance with bask religious ,doctrine of the church," the organization will be
recognized as ''accomplishing a charitable purpose by engaging in an activity tha,
advances religion. ,2,65 g.

The making of loans to homeowners at prevailing bank rates is normally a com-'
mercial ,activity which 'is not- exempt under section 501(c) (3). However, where this
activity, is carried on by an organization as a means A enabling white families to

° purchase homes in integrated neighborhoods, thereby helping to combat potential
community' deterioration (a charitable purpose expressly recognized in the regula-
tions),the organization is deemed to be charitable.26 6

The problem 'be&omes more difficult when noncoriventional activities are engaged
in for the purpose of benefiting the public, in ways-that have not yet been officially
determined to be charitable. This was the case with respect to the proxy solicitation
activities involved in Center on Corporate Responsibility, Inc. v. Shultz.26 7 In that
situation the organization wished to engage in proxy solicitation activities to achieve
charitable objectives such as promoting racial equality in,employment and protect-
ing the environment. The IRS toefk the position that proxy solicitation activities le
inherently noncharkable unless they..fit into the'"educational activity mold.' This
conclusion was rejected by the district court, which stated. The means employed
by the charitable.organization. to achieve its purposes do not make the end results
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uncharitable. So 'Cis in this chse:-Proxycontests are the instruments, both legal and'
not against public policy, which can be used to achieve the Plaintiff's purposes."268

1945 .

Does the Organization Manifest the Characteristic of Unselfish Giving
Which Has Tcaditionally Been Associated with, Charity?

At the beginning of his discussion of the law. of charitable trusts Scott sidtes,:
"For some reason best known perhaps to the psychologists most legal writers and
many eourts when they deal with charitable trusts, and particularly' when they at
tempt to define them, are likely to becbme somewhat lyrical. Even lawyers, other-
wise hardheaded, are likely to become poetic."269

An example of this tendency is provided by the following passage from an article
written a number of years ago by Herman T. Reiling, for many years an assistant
chief counsel of the' Internal Revenue Service:

Now when Nye turn to the law of charity,: we find that the primary attribute
of-charity may be briefly described in two words: total unselfishness. By this,
I mean unselfishness irr the highest' sense of the word. ,

This quality furnishes the main theme for a classic statement by the Supreme
Court that has been cited by qther courts: As defined by the Court, charity
is. "Whatever is given for the ioveof God, or the love 9f your neighbor, in
the 'Catholic and universal sense-given from these motives and to these ends,
free from stain or taint of every consideration that is personal, private or self-
ish."' 7 °

Although Scott obseryes that no definitiop could be worse 'than this," the
quality of. unselfishness described by Reding' does reflect 'something about the

'nature of charity whicli distinguishes it from activities that are not chari6ble. The
human impulse to help -one's fellow man through unselfish giving has historically
been the motive force responsible for the creation of charitable institutions, and has
left its imprint upon the legal criteria pertaining to such institutions. Accordingly,
any attempt to define charitable organization without taking this factor into ac-
count wobld seem to be irieomplete.

The regulations and rulings under section 501 (c) (3) deal with this aspect of the
nature of charity in two .ways: First, by laying down broad rules intended to insure
that charitable organizations will not be operated for selfish purposes, and second,
by,- requiring that charitable organizations manifest to some unspecified degree the
donative element which has traditionally been associated with such organizations. It
is possible that the second requireMent may, in time become outmoded in some
situations as the legal concept of charity continues to evolve in response to changing
cculditions in society. There is no, indication that this may happen with aspect to
the first requirement.

The Requirement that a Charitable Qrganization not be Operated for Selfish Pur-
poses. The statute provides thatno part of the net earnings of a 501 (0 0) organi-
zation may inure "to'the ,benefit bf any private shareholder or individual":"-Sah-an
inurement could occur inn .numetWs ways 7 as, for example, by the payment of

,excesMve compensation for services rendered to an' organization by an officer or
trustee. This rule precludes many of the ways in' which an organization could be
operated for selfish purpoSesbut standing alone it is not a sufficient test for
exemption under section 501 (c) (3). A broader standard of unselfishness must be ;
met by 501 (c) (3) organizations. This is supplied by the provision in the regula-
tions which_ states that an organization cannot qualify for exemption under section
501 (c) (3) "unless it serves'a.public rather than a private .interqt."27'.

In applying the rule that a charitable organization must serve a public "and not a
priyate interest, a de minimis qcception is made for benefits that Are incidental or
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tenuous: ThUs, it is permissible for a 501 (c) (3Torganization to ham'e a building
after a substantial donor even thoUgh the donor may derive an incidentabenefit
therefrom in the form. of increased prestige.2" Other incidental private benefits
that have been held not to affect ,qualification under section 51q1 (c) (3) are. illus-
trated by the following rulings: .

or
A children's day Care center which is funtied primarily by federal 'grants and
selects children on the basis of need qualifies under, section 501, (c)-(3) even
thoUgh it is ,operated in conjunction with an industrial company whose em-
ployees include parents of enrolled children. "[A]ni, priVat,e, benefits derived
by the company or the parentsof enrolled children is incidental tettre public
benefits resulting from the-organizatidn's oPerations."2"

An organization formed to *serve and improve a lake used extensively ,as a
public recreational facility qualifies under section 501 (c) (a) even though lake
front property owners (who contribute to par; of the organization's support)

:derive incidental private benefits thcrefrbm. The ruling noted that "ix would
be-imposs'ibl for the orgajiization to kco,mpfish its purposes without providing
benefits to the lake front property pwners." These private benefits "do not
lessen the public benefitsJlpwing from the organization's operatkms."271

For comparison, private benefits that have prevented an organization from quali-
fying under section 501 (c) .(3) are illustrated by the following cases:

An orgatlization..forrned to dredge a navigable waterway fronting the homes of
its members was held, not qualified undet1 section 501 (c) (3). The waterway
was little used. by the general "public, but the dredging greatly beriefited the
shorefront property owners, who were the-only contributors tp the organiza-
tion.".5 .

.

Exemption under iectibn '501 (c) (3) was denied to am,organization, formed
by parents bf.pupils attending a private sdhool, that provided be tranTorta-

tpr its members' children.' 76

The same was true of an organization formed to help aspiring young enter-
tainers, thereby benefiting thefounder by providing him with performers for
his radio program.277

A person can derive a Kis/ate ,bermfit from a payment made. (or a service
rendered) to someone other than himself. Thus, for example, if an organization
makes loans of doubtful safety to close friends of a fourfdation officer, the rule
against serving a private interest is violated.2-78 t

4. The existence of an etnployment relationship can provide a basis for a similar
'determination, as in the case ofIn organization formed and supPorte.d..loy_a.corpork
tion (or its controlling- stockholder), for the) purse of providing_trehefits to ern:
ployees of e corporation. For example, in Watson v. U.S., the court held that, a
trust esablis d ISUrsuint to the will of a deceased owner of a corporation was not
a charitable tr st for estate tax deduction purposes whore the object of the trust
was to pay pensions to former, employees of the decedent's corporation. TFie court.
said: "We are not here dealing with an impoverished ,. [The pension trust]
}vas a real part of the compensation of the employee; ... The quid pro q'uo to the.
company Was at least as important, in helping to attract desirable personnel and
obtaining satisfactory results frotmthcm."279.

The dividing line between charitf ansil compensation is less clear where the bene
fit-being provided is not one normally associated with the employer-employee rela-
tiorfship-Thus, in another case a controlling stockholder of a corporation formed an

'organization that provided scholarships to employees and their children. The IRS
,
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contended that tbo,'scholar awards ''were in the nature of compensation to the
employees and Wr.4`4 abetiefi to the business of the companies;',Such a view, if ,
sustained,' would ,hive pre4ted the organization from qualifying under section 501
(c) (3) The 'fax, Court rejected the argument of the IRS on the nebulous ground
that "it was not the intention of the trustees that the awards should constitute
compensation lot Services or that they should constitute an inducement for an em-
ployee to remainlnIlie service of the company by which he was employed."28°

the possibility that company foundations may be used as a mechapism for com-
pensating employees of the sponsoring corporation continues to be a matter of con-
cern for'the IRS. Thus, the IRS has reporte.jly adopted the administrative posktion
that sthelarship grants by such a foundation t children of company employees will
be considered compensatory unless (1) the procedure for selecting the individuals to
receive the scholarships is beyond the control of any disqualified person, and (2) no
more 'than 25 percent of those applying for the scholarships can receive thern.28'
Although the IRS has not spelled out its rationale for this pqition in a published
ruling, it.seems to be based in part upon' the fact' that under section 4945(g) any
scholars,bip grant made by a private foundation must be "awarded onan objective.
and rkindiscriminatory basis pursuarktso a prpcedure approved in- advance" ply the-
IRS: Thus, the IRS-may be adcketing the standards of section 4945(g) as a test f9r
determining whether a scholarship grant made by a conipany foundation is con-
sistent with the charitable status of the 'foundation.282 . .

The requirement of serving the public interest rather than a private interest
distinguishes charitable organizations from ?a number of other types laf nonprifit
entities iihich are exempt from tax but db not qualify under section 50f (c) (3).
Such organiiations include chambers of commerce, business leagues, and trade assn. .

ciations (exempt under, section 501 (c) (6) ), labor unions and agricultural associa-
tions (exerryt under section 501 (c) (5) ), social and recreational clubs (exempt
under section 501 (c) (7) ), certain social welfare organizations (exempt under sec-
tion 501 (c) (4 ; and .employee beneficiary associations which provide life, sick-
ness, and accident benefits to their members (exempt under section 501 (c) (9) ).
Many of these organizations engage in-activities resembling those of charitable
organizatiosp, and some incidentally perform functions enumerated in section 501
(c) 13). Howevftikthey canhot qualify as charitable because their primary purpose is
to serve, in one way or another, the mutual interests-ofihe.ir raembers.2" Such
organizations therefore lack the quality of unselfishness which is qne of the tradi-
tional elements of charity.

Sometimes the lines of distinction between such organizations and thOse that are
exempt under section 501 (c) (3) are difficult to draw. For,examplemany bar asso-
ciations carry on a variety of activities some of which are charitable or educational
in nature (for example, extending legal assistance to indigents and conducting legal
seminars and symposia) while others are directed toward furthering the common,
business interests of the wembers. The IRS takes the position,that'such associations
cannot qualify as charitable or educational organizations under section 501 (c) (3),

.b;cause they are' not organized "exclusively" for such pu ?poses.2 84 However, two
federal appellate courts have held to the contrary on the_ground that the bar asso:`
ciations involved iq those caseswere engaged principally in activities that.,were of

'Benefit to the public, and that the activities that were of benefit primarily to the
wereere merely incidenta1.285 On the other hand, a medical society, was held

not to be exclusively clieritable and educationaiabecause itsflonwlifying activities
for the benefit of its members were too substantia1,286 As Justice Blackmun stated,
in one of the bar association cases, the difference "may be only one of degree."2"

The Requirement of 17 Donative actor.' As discussed in greater detail below,
there is a strong tendency on the part,of the IRS to require that a charitable otgani-
zation embody to some degree a donative factor: Miny charitable organizations
autgrnaticall9 meet this requirement because they ale supported primarily by con-
tributibns from. persons who'd() not,derivi a private benefit from the organization.

u 7
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The donative factor is strong in such organizations, because they serve as a conduit
:...whereby money ,or services contributed by one group of person (financial donors

and volunteer, workers) are made' available, to another 'group of persons who have
needs that are appropriate for' a charitable organization to Meet.

In contrast, there are other organizations which, although, not operated for
-profit, do not embody any significant ttonative factor. Mutual organizations tend' to
fall in this category ;There is usually no donative element associated' with a mutual
organization because the persons who support the organization do so with the ,ex-
pectation of receiving,something in return, and the benefits provided by the' orgahi-
zation flow primarily to:_those same persons. Accordingly, as noted earlier, mutual.
organizations are not charitable. .f

Betwcien these two extremes are a large number of organizations which receive
their support in varying degrees both from persons who derive a private benefit

4s. from the urganintion. (that is, ;the users of the organitation's services) and, also from
persons who 'do derive a private berfefit from the organization (that is, the con-
tributors to the org ization). As a legal matter, the IRS recognizes that "[trhe fact
that an orgitid-cjon makes some charge for its services does"not necessarily preclude

: qu'alification as a charitable organization ..."288 If the amount an organization
charges for itg'services is ,less than the. cost of providing the services, the organiza-
Lion -is to that extent - donating its services to the recipients. A donative factor is
therefore evident in such an orgariizaition, although to a lesser degree than in tie
case of an'organization that makes no charge whatever for its sprviCes. Conversely, if

'the mount charged by the organization equals or exceeds the costs incurred by it.
in pr viding the services; the donative factor is Minimal or nonexistent. In ruling
upon cases which raise this issue, the IRS is not uniform in the degree to which it
requires diffe're'nt types of organizations to evidence a donative factor in order, to
qualify as char' bie.

applicable to e crcafional organizations, discussed. later in this repdrt. 7tIthougb
. In this resp c the.criteria applicable to charitable orgv fromizatjons differ fm those

educational organizations customarily receive substantial donative support, and evi-
dence a strong donative factor through the granting of scliol.orships and the charging
6f tuition fees whichdo not cover of ating costs, they are required to ,do so as
a prerequisite for exemption under section 501 (c) -(3). Thus, a nonproprietary-
educational institution whic,h meets the othei requirements of seotioh 501 (c) (3)
will not fail to qualify for 'exemption merely because (1) its entire support is
derived frofn tuition and ojher charges paid by students, and (2) it provides no
"scholarships or other fdrms of financial Aid TO" students who are unable to pay.289

... 'The preferred p,osition .accorded to educational organizations in this respeCt is
attributable to die-fact that educalion is specifically mentioned as an exempt mar-

.. pose,in, settion 501 (c) (3)' Ail organization that can\ meet the criteria established
for educational orgpizations need not satisfy all of the somewhat different criteria.
that apply to charitable organizations. ..

WiAhin the spectrum of charitable organizations that are required to_manifesr a
donative factor to some degree, hospitals appear to be subject to the least oneroas
test. As preyiously discussed, under Revenue Ruling 69-545290 a nonproprietary
hospital that operates at an overall profit (arid uses the excess4unds for expansion,.
replacement of equipment, retirelnent of indebtedness, education and research) can
qualify as charitatilt so long, as it provides emergency room service to persons
unable tcrpay, and accepts as patients'all persons in the community wild are able to

6 ' pay either directly or through third party reimbursement.291 However, a nonpro-
prietary hospital that does riot have an emergency room as required by Revenue
Ruling 69-545 will qualify as charitable only if IT.* "operated td the extent-of its
finipcial ability for thoe not able to pay for the services rendered and not exclu-
siverY for tpiose who are able and expected to r,2 9 2

, . .

In other situations, the IRS appears to require that a charitable organization.make Its services available at varying levels below cost. FOr example, as noted
earlier, in the case of a nonprofit home fOr the aged the IRS'ruled initially that
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charitable status,'was conditioned upon whether the organization provrd&I its Serv-
ices gratuitously Or at a charge 'substantially below cost.' This position was later
modified, and the current IRS position is that a charitable home for the aged need
not meet the foregoing requirements provided it charges the ','lowest :feasible"
amount consistent with meeting -the primary needs of aged persons for housing,
health care, and financial securitY.294,' However, once such a home for the aged
admits a patient on a paying basis, it cannot retain its charitable status if it later
discharges him if he becOmes unable to pay. To this extent the organization is re-
quired to make its services available gratuitously. .

In the case of public interest law firrip, discussed above, the IRS has ruled that
"in order tcl, qualify as charitable such Lirm's can accept no fees from clients and can
accept court-awarded fees (paid by opposing party) only to the extent 'of 50 per-
cent of the costs of the firm's litigation ,program, calculated over a five-year
period.295.

In Revenue Ruling 71-529,296 the IRS ruled that a4nization was charitable
that provided,inve'Stmeot services xclusively to group pf. colleges and universities
at a .rate "substantially below cost" (that is, at a level which would cover
about .15 percent of the cost of providing the services). The IRS had previously ,

ruled that an organization that provided investment services exclusively to 501 (c)
(3) organizations for a fee (which, apparently did not reflect any sybstantial dis-

' count from cost), was not charitable.291'---
In Revenue Ruling. 71127,29' the IRS held that an organization that.operated-a

retail, grocery store that sold groceries to residents of aeliverty area at a mark-up
substantially, lower than competing grocery stores was n charitable. Had the gro-
ceries teen provided to needy people free of cliarge, or at a" price substantially

ubelow cost, the organization would presdrnably have been charitable. ,

These rulings indicate that in order to qualify as charitable (as distinguished from
educational) an organization is required by the IRS to evidence to some degree a
donative factor through the. provision of goods or services at no chatge or at a

. charge below cost. The lightest burden appears to be imposed upon. community
hospitals, which are required to manifest a donative factor to the limited extent of
making emergency room facilities" available to persons fable to pay,/ while charging
standard rates for all other hospital'services. Homes-for the aged are also subjeCt to
a minimal donative requirement. In other situations the donative element is given,
varying degrees of weight, depending upon the circumstances of each case:The great-
est burden is imposed upon organizations that provide goods or services available in
the commercial market. The IRS requires these organizations to be predominantly,
if not entirely, donative in chalaCter in order to qualify as charitable. That is, they
must rely almOst entirely upon donations for their support, and are severely limited
in the extent to which they cen derive income from the performance of their
exempt functions:

The effect of the varying standards evidenced by the foregoing rulings appears to
be twofold, namely (1) to require charitable organizations to, keep their charge as
16w as possible for the benefit of the public, consistent with meeting the saia
needs for whic'h they have assumed responsibility, and (2) to place limitations upon
the ability of charitable organizations to compete with private enterprise through
the provision of .goods or services available in the commercial market Since the
legal- criteria for' determining te, what extent a particular ,charitable organization
should be required to make its services available on a donAtive-basis are extremely
nebulous, a considerable degree of ad hoc line-drawing by the IRS seems inevitable

.in this area.
MorepVer, as the criteria pertaining to charitable organizations evolve in response

to changing conditions in society, it is possible that some charitable activities will be
exempted florn the donative. requirement ). altogether, just as education is now so
exerripted.-The possibilip of sah an extension of the bounds,of charity appears to
exist, for example, in thlt.case of certain nonprpfit'health maintenance organizations
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which offer pre-paid medical care to all persons in the community who wish to
subscribe and are able to pay the necessary premiums.799

The positiOn of the .IRS with respect to the charitableptus of health mainten-
ance organizations has not yet been published, and the,ansv;er is not dearly ascer-
tainable_ from the existing precedents. On the one Kand, health maintenance organi-
zations resemble in some respects mutual associations becayse they serve primarily
(if not exclusively.) their owns subscribers; and thus do, not,embody a donative ele-
ment. On the other hand, however, they are nonprofit in nature, they operate in a

traditionally charitable area (the promotion of health), and they meet a need of the
community that is not adequately met by'the private economic sector. Since ade-
quate health care would seem to be as vital to the community as education, an
argument/can be made that health maintenance organizations that satisfy these
criteria should be able to qualify under, section 501 (c) (3), just as self-supporting
nonproprietary educational organizations are able to do.30°

Is the Organization Consistent with Law and Public Policy?

The Restatement of Trusts provide that "[a] charitable truktcannot be created
for a purpose which is illegal."30' In addition, the Restatement says that .a trust is
invalid if it is created for a purpose "the accomplishment of which is contrary to
public policy, although notforbidden by law...."302

This.principle was relied upon by the. IRS in Revenge Ruling 71-44T,303 holding
that "a school not having a racially nondisCriminatory policy as to students is not
'charitable' within the common law concepts reflected in sections 170 and 501 (c)
(3) of the Code...." This ruling was based upon the premise that "iallthough.the
operation of private schools on a discriminatory basis is not prohibited by Federal
statutory law, the policy of the United States is to discourage discrimination in such
schools."

The issuapce Xif, Revenue Ruling 71-447 was prompted by the court proceedings
in the .case 31f Green' v. Connally,3°4'in which parents of Black children attending
public sclibols,in Mississippi sought to enjoin U.S. Treasury officials from according
501 (c) (3) status t,o Private schools in Mississippi which discriminated against Black
students. In the Green decision the court said that a "strong case" could be made
for holding that segregated schools were not charitable ,under the cornmon.law of
charity. Then the ,court went on to say that in view of the strong federal policy
regarding, racially disCritninatory schools, "it is our conclusion that the ultimate
criterion fot determination whether such schools are eligible under the 'charitable'
organization provisions of the Cc de rests not on a common law referent but on that
Federal policy.2'3 ° 5

Although public. policy issues of the magnitude involved in Revenue Ruling
71-447 and the Green case arise only rarely under section 501 '(c) (3), they can
pose difficult administrative problems for the IRS when they db arise. For example,
the two, principal sources of federal policy referred toip, Revenue Ruling 71-447 are
Titles IV and VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Supreme Court's decision
banning segregated public schools in Brown v. Board of Eduation,3,06 together
with the many federal court decisions that followed it. Although the arguments in
support of the ruling and the Green decision now seem overwhelming, it may not
have been clear at the time as to exactly when, during the period from 1954 to
1970y federal policy against "discrimination ih pducationwhether publid or,p,ri-
vate' became sufficiently well crystallized to justifygge IRS in taking action toi10,7

revoke the exemption of all-white private schools whicere organiied for educk
tional purposes, were not unlawful, and met all of the other requirements of section
501 (c) (3).

In McGlptten v. ConnaI41,308 a federal court held that a fraternal order-that
excluded nonwhites did not qualify for exemption under section 501 (c) (8), and
that Contributions to such art order for charitable purposes were not deduCtible
under section 170 (c) (4). One!of the grounds of the decision was that "oveuiding`.
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public policy ... requires that the Code not be construed to allow deduction of
contributions to ... organizations which exclude nonwhites from meniberchip,"3°9
In this case, as in the Green case, the exemption of the organization was not dIal-
lenged by the IRS but by a Black citizen who alleged that he was ,excluded from
membership becausescif his race.

More recently the question of the application of this policy to the charitable
activities of private foundations was considered by the 4.1..S. Court of Appeals for
the Second Circuit in the case, Jackson v. StadersFoundation, Inc.3'r 0 In that case
the plaintiff commenced an action against several charitable, foundations alleging
racial discrimination against himself, his children, and his fou'ndation in that the
defendant foundations "refused to hire him as edirector of their foundations, re-
fused to give scholarships to his children and refused to grant'money to his founda-,
tion, all for rtisons. of race."3" The plaintiff sought, among other forms of relief,
revocatioiof he defendant foundations' tax eempt status under section 501 (c)
(3) Without reaching the merits of the various issues; the Court of Appeals re-
manded the case to the district court with instructions for t to determine, in the
light of guidelines' set forth in the opinion, whether the action of the defendant
foundations constituted "state. action' for purposes of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments of th U.S. Constitution.

41n a d'ssenting o inion, Judge Friendly argued ag ainst the extension of the "state
a ction' °urine-to hafitable foundations which had no governmental connection.

/ He saictv
.1 -A

The interest in pr sepving an area of untrammeled choice for private philan-
thropy is very gr at..\ . While most foundations, particularly large ones, give
mainly, to instil ions srving all races and creeds, although hardly in the com-
pletely nondiseriminatorvc way required of -pitbl 'tiostitutionS, l_see nothing
offensive, either constitute or morally, in a founds on's/choosing to give
preferentially or even exch4sively to Jesuit seminaries, to "Yeshias, to, black ,---
colleges or to the NAACP.3%,2 a , it /

,,,'
'..: . lThese differing views illustrate the difficulty which sometimes existsem /deter- `i.

mining whether a particular organization is operating in ,a, anner, or-
that is contrary to public policy.' In the last analysisithe appears
answer to the problem, and in' the absence of,_ deflniti e judici
guidance the IRS'alustof necessitAact in each case (`n the I ht,of
as to the policy issues involved.

. 1 ....

.
. 1- 1Nt "/

'CRITFAIAPERTAININP TO RL1GIOUS 0
i

Of the exempt activities enumerated in section 50i,,(e
pressly placed beyond the. of governmental acti d,
Constitution. The First Amendment provides,_that."Con e,
respecting an establishment of religion, or pr sting the,*
There is, accordingly a constitutional dimensibn, to the dhras 4,/re giout-purposes"

'in seelion 501' (e) (3) which does not exist with, respect to,the-ko pr pxerrili our;
poses mentioned in that section. While the Cons \itution does /not eflne the, tertn
"religion," its mandate that religion Wall IA neitheihelped nor hir!'dered gOVern-
ment has an influence upon the determination of hat constitutes a religious pur-
pose under section 501 (c),(3). It also raises questions regarding the constitution
ality of the statutory limitations upon legislative and p,olitical activities carried on
by religious organizations in furtherance of religioUs objectives.3 1/ 3

I
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The Definition of "Religio'n" or "Religious Purposes"

"Few would quarrel, we think, with the proposition that in no field of human
endeavor has the tool of language proved so inadequate in the communication
of ideas as it has in dealing with the fundamental questions of man's predica-
ment in life, in death or in final judgment and retribution."3"

i-Ke'foregoing quotation from the .1 5 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in"United States v:Seeger315 reflects, e difficulty which lawmakers and theologians
alike have experienced in defini4 religion and distinguishing it from beliefs and
-practices that are not cOnsidged religious. It will be recalled that uncertainty as tothe distinction between religion and -"superstition," and the impermanence of any
such distinction, was the reason for the omission Zralrferences to religious pur-
poses (other than the repair of churches) in the 1601 Statute.of Charitable Uses.
The Elizabethan draftsmen feared that the inclusion of religiods purposes-.4n--the .Statute might lead to 'the confiscation of trusts established for charitable purpose's
because "religion lig variable, according to the pleasure of succeeding princes,
that which at one me is held for orthodox, may at another,- be accounted super-5titious,: .."116 The, attitude of the state toward unorthodox religions has of
course changtd greatly since 1601. From the early practice, in England and else-
where, of requiring conformity to the orthodox religio and pUnishing any deviation
therefrom, the law_jp, our society has progressed to its present policy which is to' "treat all religions alike, giving the same measure ofpr tection to all."31 7

While religious tolerance now extends to all seas, the Icgal concept of religion
itself has remained difficult to defike. Neither/die Internal `Revenue Code nor the
regulations undep section 501 (c) (3) provides aederinitiOpAof "religion" or "religious.,
purposes." Moreover, the court decisions angt,*erwe tuffngs that consider the appli-
cation of ,section 501 1c) (3) to religioiA orgOilations afford little guidance as to,
this fundamental question.318 Accordingly,, in order to pin an "understanding of
What constitutes a religion for purposes Of section 501 (c) 43j, it is necessary, forlack of_more direct authority, to refer to the cidteria that have been developed in
Other areas of the law.3 L9 ' . .

.As noted previously, under the general law of charity, idvancement of religionhas. traditionally been recognized as a charitable - purpose. However, the leading cptreatises on the law of charitable trusts refrain from formulating a definition of
religion. Bogert states that'in searching for an answer to the question:

,
,z, .1:The court will, not find a guide in any definition of religion laid down by,-, decisions or statutes, nor will it be aided to an appreciable extent by the
'views of theologians. It will be obliged to make a iudg ent-based on decisions

'c, on pop r views on
. The a de of any

hjOaining and back-
.clIstrict will doubtless

n-titill a jurist sitting in a

that specific gifts were of religious benefit to theipd
the subject, and its own ideas-as to beliefs and

'judge on such a question will depend aigrea
'ground. A judge living in a modern, cosmopolit
be much more liberal' in hi's definition of religi
rural neighborhpod wf e- nearly every cMzetrpisefund mentalist protestant
christian.3 2 °

(s.'

,
Scott states that a, -trust for the,,ttomotion of religion will be a valid charitable

trust .e.yen if the particular religious sect or doctrine to be promoted has few ad-
Iferents or seems to q
of a religious sect ".
a trustito promote th'e
that very frequently th
adherents of other religio

Until fairly recentl, th
belief in or commitote

ers to be "somewhat absurd." He suggests that if the tenets)
appear to- be sdabsurd,as' to be irrational it is arguable that
eligion is not a charitable trust. The difficulty is, howev

tenets of one religion seem absurd and irrational to chic
s and to those who,have no religious conviction,s. 1,321

view was idely held that religion by its nature involves
t to a notheistic God.322 For example, in a case

a
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decided by the U.S Supreme Court in 1E96, Mr. justice Field stated: "The term
`religion' has reierence-to one's views of his relations to his Creator, and to the
obligations 'they impose of reverence for his being and character, and of obedience
to his will.4323,

-Similarly, Chief Justice Hughes stated in aAlissentiRg opinion in 193 Qtthat "The
essence of religion is belief in a relation to God involving duties superior to those
arising from any human relation."3 2 4

An important step toward a liberalized legal approach to thei-concept of religion
was taken by the Supreme Court in 1944 in United States v. Bollard.325 In that

* case the, proponents of .the "I Am" movement were prosecuted for mail fraud on
the basis of alleged misreptigritations made by them in connection with their solici-
tation of funds. Among other things, the defendants were charged with having

- knowingly made misstatements to the effect that one of them was a "divine messen-
ger" who had seen and spoken with Jesus Christ and who could heal those afflicted
with diseases and ailments. The question considered by the Court was whether it
was proper for the trial judge to have charged the jury that it was not to consider
the truth or falsity of the defendants' representations buE only whether the defend-
ants held their beliefs honestly and in gccod faith. The Supreme Court ruled that the
charge of the trill judge was droper, stating that freedom of religious belief "...
embraces the right to maintain theories of life and of death and of the hereafter
which are rank heresy to followers of the orthodox, faiths. Heresy trials are foreign
to our Constitutiop. Men may believe what they cannot prove. They may not be
put to the proof of their religious doctrines or beliefs. Religious experiences which
are as real as life to some may be incomprehensible to others. Yet the, fact that
they may ,be beyond the ken 9f mortals does not mean that they can be made
suspect beTorer the law."326

The Ballard case thus established that the content of a religious belief is no concern
of the state. From there it was only a short step to the cbvlusion that a belief in God
is not a sine qua non of religion in the legal sense. This step was first taken by two
intermediate courts in 1957.

In Washington Ethical Soeiety v. District of Columbia,327 the Circuit Court of
-- "Appeal for the District of Columbia, in an opinion by then Judge Burger, held that a

building used for devotional services and related activities by an Sthicalt Culture
society qualified for property tax exemption as a building belonging to a religious
society and used by its congregation for public religious worship. Judge Burger re-
jected the contention of the taxing authority that "religious worship" required a be-
lief in a Supreme Being who controls the Universe. To construe exemptions so strictly
that unorthodox or minority forms of worship would be denied the exemption bene-

Jits granted to those conforming to the majority beliefs might well raise con5titutional
issues."32 8

A California decision in the same year, Fellowship of Humanity v. County of
Algmeda,329 considered the question-Of whether property' owned l5y a Humanist,
organization qualified for ,exeniption from local property taxes on -the ground that
it was used "solely and exclusively for religious worship" within the meaning of the
California constitution. Rejecting the argument of the taxing authority that a theistic
belierisesSehitial to religion, the court held the property of the Humanist organiza-
tion to be exempt. The court took the view that the only valid test of tax exemption
in such a case is a purely objective one which ignores the content of the belief and
instead inquires-"whether or not the belief occupies the same place in the lives of
its holders that the orthodox beliefs occupy in the lives of believing majorities, and
whether a given group that claims the exemption conducts itself the way groups
conceded to be religious conduct themselves. "330

In Torcaso v. Watkins,331 decided in 1961, the Supreme Court endorsal the
view that religious belief can be nontheistic. There the Court struck down as un-
constitutional a Maryland statute witich barred from public office any peirson who
refused to declare a belief in God. Writing for the, Courts Mr. Justice Black stated
that neither a state nor the federal-government "can colstitutionally pass laws or

,
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impose requirements which aid ail religions as against non-believers, and neither can
aid those religions baled on a belief in the existence of God as against those reli-
gions founded on different beliefs."'" He noted that "[a] mong' religions in this
country which do not teach what would generally be considered a belief in the exis-
tence of God are Buddhism, Taoism, Ethical Culture, Secular Humanism and
others."333

Four years later, in United States v, Seeger,334 the Court considered the claims
of three conscientious objecuirs for exemption under the Uniform Military Training
arid Service Act from combatant service in the.armed forces. The...exemptics'applied,
to those who are conscientiously opposed to participation in war *by reason of their
"religious training anli belief," defined in the act as "an individual's belief in a relation
to a Supreme Being involving duties superior to those arising from any human relation,
but [not including] essentially political, sociological, or philosophical views or a
merely personal moral cude."! 3 5 Notwithstanding the fact that none of the claimants
belonged to an organized church or religious sect, the Court held that all three claim-
ants qualified for exemption. The Court's opinion, written by Mr. Justice Clark,se-
viewed "the ever-broadening understanding of the modern religious community," as
to the meaning of religion and offered atest of religious belief similar to that set
forth in Fellowship of Humanity:

[T]he test is simple of application. It is *essentially an objective one, namely,
does the claimed belief occupy the same place in the life of the objector as
an orthodox belief in God holds in the life of one clearly qualified for exemp-
tion?'"

It seems likely that the foregoing test will be incorporated into seption 501(c) (3).
Serious constitutional questions would arise if federal tax exemption were based
upon an evaluation of beliefs espoused by a religious organization. and its adher-
ents.337 As stated by a, federal district court in 4)974 decision338 hplding-the Uni-
versal Lire Church to bexempt under section 501(c) (3):

Neither this Court, nor any branch of this Government, will cdnsider.the merits
or raVacies of a religion. Nor will the Court compare the beliefs, dogmas, and
practices of a newly organized religion with those of an older, more established
religion. Nor will the Court praise or condemn a religion, however excellent or
fanatical or preposterous it may seem. Were the Court to do so; it would impinge
upon the guarantees of the First Amendment.3 3 9

c a

Although the eleMent of "religious belief," as defined in the Seeger case, clearly
seems to be a sine qua non of religion from the'legal viewpoint, it is less clear whether
anything further is required.34° As noted previously, in Fellowship of Humanity the
California court set forth a two-part test for peoperty tax exemption purposes, namely
(1) whether the requisite religious belief exists, and (2) whether the group that claiins
the exemption conducts itself in the way groups ,conceded to Irligious conduct"themselves.' FoiloWing this approach, the California court de ed religion as nil-
lows;

\<

Religion simply includes: (1) a belief, not necessarily referring to supernatural
powers; (2) a cult, involving a gregarious association openly expressing the be-
lief; (3) a system of moral practice direetiy resulting from an adherence to the
belief', and (4) an organization within the cult designed to observe the tenets of
belierthe content of the belief is of no moThent.342

This aspect of the Fellowship of Humanity decision appears to have attracted
little attention, and it is unclear whether the elements of (1) a cult, or gregarious
association, (2) a system of moral practice, and (3) an organizational structure within
the cult, must be present in order for an organization to be recognized as religious for

4
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purposes of section 501 (c) (3). However; this question may not be of practical im-
portance because most organizalions that are based upon a religious belief, and have
,progressed to the paint of applying for federal tax exemption, would probably be able
to meet these requirements.343

/

Activities of Religious Organizations Not Related to Worship

The phrase "religious purposes" as used in section 501 (c) (3) is not limited to the
conduct of religious worship.'" Thus, an organization that compiles genealogical
research data for members of a church in order to enable, the members to perform
_religious ritesin accordance with church doctrine is exempt under section 501 (c) (3)
because it is engaged in an activity that advances religion.3" The same is.true of air.
organization that supervises the commercial preparation and inspection of food
prodycts to insure that they satisfy the dietary Jaws of a particular religion, since this
activity assists adherents of thgg religion to observe the tenets of their faith.3 4 6

Many religious organizati ns also .carry on educational an charitable activities
.. which would be exempt Under section 501 (c) (3) without refe ce to any religious

orientation. While these organizations frequently regard their edu tional and charit-
able,activities as fulfilling a religious purpose, it is usually not nec ry to classify
the activities specifically as being religious or educational or charitable since section
501, (c) (3) covers all three categories. .

11, The problem of classification becomes moretclifficult when thd activity in question
.ii,either (1) "unorthodox" (in comparison with the practices of conventional religious
organizations) or (2), similar to activities thl are customarily carried on for profit by

mercjal enterprises. AdditiOttal difficulties may be encountered when the fore-
oing activitiwarethe source of significant income for the organization. Based upon

the court decisions and rulings which have dealt with these problems, several general
observations May be made.

First, it would appear that unorthodox religious groups are more likely to have
their exemptions questioned by the IRS than are churches or organizations affiliated
with the: traditional, established religions. The IRS tends to view unorthodox religious
groups with suspicion and is likely to qipallenge the tax exemption

liking
of such an organiza-

tion if it believes the organization is king a "bUsiness" of religion. For example, in,
Universal Life Church, Inc. v. UniotStwes5 47 the IRS argued that a religious organi-
zation which derived substantialafenues from the mail order issuance of ministers'
credentials was not exempt. Th6 MS contended that this activity dieNot further any
religious purpose and that the organization was. therefore fiat exclusively religious.
The Tax Court rejected this argument stating: "Certainly the ordination of ministers
and the chartering of churches are accepted activities of religious organizations. . ..
The fact that the plaintiff distributed ministers'. credentials and Honorary Doctor of
divinity certificates is of no Moment: Such activity may be analogized to mass conver-,
sibns at a tyliKal revival pr religious crusadg."' t8 . .

Golden -Rik Church Association3 4 9 involved an unorthodox religious group which
elieved,elieved, among other things, that "God's laws" are intended to ply in man's busi-

nes life as well as in his spiritual life. In order to ,demonstrate the validity of this,
ief, the organization acquired and operated a number of pmall b 'nesse& (including

nursery, a laundry, a sawmill, and a cattle ranch). These businesses were not operated
_for profit but for the purpose of illustrating the applicability'of the "golden rule" in
daily life. The IRS'contended that these business activities prevented the organization
Trom being exclusively religious as required by section 501 (c) (3). The Tax Court
disagreed and noted that "an activity normally carried on to produce income may, in
certain cases, be cafried on exclusively for other purposss."350 The court upheld the
view-of the organization' that its business activities were carried on exclusively for
religious purposes.

In A.A. Allen Revivals, Inc.,351 the IRS' challenged the exemption of a reli&lous "
evangelical organization on the ground; among others, that its revenues from "faith
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healing" presented the organization from being exclusively religious. This argument
was rejected by the Tax Court; which observed: "Reliance upon divine healing is a,
basic tenet of several religious organizations, among which are the Church of Christ
Scientist and the Pentecostal Church of God. These religious groups subscribe to
the Biblical promise of 'miraculoils healing'."352

These and similar cases evidence an awareness of the First Amendment qdestions,
previously discussed,,-Vihrch would arise if the courts adopted sucha, restrictive view

-s-44"*"-riVriligibrrthat ufrortFoabk rifigi-dus groups or practices could not qualify sunder
section 501(c) (3) merely because they are unorthodox. Thus, in Go /den Rule Church
Association the Tax-Eourt stated:-

We agree that religious organiations_irhis_lountry do not normally run such
business operations. But that is not a proper justification for our refusal to
recognize that this re!igious_organization did engage in its activities for exclu-
sively religious purposes.....

.

It is a violation _of the First Amendment to discriminate between religious orga-
nizations... Although tax benefits such as exemption may be matters of legisla-
tive grace... nevertheless, a denial .of such benefits grantefi to others of essen-
tially the same class may well rise to the level of an unconstitUfronildiscrimi-
nation....35 3

And as stated in Universal Life Church, the court will not consider the. merits or
fallacies of a religion, nor will it "compare the beliefs, dogmas, and practices cif a
newly organized religion with those of an older, more established religion.... Were
the Court to do so, it would impinge upon the guarantees of the First Amend-
ment."'"

The close scrutiny that the IRS gives to unorthodox religious organilations may .

14 evidence a concern on the part of the IRS that the exemption accorded religious orga-
rtizations Might be used as a vehicle for tax avoidance, or even as a kind of tax shelter
for income-producing activities that are not truly religious. The difficulty-is, however,
that the test for determining whether an organization is religious is very 413,and
any effort on the part of the IRS to apply this test too strictly, orin,a seloctigOiman-
ner, is likely to be rejected by the courts. The requirement that the earningS of a
501(c) (3) organization shall not inure to the benefit of any private individual pro-

, . vides some protection against abuse of the religious exemption.355 However, in most
of the cases where this argument has been made by the IRS it has been rejected by,
the courts.'s 6 .

A second general conclusion which may be drawn from the existing precedents is
thaf an organization that otherwie qualifies for exemption under section 501(c) (3)
as a religious organization will not lose its exemption because it derives income from
"profitable or even competitive activities, in furtherance of [its] religious pur-
pose... "3 S This conclusion is generally consistent with the approach followed in the
_statutory provision defining an unrelated trade or business.There the test is whether
the trade or business in question is "substantially related" to,the exercise or perform-
ance by the organization of its exempt purpose;or function.358 If the requisite re-
lationship exists, the trade or business is not deemed to be "unrelated" and it may be
carried on bf the organization withoul toss of exemption under section 501(c) (3)
and also without being subject to the unrelated business home tat imposed by sec- te
tion 311.

Some types of activities, such as publishing, are frequently carried on by cornmer-
cial enterprises for profit and also by religious organizations in furtherance & their
religious purposes. For example, the Exempt Organizations Handbook states: "The
publication of literaturejs an important method of disseminating religious views.
Publishing may also be a business:F.'s 9

Whether publishing will be regarded as an exempt activity in a particular situation
depends upon the facts and circumstances. Several cases have held that when the
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publicition and sale of religious literature is part of a broader program of activities
carried on for the purpose of disseminating the religious views of a 501(c) (3) organi-
zation, such publication and, sale is itself an exempt activity.'" Moreover, this is true
even when the, activity results in a profit, provided the objective of the activity is to
advance the organization's religious purposes and not merely to make a profit.'"

On the other haQ, if the only acIlvity of an organization is the publication and
sale of religious literature a profit, and the organization is not controlled by or
otherwise related to a church or other religious f ody, the organization will riot qualify
Under section 501(c) (3).362 In Fides Publishers' Association; holding such an orga-
nizatidn to be taxable, the court said that if the rule wore otherwise "every publishing
house would be entitled to, an exemption on the,ground that it furthers the education
of thepubtic7"-363 However, where the publication and sale of literature has a religious
or educational objective, and the organization's revenues do not and are not intended
to cover its costs of operation, exemption has been granted even though the organi-
zation has no denominational ties.' 64' .

Some religious groups or denominations carry on their printing and publication
functions through a sontrotled sub§idiary which engages in no other activities. In such
a sit9tion if the subsidiary's only Iourpose is to perform the religious publishing func-
tions of the parent organization, it would seem that the subsidiary should be exempt
under section 501-(c) (3).36' This would seem to be true even if the subsidiary real-
izes a profit frpm the sale of religious literature to members of the public who adhere
to the religion.'" however, if the subsidiary prifnarily engages in nonreligious pub-
lishing activities, and its religious publishing functions are only a minor part of its
overall activities, it will not be exemp t.367

Radio and television broadcasting is another important medium lly which religious
organizations can convey their views and is treated in an analogous manner to publish-
ing.168 Thus, the fnternal Revenue Service has held that an organization that operates
a radio sfation to broadcast worship services and other programs having religious con-

...tent. will qualify for ox'etnption as a religious organization even though it oi)eratss
under a commercial license from the FCC,. so long s the station is nonprdfit aril
does not sell time for commercial broadcasts and adver ising.36.9

The conduct by a few religious organizations of un elated business activities which
compete with commercial enterprises has caused Congress to extend the tax on unre-
lated business, income to churches and associations 'and conventions of churches in the
Tax Reform Act of 1969.3:° Previously, such organizations (but not other religious
organizations).Had been exempt fiom this tax. Whether or not a business activity
carried on by 'a church is sufficiently related to therfchurch's religious functions to
avoid being subject to the unrelated business tax will presumably be determined in
accordance with the principles4iscussed above. , .t

Legislative andPolitical Activities of Religious Organizations
. ' .

An earlier part of this report' 71 discusses the statutory limitations upon legis-
lative and political activities or501(c) (3) organizations, including those formed for
religious purposes. As there noted, section 501(c) (3) provides that an organization
will be denied exemptiOn if a 'substantial part of its activities is attempting to influ-
ence legislation,-.6y propaganda or otherwiSe,, or if it, participates or intervenes, di-
rectly or indirectly, in any _political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any
candidate for public office.37 2,

These limitations givf rise to special problems when applied to churches and other
religious groups, some of which take the position that they are mora4 compelled by
the tenets of their faith to take action on legislative issues that come within the area
of their religious concern. Even if such activities contravene the limitations on legisla-
tive and political action provided in section 501(c) (3), these religious groups main-
tain thaf they cannot constitutionally be denied exemption under section 501(c) (3)
on this account because the First Amendment states that "Congress shall make no law,

'respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof....."373"
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In view of the importance of this issue to religious organizations, a summation of the
legal backgroun4lof the problern-is appropfiate here. ,..

Although' churches ind other religiodi organliations have traditionally played an
active role in the process through Which public issues are debated and decided in the
tinned States, the IRS has seldom challenged the tax-exempt status Of such' organiza-
tions on the basis of their legislative or political activities. Until 1934 the statute did
not contain any express limitation upon such activities of 501(c) (3) organizations,
but the regulations provided that an organization was not educational if it was
"formed to disseminate controversial or partisan propaganda....:'3"

In reliance upon this regulation the IRS denied an income tax deduction for a con-
tribution made in 1921 to the American Birth Control League. The league, which had
no religious purposes, carried on several activities that were clearly charitable, such as
operating a clinic for women in need of advice as to birth control for health reasons
and the publication to Ahe medical profession of the results of the clinic's work. In
addition, a major purpose of alb league wa's to effect the repeal or amendment of
state and federal statutes dealing with the prevention of conception.

_ In gee v. Commissioner315 the Court of Appeals fo( the Second Circuit, in an
opinion,,by Judge Learned Hand, held that the Birth Control League's legislative
purpose .prevented it, from being exclusively charitable. Judge Hand conceded that
"there are many charitable, literary and scientific ventures that as an incident to
their success require changes in the law." He noted, for example, that a society for the
prevention of cruelty to children or animals "needs the positive support of law" and
"does not lose its character when it seeks to strengthen its arm.""3" In such a situa-
tion, the organization's activities to influence legislation "... are mediate to the pri-
mary purpose, and would not, we should think, unclass the promoters. The agita-
tion is ancillary to the end inthief, which remains the exclusive purpose of the organi-
zation."3"

However, Judge Hand concluded that this rationale did not apply to the legislative
activity of the Birth Control League since such activity "was not confined solely to
relieving its hospital work from legal otistacles."1"'He thefore viewed the legisla-
tive-activity of the Birth Control League as a separate purpose which prevented the
league from being exclusively charitable. Judge Ha said.said. "Political agitation as such
is the statute.... ContrOversies of that sbriiffiust be conducted without public
subvention; the Treasury: stands aside from them."3' 9

The Slee case involved an organization that had no connection with a religious
purpose. HoweveL, in Wrard,kust co, v. Commissioner38° the IRS attempted to
extend the principle of the Sleecase to a religious organization by denying an estate
tax deduction (under the Revenue Act of 1926) for.a bequest to the Board of Tem-
perance, Prohibition and Public Morals bf the.Methodist Episcopal Church. The-rea-
son for the proposed disallowance was that the board, which was anauxiliacy of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, engaged in substantialVIvity to promote the enact-
men't of temperance legislation.

The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit upheld the deduction on the ground
that the board's advocacy of temperance legislation was an activity that had been
"regarded as religious by the Methodist Church for as century-am:Ca half."38 1

Religion includes a way__d_life- as-well-as beliefs upon the naturk_of_thewprld....
The_Asjep _from 46ceptanCe ,brthe believer to his seeking"to influence others in
the same dOefion is a perfectly natural one, and it is found in countless relig-

' ious groups. The next step, equally naturals is to secure the sanction of organized
society for or against certain outward practices thought to be essential....

iSurely a church would not lose its exemporps a religious institution if, pend-
ing a proposal to repeal Sunday observance laws, the congre*gation held a meet-
ing on church ; property and authorized a committee tipappear before a legisla-
tive body to protest against the repeal....3 8 2
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Finding the Board of Temperance to be a religiouNr organization, the majority.,con-
cluded that a "limitation, if any, upon the deduction gr nted in general terms of,
'bequests to religious bodies is for Congressto make....i383

In Lord's Day Alliance of Pennsylvania w. Uhite&States3 a federal district.court
followed the Girard Trust Co. case in upholding the exemption (from Social Security
tax) of a religious organization "engaged inromoting the reverent observance of The
Lord's Day, commonly called Sunday...." The IRS contended that the Lord's Day
Alliance was not exempt as an exclusively religibus organization because it carried on
an active program of opposing legislation that would lessen the observance pf Sunday
as a holy day. The court held that tht alliance qualified for exemption becauseits
legislative activities (1) were not substantial, and (2) were "incidental to * aims and

°objects of the organization, and did -not, as in the case of Si/e; v,
constitute its primary purposeP3 8

rollowing the Service's defeat in Girard Trust Co. and Lord's'Day Alliance, there
were no further court cbnasts involving legislative or political activities of a religious
organization until the IRS revoked (in the early 1960s) the exemption of Christian
Echoes National Ministry, Inc., a nonprofit religious corporation organited, b)4*Dr.
Billy James Hargis. By the time this case arose, section 501(c) (3) ha-d-16-ng sfnce been
amended to include specific limitations on legislative and political activities. Accord-
ingly, the qustit3n of the constitutionality of these limitations as applied to a religloils
organization was directly raised for the first time in the Chrlstan Echoes case.386

Christian Echoes was a staunchly anti-Coininunist religious organization whose
articles of faith contained a commitnient to fight "atheistic world forces [which ] seek
the destruction and overthrow of all the religions of the World, including.particularly

'that f6unded upon the teaching of Jesus Christ."3" I ts`mission was described by its
"founder as a. battle against communism, socialism, and-politicaQberalism which it
considered arch enemies of the Christian faith. In promoting its articles of faith it
conduced religious ':revivals, rallies, Sinday worship services and other functiohs
usUally eLformed by a local church of the Christian gospel."388.1t also maintained
religious, radio and television broadcasts and published two magazines and a newspaper
column:- , ,

In 1953 Christian Echoes was granted exemption by the:1RS under the, predeces-
sor of section 501 (c) (3) as a corporation organized and operated exclusively for
religious and educational purposes. Eleven years later the IRS revoked the exemption
on the ground that Christian Echoes engaged in substantial activity aimed at influenc-
ing legislation and dii-e4ly intervened in political campaigns on behalf ,of candidates
for public office,. In a suit brought by Christian Echoes for refund of Social Security
taxes, the district court upheld its ilaim for refund and ruled that the exemption had
been irhproperly revoked. Adopting a narrow interpretation of the relevant statutory
language, the district court found that no substantial part of the activitiesof Christian
Echoes had bean devoted to attempts to influence legislation or intervene in political
campaigns and that such of its activities as had been so characterized by the IRS were
merely' incidental to the exertise of its religious beliefs.389 The district court also
stated that the IRS was constitutkinally -prohibited from examining the activities of
a religious organization for the purpose Of determining whether the activities are
religious or political, and if political, whether substantial. 90

The district court's decision was unanimously reversed by the Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit, which stated: ,

A religious organization that engages in substantial activity aimed at influencing
legislation is disqualified from tax petmption, whatever the motivation. Ttie
Government has at all times recogniidd 'Christian Echoes as a religious organiza-
tion. Indeed, the Government acknowledges that in all of its activities, Christian
Echoes has been religiously motivated.... .

. . If-we were to adopt the District Court's findings and the arguments. advanced by
-Christian Echoes, we would 40.compelled to hold that Congress is constitution-
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ally restrained from withholding the privilege of tax exemption whenever it
enacts legislation relating to a.nonprofit religious organizatitm...:0Such conclu-
sion is tantamount to the proposition that theYirst Amendment right of free
exercise, of religion, ipso, factor, assures no restraints, no licnitations and, in ef-
fect,.protects those exercisiag.rthe right tp-do so unfettered. We hold that the,
limitations imposed 6y Cohgrpss in Section 501(c) (3) are constitutionally
valid. The free exercise'clause,of the First Amendment is restrained Only to the
extent of denying tax exempt status and then only in keeping with an over--
whdlming and compelling Governmental intereals That of guarantying that the
waltseparating church ancrstate remain high and firm. We reject both the Dis-
tract Court's ?ndings and conclusions on the First Amendment constitutional

'

In essence, the circuit court concluded that ,tax exemption is a mattenof grace
rather than right, and that Christian Echoes could constitutionally be required to
choose between engaging in attempts to influence legislation without the benefit
of tax exemption on the one 'hand, and enjoying tax exemption but refraining froln '
such activities on the other.

The SUpierpe Court declined to grant certiorari in the Christian Echoes case 392
Accordingly, the important constitutipn'al issue presented by that case has note yet
been definitively resolved. Moreover, the opinions, of the two lower courts failed to
discuss certain constitutional aspects of the case- whicts would appear, to merit closet=
consideration.

The first of these is the effect of Wa/z. v: Tax Commission 393 upon the grant of
tax-exempt status to religious organizaticits. In Wa/z the Supreme Court held that the
Establishrtient Clause of dig First Amendment was not violated by the grant of prop-
erty tax exemption to religioqs organizations under a law of. the State of New York
which also exempted property owned by a broad range of charitable, educational,
and other nonprofit, quasi-public corporations,

The opinion of the Court, written by Chief Justice Burger, commented upon the
"tight rope" that the Lourt is spmetimes required to tralrerse in dealing- with cities-
tions of thurch--state relationships. The Chief Justice noted that the Establishment
add Free Exercise Clauses of the First Amendment are not precisely drawn, and that
the Court has struggled to find a neutral course between the two, "both of which are
cast in absolute terms,,and either of which, if expanded to a logical extreme, would
tend to clash with the other."394 .

The following quotation from the opinion indicates the approach followed by the
Court in such cases:

The course of constitutional neutrality in ,this area cannot/1e an absolutely
straight line;,rigi.dity could well defeat the basic purpose of these provisions,
w.tich is to,insure that nb religion tie sponsoredor favored, none commanded,

sanc, none inhibited. The general principle deducible from the First Amendment
and all that has been said by the Court is this; that we will not tolerate either
governmentally established religion or governmental interference with religion.
Short of those expressly prescribed governmental acts there is room for play in
the joints prolbctive of 4a benevolent neutrality which will perMit religious exer-
cise to exist without sponsorship and,without,interference:

Each value judgment under the Religion Clauses must thergfore turnon whether
particular acts, in question are intended to establish or interfere with religious
beliefs and practices or have the effect of doing so. Adherence tip the policy of
neutrality that derives from an accommodation,of the Establishment and Free
Exercise Clauses has prevented the kind of involvement that would tip the bal-
ance toward goverriment control of churches or governmental restraint op re-
ligious practice.395
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The Courr conauded that. the New York statute met the foregoing standard of
neutrality.because the "Purpose of the property tax exemption is neither the advance-
nient nor the inhibition of religion, it is neither sponsorship nor hostility."" How-
ever, the Court also stated that this did not end the inquiry. We must ako be sure
that the end result the effect is not an excessive government entanglement with
religion The test is inescapably one of degree. Either course, taxation of churches
orsxemption, occasions some degree of involvemept with religion."'"

Concluding that the exemption of churches "creates only a minimal and remote
involvment between church and state an& far less than taxation of churches," the
Courtgeld the exemOtion.396

The foregoing background would appear to have an important.bearing upon the
question of whether religious organizations are constitutionally free to engage in legis-
lative and political activities without loss of their favored...Lax tatus under the IRternal
Revenue Code. In resolving this question, it would seem ncessary to consider the
combined effect of (1) the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment (which apply to
relig,ious,organizations but not to other 501 (c) (3) organizations) and (2)..otheeons-
titutional guarantes, such as free speech, due process and equal protection
of the laws (whictipresumably apply to secular as well as to religious 501 (c) (3)
organizations).

Insofar as the Religion Clauses of the Constitution are concerned, it is possible
that the pr*iple of neutrality discussed above may require that the questions under
consideration be determined in. the same manner for religiOus organizations as for
other 501 (c) (3) organizations that is, with no substantial advantages or disad-
vantages applied tea religious organizations merely because they are religious. For
example, it seems doubtful that the Cunstftution would permit religious organizations
to. be denied exemptions under sectipn 501 '(c) (3) on the basis of their legislative
activities if other 501 (c) (3) organizations were permitted to engage in such activities
and retain their exemption. Such an okfcious discrimination igainst religion would
seem difficUlt to reconcile with the principle of neutrality enunciated in the Wa/z
case. Conversely, a question.may also exist as to whether religious organizations
could constitutionally be given preferred tax treatment insofar as- legislative activities
are concerned. If religious organizations that eivage in such activities were accorded
valuable tax advantages while other 501 (c) organizations were denied these
advantages, the resulting preference in.favor of religion might be regarded as a viola-
tion of the principle of neutrality.

Moreover, preferred tax status for legislative or political activities of religious
Organizations might be viewed as creating a risk of excessive entanglement of govern-
ment ancftreligion since its qffect could be to enable, or possibly to encourage, religiis
organizations to engage in legislative or political activities that would not be per-
mitted in the case of other 501 (c) (3) organizations. In his concurring opinion in /
the Wa /z case, Justice Harlan noted that ". . . religious'grouk inevitably represent r
certain points of view and, not infrequently assert them in the political arena, as
evidenced by the continuing debate respecting birth control and abortion laws. Yet
history cautions that political fragmentation on sectarian lines must he guarded
against. "3,4 9 - ,

Also the Supreme Court stated in Cammarano v. United States"° that "... since
purchased publipity can influence the fate of legislation which will,affect, directly
or indirectly, all in the community, everyone in the community should stand on the
same footing as regards its purchase so far as the Treasury of the United States is
concerned.',401 Accordingly, the Supreme Court might view with concern a situation
in which religious organizations %,ere encouraged by the tax laws to engage in legisla- ,
tive or political activities while similar encouragement was withheld from other 501
(c) (3) organizations.4°2

If, as suggested above, the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment require sub-
stantially neutral tax treatment as between religious organizations and other 5(11 (c)
(3) orgpizations insofarls their legislative and political activities are concerned, the
question is raised as to whether the existing restrictions on legislative and political

1.1.
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activities are constitutional as applied to the Iii-oad range of 501, (c) (3) organizations.
This is an extremely complex question which surprisingly has received little considera
tion by the courts. 03 However, commentators have suggested that the limitations on
legislative" (as opposed 'to political activities may well be unconstitutiona11404 The
major arguments advanced in support of this position may be Summarized in greatly

simplified form as follows:

1 Undei the general law of charity, lobbying (or advocacy of legislation before
legislative bodijs) can be an appropriate means of accomrcshing charitable, religious,
educational, or other purposes enumerated in 501 (c) (3). Thus, ,a 501 (c) c3) organiza-
tion aoes not neicessarily remuve itself from the exempt class merely bemuse it engages
in subst,antial legislative activity.,

'2. Such .legislative activity galls within tke prOtection of the First Amendment,
which provides that "Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech
or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances."

olne tax (ors to receive deductible contribu-
tions

3. bile referred, to in section 501 (c) (3Ldo not have a constitu-
tion pf from federal inction right to be e
tons frorh donors}, these, tax benefits canaot constitutionally be denied such organiza-
tions n the basis of their exercise of Fint Amendment rights, since to do so would,.
in effect/Penalize them for exercising such rightS.

4. Even if the Constitution would permit an across-the-board denial of all tax bene-
fits to all taxpayers (whethq business corporatgns, exempt organizations, charitable
donors, or others) on accoun't of legislative expenditures, the Internal Revenue Code
does not achieve this result. Instead, the Code allows tax benefits for legislative ex-

. penditures in the case of some taxpayeA but not others, and in the area of exempt or-
ganizations the restrictions on legislative activities are not uniform, thus discriminating
against some organizations and favoring others. For example. business corporations
are allowed by section 162(e) to deduct their direct lobbying expenses, veterans or-
ganizations and fraternal beneficiary societies are not subject to statutory limitations
on lobbying, although they enjoy essentially. the same tax advantages as 501 (t) (3),
organizations; labor and agricultural organizations and trade .associations carry on
lobbying activities, yet they are exempt from tax and their members can deduct their
payments to such organizations; under the "no substantial part" test of, section
'501 (c) (3) 'large organizations can carry on more extensive legislativeactivities than,
small orgAzations, thus placing the latter organizations (which frequently represent
minority, or even unpopular, viewpoints) at a disadvantage.

5., As 1 result of changes in the.tax law since 1934, a large number of taxpayers are
now allowed to engage in substantial lobbying activities with.tax deductible funds, or
within the framework of a tax-exempt entity. This demonstrates that there is no com-
pelling governmental interest iri denying this privilege to 501 (4- (3) organizations.
These developmeAts have undermined judge Hand's statement in the Slee case, which
was quoted with approval by the Supreme Court. in Cammarano v. United States, that
legislative c6troversies "must be conducted without public subvention; the Tieasury
stands aside`Trom them."4" In fact, the Treasury does not stand aside in many situa-

t. tions but throws its weight unequally behind oneside of the controversy but not the
other, depending upon the tax status of the parties involved. Under these circum-
stances, the denial of an equal right to 501 (c) (3) organizations_to engagetiAlobbying
activities nnot be constitutionally justified.

6. Even if it is assumed that Congress may validly impose some type of reasonable
limitations upon the'right of 501 (c) (3) organizations to engage in legislative activities,
the limitations in their present foun are void for vagueness and overbreadth. The,
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ambiguitiesinherent in phrases such as no substantial part of the activities" and
"carrying on propaganda or otherwise attempting to influence" are so great that
501(c) (3) organizations are left with virtually no guidance as to what conduct they
can engage in. This type of "extraordinary ambiguity" has on several occasions been
held unconstitutional in laws afgcting the exercise of First Amendment rights.

7. Moreover, the sanction that section 501(c) (3) imposes upon organizations,that
engage in legislative activities is excessive when compared with the sanction imposed
upon busin corporations whose legislative activities exceed the bounds of section
162(e). Ire latter situation the only penalty is disallowance of the specific expendi-

4urf which Cannot be deducted under section 162(e). A much more drastic penalty is
imposed pin 501(c) (3) organizationsnamely, loss of 501(c) (3) status and loss of
the right to receive tax dedutible contributions from donors. The Supreme Court has
stated. ,"[E] yen though the governmental purpose be legitimate and substantial, that
purpose ca of be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties
when th n be more narrowly achieved. The breadth, of legislative At ridgment
must be viewed in the light of less drastic means for achieving the samrbasic pur-.

pose. 4 0 6

This suggests that any valid limitation upon the right of 501(c) (3) organizations to
engage in lobbying activities should be narrowly drawn so as to affect only those ac-
tivities (or expenditures) that exceed the limitation. The present statute fails to meet
his test.

It is dear that constitutional questions such is'these can be answered with finality
only by the Supreme Court. Moreover, the problem may be so complex - -and so inter-
woven with the tax treatment of other entities that engage in lobbying activities- -that
a purely judicial solution is not practicable. The courts, must of necessity deal wish
constitutional issues on a case-by-case basis, and in the Present context they maybe
unable to draw the lines which need to be draWn in order to safeguard the. exercise of
basic constitutional liberties and at the same time protect the legislative process againstk-.0'''''
the unfair "tilting which might result if substantially uniform tax treatment is not ac-
corded. all categories of taxpayers that carry On or support lobbying activities. It
would seem, therefore, that Congress has a responsibility to enact a more.coherent
set of rules to deal with this important question.40

V
... A

''CRITEIIIA PERTAINING,- TO EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Few objectives are valued more highly by society than education. As expressed by

' ;t,i . 'Bogert:

*Y4
The ideal' of the law is that all members izt society shall' be Wise, well-trained and
cultUred.4t8 .

!Whatever results in the spread f k wledge, the dissemination of useful jnfor.
mation, the training and discip f the mind, the discovery of the truth, and
in the accomplishment of numerous similar ends, increases culture and extends
civilization, and obviously is of the highest value to mankind 409

Among the purposes mentioned as charitable in the 1601 Statute of Charitable
Uses were the maintenance of "schools of learning, fr e schools and scholars in uni-
versities" and the "education and preferment of orph s." Thus, it has always been
clear under the general law of charity that /he advance nt of education is a chari-
table purpose.41° The same policy is carried forw ?rd in section 501(c) (3), which,
exempts organizations formed exclusively for educational purposes.
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As we have prevNusly seen, a great deal of controversy has arisen as to the legal
meaning of the terms "charitable" and "religious." By comparison, the formulation
of a workable definition of the term "educational" appears to have been accomplished
with relative ease. A possible reason for this is suggested by the following quotation
from anarticle by Dean Albeit M. Sacks:

Education does, differ; however, from the other traditional classes of Philan-
thropy in one vital respect. The latter represent social objectives in defined sub-
ject matter areas e.g., relief of poverty, advancement of religion, impfoyement
of health deemeg to be of such public benefit that activity in such areas is
favored, and the method used is immaterial so long as it is lawful. Education, on
the other hand, fails into no such defined area and has no subject matter goal.
It is essentially a process or series, of processes capable, of being utilized with
any subject matter. Thus, in seeking, to determine whether an activity is "educa-
tional" we'need to focus on the process being used, not the subject matter ob-
jectives,being pursued. 4 I I .

The regulations under section 501,(c) (3) implicitly reflect this view and provide
the following definition:

Educational.defined. (i) In general. , The term "eddcational," as used in sec-
tion 501 (c) (3), i-elates to

(a) The instruction or training of the individual for the purpose of improving or
developing his capabilities; pr *
(b) The instruction of the publip,on subjects useful to the individual and bene-

qicial to the community.

An organization may be educational even though it advocates a particular posi-
tion or viewpoint so long as it Rresents a sufficiently full and fair exposition of
the pertinent facts as,to permit an individual or the public to forni an inde-
pendent opinion or conclusion. On the other hand, an, organization is not edu-
cational if its principal function is themere presentation of unsupported opin-

, ion 412

The regulations then go on to provide the following examples of organizations that
are considered to be educational:

4,Examples of educational organizations. The following are examples of organiza-
tions which if they otherwise meet the requirements of this section, -are educa-
tional: e

Example (1). An organization, such as a primary or secondary school, a college
or a professional or trade school, which has a regularly scheduled curriculum,
a regular faculty,. and a regylarly enrolled body of students in attend_ ance at a.
place where the educational activities are regularly carried on.

Example (2). An orianization whose activities consist Q f presenting public dis-
cussion groups, forums, panels, lectures, or other similaf programs. Such pro-
grams may be on radio or television.

Exampleo(3). An organization which presents a course of instruction'by means
9f correspondence or through the utilization of television or radio. v

Example (4). Museums, zoos, planetariums, symphony orchestras, and other
Q similar organizations.413
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An analysis of the major elements of the definition of "educational" in the regular
tions will provide a view of thg breadth andlversity of organizations that have quali-

, fied under this provision.
.14

The Element of Training or Instruction

Under the foregoing Fegulatidns, emphasis is placed upon the fUnction of training
or instruction, either of the individual for the purpose of improving or developing his
capabilities or of the public on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to the
community-. It is important to note, howet,er, as Dean Sacks has pointed out, that

Education in our society stands for more than a training function. The term it-
self ought not to be defined in some abstractly logical way, but by reference to
tlitise activities which in our society are carried on by accepted centers of educa-
tion. We all agree that the activities of our colleges and universities are "educa-
tional." University activities are, not limited to the training function; they in-
clude'as an integral part the functions of research and publication of findings
and conclusions in other words, the development ofanew knowledge and the
dissemination of both new and old knowledge eve beyond the university
walls.414

its rulings under section 501 (c) (3), the IRS has accepted the broader view of
education espoused by Dean Sacks. Thus, the IRS has stated, for example, that an
organization may qualify as educational "even though it does not offer formal instruc-
tion or training, but merely provides an opportunity for an individual to educate
himself through observation of, or participation in, the organization's aCtivities.'.4 1 s

The IRS has also held in several rulings -that cultural organizations devoted to the
promotion of the arts may qualify as "educatiotial or charitable" even though they do
not carry on formal instructional or training programs. Thus, eitniption has been
granted to nonprofit organizations such as the following: An organization that spon-
sors an annual art exhibit at which workS of unknown but promising artists are dis-
played;416 a permanent touring th)tatre repertory company;417 an organization
formed for the promotion of the arts by entoura'ging local repertory theatre
groupS;418 'a n organization created to develop and promote an appreciation of jazz
music as an American art form through the presentation of public jazz festivkls;419
an organization formed to promote group harmony singing through meetings, practice,
sessions and public concerts.42°

The hegulations'refei to other types of orgahlzations that are deemed to be educa-
tionareven though they do not necessarily provide formal training or instruction,

( such4s museums, zoos, planetariums, symPhony orchestras, and similar organiza-
tions:121 This category has been extended by rulings to embrace organiptions such
as a bird and wildlife sanctuary,422 an agricultural fair,423 and a spoitsmyseum."4

The IRS has also ruled that a 501 (c) (3) organization may properly mike so-called
"creative" grants to writers, painters, cornposers, sculptors, and scho ar,stor projects
in their respective fields which they would not otherwise be able t undertake or
finish due tolack of funds."' Such grants differ from traditional sc larship and
fellowship grants in that' they are not given to enable the recipient to purs e a course
of study or instruction at an educational institution. Nonetheless, they hav an edu-
cational purpose because they p e culture and the arts and also enable the re-
cipient to deyelop his talents through in pendent work or study.

The foregoing rulings indicate that cultural, artistic, and analogous activities are
presumed by the IRS to byeducational without regard to whether they are accom-
panied by a formal prograTh of training or instruction. However, this presumption
does not extend to other types of activity, such as, for example, sports.Vnlike the
promotion of culture Which is deemed to be educational per se), the promotion of a
sport for amateurs,has been ruled by the. IRS to be outside the scope/of section
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501 (c) (3).426 Similarly,alitto gl'1 the IRS has ruled that mere participation in thre-
enactment of Civil War battle has educational value,422 this is not true of mere

'participation in amateur baseb s. Accordingly, an amateur baseball league
cannot qualify under section 501 (c) (3) and must obtain it% tax-exempt status under.
section 501 (c)(4).428 The rationale given by the IRS for this position is that amateur
sports "neither improve nOr develop the capabilities of the individual nor instruct the
public on subjects useftll to the individual and beneficial to the community within
the meaning of the regulations. Therefore, these activities are not educational within
the meaning of section 501 (c) (3) of the Code."429

!fleets

It may be concluded from the fbregoing that two principal categories of activities
are deemed to be educational per se. These are (1) instruction or training which
the broad tests set toll in the. regulations, and (2) the promotion ofculture and the
arts (where the elenient of instruction or training either is not required or is presumed
to be satisfied by reason of the high value that society places upon art and cul-
ture). 430

Criteria'fiirD,eterinining Whether Training oh Instruction Is "Educational"

The criteria fOl/tletermining whether an activity qualifies as "training or instruc-
tion" (so as to be "educational" fop purposes of section 501 (c) (3) ) are extrernTly
broad. regulations make clear that educational activity may be directed toward
the individual or toward the public at large. If directed toward the individual, the
purpose must be to improve or, develop his capabilities. If directed toward the public,
the subject matter of the instruction must be "useful to the individual and beneficial
to the community." In additioR, if an organization advocates a particular position or
viewpoint, the pertinent facts must be fully and fairly presented in order to enable the
individual or the public to arlive at an independent judgment. These criteria will be

instruc-
tion,

as they relate to the subject matter of instruction, the method of nstruc-
tion, and the requirement of a full and fair presentation of the pertinent facts.

t

The Subject Matter of Instruction a

Assuming compliance with law and public policy, there appear to be few subjects
that are so completely lacking in usefulness or benefit to society as to be beyond the
limits of "education" as defined in the regulations. A multitude of topics have been
recognized as being appropriate subjects of education- for this purpose. It Seelni clear
that any subject that is included in die curriculum of an accepted center of educa-
tion ----such-as a college, university, secondary school is educational. Howevir, the
scope of wh'at is educational under section 501 (c) (3) is far broader than that, as is
indicated by the following cross section of activities that have been ruled to be educa-

N-:tional for this purpose:

Training or Instruction of Individuals. Instructing ,farmers, workers and small
businessmen in developing nations regarding techniques for organizing and managing
credit unions;431 instructing doctors. concerning recent scientific developments in
the field of medicine;432 instructing expectant mothers concerning methods of pain-
less childbirth;433' instructing employees of banks on various banking subjects;434
instruction regarding sports and athletics"' (as distinguished from mere promotion
of sports); counseling men regarding voluntary sterilization methocli.',4.36 counseling
women with unwanted pregnancies regarding alternativitways of resolving such preg-
nancies;437 providing vocational training to non-skilled persons.',,33providing marriage
counseline39 providing instruction on how to remedy adverse effects of drugs;440
providing vocational counseling;441 training prisoners regarding constructive social
behavior;442 trairling,apprentices in skills and crafts.443

? f 1.'46
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Instruction of the Public. Instructing the public on personal budgeting, buying
practic,d-and the soucid use of credit? 44 .instructing the public regarding standards of
safety in the design, construction, and (*ration of small craft;445 educating em-
ployers regarding the advantages of nondiscriminatory hiring practices;"6 educating
the public in the advantages of.tree planting;447 educating,the public as to quality
radio and TV programs;448 educating the public regarding the need for a code of fair
campaign pra' ctices;449 educating the public regarding the accuracy and fairness of
news reports! s o

It would appear from these rulings that educational organiz ns are seldom denied
educational status because the subject matter of the training r instruction is not suf-
ficiently worthwhile. However, inadequacy of educations ntent appears to have
been a significant factor in a few rulings. For example, t IRS has ruled that a non-
profit organization that conducts obedience training clan s for dogs and their owners
is not "educational" under section 501 (c) 451 e ruling stated: "While the
owner receives some instruction in how to give co ma ds to his dog, it is the dog that
is the primary object of the training."4 s 1.

in a ruling denying educational status to a college discussion group the IRS
stated:

, .

The various topics that thus become the subject of speeches and digiissions do
not fall within any particular or identifiable fields of inquiry. Nor is there any
evidence that the discussions communicate any organized body of knowledge or
information that would develop or improve the individual capabilities of the -
participants to a significantly greater extent than that normally attending ex-
changes of personal opinions and experiences in the informal atrposphere com-
morrIt characterizing meetings of social and fraternal groups"pr professional
clubs." 3

The fine line that distinguishes 'education" from mere exchanges of personal opin-
ions., and experiences" is illustrated by comparing the foregoing ruling withanother
ruling in which the IRS granted 501 (c) (3) status to a "coffee house" formed by-a
group of churches. The coffee house was deemed to be advancing education and
religion "by providing an environment in which young adults are brought together,
with church leaders and other community leaders for meaningful discussions and
counseling on religion and other matters of moral and intellectual value."454

It is possible- that the 'difference in the result reached in these two rulings was not
attributable so much to differences in the educational content of the discussions as
to_the fact that the exempt coffee house was sponsored by a group of churches where-
as the nonexempt college discussion group helci, no formal ties with an established
501 (c)'(3).organization.

The Educational Method

The regulations do not require an educational organization to follow any prescribed
method in achieving its goal of instruction or training. Since Oitlitional institutions of
fprmal education such as trade schools, secondary schools, colftges, and professional
schools are presumed to be educational under the regulations, it would appear that
any reasonable method for advancing knowledge employed by such institutions would
be permissible under section 50 (c) (3).455

The regulations also recognize as "educational" certain widely4sused and accapted
teaching techniques, such as public discussion groups, forums, panels, lectures (which
may be presented, but need not, be, an radio or television), and courses of instruction
by means of correspondence or through the utilization of television or radio.466 To
this list may be added certain other commonly used methods of instruction or dis-.2
semination of knowledge such as the publication of newsletter'; and pamphlets,457
the maintenance of a library,458 the conduct-of factual inquiries and the issuance of

I` 7, tr
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reports,"9 the presentation of cirkshops, conferences and exhibits,46° the collec-
tion of materials of historical interest for donation to a university or library:161 and
the production and distribution of educational films.462

The foregoing enumeration is not all-inclusive and it would seem that virtually any
reasonable means of achieving the objectives of training or instruction contemplated
by -the regulations wilt be recognized as "educational" so long as it is lawful and con-
sistentwiihr Utfitc policy. ExamplesofunconventionaLeclucational programs that have
been recognize.d by the IRS include operation of aJoy,manufacturing business (for the
purpose of providing job training to unskilled individuals),463 organization and con-
duct of travel study, tours;464 operation of a government internship prograril for col-
lege students;465 working in a political campaign on behalf of a candidate for elective
office (as a part a a college course in political science);466 management of an invest-
ment portfolio (as a part of a college course on investments);467 sponsoring public
concerts and arranging conceri bookings to enable aspiring performing artists to ob-
tain experience needed in order to develop their talents and become self- supporting
professionally 468

Personal counseling can also constitute a valid educational method for purposes of
section 501 (c) (3). However, whether or not it will be-so recognized in a particular
case depends upon the subject matter and purpose of the counseling. The IRS hai
ruled that the provision of free personal counseling to individuals, who are in various
forms of "distress" is educational, such as counseling former mental patients to be-
come self-supporting members of society,469 counseling users ofmind-affecting drugs

.i.eas to means of counteracting such drugs,470 counseling prisoners cohcerning psycho-
logical needs,4" counseling poor people concerning personal budget problems,472
counseling individuals in regard to marital difficulties,473 and counseling women, re-
garding alternative means of resolving unwanted pregnancies!'"

It will be noted that_in the above situations the counseling is directed at persons
who have specific needs of the type that are traditionally met by charitable activity.
In such cases, the copseling may be viewed as,cerving a charitable purpose gwei) as
an educational purpose. On the other hand, the provision of free counseling to mem
bers of the pu(Ilic:Who are in financial difficulties (although not in the poverty class) AIR

has been ruled-Ito be neither educational nor charitable!'" While the distinction'
between educatliorfaL and noneducational counseling has not been precisely articulated
by the IRS, it wood seem to depend upon wheiher one of the two alternative stan-
dards set forth in the regulatioWs met, namely whether the purpose of the counseling
is to improve or develop the capabilities of the individual or to provide instruction
on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to the community. Counseling that
does not meet either of these tests would presumably._ not be educational, although it
might in proper circumstances be charitable, as in the case of legal cotinseling:Pro--
vided free of charge lo poor people.

-. ft
The Requirement of Full and Fair Exposition of the Relevant Facts

While education by its nature involves the dissemination of knowledge, ideas, and
information, not every such dissemination qualifies as "educational" for purpose of
section 501 (c) (3). The basic criterion of an educational presentation has been de-
scribed by Dean Sacks as follows: "... In order to be educational, the presentation
must utilize a form to some not easily defined extent which gives its audience an
opportunity to think about and to evaluate its merits . . . An organization which
utilizes truly educatiohal methods is necessarily removed to some extent from an ac-
tion program, for it must leave the question of action td its audience upon a fair
presentation. The matter is one of degreg anif the precise line is very, unclear."476

For many_years_the regulations attempted to deal with this aspect of the definition
of an educational. organization by excluding therefrom organizations formed to dis-
seminate "controversial or partisan propaganda." " This language had little to recom-
mend it as a-legar criterion, for as Judge Learned Hand stated in Slee v. Commissio

"ner"propaganda'" is a "polemical word used to decry the publicity of the other side.'"
f
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'151 1959 the regulations were amended to adopt the present test which reads as fol-
lows:

An organization may be educational even though it advocates. a particular
, position or viewpoint so long as it presents a sufficiently full and fair exposition

of the pertinent facts as to permit an individual or the public to form an inde-
pendent opinion or conclusion. On the other hand, an organization is not edu-
cational if its principal functicin is the mere presentation of unsupported opin-
ion.a'9

The key words in this regulation are "a sufficiently full and fair exposition of the
pertinent facts to permit an indkidual or the public to form an independent conclu-
sion." The application of such a standard is a matter of judgment and depends upon
the, facts and circumstances of each situation. Thus, a presentation to an audience
which has expertise in the subject being discussed should not necessarily be required
to adopt the same form and tone as a presentation to the general public. Moreover,
there is no mechanical test by which to determine whether a presentation which
advocates a particular viewpoint is sufficiently well documented, or gives sufficient
consideration to the-opposing viewpoint, to qualify as educational.4 8 ° * .

Although the regulation was adopted in 1959, there is virtual! no published
authority dealing witty the difficult questions of interpretation to whic it could give
rise. If the .regulation were applied in a technical fas,hion, it could. provide fertile
ground for innumerable controversies as to whether, in a particular situation, an or-
ganization that utilizes the mass media to educate the public concerning a controver-
sial topic meets the standard of a "full and fair" presentation."' However, the IRS
appears to have avoided becoming involved to any significant degree in his type of
controversy. The Exempt Organizations Handbook indicates that so long as an organi-
zation that educates the public on controversial issues avoids engaging in legislative
or political activities characteristic of an "action" organization, it will be able to func-
tion without interference from the IRS provided it "stick[s] to the reasoned approach
and avoid[s] unsupported opinion."482 .

.. O.

Ancillary ACtivities in Furtherance of Education

Incidental Noneducational Activities of an Educational Organization

The IRS,recognizes that in order for an educational institution jQ achieve its edu-
cational purposes, it may be required to engage (either directly or through wholly
owned' subsidiaries) in ,various activities that are not educational per se. Thus, the
IRS.has stated that "activities which in themselves are not educational or charitable
flay be incidental to such purposes; and if they are, such activities do not conttiZute r
a ground for denying the exemption."'" Activities that are neither educational -
per se nor directly involved with an educational function but have nevertheless been .

viewed as incidental to the achievement of an educational purpose" in appropriate
circumstances include the following: The operation of a cafeteria and gift shop by an
art museum for the convenience.of its visitors;484 the operation of,a student book
store and restaurant on the campus of a university primarily for the convenience of
its student body and faculty ;485 the provision of housing and food to students and
faculty members or a university;486 the furnishing by a subsidiary of a 501 (c) (3)
educational organization of electric power to its prent organization to enable the
parent to carry on its educational activities.4 8 7

The foregoing enumeration could be extended to include many other noneduca-
tional activities which by custom and tradition, or for reasons of convenience or

-necessity, are carried on by or under the control of an educational institution to
facilitate the accomplishment of its educational purposes. - '

f I
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Noneducational Organizationsthat Advance, Education

Reflecting the general law of charity,, the regulations recognize khat the
ment of education is an exempt purpose under section 501 (c) (3)."88 Thus, an or-
ganization that does not itself directly engage in educational activities may neverthe-
less qualify under section 501 (c) (3) if its activities are carried on for the purpoSe of
advancing education. A variety of organizations that are not educational per se have
been accorded exemption under this rationale. A clear example, and perhaps the oldest
from a historical standpoint, is a trust that provides financial support for a school or
other educational institution but does pot itself engage in educational activities.489
In the same category are university alumni associations, which have been held to be
exempt under section 501 (c) (3) on the ground that their primary purpose is to sup-
port education, notwithstanding the fact they also engage in incidental recreational
and social activities:" °

Advancement of education may take the form of providing financial support for
an ancillary noneducational activity of a university. Thus, the IRS has ruled that an,
organization that furthers a university's athletic program by subsidizing special eating
facilities for members of the athletic teams of the university qualifies under section
501 (c) (3).491

Support of education need not be exclusively in the form of gifts of money. Thus,
an organization that provides specialized investment services exclusively for colleges
and universities at virtually no cost to them is exempt under section 501 (c) (3).492

One of the most common means of advancing education is through the support of
students. Bogert points out -that ". . the advance of education implies not only
teachers capable of giving instruction, but also students able to receive the benefits
of the teaching. Consequently trusts which stimulate students to seek an education
or aid them, in acquiring it are clearly educational. Under this heading fall trusts to
establish scholarships for the purpose of paying the tuition aneLother expenses of
students while receiving instruction, trusts to lend money to students, to furnish
them with clothing, or housing, or to establish prizes Sand other awards for excellence
in literary or,scientifrc work.- [footnotes *omitted] 1'4" A9

1,

Consistent with the foregoing authorities, the IRS has recognized the exempk.4
status under section 501 (c) (3) of organizations that aid students through the grant-
ing of scholarships494 and the extension of loans at favorable 4nterest rates.495
Similarly, the IRS has held that an organization that recognizes and encourages scho-
lastic achievement and leadership also advances education.:496

It is significant to note that while programs to aid students in obtaining an educa-
tion are frequently limited to poorxhildren, under the general law of charity "... such
restriction is not necessary in order to make them charitable. It would seem necessary
only that the 'beneficiaries' be persons capable of receiving or transmitting benefits
through their education. The financial status of an individual or a class ,does not
determine capacity for improvement by instruction. Society will be aided if any or
all bf its citizens, rich or poor, ol2tain wisdom, knowledge, skill, or culture. [footnotes,
omitted] "491 Accordingly, th9 IRS has recognized that a 501 (c) (3) organization
may award scholarships on the basis of scholastic ability rather than need.49

Limits on the Concept of Advancement of Education Under Section 501 (c) (3) _ .

As the foregoing discussion has shown, a 501 (c) (3) educatiOnal institution, such
as a school or u niversity is allowed to engage in a wide variety of activities that are
not educational per se provided such activities are incidental to the accomplishment
of its educational purposes. In addition, an independent organization that is neither
owned nor controlled by an educational institution may qualify under section 501 (c)
(a) if its purpbses and activities advance education. When such an organization pro-
vides an educational institution with money, services, or facilities on a gratuitous
basis, the benefit to education is clear. However, if the educational institution'is
required to pay a quid pro quo for the services or facilities it receives, amore diffi-:

1. -
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cult question is presented. The IRS scrutinizes such cases closely and classifies thent
according to the folloWing generil

f. !-- ,4

1. if the organization in question is a subsidiary of a parent educational institution,
and-provides services ot facilities only to the parent, the subsidiary will be viewed as
an integral part of the plrent and may qualify under section 501 (c) (3).499

2. If the organization in questiorris-awne-d* controlled by two or more educa-
tional institutions to which the organization provides services .or facilities on a non-
gratuitous basis, it niay qualfy under section 501 (c) (3) if the services or facilities
have a sufficiently close relationship to, the institutions' educational functions. for
example, a membership,organization.(pciwrily composed of and supported by schools
and colleges) which conducts an aCcreditation program for educational institutions in
a particular geographical region is exempt under section 501 (c) (3) on the ground that
its activities "support and advance education by tioviding significant incentive for
maintaining a high quality educational program.""° A like conclusion was reached
with respect to an organization created and controlled by 501 (c) (3) colleges and
universities to provide the organizational structure for a regional computer network
to enable member educational institutions (inclusling faculty members and students)
to benefit froin research and scientific information developed by other member insti-
tutions and the federal government.' °

3. The IRS accords different treatment to an organization that provides services or
facilities on a nongratuitous basis to a group of educational institutions for use in c6n-
nection with theirwdministrative functions (such as "class scheduling, billing, or pro-
cessing applica 02,) as distinguished from their educational functions. According
to the IRS, such an organization does not qualify under section 5'01 (c) (3). In brief,
it would seem that the position of the IRS is that the performance of administrative
functions on a nongratuitous basis for two or more 501 (c) (3) organizations consti-
tutes an unrelated trade or business, and if the conduct of stroll a trade or business is
the primary purpose of an organization it cannot qualify under section 501 (c) (3). A
more detailed analysis of this subject appears in Chapter-Will of this report, relating
to business activities of 501 (c) (3) organizations.

, VI

CRITERIA PERTAINING TO SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATIONS

There was no reference to scientific purposes in the 1601 Statute of Charitable
Uses. However, by the time the forerunner of section 501 (c) (3) was enacted in 1913
the advancement of science had long been considered a charitabletactivity. For exam-
ple, in 1832 decision of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts stated: "That a
gift designed to promote the public good, by the encouragement of learning science
and the useful arts, without any particular reference to the poor, is regarded as a
charity, is settled by a series of judicial decisions, and regarded as the settled practice
of a court of equity."'°3

It is difficult to, identify the precise moment in time that stientific'purposes came
to be regarded as charitable. This expansion of the concept ofucharity did not result,
from any conscious change in judicial thinking but instead seems to have occurred
graduallrand naturally over many years in recognition of the benefits to society that
could be obtained through the advancement of science and technology. '

At the same time, however, the courts recognized that not all scientific activity
should necessarily be regarded as charitabli. A' 1909 decision stated the problem as
follows:
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[I Institution; of learning and science may or may not be charitable, according
as the institution is carved on 'for public benefit alone, or for private gain . .

while it may be true that the encouragement of scientific disCovery and inven-
tions might,'In-a very general waytend to promote the benefit.of mankind and
the advance, of civilization, yetsin view of the decisions above cited, it cannot be
said that these purposes arc in themselves necessarily charitable .. . Scieltific
discoveries might be of such a nature that they would be hurtful and evil in ten-
dency and effect . Both'scientific discoveries and inventions may be of such a
character as to inure entirely to the personal profit of the discoverer or inventor
or of other persons interested or affected.'"

Accordingly, under the general law of charity the courts have traditionally been re-
quired to distinguish those activities that are merely scientific from those activities
that are scientific and also charitable.

5

Not surprisingly, this has also been the principal problem in determining the appli-
cation of section 501 (c) (3) to scientific organizations. Unlike the other areas of
exempt activity, which for the most part do not as easily lend themselves to commer-
cial exploitation, scientific research i carried on extensively by organizations in both
the business and philanthropic sectdrs. Moreover, in many cases, in order for the
public to benefit from scientific research carried on by the philanthropic sector, thd
results of the Geseaic 11, must be made available, to, the business sector for use in the
production of goods or services which will be sold by the business sector to the public
for a profit. The rules developed for dealing with this complex situation are discussed
below.

,,.4

The Meaning of "Scientific"

The IRS has not promulgated a comprehensive definition of the term "scientific."
The regulations provide, however, that the term "scientific" as used in section 501 (c)
(3) "includes the carrying on of scientific research in the public interest." The regula-
tions further provide:

Research when taken alone is a word with various,meanings; it is not synony-
mous with "scientific"; and the nature of particular research depends upon the
purpose which it serves. For research to be "scientific," within the meaning of

'section 501 (c) (3), it must be carried on in furtherance of a "scientific"- pur-
pose. The determination as to whether research is "scientific" does not depend
upon whether such research is classifi as "fimdameptal" or "basie as con-
trasted with "applied" or "practical."' 5

The absence of a definition of "scientific" in the regulations does not appeal to
have given rise to any serious problems- in the administration of section 501 (c) (3).
The meaning ofthis term in common usage seems sufficiently well understood to
obviate the need for a precise legal definition, and the decision of the IRS to refrain
from attempting to f2rmulate such a definition seems to be a sound one.'" As noted
earlier, the principal problem is not to define "scientific," but to delineate the situa-___
tions in which activities which are admittedly scientific are also sufficiently in the
public.interest to merit tax exemption under section 501 (c),(3). In dealing withthis
problem the regulations concentrate primarily upon "scientific research" because this
is the area in which the most difficult questions arise.

I.
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"Scientific Research" Under Section 501 (c) (3)

The txclusion of Activities Incidental to Commercial or Industrial Operations

As 'noted earlier, the regulations makekrear that the test of exemption under sec-
tion 501 (c) (3) does not depend_upon whether research is classified as "fundamental"
Or "basic" as contrasted with `'applied" or "practical." Accordingly,, depending upon
the circumstances, "applied" or "practical" research can qualify as "scientific" for
purposes, of ,section 501: (c) (3). However, the regulations also provide:." (ii) Scientific
research, does not include_activities of a type ordinarily parried on as an incident to

'commercial or industrial ,operations, as, for example, the ordinary testing or inspec-
tion of materials or products or the designing or construction of equipment, build,
ings, etc."'" 4 *. -

This is the only instance in which the r ions specifically classify a particular
type of activity as being, in effect, ' no Thp scope of theactivities that+.,
are intended tc _be excluded from th cafegorby this provision is not en-
tirely dear. It been suggested i i =,,ppJjcatio of this provision should be
limited to activities similar to _those refe,rred to in the accompanying examples
namely, "th9 ordinary testing or irispection of materials or products or the designing
or consgsttion of equipment, buildings; etc."5" The few published rulings that

li
have b4 issued under this prrovisioll are generally consistent with this,interpreta-
tion.

In ,one ulings °9 the IRS relied upon -this provision of the regulations in denying
exemption to an organization that conducted clinical tests o drugs for.commercial

ft pharmaceutical companies in order to comply with Food and Drug Administration
requirements that drugs be tested for safety and efficacy pefore they can be marketed.

"-r This ruling states: "Clinical testing is an activity ordinarily carried on as an incident
fo a pharmateutical company's commercial operations. The fact that the testing must
be done by highly qualified professionals does not change its basic nature. Therefore
such Wing does not constitute scientikic research.. ."S 1

1p another ruling' ' the IRS denied exemption to an organization formed to foster
the development of labor-saving agricultural machinery. The organization undertook
projects to identif9 the need for new, types of such machinery and then arranged for

.fie development, design, and testing of the machinery. If a machine, proved success-
%fur; a patent would be sought in the organization's name and a manufacturer would

, be licensed to build and sell the machine on an exclusive otnonexclusive basis. Any
royalties received by the organization were used to develop additional machines. The

_successful development of such machinery was expected to reduce -ultimately the cost
of agricultural strops to the public.

In denying the organization exemption under section 501 (c) (3) the IRS stated
that "... the development or designing of machinery under the circumstances present
in the instant case is incident to a. commercial operation and does not constitute
'scientific research' within the meaning of ... the regulations. jemphasis added] iis 2

This statement implies that in other circumstances_the development or design of
machinery could constitute scientific_Lesearch for purpoSes of section 501 (c) (3), pee-
haps as a forni21:21applied" ornpractical" research which the regulations specifically
indicate can be exempt. Thus, for example, as discussed below, a research organiza-
tion (such as the one involved in the foregoing, ruling) that makes freely available to
the public any patents, for machinery developed by kthrough research might qualify
,as "scientific" for purposes of section 501 (c) (3).5' 3

\
The Requirement That SCientific Research Be in the Public Interest,

Since an organization may qualify under section 501 (c) (3) only if it serves a pub-
lic rather thin a private interest, it is necessary to determine when scientific research
will be regarded as carried on in the public interest. The regulations contain detailed
rules regarding this question. In general', these rules are intendid to insure that the

X03 _
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,,,Appefit from any research performed by a 501(c) (3) organization will be enjoyed pri-
marily by the public and not by. a private person (or group). ...

For purposes of the present discussion these rules may be divided into two cate-
r gories, namely (1) rules as to when scientific research will be regarded as carried on in

the public interest and (2) rules as to when an organization that isengagedin_scientifif,,,,=,
research will not be regarded as organized and operated in the public interest? 14

When scientific research is deemed to be carried,on in the public interest. Under
the regulations there are three alternative tests for determining whether scientific re-
search will be recognized as tarried on in the public interest. The clearest of these per-
tain's to governmental research. The regulations state that scientific research that "is
performed for the 'United States; or any of its agencies Or instrumentalities,,or for a
State or politicallubdivision thereof..." will be regarded as carried on in the public
interest.' ' 5 .s4.

The two other alternative tests for determining whether scientific research is carried
on in the public interest focus, respectively, upon (1) the manner in which the results
of the research are rtNde available to the public arid (2) the purpose for which-the re-

. search is carried on -For convenience, these.t,svq4tests will be referred to in this dis-
cussion as the "results" test and the "purposenesf, respectively. .

tions the "results" test will be satisfied "if the results of such re-
search

the reguy
search (including any patents, copyrights, processes, or formulae resulting from such
research) are made available to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis;... i5 "516 Ac-
cordingly, this test -will not be satisfied if the results of the research are made available
only on a selective or restrictive basis.'" However, if the test of nondiscriminatory
availability is satisfied, iris not necessary that the results of the research be made
available 'to the public free of charge. Accordingly, in such a case the charging of a
nondiscriminatory royalty by the research organization does not precItide the re-
search from being regarded as carried on in the public- interest for purposes of sec-
tion 501(c) (3)."'

With respect to the so-called "purpose" test, the regulations provide that scientific
research will be recognized, as carried on in the public interest "if such research is di-
rected toward benefiting the public."' 19 The regulations set forth four examples
of scientific research that will be deemed to meet this test. The first two examples
describe research activities carried on- for 'educatknal" purposes, namely: (1) Scien-
tific research carried on for the purpose of aiding in the scientific education of college
or university students;' 20 (2). scientific research carried on for the purpose of obtain,
ing scientific information, which is published in a treatise, trade publication, or in any
other form that is availablejo the interested public.52 --

The third example is scientific research carried oo for the purpose of discovering a
cure for a,diseAe.' 22 Such research is obvio I of great 'benefit to the public and
is probably best illustration bf the type o research that the average person would,
regard as meriting tax exemption.

The fourth example of scientific research which will be considered as directed
toward benefiting the public is scientific research carried on for thepyrpose of aid- .1.

'ing a community or geogtaphi.. cal area by attracting new industry to the community
or area or by encouraging She developinent or retention of an industry in the com-
munity or area.523 oUnlike the first three examples mentioned above, wher&in the
specified research bars a clear relationship to a purpose that is "charitable" under 4
the general law' of charity (that is, education, or the cure of disease), the historical
rationale for the fourth example is less clear. The example was apparently included
in the regulations in order to confirm the exempt status under section 501(c) (3).of
certain research institutes which had been established in various parts of the country
with a view to promoting the industrial development of their respective regions
through scientific research. This provision of the regulations appears to rest upon the
premise that industrial development of an area it' sufficiently beneficial to the com-
munity to justify the grant of tax exemption to scientific research that is carried on
for the purpose of ,Achieving this result.
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In this connection, it is interesting to note that as an outgrowth of the environ-
mental and conservation movements, a number of "public interest ' research organiza-
tions have been established to carry on scientific research for the purpose of opposing
(through litigation or education of %le, public) the development of new industry where
the research indicates that such development would not be beneficial to the public.
Examples ,of industrial development proposals that have been opposed by public
interest research organizations on scientific grounds include proposals involving strip-
mining, the development of the SST airplane, and the construction and siting of
nuclear plants for ,the generation of electricity. Since the public interest organizations e
that carry on this type of research customarily make the results of their research avail-
able to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis, such research satisfies ,the "results"
test. In addition, it would seem to satisfy the "purpose" test because it is directed
toward benefiting the public, notwithstanding that it is not specifically mentioned
in the examples set forth in the regulations.' 24 It is not unusual for organizations with
opposing points of view regarding controversial public issues to qualify for exemption
under section 501(c) (3).525

The regulations provide that scientific research that satisfies the "purpose" test (by-
being "directed toward benefiting the public") will be regarded as carried on in the
Public interest even though the sponsor of the resear,ch has the right to obtain owner-
ship or control of any pat4 copyrights, processes, of formulae resulting from such
reseerch.526 Thus,, for example, if a 501(c) (3) organization performs scientific re-
search sponsored by a pharmaceutical company for the.purpose disCovering a cure.
for a disease, it is permissible for the contract pursuant to which the research is per-
formed to. provide that the pharmaceutical company shall be entitled to obtain the
ownership of any patents, processes, or formulae resulting from the research. The same
would be true of scientific research'sponsbred by a business corporation for the pur
pose of attracting new industry to a geographical area, as, for example, by developing
a new process for the industrial use of natural resourceSthat are in abundant supply
in the area.

1.6 such 'saws the research results, by hypothesis, would not be made available to
the public on a nondiscriminatory basis because they would be owned by the business
corporation which sporisored the research. Thus, the research could not qualify as
having been cartiedico in the public interest under the "results" test. However, in
view of the benefit to the public which the regulations presume to flow from scien-
tific research that qualifies under the "purpose" test, such research can be carried on
by a' 501(c) (3) organizatiori" even though a substantial pfivate economic benefit is

realized therefrom by the sponsor of the research. The rationale of this provision pif
the regulations appears-to be that the private benefit,reafized by the sponso'r is in
dental to the greater benefit,that thg public is presumeeto derive from the research.
A similar weighing of public and ,private benefits occurs in other *situatjons under
section 501(c) (3), and the principle is well established that an "incidental":pitiva0`,
benefit will riot prevent an otherwise exempt activity from qualifying under section
501(c) (3).' 2 7.

When an organizatio1' engaged in scientific research will not be regarded as or-
ganized and operated in the public interest. The regulations set forth two situa-
tions in which an organization that carries on scientific research will not be regarded
as organized and operated in the public interest and consequently will not qualify
as a "scientific" organization under section 501(c) (3).

The first is when the organization will perform research only for persons that
are (directly or indirectly) its creators and that ,are not described 'in section
501(c) (3).5v28 In such a situation, it appears to be immaterial that the results of the
researth are made available to the public on a nondiscriminatory basis, or even free
of charge. Although in that case the "Jesuits" test would be ostensibly satisfied, the
research organization cannot qualify under section 501(c) (3) because it is a "cap-
tive" of its creators and is therefore presumed. to bo.nrganized and operated pri-
marily to serve their private interests and not the public interest.' 29
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The second situation- described in the regylations in which a research organization
will not be regarded as organized arfd operated in the public interest is whereit retains
(directly 9r indirectly) the ownership or control of more than an insubstantial portion
of the patents, copyrights, processes, or formulae resulting from its research and does
not make them available to the public.s" Thus, for example, if the research results

Are kept secret by the research organization and are not commiThiCated to anyone.else,
tthe public cannot derive any benefit from the research and the orgaiization does not
Merit exemption under section 501(c) (3). However, if the research re-
,gains ownership or control of the research results but makes them available to the
public on a nonlicriminatdry basis (not necessarily free of chage), the organization
will not be disqualified under this provision of the regulations.

In addition, the regul4tions re,cognize that in some situations a public benefit from
scientific research is not necessarily achieved merely by making the research result
available to the public, on a nondiscriminatory basis. Eor example, assume that a
501 (c) (3) research organization discovers a new vaccine for the cure of.a disease, and
obtains a patent therefor.= If the vaccine is very costly to manufacture, requiring the
expenditure of substantial' capital funds to`'build the necessary facilities, it is possi-
ble that no business corporation would be willing to make the necessary investment in

^such facilities unless it could obtain the exclusive right to the use of the patent. In
such a case, the regulations provide that "if the granting of such exclusive right is the
only practicable manlier in which the patent tor other research results) can be utilized
for the benefit of the pliblic," it Will be permissible for the 501(c)(3) research organi-
zation to grant such an exlusive right. However, this libei-al rule is limited to situations
in which the research that produced the patent (or other research results) qualifies
under either the governmental test or the "puipose" test of the regulatjons. That is,
the research must be carried on either (1) for the United States, or any of its agencies
or instrumentalities, or for a state or political subdivision thereof, or (2) for a purpose
that the regulations regard as "directed toward benefiting the public"s3' as discussed
above.

The Scope of Scientific Activity Under Section 501(c) (3)

There is very little authority regarding the subject matter thatimay tall within the
scope of scientific activity, under section 501(c) (3). It is clear that scientific research
under section 501(c) (3) encompasses research' in the social sciencess32 as well as the
physical sciences. As is true in the case of education,s 33 it would seem that insofar as
subject matter is concerned the boundaries of scientific activity are limited only by
the bounds of knowledge itself. So Iong.as the requirements of law and public policy
are satisfied, there would{ seem to be no reason to impose limits upon the range of
topics that may be subjected to scientific inquiry for purposes of section 501(c)(3).534

In addition, it would seem +hat wide latitude should be allowed in regard to. the
methods of research that may be employed by a scientific organization. In one inter-
esting unpublished ruling, the IRS held that the operation of a pilot project for pro-
viding prepaid -legal services qualified as scientific research under section 501(c) (3)
where the purpose of the project was to obtain actuarial and other information 're-
garding the feasibility of such a program and to analyze and distribute that infor-
mation to interested members of the legal profession and the general public.."
-rDissemination of the results of scientific research is, of course, a necessary step in
the process where* such research is utilized for the Llenefit of the public. Thus, orga-

. nizations that do not carry on scientific research themselves but, rather, abstract and
disseminate the newest scientific advances made by others.have beep granted exemp-
tion under section 501 (c) (3) as scientific'and educational organiz*ions.52,6,

.
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Scientific Research and the Unrelated Business Income Tax
,

Although a detailed discussion of the unrelated business income tax *visions of
the Code is beyond the scope of this report, it may be noted that three of these provi-
sions pertain to the conduct of scientific 'research by 501(c) (3) organizations.

Governmental Research

4.

Section 512(b) (7) provides that in computing unrelated business taxable income
there 'shall be excluded all income derived from research for the United States or any
of its agencies or instrumentalities, or any state or political subdivision thereof. This
means that any profit derived by a 501(c) (3) organization frory the performance of
such governmental research will not be subject to unrelated business income tax. In
addition, as previously discussed, the regulations under section 501(c) (3) go a step
further and characterize such research as being in the public 'Merest per se for pur-
poses of section 501(c) (3). Thus, an organization that is exclusively engaged in per-
forming scientific research for federal and state governments would be exempt from
income tak under section 501(c) (3) and would also be exempt from the tax on unre-
lated trade or business income by reason of section 512(b) (7).

Research Activities of 501(c) (3) Colleges, Universities, Hospitals, and Organizations
Engaged Primarily in Carrying on Fundamental Research

Section 512(b) (8) pr-civicles that in the case of a college; university, or hospital
there shall bp excluded all income derived from research performe&for any person.
Section 512(b) (9) prbvides similar treatment with respect to.organizations operand
primarily for the purpose of carrying on fundamental research (as distinguished frOm
applied research), the results of which are freely available to the general public. This
means, in effect, that a 501(c) (3) organization of the type described in those sections
has been given the benefit of a statutory presumption that all of its research work is
related to its exempt functions, for purposes of the tax on unrelated business income.

VII

OTHER EXEMPT PURPOSES: PREVENTION OF CRUELTIT,TO
CHILDREN OR ANIMALS, LITERARY, AND TESTING

,' FOR THE PUBLIC SAFETY

The tax exemption granted to 501(c) (3) organizations extends to those organized
and operated exclusively for prevention of cruelty Co children or animals, literary pur-
poses, and testing for public safety. The paucity of court decisions and revenue rulings
with respect to organizations formed for these purposes would seem to indicate that
they are not frequently used as abasis for exemption under section 501(c) (3). '0,f '

Prevention of Cruelty to Children;
1.

The "prevention of cruelty to children" was added _to the of exempt pur-
poses by -the Revenue Act of 1918.5 " While the legislative hiltory, is silent as to
exactly what prompted the 1918 amendment, it seems Likely that the amendment
was intended to provide encouragement to organizations'whose efforts were devoted
to preventing the unlawful use of childlabor.

During much of the Industrial Revolution the employment of children in unsani-
tary and hazardous working conditions was commonplace, but by 1918 it was eidely
accepted that this practice was detrimental to the general welfare. The prevailing
viewpoint was expressed by Mr. justice Day in Hammer v. Dagenhart,5 38 decided in
1918:

I. 7, 4
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That there should be limitations upon the right to employ children in mines and
factories in the interest of their own and the public welfare, all will admit. That
such employment is generally deemed to require regulation is shown by the fact
that the brief of counsel states that every State, in the Union has a law upon he
subject, limiting the right to thus employ children.539

Accordingly, the strong social interest in protecting children from hazardous em-
ployment and other abuses could have provided the impetus for the addition of "pre-
vention of cruelty to children" to the list of exempt Purposes in tfie statute. It may be
noted, however, that this addition may not have significantly enlarged the stop of the
statute, because the prevention of cruelty to children is recognized as a charitable pur-
pose under the general law of charity.' 4 °

There appears to have been only one published ruling in which "prevention of
cruelty to children" was relied upon by the IRS as a separite ground for granting
exemption under section 501(c) (3). This ruling recognized the exempt status of an
organization formed for the purpose of preventing children from working in haz-
ardous trades in violation of state'laws.' 4 I

Prevention of Cruelty to Ani

The "prevention of cruelty to animals" was also added to the list of exempt pur-
poses by the Revenue Act of 1918.542 As in the case of the prevention of cruelty to
children, the added language may have been surplusage because the prevention of
cruelty to animals and has also been recognized as a charitable purpose under the
general law of charity.' 43 -

In recent years, income_ tax exemption has been granted under section 501(c) (3)
to organizations engaged in diverse projects for the benefit of animals, such as the
conduct 'of a voluntary accreditation program for laboratory animal care facili-
ties544 and the provision of funds for spaying or neutering pets to prevent the birth
of unwanted animals.'" However, exemption under section 501(c) (3) was denied to
a dog club formed to promote the ownership and training of purebred dogs because
it was operated' primarily for the benefit, pleasure, and recreation of its mem-
bers.546 :

An organization that operated a community pound for the care, protection,
placement, and humane disposal of stray animals was denied exemption under sec-
tion 501(c) (3) because it also attempted to influence legislation that it considered
to be for the benefit of animals and animal lovers.' 47

Literary Purposes

Income tax exemption was extended to "literary organizations by the Revenue
Act of IRO,'" under a predecessor of section' 01(c) (3). The legislative history
is silent as to the reason forithis addition. Literary purposes are not detined by stat-
ute or regulations, and the absence of any relevant authority in the form of rulings
or case law would tend to indicate, as several commentators have suggested, that
organizations that carry on literary programs must qualify as educational, charitable,
scientific, or religious in order, to obtain exempt under section 5.01(c) (3).549

A problem often faced by "literary" organizations that seek to qualify under sec-
tion 501(c) (3) is to distinguish themselves from a commercial publishing opera-

lion. An indication of the criteria that the IRS applies in such cases is provided by
Revenue Ruling 67-4,55° in which the IRS stated: -

An organization engaged in publishing scientific and medical literature may
qualify for exemption from Federal income tax under section 501(c) (3) of
the Code if (1) the content of the publication is education, (2) the preparation
of material follows methods generally accepted as 'educational' in character, (3)
the distribution of the materials is necessary or valuable in achieving the organi-
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zation's educational and sc ific purposes, and 14) the manner in which the
distribution is accomplished is distinguishable frorh ordinary commercial pub-
lishing practices.

The organization involved in Revenue Ruling 6/-4 was held to satisfy the foregoing
requirements and therefore to qualify under section:501 (c),(3) as an educational and
scientific organization. The possible "literary" rationale for granting the organization
exemption was not mentioned. The same was true of a ruling involving an organization
that prepared and distributed abstracts df scientific and medical literature."' In these
two rulings4the distribution of the publications was accomplished either free of
charges '2 orat a charge below costs '3 This factor appears to have been significant
in the conclusion of the IRS that the organizations were distinguishable from ordinary
commercial publishing operations.

In contrast to these situations, a nonprofit corporation that published a foreign
language magazine containing, fiction, poetry, book reviews, and articles of a literary,
scientific, and eduptional character in order to provide a vehicle for the creative
activity of writers and scholars emigrating from a foreign country was denied exemp-
tion because the.manner of publication and sale of the magazine, which was available
to the general public through regular paid subscriptions, was not distinguishable from
ordinary commercial publishing practices.."4 Similarly, a nonprofit organization
created to meet the need for,more satisfactory college teaching materials and text-
books in economics and related fields by sponsoring the preparation of such materials
was denied exemption because it shared the royalties from sales of the published
materials with the authors. For this reason, the IRS treated the organization as one
conducted in an essentially commercial manner.' 55

Testing for Public Safety/
The final purpose for which a 501 (c) (3) organization may be organized and

operated is "testing foi' public safety." This is the only purpose enumerated in sec-
tion 501 (c) (3) that is not also listed in th "charitable deduction" sections of the
Code. Accordingly, although organizations e gaged exclusively in testing for public
safety are exempt frqm income tax under section 501 (t) (3), contributions to such
orgahizations are not deductible for income, gift, or estate tax purposes.' 56

Prior to 1954, the Internal Revenue Cork did not specifically exempt organiza-
tiOns engaged in testingrpublic safety, and therefore such an organization could
qualify under the predecessor of section 501 (c) (3) only by meeting the criteria that
applied to charitable, scientific, or educational organizations. In the leading ease to
be decided with respect to this issue under prior law, exemption was denied to an
organization sponsored-by an association of fire insurance companies that conducted
experiments and investigations into the causes of fires and the resistance to hazards
of various manufactured electrical products." 7 The organization also ,provided a
testing service to manufacturers to determine if their products met standards devel-
oped -by the organization, and its income was derived primarily from fees paid by
the manufacturers who used this service. In denying the organization exemption, the
court held that the primary purpose of the organization was to serve the business
interest of the insurance companies and manufacturers and that any benefit inuring
to the public was merely incidental.

This decision was in effect overruled by Congress in 1954 by the reference in
section 501 (c) (3) to organizations engaged in testing for public safety.", The
regulations specifically define the /term "testing for publij safety" to include "the
testing of consumer products, such -as electrical products, to determine whether they
are safe for use by the general public."'" Under this provision exemption has also
been,granted to a membership organization formed by a group of marine underwriting
companies and boat manufacturers for the purpose of inspecting, evaluating, and
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testing for safety products intended for use in the manufacture of small pleasure
boats.' 6°

By its very nature, the testing of consumer products for public safety will ordinarily
confer a benefit not only upon the public, ,but also upon the manufacturers whose
products are tested. In deciding to include testing fbr public safety as an exempt pur-
pose under section 501 (c) (3), Congress in effect determined that for purposes of
granting tax exemption, the benefit to the public is sufficiently great to outweigh the
private benefit to the manufacturers. However, the IRS has taken the position that
this does not apply where the testing is intended to meet Food and Drug Administra-
tion requirements that drugs be tested for safety and efficacy before they can be
marketed.s 61 The reasoning- of the IRS in support of this position is that since a drug
is not a "consumer product" available for use by the public until it is approved for
marketing by the FDA, the testing of a drug for the purpose of obtaining such ap-
proval serves primarily the interest of the manufacturer rather than the public and thus
is not exempt.

I t is interesting to note that the IRS has specifically ruled that a "public testing"
organization can qualify for exemption under section 501, (c) (3) even though it is
supported entirely by charges paid by manufacturers who. make use of its testing
facilities and services.' 62

VIII

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES OF 501 (c) (3) ORGANIZATIONS

A question that frequently arises in connection with the administration of section
501 (c) (3) is the ex tear-CO which a 501 (c) (3) organization may engage in income-
producing activities and still maintain its tax-exempt status. It is a problem inherent
in the statute itself, since the,granting of income tax exemption to specified categories
of organizations constitutes an implied acknowledgment that they may have income
that would be subject to tax in the absence of such exemption.

The problem generally arises when a 501 (c) (3) organization derives income from
the conduct of business activities similar to those ordinarily carried on by'commercial
enterprises for profit.' 63 Rules have been developed for determining when activities
of this type are of such a nature and magnitude as to result in either (1) loss of exemp-
tionby the organization that carries on the activity, or (2) taxation of the income de-
rived from the activity (without loss of exemption by the Srganization). These rules
will now be examined, beginning with their legislative and judicial history. Because
this report is concerned primarily with the criteria for exemption under section 501
(c) (3), the following discussion will focus mainly on the first of these two aspects of

,,,,mousiness activities of-501 (c) (3) organizations, namely, the circumstances under which
such activities will result_ in loss of tax exemption.,A detailed discussion of the rules
relating to taxable business activities of 591 (c) (3) organizations (the tax on un-
related trade or business income) is beyond the scope of this report.

.

Historical Background of the Rules Relating to Business Activity

Prior to the Revenue Act of 1950, the business activities of exempt organizations
were governed by rules of judicial rather than legislative or administrative creation.
In 1924, in its opinion in Trinidad v. Sagrada Orden,s 4 the Supreme Court stated
with respect to a statutory predecessor to section 501 (c) (3): "First, it recognizes
that a corporation may be organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific or educational purposes, and yet have a- net income. Next, it says nothing
about the source of the income, but makes the destination the ultimate test for
exemption."'" With this 'Thriguage the Supreme Court created the "destination of
income" test under which an organization would be treated as organized and operated
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exclusively for exempt puiposes if its income was applied to charitable or other
exempt purposes.

By 1950 the courts were unanimously of the view that organizations engaging
directly in substantial charitable, educational, religious, or other exempt activities
were exempt from tax as to the whole of their income, notwithstanding the fact that
they also carried on profitable business activities that were not related to their exempt
purposes.566 In additiOn, by 1950 the "destination of income" test had been ex-
tended by a majority of courts to "feeder organizations," that is, those engaged ex-
clusively in business activities but required to distribute their incorne to other organi-
zations that were admittedly exempt under section 501 (c) (3).5 6'

The legal atmosphere was changed by the Revenue Act of 1950. In an effort to
create more specific rules to deal with the tremendous growth in the number and
activities of exempt organizations after World War 11,568 Congress enacted a group
of new Code provisions. For purposes of this discussion, the most important effeCts
of the 1950 act were (1) to subject to tax the income derived by exempt organiza-
tions from business activities that were not related to their exempt purposes,' 69 and
(2) to deny exemption to feeder organizations.' 70

These provisions were intended primarily to solve the problem of unfair competi-
tion which had arisen under prior law because charitable and other, exempt organiza-
tions were permitted to engage in business activities in competition with private eco,
nomic enterprise without being subject to income tax on the profits derived from
such activities.'" As stated in the Senate Finance Committee's report on the act:

The problem at which the tax on unrelated business income is directed is pri-
marily that of unfair competitiOn. The tax-free status of section 101 [prede-
cessor to section 5011 organizations enables them to use their profits tax-free
to expand operations, while their competitors can expand only with the profits
remaining after taxes. Also, a number of examples have arisen where'these
organizations have, in effect, used their tax exemptions to buy an ordinary
business. That is, they have ascquired.the business with little or no investment
on their own part and paid for it in installments out of subsequent earnings a
procedure which usually could not be followed if the business were taxable.

In neither the House bill nor your committee's bill does this provision deny the
exemption where the organizatiqps are carrying on unrelated active business
enterprises, nor require that they dispose of such businesses. Both provisions,
merely impose the same. tax on income derived from an unrelated trade or
business as is borne by their competitors. .,. .572

*Kt,

Concept of Unrelated BusinessActivity

As indicated in the preceding discussion, the general approach of the 1950 act was
to tax the unrelated business income of exempt organizations to the same extent as
the inconie earned by their nonexempt competitors. It was not intended that the tax
imposed 'on unrelated business inc e would have any effect on an organization's
,tax-exempt status.573

The tax is imposed by section 511 o e "unrelated business taxable income" of
all 501 (c) (3) organizations,'" that is; the net income derived by any such organi-
zation Yrom any unrelated trade or business regularly carried on by it.' 75 Section 513
defines an unrelated trade or business576 as ". . . any trade or business the conduct
of vihich is npt substantially related (aside from the need of such organization for in-
come or funds or the use it makes of the profits derived) tos,the exercise or perform-
ance by such organization of its charitable, educational, or other purpose or function
constituting the basis for Sts exemption under section 501. ..."

Thus, three distinct questions must be answered affirmatively before a 501 (c) (3)
organization will be found, to be carrying on an unrelated trader business whose
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income is subject to tax. First, does the a,ctivity constitute the conduct of a trade or
bifsiness? Second, is the trade or business regularly carried on? Third, iseAhe conduct
of such trade or business substantially related to the organization's performance of its
exempt functions?

With respect to the first test, the statute defines the term "trade or business" to
include any activity that is carried on for the production of income froni the sale of
goods or performance of services.817 The regulations suggest that this test is, applied
in light of the primary objective of the unrelated business income tax "to eliminate a
source of unfair competition by placing the unrelated business activities of certain
exempt, organizations upon the same tax basis as the nonexempt business endeavors

1 with which they compete.'" Accordingly, if a 501 (c) (3) organization conducts an
activity that competes with commercial business entities, the activity will usually be
regarded as>a trade or business.' 7 9

It is important to note that an activity may constitute a trade or business even
though it is conducted as an integral part of other activities of an exempt organiza-
tion.586 The regulations state that

. the term "trade or business" in section 513 i5 not limited to integrated
aggregatbs of assets, activities and good will which comprise businesses for the
purposes of certain ther provisions of the Internal Revenue Codb. Activities of
producing or distrib Ling goods or performing services from which a particular
amount of gross "in ome is derived do not lose identity as trade or business
merely because the re carried on within a larger aggregate of similar activities
or within a larger complex of other endeavors which may, or may not, be" re-
lated to the exempt purposes of the organization. Thus, for example, the regular
sale of pharmaceutical supplies to the general public by a hospital pharmacy
does not lose identity as a trade or business merely because the pharmacy also
furnishes supplies to the hospital and patients of the hospital in accordance
with its exempt purposes ...5 81

Thus, an activity that would not be carried on except in conjunction with the exempt
activities of a 5M (3) organization may nevertheless constitute an unrelated trade
or business. For example, the sale and publication of commercial advertising may
generate unrelated business taxable income even though the advertising appears in a
journal that is published by, and clearly related to the exempt purposes of, a 50.1 (c),
(3) organization.582

Once it has been determined that an activity constitutes a trade or business, con-
sideration must be given to whether it is "regularly carried on." The regulations
direct that this requirement also be applied in light of the tax's purpose to place
business activities of exempt organizationstpon the same tax basis as those of their
nonexempt competitors. The regulations provide: "... specific business activities of
an exempt organization will ordinarily be deemed to be 'regularly.carried on' if they
manifest a frequency and continuity, and are purlued In a manner, generally similar
to comparable activities oT nonexempt organizations."' 83

As the language in the regulations implies, a trade or business is "regularly carried
on" when it is conducted over the same general time span as that.of comparkble
private businesses. Thus, the conduct for several weeks by an exempt organization
of a business that would normally beconducted on a year-round basis by a Commercial
enterprise will not be treated as regularly carried on. elowever, if the business would,
normally be conducted only seasonally, its conduct by an exempt organization during
a substantial portion of the season would constitute the regular carrying on of the
business.'" Taking the tomParison one step further, intermittently conducted
activities will not be considered to be regularly carried on if they are conducted with-
out the competitive and promotional efforts typical of comparable commercial en-
deavors.5 8

After it has been'determined that a 501 (c) (3) organization is regularly carrying
on a trade or business, the final inquiry is whether the conduct of the trade or business
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is substantially related to, the purposes for which the organization was granted exemp-,
tion. To answer this question it is necessary to examine the relationship petween the
business activities of the organization and the accomplishment of its exempt put%
poses. 586 Thus, the regulations provide:

Trade or business is 'related' to exempt purposes... only where the conduct of
the business activities has causal relationship, to the achievement of exempt pur-
poses (other than through the prodUction of income); and it is 'substantially re-
lated,' for Purpdses of section 513, only if the causal relationship is a substantial
one. Thus, for the conduct of trade or business from which a particular amount
of grossjncome is derived to be substantially related to purposes for which
exeraptiori is granted, the production. or distribution of the goods or the per-
forrhance of the services from which the grass income is defived must con-
tribute importantly to the accomplishment of those purposes....

Whether activities productive of gross income contribute importantly to the ac-
complishment of any purpose for which an organization is granted exemption
depends in each case upon the facts and,circumstances involved.' 87

.'s
ft.

In essence, the regulations require that the business activities have a "causal" and
"substantial" rklationship with, and "contribute importantly" tar, the accomplishment
of the organization's exempt purposes if the activities and the exempt purposes are
ip be treated as substantially related.' 88 The application of such a test will generally

41 I e qu ire a factual analysis in each case. Thus, for example, income derived from charges
for the conduct' f exempt functions, as in the case of admission charges to perform-
ances by students of a dancing, school, is not income from an unrelated trade or
business.589 Similarly, income derived from the sale of products made by handi-
capped persons as part of a rehabilitation program would not constitute income from
the conduct of an unrelated trade or-business, prOvided the products are sold in sub-
stantially, the same state they are in uPon completion of the exempt function."°
In both examples, the activity generating the income contributes substantially to the
accomplishment of the exempt fuktionsthe training of students to perform bethre
audiences and the rehabilitation of the handicapped.

One of the factors that must be considered in determining whether business ac-
tivities contribute importantly to the acComplishmentiliff an exempt purpose is,the
relationship between the size and extent of the business activities and the nature
grid extent of the exefipt function they purport to serve. Where the activities are in
aart related to the performance of exempt functions but are conducted on a scale
larger than reasonably necessary for the performance of such functions, the income
attributable to the excess activities is treated as unrelated business income.' 91

Whether or not a particular business activity will be deemed to contribute impor-
tantly to the accomplishment of an organization's exempt purposes is a question of
degree.592 There are several rulings that indicate that the IRS takes a pragmatic
approach in resolving this question. One example, Revenue Ruling 69.267,593 ,corn-'
sidered a hospital's operation of a gift shop which sold candy, newspapers, magazines,
flowers, and other small gift items and was patronized by patients, visitors making
purchases for patients, and 'hospital employees. The ruling concluded that by facili-
tating the purchase of merchandise and services "to improve the physical comfort and
mental well-being of its patients," the hospital's gift shop encouraged the patients'

-recovery and therefore contributed importantly to the hospital's exempt purpose
of providing health care ,for members of the community.' 9 4

Similarly, Revenue Ruling'73-104595 considered the case of a museum of modern
art Iiihich sold greeting cards displaying printed reproductions of selected works of
art at a shop In the museum, by mail order, and to retail stores. The sale of cards
was promoted and sold in a commercial manner at a profit and in competition with
commercial greeting card publishers. The IRS ruled

museum's
the sale of the cards con-

tributed importantly to the achievement of the useum's educational purposes
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because it stimulated the public's awareness and appreciation of art and encouraged
thepublic to visit the museum.

In other situations the necessary degree of relationship has been found not to exist.
jThus, for example, in Revenue Ruling 73-105$96 the IRS considered the operation of

a souvenir shop by an exempt folic art museum. The sale of art history books, repro-
ductions of paintings, and other works of art was found to enhance the public's ap-\ predation of art and thus -contribute importantly to the accomplishment of the
museum's exempt purposes. However, its'sale of scientific books and souvenirs of the
city in which the museum was located was found toear no causal relationship to the
accomplishment of the museum's exempt purposes and therefore was held to be an
unrelated trade or business.5

In addition to its role in determining whether a 501(c) (3) organization will be
taxed on income derived from business activities, the concept of an unrelated trade
or business can also be significant in determining whether an organization is entitled
to tax exemption at all. However, the operative rules for determining when the tax-
exempt status of a 501(c) (3) organization will be adVerseiy affected by the organiza-
;ion's conduct of unrelated trade or business activities are not entirely agar. The
regulations pertaining to the "organizational test" could be interpreted as authoriz-
ing a 501(c) (3) organization to engage in no more than an "insubstantial" amount
of unrelated business activity, since these regulations require that the articles of
organization ". . .not expressly empower the organization to engage, otherwise than as
art ftubstantial part of its activities, in activities which in themselves are not in fur-
therance of one or more exempt purposes."5 98

The regulatjons pertaining to the "operational test" contain both a "primary
activity" test and an "insubstantial activity" test, providing in part as follows:

(1) Primary activities. An organization will be regarded as 'o'perated exclusively'
for one or more exempt purpotes only...if it engages primarily in activities which

ore-Orrtiofe: orsaVe-x-e-mpt purposes sPi-Ciiied in section 501.(c) (3).
An organization will not be so regarded if more than an insubstantial part of
its activities is not in furtherance of an exempt purpose."5 9 9

Finally, in.another paragraph of the 'regulations under "section 501(c) (3) it. is
.0

provided that exemption will be denied if an organization is "organized or oper-
ated for the primary purpose of carrying on an unrelated trade or business, as de-
fined in ,section 513" of the Code6°°
4 Under the foregoing provisions of the regulatiohs, it would appear that (1) exemp-

tion under section 501(c) (3) will not be adversely affected by the conduct of an unre-
lated trade or business as an insubstantial part of an organization's overall activities,
but (2) exemption will be lost if the conduct of an unrelated trade or business is so
substantial in relation to the organization's overall activities as to constitute the
primaly purpose or Activity of the organization.60 I HowevaCt is not clear to what
extent an organization's 501(c) (3) statUs wilt be endangered if its unrelated trade or
business activities constitute more than an insubstantial part ,of its overall activities,
but not such a large part as to represent its primary purpose or activity. The regula-
tiohs under the "operational test," quoted above, might be construed as meaning
that an organization would not qualify for exemption under section 501(c) (3) in
such a case. However, this result seems difficult to reconcile with the emphasis in
the regulations' upon the "primar.y purpose" of the organization, and also with the
legislative history of the 1950 act, which indicates that Congress intended to deal with
the problem of unrelated business activities of otherwise exempt organizations merely.
by imposing an income tax on the net income arising-from such activities and not by
denying tax exemption to such prganizations.6° 2

1
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In addition to imposing an income tax on the unrelated business income of most
501 (c) (3) organizations, the Revenue Act of 1950 took the further step of removing
the tax-exempt status previously available to "feeder organizations" under the "desti-
nation of income" test:This provision is now found in section 502, which states:

{a) General Rule An organization operated for the primary purpose of carry-
ing on a trade or business for profit shall not be exempt from taxation under
section 501 on the ground that all of its profits are payable to one or more
organizations exempt from taiation under section 501.

Section 502 is concerned only with an organization's operation, not its organization,
and is brought into play only when the "primary purpose" of that operation is the
conduct of "a trade or business for profit."603 Its application is limited by its terms
to an organization that would (absent section 502) base its claim for exemption
solely on the ground that it "feeds" all its irrcome to exempt organizations.6"

Because of limited applicability, few problems 'of interpretation have arisen
under section 502. One potential ambiguity has been resolved by the regulations,
that is, the problem of distinguishing between (1) a feeder organization which is en-
gaged in business for profit, and (2) a subsidiary of an exempt organization thlt is
merely carrying on an integral part of the exempt activities of its parent."' In this
regard the regulations provide:

If a subsidiary organization of a tax-exempt organization would itself be exempt
on the ground that its activities are an integral part of the exempt activities of
the parent organization, its exemption will not be lost because, as*. Matter of
accounting between the two organizations, the subsidiary derives a profit from
its dealings with its parent organization, for example, a subsidiary organization
which is operated for the sole purpose of furnishing elqtricpower used by its
parent organization, a tax-exempt educational organization, in carrying on its
educational activities. However, the subsidiary organization is not exempt from
tax if it is operated for the primary purpose of carrying on a trade or business
which would be an unrelated trade or business (that is, unrelated to exempt
activities) if regularly carried on by the parent organization . ..6° 6

The foregoing rule is consistent with the principles that underlie the unrelated business
income tax. If income derived from the conduct of a trade or business would be
exemprifrom tax under section 511 because the trade or business is substantially re-
lated to the exempt purposes of the sponsoring organization, then income 'derived
from the. same trade or business should not be subjected to tax merely because, as a
matter of convenience, it is conducted by a subsidiary, for the benefit of its 501 (c) (3)
parent organization." 7

There are a number of exceptions to the applicability of section 502 which corres-
pond to the exceptions to the unrelated business'income tax. Thus, in general, exemp-
tion will not'be denied under section 502 to an organization operated for the primary
purpose of (1) ,deriving rents which would not be treated as unrelated business in-
come,608 (2) carrying on a trade or busi9ess in which substantially all the work is
performed for the organization without compensation,609 and (3) carrying on any
trade or business which is the selling of merchandise, substantially all of which has
been donated to the organization." °

Cooperative Service Organizations

One recurring problem which has not been satisfactorily resolved concerns the
ability of a group of 501 (c) (3) organizations to "cbefer" their exempt status upon a
sdparately incorporated organization which performs an essential service exclusively

1 43
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for the:501 (c) (3) organizatitms in the sponsoring group. The IRS has answered this
question in the negative, taking the position that the performance,of services foi
more than a single,parent organization is deemed to constitute the carrying on of an
unrelated trade or business.6I

This position was demonstrated in Revenue Ruling 54-3056" where exemption was
denied to an organizati9n organized and

and

to maintain a central purchasing
agency to establish uniform standards and to purchase supplies for the exclusive
benefit of its member hospitals, all of which were 501 (6) (3) organizations. This re-
sult was rejected by the Court of Claims in Hospital Bureau of Standards & Supplies,
Inc. v. U.S.," 3 which held such an organization to be exempt. According to the
court, the function performed by the organization was "necessary,and indispensable"
to the operations of the member hospitals and, accordingly, constituted an integral
part of such operations. The court further found tnat the organization was not subject
to tax as a "feeder organization" because it was not operated for the primary purpose
of carrying on a trade or business for profit. At most, the [service organization] was
performing a function which each of its member hospitals would have to assume were

,it not for the [service organization's] existence."614
In 1968 Congress attempted to resolve the conflict between the IRS and the Court

of Claiins with respect,:to cooperative service organizations formed by 501 (c) (3)
hospitals by enacting section 501 (e).615 That section provides that certain hostOtal
service organizatiOns 'will be treated as organiied and operated exclusively for chari-
table purposes nder section 501 (c) (3). However, section 501 (e) is limited to entities
organized operated on a cooperative basis, solely to perform the services enumer-
ated in section 501 (e), namely data processing, purchasing, warehousing, billing and
collection, food, industrial engineering, laboratory, printing communications, record
center and personnel services for 501 (t) (3) hospitals.6 6. In addition, all net earnings
must be allocated or paid to members on the basis.of services perforMed for them.611

TheARS has sought to restrict the application of section 501 (e). In two rulings
published in 1969,618 the IRS ruled that a cooperative hospital service organization,
all of whose members are 501 (c) (3) hospitals, will be treated as exempt under sec-
tions 501 (e) and 501 (t) (3) only if the .organization provides no services other than
those specifically enumerated in section 501 (e). Since laundr,y services are not so
enumerated, the IRS ruled that a cooperative hospital service organization will not be
exempt if, in addition to data prOcessing and group purchasing services, it also provides
laundry services61 9 for its members.

The IRS position has been rejectecIty a federal district court in United Hospital
Services, Inc, v. U.S.,62° where a service organization, creat\ed byseveral 501 (c) (3)
hospitals to-Maintain and a laundry facility for thei beneijtionegjd to be
exempt under section 501 (c) (3). In reaching itslieci§ion, the court con ed that

, Congress had intentionally omitted ordinary, general, and commercial laundry services
from the blanket exemption granted to cooperative hospital service organizations by
section 501 (e) but found that the organization was a charitable, organization and
exempt from tax under section 501 (c) (3) without reference to section 501 (e). In
support of this conclusion the'court noted the necessity of laundry and linen services
to the, accomplishment of the member hospitals' charitable purposes, the inability
of commercial laundries to provide such services because of the large Auantities of
laundry involve, the necessity for sanitary and quality stanciard which could only be
met by special facilities, and the substantial monetary savings inuring to member
hospitals. The court also specifically rejected the portion of Regulation §1.502-1 (b)
which -denies exemption to organizations owned by, and providing services to, more
than one exempt organization, as follows:

. . the Court has difficulty in finding any basis in the statute, 26 U.S.C. §502,
for the underlined Portion of the regulation. The statute provides quite simply
that lahn organization operated for the primary purpose of carrying ()Ka trade
or business for profit shall not be exempt under section 501 on the grouted that
all of its profits are payable to one or more organizations exempt under section
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501 from taxation.' What does this have to do with two or more such organiza-
', lions setting up a not-for-profit corporation wholly controlled by them, and not

serving the public, in order to effect economies in their own charitable opera-
tions? The Court inHospital Bureau, supra, gave no effect to the regulation, nor
does this Cour t.621

ot`

The government has announced that it will not appeal the United Hpspital Services
decision,62 2 but has given no indication that its restrictive position with respect to
cooperative hospital service corporati6ns will be modified.

Hospitals are not unique among 501(c) (3) organizations in their need to utilize
.cooperative service organizations as a vehicle for realizing substantial cost reductions
and for conducting their operations more efficiently. Educational organizations have
alSotsuccessfully utilized cooperative entities to accomplish these goals. As in the case
of hospital service organizations, the IRS' position with respect to the tax-exempt
status of such Cooperativeventures has generally,been restrictive.

The IRS made a liniited exception to this policy in 1970, when it granted exemp-,
Awn to the Common Fund, an entity organized by a group pf educational-institutions
to provide a cooperative investment fund that could contract, with professional
advisors for research, advice, and investment management of the institutions' contri-
butions to the fund:62 3 The ruling provided that the fund would retain its exempt
status only, so long as its investment services were'provided to members at a charge

--subslantially below cost, thereby effectively requiring that the fund receive support
'from tside sources, either in the.form of grants or through income from an en-
dow fund.624

It uld appear from this ruling that, in the eyes of the IRS, -the provision of
services, at cost by a nonprofit cooperative service organization solely to 501(c) (3)
organizations is not seifficient to characterize the service organization as exempt
under Section 501(c) (3).625 Congress rejected this narrow view insofaras it applied
to the Common Fund, by enacting section 501(f) in 1974. This legislative enactment
was prompted by the fact that the start-up grants that the Common, Fund had received
during its formative_ years had terminated, and the fund was in danger of losing its
exempt status- because it was no longer able to provide services to its member insti-
tutions,for a fee "substanitally below cost" as required by the IRS as a condition for
exemptiOn.626 To deal with this specific situation, Congress provided in section
501(f) that an organization would be treated as exempt under section 501(c) (3) if
it was (1) comprised solely of members that are tax-exempt educational institu-
tions,62 (2) orgaNzed and controlled by one or more such members, and (3) orga-
nized and operated solely for the collective investment of money contributed by mem-
bers and the payment of all of the income, less expenses, to mernbers.6 2 8

The legislative history of section 501(f) makes clear that Congress did not intend
the enactment of section 501(f) to have any effect upon the question of the exempt
status of 'other cooperative service entities formed by 501(4 (3) organizations. In
this regard the Senate Report states: "This amendment is to apply with respect to
taxable ydars ending on Of after January 1, 1974. However, it is not intended to
imply tht such a cooperative investing organization would not be exempt for prior
yeArs.. Also, in adding this provision relating specifically to cooperative investment
funds, it is not intended that any inference be drawn as to the exempt status of other
organizations formed by educational institutions or bxtother charities on ,-their be- ,

half to earryput their'normal functions in a cooperative manner."6 2 9
in'view of the limited scope of sections 501(e) and (f), uncertainty still exists as

to whether other cooperative entities formed by 501(c) (3) organizations to meet
thejr heeds for specialized services will be able to qualify under section 501(c) (3).
In this connection, it should be rioted that the IRS has granted exemption to a non-
profit organization formed by a group of accredited educational institutions to
devdlop and publish accreditation standards and to identify and disseminate lists of
schools and colleges meeting such standards.63° Similarly, exemption ,has_ been
granted to an organization created and controlled by a group of colleges and
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saws to devise and operate an organiiational structure for a regional computer net-
work which would enable member institutions, their faculty and students, to make use
of scientific and educational information developed by other members of the organi-
zatioh and' the U.S. government."

In both of the foregoing rulings, the services provided were closely associated
with the educational functions of the sponsoring organizations,6 3 2 and the IRS there-
fore concluded that such services qualified under section 501(c) (3) because they
had the effect of advancing education..,The IRS was careful to pOint out in the latter
ruling that the computer network was neither designed nor used to accomplish
administrative functions such as class scheduling, billing, or processing applications.
The implication of the ruling is that a computer network that provides such admin-
istrative functions would not qualify under section 501(c) fi3).

The IRS has thus far failed to articulate any compelling reasons for denying
exemption to an orgbnizatiOrrformetd and controlled on a cooperative basis by a groui?
of 501(c) (3) organizations to prOyide themselves with specialized administrativk
services forewhich they have a corynon need. As noted earlier:- the IRS has relied
primarily upon the argument that under Regulation §1.502-1(b) such an organiza-
tion cannot qualify for exemption because its service activities (not being limited to
a single parent organization) would constitute "an unrelated trade or business if
regularly -carried on by any one of the tax-exempt organizations." However, as
found by the district court in United Hospital Services,633 there does not appear to
be any statutory basis for thi; result in section 502. That section applies only to an
organization operated for the primary 43urpose of carrying on a trade or, business
for profit. If a cooperative service organization provides services to its members at
cost, then it cannot be said to be conclacting a business for profit. In addition, the
provision of services on a cooperative basis exclusively to 501(c) (3) organizations
would not seem to be the type of uqair competition with commercial enterprise
that sections 502 and 511 were intended to prevent.

As discussed previously, the restrictive position of the I RS haS been rejected
by the courts, and also by Congress to the extent provided in sections 501 (e) and (f).
In view of the benefits in efficiency of operation and reduced costs that many 501(c)
(3) organizations could achibve through the use of cooperative service organizations,
it would seem desirable for the 501(c) (3) status of such organizations to be recog-
nized either by a change in the position of the IRS or by the enactment of a more
contrehensive statutory solutieh to the problem.
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106. N.Y. Real Prop. Tax Law §421 (McKinney Supp. 1974).

x107. Compare Dulles v. Johnson, 273 F. 2d 362 (2d Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 364 U.S. 834 (1960)
(holding the Association of alt.-Bar of the City of ,New York to be "charitable, scientific, [and]
educational" for federal estate tax purposes) with Association of the Bar of the City of New York
v. Lewisohn, 34 N.Y. 2d 143, 313 N.E. 2d 30 (1974) (holding the Association to be taxable as a
bar association and not primarily charitable or educational, for purposes of real property taxation).

108. Ch. 414, §2(1) (b),1 1971] McKinney's Sess. Laws of N.Y. 598.

109. Ch. 414,, §2(1) (a), [ 1971] McKinney's Sess. Laws of N.Y. 598..The law was in amended
in 1972 to provide rcondatory exemption for institutions organized or condu exclusively for
moral or mental improvement of men, women or children. Ch. 529, §1, 21 McKinney's Sess.
Laws of N.Y. 1066.

110. Earlier federal income tax statutes in force briefly during and after the Civil War applied only
to certain specifipd classes of business corporations, such as railroads, canal companies, and banks.
Accordingly, .no exemption provisions were needed to relieve charitable corporations from such
taxes. Seech..45, 12 Stat. 292 (1861); ch. 119, 12 Stat. 02 (1862); ch. 74, 12 Stat. 713 (1863);
ch. 173, 13 Stat.,223 (1864); ch. 78,.,13 Stat. 469 (1865); ch. 15, 14 Stat. 4 (1866); ch. 184, 14
Stat. 98 (1866); ch. 169, 14 Stat. 471 (1867); ch. 2'55, 16 Stat. 256 (1870).

.1/11. RevenuePct of 1894, ch. 349, §32, 28 Stat. 556 (1894).

1 42. Pollock v. Farmer's Loan and Trust Co., 158 U.S. 601 (1651.

113. Corporation Excise Tax of 1909, ch. 6, §38, 36 Stat, 113 1909).

114. Revenue Act of 1913, ch. 1 8 Sta't. 114 (1913).

115. Revenue Act of 1916, ch. 463, §11 a 39 Stat 766 (1916).

116. Revenue Act of 1918, ch. 18, §231(6), 40 107 8).

117. Revenue Act of 1918, ch. 18, §231(6), 49 Stat. 1076 (1914

118. Revenue Act of 1921, ch. 136, 42 Stat. 227 (1921).\
119. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, ch. 1, subch. F, §501(c) (a), 68A Stat. 163.0 954j.

C.
120. Revenue Act 1934, ch. 273,48 Stat. 680 (1934).

121. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, ch. 1, subch. F. §541(c) (3), 68A Stet. 163 (193.4).

122. Ch. 448, §29, 30 Stat. 464 (1898).

123. _C14.4806, Schedule B, 3 t Stat. 946 (1901).

0

124. Ch. 1160, Aut. 406(1902).

1 25.t Ch. 463, tit. II, 39 Stat. 737 (1W 6).

-4..
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126. Ch 63, tit. XII,,§1201(2), 40 Stat. 300 (1917). In 1944, the deduction limitation"was lib-
eralized to 1 5% of adjusted gross income. Individual Income Tax Act of 1944, ch. 210, §8(b), 58
Stat. 231 (1944). limitation was again increased, in 1952, to 20% (Internal Revenue Code of
1939, §23(o) as amended, ch. 588, §4(d),_66 Stat. 443 (1952)), in 1954, to 30% for contribu-
tions to certain public charities (Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §170(b) (1) ), and in 1969, to
50% for contributions to certain public charities (Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §170(b) ).

127. Revenue,Act of 1918, ch. 118, tit. 1V1403(i) (3), 40 Stat. 1E157 (1919).

128. Revenue Act of 1926, ch. 20, tit. 26, §1095, 44 Stat. 835 (1926).

129. Revenue Act of 1935, ch. 829 §102(c), 49 Stat. 1016 (1935).

130. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §4941.

lit. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §4943.

132. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §4942.

133. Internal Revenue Code pf 1954, §4944.

134. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §4945. JJ
135. Internal Revenue Code of 1954, §4940.

136. The practice of the IRSis delirieated in Tax Analysts and Advocates, IRS Operating Instruc-
tions for Rulings Personnel, Exempt Organizations Handbook (hereinafter cits,a to as "Exempt
Organizations Handbook") at 715.1 which states:

"MC 501(c) (3) covers only corporations, community chests, funds and foundations. This
means that some kinds of gioupings can qualify and some cannot. Evidently, an individual
cannot be exempt. Necther can a partnership. By the same token, a formless aggregation of
individuals cannot be'exempt.

and at 715.2
e

"(3) Associations A formleseaggregation of individuals without some organizing instru-
ment, governing rules, and regularly chosen officers would not be a 'corporation, commun-
ity chest, fund, or foundation' for purposes of IRC 501(c) (3). However,ithe typical non-
profit association formed under a constitution or bylaws, with elective officers empowered
to act for it, would ik treated,as a corporation for purposes of IRC 501(0) (3)."

Although the Exempt Organizations Handbook does not have the force of a regulation or pub-
lished ruling,'it illustrates the IRS practice of treatinsyeigIllizations as within the scope of section
501(c) (3) even if they do not meet strict standards of corporate organization, so long as they
follow some sort of systematic procedures, and so long as the organization is not formed and
operated by only one person. Ibid., at 715.3. A

137. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, §7701 and the regulations thereunder distinguish partnerships
from corporations, but imply that funds or foundations are akin to corporations. In the only case
in which the .IRS has rejected a partnership, it has prevailed. Emerson Institute v. United States,
'356 F.2d 824 (-D.CCir. 1966).

138. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(6) (2).

139. ExeMpt Organizations Handbook at 732(2).

140. The doctrine of looking beyond the charter to the intent of the founders of the organization,
which doctrine antedates the regulations establishing the organizational test, originated with the

...case of Roche's Beach, Inc. v. Commissioner, 96 F.2d 776 (2d-Cir. 1938), in which the cowl
stated: "(The IRS) denied exemption on the rheory that the stated purposes for which a corpora.
tion is organized must be found in its charter. We think this is too narrovi'a view.!' Ibid.,e. 718.

The ,dottrine was amplified in Forest Press, Inc., -22 T.C, 265, 269 (1954), in which the court
stated: "While a reading of the petitioner's charter might Imply that at was not organized 6,xclu-

1:64 A
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sively for educational purposes, we think that such inferences are clearly displaced.by the uncon-
tradict°

4
ed reasons for the petitioner's creation ..." 4,,

And in Elision Guild, Inc. v. United States; 412 F.2d 121 (1st Cir. 1969), the court construed the
bylaws of the organization in order to decide if the charter met the organizational test.

Finally, in the recent Tax Court memorandum decision, John T. Blake, 29 T.C.M. 513 (1970),
the cOurl,allowed a deduction under section 170 (which has, identical language to that in section
501(c).(3), including the phrase "organized and operated" eh a church, which was the raipient
of tpie contribution, did not have any organizing pape ourt stated: "While there is no
charter or °they document setting forth the purpose r which the Word of Life Church was
organized, this is not fatal to/the petitioner's case. It has been held that Ole question of purpose is
one of fact to be detern2inet from an examination of all the evidence \ including the activities
carried on." Ibid., p. 515.

One commentator summarizes the trend as follows. In general, the courts have not accorded sep-
arate consideption to the formal vehicle utilized by an exempt organization but, instead, they
have treated 'organized' and 'operated' as a single requirement and have examined the operating
history of the organization rather than dwelling upon the content of the trust instrument or, the
corporate charter and bylaws." Weithorn, Tax Techniques for Foundations and Other Exempt
Organizations, §32.01(1) (1964

141. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(b) (1) o (a).

142. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(b) (1 )' (ii).

143. Ibid.

144. Even though the IRS tales the position that a statement of purposes which is only limited
by the language of the Code itself meets the organizational test requirement of having limited
purposes, the regulations req ire that An organization [in order to establsh its exemption,' ...
shall submit with, and as a art of, [its application for exemption].... a detailed statement of its
proposed activities." Reg. §, .501(a)-1 (b) (1) (iii).

145. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1 (b) (1) (iv).

146. In one case in Which the IRS has attempted to argue Opt the purposes were not sufficiently,
limited, it is interesting to note that the court adopted the same basic position taken in regard ,f'
to whethec,or not the_"articles,of organization" have to bespelled out in a founding docUment.
In Broadway Theatre League of Lynchburg, 293 F. Supp: 346-(W. D. Va. 1968), a clause in the
organization's charter stated that the group would attempt to createa,community interest in
"good theatrical performances of all kinds." The IRS argued that the word "all" was unlimited,
and therefore the charter violated the organizational test requirement of having a statement of
purposes limited to exempt.purposes. The ,iourt held that "the use of the word 'all' can (not] be
extracted and used as a sword" to deny exemption. Additionally, the court stated that "(i] t is not
unusual for charters of corporations to grant broad powers thatare ne5e? intended to be used."
Ibid., p. 352. The opinion cle rly illustrates the wide gap between the court's decision and the
IRS position: To a degree thf test of organization cannot be separated from the test of opera.
tion." Ibid., p. 351.

147./Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(b) iii).

148. Ibid. Note _that an organization can engage in manufacturing as part of an educational pro-
gram designed to teach trade and business skills. Sees Rev. Rul. 73-128, 1973.1 C.B. 222.

A
149. The question of what is "insubstantial" rarely arises under the organizational test. "As a
practical matter (particularly in connection with securing Internal Revenue Service tax exemption
rulings), it is difficult to contemplate how the language of a charter could be phrased sous to
authorize engaging in such nonexempt activities while, at the same time, limiting them in accord-
ance with the 'insubstantial' activities rule of the Regulations." Weithorn, op. cit., at §32.02(21.

150., In-Lelvls v. United States, 189 F. Supp. 950 (D. Wyo. 1961), a trust empowered the trustees
to -.4. hold, marfitain, operate.or continue, at the risk of the trust estate, so long as they deem It
advisable, any and allyroperty or business which it may receive hereunder." Ibid., p. 952.

5 a-ti
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The IRS took the position.tha is provision authorized,general commercial pursuits. Noting thatthe trust had not in fa gag d in any such activities and had liquidated the profit making busi-nesses, including a ra ch, which it had acquired at its formation,.thelcourt rejected the IRS con-ten tion that the o ational test had not been met. And, in Passaic United Hebrew BurialAssociation v. Unit aces,, 216 F. Simp. 500, 505 1D.N.J. 1963), the court stated that "The
term 'organized' refers to the purpose of the organization as evidenced by the corporate charterand the factual circumstances surrounding its adoption and operations thereunder."
Thus, even though the charter of the organization reads as if it might include unrelated businessactivities, the court, after cotidering the "factual circumstances" and, the organization's opera-tions, effectively ignored the a omalies of the charter.

151. Reg. §1.501(0 (3i)-1(b) (4).

152. Some such state laws are drafted in specific reference to the Internal Revenue Code Pro-visions. See N.Y. E'.P.T.L. §8.1.8 (McKinney 1971).

153. T.I.R. 359, January 18, 1962,6 P-H 1962 Fed. Taxes 1154-635.

154. Ibid.

155. "The government stresses thit the Articles of Organia ;ion did not as of 1962 specificallyprovide that the taxpaye0's property should on dissolutioribe used only for exempt purposes.Once again, however, no authority is cited that supports the notion that the Articles must specific-so provide.:' Elision Guild v. United States, op. cit., pp. 123-4.

156. See, e.g., C.F. Smith Co., 13 T.C.M. 607. (1954).

157. Stevens Bros. Foundation, Inc. v. Commissioner 324 F.2d 633 (8th Cir. 1963). The courtpresumed that it was up to the IRS to prate than to law would clearly show that the assetswould revert to the donor.

158. The issue has only been faced, recently+, in revenue rulings. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 66.259,1966-2 C.B. 214. Although such a charter provision would seem logically to violate the "exclu-sively organized" language of Section 501 (c) (3), there is judicial authority stipporung the propo-sition that even a benefit specifically provided for in the charter may be acceptable if the benefitis small. Miss Harris' Florida School, Inc., 9 P-H BTA Memorandum Decisions ¶40,275 (1940).
Weithorn summarizes the attitude of the codas as follows: "Where the-Service has looked to thehypothetical, future event of dissolution and argued, generally as a secondary issue; that the lackof a 'charitable disposition' charter provision (in such event) bars an organization from attainingexempt status, the courts have disposed Of the question by stating that it would be faced when,as, and if it ever arose." Weithorn, op. cit., at § 32.02(51 (1974 Supp.):

159., Reg. § 1.501(c) (3) -1(c) (1).

160. Int. Rev. Code of 1'954, § 501 (c) (3). The less stringent standards imposed by the "primary
L_,activities" test resulted from court decisions which antedated the regulations under section 501(c)13). See, Weithorn, op. cit., at § 32.03111 and cases cited therein.

161. "The draftsmen might more easily have said 'exclusively' means 'alipost exclusively' and letit go at that. Words like 'principal,' 'primary,'
'predominant,' 'incidental,' 'secondary,' 'subse-

quent,' 'substantial,' and 'less than substantial' lead almost inevitably to litigation, since they aretests without adequate objective.siandards." Young and Galvin, "Proposed Regulations do_not
Clarify Tax Status of 'exempt organizations'," 5 J. Taxation 298, 299 (November 1956).

62. See discussion of political activities, page 1929,

163. The Exempt Organizations Handbook, at 741.1(2) states: "The regulations' terms 'exclu-sively,' primarily' and 'insubstantial' present difficult conceptual problems. Questions involving'the applicatipon of these terms can more readily be resolved on the basis of the facts of a partibit-lar case. It is therefore important that all the facts and circumstances be fully developed."

164. Reg. § 1.601(c) (3)-1(d) (1) (ii).

1
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165. I bid.

166. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(c) (2).

167. Reg. §.1.501(a)-1 (c). See also, Universal Church of Scientific Truth, Inc. v. United States,
32 AFTR 2d.73-6122 (N.D. Ala. 1973).

168. Horace Heidt Foundation v. United States, 170 F. Supp. 634 (Ct. Cl. 1959).

169. See, e.g., Texas Trade School,.30 T.C. 642 (1958).

170. Hope Charitable Foundption v. Riddell, 7 AFTR 2d 1441 (S.D. Cal. 1961). In this case the
court rejected the contention of the IRS. '

171. See, e.g., Int. Rev. Code of 1954,,§ 49410) (2) (E); Rev. Rul.-73-126, 1973-1 C.B. 220
(Pensions for past services are perriiissible whoft reasonable in amount).

172. See, Cleveland Chiropractii College v. Commissioner, 312 F.2d 203 (8th Cir. 1963).

173. Enterprise Railway Equipment Co. v. U.S., 161 F. Supp. 590, 595 (Ct. Ci. 1958); Rev. Rul.
73.126, op cit.

174. Exempt Organizahots Handbdok, op cit., at 744.4(5).

.175. American Society of Cinematographers, Inc., 42 B.T.A. 675 (1940).

176. Exempt Organitations Handbook, op. cit., at 743.5.

177. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1 ( b) (iii).

,178. George E.'Turnure, 9 B.T.A. 871, 874 (1927). Although this case is an old one, it has been
cited rather frequently, and it remains an important case in this area. See also, Estate of Ellen
Battell Stoeckel, 2 T.C. 975 (1943), and Kenner v. Commissioner, 318 F.2d.632 (7th Cir. 1963).

179. A good example of how large organizations can provide substantial social benefits to mem-
bers, yet remain exempt because such benefits constitute only a small amount of the total budget
of the organization, is pcovida by Estate of Ph R. Thayer 24 T.C. 384 (1955). The case in-
Volvei a laige antpartictilaily active alumni ass an.

180. Although several bill lating to the political activities ot501(c) (3) organizations have re-
cently been proposed, no bl as passed either House of Congress. Public Law 93.625, 93rd Con-
gress., 2nd Session, H.R. 421, signed intollw on January 3, 1975, created'section 527 of the
Internal Revenue Code, dealing generallyNoith political organizations. Although the legislative
history of this law indicates that it was not intended to alter the current rules with respect to the
political activities of 501(c) (3) organizations, "[t] he differences in [the bill's] laigVage compared
to section 501 (c) (3), particularly the references to 'selection' and 'appointrrant' raise the theo-
retical possibility that a foundation activity permissible under section 501 (C) (3) and 4945 could
be subject to tax under section 527." Council on Foundations, Inc., memorandum,,januay9,' t-
1975,,p. 2,-

181. 'The question of political activity has important implications for a broad spectrum ,of 501(c)
(3) organizations. Religious groups, for example, have felt impelled to take political stands because
of the moral imperatives of their faith. See, "The Reveribe Code and a. Charity's Politics,", 73 Yale

661 (1963). For a discussion of how colleges and universities have faced this Issue, site,
berg, "Guarding Against Loss of Tax Exempt Status Due to Campus Politics," 33 /. Taxation 232,1

(1970). The enactment of political restrictions on foundations in the Tax Reform Act of 1969;,,x.
which restrictions were in addition to, and stricter than, those already contained in section501(c)
(3), produced apRrehension in some quarters. See, "Regulating the Political Activity of Founda-

" tions," 83 Harv. L. Rev. 1843 (1970).

There is ;long history of academic, andother, discussion of the provisions prohibiting "substan-
tial" pOlitical activity as well as a long history of judicial examination of the issue. The common
point of agreement which has emerged is to the effect that

.. although the policy against political activities as expressed in the exempting provision
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appears to be well-established; neither the extent of the proscription nor its rationale has
ever been clearly enunciated by Congress.

The Courts and the Treasury have not clarified the statutory policy by interpretation."
Ibid., p. 1845.

Although the 1959 regulations dealt With the problem by creating the definition of an "action"
organization, it was soon noted that under the new regulations "The standards for determining
whether an organization is an 'action` organization (were), in some respects, more vaguejihan
the statute." Ibid., p. 1847, n. 19,

182. A recent example is Haswell v. United States, 500 F.2d 1133 (Ct. CL 1974), where a
charitable contribution deduption was denied because the organization .was held to have engaged
in substantial lobbying activity.

183. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(0 (3) (ii).

184. The activities (listed in the text) that the IRS has held to be "contacts" or "urgings" are
from the letter rulinvissued by the IRS rwhen it revoked the exemption of the Sierra Club. The
letter ruling is reprinted at 6 P-H 1967 Fed.% Taxes ¶ 54,664. For a discussion of the Sierra
Club revocation and the political limitations under section 501(c) (3), see Caplin, "Limitations
on Exempt Organizations: Political and Commercial Activities," 8th Biennial Conference on
Charitable Foundations 265 (11..*Sellin ed. 1967)2'

185. Caplin;op. cit., p. 274.

186. Rev. Rul. 70449, 1970-2 C.B. 112. See also, Reg. § 53.4945-2. This exception may not
be available if the invitation to appear before a legislative committee is arranged by the
organization itself. See also, Haswell v. United Slates, op. cit.

187. See, e.g., Alan B. Kuper, 22 T.C.M. 1208 (1963), aff'd, 332 F.2d 562 (3rd Cir. 1964),
cert. denied 379 U.S. 920 (1964); Haswelkv. United States, op. cit.

188. Stephen R. Field, "Tax Exempt Status of Universities: Impact of Political Activities by
Students;" 24 The Tax Lawyer 157, 167 (1970). As an example, Field cites Rev. Rul. 67.2
1967-2 C.B. 185. p

189. Testimony of Treasury Secretary Dillon, Hearings before Senate Finance Committee on
H.R. )0650, 87th Congress, 2nd Session, Part 10, at 43465.6 (May 11, 1962). The origins of the
five percent rule are traced to the case of Seasongood v. Commissioner, 227 F.2d 907 (6th Cir.
1955), in which the court used that figure as a "rule of thumb."

190. Exempt Organizations Handbook, at 764(1).
,

191. .Dulles v. Johnson: 273 F.2d 362 (2d Cir. 1959). For other examples pf the balancing test
used by the courts in determining whether the ahivitiet were "substantial" see, e.g.,Seasongood
v. Connnissioner, op. cit; Krohn v. United States, 246 F. Supp. 341 (D. Col. 1965). Courts
sometimes attempt to avoid applying the "substantial" test, and instead concentrate on whether

'_'.purpose", of the organization is charitable instead of political: See, ltiternatibnal Reform
Federation v. District Unemployment Compensation Board, 131 F.2d 337 (D.C. Cir. 1942).

192. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3) ( i) (b).

193. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3) (ii), Example (2). Rev. Rul. 74-574, 1974.2 C.B. 160, holds
that an educational broadcasting station does not violate the action organization prohibitions in
providing free air time to political candidates in compliance with the

o
equal opportunities

requirements of the Hileral Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

194. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (2).'

195. Rev. Rul. 66-258, 1966.2 C. 213. 'there are a number of cases Involving organizations
whose purpose Is to increase government honesty and efficiency. Severe- have involved the
League of Women Voters, 'See,e.g., Henriette T. Noyes, 31 B.T.A. 121 (1934) holding the
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Minnesota League of Women Voters and the National League of Women Voters not to be
exempt because one of their principal purposes was influencing,legislation, and therefore, they
were not organized for exclusively educational purposes; Luther E. Smithr.3 T.C. 696, 704
(1944) holding a contribution to St. Lows League of Women Voters to be deductible during a

year in which the organization did not engage in substantial legislative activity; Liberty Nat.
Bank and Trust Co. v. United States, 122 F. Supp.359 (W.C.0.1(y. 1954) holding the Louisville
League of Women Voters to be exempt, since influencing legislation was a minor, part of the
organisation's activities. Seasongood v. Commissioner, op. cit., on which the 1959 regulations
were in.part based, involved a "good government Teague," which worked "unselfishly in the
public interest" td improve the local political situation, and as a Means to that-end was active in
"investigating proposed legislation and ... endorsed candidates and sponsored or opposed
legislation through contacts with legislative authorities." Although the court's decision upholding
the validity of the league's exemption is somewhat unclear, the court seemed to approach the
issue by applying the tests listed above. First, it found that the political activity was closely
related to the league's exempt purpose there is nothing in the findings of fact that either
challenges the validity, theSgood faith purpose ... in the communications addressed by the
League ... egislative or administrative officers." Secondly, the court determined that the
nature of the contracts was benign. "Nothing in the record indicates lobbying, influence
Peddling or illegal or unethical pressures-upon legislators." Ibid., p. 912.

196. Reg. §15.04-143)-1(c) (3) (iii).
3.

Rev. Rul. 67:71, 1967-k C.B. 125; See also, Rev. Rul. 67-368,.1967-2 C.B

198. Exempt Organizations Handbook, at 770(2). '

199. See, Goldberg, op. cit., for a discussion of campus newspapers endorsing politic I
candidates.

197.

Ea.

2Q0. As, for example, where a political science course requires students to participate in a
Political campaign, the purpose being the students' education, Rev. Rul. 72.512, 1972.2 C.B.
246; or, when art organization Rarticipates with the purpose of securing "historically important"
materials, Rev. Rul. 70-321, 1970-1 C.B. 129. Some types of quasi-political activity, even
though not "a behalf of" a particular candidate, may lead directly to one or another candidate
winning. Thus, the supporters of Seth Taft, Republican candidate for Mayor of Cleveland who
was defeated by Carl Stokes, a Black and a Democrat, attributed thee, defeat to the voter
registration drive figanced by a 501(c) (3) organization. This was one of the incidents leading to
the enactment of sfrict limits on private foundation activity in political campaigns in the 1969
Tax Reform Act, which, however, did not change the requirements laid down in section 501(c)
(3). For a discussion of the Cleveland election see- Note, "Political Activity and Tax Exempt
Organizations Before anclwAfter the Tax Reform Act of 1969," 38 Geo. Wash; L. Rev. 1114,
1127 (1970).

201. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(c) (3)-(iv).

1

202. From the "Fellowship of Reconciliation, That Men 'May Live Statement of Purpose,"
quoted in "The Revenuralifics,"-op. cit., p. 662,

203. Letters from Director, Tax Rulings Division, Internal Revenue Service, to the Fellowship
of Reconciliation, Nyack, New York, May 6, 1963, 6 P-H 1963 Fed. Taxes if 54,825.

204. Reprinted at 6 P-H 1964 ,Fed: Taxes ¶ 54,932. For a discussion-of this case, see :'The
Revenue Code and a Charity's 'Politics," op.' cit. Reversals of IRS position, leading to
uncertainty, have occurred in other situations involving the political regulations. See examples
cited in "The Tax Treatment of Business Grassroots Lobbying: Defining and Attaining the
Public Policy Objectives," 68 Co/um. L. Rev. 801, 829 (1968).

205. See, "The Revenue Code and a Charity's Piplitics," op. cit., p. 668.

206. Martha Hubbard Davis, 22 T.C. 1091, 1100 (1954); for
reaction to organizations whose ,aim or effect is to influence
Limitation on Political Activities: A Discordant Note in the Law
439 (1960). See also, Caplin, oik. cit.

4k.

159

a discussion of the judicial
legislation, see, Clark, "The
of Charities," 40 Va. L. Rev,
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207. Reg..§1.50-1(c) (3.)-1(d) (2),

208. Jackson v. Phillips, 14 Allen.(Mass.) 539, 556 (1-867).
/

209. Commissioner of Income Tax v. Pemsel, 118911 A.C. 531, 583. The description of
charitable purposes set forth in the Restatement of Trusts is similar to the foregoing and,reads
as follows:

" §368. What Purposes Are Charitable

Charitable purposes include

(a) the relief of'poverty; , .....
(b) the advancement of ethical-ion;
(c) the advancement of religion;
(d) the promotion of health; -t
(e) governmental or municipal purposes;
(f) other purposes the accomplishment of which is beneficial to the community."

Restatement (Second) of Trusts §368 (1957).

210. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (2).

211. IVScott on Trusts § 368, at 2855 (3d ed. 1967).
=

212. Bogert, op. cit., §369, p. 62 (2d ed. 1964). See also, Restatement (Second) of Trusts §368
(1957).

213. Ibid., §369, pp. 62, 63. r".
214, Todd v. Citizens Gas Company of Indiana, 46 F.2d 855, 865 (7th Cir. 1931).

215. People v. Dalhaway Association, 84 Cal. 114, 116 24 P. 277, 279 (1'890).

21,6. Eastern Kentucky Welfare_Rights nizatIon v. .Simon, 506 .F.2d 1278, 1288.9 (D.C. Cir,

'217, IV Scott on Trusts §375.2, at 2920 (3d ed. 1967). .

218. In Matter of Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration CorpOrat n, 172 NYLJ 11 (1974),
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation and Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation brought a
prokeeding in which they sought a judgment setting aside a determination of the tax
commission denying the petitioners' application for exemption from real estate taxes under
section 421 of the Real Property Tax law. The New York Supreme Court, Special Term held
that the petitioner's activities did not qualify as charitable within the precise language of
section 421 of ,the RPTL in spite of the faMthat petitioners had qualified as exempt
organizations under section 501(c) (3) for federal income tax purposes.

SiMilarly, in Association of the Bar of the' -City-6T New Yogik v. Lew4brt, 34 N.Y. 2 143
(1974), the New York 'Court of Appeals heltl that the Association 6f,th a of the ty of
New York is not organized and 'conducted primarily for charitable or educa purposes
within the language of section 421 of the RPTL in spite of -the decision in Dulles v. Johnson,'
273 F.2d 362 (2d Cir. 1959), 364 U.S. 834 (1960) holding the Bar Association of the City of
New York to be a "charitable, scientific land] educational" organization for federal estate tax
purposes under section 812(d) of the internal' Reienue Code.

219. Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.D.C. 1,971), aff'd, men sub nom, Colt v. Geien,
404 U.S. 997 (1971). ',

7 A
Cti

/ 220. Bogert, op. cit., §369.
.. l .., ;,-

,.
221. Restatement (Second) of Trusts §368, amment b, at 248 (1957).

222. For example, in the memorandum p May '16, 1973, prepared by the IRS explaining its
reason for denying the application of the Ce r on Corporate Responsibility for tax exemption
under section 501(c) (3), the Service stated that 'tlie determination of 'community benefit'
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'turns not on ... any hard and fast formulas as to what is beneficial to the comrounitY,.but
whether the courts regard or would regard the particular benefit to the community, as sufficient--
to outweigh or warrant the detriments entailed in. devoting property to such use in perpetuity,
relieving it of the burden of taxation, etc. 8i:igen, Trusts and Trustees (2d et:I,1964) §368,
369'." Center on Corporate Responsibility vy Schultz, 368 F. Supp. 863, 874, TT: 21 (D.D.C.
1973). t

223. Fremont - Smith, op. cit., p.

224. Under section. 508 of the Internal Revenue Code, of 1954 which was added by the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, the filing of an exemption application with the IRS is mandatory in the
case of all organizations (except churches, certain of their affilialifd organizations and certain
small publicly supported organizations) formed after Octeber 9, 1969, that seeksexemption
under section 501(c) (3). Prior to the enactment of section 50$, the Internal Revenue Code did
not require the filing of spch an -application with the lR as a condition for exemption, but
most newly formed charities did apply for exemption in order to remove the uncertainty which
would have otherwise existed as to their status.

225. Fremont-Smith, op. cit., p. 68. This may be4alleviated to some extent if proposed
legislation is enacted to enable an organization to take an immediate appeal to the Tax Court if
its exemption application under section 501(c) (3) is rejected by the IRS.

226. Senate Hearings on Tax Exemption for Charitable Organizatio;is Examination of IRS
y Decision to Deny Exempt Status. (Testimony of Commissioner Thrower Before Senate

Subcommittee on Employment, Manpower and Poverty).November 16, 1970.r
227. House Committee on Ways and Means, 92nd Congress: 2d Session, Legislative Activity by
,certain Types of Exempt Organizations 5 (Committee Print 1,972).

%228. Fremont-Smith, op. cit., p. 68.

229. IV.Scott on Trusts _§ 374, at'2903 (3d ed. 1967):

230. House Committee on Ways and Means, op. cit., at 5. The .Exempt Organizations
Handbook, at'747(3), states tfrat_one of the "warning signs" that an organization may not be
charitable is that the "alleged charitable purpose ... does,hot seem to be the fulfillment of any
very obvious public need."

231. For a similar classification of these major sectors of our society, see, Hon. Thomas 'B.
Curtis, It Depends Upon How You Look At It, in Tax Impacts on Philanthropy 214 (TU

;Institute of America, 3,972).

232. Charitable Trusts Committee, Report.of the Committee on the Law and frattice'Relating
to Charitable Trusts, pt, I, at 8 (1952).

233. Examples of organizations that have been ruled to be charitable because they lessen the
burdens of govern-pent are a volunteer, nonprofit fire company (Rev. Rul. 74-361, 1974.2 C.B.
159); an organlztlort than helps policemen and firemen to perform their duties during
emergencies (Rev. Rul. 71-99, 1971-1 C.B. 115); and an organization that assists the police
department to apprehend criminals by making funds available for the offering of rewards (Rev.
Rul. 74-246, 1974-1 C.B. 130). However, an organization- formed to assist a newly elected
governor of .a state to prepare hi5 legislative message is not exempt under section 501(c) (3)
because such an activity is directed towaril the influencing of legislation. Rev. Rul. 74-117, .
1974 -1 C.B. 128.

234. The IRS takes the positiop that a state or municipality does not qualify under section
501(c) (3) "since its purposes are clearly not exclusively those described in section 501(c) (3)
..." Rev. Rul. 60.384, 1960-2 C.B. 172. However, aseparately incorporated instrumentality of
a state or municipality may qualify for exemption under section 501(c) (3) if it is a clear
"counterpart" of an organization described in that section and is not clothed with enforcement
or regulatory powers. Rev. Rul. 60-384, op. cit.; Rev, Rul. 74-14, 1974-1 C.B. 10. It would
appear that the same tests would 'apply to an instrumentality of a foreign govetnment. Reg.

§53.4945.5(a) (4) and (5).
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235. Sacks, "The Role of Philanthropy: An InstitUtional View," '46 Va. L. Rev. 516, 520(1960).

236. These provisions are discussed in greater detail in Chapter VIII of this report. The
principle described in the text is illustrated by the following rulings in which exemption under
section 501(c) (3) was denied: Rev. Rul. 72.369, 1972.2 C.B. 245 (providing managerial
consulting services on a cost basis exclusively to 501(c) (3) organizations); Rev. Rul. 73.127,
1973.1 C.B. 221 (operation of a retail grocery store which sells food at a smaller mark-up thancompeting stores to residents of a poverty area). The IRS will also deny exemption to anorganization formed and controlled by a group of 501(c) (3) organizations for the exclusive
purposes of providing them with administrative services on a cost-sharing basis. ReV. Rul.
69-529, 1969.2 C.S. 127; see, Reg. §1.502-1(b). However, as discussed hereinafter, two courts
have held that the dividing Itn6 between the philanthropic sector and private economic sector
should not be drawn- so restrictively as to exclude such jointly conducted administrative
activities from section 501(c) (3). United Hospital Services v. United States, 34 AFTR 2d74-3640 (S.D. Ind. 1974); Hospital Bureciu of Standards and Supplies, Inc. v. U.S. 158 F.2d 560
(Ct. Cl. 1958). Congress has also recognized the need for 501(c) (3) organizations-to be able tocarry on certain administrative functions on a joint basis. See sections 501(e) and (f). Bycomparison, the IRS has ruled that an organization formed by a group of 501(c) (3)
organizations for the purpose of assisting them to carry on their exempt functions (as
distinguished from administrative functions) may qualify under section 501(c) (3). Rev. Rul.
74.614, 1974.2 C.B. 164. Also, a subsidiary of a single 501(c) (3) organization may qualifyunder section 501(c) (3) where its activities are "an integral part of the pempt activities of the
parent organization, ... for example, a subsidiary organization which is operated for the sole
purpose of furnishing electric power used by its parent organization, a tax-exempt educational
organization, in carrying on its educational activities." Reg. §1.502(b).

237: In Roche's Beach, Inc. v. CoinMissioner, 96 F.2d 776 (2d Cir. 1938); Willingham v.. Home
Oil Mill, 181 F.2d 915th Cir?. "1950); C.F. Mueller Co. v. Commissioner, 1 #.2d 120 (3rd Cir.1951) and other similar cases exemption under the provision of prior law corresponding tosection 501(c) (3) was upheld.with respect to corporations engaged in business where the profits,.
were used for charitable. purposes. The theory was that the taxability of the income was
controlled by the destination of the income and not its source. These decisions were legislatively
overruled in 1950. The legislative history of the 1950 amendments makes clear that they were
intended to prevent "unfair competition" by exempt organizations with private business. S.
Rep. Nors2375, 81st Congress, 2d Session, 1950=2 C.B. 482, 504.

238. Rev, Kul. 73-313, 1973.2 C.B. 174.
./1

239. Rev. 72-559, 1972-2 C.B. 247.

240. Rev. Rul. 70-585 (Situation 3), 1970-2 C.B. 115. It is interesting to note that in Situation
4 of the same ruling the IRS held that an organization is not chalitable where it is formed for
the purpose o recting housing to be rented at cost to moderate income families. The rulingstated that a " dy of the area shows that because of the high cost of land, increased interest
rates, and th growing population, there is a shortage of, housing for moderate income families
in the community." The rationale of the ruling is that the organization does not qualify under,
section 501(c) (3) ,because its program is "not designed to provide relief to the poor or td carry
out any other charitable purpose ..." The conclusion could also be explained on the basis that
tie housing needs of moderate income families have traditionally been met by the private
economic sector, and that such needs, are therefore not recognized as an appropriate concern of
charity. However, it is possible to imagine a situation in which it would not be feasible for the
private economic sector to meet the ,housing needs of modelate income families in a
community. In such a case it might be appropriate for charity to meet this need.

2,11. Rev. Rul. 74-587, 1974-2 C.B. 162. See also, Reg. §53.4944-3, relating to program-related
investments by private foundations for the purpose of encouraging economic development and
employment opportunities in depressed areas.

242. Rev. Rul. 71.29, 1971-1 C.B. 150. In this, ruling the IRS stated that It) he charitable
element in facilitating public transportation is established in Statute of Charitable Uses, 43Eliz. I, c. 4 (1601) which recognized \s charitable the 'repair of bridges, ports, havens,

Uan
causeways ... d highways'." A-firmer rationale would seem to be that the unwillingness of

16.41
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the privately owned bus company to continue providing 'service at a deficit gave rise td
community need which could appropriately be met by the philanthropic sector.

243. Rev. Rul. 57-467, 1957-2 C.B. 313; Rev. Rul. 61.72, 1961.1 C.B. 188; Rev. Rul. 64.231,
1964-2 C.B. 139. See Bromberg, "Tax Exemption of Homes for the Aged," 46 Taxes 68

>(1968).

244. Rev. Rul. 72-124, 1972.1 C.B. 145.

L 245. The guidelines were subsequently Published as Rev. Proc. 71.39, 1971-2 C.B. 575, and
were amplified by Rev. Proc. 75-13, 1975-10 Int. Rev. Bull. (announced in T.I.R. 1348,
February 19, 1975).

246. Senate Hearings on Tax Exemption, op. cit.

247. Ibid.

248. 1975-10 Int. Rev. Bull. 7. The question of the charitable status of public interest law firms
is discuised in the report to the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs on tax
policy relatius to environmental activities, which has been prepared by the firm of Reed Smith
Shaw & McCrly.

?

249. It should perhaps be noted that althOugh the IRS chose not to base the charitable status of
public interest law firms on the merits of,the social goals which the firms seek to advance through
litigation, such a rationale would also be an appropriate basis for exempting such firms under sec-
tion 501(c) (3). It would, however, be a more difficult test for the IRS to administer.

250. Rev. -Rul, 75-75, 1975-10 Int. R9v. Bull. 8.

251. Rev. Rul. 75-76, 1975-10 Int. Rev. Bull. 9.

252. A,similar withdrawal by charity from an activity upon termination of the relevant commun-
ity need was required in Rev. Rul. 73-313, op. cit.

253. An example of such a statute is The Legal Services Corporation Act of 1974, P.L. 93-355,,
93rd Congress, 2nd Session, H.R. 7824 ()ay 25, 1974), which amends the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1974 by adding a new Title X containing the following findings:

Sec. 1001. The Congress finds and declares that

(1) there is a ,need to provide equal access to the system'of justice in our Nation for indi-
viduals who seek redress of grievances;

(2) there is a need to provide high qualityjegal assistance to,th4ose who would otherwise be
unable to afford adequate legal counsel and to continue the vital legal services program.

This Act established The Legal Services Corporation and provided _that it shall be eligible to be
treated as an organization described in section 170(c) (2) (B) and section 501(c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Another example is The Older Americans Act of 1965, P.L. 89.73, 89th Congress,
1st Session, 42 U.S.C. § 3001, which is cited in Rev. Rul. 72-124, op. cit., as the basis for a recog-
nition of the special needs of older persons justifying ethange in the charitable criteria regarding
homes forthe aged.

254. 347 U.S. 4§3 (1954). This case held that.segregated state public schools are Unconstitutional.
6

255. Restatement (Second) of Trusts § 374, Comment a, rs, 257 (1957).

256. 'Ibid., at §374, Comment 1, p. 261.

257. 506 F.2d 1278 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. granted, 421 U.S. 975 (1975).

258. Rev. Rul. 56.185, 1956.1 C.B. 201
-.

259. Rev. Rut. 69-545, 1969-2 C.B. 117. In Harding Hospital, Inc. v. United States, i4.2 USTC
85,662 (6th Cir. 1974), the court held that a nonproprietary psychiatriC hospital failed to qualify

113
6
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under section 501(c) (3) on the basis vf several factors, no one of Which was singled out as crucial.
These factors were (a) The hospital "aid not hold itself out to the public in even a Rmited way as
a charitable organization," and the only significant contributions it received were from the doctors
who used its facilities to treat their patients, (b) the hospital did not have a specific plan or policy
for the treatment of charity patients, (c) the doctors who organized the hospital had a "virtual
monopoly" of the patients treated ,there and derived substantial benefits from the existence and
operation of the hospital. The hospital could not qualify as charitable under the tests set forth in
Rev. Rul. 69-545 because it did not operate an emergency room open to all persons. The court
found it "unnecessary in the present case to paSs judgment on the validity of Rev. Rul. 69-545."

260. Eastern Kentucky, 506 F.2d at 1288-9. The difficulty which is sometimes encountered in
determining whether an organization is charitable is indicated by the separate opinion of Judge
Wright (concurred in by Judge Bazelon) in the foregoing case. Judge Wright objected to the fact
that although Rev. Rul. 69-545 "worked a substantial change in the availability of hospital services
for the poor . . . neither the poor ,nor anyone else was given notice of the proposed change or
allowed to comment on it." Ibid., p )291. He also stated that the decOon of the majority affirm-
ing Rev. Rul. 69-545 was based upon "assumed social, economic and technological changes in the
need, of the poor for free medical care," and he contended that "[t] he record in this case does not
reflect what the needs'of the poor for free medical care really are ..." 35 AFTR 2d 75-414,415.
He therefore argued that the rulemaking procedures of the Admihistrativ,e Procedure.Act should
have been followed before the issuance of Rev. Rul. 69-545.

ti
261. Register of Wills of Baltimore County v. Cook, 216 A.2d 542, 549 (1966).

262. This question is discussed hereafter in this report.

263. Rev. Rul. 69-572, 1969.2 C.B. 119, states that "[t] he performance of a particular activity
that is not inherently charitable may nonetheless further a charitable p e. The overall result
in any given case is dependent on why and how that activity is actually bling conducted."

264. Rev. Ruh 73-128, 1973.1 C.B. 222.

265. Rev. RUI. 71.580, 1971.2 C.B. 235, 236.

266. Rev. Rul. 68.655, 1968.2 C.B.

267. 368 F. Supp. 86 (D.D.C. 1973).

268. Ibid., at 878. ThrIRS subsequently withdrew its appeal in this case and issued a ruling that
the Center On Corporte Responsibility, Inc., qualifies under section 501(c) (3). However, the IRS
announced that this action will not be considered a precedent to be followed in other cases. The
IRS stated that it "is continuing to study issues of the type presented by this case-with a view_to
providing additional guidance to taxpayers as to the principles governing such organizations and
activities." T.I.R. 1277 (Feb. 21, 1974), 9 CCH 1974 Stand. Fed. Tax Rep., ¶ 6463. Thus far, no
such additional guidance has been provided by the IRS.

269. IV Scott on Trustt §348, at 2767 43d ed. 1967).

270. Sretling, "Federal Income Tax and Charity: Two Years of Regulations and Rulings," N.Y.U.
5th Biennial Conference bn Charitable Foundations 2 250 (1961).

-27r. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (1) (ii).

272. See, Reg. §53.4941(d)-2(1) (2) and (4), Example (4).

273. Rev. Rul. 70.533, 1970.2 C.B. 112, 113. ,P

'274. key. Rut. 70.186, 1970-1 CB. 129.

275. Benedict Ginsberg, 46 T.C. 47 (1966).

276. Rey.'Rill 69-1/5 1§69.1 C.B. 149.

4
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277. Horace Heidt Foundation v. United States, 17 Ff Supp. 634 (Ct. Cl. 1959).

278. Best Lock Corporation- .'Commissioner, 31 T C,. 1217 (1959)..
1 '

2 :4:- 351 F.2d, 269, 271 (3rd Cir. 1965). , .,

280: William B. Chase, 19 Tvc.y. 234; 250-0 960).
',.' =,- . .... .

281. Tax Manageinent um 73.22, p.'12 Tidbit 1 (BNA 1973). r
282. While an administrative ru may be needo deal with this problem, imposing a 25 percent
limitation on the ratio -of applicationi which may be approved seems unduly restrictive. For
example, if a foundation sponsored b9 a large company adopted a scholarship program for talented
children of employees with low incomes, there Would appear to be little justification for requiring
tat 75 percent of the applicants be rejected. ,..

..., ,

.283. In Better Businds Bdreau v. United States, 326 U.S. 279 (1945), the Supreme Court held
that a business league was not exempt from the Social Security Act as an educational organization,
referring,to the fact thr the organization was dedicated to the promotion of "mutual.welfare,
.prptection and improvementlf busrness condition& among merchants. ", "----_., '

-
284. Rev. Rul. 7P505, 1971.2 C.B. 232. ,

285. Dulles v. lohns6n, 273 F.2d-36212d Cir. 1957); St. Louis trnion- Trust Company v. United
Stales, 374 F.2d 427 (8th Cir. 1967).

27. Hammirspin v. Kelley, 349 F.2d 928 (8th Cir. 19651; Rev. Rul. 71.504, 19'11.2 C.B. 231.
Se also, ReV,,,,iftil.74-553, 1974.2 C.B. 293, which holds that an'Organization established for the
purpose of ,operating.aSystem of "peer review boards" to maintain standards regarding the quality
and costs orkedical care is pot -charitable because its primary obitctive is to further the common
business interests of the members. The organization was, however, ?Witt to be exempt as.a busi-
ness league undersection 501(0 (C). i

- 87. St. Lou Union Trust Company, op. cit., p. 440. ' P '11

/
/
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Rev. F201.'51-72, op. cit.

'28 ;he Exernbt Organizations Handbook at 754`.1(1) states that "[pi rAct ally, ... a nonprofit
h does not distribute earnings to individuals, directly or indiroctly, may, be exemptt 011c) (3)." However, the IRS has ruled that a'memhership organization which per-

feern(ligly "educational" functions for the 'benefit of its memberii.eho\ar§':ears of a
-,spa type of computer) is not exempt under Section 501(c) (3). Re3'.' Rul.qti-p197471
'C.B )4 7 This organization is deviled to be serving 'the private interests bf its m tubers, ratherel .0an,* Os interest. On the ilther hand, an organization which condtAts study coasses for

ploy% banking.institutionsdwas held to be exempt under section 501, c).(3) as an educa-
tional' o gition. Rev. Rul. 68.504, 1968-2 C.B. 211. In the latter situatio the study courses
could betaken only by members of the organization, but membership was ape toemployees of
all banks in the area. Also, credit Was given by universities for sH.h. courses. ThestakcAors were
apparently sufficient to prevent the organization from being regarded as one operated' primarily
for the private benefit of its members. .

290. 1969-2 C.B. 117. This ruling was sustained in Eastern Kentucky Wilfare RightiOrganIza-
1,1419p v. Simon, op. cit. As noted earlier, prior to Rev. Rul. 69-545 the position'of the IRS was

that a hospital could qu'alify as charitable only if it was operated "to the ,extent of its financial
ability for those not able to pay for the services rendered and not exclUsively for those who are
able and expected to pay."

-

291. Fulfillment of the requirement that 501(c) (3) hospitals make their services available on a
community-wide basis is deemed to constitute an important benefit to the comdtunity by meeting
the need of the public for health care. Rev. Rul. 69.545, op. cit.

.65
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292. Rev, Itul. 56:185, 1956-1.C.S. 202. See also,Harding Hospital, Inc. v. United States, op. cit.,
in which a hospital was denied exemption for the reasoh, among others, that it did not have a
specific plan orp-Olicy for the treatment of charity cases.

293. Rev. Rul. 57.467, op. cit.; Rev. Rul. 61-72, op. cit., and Rev. Rul. 64-231, op. cit.

294. Rev. Rul. 72.124, op. cit. In another ruling, an organization formed and operated to provide
cost home nursing care on a nonprofit basis to the general public was held to be a charitable

Tganization under section 501(c) (3) although the organization charged for its serNices. Any ex-cess income wa% used to expand facilities 'and to cover the cost of providing services to patients
who could not afford to pay. Rev. Rul. 72.209, 1472.1 C.B. 148.

295. Rev. Rul. 75.75, op, cit.; Rev. Rul. 75-76, op. cit.; Rev. Proc. 75.13, op. cit.

296. 1971.2 C.B. 234.

297. Rev. Rul. 69-528,1969-2 C.B. 127.

298. 1973-1 C.B. 221.

299. Although organizations of this type have been in existence for many years,.the enactmentof -the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973, P.L. 93-222, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session,could result in a significant increase in the role played by healtft maintenance organliations in-tmeeting the health care needs of large segments of the community. For discussions of the role ofhealth maintenance organizations see, Holley and Carlson\ "The Legal Context for the DevelQk"ment of Health Mainynance organizations," 24 ,San. L. Rev.644, 665-6 (1972); Schneider and
An,Stern, "Health Maintenance Organizations and the Poor: Problems and Prospects," 70 Nw. U.L.- Rev, 90 (1975); Note, "The Role of Prepaid, Group Practice in Relieving the Medical Care Crisis,"
84 Harv. L. Rev. ,p37 (1971') and Recent Developments, "Health Maintenance Organization Actof 1973," 27 Vond. L. Rev..1943 (1974).

. , .300. See, Holley and Carlson, op. cit. Due to the differing characteristics of the various types oforganizations which provide prepaid health care services, the question of the tax status of health
maintenance organizations is aft extreniely complex one. tI*
301.: Restatement (Second) of,Trusts ,§377 (1957).

)",v
302. Ibid., at § 377, Commenrc, at 267. . /
303. 19.71-2 C.B. 230.

304. 330 F. Supp. 1150 (D.O.C. 1971).

305. Ibid., p. 1161.

306. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

307. Rev. Rul. 71-44 op. c It is interesting to 'time that in Rev. Rul. 67-325, 1967-2 C.B.,113, the IRS denied exemption under section 501(c) (3) to an organization formed to operate
a community recreational facility which excluded members of a particular race. The ruling wasnot based on the p emise that such an exclusion

such
contrary to publid policy but rather on the

premise that ,und the general law of charity such an organization must make its facilities avail-
ale to all mem bes of Ole community.

'
308. 338 F. Supp. 448 (D.D.C. 1972):

309. Ibid., pp. 459-60. The court's decision in the McGlotten case has been criticized on.the
grounds that fraternal orders should not necessarily be equated with schools and that there is a
lack of "evidence that a fraternal order's racially restrictive membership rules violate public pol-
icy." Bittker and Kiufman, "Taxes and Civil Rights: 'Constitutionalizing' The internal Revenue
Code," 82 Yale 51,16 (1972)..

0
31,0. 496 F.2d 623 (2d Cik 1973). '
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311. Ibid., p. 625.

312. Ibid., pp. 639-40.

313: It should be noted that the limitations regarding legislative and political activities may also
raise constitutional questions under the First and Fifth Amendments when applied to organiza
tions formed for nonreligious exempt purposes referred to in section 501(c) (3). Troyer, "Chari-
ties, CawMaking, and the Constitution: The Validity of thq Restrictions on Influencing Legisla-
tion," N.Y.U. 31st Anhuoi Inst. on Pedi. Taxation 1415 (1973).

'314. United States v. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163, 174 (1965).

315. Ibid. The Seeger case involved OA interpretation of language in the Universal Military Train-
ing and Service Act, 50 U.S.C. App. §456(j) (1968 ed.) which exempts from serv4ce in the Armed
Forces of the United States those persons who by reason of their religious training and belief are
conscientiously opposed to participation in war in any form.

316. Moore, Readings upon the Statute of 43 Elizabeth, contained in Duke, Law of Charitable
Uses, 134, 132 (1676) cited in IV Scott on Trusts §37.1, n. 1, 'at 2880 (3d ed. 1967).

317. IV Scott on Trusts.§371.4, at 2888 (3d ed. 1967). ,

' 318. The cases involving religious organizations under section 501(c) (3) do not usually confront
the fundamental question of what constitutes "religion" but instead tend to turn upon secondary
issues, such as wh ether engaging in publishing or commercial activities qualifies as a religious
activity.

319. The Exempt Organizations Handbook, at 755.1(1), states: "The statutory term 'religion'.
has been defined broadly, following definitions developed in other areas of the law."

320. Boger ,op. cit., §376, at 142-3 (2d ed. 1964). The statement of Bogert, quoted in the text,
was' written fore the Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Seeger, op. cit. This decision,
which is disc ssed infra, appears to preclude, a judiCial evaluation of religious beliefs and practices.
Also, in Pre ter /an Church ,v. Mary Elizabeth Blue Hull Memorial Presbyterian Church, 393 U.S.
440 (1969), e Supreme Court held that civil courts cannot, consistently with the First Amend-
ment, assess th importance and significanCe of changes in ecclesiastical doctrine for the purpose of
resolving property disputes between differing religious groups.

321. IV Scott on Trusts §371.4, at 2888.9 (3d"ed. 1967).

322. Webster's Third New International Dictionary 191k (1966 ed.) defines religion as "the per-
sonal commitment to and serving of God or a god with worshipful devotion, cdnduct in accord
with divine commands esplecially] as found in accepted sacred writingsor declared by authorita
tive teachers, a way of. life recognized as incumbent on true believers, and typically the relating
of oneself to an organized body of believers."

323. Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333, 342 (1890). This decision held that a sta te of the Terri-
tory of Idaho, which forbade polygarhists to vote and required voters to sw hat they were not
members of an order that advocated polygamy, did not violate the First Amendment rights of a
member of the Mormon Church.

324. United States v. Macintosh, 283 U.S. 605, 633-4 (dissentiAg opinion) (1931); Overruled in
diroue)rd v. United States, 328 U.S. 61 (1946).

"tr.,325. 322 78 (1944), reVd. on otter grounds, 329 U.S. 187 (1946).

326. Ibid., pp. 86-7. It may be noted that the religious nature of tice,"1 Am" movement for pur-
poses of section 501(c) (3) was upheld in St. Germain FoUndation, 26 T.C. 648 (1956).

327. 249 F.2d 127 (D.C. Cir. 1957).

322£1; p. 129.
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329. 315 P.2d 395 (1957).

330, Ibid., p. 406.

331: ,367 U.S. 488 (1961).

.42. Ibid., p. 495.

333. ibid., p. 495, n. 11.

334. 380 U.S. 163 (1.965).

335. Ibid., pi. 165.

336. Ibid., p. 184.
or

337. The Exempt Organizations Handbook states, at 755,1(3): "Recent Supreme Court decisions
suggest that serious Constitutional difficulties would be presented if [section 501(c) (3)] were
interpreted to exclude even .those beliefs that do not encompass a Supreme Being in the conven-
tional sense, such as Taoism, Buddhism, and Secularklumanism" (citing Seeger).

338. Universal Life Church, Inc. v. United States, 74:1 USTC 83,794 (ED. Cal. 1974). "The
°Universal Life Church has no traditional doctrine. it only believes in that which is right. We believe
that everyone has a right to his own conviction, a right to express it, and we recognize everyone's
belief," Ibid., at 83,796.

339. Ibid., at 83,798. Despite the constitutional difficulties inherent in such an exercise, courts
may be tempted to make an evaluation of the content of an asserted religious belief in an extreme
case. For example, in United States v. Kuch, 288 F. Supp. 439 (D.D.C. 1968), the defendant
sought to quash a criminal indictment which had been handed down against her for unlawful
possession and sale of marihuana and LSD. The defendant contended that the indictment violattd
her religious liberties as a member of the Neo- American Church. This church (organized in 1965)
adhered to the principle that psychAdelic substances, such as LSD, are "sacramental foods" and
that "it is the Religious duty of all members to partake of the sacraments onregular occasions."
Ibid., p. 443. In ideclining tp dismiss the Indictment, the Court said that the church was not "a
rsligion within the meaning bf the First Amendment" Ibid., p. 445. The Court also held that even
assuming "that the NeoAmerican Church is a.genuine religion and that [defendant] subscribes
fully to its doctrines and thus may invoke the full constitutional guarantees for free religious
expression, her contentions are still without merit." Ibid., p. 445. This conclusion was based upon
the premise that freedom of religion does not provide immunity from prosecution' for conduct
which is in violation of a crjminal statute which has been validly enacted purFant fn the state's
police powers.

340. This questlbn was not raised in Seeger because the issue in that case was simply whether the
claimants' opposition to serving in the armed forces was based upon their "religious training and
belief."

341. 315 P.2d at 406.

342. 16id., p. 406.r
343. It has been suggested that "[t]he emphasis on a cultic bond and a body of established,
doctrine does .not lend much encouragement to the undisciplined mystic who seeks unlimited
license to escape, in any way he sees fit, into his own private world," Gianella, "Religious Liberty,
Nonestablishment, and Doctrinal Development, Part I: The Religious Liberty Guarantee," 80
Ham L. Rev., 1381, 1430 (1967). However, such an individual could not qualify for exemption
in any case because section 501 (c) (3) applies only to corporations, community chests, funds
or foundations.

344. It. is intereAng fp note that according to the regulations (Reg. §1.511-2(a) (3) (11) ) a re
ligious organization apparently cannot qualify as.a "church" unless it engages in the "ministration
of sacerdotal functions and the conduct of religious worship." Prior 02 the Tax Reform Act of
1969 churches were wholly exempt from the tax on unrelated business income while other re-
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ligious organizations which were not churches (or ociations or conventions of churches) were
-4

subject to this tax. Underpresent law churches at, corded more favorable treatment than other
religious organizations with respect to the filing,of information returns (section 6033(a) (2) ),

:-" accountof their activities and books of ac own (section 7605(c) ), and in other.respects.
E.g., sections 508(c) (1) (A) and 512(b) (16) of th Code.

345. Rev. Rul. 71.580, 1971.2 C.B. 235.

' 346. Rev. Rul. 74.575, 1974-2 C.B. 161.

4.

347. 372 F. Supp. 770 (E.D. Cal. 1974).

348. Ibid., p. 776.

349. 41 T.C. 719 (1964).

350. Ibid., p. 728. It is interesting to note that in an earlier case involving the same organization
and similar facts the Tax Court concluded that the committee, an agency of the Church, was not
a religious organization and therefore contributions to it were not deductible since they were not
for "the use of" an exempt charitable organization. Peggy Lou Riker 14 T.C.M. 903 (_1 955), aff'd.
244 F.2d 220 (9th Cir. 1957). In Golden Rule Church Association the Court distinguished the
Riker decision on the grounds that in that case (1) an adequate record had not been made and (2)
the constitutional issue had not been raised.

351. 22 T.C.M. 1435 (1963).

352. liDid., p. 1444.

353. 41 T.C. at 729.

354. 372 F. Supp. at 776.

355. Founding Church of Scientology v. United States, 412 F.2.1 1197 (Ct. Cl. 1969). This case
is interesting because the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia had previously held that
the same organization was not subject to certain provisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
because it was a bona fide religious organization. Founding Church of Scientology v. United States,
409 F.2d 1146 (D.C. Cir. 1969). ,

356. See, St. Germain Foundation, 26 T.C. 648 (1956); Universal Life Church, Inc. v. (Alter'
Stores, 372 Ft Supp. 770 (E.D. Cal. 1974); A.A. Allen Revivals, Inc., op cit., and Universal Church
of Scientific Truth, Inc. V. (hilted States, 32 A FTR 2d 73-6122 (N.D. Ala. 1973).

357. 22 T.C.M., op. cit., p. 1443.

358. Internal.Revenue Code of 1954, §512..6o

359. Exempt Organizations Handbook, at 775.2(1).

360. A.A. Allen Revivals, Inc., op. cit.; St. Germain Foundation, op. cit., and Unity School of
Christianity, 4 B.T.A. 61/(1926). ' . ..

, f..

361. A.A. Allen Revivals, Inc., op. cit.

362. Fides Publishers Association v. United States, 263 f . Supp. 924 (N.D. Ind. 1467) and Scrip-
ture Press foundation v. United States, 285 F.2d 800 (Ct. Cl. 1061).! 6. . , \
363. 263 F. Supp. at915.

--.4...4.,
364. Elision Guild, Inc. v. United States, 412 F.2d 1.21 (1st Cir..1969).

gt

365: Rev. Rul. 68:26, 468-1 C.8..272. . .. '
,166. Cf. Squire v. Students Book Corp., 19.1 F.2c1-1018 (9th Cir. 1951).
''
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367. Rev. Ru1.,73-164, 1973.1 C.B. 223.

368. Exempt Organizations Handbdok at 755.3. 't

369. Rev. Rul. 68-563, )98.2 C.4. 212; cf. Rev. Rul. 66-22Q, 1966.2 C.B. 209 (organization
, -

operating radio station' uncle? noncommercial license from FCC may qualify for, exemption aseducitional organization).

3

I

370. Tax Reform Act of 1969, section 121 amending section 512(a) and (b) (3)-(4) of the
Internal Revenue Code. This change in the law was supported by the National Council of Churches
and the Catholic Conference.

371. 'See Chapter II, p. 1929.

372. Reg. §1.50 nc) (3)-1(c) (3) provides further guidance as to the manner in which the IRS
interprets the statutory limitations on legislative and political activities.

373. Kelley, "When Religion Is Paid To Be Silent," Woridview 32 (April 1973; House Comm. on
Ways and Means, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session, Statement of United States Catholic Conference on
H.R. 13720 and Brief for NCCC as Amicus Curiae, eAristion Echoes National Ministry, Inc. if.
United States, 414 U.S. 864 (1973).

374. %Reg. 45, Art. 517 (1918).

375. 42 F.2d 184 (2d Cir. 1930).

376. Ibid., p. 185.

377. Ibid.

378. Ibid.

379. Ibid.

380. 122 F.2d 108 (3d Cir. 1941).

381. Ibid., p. 110.

382. Ibid.

383. Ibid. The possible unconstitutionality of such a limitation was not commenteciu"pon byz the
court.

384: 65 F. Sup* p. 62(E.D. Pa. 1946).

385. Ibid., p. 66.

386. Christian Echoes National Ministry, Inc. v. United States, 28 AFTR 2d 71.5934 (N.D. Okla.
1971), rev'd., 470 F.2d 849 (10th Cir., 1972), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 864 (1973).

387. Ibid., at 71-5935.

388. Ibid., at 71-5936.

389. 28 AFTR 2d 71-5934 (N.D. Okla. 1971).

' 390. Ibid., at 71.5945. .
391. 470 F.2d 849,.854, 56.7 (10th Cir. 1972).

392. 414 U.S, 864 (1973). i

393. 397 U.S. 664 (1970).
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394. ibid., pp. 668-9.

395. Ibid., pp. 669-70.

396. Ibid., p. 672.

397. Ibid.; p. 674.

3§8. p. 676. In reaching this conclusiOn, the Court relied heavily upon the long history of
exemption of chukbeifrorn taxation in the United States, which the Court notedhad not led "to
an establiffrd church or religion and on the contrary ... has Operated affirmatively to help guaran._
tee the free exercise of at(lorms of religious belief." ibid., 43. 678. The Court in Lemon v. Kurtz.
man, 403 U.S. 602, 612.3(1971) combined the test applied in Walz with earlier First Amendment
decisions dealing with separation of Church and State (e.g., Everson v. Board of Education, 330
U.S. 1 (1947); McCollum V. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (194g); Zorachv. Clauson, 343 U.S.
306 (1952); McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420 (1961); Torcaso v. Watkins, 367 U.S. 488
(1961); Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962); School District v. Scherppp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963);
Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963); 8°44 of Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236 (1968) and
Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97 (1968) ) to supply a "three pronged test" of the Establishment
Clause: "First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary
effect muss, be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion ...; finally, the statute must not
foster an excessive government entanglement with religion ..."

399. !bid p 695.

400. 358 U.S. 498 (1959).

401. Ibid., p. 513.

. 402. It should be noted that the principle of neutrality does not always require identical treat-
ment of religious and secular organizations. For. ample, because of the unconstitutional "estab-
lishment" of religion whith would result from §overnmental subsidy of religious schools, such
schools, have been denied governmental subsidlei which are available to secular schools. E.g.,-
Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971). Conversely, in some circumstances the "free exercise"
clause may require adherents of certain religious groups to be-exempted from Complying with laws
enacted pursuant to the police power of a state, and binding (all others, where the state's interest
in the enforcement of such laws against the religious adherents'is not sufficient to warrant an in-
fringement of their right to-fieely exercise their religion. E.g., Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205
(1972) (Members of Amish religion relieved of-duty to comply with state law requiring compul-
sory formal education of children beyond eighth grade.) Pfeffer, "The Supremacy of Free Exer-
cise," 61 Geo. L.I. 1115 (1973). Accordingly, the wail of separation between church and state is
"blurred, indistinct and variable . .. depending on all the circumstances of a articular relation-
ship" (Lemon v. Kurtzman, op. cit., at 614). Nevertheless, it would seem that a tax "subsidy"
which encourages political division on religious lines is one of the principal evils that the first
amendment sought to forestall. Cf., Freund, "Public Aid to Parochial-Schools," 82 Ham L. Rev.
1680, 1692 (1969).

403. The Christian Echoes case appears to be the only situation in which a court has ruled di-
rectly on this question. Other organizations have attempted to obtain' judicial consideration of
the question through the declaratory judgment or injunctive process but have been prevented
from doing so on procedural grounds. See Alexander v. Americans United for Separation of Church
and State, 416 U.S. 752 (1974).

404. See, Troyer, op. cit.; Clark; "The Limitation oniolitical Activities: A Discordant Note in
the Law of Charities," 46 Va. L. Rev. 439. (1960) and Note, "Constitutional Aspects of Church
Taxation," 9 Coium. /.,Low A'Soc. Prob. 646 (1973).

The constitutionality of the limitations on political (as slistinguisliea from legIsl'ative) activity -by
501(c) (3) organizations raises separate questions which are alto extremely 'difficult. Before reach-
ing such constitutional questions, it would first be necessary to determine whether participation
in a political campaign is consistent with charitable status under the general law of charity. As
noted in the text, tinder the general law of charity a charitable organization is not precluded from
engaging in legislative activity which is in furtherance of its charitable objectives.
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405. 5lee y,CommIssfoner, op. cit., p. 185.

.406. Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488 (1960).

407. Pending lelpsIktive proposals which would deal with sonic of these problerris are discussed in
the paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs by Jqhn B.
Huffaker, "Legislative Activities of Charitable Organiz.ations Other than Private Foundations,
with Addendum on Legislative Activities of Private Foundations."

408. Bogert, op. cit., §375, at 130.

409. Bogert, op. cit., §375, at 115.

410. See, Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (2). 4.

411. Sacks, The Role of Philanthropy: An Institutional View," 46 Va. L. Rev. 516, 530 (1960r

412. Reg. §1.501(cj (3)-1(d) (3) (i)

413. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3) (ii).

414. Sacks, op. cit., p. 530. .

415. Rev. Rul., 67 -148, 1967.1 C.B. 132, 132-3. This statement wits made in a ruling which grant-
ed exenytion to an organization rhatpresented public reenactments of Civil War battles, thereby
educating both the participa"nts and the observers concerning important historical events.

416. Rev. Rul. 66.178, 19664 C.B. 138.

41.7. Rev. Rul. 64. 175,1964-1 C.B. 185.

418. Rev. RuI. 64.174, 1964.1 C.B. 1'83.

419. Rev.'Rul. 651271,1965.2 C.B. 161.

420. Rev. Rul. 66.4§, 1966- 1'C.B. 133.

421. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3) (ii) Example (4).

422. Rev."Rul. 67 -292, 1967.2 C.B. 184.

423. Rev. Rul. 67-216, 1967.2 C.B. 180.

424. Rev. Rul. 68.372, 1968.2 C.B. 205.

425. Rev. W., 66-103, 1966-1 C.B. 134. This ruling refers tothe fact that section 117 of the
Code, relating to scbolarships and fellowships, recognizetfhat creative grants can properly be made
by section 501(c). (3).organizations. The ruling does not specify whether such grants are educa-
tional or charitable (i.e., advancement of education).

426. Rev. 'Rul. 70-4, 1970-1 C.B. 126. While not qualifying under section 501(c) (3), this oigani-
zation was regarded as being sufficiently beneficial to the community to qualify for exemption
under section 501(c) (4).

427. Rev.Aul. 67.148, op. cit.

428.- Rev. Rul. 69-384, 1969-2 C.B. 122./ et*
429. See Rev. Rul.. 70-4, op. cit. It is inteiresting to note that when participation in sports is com-
bined with a substantial training or instructional the activity has been ruled to be educa-
tional. Rev. Rut. 65.2, 1985.1 C.B. 227 (teachin ports to children); Rev. Rul. 64.275, 1964-2
C.B. 142 (training candidates for Olyinpics in sail boat racing).
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430. The same may also be true of scientific research, which has educational aspects while at the
same time falling within the separate exempt category of "scientific purposes" under section 501

(1) As discussed below, it is possible for activities, that are not educational per se to lie classi-
fied as educational when they are carried on by or under the control of an organization that is
admittedly educational (Or by or under the control of a group of such organizations). One example
of such a situation is an interscholastic athletic association which is created and Controlled by a
group of accredited high schools. Rev. Rul. 55.587, 1955.2 C.B. 261. The IRS has held that such
an organization4s educational, although, as above, an amateur athletic association which has
no affiliation with an established educational institution was denied exemption under section
501(c) (3). Rev. Rul. 69.384, op. cit.

431. Rev. Rul. 74.16, 1974.1 C.B. 126.

432. Rev. Rul. 65.298, 1965-2 C,B. 163.

433. Rev. Ru1:66.255, 1966.2 C.B. 210.

434. Rev. Rul. 68-504, 1968.2 C.B. 211.

435. Rev. Rul. 65-2, op. cit.; Rev. Rul, 64.275, 1964.2 C.B. 142.

436. Rev. Rul. 74-595, 1974.2 C.B. 164.

437. Rev. Rul. 73.569, 1973.2 C.B. 178.

438. Rev. Rul. 73.128, 1973.1 C.B. 222.

439. Rev. Rul. 70-640, 1970-2 C.B. 117.

440. Rev. Rul. 70-590, 1970-2 C.B. 116.

441.- Rev. Rul. 68-71%1968-1 C.B, 249.

442. Rev. Rul. 70-583, 1970-2 C.B. 114.

443.. Rev. Rul. 72.101 1972-1 C.B. 144.

444. Rev. kW, 69. 441,,1969 -2 C.B. 115.

445. t? Rul. 68-164,1968-1 C.B. 252.

446. Rev. Ruf. 68.70, 1968-1 C.B. 24/1.

447. Rev. Rul. 68-14,1968-1 C.B. 243.

448. Rev. Rul. 64-192, 1964-2 C.B. 136.

449. Rel./. Rul. 66.258, 1966-2 C.B. 213, modifying Rev. Rul. 60-193, 1960-1 C.B. 195.

450. Rev. Rul. 74-615, 1974-2 C.B. 165.

451. Rev. Rul. 71-421,1971-2 C.B. 229.

452. Rev. Rul. 71.421, op. cit., at 230.

453. Rev. Rul. 73-439,1973-2 C.B. 176.

a.

454. Rev. Rul. 68-72, 1968-1 C.B.'250.

455. Because of the presumdtion
-
that they are "edttcatlitnal" per se, formal institutions of learn-

ing (such as'colleges and secondary schools) .are permitted to carry on ancillary activities that
wouldjnoLnecessarify be recognized as "educational" for purposes of section 501(c) (3) when
carried on by a separate organization having no such institutional ties. Thus, as hag already been
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noted, certain athletic activities which are commonly engaged in by schools and colleges are not
regarded as"educational" if carried on by an independent organization. See note 430. In addition,
certain publishing activities might lose their educational, character if carried on by a separate
organization outside the framework of a formal educational institution. See Rev. Rul. 63.235,
1963-2 C.B. 210; Rev. Rul, 67.4, 1967.1 C.B. 121; Rev. Rul. 66.104, 1966.1 C.B. 135; and Rev.
Rul. 60.351, 1960-2 C.B. 169. The IRS has recognized that studentenarticipation in a political cam-
paign is educational when done in connection with a college political science course. Rev. Rul.
72-512, 1972-2 C.B. 246. It is questionable whether such political activity Would be recognized as
educational in other circumstances. In spite of such rulings, the IRS has emphasized that "the fact
that an activity is conducted through an educational institution [does not] necessarily give that
activity an educational character." Rev. Rut.. 60-193, op. cit., at 197; modified by Rev. Rul.
66.258, oprcit.

456. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3) OIL-awn-pies-12) and (3). These techniques were used, either
singly or in combination, by organizations held to be educational in the following rulingrRev.
Rul. 67=342, 1967.2 C.B. 187 (educational films), Rev. Rul. 66-256, 1966.2 C.B. 210 (public
forums, debates, panels) and Rev. Rul. 66-220, 1966:2 C.B. 209 (radio).

3IF 457. Rev. Rul. 74.16, op. cit.; Rev.,Rul. 72-228, 1972-1 C.B. 148 and Rev. Rul. 68.307, 1558-1
C.B. 258.

458. Rev. Rul. 75-196., 1975-22 Int. Rev. Bull. at 8.

459. Rev. Rul. 74.615, op. cit.; Rev. Rul. 71.506, 1971.2 C.B. 232; Rev. Rul. 70-79, 1970.1 C.B.
127 and Rev. Rul. 68-71, 1968-1 C.B. 249.

460. Rev. Rut, 72-560, 1972-2 C.B. 248.

461. Rev. Ru1;70-321, 1970.1 C.B. 129.

462. Rev. Rul. 67.342, 1967-2 C.B. 187.

463. Rev. Rul. 73.128, op. cit.

464. Rev. Rul. 70-534, 1970 -2 C.B. 113. The American Society of TravelkAgents, Inc. has at-
tempted unsuccessfully to enjoin the IRS, from granting 501(c) (3) status to organizations which
operate extensive travel programs for their members. American Soc ,ety of Travel Agents, Inc. vk
Simon and Alexander, 73.1 USTC 87,289 (Dist. Colo". 1975). The court held that the issue, as
raised in the plaintiff's petition, was not justifiable. /

465. Rev. Rul. 70-584, 1970-2 C.B. 114.

466. Rev..Rul. 72-512, op. cit.

467. Rev. Rul. 68.16, 1968-1 C.B. 246.

468. Rev. Rul. 67.392, 1967.2 C.B. 191.

469. Rev. Rul. 72-16, 1972.1 C.B. 143.

470. Rev. Rul. 70-590, op. cit.

471. Rev. Rul. 70-583, op. cit.

472. Rev. Rul. 69:441, op. cit.

473. Rev. Rul. 70-640, oP. cit.

. 474. Rev. Rul. 73.569, op. cit. Counseling men regarding voluntary sterilization methods is also
"educational." Rev. Rul. 74595, op. cit.

475. Rev. Rul. 65-299, 1965-2 C.B. 165. In this ruling the organization was held to be exempt
under section 501(014) but not under section 501(c) (3). Compare with Rev. Rul. 69.441, op.
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cit., in Which the IRS held that a si ilar counseling program qualified under section 501(c) (3)
when limited to poor people.

476. Sacks, op. cit., pp. 530-1.

477. See, for example Reg. 118, §39.101 (6) 1 (c), Fqd. Reg. 5909 (September 26, 1953).

478. Slee v. Commissioner, 42 F.2d 184, 185 (2d Cir. 1930).

479. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)(1) (d) (3) (i) (b)

480. The IRS has ruled that where an educational broadcasting station provides equal opportuni-
ties for all candidates for the same elective public office to express their views, and disclaims sup-
port for any particular candidate or viewpoint, the organization is carrying on an educational
activity for purposes of section 5Q1(c) (3) and is not an action organization. The ruling states that
such an activity "furthers the education of the electorate by providing a public forum for the ex-
change of ideas and the debate of public issue/ which instructs them on subjects useful to the
individual and beneficial to the community." Rev. Rul. 74-574, 1974-2 C.B. 160, 161.

481. See, for example, Friendly, !What's Fair on the Air," New York Times Magazine, March 30,
1,975, p. 11, dealing with the constitutional and other legal problems that have arisen under the
"fairness" doctrine as applied to TV and radio broadcasters by the Federal Communicitions
Commission.

482. Exempt Organizations" Handbook § 754.9(18). Consistent with this approach, in one o the
few rulings under this regulation an organization was held not to be educational where it pub-
lished information which discredited particular institutions and individuals on the basis of un-
supported opinions and incomplete information about their affiliations. Rev. Rul. 68.263, 1968.1
C.B. 256.

483. Rev. Rul. 60-143, 1960-1 C.B. 192, 195.

484. Rev. Rul. 74-399, 1974-2 C.B. 172; Rev. Rul. 73.105, 1973-1 C.B. 264 and Rev. Rul. 73-
104, 1973-1 C.B. 263.

485. Rev. Rul. 69-538, 1969-2 C.B. 116; Rev. Rul. 58-194, 1958-1 C.B. 240; Squire .v. Students
Book Corp., 191 F.2d 1018 (9 Cir. 1951). Earlier cases reaching a contrary conclusion are no
longer followed. Stanford Univ. Book Store v. He /vering, 83 F2d 710 (D.C. Cir. 1936); Asso-
ciated Students Store, 9 P-I-1 BTA Memorandum Decisions 1142',131(1942).

486. Rev. Rul. 67-217, 1967-2 C.B. 181.

487. Reg. §1.502-1(b).

488. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)(1) (d) (1) (I) (f).

489. Bogert, op. cit., §375, at 124.
a

490. Rev. Rul. 60-143, op. cit. Prior to Rev. Rul. 60-143, the IRS too position that an
alumni' associatiorrqualified under section 501(c) (3) only if it was' cont ollqd by he unit/why.
G.C.M. 22116, 3940-2 C.B. 100, revoked by Rev. Rul. 60-143, op. cit. Se also, v. Rul. 56'x486,
1956.2 C.B. 309 and Estate of Thayer, 24 T.C. 384, acq. 1956.2 C.B. S.

491. Rev. Rul. 67.291, 1967.2 C.B. 184. It is interesting to note that the IRS makes a distinction
between the feeding of college athletes and the recruitment of such athletes: The latter activity is
not exempt under section 501(c) (3) when carried on by an organization that is not an integral
part of the university. Rev. Ru1.56-13, 19564Ui 198.

492. Rev. Rul. 71-529, 1971.2 C.B. 234. This ruling was not expressly based upon the advance-
ment of education rationale, but seems to be a clear Illustration of the principle.

493. Bogert, op. cit., §375, at 122-3.
a
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494. Rev. Rul. 69-257, 1969-1 C.B. 151. This ruling makes clear thaescholarships may be awarded
on the basis of scholastic ability rather than need.

°

495. Rev. RZI. 63.220, 1963-2 C.B. 208; Rev. Rul. 61-8'7, 1961.1 C.B. 191.

496. Rev. ul. 71797, 1971.1 C.B. 150.
e' a

.4

497. Boge t, pp. cit., §375, at 129.

a, 498. ReveRul. 69- ,2257x op. cit.
N.

499. Reg. §1f.02-1(b). °

500. Rev. Rul. 74.146, 1974.1 C.B. 129:4,i', :-

501. Rev. Rul. 74.61 0742 C.B. 164:
-..

502. Reg. §1.502 ). --.11il ,
503. American Academy. of Arts and Sciences v.tio-rvord College,
(1832).

504. In re Sutro's Estate, 102 P.,920, 923.4 (Sup. Ct. of Cal. 1909).

505. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5). The regulations point out that for purposes of the exclusion
from unrelated business taxable income provided by section 512(b) (9), it is necessary to deter-
mine \vhether the organization is-operated primarily fpr purposes of carrying on "fundamental,"
as contrasted with "applied," research.

12 Gray (Mass.) 582, 594

;

506. A proposed regulation that would have denied exemption to "applied or product research"
under section 501(c) (3) was published by the, IRS in 1959. Prop. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (3)
(ii), Examplg (5), Fed Reg. Feb. 26, 1959, p. 1423. This proposed regulation was not adopted.

507. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (ii).

508. Gray, "What is 'Research' for Purposes of Exemption," 5th Biennial N.Y.U. Conference on
Charitable Foundations 233 (1961). '

509. Rev. Rul. 68.373, 1968-2 C.B. 206.

510. If)id.

511. Rev. Rul. 65.1, 1965.1 C.B. 226.

512. Ibid.

513. In such a situation the organization would not itself be carrying on a commercial operation,
since it would derive no income from its research activities. Nor would it be directed toward
benefiting particular manufacturers through exclusive licensing arrangements, since the results of
its research would be freely available to the public. However, making the research results available
to the public on a royalty-free basis would not enable an organization to qualify under section
501(c) (3) if the research projects are selected by the members of the organization for the purpose
of creating new sales or markets for their products. Rev. Rul. 69-632, 1969.2 C.B. 120.

514. These rules are contained in Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii).

515. Ibid.

516. Ibid.

517..Rev. Rul. 65.1, op. cit.

- 1'i 6
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518. Gray, op. cit., at 243. Even were a research organization makes,its research results freely
available to the public, it will not be exempt under section 501(c) (3) if it performs research only
for persons that are directly or indirectly its creators and that are nth described in section 501(c)
(3). Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iv) (a). The same is also true where the persons who control the
organization and select the research projects which it will undertake do so with'a view to advancing
their own private business interests. Rev. Rul. 69-632, op. cit. In both of these situations the fact
that the research results are made freely available to the public is immaterial because the research
activities are "tainted" with a private interest from their inception.

519. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (c).

520. Reg 501(c) (3) -1 (d) (5) (iii) (c) (1). Although the situation seems less likely to arise,
it is conceiva e that scientific research might be carried on for the purpose of aiding in the scien-
tific educatt n of secondary school students. In such a case the research would seem to qualify
under section 501(c) (3) because of its educational purpose, notwithstanding the fact that it is not
specifically included in the examples set forth in theyregulations cited above.

521. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (c) (2).

/`"
522. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (c) (3). It seems likely that this example would also cover
scientific research carried on for the purpose of discovering a means of preventing a disease or of
alleviating the harmful effects of a disease.

523. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (c) (4).

524. It seems clear from the language of the regulations that the four examples set forth in Reg.
§1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (c) (4) are illustrative only and are not intended to be all inclusive.

525.Sacks,49-he Role of Philanthropy. An Institutional View," 46 Va. L. Rep. 516, 528 (1960).

526. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iii) (b) and (c) and (iv) (b).

527. See discussion in charitable section of this report.

Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iv) (a).

529. See, for example, Rev. Rul. 69-632, op. cit. This problem does not exist if the creators of
the research organization are themselves exempt under section 501(c) (3).

530. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5) (iv) (b).

531. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-11(d) (5) (iv) (b).

,532. Rev. Rul. 65.60, 19651 C.B. 231.

533. See, Chapter II.

534. Rev. Rul. 65-60, op. cit. (research in the social sciences), Faulknell v. Commissioner, 112
F.2d 987 (1st Cir. 1940) (Contributions to Birth Control League for dissemination of contracep.
tive advice held charitable irf part on the basis activities were "scientific") and Dulles v. Johnson,
273 F.2d 362 2d Cir. 1959) (Research activities of a bar association, in part held "scientific.")

535. See, Randolph, "What Bars Should Consider in Prepaid Legal Services Plans," 60 Amer.
Bar _Att. I. 797 (July 1974). Although this article indicates that the organization which operated .
the pilot project was exempt as a charitable organization, it is understood that the IRS actually
based its conclusion on the S.cle'rrtifi,g rationale. caor

536. Rev. Rul. 66.147, 1966-rel.4137, Rev, Rul. 67.4, 1167.1 C.B. 121, Rev. Rul. 70.129,
1970-1 C.B. 128 and Science and Research Fouodations, Inc. v. U.S., 5 AFTR 2d 646 (S.D. III.
1960).

537. Revenue Act of 1918, Ch. 18, § 231(b), 40 Stat. 1076 (1918). The same statute also:added
the "prevention of cruelty to animals" to the list of exempt purposes.

I. 7.
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538. 247 U.S. 251 (18).

a

539. 247 U.S. at 275. Notwithstanding the majority's recognition of the need for legislation to
limit the employment of children in hazardous occupations, the law which Congress enacted to
deal with this problem, at the federal level was held by the majority to be unconstitutional in
Hammer v. Dagoithart as an invalid exercise of the power of Congress tq regulate Interstate com-
merce. However, the rationale of the Supreme Court's decision in Hammer v. Dagenhart was
subsequently overruled in United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941).

540. Restatement of Trusts 2d § 372a.

541. Rev. Rul. 67.151, 1967.1 C.B. 134.

542. Revenue Act of 1918, Ch. 18, § 31(b), 40 Stat. 1076 (1918).

543. See discussion in Bogert, op. cit., § 379 at 188, IV Stott 'on' Trusts § 374.2, at 2905; Re-
statementx(Second) of Trusts § 374; In re Hamilton's Will, 185. Misc. 660, 57 N.Y.S.2d 359
(1945), aff'd, 270 A.D. 634, 63 N.Y.S.2d 265 (1946), aff'd, 296 N.Y. 578 (1946).

544. Rev. Rut. 6-6:.3.A9, 1966.2 C.B. 219.

545. Rev. Rul. 74.194, 1974.1 C.B. 129.

546. Rev. Rul. 71.421, 1971.2 C.B. 229.. g

' 547. Rev. Rul. 67.293, 1967.2 C.B. 185.

548. Revenue Act of 1921, Ch. 136, 42 Stat. 227 (1921).

549. See Weithorn, 1 Tax Techniques for Foundations and Other Exempt Organizations, § 6.08;
Trenerry, "A Literary ,Pilgrim's Progress Along Section 501(c) (3)," 51 A.B.A. Journal 252 (1965);
Edith L. Fisch, Doris J. Kreed and Esther R. Schachter, Charities and Charitable Foundations,
op. cit., p. 667. It should also be noted that the Exempt Organizations Handbook does not discuss
organizations engaged in literary and publishing activities as a separate category of exempt organi-
zations. Rather all discussions of such organizations included within the discussions of educa-
tional and religious organizations.

5'50. 1961.1

551. Rev. Rul. 66-14 7;116'6-1 C.B. 137.

552. Rev. Rul. 66.147, op cit.

553. Rev. Rul. 67.4, 1967.1 C.B. 121.

554. Rev.'Ru I. 60-351, 1960.2 C.B. 169.

555. Rev.Rev. Ruh 66.104, 1966.1 C.B. 135.

556. The income tax deduction for "charitable k-ontributions" provided by section 1/0 is, insofar
as relevant, limited to contricutions to organaa i s "organized and operated exclusively for reli-
gious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educati a purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals;" Section 170(c) (2) (B). See Is°, ctions 2055, 2106 and 2522.

4 557. Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. v..Commissioner, 135 F.2d 371 (1943), cert. denied, 320
IL U.S. 756 (1943).

558. Internal Revenue ServiCeHandbook, section 758(2),

559. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (4).

560. Rev. Rul. 65.61, 1965-1 C.B. 234.,

561. Rev. Rul. 68.373, 1968.2 C.B. 206.
8
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562. Rev. Rul. 65-61, op cit.

56 ection 513(c) defines a "trade of business" as "any activity which is carried on for the pro-
du .n of income from the sale of goods or the performance Of services."

564. 263 U.S. 578 (1924).
1

165. Ibid., p. 581.

56'6. Commisioner v. Edward Orton, Jr.., Ceramic Foundation, 173 F.2d 483 (6th Cir. 1949);
Debs Memorial Radio Fund v.°Commissloner, 148 F.2d 948 (2d Cir. 1945), Bohemian Gymnas-
tic Ass'n v. Higgins, 147 F.2d 774 (2d Cit. 1945); Southeastern Fair Association v U.S., 52 F.
Supp. 219 (Ct. Cl. 1943). SEe Norman A. Sugarman and Harlan Pomeroy, "Business Income of
Exempt Organizations," 46 Va. L. Rev. 424, 428 (1960).

567. Roche's Beach, Inc. v: Commissioner, 96 F.2d 776 (2d Cir. 1938); Willingham v. -Home
Oil Mill, 181 F.2d 9 (5th Cir. 1950), cert. denied, 340 U.S. 852 (1950); C.F. Mueller Co. v. Com-
missioner, 190' F.2d 120 (3d Cir. 1951). However, some courts rejected the exemption of "feeder
organizations." United States v. Community Servkes, /qc., 189 F.2d 421 (4th Cir. 1951), cert.
denied, 342 U.S. 932 (1 9.51);.Ralph H. Eaton Foundaan v. Commissioner, 219 F.2d 527 (9th
Cir. 1955); C.F. Mueller Co., 14 TC 922 (1950), rey'd, 1.9/1.1...ad 120 (3d Cir. 1951).

568. Historical developfnent of the problem has been described as follows:

A Prior to 1940 the psobltm of charity in business was more academic than significant from I'
revenue standpoinf!.Thcomplained of activities were not very widespread,-the tax rates
were low, and matfhilanthropy was carried on by public or quasi-public institutions.

World War 11 changed this picture as tax rates rose and money became more plentiful.
These twg factors combined to intensify ilie populace's interest in philanthropy. This
interes was manifested In the burgeoning numbers of family foundations; small charitable
receptacles over which the Government had almost no control. The Service's interest in the
area also grew; the increased tax rates had increased-the extent to which the Government
was underWriting charity in this country. (Kenneth Commerce:C. Eliasberg, "Charity and Commerce
Section 501(c) (3)How Much Unrelated Business Activity?" 21 Tax Law Rev. 53, 74
(1965).)

569. Imposition- of what is now the unrelated business income tax was-fifs-Ouggested by the
the Treasury Department in 1942. At that time, it was stated that many exempt organizations
had "so far departed from the purposeof,ahe exemption as to engage in trades and businesses
completely unrelated to their. exempt activities." Hearings on Revenue _Revision 'Before House
Committee on Ways and Means, 77th Congress, 2d Session 89 (1942). Prior to the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, Churches and conventions and associations of churches were not subject to the tax.

.
- .

570. Th Act 'llo c ntained Provisions denying exemption t many 501(c) (3) organizationselga

which en ged i 'pro libited transactions" or accumulated unreal bly large amounts of income.
These provision were either revoked or amended byte Tax Refo ct of 1969 in regard to
their applicalio to 501(c) (3); organizations, and were r placed by provisions imposing taxes on
private foundations which engaged in such activities. A iscussion of the restrictions imposed on
the business activities of private foundations is beyond th scope of this paper.

. - ' / r

571. H. R. Rep. No. 2319, 81st Congress, 2d Session (1950), 1950.2 C.B.1130, 409, 412; S. Rep,
No. 2375, 8Ist Congress, 2d Session (1950), 1950-2 C.B. 483, 504, 50g.

57e. S. Rep. No. 2375, 81st Congress, 2d Session (1950), 1950-2 C.B. 483, 504-505.

573. S. Rep. No. 2375, 81st Congress, 2d Session (1950), 1950-2 C.B. 483, 505.

574. The tax also applies to every organization exempt from tax under section 501(a) except for
certain cor ora ohs organized under Act of Congress. Sections 51 1(a), (b) and (c).

575. Section 512 defines the ter "unrelated business taxable income," providing exclusions
therefrom for passive income such as dividends, interest, annuities, royalties, most rents from real
property and most capital gains. oweveriunder certain circumstances rents, from personal prop-

/
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erty and passive income from "debt-financed" property will be included in unrelated business
taxable income.

576. The requirement that the trade or business be regularly carried on is not mentioned in the
*text of section )513 but is incorporated in Reg. §1313.1(c), It should be noted that section
513(a) excludes several trades or businesses from the definition of unrelated trade or business,
including thrift shops, businesses conducted by volunteers, and businesses carried on primarily
for the convenience of a 501(c) (3) organizatioh's members, students, patients, officers, or
employees.

577. Sec. 513(c). See also Reg. §1.513-1(b) which provides a...foF the purposes of section 513
the term 'trade or business' has the same meaning it has in section 162, and generally includes any
activity carried on for the production of income from the sale of goods or performance of
services."

578. Reg. §1.§13-1(b).

579. "In general, any activity of a section 511 organization whichi;carried on for the production
of income and which otherwise possesses the characteristics required to constitute 'trade or busi-
ness' within the meaning of section 162 and which, in addition, is not substantially related to the
performance of exempt functions - presents sufficient likElihood of unfair competition to be
within the policy of the tax." Reg. §1.5,13-1(b).

Courts often emphasize the element of competition wen they cannot distinguish the activities
of an organization claiming 501(c) (3) status from those of commercial firms with which it com-
petes. See, e.g., Scripture Press Foundation v. United States, 285 F.2d 800 (Ct. Cl. 1961), cer$
denied, 368 U.S. 985 (1962). They have also upheld exemption where no competitive advantage
is derived from exempt status. See, e.g., Forest Press, Inc., 22 T.C. 265 (1954); Edward Orton, Jr.,
Ceramic Foundation, 56'T.C. 147 (1971), acq. 1972-2 C.B. 2 non acq. 1972-2 CB. 4. Fora dis-
cussion of the competitive factor in resolving difficult cases, see "Preventing the Operation of
Untaxed Business By Tax Exempt Organizations," 32 U. Chi. L. Rev. 581 (1965).

580. Section 513(c).

581. Reg. §1.513.1(b).
1

582. Ibid. In a recent decision it was held that the publication of commercial advertisements in a
journal published by ,a°501(c) (6) organization was not an unrelated trade or business for years,
beginning before January 1, 1970, (the effective date of existing section 513(c)), and the Treasury
regulations to the contrary were held to be an impermissible enlargement of the statutory pro-
visions under which they were promulgated. Massachusels Medical Society v. United States, 514
F.2d 153 (1st Cir. 1975).

583. Reg. §1.513.1(c) (1).

584. Reg. §1.513-1(c) (2) (i).

585. Reg. §1.513-1(e) (2) (ii).
was applied tinder which a tra
even though performed infrequ
tinuing purpose of the organ
§1.513-2(a) (3); Exempt Orga
reported at 7 CCH 1967 Stand.

586. Reg. §1..513:1(d) (1).

587. Reg. §1.513-1(d).(2).

588. The tests of'substantlal r lationship discussed, in the text were adopted in. 1967 as a result of
a comprehensive IRS tudy o the "fundamental legal concepts of the tax (Including the con-
ceptual distinction be een 'r lated' ,and 'unrelated' business activities) and their bearing upon
Commonly encountered fact patterns.' For a discussion of the objectives of the study and some of
the problems considered, see Mitchell Rogovin, "Tax. Exertion: Curreitt Thinking Within the
Service," 22 NY U Inst. on Fed. Tax 945 (1965).

r years beginning priot to December 13, 1967, a stricter standard
or business was treated as regularly carried.on when the, activity,

ntly, yds conducted with sufficient consistency to indicate a con -
ration to derive 'Ilene of its income from such activity?. Reg.
izations Handb6ok, §(27)33.2; T.I.R. No. 899 (April 14, 1967),
ed. Tax Rep. ¶6557.

r.
0.
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The regulations adopted in 1967,were intended to "accord full weight to the basic Congressional
purpose repeatedly emphasized in the legislative history of the 1950 Act to remove the unfair
competitive advantage which tax immunity would confer upon exempt organization businesses."
T.I.R. No. 899 (April 14, 1967), reported at 7 CCH 1967 Stand. Fed. Tax Reports ¶6557. One of
the more important liberalizations of the 1967 regulations was the adoption of the "contribute
importantly" test of substantial relationlhip, in place of a test under whh a business would not
be considered substantially relateccunless its "principal purpose" was the furtherance of exempt
functions. See Reg. §1.513-2(a) (4). It has been suggested that in some respects the)967 regula-
tio's do not represent a liberalization because some activities, such as the publication of adver-
tising in an exempt organization's journal, will be treated as unrelated businesses under the
"contribute importantly" rule, whereas they, were not taxable under the former "principal pur-
pose" test. See Stanley Weithorn, 1 Tax Techniques for Foundations and Other Exempt Organi-
zations, §41.01121o(1974).

589. Rev§1.513-1(d) (4) (1), Example 1.

590. If the product resulting from the exempt function is substantially altered prior to sale, the
income will be treated as Income-from the conduct of an unrelated trade or business. Reg.
§1.513-1(d) (4) (ii).

591. Reg. §13r3-1(d) (3,). See also, Reg. §1.513.1(d) (4) (iii) which provides that if an asset or
facility necessary to the conduct of exempt functions is also employed in an unrelated commer-
Alial endeavor, the income from such operation will be income from the conduct of an unrelated
trade or business.

592. Competition with commercial enterprises is an important factor in determining whether a
business ,activity is "unrelated" to exempt purposes. However, several rulings indicate that an
organization whose primacy activity is the conduct of a business which competes with taxable
businesses wilt not be denied exemption if the business activity is an integral part of and essen-
tial to the achievement of the organization's exempt purposes. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 73-128, 1973-1
C.B. 222, granting exemption to an organization which provides on-the-job training to unem-
ployed persons with respect to the manufacture and sale of toy products on the theory that the
manufacturing and merchandiiing operation is.a direct means of accomplishing the organiza-
tion's charitable and educational objectives of providing vocational training to the unskilled.
Compare Rev. Rul. 73.127, 1973-1 C.B. 221, denying exemption tp a nonprofit organization
which operates a retail grocery outlet to provide food at low cost to residents of a poverty area.
and allocates a small portion of its earnings for use in a training prOgram for the unemployed
persons in various jobs in the store. The operation of the store and the training program were
treated as two distinct purposes and the former was not recognized as charitable. For a discussion
Of this problem Molt applies to local economic development corporations, see Howard M. Weinman,
"New Opportunities Opening Up For 501.(c) (3) Organizations To Assist Profitable Businesses,"
41 /. Taxation 102 (August, 1974).

593. 1969-1 C.B. 160.

594., The same type of analysis appears to have been used it Rev. Rul. 69-268, 1969-1 C.B. 160
(operation of cafeteria and coffee shop by 501 (c) (3) hospital for use by employees and visitors
improves hospital's efficiency and encourages longer visits to patients, and is therefore substan-
tially related to exempt purpose of providing health care to members of the communit ); Rev.
Rul. 69-269, 196 1 C.D. 160 (operation of parking lot for patients and visitors by 5041(c) (3) hos-

, pital encourages v sitatlon of patients and is substantially related to exempt purpose); ev. Rut.
74.399, 1974.33 .R.B. 1 (operation of dining room, cafeteria and snack bar by ex mpt art
museum enables visitors to end more time at museum and therefore contributes importantly to
its exempt purpoits).

595. 1973.1 C.B. 263.

596. 1973.1 C.B. 264.

ti597. For other examples of situatio s in which the causal relationship between business activities
and exempt purposes was norsuffic ently strong to be substantially related, see Rev. Rul. 72.431,
1972-2 C.B. 281 (sale of mailing lists by exempt organization to facilitate mailing of commercial
advertising to members does not contribute importintly to exempt purpose); Rev. Rul. 69.69,

.. . .
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1969-1 C.B. 159 (rental of apartments to artists and operation of dining hall for their use dims not
contribute importantly to accomplishing exempt purposes of organization formed to stimulateand
foster public interest in fine arts); Rev. Rul. 66-323, 1966.2 C.B. 216 (sale of Wood and brood
products to commercial laboratories by exempt blood bank formed to provide a community with
permanent facilities for collection, storage and distribution of blood, is not substantially related
to exempt purposes); Rev. GI. 57-113, 1'957-2 C.B. 316 (operation of medical illustration depart.
ment and electroencephatography clinic in manner similartifi a commercial undertaking is unrelated
tj exempt purposes of a medical and scientific research organization).

5.98. Reg. §1.5 61(c) (3)-1(b) (1) (i) (b).

599. Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(c) (1). While a 501(c) (3) organization may conduct insubstantial bus'
ness activities without jeopardising its exempt status, if it is a private foundation it may be subject
to the tax on excess business holdings under section 4943.

600. The complete test of this regulation is_as follows. An organization may meet the require-
'ments of section 501(c) (3) although it operates a trade or business as a substantial part of its
activities, if the operation of such trade or business is in furtherance of the organization's exempt
purpose or purposes and if the organization is not organized or operated for the primary purpose of
carrying on an Unrelated trade or business',4s defined in section 513. In determining the existence
or nonexistence of such primary purpose, all the circumstances must be considered, including the
size and extent of the trade or business and the size and extent the activities which are in further-
ance of one-or more exempt purposes." Ref. §1.501(c) (3 ).

--t_
601. See Sugarman and Pomeroy, op. 'c it., note 4 at 434 11r which the argument is made that
Reg. §1.501(c) (3)-1(e) (1) must be tritfirpreted to mean that an exempt organization may have
substantial business activities, whether related or unrelated under section 513, with the exemption
to be ultimately determined by the prima purpose of the organization.

For a discussion of the proposition that unrelated business activities should be disregarded for
purposes of determining whether an organ zation is entitled to exemption under section 501(c) (3),
see Eliasberg, op. cit., note 568 and Rogovin, op. cit., note 588.

If the organization, when so regarded,. complies with the requirements of Section 501(c)
(3), the Service should seek to tax the unrelated activity under Section 511 and not chal-
lenge the underlying aempt status. If on the other hand, the organization is engaged in no
activity other than thOse complained of and claims exemption solely because the profits
from the commercial activities are payable to some organizations described in Section
501(c) (3) then it would be a "feeder" within the meaning of Section 502 and not en-
titled ktexemption. Rogovin, op. cit., note 588 at 959.

6b2. S. Rep. No. 2315, 81st Congress, 2d Session, 28.9 (1950), 1950-2 C.B. 483, 504-5.

603. If a subsidiary is organi ed forte exclusive purpose of holding title to pr perty and turning
over the net income that it c Ilects fr such property to a 501(c) (3) organize tion, it is exempt
from tax under section 501(c) (2).

604.- It has
i

been arguedthat the Revenue Act of 1950 did not reject the de ination of income
test in its entirety, but that section 502 was "designed to deal with the li i case of an organi-
zation all of whose income was attributableto the conduct of a busine a d whose exclusive
nexus with the applicable exemption provision was the fact that it was 11 d to transfer such
income to a specific organization or group of organizations described ther in." Eliasberg, op. cit.,
note 568 at 82 et seq. (1965). ..)

605. Exempt Organizations Handbook, at (25)41.1.

606. Reg. §1.502-1(b). An organiiation closely affiliated with and. formed to assist an exempt
organiution perform its exempt functions will similariy be granted exemption, even if it is not

\create(or controlled by the exempt operating organization. For illustrations of organizations that
aexempt bicause their activities further the exerritit purposes of another exempt organizations

see-Rev. Ru1.69-538, 1969-2 C.B. 116 and Rev. Rul. 58.194, 1958-1 C.B. 240 (book and supply
store for convenience of university students and faculty); Rev. Rul. 67-217, 1967.2 C.B. 181
(organization that provides housing and food services for university students and faculty); Rev.

3.32
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purpose 'of providing busk
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6 (fund set up as adjunct to school of business administration for sole 1

ss students with instruction and experience in security portfolio man-

607, A fortiori, if an unrelated business activity, possesses no exempt characteristics when per-
formed by a 501(c) (3) organization, it cannot acquire them simply by being transferred to a sub-.
sidiary. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 69-17, 1969-1 C.B. 150, where a subsidiary of a 501(c) (3) college
manufactured and sold wood and Metal products for the principal purpose of furnishing employ-
ment to students to en'able them to conti ue their education. The subsidiary was denied exemption
under section 502 on the theory tha the business was not an educational activity because the
students were not employed for th purpose of receiving instruction or training or improving
capabilities. See, Rev. Rul. 73.164, 1973-1 C.B. 223, denying exemption under section 502 to a
church controlled commercial printing corporation whose business earnings are _paid to church
'but which performs-n0 other significant charitable activity.

608. Section 502(b) (1). Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the exception applied to "the
rental by an organization of its real property (including personal property leased with the real
property)." Under the protection of this provision organizations which paid their rental profits
over to universities and other 501(c) (3) institutions were able to acquire businesses and generate
income by trading on their tax exemptions. Typically, such organizations-would acquire operating
businesses with little or no down payment and without personal liability and then lease the assets
back to the original owners or to other persops using the tax exempt rental payments to pay off

_the purchase price. Howe'er, in 1971 the Ninth Circuit held thai an organization which partici-
pated in many such transactions was not protected 14\the rental exception and was engaged in a
trade or business for profit. University Hill Foundation v. Commissioner, 446 F.2d 701 (9th Cir.
1971), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 965 (1972).

609. Se&ion 502(b) (2); Rev. Rul. 71.581, 1i71.2 C.B. 236.

610. Section 502(b) (3).

611. Reg. §1.502.1(b) provilles, in part: "... if a subsidiary organization is, operated primarily
for the purpose of fUrnishing electric power to consumers other than its parent organization (and
the parept's tax-exempt subsidiary organizations), it is not exempt since such business would be an
unrelated trade or business if regularly carried on by the parent organization. Similarly, if the
organikation is owned by several unrelated exempt organizations, and is operated for the purpose
of furnishing electric, power to each of them, it is not exempt since such business would be an un-
related tradei r badness if regiVarly carried on by any one of.the tax-exempt organizations..."

. 1

.(0,6010,1954-2 C.B. 127.

613. 158 F. Supp. 560 (a. Cl. 1958).

I16844.-111d., p. 564. The court als made in interesting argu
§1.502 1(b), which denied exemp ion to an organization own
ganizations, did not apply to the rvice organization under co
were 501(c) (3) hospitals, and therefore engaged in "related c

ent that the predecessor of Reg.
d by several unrelated exempt or-
sideration because all.its members,z
iaritable activities." As a result of -

the decision in Hospital Bureau'of Standards and Supplies, Inc.,.Reg. §1.502-1(b) was amended
to provide that

I , #
-%"For purposes of this paragraph, okga Izations are related only if they consist of

I
_ (1) A parent organization and one or more of its subsidiary organizations; or

(2) Subsidiary organizations having a common parent organization.,. _ _ -
An exempt organization is not related to another exempt organization merely because they
both engage in the same type of exempt activities:" T.D. 6662, 1963.2,C.8, 214,216.

615. Section 501(e) was enacted in section 109
of 1968, P.L.,90-364.

616. ction 501(e) (1); see Conferen Report
C.B. 801 at 814; StatemenF by the Ho . George

of, the Revenue and Expenditure Co ?trol Act

No. 1533, 90th Congress, 2d Session, 1968-2
A. Smothers In Explanation of tI4 Conference

r_;
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Report, June 21, 1968, 114 Cong. Record S. 7480, reported at 2 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin.
News, 90th Congress, 2d Session 2422, 2427 (1968).

617. Section 501(e) (2).

618. Rev. Rul. 69.160, 1969-1 C.B. 147; Rev. Rul. 69-633,1969-2 C.B. 121.

619. Rev. Rul. 69 -160, 1969- .B. 147. However, if all of the net earnings derived by the service
organization from dealings with patrons are distributed or allocated pursuant to a preexisting obli-
gation to the patron hospitals within the time and manner prescribed for cooperative organizations
in.sections 1381 through 1383, the service organization would have no taxable income from such
°dealings. Rev. Rul. 69-.633, 1969-2 C.B. 121.

620. 384 F. Supp. 776 (S.D. Ind. 1974).

621. Ibid., p. 782.

622. 9 CCH 1975 Stand: Fed. Tax Rep. 70,738 (June 18, 1975).

623. S. Rep. No. 93-888, 93rd Congress, 2d Session (1974), as reported at 2 U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin. News, 93rd Congress, 2d Session 3266, 3267 (1947). _

624. Ibid. The,ruling was published as Rev. Rul. 71-529, 1971-2 C.Fecs14, which stated that in
providing its 501(c) (3) members with investment management services and obtaining contribu-
tions to cover part of the management costs, the organization w erforming an essential func-
tion for them, and by charging only a nominal fee for such services, was performing a charitable
activity within the meaning of section 501(c) (3). Compare Rev. Ru . 69.528, 1969-2 C.B. 127,
concerning an °organization which was formed tb provide investment services on a fee basis exclu-
sively to 501(c) (3) organizations and is free from control by the participants. The organization,
was denied exemption under section 502 on the theory that the provision of investment- services
on a regular basis for a fens a trade or business ordinarily carried on for profit which would be an
unrelated trade oribusiness if carried on by any of the 501(c) (3) organizations on whoSe behalf
it operated.

625. See, Rev. Rul. 72-369, 1972-2 C.B. 245,-where an organization formed to provide mana-
gerial and consulting services such as writing job descriptions and _training manuals, recruiting
personnel, constructing organizational charts, and advising on methods of operation, at cost to
"unrelated" 501(c) (3) organizations, was denied exemption. "An organization is not exempt
merely because its operations are not conduCted for the purpoSe of producing-a profit ... Fur-
nishing the services at cost lacks the donative element necessary to establish this activity as charit-
able...A'

Rev. RIO. 71.529, op. cit., note 624 was distinguished because the service organization therg was
controlled by a group of 501(c) (3) organizations and charged them substantially less than cost
for its services.

626. S. Rep. No. 93.888, 93rd Congress, 2d Session (1974), reported at 2 U.S. Code Cong...4
Admin. News, 93rd Congress, 2d Session 3266, 3267.8 (1974).

-
627. The legislative history indicates' that school investment funds, qualifying under section
501(c) (3) but organized separately from.the particular college for the benefit of which it operates,
could participate in the cooperative investment Organizationon the same basis as the school itielf,
unless they represent private foundations. An example of such a fund is a foundation that operates
as an arra, of a State college, or university and is recognized,as a "public charity" under section
176(13) (1) (A) (iv). S. Rep. No. 93.888, 93rd Congress, 2d Session (1974); reported at 2 U.S.
Code Cong.- & Admin. News, 93rd Congress, 2d Session 3266, 3268 (1974).,.
628. Section 5 01.(f), enacted by PJ_. 93-310, is effective for taxable years ending after December
31, 1973.

.
629. S. Rep. No. 93-888, 93rd Congress, 2d Session (1974)as reported in 2 U.S. Code Cong.
Admin. News, 93rd Congress, 2d Session, 3266, 3268 (1974).

63a. Rev. Rul. 74-146, 1974-1 C.B. 129.
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631. Rev. Rul. 74.6140 974-2 C.B. 164.

632. In Rev. Rul. 74.146, op. cit., note 630, the orgthization's membership included a small
number -of schools operated for profit.

633. 384 F. Supp. 776 (S.D. Ind. 1974).

Appendix

THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX EXEMPTION OF
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS: ITS HISTORY AND UNDERLYING POLICY

Chauncey Belknapt

The purpose' of this memorandum is to trace the history of the provisions of the
Federal Revenue Act granting exemption from income tax to eleemosynary organiza-
tions and to make an examination of the underlying policy which has led to the adop-
tion of these provisions.

Development of the Federal Exemption

An exemption of charitable, religious, and educational organizations formed part
of the first federal act that imposed a tax on the income and profits of corporations
generally. This was the Revenue Act of 1894.1 Earlier federal income tax statutes2
(in force briefly during and after the Civil War) applied only to certain specified
classes of business corporations, for example, railroads, canal companies, banks. No
exemption arovgioni were needed to relieve charitable corporations from such taxes.
But when the Revenue Act of 1894 placed a levy upon "all corporations organized
for profit," Congress reinforced the implied exemption of charitable bodies with an
explicit proviso, as follows: .. - .

. .

That nothing herejn contained shall apply, to .. . corporations, companies, or
associations organized and conducted ,solely. for charitable, religious or educa-
tional purposes, . .. nor to the stocks, shares, funds, or securities held by any
fiduciary orlrustee for charitable, religious, or educational purposes : ..

.._

A similar exemption has appeared in every subsequent federal income tax law.
The income tax of 1894 was soon declared unconstitutio al(Pqllock v. Farmers'

Loan -Trust Co., 158 WS. 6d1 (1895) ), but in 1909 Co gess enacted an excise
tax u on corporate incomes3 into which it carried over th substance of the 1894
exem tion provision. After amendment of the Constituti n in 1913,4 Congress
reestablished the income tax in the Revenue Act of 1913 which also carried over
the exemption proviiion. A list of the exemption provisions of the various federal
revenue acts from 1909 tp the present date is set forth, in the Appendix. All of the
acts contain the substance of the original exemption in favor of charitable; religious,
and educational institutions.

1:.,

Other prOvislons favoring such institutions were added to the federal tax structure
from time to time. For example, in 1898, under the .pressure of the war with Spin,
a tax was imposed upon legacies.6 At first, no exemption was accorded to legacies in
favor' of

1\-charitable,
religious, and edudatioral institutions. But in 1901 such an exemp-

*-
, if

t Pattersoh, Belknap &Webb, NewiYork, New York. r .

This paper was prepared in 1.954 for The Rockefeller Foundation by its c nsel, Chayncey
Belknap, in cooperation with Philip-Mandel. It-has of -been previously publlshe and Is presentedr
here because of its historical interest and relevance o the questimis considered y the Pile; Com-
mission.
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tion was enacted,' applicable not only to all future legacies, but also to all :prior
legacies on which the tax had not yet been paid, and in 1902 Congress passed further
legislation° requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to refund all taxes previously paid
on such bequests.

The legacy tax did'not long survive the exige of the war with Spain, but the
fiscal demands of World War I revived the gover ent's need to claim a share of dead
men's fortunes. The estate tax of 19169 worked, on a different scheme from the 1898
Act. This was a true estate tax, imposed at progressive rates increasing with the size
of the entire estate, rather than a separate levy against each legacy. Under a legacy tax
any exemption accrues directly to the advantage of the charitable legatee. Under an
estate tax, however, if charitable bequests are made deductible irr determining the
estate subject to tax, the direct benefit of the deduction accrues to the advantage of
the residuary legatee, which migho or might not be the charity intended to be favored

/ by the law. Probably for this reason because.the benefit to the charities cif an estate
tax deduction for charitable contributions was"not certain, direct, and dear the
1916 estate tax contained no charitable deduction.

However, in 1917 the charitable contribution deduction, limited to 15 percent of
income, was enacted' ° with regard to the individual income tax, on the theory that
by favoring the donor the deduction would stimulate contributions and thus help
the charities." The relevance of this theory to the estate tax was immediately appar-
ent, and Prof. Samuel McCune Lindsay of Columba University appeared before the
Ways and Means Committee at hearings' 2 on the proposed Revenue Act of 1918 to
ask on behalf of universities and charitable agencies that an estate tax deduction be
enacted. Despite the wartime need for revenue, Congress acceded." Other federal
tax provisions favoring "charities" have been enacted since, and exist today: exemp-
tion from admissions taxes;'4 exemption from gift taxes;' s and the corporate con-
tribution deduction." -

All of these provisions help charitable organizations either directly,-by relieving
them from the burden of taxation, or indirectly, by stimulating potential contributors
to generosity. Together, they reflect a legislative policy of aid and encouragement to
charitable organizations which has been consistently followed since the first exemp-
tion provisionppeared in the Revenue Act of 1894.

Before that date, the general pattern of federal taxation left charitable organiza-
tions free from levy. Except for a brief interval during the Civil War, the federal
government obtained its revenue from import duties and excise taxes.' 7 The Civil
War income taxes were levied on special classes of business corporations and thus
spared charitable orginizations from any burden. But it -is noteworthy that the Civil
War license tax," uncle!' which even doctors and lawyers paid for the rivilege of
exercising their occtipations, made an exception in favo of schoolmasters d cler -

Imen. Also, the Act of June 30, 1864," imposing taxes on the gross rece is of o- 1

prietors of lotteries, provided that if thp managers of ny charitable or benevol nt
association proved that the proceeds of a lottery were for charitable or benevolent
uses, t(ien the lottery was exempt from income taxes and, license charges.

Whilethe Revenue Act of 1894 contained the first' specific statutory provisions
granting exemption from federal income taxes, the policy of utilizing the Mx structure
to nurture and protect charitable organizations had a long prior history. By 1894
similar exemptions were well establis)ied in the property tax laws of the various states,
and such exemptions had their origin back in medieval days. We turn next to an
examination of this historical background.

Historical Background of the Federal Exemption

The English Statute of Charitable Uses

Ago The grouping of religion, charity, and education as favori{es of the law does not
begin with American laws regarding income tax tion, but -has an anc(ent historical
and legal basis.

ti rO
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During the Middle Ages, the church was the sole significant educational institution,
as well as thprincipal dispenser of charity. In Greece and Rome, charity had been a
governmental function. In the Judeao-Christian morality, charity vs a duty to God.
After the collapse of the Roman Empire, the church stadily gtLwf in wealth, and
religious bodies cared for"the poor, the infirm, and the fatherless. During this time
also, religious bodies preserved and perpetuated the ancient learning. In England, the
church ultimately came to be so wealthy and powerful as to.threaten the authority
of the crown Therefore, the church was first subjected to taX'ation," and ultimately
the bulk of its properties was confiscated.' ' In order to discourage gifts to the church,
or for-its use, mortmain statutes and other technical barriers were erected against
successful completion of charitable gifts. But after the ascendancy of secular govern-
ment had been made secure, and th church had been established as an organ of the
State, relaxation of th se rules appe ed desirable.' 2 The famous statute of charitable

ifuses (43 Elizabeth c. ) was an examp of such relaxation. Although not within the
framework of the tax law, this was esse tially an exemption statute. The judges in-
terpreted the statute as operating to perfect charitable gifts even though they were
formally crective. Thus the statute exempted charitable gifts from the many technical
traps and pitfalls of common law conveyancing, whkh had earlier been used to thwart

aritable gifts and which still continued to upset many noncharitable transfers and
1 cdnyeyances. This principle of giving effect'tQ the intent of the charitable donor led

to the invention of the cy pres doctrine, which has since been an important feature
of English and American law.2 3

In applying the statute of Elizabeth, the courts interpreted the favored uses broadly
as inclucW religion, education, and miscellaneous pulblic uses. Thus the law of elee--
mosynarrnstitutions is often referred to as the law of Charitable Institutions, and
even today in the United States the concept of "charitable gifts" in various state

. laws (such as laWs regarding perpetuities) includes gifts to religious and educational
institutions.

Because of this historical and technical justification, and because it is convenient
to have a group designation for all three types of institutions, the term "charitable"
is sometimes used in this paper to comprehend charitable, religious, and educational.

Eolonialand State Practice

Exemption of religious and educational institutions. The American colonist
brought with him many of the traditions and customs of Europe, which included a
tradition of tax exemption of church property, Par antedating the English Reforma-
tion: a

i *ft

A perusal of fhe history of tax.exemptiorriridicat that the granting of tax im-
munity to ecclesiastical and military property is pr aff1Y as old as the history of
taxation. Church property, for example, was exempted under the doctrine that
it ceased to be under human control when it was devotedUrGod....Underthe
Saladinlithe, for instance, which is said to be the first occasion when movable
property was regularly taxed, the books and pparatus of clergymen were
exempted."

In accordance -with,the English pattern, a numb r of the American colonial govern-
ments maintained ektablished churches, and these were exempt from taxation. Mpg
commentators explafn the tax exemption of churches in the colonies as a result of
this connection with the statenaturally, as t state or an, supported b' taxation, the
church would not be taxed." However, since hip y shoWs that the church was
exempt from taxation before it became an organ of d'State, and has continued to
be exempt in the United States long after govern ental religious establishments. ,
have beep pcohitSited by the Constitution, it is evide that the tax exemption of the
fhurch did not rest Solely on Its/connection with the State.

-1 '6 7
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Furthermore, tax exemption was not confined to the established chi,' rch, nor was
tax Support. As the ideal of religious freedom spread:in colonial America, dissenting
churc 1 s came to be tolerated. and ultimately to be supported out of tax funds, In
1727 onnecticut. enacted an "Act for the Ease of such as sober Dissent," providing -
that c urch taxes would be distributed pro rota to the dissenting as well as to the
established churches. Other states had similar provisions, making the dissenting
churches not only exempt from the payment of taxes, but beneficiaries of tax pay,
men ts.2 6

The libertarian spirit of the American revolution substituted ideal of religious
liberty for that of an established church. Church and state were coin etely separated.
The Constitituion prohibited Congress from establishing any church a from inter-
fering with religious freedom, and various state constitutions had similar provisions.
All of the American states, however, continued the practice of granting tax exemp-
tions in favor of religion. Such exemption was "'so...entirely in accord with public
sentiment that it universally prevailed." 7

The Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776, adopted at the outset of the Revolution,
provided: "... all religious societies or bodies of men, heretofore united, or incorpor-
ated for the advancement of religibn or learning, or for other pious and charitable
purpotes, shall be encouraged and protected in the enjoyment of the privileges, im-
munities, and estates, which they were accustomed to enjoy, or could by right have
enjdyed under the laws or former constitution of this state."

In some states, though no exempting legislation was passed, the exemption of
churches was continued fly custom and common understanding. In New Hampshire,
for exa e, the first statutory exemption was enacted in 1842, but this merely

ed the existing practice.28 In .1879 a New Hampshire statute was passed,
ll g exempted church property to the value of $10,000, The attorney for a church
that tried unsuccessfully to contest this limitation wrote ip his points, without con,
tradiction from his adversary: "Until the passage of this law no state or gover.nmer?ii!

,has taxed church property."2 9
In New Jersey the exemption of churches existed without statutpry authority until

the enactment of an exemption statute in 1851. In 1853 a New Jersey court said that
this custom "... was in fact a contemporaneous construction of the laws this Court

....
would probably have sanctiOned had the question been formally,raised." 3 *

111 the earliest colonial days religion was a dominant motive of education, for it
was essary to train ministers who could study the holy writings and expound the
Gospel 3 e colonists were also concerned to keep learning from being buried in
the grave o those who had been educated in the Old World. It is therefore natural
to -find a emption f r education going hand-in-hand with the same privilege
for' religion in the early col nial legitlation'.,

For example, the Mas chusetts Bay Province Laws of 1706-7, granted the follow-
ing exemptions from poll tax, property tax, and faculty tak: '.k

. (except the governour and tieutenant-governour and their familys, the presi-,
dent, fellows and students of Harvard Colledge, setled ministers, grammar-school
masters, and such who through age, infirmity or extream povert , in the judge-
merit of the assessors are rendred /incapable to contribute t wards publick
4harges), who are hereby exempted, as well from being taxed fo eir polls, as
for their estates being in their own hands, and under their actual management
and improvement; and all estate, both real and personal, lying within the limits
and bounds of such town or district, or next unto the same, not paying else-
where, in whose hand, tenure, occupation or pos'session.soever the same is or
shall be found; ...3 2

The Revolutionary legislature preserved the coloniat exemptions and the Massachu-
setts statute enacted in 1777-78 was not very different from that of 1706

110
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Ptitvided, nevertheless,
SECT. 4. That the following persons; v-14 the president, fellows, professors,
tutors, librarian and students of Harvard alle(u)ge, who have their ususal resi-
dence there, and settled ministers of the gospel, and gramm(a)(e)r,-school mas-
ters, are not to be assessed for their polls or their estates, unless their real estate
be not under their actual management and improvement, or not in4he parishes
where they are settled; and also all persons who have the managerhent and im-
provement of the estate belonging to Harvard Colle(d)ge, are not to be assessed
for the same, and other persons, if such there be, who, through,age, infirmity or
ex tre(e)me poverty, in the judgment of the assessors, are not able to pay towards
the public charges, they may exempt their polls or estates, or abate part of what
they are set at, as they on their oath shall think just and equitable.33

As has been seen, in the section of the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 quoted
above, organizations for the advancement of "learning" as well as religion were guaran-
teed continued protection

of
their accustomed privileges and impunities.

However, by the time of the-American Revolution it was generally true that inter-
est in education had taken a secular turn. Nearly Fvery state constitu on provided for
the encouragement of education and science. The intense interes f Franklin and
Jefferson in education is well known. In his first message to Co ss, George Washing-
ton said. "... Nor am I less persuaded that you will agree with me in opinion that there
is nothing more deserving your patronage than 'the promotion of science and litera-
tiire. Knowledge in every country is the surest basis of public happiness. In one in
which the measures of government receive their Impressions so immediately from the
sense of the community as ours it is proportionately essential."

Both in the colonies and the states the grant of tax exemption was an important
method of fostering the growth of educational institutions. In most instances the
colleges had to be started with the grant of governmental funds and supported for a
nine y annual contributionS' from taxation. But private funds were-atso solicited, and
ultimately private support and control prevailed.

In 1890, four years prior to enactment of the first federal income tax exemption,
the facts in regard to the practice of granting exemption to educational institutions
were summarized as follows: .

... This custom was almost universal among the colonies, and even extended so
far as to exempt in several instances the property of the members of the college
or university. Thus, Rhode Island formerly exempted all the properly of the

se- :rown piers' y rom axa ion, u when the charter was revised
this feature was amended, so that" now the property of each professor is exemp-
ed to the extent of ten_ thcusand dollars only. The principle of exemption of

mature oeducational institutions

4.4

Government as to represent a practically irrevoca le law.

Historically;'no more settled and constant polic has ever been adopted by s
many StatesiNsegard to higher education. In t e majority of the States either-
constitutional provision or statute law exempts roperty in actual use for edu-
cational purposes, while several go further and exempt the, productive funds
also.34

Exemption .of benevolent organizations. EXemption of benevolent organization
for the relief of the poor and the sick did not come into being quite so early as.
teligioos and educational, exemptions. For example, the early exemption .statutes
quoted above contain an exemption fo individuals who through age, infirmity, or-:ex
treme poverty are unable to contribute °wards public charges, but notior any organ
zation ministering to such individuals. The reason is that institutional relief for th
poor did not assume importance in t is country until the nineteenth century.35 I

early coloni4,1 days the churches and towns had responsibility 'for the poor, and

;
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charitable work, but largely on an individual3basis." In the nineteenth centur th
kotime went on, the states gave increasing aid. Private persons performed the b k of

public and private charitable work began to take institutional form, and tax exemp-
tion promptly followed: .

But the municipalities found themselves unable to cope with the task, and pri-
vate philanthropy stepped into do the necessary work. Then the spread of the
laissez fire doctrine and its permeation of American thought lent the color of
philosop ic sanction to a process' that was inevitably setting in because of the
imperfection of the governmental machinery in administering so delicate a task
as relief. Private relief was deemed mote efficacious than governmental. For

-'example, the Connecticut Commission of Inquiry recommended in 1856 the es-
tablishment of a privately controlled home for idiots, ratherthan one controlled

-.by the government. Nor were the State authorities averse to the growth of pri-
vate institutions, for on every occasion they added incentive to private bounty.
by offering a modicum of State aid on condition of large private endowments.

\, 'But insofar as the State.permitied _p_rivate institutions to take over the work of
charity, the latter were pro tanto relieving the State of a burden which ithad
avOndly undertaken to bear. Private institutions were thus.performing a public
function. Thequid pro quo which the private institutions received was immunity

'Flom taxation. But it must be observed that what is done here is to state the
terms of a bargain which we have not before us. It not to be supposed that
the bargain was openly made and publicly declared. Th re is no direct evidence
that such a bargain was ever made. The process of exemp ing these private insti-
tptions developed imperceptibly, subtly. It Was a sponta eous process, leaving
no trace of its origin or immediate_development.3 7

By 1894 the-practice of granting tax exemptions in favor of religious, eductational,
and charitable institutions was virtually universal among the American sti;es..Some-

statute, sometimes by special act." Sometimes, all, the tax ,xemption was granted

times such exemption was granted by the state Aytitution, sometimes by general

in the charter of the institution and such charter exemptions were held by the
Supreme Court of the United States to be contractual in nature and thus within the
constit'htional prohibition againit the impairment 'of con&acts by states.39 The
consideration for the exemption was held to be present in the purpose of theorgani-
zation, and sometimes in the private donations given in reliance on the charter: "The
appreciation of the fact that education and refinement are more likely to go hand and
hand with virtue, than are illiteracy and ignorance, that they best lead to good citizen-
s ip and the good order of the community, constitutes the consideration."'" Whit-

an an College v. Berry/non, 156 F. 112, 119 (1907).
By and large the state exemptions prior` 1894 were property t

principally reahpvbperty exemptions. Most states exempted only realty
or the "charitable" purpose, although some states also exempted inc

realty. Income-producing personalty wa more likely to be exempte
tive realty possibly, because there is o other use for stocks an()
because such personalty does nofrequire Nice of the municipality.

But the exemptions granted by stat
tions. The Massachusetts statutes, cited
property taxes. The faculty tax was a p

'designed to secure contribution to gover
who owned. It seems to have been firs
sgfead to some other New England Stat
As exemplified by the Massachusetts s

-the faculty tax were the s
Another form of ,tax

tax. As of 1917, immedia

pemptions,
actually used

e-producing
than produc-
nds, possibly

were not limited to property tax exemp-
bove, involved "faculty"41 taxes as well as
ecfirsor of the modern income tax, and was
ment from those who earned as well as those
enacted in M4ssachusetts Bay in 1646, and

s, but it never:lattained any real significance.
tutes quoted above, the exemptions under

me as under pioperty taxes.
sed by the states in the nineteen# century was the legacy
ely prior to the federal adoptionlif an estate tax deduction
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for 'Charitable" bequests, states had-legacy 'taxes; and 34 of these had a "charitable"
excinption.4 2

l4 /0.
English Income Tax Exemptions

The English income tax practice may also be assumed to have influenced congres-
sional thought in 1894 with regard to exemptions under the new income tax law."

)3y that date England had employed the income tax for nearly a hundred years, and
almost froin the first had granted a "charitable" exemption.44 In the English statutes,
the tax exemption applied to organizations having "charitable purposes." This
Was broadly interpreted by the courts in accordance with precedents under the S tute
of Charitable Uses (supra, p. 2026), and hence the exemption extended to religious,
educational, charitable, and other miscellaneous public purposes.45

Summary of Historical Data

To recapitulate the historical data: The federal income tax favors to religion,
charity; and education began in 1894 with the income tax exemption enacted that
year. This was the first federal tag from which a significant exemption in favor of such
organizations could be made, because prior' to 1894 federal revenues were secured
primarily. from customs duties and excise taxes. For several years during and after the
Civil War, the federal government employed income taxes, but none of these were
levied in general terms against corporations or associeions, and thus they did not
evoke the exemption.''

In 1894, the established practice in tax laws was such-that the adoption by the
federal vernment of the income x exem 'on was inevitable. Prior to that time
the impo ant taxes in the cou y 'were tL state propertytaxes, and from pie -
Revolutionary days, exemptio pin favor Cif religion,, charity, and education were an

- -integral par t -of- such-taxes, ptions being in some cases protected by state
constitutions. Furthermore, the English income tax, nearly a century old by 1894,
almost from the first had granted similar exemptions.

_Underlying Policy of the Federal Exemption

As would be expected in the atmosphere that has been described, the 1894 exemp-
tion provision was enacted without debate and virtually without comment. Whether
an income tax was desirable at all was the issue upon which all attention was focused.
Congressman Tucker, in offering the amendment providing for the exemption, stated
merely that it was intended, to assure that ' educational and charitable institutions
may not suf r under the bill."46 The exem ion provision was accepted as a matter
of course. T e 'Congressional Record will be earthed in vain for am,/ fuller expression
of the golicy undprlying the exemption. - .

Nor are we any better off when we go ack to the exemption provisi6ns in thp
colonial, state, and English tax laws, for the also appear to have been adopted with-
out division of opinion. In this country, t e development of the exemptions was
probably rooted in the political philosophy which was widely prevalent in the early
days, the thinking that led to the American Revolution and inspired the growth of
the federal system. This was the spirit of classical liberalism, born in the writings of
Montesquieu, Locke, and Bentham, and flowering in the political thinking of Frank-
lin, Jefferson, Madison, and their followeFs.

The d9minant tenets of classical liberalism were distrust of government and faith
that the progress and well-beirlg of mankind could best be achieved by natural forces
harmoniing the individual actions of men yho_we.re...left untrammeled. Individual
and grou enterprise were to be left free, for private initiative would in the end result
to comm n ad antage through the operation of automatic regulators such at `the forces
of comp titio ,and supply and demand. Such freedom of action an thought might

) 1 1
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lead to individual error, but a processQf natural selection would winnow out the good
from the' bad and lead to the survival of what would be for the good of the
greatest number.

Among the founding f4thers, the concepts of free and open competition.. of ideas
and of official non-interference extended into the field of religion as well as other
areas. Among Jefferson's letters is the-following:

In our university you know there is no Professor of Divinity. A handle has been
made of this, to disseminate an idea that this is an institution, not merely of
no religion, but against all religion . . . In our annual report to the legislature,
after stating the constitutional reasons against a public e tablishment of any
'religious in;tru tion, we suggest the expediency of encour ing the different
religious sects to s.tablish, each for itself, a professorship, their own tenets,
on the confines of university, so near as that their students may attend the
lectures there, and ave the free use of our library .. . ; preserving, however,
their independence of us and of eacjl other. This fills the chasm objected to *in
ours, as a defect in an institution professing to give instruction in all useful
sciences . .. And by brjnging the sects together, and mixing them with the mass

prejudices, and make the general religio a religion of peace, reasor4 and moral-
of other students, we shall soften their asperities, liberalize and neutralize-their

ity.47 . ..,
v

° Many of '(h se basic tenets of political.thinking appear in Chief Justice Marshall's
opinion in Dartmouth College v. Woodward,` 17 U.S. 518 (1819). theJirnitation of
governmental functions; the importance of education to the state; the necessity to
preserve private educational efforts from state interference, the necessity to protect
contractual arrangements from impairment by state action. Of the Dartmouth charter,
Marshall said: "The objects for which a corporation is created are universally such as
the government wishes to promote. They are deemed beneficial to the country;and
this benefit constitutes the consideration of the grant." 8

FurthermOre, Marshall stated; if private individuals were to be expected to con-
tribute voluntarily to eleemosynary institutions, they must be assured that the con-
tracts surrounding their donations will be fulfilled. In prOtecting contracts against

_impairment the framers.of the 'Constitution had the purpose ". . . of withdrawing
them fronf the influence of the legislative bodies, whose fluctuating policy, and re-
peated interferences, produced the most perplexing and injurious embarrassments ..."

The State argued that it had the right to amend the-charter granted by the King
because Dartmouth, being an educational institution, was of special interest to the
State. Marshall agreed that the State was concerned with education, but he point d
out that New Hampshire was not the intended beneficiary of the colIege, thou h
the State would benefit through he college's contribution to the general welfare. 9
Further, arshall argued, institu ons of this, character, although riot performin a
governor ntal function, make-imp, rtant contributions to the general welfare: "T.h se

rriieleemos ary institutions do not fill the place which would.otherwise.be occ pied
by gove ment, but that which ould otherwise remain vacant. They are co plete
acquisitions to literature: They are donations to education; donations, which any
government must be disposed rather to encourage than to discountenance's° .

These words of the great Chief Justice were uttered, it is true, in a context unre-
lated to taxes and tax exemptions, but like many of Marshall's opinions they illum-
inate a wider area than the immediate subject matter. They give expression,' ii is
believed, to the implicit reasoning and the tacit convictions on which in this country
the policy of tax exemption for eleemosynary institutions was based.

It is not mere coincidence that the Dartmouth College Case was later used by the
Supreme Court as authority for it ruling that states could not impair tax exemp-
rtions they had earlier granted in c liege charters.51 The principles and plicy of he

a College Case apply to the tax - exemption cases as though tailor made.
That policy recognized, that these Were institutions, to use Mar a words, "whin.

1 9 2.
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any government must be disposed rather to encourage than to discountenance."
Why? Because of their contribution to the general welfare.

Note, particularly, Marshall's statement that'These eleemosynary instlftitiens do
not fill the place which would otherwise be occupied ,by government, but that
which would otherwise remain vacant."

These words can hardly be too strongly underscored. Marshall was referring to
privately supported educational institutions of higher learning. If is true that many
eleemosynary institutions do fill a place that would otherwise be occupied by
government, and especially by the welfare state of today. This has increasingly led
legislators, courts, and text writers to put forward as the principal, if not the only,
justification for tax exemption the saving of expenses to the government resulting
from the operations of the exenption beneficiary. The argument supporting
exemptions on this ground has obvias practical appea1.5 2 But in spite of the heavy
reliance that in many quarters is now placed on tht reasoning for the support of
tax exemptions, it is easy td demonstrate that not mercenary advantage to. the
government but a higher regard for public benefit has been the controlling motive
of the lawmakers.

On this point, tlie.exemption of religious institutions is convincing. Church and
State have been separated since the Revolutionary period. Moreover, religion has
never been a function of the federal government. In relieving the churches from
taxation, government is not granting a favor to institutions whose place "would
otherwise be occupied by goldernment," but encouraging institutions to fill a place
"which would otherwise remain vacant."

Going step further, consider the exemption,granted to missionary organizations,
whose activities consist of preaching the gospel and ',doing good works in foreign
lands. This is not only an activity barred to government, it may also be argued that
the benefits accrtie obly'reniotelyarid4tri trectly to our own citizens..Yet no
exemption is more securely established.

Turn next to the field of education, an take Harvard University as a test case.
The income Harvard derives from its endowment funds, representing benefactions
accumulated over three centuries, is exempt from federal income tax. But it cannot
be contended in this case that (as the Ways and Means Committee Report on the.
Revenue Bill of 1938 argued52) "the Government is compensated for the loss of
revenue by its relief from financial burden which would otherwise have to be met
by appropriations from public funds ..." The establishment Sand maintenance of
institutions Of higher education is certainly not the responsibility of the federal
govern men t..

It is ecp.tally true that the exemption from the local propetty tax which Harvard
enjoys under the laws of Mafsachusetts cannot be explained on any theory that'the
state, or the municipality of Cambridge, which suffer the reduction di tax revenues,
receive a quid pro quo from the University in the nature of a service that the state
or local government would otherwise be obliged to render. If Harvard University did
not exist, the State of Massachusetts would have no obligation, to provide facilities
for educating on the university level the thousarids of non-residents of Massachusetts
who now attend Harvard, and .the1 City of Cambridge clearly is not giving the
exemption as a quid pro quo for being relieved from a burden that it would
otherwise have to assume.

As the foregoing test' cases show, the quid pro quo explanation of tax
exemptionsk,although it has achieved a wide currency and has gained in validity'
with the broadening of governmental functions, is not adequate as a justification of
the privilege in some of the nlost important segments of the general area under
discbssion. It is evident that the tak4, exemption privilege has much deeper roots than
the quid pro quo theory would admit.

The true explanation, and the only principle that affords a complete justification
covering the entire field of exemptions in this general categdy, is that government
relieves from the tax burden religious, educational, and charitable activities because

1
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it wishes to encourage them as representing the highest and noblest achieeyements of
Mankind. There is ample authority to support this position:

They take a superficial view of the purpose and see%jyity of all government
who disparage or disregard the aids afforded by education, charity-t, and
religion. The great end of all government for which all taxes are levied is to
preserve order, secure life, liberty, reputation and property, and advance the
civilization, promote the happiness, and ,moral and religious elevation of
mankind. All these are more effectually secured and promoted by schools of
learning, charitable relief, and moral and religious instruction and,worship,
than by all the Prisons and Poorhouses that were ever estab'ished and
supported by governments, taxationhese, therefore, are legitimate objects for
the encouragement of the government, as subserving the great purposes of all

_go-vernment, at least in the negative manner pf exemption from taxation.
Price, Taxation of Learning, Charity and Religion (1851).

People ex rel Seminary of .Our Lady of Angels v. Barber, 42 Hun 27, ifi'd 106
N.Y. 669 (18'87): -

The policy of the law has been, in this State from an early day, to encourage,
foster and Kotect corporate institutions of religious and literary character,
because the religious, moral and intellectual culture afforded by them were
deemed, as they are in fact, beneficial to the public,- necessary. to the
advancement of civilisation, and the proPotion of the welfare of society. And,
therefore, those institutions have been relieved from the burden' of taxation
by statutory exemption.

Matter of Huntington, 168 N.Y. 399 (1901):
The organized charities and benevolent agencies which _actually relieve human
misery, and labor in unselfish devotion to improve the moral and physical
conditions of mankind, are alike the fruits and aids of goad, government, and
to exempt Their property usually the gifts of the benevolent from the
burdens of taxation is scarcely less the duty than, the privilege of the
enlightened legislator:

People ex rel Soc. Free Church v. Feither, 63 App. Div. 181 (1901):
. . . it seems to us that it must be held that the entire building comes within
the letter and spirit of the statute entitling it to an exemption from taxation.
The policy of the law in this State, at least, is always to encourage corporate
institutions of religious and literary charSoter, upon the theory 'that
instruction afforded by either eleva'tes the individual and, therefore,, benefits
the State.

BI ac kmar, History of Fidera.1 and State Aid to Higher Education in the United
States, -27 (1890)-.

Education is not a .money- making business; it is either a benevolence or a
public defence. There is not, an institution Of advanced learning that can pay
its Nay by tuition.'There has been a sacrifice by the people 4 large through'
the State, of by individuals,4or by organizations and associations. Referring to
twRof the foremost political economists, Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill,
weind that their doctrines oppose the practice of the taxation of institution
of learning. Adam Smith's fundamental law of taxation seems to bear directly
upon the question, when it declares that 'The subjects of every State ought
to contribute toward the support of the government as nearly as possible in
proportion to their respective abilities, that is, in proportion to the revenue
which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the State.' Who ever
heard of, an institution of learning enjoying revenues as stock-owners in a
railroad company enjoy dividends? Does any one ever hear" of educational
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institutions of Hiller learning declaring dividends to individuals? Education is
on an entirely different basis; When a college or a university gets money, it
buys books, builds libraries, purchases apparatus, employs extra teachers, or
erects a neW building, that the youth of the .country, the Oest wealth of the
State, may be better fitted for the duties of citizenship and for life.

In Helvering v. Bliss, ,293 U.S. 144 (1934), the Supreme Court of the United
States said, The exemption of income devoted to charity" was "gegotten from
motives of public policy" and was not to be narrowly construed."

Historically, it seems clear that the underlying motivation of the tax exemptions
was not restricted to fiscal advantages to the granting government, nor even
restricted to the welfare of its own people. Ideals of humanitarianism and piety
prevailed, and these were not bounded by ..national lines. While some of our
missionaries went abroad only to spread tht gospel, many went 'abroad to do good
works as well. Traditionally, great Americans have been moved by a feeling for all
mankind, and not merely for their compatriots. Perhaps in earlier days the ideal of
the brotherhood of mankind did not seem to be surrounded by so many thorns as
today. A hint of the broad idealism of earlier times is afforded by the New York
State Exemption Statute of 1893, which may have been the last such state statute

' passed prior to the 1894 federal exemption provision. The New York statute listed
first among exempted purposes the moral And mental improvement of mankind.

Section 1. Exemption of property of certain non-business corporations. The
real property of a corporation or association organized exclusively for the
moral and mental improvement of men and 'women or for religious, charitable,
missionary, hospital, educational, patriotic, historical or cemetery purposes,
and used exclusively for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes
shall be exempt from taxation. But no such corporation or association shall be
entitled to'arry such exemption, if any officer, member or employee thereof
shall receive hr may be lawfully entitled to receive any pecuniary profit from
the operations thereof except reasonable compensation for services ...53

. Who would then have changed this statute to read "the moral and mental
improvement of men and women in New York State"? Who would then have
advocated the deletion of missionary work from the exemption clause on the
ground that this was not the-concern of the enacting sovereign?,

As indicated by the fore oing, government has granted the charitable tax
exemptions in, order to enc rage voluntary private organizations to carry out
certain activities which, by c mon understanding a're agreed to rate among the
highest in the scale of social values. The preference that these activities be carried

fg out by voluntary' private organizations is based upon two advantages that private
action in these fields enjoys over government action.

The first advaritage is that voluntary private enterprise can often do the job
better. Perhaps the most familiar example of this lies the field of poor relief,
where in some cases the work is turned over to private agencies even when the bill

- is borne by the:government:54'
New 'York State has long had a system of state payments to denominational

charitable agencies. In the New York Constitutional Convention of 1894 this .

practice was considered by the Committee on Charities and Charitable institutions.
The committee reported in part as follows:

4

, . ..

The Committee is of the opinion that the public has received adequate return
for all moneys paid to charitable institutions, that the expenditures made have
been, in most instances, far less, than if the. institutions had been conducted
by the public;... that the care, of those in private institutions is better, in
most instances, than that received in those under control of public local

t. I
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officers, and is, at least, as good and fully on a par with the institutions,
li:pfewer in number, directly under the control of the State itself;, .5 5

The committee report further stated that the volunteers working with private
agencies "bring to these institutions, not the perfunctory service which would be
rendered by paid public officials, many of them quali(ied only by political service,
but sincere devotion of officers, directors, managers-and subordinates engaged in
their work as a labor of love and not for emolument."

Similarly, no extended exposition is necessary to show the prevalence in
American philosophy of the ideal of "freedom of education." And it is not
necessary to argue at length that this ideal is not based upon any desire to shift the
cost of higher education away from the government.

We believe that another imp6rtant area in which the advantage of fostering
priVate philanthropy has been demonstrated is the field of eleemosynary
foundations, especially foundations organized for broad charitable purposes, such as
"to promote the well-being of mankind throughout the, world.' AS has been seen,
such organizations have always enjoyed exemption from federal income tax.
Foundations have been specifically, mentioned in the exemption prOvisions of every
federal income tax law beginning with the Revenue Act of 1921: The flow of funds
into phifanthropic foundations has been a remarkable voluntary recognition of the
social responsibilities of great wealth. This is not the place to recite the many
benefits these organizations have conferred upoil mankind, but a statement of what
their millions have accomplished as compared with the results of billions of dollars
of govgfnmental expenditure would be striking testimony in support of the superior
efficiency of private enterprise in charity.;

The second advantage of private control of these activitie lies in the effect of
such control upon the overall pattern of our society. This sideration in favor of
private control and decentralization transcends the belief that private enterprise can
do the specific job better. Regardless of marginal differences in efficiency between
private enterprise and government enterprise, the broad ramifications of freedom
require a preference for private activity and diversity. President Eliot of Harvard
phrased it thus:

The two nations in .which endowments for public uses have long existed are
the two free nations of the world. In England and the United States, the
method of doing public work by means of endowments managed by private
corporations, has been domesticated for several centuries; and those are the
only two nations which have succeeded on a great scale in combining liberty

,with stability in free institutions. The citizens of a free State must be
accustomed to. associated action in a great variety of forms; they must have
many local centres of common action, and many agencies and administrations
for public objects, besides the 'ientr.al agency of government. France perfectly
illustrates the deplorable consuences of concentrating all powers in the
hands of governMent. Her people have no experience in associated action, and
no means of getting any. To abandon the method of fostefing endowments, in
favor of the method of direct government action, is, to forego one of the great
securities of public liberty. 5.6

A substantially similar modern view:

These possibilities indicate that a wide range of choices is open to donors
within which &they may create charitable trusts under a diversity of terms and
conditions. Trris freedom of choice, as well as the concept of the charitable
trust itse:1, accords with the hiqoric idea of a wide sphere of individual
liber and is consonant with the pluralistic theory of society as

distinguished from the doctrine of the monolithic state.
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Eschewing the ,idea of uilimited supremacy of the state, the pluralistic theory
: :

conceives the,state asguardian of the liberty of the individual to cherish other
allegiances_not destructive of the state, and keeps the way open for the
creation and growth of a great variety of voluntary institutions, agencies, and
associations for purposes related to the welfare of mankind.5"7

Another modern statement of ,the same point of view was recently made by
Theodore Geiger, research director of the Nati al Planning Association, in Chapter

.,,,..lg,,,LTA4al of Corporate Giving," a syrn posium written by experts in various
fields of activity:

Private vs. Governmental Decision-Makigi

The argument for maintaining a ,large ensure of private support. for
educational, scientific, acrd welfare.mstivi, 'by no nieans rests solely on the
desirability of keeping. in cheCk,the dernyids upon the pUblic purse and hence
upon the taxpayer. More, imp6r4titt is based upon the necessity. of
preserving to, the maximum, pcisspfile extent the decentralized and private
character of the decision-maing,pf9c8s in all phases of out national life,

Not only our freedom but our continued progress toward a better life depend
in part upon maintaining the ,rich diversity of -values and abilities and the
powerful motive force of individual initiative and insight which have hitherto
characterized our culture. To the extent to which, in any important sector of
our national life, the centralization of decision-making passes beyond a certain
point, these prerequisites of freedom and progress are sacrificed.

:.

Some centralization of decision-making whether in ,governmental or in
private hands is, of course, always necessary; arid no doubt more may be
inevitable in the kind of world in which we live today. But there is less need
or justification for it in the fields appropriate for five percent activities than
in many others. Education and science, are two activities in which progress is.
particularly dependent upon intellectual freedom, multiplicity of viewpoints
and interest, and diversity of 'individual inspiration and action. A necessary
element in the field of social welfare is the 'kind of pioneering and the direct
human approach which government agencies cannot normally attain. The
quality of our activities in education, science, and welfare, cannot long be
maintained unless there is a firm foundation of private initiative and control.

Such a vie; does not by any means imply a belief that all Individual acts are _
good or socially useful. Though there undoubtedly will be some duplication
arid Inefficiency, these are a necessary price to pay for the preservation of
individual initiative and decision-making dispersed throughout the lart.d. For,
freedom and multiplicity of actions do provide the best and perhaps the
only guarantee that some vital lead in science will not be missed, some
promising education method disregarded, some fruitful insight into human
behavior suppreised, or some challenging inspiration in art, literature, or music
allowed to wither for lack of support. In the last.analysis; the major reason
why public policy should favor the effective use of the five percent privilege
by corporati9'ns is because it will help to preserve the necessary
decentralization and diversity of decision-making in the educational, scientific,
and welfare fields."

Inthe same volume, in a chapter on higher eduCation, John W. Milieu wrote:

Thanks to the variety (of,irtstitutions): we hate healthy competition among
colleges and universities, and we have insured sari ,op'portunity for the
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expression of. many different eduCatiorkal points of view, from the most
progressiye to the most conservative. The-number and diversity of our schools
have made' it impossible for any one grgup in.our society, either through
private or governmental channels, to gain domination of higher education, and.
have promoted the best' interests of academic freedom. The flexibility of our
universities in opening, up new lines of study helps to explain why such a large
portion of our youth goes on from hi school t6 higher education. In short,
the diversify 91 the field of higher ed ation is a, true refleption and, at the
sathestime, one of the bulwarks of our free ciety.

In another chapter of the same volume, Pickett points to the
disadvantages of governmental foreign aid progra in terms that invite comparison
with the activities of tax-exempt foundations in the same field:

Foreign aid programs administered by -governmental and interionrnmental
agencies and supported by tax funds cannot be expected, in many cases, to:
promote qualities of personal ,friendship and interest. In some cases, the
political tag attached to government efforts limits or even nullifies their
permanent effectiveness, although as temporary measures they help stem the

,-title of diStress. In other cases, the'enormous size and emergency, short-term
nature of the governmental type of project.give little scope for the expression of
A deep human coricern.6°

We have seen,. therefore, that the policy underlying the tax exemption of
charitable organizations is motivated primarily by a desire on the part, of
government to encourage 'activities ,contributing to the general Welfare and by a
belief that voluntary privateborganizations have certain definite advantages over
goVernment agencies in conducting these activities. It remains only to emphasize the
peculiar suitability of tax exemption as an, instrument by which govarnment can
give such encouragement without impairing the independence of prganizations
receiving the lienefit. Being, of general application, and therefore operating
automatically in fav*or' of, all organizations that meet the standards set by the
Revenue Act, .the tax 'exemption provisions insulate private charitable enterprises
from the goVernfn,tnt domination which is invited by the alternative method of
direct grants by government. This was brilliantly stated by President Eliot in 1874,
long before the malignant growth of totalitarian states, made the dangersjinherent in
government control 'plainly apparent: ,

. -
It has been often asserted; that to exempt an institution from taxation is the
sarnething as to grant it IneneY directly from the public treailiry,. This
statement is sophistical and fallacious. It is true that the immediate effect on
the public treast4 is in dollars. and cents the, same, whether Harvard
University be taxed $50,000, and ten get a grant' of $0,000, or be
exempted ,from taxes to the amount .of -$50,000 and get no grant. The
immediate effecton the,budget of the university would also be the same. The
proximate effects of these two methods of state action in favor of religion,

- education and charity are hoWever unlike, so unlike, indeed, that one is- a
'safe method, while they other is. an unsafe method in the long fun, though it
'may be justifiable under exceptional circumstances. The exemption method is
comprehensive,. simple and 'automatic; the grant method as it has been
exhiblie'd in this country, requires special legislation of a peculiarly dangerous4. sort, a legislkiOn 'which inflames. religious quairels, gives occasion for,
acritrittpicius debate's, and tempts to jobbery., The exemption method leaves

trustees' of 'the institutions ,fostered untrammelled in,,their action, and
.

tintgrOted to unworthy arts or mearcoThpliances.

-hc grant method, 'as practised here, puts them in tile position of importunate
suitors for thh:tublit bounty, or, worse,_coriverts them into ingenious and
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unscrupulous assailants of the publictreastir;:, Finally' and chiefly, -- and to'this point I ask special attention, 7 the-exemption method fostors public
spirit, white the grant method, perseyered in, annihilates-ft....

....-The exemption .method is .emphatically an encouragement to public
,

benefactions. On the contrail', the grant method extinguishes public spirit. No' .
private person thinks of, contributing to the, support of an institution which
has once got firmly saildled ort, the public treasury. The ,exemption method
fosters the public virtues' of self-respect and reliance; the grant method !gads -.
straight to an abject dependence upon that superior power Government: The.
proximate. effects of the two methods 'of state action are as different as
well-being frpm paupirism, as republicanism from corrimunism.. It depends
upon the form which the action, of the...State takes, and upon the means
which must be. used to secure its favor, whether the action of the State be on
the whole wholesome or.pernicious. The exempti6n is wholesOme white the
direct grant is; in thelong run, pernicious.6 '

. \ .

J.
A

Conclusion

Since medieval times, '-certain activities rating high in the scale olcontemporary
values have been accorded tax exemption. From the time when old world culture'
was first transplanted to America, charitable activities have 'been granted varieusk", ..
forms of tax favors. The basic, motive for these tax favors has been a wish. to' .
encourage activit,ies that were recognized as inherently meritorious and conducive to
the general welfare. In some cases it was also true that the exemptecroFganizaitens
performed activities that government would otherwise be forceitIto undertake, bu it
is believed that governmental saving has not been the decisive fy,ctor influencing he
exemption of charitable activities from tax.

where government action

. --. ..
.

area,
Some of these activities, as a'rnatter of 0.,)414 or tradition, fall outside the scope of

government action. Others, although win the. are
would be permissible, are regarded as better left in private hands, for two reasons.
The first reason is that private enterprise and diversity of action are believed to do
the specific job better. The second reason .is, that the preservation of,-the American ,wea.
policies of individual initiative *1,d of",decentralization is deemed vital in itself. .

The co-ordinate privjleges of ta.:1C4 emption and deductibility for tax ,purpOses of .

gifts to tax-exempt organizatiOnNW remarkably well-conceived devices by which -
government can aid and stimulate private charitable enterprise, without subiecting it
to control. - :

The ssence of the advantage of 'this system is that it is automatic. The
governnrie does nit control, the flow of funds to the various organizations; the
receipts o each organizatiori are determined. by the values and the choices of
private givers. The donor; determine' the direction of their own funds, arld the

cdistribution of "tax savings" as well. The ihcome of each individual organizi(iln is a
product of donations it receives and the investment wisdom of its managers., Since
all of these operations are out ofithe hands of government ugder the exsniption and
,deduction statutes, the beneficiary organizations receive their governmehtal aid
withqut having to petition for it. They are, therefore, in President Eliot's words
"... untrammelled in their action, and untempted to unworthy arts or'ineari
comi5lianCes."

bodies,
the automatic of tax exemptions and deductions, private

bodies, and not government, determine the application Of the funds, Private
conviction and inspiration, in 'all, of their diversity, aid' free. to inquA, to
experiment, and to take action. Effort may be wasted, mistakes may be made,
agencies may. even work at cross - purposes; but in the long run the well-tieing of
Mankind is thus fostered. The basic premise of the system is that progress comes .

through freedqm. . . ,

J .c,
,..

.
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Appendix .
I

STATUTORY HISTORY OF PRESENT SECTION
101 (6)1.12.C.

. (Only Acts making a change in substance or
numbering of the provision are printed)

Oct of August 5, 1909, C. 6, 36 Stat. 113, '§ 38 First [2] : .
- "Provided, howevec,-that 'nothing in thissection contained shall apply W.... [d]

nor to any corporation, or association organized and operated exclusively for
religious, charitable or educational purposes no part of the net income of which

. inures to the benefitfof any private stockholder or individual."

Act of October 3, 1913, C. 16, 38 Stat 166, § LI G(a) [2]:
"Provided, howeJer, That nothing in this section shall apply to . . . [f] any
corporation qr association orgaritzed and operated exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, or educatiOnal purposes, no part of the net income of
which inures to the bnefit of any privale stockholder or individual, ..."- .

Act of September 81 1916, C. 463, 39 Stat. 756, § 11(a):
"(a) That there shall notp(taxed under this title any income received by way:
. . Sixth:torporation or association organized andOperated 'exclusively for re-
ligious, charitable, scientific, or educational purpdses, no part of-the net income
of which inures to'the benefit of any private stockholder or individual;"

Act pf February 24, 1919, C. 18, 40 Stag, 1057, § 231:
"That the following organizations shall beexempt fiorn taxation under this title

. . . . (6) Corporations organizedand op9rated exclusively for religious,
table, scientific, or educational purposes, or -for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of
any private, stockholder or individial;"

Act of November.23, 192.1, C..136, 42 Stat 227, §.131:
"That the following organization shall be exempt from taxation under this title

. . . (6) Corporations, and any community chest, fund,* foundation, organ-
ized and .operated excldsively for religious, charitabp, scientific, literary, or edu-
cational purpoSe, or for the 'preventiontof ccue14. to children or animals, no
Part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder
or individual;"

Act of lune 2,1924;C. 234, 43 Stat. 253, §.2.?1:
"The following organizati9ns shall be exempt from taxation under this title
..t. (6) Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, organized
and operated exclusively foe religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educa-
tional purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children %animals, no part
ofithe'net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or .
individual;" I. - .- .. 1

.

Act of May 29, 1928, C. 852, 45 Stat. 791, § 103: t
..... "TheloHowing organizations shall be exempt from taxatiOn under this title ...

(6) Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purpose's, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no.part Of the
net earnings of"which inures' to the benefit of any 'private shareholder or indi-'
vicival;" .

v



Act of May.70, 7934X. 277, 48 Stat. 1580, § 101:
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"The following organizations shall be exempt from taxation under this
. . (6) Corporititins; and any comniOnity chest, fund, or foundation, organized

and operated exclusively for religibui, charitable; scientific, literary or educa-
tional purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part
of the net earnings,of which inures to the benefit ofiany private shareholder or
individual, and no substantial part of the activities of-which is carrying-on propa-
ganda,or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation;"

Act of September 23,*7950, C. 994; 64 Stat. 906, § 332(c):
This Act amended § 101(6) to read as fbIlows
"Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, oiganized and
operated exclusively for religitius, c aritable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of uelty to children or animals, no part of the
net earnings which 'awes to th benefit of any private shareholder or4 *ndi-
vidual, and no substintial part of the activities of which is carrying on
ganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence, legislation. For loss of exem
under certain circumstances, see sections 3813 and 3814."

Footnotes
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TAX POLICY RELATING TO ENV IRONMENT)3L ACTIVITIES
AND 'PUMA INTEREST LITIGATION
.' -

A.M. Wiggins, Jr.,t and BertaW. Hunt*

,Introduction
.Our project originated with the request that we explore and analyze° tax polic?

issues relating to environmental matters, including, in particular, an examination of
environmental Iiination. Our paper was to be a close examination of a subtopic falling

%within the general topic of "charity" on which another team of lawyers was preparing
a legal research report. At the time, it seemed that we woulckbe addressing ourselves
to a reasonably narrow and well-defined subtopic. However, it soon became apparent
(for the reasons explained at length in this report) that environmental litigation cannot
be a equately dealt with as a separate subject but must be considered as a component*,
of ' p bliG interest litigation." . . . 4 ..

Pu is interest litigation is a comparatively new field of private charitable activity.,
itbouridarics'arejtowhere defined And are perceptible with only the most careful and
critical analysis. Within these boundaries lie many areas for policy.ludgoents which
have not yet been authoritatively determined and on which individuals may hold
widely divergent vie0s. Int1.970 the Internal Revenue Service was the center of a storm
of controversy concerning its rulings policy toward public interest Litigation organiza-
tions. The storm abated upon the issuance, by the IRS of its '.`guidelines" for 1:public
interest "law firms." The Commissioner of Internal Revenue,later explained that the
Service (tad attempted to,,generate the widest possible public input to assist, it in
Nrmulating its policy, buf at the time many (if not most) people sought to attribute
other motives to the IRS. The Commissioner also stated t a rewriting of the Treasc
urlf Regulations would be undertakencs9 that the subject f public interest litigation.
would receive recognition and definition through the form I rule making process. This
process involve4 the opportunity for public comment on p posed regulations and, in
. many cases, a public hearing. .

To,date, no new regulations on public interest litigation have bien proposed. More-
over: a' matter of vita( oncern to public interest law organizations the receipt of
attorneys' fees has onlyrecently been-the subject of rulings by the IR, the first
of were a few ikivate rulings issued in'October 1974 and the last of which were
public rulings announced on Febrilary 19, 1975' , 4

I t is our hopethat tlils report, whkh in t main is devoted to a discussion of pub-
lic interest litigation, will not only providg m riaj that will be useful to the Filer
Co missiontrn its deliberations but will also'rovi e,the Internal Revenue Service with
mat al (not to 'Mention stimulus) for its regulatiAs project and, when ptiblished,
provide interested, members of the public with sufficient , information to evoke
thoughtful comment. it is our further hope that the new regulations, and the process
of public debate thereon, will not be lorl% in coming.

-.., .-

*

, . ,
. ' Scope of Report'

. a [
This report examines the applicatiorrof the federll tax law, principally section

501(4' (3) of the Internal Revenue Code,1 to activities related to our environment.
Specifically, it seeks to identify and analyie, (1) the policies underlying the recogni-
tion of. tax exemption for certain environmental activities and the denial of such bene-,

.. .
. .4, ... .

tChilds, Fortenbach, Beck & Guyton, Houston, Texas; formerly with,Reed, Smith, Shaw &
McCI,ay. .

tReed, Smith, Shaw at McClay, Pittsburgh, Peppsylyania. .
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fits to other environmental activities, add (2) other issues of ,tax policy arising from
environmental activities. Emphasis is directed to those activities of fnore recent con-
cern and to those of a more Controliersial natiire Private philanthropy has had the
most far-reaching environmental impact through litigating activities and these activ-
ities, as a part of the broader topic of public interest litigation, recil!ve the most atten-
tion herein. . iTe

Section 501(c) (3) does npt expressly re fer to-environmental activities or to public
interest litigation. It does, however, grant tax exemption to "charitable," ",educa-
tional," and "scientific" organizations, and most environmentally oriented organiza-
tions, as well, as' those engaging in other areas of public interest litigation, must come
within one or more of these,criteria to qualify f r tax exemption under this section.
The term "charitable" is construed by e Tr asury Regulations to include, among
other things', the promotion of social welfare y combaiing.toriimuniti, deterioration,
the defense of human and civil .rights secured by law, and the lessening of the buidens
of government.2 "Education" k defined to incluele.instruction of the public on sub-
jects useful. to the individual and beneficial to the community.3 "Scientific" is de;
fined principally in terms of research conducted to pioduce a public benefit!' Com-
pton to-all is the* underlying policy that a tax-exempt entity :must be organized and
operated exclusiyely to serve a public, as opposed to a private, purpose.'

r rr 1%.,l*" 1 7. --..., ...,. .
I -.4

,

,, - ,

DISTINCTION BETWEEN SECTION 501(c) (3) AND SECTION 501(c) f 4)
, / :,

. . .

The Nature of.the Distinction ' ,4)
4

. .

Section .501(c) -(4) exempts from income tax 15rganiiations nc-it organized for
profit but operated exclusively for' the prorhotion of social .welfare" (together With
civic leagues and local associations of employees, neither, of which relevant to this
report). The regulations explain that an organization may be exempt under section
301(c) (4) "if it is primarily engaged in promoting in some way the common-gag,
and general welfate of the people of the community."6 . , . "

Note that the promotion of social welfare by an organization engaged in providing
relief for the poOr, advancing religion, education, Or science, lessening the 6urdens
of government, combating community deterioration, or certain other activities ex-
preSsly enumerated in the section 501(c) (3) regulations rises to ,the level of section
501(c) 43) "charity" and entitles the organization,to exemption under that section
t(seeintrodu.ction to this report); The difference between a charity and a social wel-
fare organization is one of degree which.cannot be delineated with precision. Those
activities in which broad public benefit predominates, or which conform to traditional
legal concepts of clarity, usually qualify as section 501(c) (3) charitit',.wkile other
activities of lesser significance, such as the operation of a community roljer skatg
rink,' the conduct of youth sports activities,6., or the providing of facilities and in-
struction for firearms,9 promote the common good.sand welfare but are not as im-. ,
portant in termsof broad public benefit and therefOre fall short .of the charitable
classification. An extensive analysis of the criteria fit identifying "clierity" is beyond
the scope of this paper; an indepth study of these criteria is the subject of a separate
report prepared for the COmnission. (see John P',' Persons, John J. Osborn, Jr., and
Charles F. Feldman, "Criteria for ExeMption Under.Section 501(c) (3)").

Tax Consequences of the Distinction
ti

Section 301 (c) (3) and section 501(c) (4) organizations enjoy the same exemption,r
from the payment of federal` income tax, bLif two important differences exist. The ,-
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first is that contributions to a section 501(c) 14) social welfare organization generally
are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income, gift, and estate tax
purposes. The second difference is that,sochl. welfare organizations are not subject to
the statutory prohibition against substantial lobbying activities that is applicable to
all charitable organizations. Thus, an organization can be tax exempt under section
501(c) (4) even if its social welfare objectives can be attained only by the enactment
o defeat of specific legislation. The IRS has publicly ruled that an organization
formed to represent "the public interest" at legislative and administrative hearings
on tax matters 4ualifies for exemption under section Se-l-(c)44).'°

Impact on Environmental Activities ;

The distinction between charitable and social welfare organizations and the tax I
consequences of that distinction have had a sjgnificant impact on thee environmental
movement. One of the nation's oldest and largest environmental organizations, the
Sierra Club, was for most of its existence recognized by the IRS as a section 501(c)
(3) charitable organization. However, many of frie environmentalists' objectives can
be accomplished only by the enactment or defeat of legislation, particularly legisla-
ticin in the United States Congress. In.the mid-1960s the Sierra Club's legislative
activities reached such a level that the IRS concluded they were "substantial" and
therefore viola ive of the section 501 (c) (3) prohibition against substantial lobbying.

.Aftena leng y and well-publicized encounter, the IRS made a ,final decision to
revoke the ierra Club's section 501 (c) (3) status. The Sierra Club subsequently
applied for and was granted status as a section 501(c) (4) social Welfare organization.

Section 501(c) (4) status permits, much greater freedom' for lobbying )greater
freedom in terms of the extent to which an organization can engage in Jolqi.bying
activities and in terms of direct legislative efforts on behalf of specific poias,of view.
Such freedom is therefore attractive to many envidonmental organizations, but the
nohdeductibility of contribUtions must 'Certainly affect a social welfare organiza-
tion's ability to raise funds from the private sector. Several environmental organi
zations have consciously chosen section 501 (c) (4) status at their inception to take
advantage of the greater freedom. Some environmental organizations have created
separate (but parallel) section 501(c) (3) and section-501(c), (4) organizations, the
former to receive tax-deductible e6btributions and concentrate on non-lobbying
environmental activities and the latter to receive nondeductible contributions or
Membership duanciconcentrate on environmental lobbying activities.'

An analysis of the lobbying constraints is another topic outside the scope of this
paper and is also the subject of a separate report to the Commission (sees John B.
Huffaker, "Legislative Activities of Charitable Organizations Other than Private
Foundations, with Addendum on Legislative Activities of Private Foundations"), It is
mentioned here solely to describe its impact on environmental activities.

..:, N..

II

ACTIVITIES TRADITIONALLY RECOGNIZED AS CHARITABLE
OR EDUCATIONAL t

ea*
Federal Policy Toward Conservation of Natural Resources

The establishment of a federal policy of concern for conservation and the environ-
ment is by and large a development of the twentieth century. Legislation with a signifi-
cant environmental aspect dating from the nineteenth century ,as of limited scope,
and those who sought protection of interests that today wain classified as en-
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vironmental in naturt necessarily "ended upon judicial doctrines, such as that of
common law nuisance." ,

The dominant theme of the last century could be fairly characterized as haying_
been a desire to exploit the natural resources of the United States as a means -of

I rapidly increasing the size and prosperity of the nation. Thus, for example, the Mining
Act of 1866,' 2 which seryed-t<egislatively sanction'a policy earlier adopted through
inaction, declared the landsowned by the federal government to be "free and open"
to expltitation for minerals and for, mining and granted ownership (via land patent)
to any discoverer of significant mineral deposits on federal lands. Thi policy was
continued without subs ntial alteration 'by the General Mining Laws of 1872'3
and, despite the passage more than 100 years and frequent criticism,' 4 remains the
basic policy of the fede al mining laws today. Flagrant abuses of the mining patent
system caused Congress. n 1910 to enact the Pickett Act,' 5 authorizing the President
to withdraw unappropriated public lands from the operation of the Mining Laws of
1872. During the period 1910 to 1920, most such unappropriated public Inds were
not subject to exploitation, but the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920' 6 served to convert
the mining laws, with regard to oil, coal, gas, and certain other minerals, into an exclU-
sive lease (rather than land patent) system; hard minerals other than those exempted
remain even today subject to the legislative policy of 1872.

In 1862 Congress passed the Homestead Act, which generally granted ownership
of public lands to whomsoever desired to exploit them. CongressiOnal treatment of
public lands in the last century, however, was ,not solely in She direction of their
transfer to private ownersbirin 1891 Congress passed a law authorizing the President+,
to set aside -froth the public,dornAin ce,Main la,nds to be desionited as national' fOr-
ests,' 7 and at at earlier dare (1872) Cbr(greiSs had itself creattpd Y ,t;,/,, wstone National
Park. The national forests hovver, wer of and are nortoday :e. g o f private ex-
ploitation (for minerals a .,..atd i s true even if thejand in question has
been designated a Wilderne n4er, he Wilderness Act of 1964'8 where the '
mineral patent holders rights p 156V,

.
e The earliest federal water poll tion cci rol legislation dates back to 1886 when4

fOngress enacted a statute making it unla f o discna* rgecertaioenumerated articles \
A

into New York harbor. in the Rivers and Har rs,--AC't of 18*49 ngress epeted at
similar provision, making it unlawful to deposi 'Ay refuse matter of any kirtc17 into
a navigable waterway. Although Section 13 of; tute was rediscovered i 0 as
an anti-pollution statute, it is probable that, Co in 180thad the p o tian of
navigation as its principal goal.2° Irv, the 15205 ot, i Il e,,1 natid al problem,
and Congress enacted the Oil Pollution Cc:Tarot:A 2 4<psssage of the JirstA
Federal Water Pollution Control Act," ho1)(rei:', ,federal htt 'it the field of w
epllution control was minimal; the 1948, 4t-timoreover, s i fc hell VI w, -7c p.--,pollution control was primarily 1 task for W.eistates.2._3

-,
- The first federal air pollution legislation was 9ot.ijacted Lint I 1955. TI'llitt act,
however, merely pro\'ided for g n in-aid to staKand I c4IpoUutio controlagencies

mand authorized the federal gov nentter der ' chnicafagistan . No attempt was
Made to exercise federal polio o*er or toss 'sh federal- stan ards for air purity. .

Some of the federal age cies c cerped ith nseirvition and enyironmental
problems are the 'Federal Bu au.,, eclam ti V,cdrps of Engineers, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Federal Power in I Lon, Atomie ,g'nergy Commission, D,epartment
of Interior,'" and WildlifeSorafice, Bureay of *door Recreation ,and National
Park SerVi eica-rtmenti,f Agriculture (National r ores Service), thetoast Guard
and, most recently, the P dent's Councirbn eua

, iEnvironmntal Quality and the nviron-
c&i,,, t,mental Protection A cy.. i \ , ,

--li \ i ,:711-.

r. ,
7 ,

Traditional PriVate Philanthropy
,

''Many environmental activities have traditionally been recognized by the IRS as
charitable oreducational. Some oNtfigse are public zoos, wildlife sanctuaries, and,

.- .

2k)7
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various forms of conservation facilities. A review of some of the published IRS rev
rulings illustrates some of these activities. In 1954 the IRS held that contribute
riftade to a committee established for the purpbse of developing land as a public park
were deductible.24 In 1965 the Commissioner of Internal Revenue stated that contri-
butions to programs designed to conserve the nation's beauty were deductible.25 Gifts
Culd 66'16 'the 'Mini 'Of iriOney, land or other property to governmental agencies or
qualified organizations engaged in fostering natural beauty. Scenit easements (a topic
discussed more fully.later in this report) were also qualified for tax deductions.

Some of die, Traditional organizations recognized are organizations under state
control organized for. the purpose of securing and developing, for the education of
the public, a tract of forest land to be reserved as a sanctuary for wild birds and ani-
mals. Qthers are organizations that maintain a free library of materials on gardening
and si4Iar subjects; give lectures and free advice on conservation of trees and plants;
and make awards to children, for gardening achievements. Additionally, there are
organizations that maintain a clearinghouse for the exchange of information on
gardening; ,encourage roadside beautification; educate the public by means of radio,
TV, and lecture programs; and make awards for civic achievement in conservation and
horticulture. Also included are organizayons formed for conservation and protection
of native wild flowers; encouragement of civic planting; preservation Of scenic and
historical Imalities, and encouragem9 of general participation in all activities that
may result in the enhancement of a Ttetic and scenic values of urban and suburban
communities and rural landscapes. And ' finally, there are those organizations that

idisseminate information on corr we gardening procedures; promote conservation
practices through education, camps, and scholarships; and sppnsor teachers' work-

,
shop's-at colleges in gardeni atict,c riservatibn practices:

In 1967 the IRS ruled an. anization formed for the purpose of developing
a sanctuary for wildly -, .'arlt s for the education of the public was a section
501(c) (3) educational ttbn," Likewise, the IRS ruled that an organization
formed to develop and stribute a community land-use plan qualified for tax- exempt
status.2 '7 However, in die same year, the IRS, in another published ruling, made clear,
that an organization subsiantially engaged in promoting legisIgion to protect or other-,,
Wise benefit animals is not a section 50T(c) (3) organizatiorgven though the legisla-
tion it advocates may be beneficial' to the community Aind its attempts to influence
legislation may be indirect." - - . ,

. s

Section 501(c) (3) recognition was given in 1968 to an organiation operated to
' preserve and develop the Beauty of a city" and also to ap organization 1'o reed to
help the National Park Service tol=_ove and expand its educational and scientific
programs.3° In 1970 the IRS ruled iliat an organization formed to preserve and im-
prove a lake used extensively as a ublic recreational facility qualifies for section
501(c) (3) tax exemption.", Similar y, the IRS ruled in 1972 that an organization
formed to educate the\public regarding envirapental deterioration die to .solid
waste pollution and operAted Walt contributions proceeds from the sale of collect-,).
ed solid waste for recycling is tax exrpt.32 . . o

The foregoing are just somePf the rulings and public annoutemettis. However,- '-.-

they -are a cross section of the erWirodkental activifies traditionally recognized as tax
exempt-144er section 50:1(c),,(3) ,And our research and investigation have disclosed
feW areas pftontroversy Or kintesoltied tax policy issues. ,

.,
i

everat*ction 501(c) (3). orpnitations provide assistance on a continuing basis to
nmentalsagencies. These oginizations devote considerable time and effort to
federal, pd,state agencies by repdering expert advice as to envirnnmehtal con-

/ r
such as complete laird conservation packages; this includes assista bn tech-

n cues, identifi tion, tax PoiicY, legislation, bond issues, and cdmputer stems for
assembling and a lyzing clat, among other things. Some ofilie,advice isgiven with -'

/ //
061 -bitipensation, hile other t s the Organizatio provictytancf use,and other re-,
our i pt-atring n a id co ract basis. These organ' tions are helPingstate agencies

Poll et env ron matIon, keep it current a utilize the data fie tax prob-

2 i8 ep
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lems, these organizations have in fulfilling their purposes in assilting governmental

- agencies and dealing with others are discussed later in this report..

ACTIVITIES OF MORE RECENT CONCERN OR CONTROVERSIAL NATURE

This part of our report focuses on some of the newer activities in the environmental
field, other than public interest litigation, and describes the tax policy, issues en-,,
countered therein. The first two sections contain background information intended to
provide the setting within- which thetax policy issues relating to private philanthropy
should* considered. , -

Federal Environmental Policy

The past half decade has witnessed an explosion of congressional interest in and
protection of the environment. In the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969,33
(NEPA), Congress declared it to be the "national policy ... [to] encourage productive
and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment." Section 102(C) of NEPA
requires all recommendaons or reports proposing major federal a t' ns that may,
"significantly affect" the quality of human environment tti bea6Compai fled iby a
detailed statement predicting the "environmental impact" of We\ po`ied.4ction,

-LitigattOircoricerning the requirements of NEPA for such a star d tire sufg,
ciency of the statement, if drafted, has proven voluminous, in lar because the,
statute does not define the term "environmental impact" the definition, therefore
ren(iires administrative and judicial action.

1n 1970 Congress amended the existing Clean Air Act so drastically as to-prodUc-e
' - :a virtually new statute.34 The administrator of the act (now the administrator of the

''Erivironmental Protection. Agency, EPA) is.authdrized for the first time to set national
standards for ambient air quality, and there was established a detailed procedure re-
qdiring individual states to submit implementation plans demOnstrating that the state
has sufficient resources and stringent enough emission standard's to enable die state
-t6 meet the ambient standard "set by the administrat6r befire are deadline of the act,

'generally mid-1975. Efficient means of enforcement were provided, and criminal
"'penalties foc knowing violation of the act were incorporated. Provision was also
'made ftie lawsuits by private citizens affected b),' action under the statute.

, In 1972 Congress overrode a Presidential veto and enacted amendments to the
Federal Water Pollution Control. Act,35 again extensigely revamping the existing
ztatute. Under the new legislation, the administrator of,-,1ke, g.PA is authorized to
define by Regulation the best practicable technology to redUte pollution in existing
industrial effluent discharges and to require installation of that 'technology before
July 1, 1977. In the interval 1977-1981, communities and industries will be required
to install the best available technology, regardless of practicabilitt, with a goal of zero
discharges set for attainment in 1983. An expanded permit system has been imposed,
and criminal and civil penalties are provided for violators. Again private-citizen suits
are authorized.

Governmental control is not limited to-our water and air; ithas also extended to
noise, pesticides and other toxic substances and generally is reaching into all aspects
of human environment. The legislative tide has been punning strongly in favor of
environmental activism. The Presidential veto of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 was based on the grounds that implementationof the
statute would be too costly for the federal treasury (expenditure3 for municipal
sewerage treatment), but Congress determined that the price must be paid.

2O
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Basic Policy Issues

The major policy issue with r ect to pollution control is to determine who shall
pay the costs of contro1.3 6 It is quite apparent that the resolution of this issue goes
well beyond an inquiry into the role of private philanthropy, but any analysis of pri-
vate philanthropic activities in this area can properly 'be r9ade only with imwareness
of the larger issue.

The Council on Environmental Quality. the agency in the Executive Office of the
President charged vilifi" the overall administration of NEPA), the Environmental
Protection Agency (the agency charged with the task of dealing with pollution), and
most environmentalists take the position that the cost of pollution control should be
reflected in the prices of the goods and services involved that is, the prices paid by
consumers should cover the environmental, as well as the production, costs. The
objective is accomplished by requiring the person or entity producing'the product
or service to pay for his or its own pollution control and to pass thbse costs on in the
form of higher prices. The process may be described as "the internalization of external

tsocial and environmental costs." The Organization of Economic Cooperition and
Development (an organization representing most of the world's developed countries,
other thin Russia) has endorsed the concept as a principle for all developed nations
to foltow.

The primary alternative $ 'se to finance pollution control costs out of govern-
mental revenues.,._This could .e accomplished by direct appropriations to public agen-
cies or 'PrivIlepeitblis and/or-by the use of tax incentivesTo the_extent such costs
are paid out of general revenues, the prices of the goods and services involved will be
lowered and, the environmental costs will be borne by all taxpayers. As noted in the
next subsection of this report, Congress has already provided substantial public furids
for pollution control.

The subject of tax penalties on p011ution is also a major topic today: An illustra-
tion is the sulfur oxide emissions tax developed by CEQ, EPA, and Treasury in 1971
and sent to Congress in February 1972.37 The tax would have beeri imposed on
emissions of Sulfur oxide causing the air to fail to meet the standards required under
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. The tax was intended to make polluting
activities more expensive tha pollution control (thus forcing compliance with the
clean air standards and internalizing the costs thereof). or, alternatively, to compen-
sate the public for enviro ental - damage (and internalizing the costs of such com-
pensation). The proposed x was never enacted. Aside from the technical problems
of accurately measuring emissions, identifying sources, and quantifying costs, the
proposal was confronted with the traditional congressional reluctance to employ the
tax 'system to achieve social goals,IspaNially when there already existed specific

. regulatory
to environmentalists.

uthority to achieve the desired goal. Emissions taxes nevertheless continue
cr great

In should alsd,pote the role of user chargil)r the economics of pollution control.
There is a widely held view that the charges.for goverrurientally provided services
should reflect the full cost of pollution control associatedt therewith. The principle'
was reflected in the creation of the Highway Trust,Fund_Whickihrough. the federal
gasoline tax, charged the motoring public Wiffa- subs.taptial portion of the cost of
highway construction. Thei:e is today considerable sentiTeit to utilize these funds to
provide mass transportation facilities; the reasoning is'PAI01, he gasoline tax is a chatge
for the uke pf public high*ays arTd may appropriately be ern 19yed to reduce automo-
bile air pollution by providing less polluting trinsportatiqn a Tatives.

The foregoing are matters far beyond the scope of t y .aperbut which must be
held in mind as one considers the role of tax-exec ptfihi anthropic activities in the
area of pollution control., _

4
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Noncharitable Tax incentives

Congresi has froln time to time provided noncharitable tax incentives to encourage
pollution control. Such measures are, as explained above, a departure from the basic
principle that pollution control costs should be reflected in market prices.

When the general investment credit was suspended in 1966, section 48(h)(12) of the
Internal Revenue Code continued the investment credit for air and water pollution
control facilities. Section 169 authorizes accelerated (5-year) amortization for control
facilities placed in service after 1968 in plants which were in operation before 1969.
Interest on bonds issued by corporations chartered under United States statute, includ-
ing the Environmental Financing Authority,38 is exempt from federal income tax
under section I 03(a)(3), and section 103(c)(4)(F) provides the same exemption for
state and local obligations issued to finance air and water pollution control facilities
(without regard to the limitations applicable generally to industrial development
bonds). Finally, the deductions for research and experimental expenditures (section
174) and, to a much more limited extent, for farmers' soil and water conservation ex-
penditures (section 175) may be applicable in certain instances to pollution control
expenditures.

Charitable, Educational, and Scientific Activities (Other Than Litigation)

It is impossible for us to survey all environmental groups or to assess the impact of
environmental groups on pollution control or other environmental activities. Our inter-
views and research have, hoWever, developed some, information as to the nature and

-1- scope oPptiVaie, including philanthropic, activity in the environmental field.
There are thousands of environmental organizations, many tax exempt under sec-

tion 501'(c) (3) or °section 501(c) (4) and many (presumably because of small size or
political activities) not exempt. A recent study conducted by CEQ resulted in this
conclusion:

From its genesis in conservation issues, the environmental movement ha! recent-
ly remarkable growth and diversification. To the traditional concerns
of wilderness and wildlife preservatiog have been added theissues of the new
environmentalism pollution, the urban environment, land use, energy policy,
and the like. Although environmentalism has developed slowly throughout our
history, the period of 1969-70 lilmin tjng ardund Earth Day *brought a
rapid rise in public awAreness and ipvolysintfit in.,environrnental issues. During
that period there was ko increase in the size of existing organizations and a pro-
liferation of thousands of new ones. While some groups grew, others faltered.
It now appears that the movement has stabilized with about twice as many
active organizations today as before Earth Day. The great majority are either
remaining stable orgrowing stronger? 9

There are many national organizations Jth large memberships (50,000, 100,000 or
more), the largest (a section 501(c) (3) organization) reported to have. more than 3.5,--
million members. There are other national organfiations that do not seek members.
There are .11 regional service centers throughobt the country, organized as tax-enempt

." educational orgariiiations, to increase the effectiveness of lodal organizations and to%
assume functions beyond the abilities of smaller groups, such as regular publications,
forums and workshops, research, planning assistance,. and information and clearing-
house functions'fln many areas, small organizations have joined together to form
coordinating councils on a state or smaller level to increase the impact of their views,
exchange information, and establish a liaison with larger organizations. At the local
level there are countless citizen and student groups, as diverse in character and inter-
ests as the people cornprising their memberships and often arising to deal with specific
local interests or issues.

2 :I 1
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Without distinguishing be een exempt and non-exempt organizations, or between
section 501(c) (31 and section 01(c) (4) organizations, the.following table'reflects the
results of a 1972 study," pr pared for EPA by The National Center For Voluntary
Action, of the percentage of nvironmental organizations engaging in the following
Major activities:

Activity

Information dissemin tibn

Public meetings and discussions

Participation in hearings
1

Recycling .-

I

Legislative research and

Lobbying

Litigation

Protests and demonstritions

Bearing in mind that section

Percentage

.65%
Y

.51

46v
23

drafting ,, 19
,..

17
7

`, ': 2
. ,.

501(c) (3) "educational" activity is defined" to in-
clude instruction of the public on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to,

that the major portion of the activities described 'above
can qualify under section 501(c (3). Educational activity encompasses the publication
of books, pamphlets, periodical} and researd reports, the conduct of public meetings'
and workshops, TV and radio messages, and the pperatjon of speakers' bureaus, Rat-
iicipation,,in administratiye heavngs js ap6missible activity of tax-exempt organiza-
tions but rartiapation in legislative hearings, except upon request of the legislative
body, raises a problem for section 501(c) (3) organizations as explained-above in
Chapter I of this report. Substantial lobbying activities are prohibited r section
.501(c) (3) organizations but may be permissible for a section 501(c) (4) of anization. .

A few organizations are involved directly in politics, including the making of campaign
contributions, and this isan activity not permitted under-either section 501(c)(37 or
section 501(c) (4). While litigation may be an activity engliged tn,by only 7 percent of
all environmental organizations, it raises the primary ttip16,,f4dfitailed consideration
in this report and the,most significant issues for consideration 15 the Filer Commission
(see Chapter .IV). i

i

Acquisition of Public Lind . :lig,*

The acquisition of land by conservation organizations is a traditionally recognized
charitable activity.42 Our investigation and research have dislcosed no major policy
issues with respect to the traditional, activity of acquiring (by purchase or gift) land to
be held for public benefit but have indicated c,ertain problem areas aboutwhich some
concern has been expressed.

Role of PrivattOrganizations
4iv

Section '501(c) (3) organizatiqns have (Ong feilgaged in the practice of acquiring
land, by purchase or tax-deductibl* gift, and holding the same for some public ilse or
for the preservation of wilderness unaffected by man. In more recent times thee has
been an increasing trend toward the acquisition of land for resale to governthental
agencies, federal; state, or.lotal. The advantages are seen as expert assistance in the
identification:of; desirable public land, flexibility in acquisition methods, and.the
abilityrto ,itoye 4iiickly to prevent development or to avoid spedulative increases in
land, prIces,,,
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In the view of some conservationists,*hese advantages highlight-a larger pro.blem
.

the inflexible and archaic method of governmental land acquisition. The nearly univer-
sal governmental method is for the legislative body to appropriate funds for a specific
purChase and for the administrative agency then to attempt to purchase the land for
cash. Aside from the time delay necessarily involved, the advance notice and publicity
provide ample opportuni4ty for speculators (or, worse yet, persons with inside informa-
tion)tion)expe

.,Many conservationists believe that the tinie,has come to develop -en-
to steV , purchase port or all of the land in question and realizea profit at tax-

payers'
new methods of !arid acquisition, particularly since undeveloped land is acom-

modity in diminishing supply.
Consetvation organizations are therefore taking the initiative in identifying and ac-

quiring ciesii-able land, sometimes with advance governmental cooperation and §onie---
ti,mei? entirely 'on" their own, and then holding the land for resale to the government
(at, the goy merit's appraised value) when the time-consuming governmentalproce-
dures nave een;completed. Some organizations have developed considerable experi-

gderhMentai agencies, particularly at the state and local levels, and to dev and ex-
perimeifit, with' new Methods of acquisition.

ra

f, r... - /r . ,
1, ' The Effect of Uncertainties

If one accepts the proposition that there is a pressing need for more flexibility in,
and the development of new methods of, public land acquisition, then there is a corre:
sponding need to private'd public Capital for innovative ventures. It is conk
plained, however, thaj the tax laws impose restraints on innovations but it has not
been found by us that the restraints are more than those required to confine charitable
organization activity to proper tax-exempt purposes. The problem facing conserva-
tionists is essentially one of dealing with uncertainties, that is, the application of broad
tax principles to new and experimental activities. 4

More detailed published regulations would likely add to rather than solve, t1
since it is impossible to anticipatcr in advance every situation that might

arise in the future. The advance IRS ruling process is no`t a completely satisfactory
solution because of the expense and time delay involved. ft has been suggested that a
new federal agency could be structured to respond 1?uickly to charities' needs and even
to provide expanded seri/ices, such as management consulting advice. This is,a topic,
however, that goes beyond the scope of our report; and the question of a separate
ag4icy forexenipt organizations is the subject of a separate report to the Commission
(see David Ginsburg, Lee 'R. Marks, and Ronald P. Wertheim, "Federal Oversight of
Private Philantiiropy"). ,

Tax Status of Gains on Resale A

)
While some concern has been expressed'o us'concerning the tax statusapf gains

realized on the sale of land to_a_government, present law appears to deal adeguately_
with the subject. Such gains can arise from appreciation in value occurring during an
organization's holding period or can result from the organization's having acquired the
land in whole or in part _by gift (with a carrybver of the donor's low tax basis). To our
knowleclge no one questions that the acquisition and resale of land for public use is a
proper activity for a section 501(c) ,(3) charitable organization. Gains realjzed from
such activity therefore qualify, in tax lawyers' parlance, as "exempt function income"
(as contrasted with "unrelated business taxable. income" which is made taxable by sec- .
tion.511). \ ;,

Income from the performance of an exempt function comes sgtfarely within the tax
exemption granted by section 501(c) (3). Eyen if in a panic far case the land were
properly categorized as investment property, gains arising orn investment transac-
tions are nq subject to tax (except in the case Of a private, oundation which is subject

t) /G. i t) /
/
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to the 4 percent excise tax imposed by section 4940 on investment income). For pur'l
poses of determining whether an organization is a private foundation or a public

4 charity, the gains must also be categorized in order to apply section 170(b)(1)JA)(9i)
(defining publicly supported charities) and/or section 509(a)(2) (defining broadly sup-
ported charities). However, a determination that a particular gain is exempt function
income, or is investment income, is all that is required fOr purposes of applying these
rules.

Tax Status of Income From Excess Land and Commercial Property

Initiative and aggressiveness in the- acquisition of public land have led' to many
situations in which, to acquire tq desired land, a charitable organization has been re-
quired to purchase (or accept a gift of) excess land ("excess" in the sense of addition-
al, unwanted acreage) and/or commercially de'veloped land. For example, the organi-
zation might desire a 10-acre parcel as a park site but can acquire a only by acquiiing
the owner's entire 100-acre tract. Or A desirSble neighborhood playground site might
be presently occupied by a gasoline station or Other commercial enterpgise. The status
of income from, and gains on the resale of, excess land or commercial property raise
some problems, but all seem,to be resolvable within the framework of existing law.

If the purpose of an acquisition is related to the organization's exempt functiOns, it
seems clear that no problem will arise under section 501(c) (3). The real problem is
under section 512 is the income or gain derived from an unrelated business?" If
excess land is held merely until a buyer is found it appears to us that any resulting gain
is, at worst, investment income, not unrelated. business income. On the other hand,
If the organization engages.in significant, development activities or otherwise acts as a

estate dealer," it would likely be held to be engaged in an unrelated businqs.
In between are many gray areas. Similarly, commercial real. estate holdings raise the
section 512 issue. Continued operation of the gas station postulated above, pendiQg
conversion into a playground or sale to.a governmental agency, would likely sive
to unrelated t$siness jncome, but this means merely that the net income would be
subject to income tax under the provisions of section 511. Gain resulting from appre
ciation of land would seem to be the direct result of an exempt function and therefore`
would not constitute unrelated business income.

The foregoing are technical problems of the type which arise all the time under the
1tax law,s and do not seem to- raise major policy isMes for consideration by the

Commission.

Tax Status of Consutfing Fees

Because of their exp,ertise, conservation organizations are in a position to render
valuable advice to go \'ernmental agencies and private persons on the subject of passing
land into the public domain. When advice is valuible it, is reasonable for the recipient
to pay for it..

,Consulting fees or other payments from a government to a charity for the rendi-
tion of services related to public functions are.closely akin to the many other types of
government contract payments made to charities for the performance of public func-
tions, nearly all Ott which raise no problem under section 501(c) (3) or section 512 so
long as the septce rendered by the charity; is related to its exempt purposes. Because
there is no underlying principle requiring all charitable activities to be free, income
from services rendered to a government should qualify as exempt function income
when the service is related to the organization's exempt purposes (and assisting a gov-
ernment in carrying out public functions is an exempt purpose). , -

Consulting fees from private persons raise a different question in terms of section
512' Assistance to a private person is not a charitable activity unless the person is a
proper object,af charity. Compensation for assistance to a profitable business entity,
consisting of advice on tax planning for a donation or bargain sale of land to a govern-

"0,
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ment for public purposes, may achieve an-exempt purpose (in having desirable land
pass into the public ddmain) out also results directly from the rendering of service (tax
planning advice) of a type,ren ered by many taxpaying sources.

Again, the foregoing ate nical problems arising under section 512 and it is not
the purpose of this report to rppt to solve all such problems. Such as do exist with
respect to consulting fres appear to be soluble within the prinlipleh of present law
without raising policy issues requiring the Commission's attentior0

Effect of Charitable Activity on Market Prices

Assesing the impact on market pricesof the acquisition activities of tax-exempt
organations is essentially an economic, not a legal, matter. Our comments therefore
reflect information conveyed to us rather than the result of legal study and analysis.

Conservationists involved in the acquisition of land for public purposes urgfortnly
believe that their activities are insignificant in the overall economic picture of the
cou ntry.44 Even the very largest organizations lack the financial resources to compete
for really substantial (multi-million d011at) properties.,1h- most cases conservation
,organizations enter thenarket as pargain purchasers, rather than fair mAket valde
purchasers. Such activities do, however, create an ineentive for die seller-donor to
have the value determined as high as possible to maximize the charitable contribution
element of his bargain sale.

Certain controls are built into the acquisition-resale process in that (1) on resales.to
a government, the purcha;ing agency is not likely to deal with an organization that
consistently pays too much for property and (2) an organization may lose its public
financial support if it consistently overpays in its acquisitions. Finally, it has been sug-
gested that the federal government probably has far more effect on land prices than
anyone else simply because it has no incentive to buy cheaply and is one of the largest
purchasers Of Ond.

Charitable Contributions Deductions for Gifts of Scegic Easements

. /
...

"Scenic easement" is not a term of art anywhere defined with precision. It is there-
fore appropriate at the outset to describe what we mean when we use the term in
this report. . , .

I
Meaning of "Scenic Easement"

The term "scenic easement" is used herein in a very broad, non-legal sense, merely
as a conyenient term to describe a broad range of real estate transactions by which
certain rishts and burdens may be created to achieve what the parties regard as an envi-,
ronmental benefit with respect VI particular land. We prefer to explain our use of the
phrase in terms of three basic characteristics: the holder of the benefit, the nature of
the benefit, and the alternative legal forms by whiCh the benefit may, be created. .

The holder of the benefit. The holder of the benefit can be a governmental agency,
a charitable organization or a trustee or other person who holds the legal rights for
the benefit of a government,.a charity, or the public.

The-nature of the benefit. Generally speaking, "scenic easements" may be divided
into two categories:

1. Imposition of negative restrictions. An easement (or other legal relationship)
may restrict the owner's use of the subject land, such as bit requiring him to refrain

s.
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from. certain acts or to continue .t ertain conduct or acts. In such cases.the holder of
the easement does not have active rights'but does have the power to compel the owner
to adhere to the terms of the restrictions. The extreme example is an easement requir-
ing the owner-Jo maintain the land in its natural state forever without permitting any-
one to gain -oer to the properft ,texcept;perphaps, for scientists who may be1permit-
tes1 to make octeasiet entfgriere are countless types of lesser res/rictions;such as a
Prohibition agains(he cutting of trees or a prohibition against thArection of build-
ings or certain types of buildings or a requirement that tiK land be used only.for
farming,

Ili . ..

2. Conveyance of affirmative rights. A conveyance may give the holder active rights
witlrfespect to the property, such as the right to use the property for stientific pur-

'.06ses orto Operate it as a public Park. The conveyance may take the forM of a trans-
fer to the holder of fee simple ownership, subject only to certain limitations as. to the
use of the led (or a retained right in the original owner to continue to make certain
uses of the land, such as farming or hiking),.or the conveyance may be in the form'of
an easement authorizing the holder to enter upon the owner's land to conduct the
activities specified in the document creating the easement. Another alternative is for
the owner to convey the development rights to the holder so that the owner and his
successors no longer have the power to develop the property.

Alternative legal forms. We have been using the word "easement" which, in semi-
legal language, May be defined as the privilegof one person (the person to whom the
easement runs) to make some use of the land 'subject to the easement, thereby limit-
ing the usual possessory rights of thcs owner of the land." Easements may be con-
sidered. "appurtenant" (that ii., the rights granted by the easement are combined with J
the ownership4ights in other land% adjoining or nearby the subject land) or "in gross"
(that is, the rights are personal to the holder and are not associated with any other
land holdings of the holder) Significant legal consequences may turn on whether an
easement is appurtenant or in gross, but an examination of these consequences is not
necessary f n understanding of the tax issues to be considered. Finally, it must be
explained teasementsare merely one of many legal tools ' conservation benefits
may be cr en by-the use of trusts, leaseholds, covenants, equitable servit es, rights
of entry an reversionary interests, some of which create legal "interests in 14 " and
others of which do not.4 6

There are no uniform rules (or even definitions) for all 50 states. There are many
new state statutes that may come into play.'" Owners of land have enormously
broad discretion to create legal relationships and private laws with respect to land use,
any of which may list forever or for a period of years (which may be fixed in number
or measured by one or more lives). The important ;Igint is that a private person has
the power to convey something less than 100 percent of his property interests to or
for the benefit cif a charitable organization or a governmental body, and that which he
has conveyed has some value; we intend to use the term."scenic easement" to encom-
pass all the arrangements s by which such conveyances may beniade.

Deductibility of Gifts Of Scenic Easements

The fair market value of property given to a charitable organization (or a govern-
mental agency for public purposes) normally qualifies as a charitable contribution and ,
is deductible for,ederal income tax purposes within the limits prescribed in section
170. Gifts of scenic easements, however, are gifts of less 4an all of an owner's interest.
Section 170(8 (3) limits the deductibility of gifts of partial interests,to certainspeci-
fied types of partial interests, and the only deductible type relevant to scenic easments
is "an undivided portion" of the owner's entire interest. The regulations provide that
"An undivided portion of a donor's entire interest in property must consist Of a frac-
tion or percentage df each and every substantial interest or right owned by the donor
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in such properly and must extend over-the entire term of the donor's interest in such
property. and,in other property into which such property is converted."'" However,
the regulations go on to provide that the term. includes "an open space easement in
gross in perpetuity and explain: . A

lk

. . . For this purpose an easement in gross is a mere personal interest in, or right
to use the land of another; it is opt supported by a dominant estate but is at-
tached to, and vested in, the persoh to whom it is grartted. Thus, for example, a
deduction is allowed under section 170 for the value of a restrictive easement
gratuitously canveycd to the United States in perpetuity whereby the donor
agrees to certain restrictions on the use of his property, such as, restrictions on
the type and height of buildings that may beerected, the removal of trees, the
erection.Qf utility lines, the dumping of trash, and the use of signs!' 9

Ns.

In a recent rulings° the IRS explained that such san open; pace easement may be
, valued, for charitable° contribution' deduction purposes, by the "before apd after"

approach -.that.is, the value of the donated easement is the value of thg, property im-
mediately before the creation pf the easement, less the value of the property after h
has become subject to the easement. This ruling was the product of more than two
years' work hy Treasury, CEQ, and others but is still limited irr scope to the open
space.easement described in the regulation's. Significantly, the regulationss.kalso con-

s. tain the statement that "a charitable contribution in perpetuity of an interest in
property not in trust where the donor transfers some specific rights and retains othe
substantial rights will not be considered a contribution of an undivided portion Orthe
donor's entire interest in prpperty.% .."

easements, except an "open space easement in gross in perpetuity" or a yance
The rule last quoted appears to bar a deductiOn for a gift of most typiWtscenic

ty
in which the donor has retained only insubstantial rights.

The present state of the lave', as set forth in the regulations, may be traced to the
legislative history of section 170(0_0) which' was added to the Internal Revenue Code
by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. The House bill (H.R. 13270) would have disal-
lowed a deduction for any charitable contribution of a partial interest in property eg-
cept,to the extent the interest satisfied new rules relating to deductible interests in
trusts (for example, the new rules on charitable remainder unitrusts and annuity
trusts). The Senate Finance Committee carved out two exceptions to allow a deduc
tion far a contribution of a remainder interest in real property or "an undivided por-
tion of an entire interest in property," explaining, as to the latter exception, that it
was made "to insure that it [the House bill] will not result in the denial of a deduc-

. tion where an outright gift is made of an undivided (e.g., one-fourth) interest in prop-
erty."' 3 th e Conference Committee made certain modifications to section 170(f) (3),
not here relevant, and the committee'sseport corttaine he following paragraph:

The conferees on the part of both Houses intend that a gift of an open space
. easement in gross is to be considered a gift of an undivided interest in property

where the easement is in perpetuity.' 4

As explained above, the regulations limit deductions for contributions of scenic
easements to the one, rather narrow situation described in the Conference Commit-
tee Report.

Issues and Problems With Respect to Scenic Easements

The primary policy issue is whether deductions should be allowed for chdritable
contributions of scenic easements and, if so, whether the deductions should be limited
to "open space easements in gross in perpetuity." A second question is whether the
income tax charitable deduction should be treated differently from the gift and estate

2 1 7
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tax charitable deductions. Finally, there -are administrative problems with respect
to the valuation of scenic easements. These three areas are considered separately.

Should contrikntions of scenic easements be deductible? Congress' basic concerns
in enacting section 170(f) (3) appear to have been related to tax "equity' and assur-
ances that charity would actually receive that for which a deductiorNas to be al-
lowed. Thus, it was perceived to be an inequitable double tax benefit to allow a donor
an income tax deduction upon the creation of a trust which Would pay the income to
charity for a period of time (a "charitable term trust") when, as a resulkpf creatinVhe
-trust, the income therefrom would no longer be includable in the donor's gross in-
come.' The-result was present section 170(f) (2) (B) which allows a charitable deduc-
tion for a chiritable term trust only ,when the donor must report the trust income on

'his own return during the chaeitable term.
It was also believed that the allowance of a charitable deduction f 2r remainder in-

terests in trusts was subject to abuse because charity ultimately might not-receive the
amount for which a deduction was allowed to the donor upon the creation of the
true 6 Congress perefore provided in section 170(f) (r) (A) that gifts of remainder
interests would be deductible only in the case of trusts which can make payments to
non-charitable beneficiaries, in the form of fixed-dbilar annuities or fixed-percentage
unitr# amounts or in theacase of pooled income funds maintained by charitable
orga izations.

%Finally; it was concluded that a giftttei` charity of the right to use property also
resulted in an unfair double, taii benefit (exclusion of the income that.v,icluld otherwise
be collected plus a deduction for the fair rental value of the,use donated to charity)"
and,the Whs and Means ,c,ommitfee therefore proposed 'a provision (which. became
section 170(f) (3) ) to allow deduclionSjor gifts Of less than a takpayer's entire inter:
est in property only to the event a deduction would be allowed had the transfer been
made 'in trust and to make' ?fear that a contribution of the use of property would not
be deductible.,

As noted earlier, the Senate Finance Committee added provisions to allow deduc-
tions-for gifts of remainder interests in real property and undivided interests in proper-
ty. Thkohfelence Committee accepted the Senate Finance Committee's amendments
but restricted the deduction for gifts of remainder interests in real property to re-
mainder interests in "a personal residence or farm."5 8

In summary, then, the congressional purpose's underlying section 170(f) (3) were to
(1) eliminate the double tax benefits flowing from gifts involving the donor's avoid-
ance of income produced by the property in question, coupled with a deduction for
the value of the interest given to charity, and ,(2) insure that charity will ultimately
receive the amount for which a deduction is allowable by limiting deductibility to gifts
of partial interests meeting the detailed standards of the new trust rules or partial
interests of a type in which charity receives an immediate interest or a future interest
which is not likely to be diverted from charity."

The reason for,limiting deductible remainder interests to interests in persona`) resi-
dences and farms was not explained by the Conference Committee, but it may be as-
sumed that there was opposition to deductions for future interests in commercial real
pryperty (unless the new trust rules were satisfied) and considerable support for the
charitable disposition of residences and farms. The refeterNF, in the Conference Report
to certain "Open space easements" was quite obviously a last minute item called to the
conferees' attention by interested persons.

Judged against the backdrop,of the congressional purposes underlying the provi-
sions of section 170(f)(2), (3) and (4), the following conclusions may be drawn with
respect to charitable contributions of scenic easements:

1. A scenic easement restricting the use of property for a limited period of Urge
(for example, a fixed number of years or the lifetime of a 'named in ividual) wouid
similar to a charitable gift of the right to use propertyfor a limited t' rr nd could re-
sult in the kind of double tax benefit with which Congress was con rned. in the
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other hand, the conveyance of a perpetual easement is the permanent transfer of a pot-
mil of the property, and Congress was prepared to accept such transfers (th'at is, undi-
vided interests) as deductible charitable contributiops.

2 The limitation of deductions to scenic easements in gross" is strange in the con-
text of the charitable purposes to1De accomplished and the congressional concefrn with
assuriiirces that charity will receive the amount for which a deduction is to be allowed.
A great many (perhaps Most) scenic easements are created on land neighboriniother
land owned by a charity or a government, and the easement is "appurtenant" to such
other land (the 'dominant estate"). Generally, if the dominant estate is transferred
(as can happen upon the liquidation or merger of the charitable owner), the successor
owner of the dominant estate acquires all the rights of the.scenic easement. In,many
jurisdictions, an easement in grois" is not transferable with the result that it may not
represent a permanent charitable interest or may restrict desirable flexibility in the 4d-
ministration of the easement.

3, There appears to be no good reason for limiting charitable deductions to gifts of
"easements" when there are many other legal devices for creating charitable interests
that are just as permanent and valuable. We submit that rules relating to charitable de-
ductions for scenic easements should be drawn with reference to the nature acid per-
manency of the charitable benefit rather than the particular legal technique employed
to confer the benefit.

lh 1973 the administration proposed to Gongress an "Environmental Protection
Tax Act,"611 one provision of which would have 'amended section 170(f) (3) to permit
deductions for leases, purchase options and easements of not less than 30 years dura-
tion, and remainder interests in real property, when such interests are conveyed to
charitable organizations "exclusively for conservation purposes." The term "conserva-
tion purposes" was.clefinec; to mean (1) the preservation of areas for public out-
door recreation, education, or scenic enjoyment, (2) the preservation of historically
important laird areas or structures, or (3) the protection of natural environmental sys-
tems..The proposal was formula.ted by the Council on Environmental Quality and re-
flects the council's concern with the'need to encourage conservation ancfikith the re-
strictive nature of present law.

We believe the Filer Commission should consider whether, as a policy glitter, it is
desirable to recognize gifts of scenic iasements as charitable contributions and, if so,
whether the recognition shOuld be narrowly restricted to gifts of "easements in gross
in perpetuity." In this regard we, should point out that outright gifts &land to public
bodies and charitable oitanizattons have long been recognized as charitable contribu-
tions', and gifts of scenic easements can create, public benefits having a value just as
real as the vafue of outright gifts._ -,

Distinctio ween income tax dediktions and gift and estate tax deductions.
As already n' 1, the gift tax (section,252(c)) and estate tax (section 2055(e)Nhari-
table deducticts folio* the income tax 0118 wjth respect to the deductibility of gifts -

of s enic asements. From an analytical Mint of (iiewthe oeed,for parallel treatment is
que Iona e. The income tax deduction provides a..Iax benefit against a person's tax-
able e-receipts for a gift he had out; his land, and in the usual case
there is no funCtional rel#tionship betwe the income. and the land. Qn the other
hand, the gift and estate taxes are taxes ime.Qioosed on the transfer of property, and the
charitable deductions under, these laws are merely devices foyendering transfers to
charity exempt from the transfer taxes.

A gift Of an "easement in gross in perpetuity" is only one means of transferring
something'of value to charity."Why such interests should be exempt from the,transfer
taxes while other scenic easements of equally significant value should be taxable is
not at all apparent to us. Webelieve the Commission should consider whether the
exemptidn (that is, the gift and -estate tax charitable deductions) should not apply
equally to all transfers of scenic easements to charity because, regardless of the.length
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or quality of the charitable interest transferred,to_the extent 'it has measurable value it
is, the type of transfer which has traditionally not been subjected to the transfer taxes.

Administrative problems. The principal administrative problems encountered in
connection with gifts of scenic easements revolve Around the value of the interests do-
nated to charity. In most, if not all, cases a taxpayer will have to be prepared to sup-
port his-claimed deduction with an appraisal by a competent appraiser. Because of the
unusual nature of the pArtial interests, involved, such appraisals can be expensive and
not all persons qualified to express opinions on-the valffe of fee simple Inter-66 ace'
necessarily competent to judge the value of scenic casements. In addition to the ex-
pense (and often the delay) in obtaining competent appraisals, etaxpayerfaces tonsid-
erable uncertainty in making a gift of a .scenic easement. He cannot determine the
economic or Lax effects of a proposed gift until an appraisal is completed, and on audit
of his tax return there is,a wide area for disagreement between the taxpayer and the
IRS as to value.

We are not at all sure th4t the problems of valuing scenic easements can readily be
alleviated. One possible solution would be to create a commissiobAonsisting of fed-
eral employees experienced in.Iand acquisition and appraisals and members of conser-
vation organizations and the real estate profession, and to autholize the commission
to rule in advance of a transaction on the value of the interest involved and, at' tbe
election of the donor, to have the ruling binding on the donor and the IRS for tax pur-
poses. Such a procedure would appear to be suitable for gifts to the United States and
for gifts to charitable organizations; for gifts to state or local governmehts it might be
desirable (although not always practical) to require the concurrence' of the dcdpio
government in the valuation. The primary objection to the procedure is that it would'
shift to the federal government the burden and expense of most such appraisal work
unless the commission itself weresranted tax-exempt status and could coltect contri-
butions from private sources.

It has also been suggested that the IRS could publish a schedule of values for par-
ticular types of interests, or at least a schedule of minimum values, but the simplicity
of such an arrangement would likely be more than offset by the fact that !And by
nattIre is not a fungible commodity and has no uniform market value.

Finally; it should be noted that a gift of a scenic easement may result in enhance-
ment to the value of other land owned by the donor. ThuS, for example, an Individual
owning a home might make his home more valuable by granting a scenic easement on
an adjacent or nearby parcel. This proble-m is, howeVer, an essentially factual mattet
depending on the Fircumstahces of the particular case and should be soluble within the
framework of existing law. The solution appears to lie in determining the value of the
scenic easement conveyed in light of the value of all the property owned by the donor
at the time of the conveyance.

IV

PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION

This part of our report focuses on "public interest litigation, of which environ-
mental litigatiWis a major orient. Thefirst section describes at some length the
trans-Alaska pipeline case, v717i1V raises so many of the issues found in public interest
litigation that it is unique in its breadth (as well as its economic magnitude), and the
second section is a detailed examination of public interest litigation.

At the outset it should be observed that the term "public interest litigation" is not
particularly descriptive of all the activities usually encompassecksla the term. "Litiga-
tion," for example, includes all forms of proceedings before goverBmentai administra-
tive agencies and is not kimited to controversies tried before the courts. "Public inter-
est" is, in a sense, a misnomer becausedsublic interest lawyers are advocatesfor the
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`special interests of their clients and are not advocates for some abstract concept of
"the public interest': These matters are explored below in the second section and are
Mentioned here merely to alert the reader to the scope of the term as Used in this
report.

gsj... ..
e Environmental litigationsIllustrated the TAP,Case

The trans-Alaska pipeline case is fascinating because it illustrates so many of the
issues arising in public interest environmental litigation and because, in terms of con--
sequences, it may well be the largest environmental case ever litigated,. Involved were
(1) oil reserves on the Alaska North Slope valued at billions of dollars, (2) expenses of
development and marketing of hundreds of millions of dollars, (3) an acute national
energy shortage, (4) substantial international relations and foreign policy issues, (5)
rightS of non-white 'minorities, (6) the potential for severe damage4o the, Alaskan .
fishing industry, and (7) he preseviti roiof this country's last remaining vast Wilder-
ness area. The resolutio4of the case has required major action ,by a dozen or more
agencies of the executive branch of .the government, by the federal courts and by the
Congress.

Background

In 1968 .several oil companies made a major oil strike on the North Slope of Alaska.
Three oil companies and the pipeline subsidiaries of five other oil companies formed
an association known as the Trans Alaska Pipe Line System, or TAPS, to act as agent
for the exploration of the development of the oil field and the marketing of the prod-
ucts. After completion of the, initial studies, including the testing of an ice-breaking
tanker sent into the Arctic Ocean, TAPS concluded that a large diameter pipeline
across Alaska to Valdez, an ice-free port on the Gulf of Alaska, and the use of tankers
sailing to West Coast ports represented the most practical means of bringing the crude
oil to market.

On April 18, 1969, -Walter J. Nickel, Secretary of the Interior, establish the
North Slope Task Force within the department to study the myriad of prob which
were likely to arise. At the President's request in May of the same year t e task force
was enlarged to include many other government` agencies. In June TA S applied to
Secretary Hckel for the following permits: (J) a S4'7wide pipeline righ:of-way from.
Valdez to Prudhoe Bay on the Arctic-North Coast, a distance of nerly 800 miles;
(2) an additional 46'-wide right-of-way parallel and adjacent to*the piPeline right-of-
way for construction purposes; (3) an additional 100'-wide right-of-w for a construc-
tion rOad from Prudhoe Bay to Livengood, a town near the Yukon fiver and a point
somewhatless than half way to Valdez..

TAPS also requested more than 12 rnilliat{ cubic yards of grave f om public land
for use in the construction of the pipeline find the road. It also appli d to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for a special land-up-erinit (a "SLUP") for an oil tame farm or.
802 acres of land in the Chugach National rest.

On September 15, 1969, the task force mitted a preliminary r port to the Presi-
dent outlining the problems anticipated in the evelopment of the pipeline. On Octo-
ber 1 the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture issued the tank farm SLUP.
In Dtalnis- TAPS amended its pending application to request a-single right-of-way
54' in wid and submitted two separate applications for STUP's, one for additional
access acid construction space extending 11' on one side and 35' on the opposite side
of the pipeline right-of-way and the other for an area 200' in width for the pipeline .
construction surface and a haul road to run fiarn Prudhoc Bay to Livengood.

In early 1970 the oil companies organized Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. to take over
the engineering design and construction responsibilities of TAPS. Soon thereafter,
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Secretary Hickel announced his intention tegrant the requested right-of-way and
SLUp)s.

if is to be noted that up to this pOint in time the primary input into the decision-
aking process came from the oil companies That this was so is understandable be-

cause they were, after all, the source of the capital to bi.invested in the project.

Litigation

On March 26, 1970, three environmental organizations, The Wilderness Society,
Friends of the Earth, and Environmental Defense Fund, filed suit in federal court in
the Distria if Columbia to enjoin Secretary Hickel from issuing the necessary permits
and for declaratory relief. Plaintiffs wore represented by lawyers from Center for Law
and Social Policy, itself a tax-exempt public interest law firm. Plaintiffs contended
that the issuance of the permits would violate section 28 of-the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1920, that the tank farm SLUP violated the acreage limitation of the applicable
law, and that the issuance of anywermjtotright-oftwaywpuld violate NEPA. While
the suit involved many technical issues plaintiffs' primary concern was, of course,
focused on the environmental impact of a trans-Alaska pipeline.

On April 3, 1970, the district courj denied a temporary restrairilu order, but on
April 28 the court handed down a two-page opinion granting a preliminary injunction
against Secretary Hickel. Wilderness Society v. Nickel, 325 F.Supp. 422 (D.C., D.C.
1970). The court concluded th4 'the'three basic applications should, be treated as a
single applicatibn for a pipeline-right-of-way and that, as so viewed, the Secretary had
failed to comply fully with NEPA and the right-of-way exceeded the width limitations
of section 28 of the Minearal Leasing Act of 1920.

Executive Action

)'
The focys then shifted to the executive branch as the Department of the Interior

and numerous other government agencies set about preparing the detailed en *r (onmen-
tal impact statement required by NEPA. Several' task forces were formed to tudy var-
ious aspects of the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline and alternatives thereto. It was not
until January 1971, however, that a draft of the impact statement was issued. There-
after public hearings on the draft were held in Washington and Alaska.

During this phase of the proceedings, the environmental organizations and the pub-
lic interest lawyer's had the opportunity to offer their contribution on the merits,of
the project: Their role was to expert testimony and other evidence that might
not otherwise have been considered. Their input and critique of the draft impact state-
ment lead to extensive revision of the statement and in the plans for the project.

On March 3, 1971, Alyeska filed an application for rights-of-way for 26 microwave
communications sites along the pipeline route. In June of the same year the State of
Alaska contracted with Alyeska to haye Alyeska bald a public highway from Liven-
good to Prudhoe Bay, along a route almost identical tpihe 20Q' haul road requested
in one of the SLUP applications, and Alaska agreed kJ secure the necessary permits.
Soon thereafter Alaska applied to the Bureau of Land Management for a permanent
highway right-of-way and Alyeska then withdrew its SLUP application for the haul
road. Alyeska also submitted applications to the Department of the Interior for a 20-
year lease to construct three airports along the pipeline route and contracted with
Alyeska to have them built and operate&as public airports during construction of the
pipeline. Alaska als4 applied for free-use permits for gravel to be used in construction
blthe highways and airports.

,On February 4, 1972, Alyeska (1) amended its construction SLOP application to
request the use of such land "as may be reasopably necessary" for construction and
(2) filed all amended application requesting rights-of-y/a.V for 10 pumping stations. On
Maich 20, 1972, nearly two years after the

(
issuance ,of the preliminary injunction, the
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Secretary of the Interior issued a iF inal Impact Statement a six-volume work repre-
senting the ecim bined efforts of the Departments of Interior, Defense (including the
Corps of Engineers),. Transportation, H.E.W., and Housing and Urban Development
and the Officeof Science and Technology, the Council on Environmental Quality,.
and the EPA. This was followed on May' 11 by a news release in which the then-
Secretary, Rogers C. B. Morton, announCesillis intention to grant the necessary per-
mits for the proposed pipeline.

,Return to the Courts

The matter returned to court where the parties then included the State of Alaska,
Aleska, and certain Canadian environmentalists (including a member of the Canadian
Parliament). After a hearing on whether the preliminary injunction should be made
permanent, the District Court on August 15, 1972, disiolved the preliminary injunc-
tion, denied a. permanent injunction, and dismissed the complaints. The plaintiffs
promptly appealed to the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

The matter was heard an tided by seven judges of the court of appeals, sitting
en banc. See Wilderness ciety v. Morton', 479 F.2d 842 (D.C, Cir, 1973), cert. den.,
411 U.S. 917 (1973). -

In the opinion handed down on February 9, 1973, the court held that the con-.
struction of the trans-Alaska pipeline must be halted: While the plaintiffs were most
concerned about environmental issues, the court's decision turned op a narrow tech-
nical ground. Everyone had agreed that the basic 54' pipeline right-of-way was author-.
ized by law, but the court held that the width limitation of section 28 (limiting a-
right-of-way to 'Me width of the pipe plus 25' on each side) applied to all land neces-
sary for construction, as well as Maintenance and operation, that, the construction
SLUP was an integral part of the pipeline' right -of -way, and that the total right-of-way
violated section 28 and the regulations of the Bureau of Land Management. The court
found valid the issuance of the requested permits for pumping stations, communica-
tion facilities, the Valdez tank farm ,Aprd Alaska's highway, airport", and free use of
gravel. The court, however, in a 4442-5" decision,, declined to determine whether the
requirements of NEPA had been satisfied. The effect of the court's decision was to
place the future of the Alaskan pipeline i7 the hands of Congress.

; ,

Congressional Resolution
I

- j ' r
In mid-February 1973 the President elivered his Environment and National Re-

sources State of the Union .Mes art of the program announced at that time
included two bills which, on Febrstal%27, were sent to the Senate. These -bills would
have extensively rewritten the statutes relating to the management of,public lands and
the leasing of mineral rights. POrtions of the bills would also have expanded the au-

, thority tf. the Secretary of the Interior to, issue rights-of-way for the trans-Alaska pipe-
line. These bills, along with twii others dealing specifically with i;laskan oil, were re-
ferred to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, chaired by Senator
Jackson (Washington). On March' 9 and March 27 the committee held hearings on
those portions of the bills relating to the granting of rights-of-way for the construc-
tion of large oil and gag pipelines and other transportation facilities across federal
lands. Thereafter, the committee had extensive communications with nurherolciect--
eral agencies to develdp additional information pe?tinent to their inquiries...(n the
meantime, on April .2, 1973, the Supreme Court of the United States announced
-its refusal to review the court qtappealedecision.

On.May 2 and 3, 1973, the committee held healrin'glren three bills dealing specifi-
cally with a tans- Alaska pipeline and its alternative, a traptiCanada pipeline.

On May 9,,,1973, the committee reported favorably a (S. 1081). Basically, ihiS
bill would' have increased the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to grant various
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types of rights-of-way and spelled out the procedures and limitations applicable there-
to In addition, Title II would have requested the President to undertake negotiations
an&dther actions with respect to a trans-Canada pipeline, the bill provided, however,
tl(al it was the expectation of Congress that the Alaskan pipeline would be built first
ap,4 that this provision of the bill was not to affect the decision on such a pipeline nor
Vt.:^iMpose anS, additional requAements under NEPA. In, its report the committee
described the areas of controv4rsy as being es§entially the following. (1) the environ-
qnehtal_impacObasically the -queAjon of the Alaskan

'numerous
versus the Canadian route,

but. fq9uslrOlso on potential Marine, pollution arid numerous other environmental
coneerns), (2) the qbestioniof markets (aelivery of the oil to the West Coast versus
deliyery to the MiOest) t3) t relative economic benefits (that is, market prices)
of an Alaskan pipelit'ie-"compare with a Canadian pipeline, (4) ownership and control
(in view of Canacati statemen that nationals of Canada would have to own and con-
trol at least l percept of' any ian. facilitiesL'and (5) numerous other issues,
including ling mid timing OP nous alternatives, the problems of financing, the
impact orrth b laxtce of p4ments, the ohmic:al security of the pipeline, employ-
ment and other ICAeffects within Naskapicl the impact.on competition and
market poWer, lnth end, however, the committee/concluded that the principal con-
troersy was between a 48" pipeline through Alasp versus a 48" pipeline through
Canada. The advocates of the Alaskan pipeline wgiie, the oil companies, industry inr
trade associations, and the respective administratt Q,s of Alaska and the U.S. govern-
ment. The principal advocates of the Canadian pipeline were conservation ofganiza-
tions, commercial fishermen groups, state official.i. and Congressmen.from the Mid-
west, academicians, and Canadian interests. The ,thmmittee itself concluded that the
Alaskan pipeline was prefeTable on the ground thiat it could be on Stream from two to
six years earlier than a Canadian line. ,

The critical day from the environinentalistsr point of view was July 17, 1973, when
S..1081 was taken up on the floor of the Senate. A number of amendments were con-
sidered that day, but perhaps the most important was one offered by Senator,Gfravel
(Alaska), He proposed art amendment to,add several provisions to the bill in eff &t di-
recting the Secretary of the Interior,ed other federal agencies to issueNiall necessary
permits for a trans-Alaska pipeline as described in the Final Impact Statement, declar-
ing that all previous actions by goverrirkent officials "shall be.regarded as satisfactory
compliance" with NEPA, declaring that no further action-under NEPA would be re-
quired, and limiting judicial review '6( the statute and governmental actions with re-
spect to the propqrd pipeline. In a roll call vote theimendment was approved by the
narrowest of margins 49 to 48, 0,0p6bents of the,bill.then sought-to-overturn the
apProval of" the amendment. On the critical roll call vote,the Senate divided evenly,
49 to 49, The Vice-President ,thettcast the deciding vote approving the, amendment.
Shortly thereafter the bill as ainglited was approved by the Senate; 77 to 20.

During the congressional plc 3e of theiTAPkxlitej the Icibhying prohibition was
strongly felt by, the section 5Q1(c) .(3) envirgratal and publiC interest law organiza-
tions. Business -.,cofteictll o legislators and the public,
but charitable corpo %, could not do so a.'obstantial" way. When the_vote
of one Senator cou "reVersed the me, the ability of charitable organiza-
tions to have lobbied di with rs could conceivably have altered the
result.

After Senate apprOvl the bill had relatively smooth sailing. The House passed a
similar measurei, on August 2. A Senate-House Conference Committee worked out a
final bill whichoverwhelmingly passed the House on November 12 and the Senate on
November 13 and was signed by tht President on November 16, 1973.

,-As enacted, the new law6 completely rewrote section 28 of the Mineral Leas-
ing Act of 1920 to provide foi;- the.issuan9e of rights-of-way, SLUP's and other per
its, supplying definitions ancialmpOsing various limitations thereon. Title II dealt

specifically with the trans-Alaska pipeline. This Title, known as the -"Trans-Alaska
'Pipeline Authorization Act," specifically directed the issuance of all necessary per-
mits and authorizations necessary for the construction, operation and maintenance
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of the trans-Alaska pipeline system as genefilty-d. escribed- in- the Final Impact State-
ment, declared that the foregoing action "shall be taken without further action ".
under NEPA, provided that judicial review of such actiOns could be had only by, a slit
filed within 60 days after enactment of the statute, 'provided for the liability of ariy ,

permit holder and of persons transporting oil sent through the pipeline, aria re4uested
the President to enter into negotiations withAhe -goverment of CanadadZonceming ,

the desirability and feasibility_of_one or_more_oil_orgas_pipelines througli 'Canada.
In thd face of such a strongly worded statute, it wasapparently thought that little .

could be accomplished by additionallitilafiort,_and no suit was filed within 60 days
of the enactment of the statute. The pending .ase was voluntarily dismissed on Jan-
uary 16, 1974. Thus, the way was paved for the Alaskan,pipeline to become a reality.

Legal Fees

Following the dismissal of the action on the merits, the plaintiff organizations re-
quested the circuit court to award them their expenses and attorneys' fees. In a 4 to
3 decision the court (1) awarded plaintiffs' expenses and costs bqually against Alyeska,
the State of Alaska, and the United States, as authorized by statute, and (2) approved
the award of attorneys' fees, the amounts thereof to be determined on remand to the
district court."

The majority noted that the traditional American rule is not to award attorneys'
fees .against the losing party in a law suit but that the courts have broad equitable
powers to make such awards in appropriate cases. One such exception to the general
rule is the case where the plaintiff has acted as a "private attorney general," vindica-
ting an important public policy. The majority concluded that the plaintiffs succeeded
in their role as a private attorney general protecting vital statutory interests. In support
of thiS,conclusion they pointed out that, as a result of the suit, Congress amended the
'Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and added thereto several important new requirements
and restrictions. They also concluded that the NEPA issue, although not decided by
the court, further supported the award of,attorneys' fees. They cited comments by the
Honorable Russell E: Train, then (June 29, 1973) chairman of the Council on Environ-
mental Quality and now administrator of EPA, to the effect that the litigation forced
serious study of many environmental, engineering, and siting problems not adequately
,.considered in the initial proposal presented to the Department of Interior in 1969. The
majority held that an award of fees may be appropriate where the "litigation serves as
a catalyst to effect change and thereby achieves a valuable public service."

The court directed the lower court to determine the amount of the fees and to as-
sess one half of such amount against Alyeska on the ground that it was the real party
in interest in the litigation. The other half would have been assessed against the United
States except for the statutory bar to the award of fees against the United States. The
court said an award of fees against the State of Alaska mold not be appropriate be-
cause the state voluntarily participated in thessuitto present a different version of the
public interest implications of the,trans-Alaska pipeline.

Finally, and significantly, the court held that from the award the plaintiff organiza-
tions should be reimbursed for payments made by them to their coLnsel. The balance
of the award is to be paid directly to the counsel, rather than the organizations which
pay their salaries, to avoid a problem whether such organizations, if they were to be
paid, might be engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. The court noted that, in'

.equity, the attorneys should reimburse their employers for the employers' out-oft
pocket expenses and that the rest of the award is to belong to the attorneys.

Three judges vigorously dissented and two separate dissenting opinions were filed.
One judge construed the action of Congress as a total rejection f plaintiffs' arguments
on the NEPA issue and a slap at the court for failing to decide that issue in the first
instance. In his view the main thrust of the NEPA claim would haVe subjected a vital
part of our energy supplies to the future control Of a foreign government, thus defeat-
ing the goal of making the nation self-sufficient in energy. He also Ac pressed the view.
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that because Congress regersed the action of the court, everyone must suffer the delay
caused by the litigation and that he would not agree to compensate "those who
sought to further aggravate the injury." This would in his view be subsidizing lawyers
to bring suits against our national interests. Finally, he argued that Alyeska should not
be liable for the "sins of the Government," and thus fees should not be awarded
against any party.

Another judge filed a separate disseriting opinion in which the other two dissenters
joined. This opinion contended that delaying forseyeral years the delivery of oil from
the North Slope conferred no public benefit on the United States. The dissenters saw
plaintiffs' net achiivement as an amendment of the Mineral Leasing Act to authorize
wider pipeline rights-of-way, againS1 this benefit, they argued "must be weighed the
public disservice in blocking access to the much needed oil at a critical time in our his-
tory, and the enormously higher casts we must all pay." The minority concluded that
an award of attorneys' fees would devlate from the requirements of the private at
torney general rule that plaintiffs (1) 'prevail on some important legal issue and (2)
confer a public benefit, and the' said that awarding fees to these plaintiffs would en-
courage much more.ill-founded litigation.

The United States Supreme Court granted Alyeska's petition for review of the de-
cision on October 15, 1974, and on January 22, 1975, the case was argued before the

, Court. The Court's decision should have great significance in the field of public inter-
est litigation.

.

Observations

It is not our function to*express a judgment on the merits of the TAPS case. We
should, however, offer some observations concerning the role of the public interest
lawyers.

Those having an immediate financial interest in the trans-Alaska pipeline project,
principally the oil companies, had direct access to the administrative agencies, the
courts, and the Congress and the economic wherewithal to present their view on. all
aspects of the project. Individually, environmentalists and environmental organiza-
tion's lacked the resources to marshal their evidence And present it to the decision
makers, As a result, access to the decision makers was certainly something less than
equal as among those holdihg differing views. Such imbalance in advocacy creates a
real risk that the final decision will be biased in favor of th etter=repr sented inter-
ests.

..

Public interest/lawyers see their role in such cases as t at of advocates fo e legit'.
Mate points of 'view which vould otherwise be unrepresented, prat' least underrepre-
sented, in the decisionmaking process. They do not contend th t they have the omni-
sciencescience to know wherein lies "the public interest" and to be sp king as the exclusive
advocates of such interest. Rather they contend that large grog-ps of individuals and
organizations have interests and 'concerns which should be ably represented in truly,
adversary procee gs so that the final policy decisions will be based on a considera-
tionof a balanced presentation of all relevant points of viewjhe public interest
lawyer is, quite simply, a legal advocate for special interests that xould otherwise be
without such an advocate.

In the TAPS case the public interest lawyers' representation o environmentalists
led to major substantive changes in the trans-Alaska pipeline pro ect and forced the
congress to make the ultimate decisions.-Regardless of whether ,ne likes or dislikes.
the impact public interest lawyers had in the TAPS case, he cannot dispute the right
of the environmentalists to have their voices heard and their views, considered by the'
decision makers whose action carries such widespread consequences.

st
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Exa,mination of Public Interest Litigation

Public interest litigation is conducted by basically three types of tax-exempt organ,
zations: (1.) law firms, in the sense of corporate entities qualified under state law to
engage in the practice of law and which may or may not have large public member-
ships, (2) non-licensed corporations staffed exclusively orAprimarily by lawyers, and
(3) non-licensed corporatipns primarily or substantially oriented to scientific, educa-
tional, or other exempt activities with staff attorneys employed to engage in litigatitd
where necessary tOscarry out the basic purposes of.the organization. Within any par-
ticular category, the methods of operation may vary among organizations, in the sec-
ond category, for example, some rely exclusively on staff lawyers to handle their cases
while others employ private counsel for partitular cases and use staff lawyers in a sup-
porting role. Ad hoc local groups formed to deal with specific local issues have ben
significant in some of the earliest cases, but today their role seems to be basically that
of clients, nQt themselves tax-exempt litigators. The considerations relevant to each of
the three main types of organizations are essentially the same. Where differences are
significa'nt as among the .types they are noted in the following discussion.

Public interest litigation takes many different forms and involves myriads of issues.
Environmental litigation was one of the first types to reach significant proportions
and today continues to be a major portion of public interest legal activity. rxamples
of environmental. litigation include the following:

. Suits against the EPA. These may involve challenges to air or water quality stan-
dards or the enforcement of deadlines under statutes requiring agency action.

Suits VirfsNatitr federal agencies. These cover a Wide range of subjects such as
the needlor or adequacy of environmental impact statements, the issuance of fed-
eral perrYi and licenses, the registration of pesticides nd other chemicals, and so
forth: "1-44

.?
, i. Participation in administrative proceedings to set air or uality standards and

in subsequent appeals from initial administrative determinations.

Suits to enforce standards regulating air or water quality under statutory provi-
sions authorizing private enforcement in the event of governmental inaction..

Highway and rapid transit cases wliich can involve issues of.air pollution, conser-
vation, reloCatjon housing, rights of the poor, and many other considerations.

Public utility litigation involving the need for and siting of cower plants, the pub-
lic safety of nuclear power, air pollution and waste disposal, and utility rate struc-
tures:-1 4.1";

Other land use issues' such as "inverse condemnation" (for example, the effect of
noise and use of, air space on property owners surrounding a newly approved pub-
lic airport) and "down Dining" '(fOr exainple, the imposition of environmental
zoning restrictions limiting the economic development of land).

In general, many public interest lawyers assert that their primary task is to force
administrative agencies and private enterprises to hew to the letter of the law if the
law proves to be too severe in tern of economic or other consequences, the political
process will then take over to balance the conflicting considerations and rewrite the
law7On the other hand, the effect,of such litigation may be to curb an'agency's right
to use its prosecutorial discre on to avoid enforcement of the law in cases which
offend common sense or.t respond intelligently to changed conditions or circum-
stances not anticipated by the legislature.

It has often been contended that regulatory agencies tend to be co-opted by the
regulated and .that most administrative agencies tend to acquire and serve their own
constituencies and vested interests. As a result oethe foregoing, real conflicts among
agencies a1re not infrequent (th; EPA Versus TVA on matters involving coal burning7
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power plants, to cite one example). Public interest law groups bring a new dimension
to adminvative proceedings. Court proceedings often force agency recognition of
broader horizons, as well as flushing out new areas requiring attention.

As the attorneys' fee portioR, of the TAPS case illustrates, however, it is possible
for 7 judges of brie court to split 4 to 3 into diametrically opposed camps on the basic
question of what lisigation is truly in the "public interest."

The Problem ofIdentifying Charitable Litigation

Under the Constitution of the United States the function of the judiciary is to de-
cide real "cases and controversies" between realePeople. Generally opeaking, the
courts do not render advisory opinions or determine rules of law on the basis of hypo-
thetical facts. Litigation between adversaries is a method for resolving disputes arfd is

. not an activity which by itself can be classified as charitable.
On the other hand, litigation seems clearly proper as a means to achieve a proper

charitable goal. To our knowledge this proposition is not challenged today. The IRS
has for years recognized tht propriety of a tax-exempt organization's legal representa-
tion of members of minority groups. As noted in the introduction to this report, the

'regkrlations expressly, provide that section 501.(c)(3) encompasses an organization
whose purpose is "to defend human and civil rights secured by law."63 Also, as notecl,
in Chapter II, certain recent federal pollution control statutes authorize citizen suits a.
a means of enforcing compliance with the substantive requirements of the statutes,
and such statutes evidence a public policy favoring the judicial resolution of issues in-
volving conflicting interests. In short, litigation is the peaceful means for resolving
dispqtes and vindicating protected rights in a goverivnertal system based upon the rule
of la* In fact, the United States Supreme Court has said that litigatien, and the orga-
nized'

1

support of litigation, to advice lawful ends are "modes o expression and
.assocration protected by the First and Fourteenth Aniendments."64

There are, however, potential abuses against which the tax laws must guard. A tax-
exempt srganization must not litigate on behalf of self-suffipient private interests,
for to do so would violate the prohibition against the private inurement of the organi-
zation's earnings as well s the basic requirement that the organization must serve a
public, not a purPose. Further, it would not be a charitable activity for an
organization to seek to achieve its charitable goals through a program of harassing law
suits which are not soundly based legally or factually and which *produce great hin-
drance to the defendants, nor, would it be charity for an organization to engage in liti-
gation for the purpose of advancing the priVate interests' of its contributors, directors,
or employees. - .

The problem, then, is find they standafd or test that identifies Charitable litigationirc-

and delineates it from no -charitable litigation.

The Primary Policy Issue

The principle that litigation is a proper means to achieve a charitable end has usual-
ly been applied to cases in which the tax-exempt organization has been seeking to pro-
tect the interests of persons who come within the classes of traditional objects of
charity (for, example, the poor and distressed, the underprivileged and members of dis-
advantaged minorities). In such cases, a direct grant of money, foOd or clothing would
be a charitable activity and the furnishing of legal services and representation would be
no less charitable. Such litigation activity is charitable even when the purpose thereof
is to secure a direct economic benefit for the person being represented.

Public interest litigation extends the benefits of tax exemption to persons not
within the classes of traditional objects of charity. Consequently, the primary policy
question to which ,we recommend the Filer Commission address itself is, What-are the
appropriate standards for determining the boundaries of tax-exempt charity which

C
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o furnishes legal representation to persons who do not themselves qualify as objects of-
charity under traditional standards? To answer this question the focus must bel-tore
on the role playedby the organization in its representation of such persons than on
the status of the recipients of, the benefits.

The policy question can best be 'resolved by analyzing specific criteria and rules
which may be developed and employed to delineate the boundaries of tax-exempt liti-
gating activities. "Public interest litigation" is the usual label assigned to those litj-*
gating activities found to qualify as'charity, and the balance of this discussion focuses
on certain criteria and rules that have been or may be utilized to identify public inter-
est litigation and the subsidiary policy issues encountered in the formulation of such
criteria and rules.

Criteria and Rules for Identifying Public Interest Litigation

theiRS tuidelirkes. The 'q.t.:II-rent position of ,the IRS is reflected in Rev. Proc.
71-39, 1971-2,C.B. 575, the text of which was first published in a news release on
November 12, 1970. This publication will hereinafter be referred to as the "IRS
Guidelines." Before considering the substance of the IRS Guidelines it is enlightening
to recount briefly the history of their formulation and publication.

Public interest law groups were a phenomenon of the late 1960s. Prior to 1970 the
IRS issued several determination letters to organizations engaging in public interest
litigation holdi g that they. qualified as tax-exempt charitable organizations. As new

.organizations w re formed andadditional applications for exemption were submitted,
the IRS deter ned in early t970 to undertake a study of the whole subject of public
interest litigation before issuing any additional determination letters. The study ran
through the summer months of )970 with a result that one or more newly formed
organizations were left without an IRS approval of litigation activities. On September
30, 11970, the Honorable Russell . Train, chairman of the Presikent's Council on Enz
ifironmental Quality, submitted tb the IRS a legal memorandum in support of tax
exemption and expressed the view: I , 4

-

Private litigation before courts and administrative agencies has been d will
7 continue to be an important environmental'protection technique strpbleme ting

and reinforcinggovernment environmental protection programs.
-. - , t a,'

On October 9, 1970, the IRS iisued a news release announcing the study, and the
temporary suspension of rulings oh the tax-exempt status of public interest law firms,
stating the study should be completed within 60. days and expressing the view
that it wa then unable to"make any judgMent about the deductibility of contributions

ade during the period of the study. As later explained 1:n/ Commissioner of-Internal
evenue, Randolph W. Thrower, the announcement was made to get the study "off

dead center" and to obtain the benefit of wide participation. The angodncement, how-
ever, brought a storm of protest from many members of Congress, administration
officials, practicing lawyers and law professors, public interest groups, news media, and
others much of it sincere and some of it political and one-sided in content, but a
real storm nevertheless. less than a week later the IRS issued a second release explain-
ing thattdonors to public interest law firms would be fully protected in'making contri-
butions to such firms holding previously issued favorable rulings.

Almost immediately, Senator Nelson, chairnian of the Senate Subcommittee on
Ern(aloyment, Manpower arx1 Poverty, which was then in the midst of public hearings
on the program of legal services for the poor, announced that his subcommittee would
`hold hearings in mid-November and requested Commissioner Thrower to appear al the
lead-off witness.- The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, chaired by
Senatorjackson, soon published a report containing "Selected Materials on Tax
Exempt Status and Public Interest Litigation." As noted above, the IRS completed its
study and issued its Guidelines on November 12, 1970. Senator Nelson's subcommit-

Zda Cal t,
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tee held hearings on November 16 and 17, compiling quite a large record. With the
issuance of,the IRS Guidelines and the Commissioner's explanation of their substance
and the reasoIls for their formulation, most witnesses expressed their general satisfac-
tion with the Guidelines. While the storm soon subsided, there was lingering dissatis-
faction with the manner in which the subject had been handled.

The IRS Guidelines apply generally to "organizations formed to provide Legal repre-
sentation in the public interest." The approach of the Guidelines is.to differentiate
between organizations representing the interests of "a majority of the public" and,
those representing "a disadvantagid minority, tin victims of racial discrimination, or
those denied human and civil, rights," all a whoth have traditionally been recognized
as-proper objects of charity. The eight gdidelines apply to the first category of organi-.\z3tions and may be summarized as follows.-1

1. The organization's role in litigation can reasonably be said to be in representa-
tion. of "a broad public interest Aber than a private interest." Normally it would not
extend to direct representation of litigants in actions Iletween private persons "where
their financial interests at stake, would warrant representation- from private' legal
sources."

,)2. The organization does-nat'accept fees for its service, except in accordance.with
procedures approved by the IRS.

3. The orgInization does not, engage in a program of disruption of the judicial
system, illegal activity, or violation of canons'cif ethics.

4. The organization files with .its annual tax return a description of its cases and
the rationale for their public benefit. ..

5. The policies and programs of the organization are determined by 'a board or
committee "representative of the public.interest" and which is not controlled by the
litigating staff or any noncharitable organization.

6. The organization does not operate, such as by sharing office space, in th4nner
so as to create identification or confusion with a private law firm.

7. There is no direct or indirect arrangement to provide a tax deduction for t e
cost of litigation "which is for the private benefit of the donor."

8. The drgir;ization otherwise complies with .section 501(c) (3), specifically not
participating in political campaigns, not permitting inurement of its earnings to a
private shareholder or individual, and not engaging in any substantial lobbying activ-
ities.

t While the IRS indicated a the time of Promulgation of the Guidelineqhat there
would be a study and revisi of the section 501(c) (3) regulations to incorporate
standards relating to litigati n, with the usual procedure of public notice and hearing,
to date no revision of the regulations has been publicly proposed.

After more than four years of experience with the IRS Guidelines there appears
tobe a general consensus among the malty public interest lawyers inter4wed by us
that the Guidelines are generally adequate with respect to the determiati9n of tax
exemption for public interest litigating activities. They do not, however, explain very
clearly what is encompassed within "public interest" litigation. Furthermore, the IRaS
Guidelines mingle indispensable tax rules with policy determinations and adminR-
trative matters. We have therefore attempted in Chapter V of this report to reorga-
nize and set forth in semi-technical language a set of criteria and rules for determining
tax- exempt public interest litigation. These .criteria acrd rules provide the points of
reference for fife balance of our discussion of the policy issues considered herein.

"Public interest" defined. There is essentially unanimous agreement among public
interest lawyers that they do not purport to repregent the "public interest" indeed,

23_0
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no single interest can be the public interest" because the interests of the individuals
and entities comprising Xhe public in a pluralistic society are diverse and in numerous
ways conflicting. It is therefore possible for two or more groups of public interest
lawyers to be aTguing for'clifferent results. For example, a case involving the construc-
tion of a dam may involve persons variously interested in (1) preserving the existing
scenery and water and land uses, (2) developing a new source of hydro-electric power,
(3) providing flood control, and (4) making.new uses.of the water and land resources

and each such interest could be labeled "a public interest."
We find, therefore, that an organization cannot properly be said to be representing

the public interest in the cases it Undertakes. However, the representation of special
interests, whose voices might otherwise go unheard, advances the public interest be-
cause, .under our system of government, the rights and liberties of all lawful interests

'a1 titled to the equal protection of the law and such protection is of special con-
ceflif, when a contested matter is up for decision by a court or an agency. We conclude
that the advancement of these fundamental concepts of our Constitution is what sup-
plies the "public interest" in public interest litigation.

Proposed criteria and rules. As just noted, the role of public, interest lawyers is
functionally the same as that of private lawyers the representation of their clients'.
pecial interests. Something more, of course, is needed to qualify a litigating organi-

Talton as a tax-exempt charity. In thexfollovying chapter we suggest three basic criteria
for use in determining whether ari organization's legal representation of clients quali-
fies as public interest litigation. We have also outlined a series of rules for (1) applying
the criteria to particular cases, (2) relating to the organizational structure of a public
interest law'group, (3) governing the operatioqs of an organization to adhere to the
limitations of section 501(c) (3), and (4) providing for the collection of attorneys'
fees.

The three basic criteria haye been distilled from the IRS Guidelines and our inter-
views with public interest lawyers and others, and we believe that the criteria would
meet with general agreement among public interest lawyers. They also serve to ex-
pliin the rationale for extending tax exemption to the representation ofcertain

, persons who do not qualify for the receipt _of charity. The four categories of rules
wotjld probably not meet with the same general agreement. Some of the rules are
fundamental requirements of present law and some represent policy matters on which

__.judgments must be made and on which there can be wide differences of opinion. In
the, following discussion we have attempted to reflect all points of view expressed to
us. ,

The three critiera may be summrzed as follows:

Chle, ,the interests of an organizatiors clients are otherwise unrepresented, or
at least underrepresented. ffr

-
Two, the clients lack the financial resources tO empldy-private counksel, or the
cost of private counsel is out of proportion to the economic interests ht stake.

Three, the litigation has significance for a substantial segment of the public.

Some public interest lawyers regard a ,combination of the first two as sufficient.
The point has been made that much environmental litigation, as well ascertain other
classei of cases, may involve costs of hundreds of thousands of dollars for rixpert
wit'nss fees, research, court costs, and so forth, and even a substantial group of
affected persons with incomes well above any assumed poverty level may be unable
(or unwilling because of the amount at stake) to finance the presentation of their
views in such litigation. Is it sufficient in such cases to say that only the first two cri-
teria need be satisfied?

In answer to this question it has been argued that tax-exempt hospitals provide
health care to persons of all economic levels, that legal care has become as important
in our society as,health care and that legal care institutions shjUld be accorded the
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same tax status. As set forth in The appended footnote,'" the Congress has recently
made a fincling'as to:the greatimPiirtance of adequate legal assistance for those unable
to afford private counsel. Even assuming health and legal care are of nearly equal im-
portance, it is difficult analytically to analogize legal care to hospital care. Hospitals,
in addition to providing eeergbncy care, provide physical facilities at which physioans
can render trtedical services. There is no direct parallel in the field of legal care while

' the lawyer's role is similar to that of a physican (and both are taxpayers), the courts,
which are most closely analogous to hospitals as instititions, are provided by govern-
ment, not Rrivate nonprofit entities, and most of the costs of the court facilities and
s ff are paid from governmental revenues.

is true, however, that access to the courts in certain types of cases (usually those
involving or affecting substantial segments of the public) requires the expenditure of
large sums of money to employ experts and /or to assemble and analyze voluminous
scientific or other data. In such cases, the chArges levied by the courrmay be mo est
but the cost of proceeding in the court may be as expensive as, or more expo ve
than, the cost of providing long-term hospital care. In these instances there is a mi-
larity between a hospital as a health care institution and a public interest law roup
(which would bear the litigation costs) as a legal care institution:

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it does not appear that an analogy to hospitals
necessarily compels the conclusion that criteria one and two by themselves are suf-
ficient to support tax exemption for public interest law groups. Protecting the health -
or life of- one individual is itself a benefit to a society in which each individual is im-
portant; and the full public benefit of a .hospital lies in the fact that it is operated to
provide such protection, within its capabilities, to all individuals. Providing legal
representation to an individual, or a small groue of individuals, in a case having no
particular significance to any others, does not appear to confer the same degree of_.
public benefit,* v

' If, however, the legal welfare of an individual were to be considered as import
as his health and life, then the ability to pay referred to in criterion two would lose
much of its significance in developing a policy for ensuring such welfare. But where a
private economic interest is substantial enough to warrant employment of private
counsel and the client has sufficient funds to do so, direct representation of the
client's interest by a tax-exempt organization is precluded by the IRS Guidelines
we think properly so, for it is difficult to perceive how such representation confers any
public benefit that would not otherwise come to pass without the participation of a
tax-exempt entity. Most public interest lawyers appear to agree that their participation
(if any) in such litigation should be in a role other than the direct representation of
such private interests.

It follows from the foregoing that, as important as individual legal care is, both cri-
teria one and two are essential elements in a findipg of public benefit. By themselves,
the two criteria could apply to cases in which the resulting public' benefit would be
very slight. Where, howeyer, the private interests involved in A case and the clients'
finaritial resources are, individually and collectively, relatively small when compared
to the cost of the litigation, the significance of the case to a modest number of other

ponSigleatly increases the magnitude of the public benefit.
VT() illustrate the last point we would refer to an example, considered by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue in his testimony before Senator Nelson's subcOmmit-
tee,66 of litigation involving a small private lake with six private land owners, against
one`-of whom the other five were complaining about pollution of the lake. Commis-
sioner Thrower opined that representation by a tax-exempt organization of the five
complainants would not normally be within the IRS Guidelines. He indicated, how- --
ever, that moving the setting to the shores of Lake Iffichigan or to the bank of a sig-
nificant river, or adding the ingredient of a public beach or camping ground also shar-
ing the lake, would seem to bring representation by a tax-exempt organization within
the Guidelines.

Ne
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It appeal; to us that, if tax exemption is to be accorded ,to public interest law
groups representing persons who do not qualift for charity, criterion three is necessary
to provide a degree of public benefit sufficient to merit tax-exempt status. The three

Ar basic criteria, taken together, are consistent with the policy of the IRS Guidelinesand
the views expressed to us by public interest lawyers. We believe, therefore, that. they
providejhe building blocks for constructing a workable test for identifying tax-exempt
I itigatmt activities.

We.turn next to a consideratiOn of the public significance referred to in criterion
three. The IRS made clear when the Guidelines were published in 1970 that it was not
going to be the judge of whether a particular case (that is, the result sought in litiga-
tion) was or was not in the public interest. In the IRS view, it is the furnishing of legal
representation, not the cause, that generates the public benefit. To cast, the tax collec-
tor in the role of arbiter of the public good would require the Service to makemany
subjective ad hoc decisions, some of which could involve controversial or unpopular,
raves. Some believe that the IRS is subject to too many political pressures to assume
this role, but whether that be true or not the proper administration of the tax exemp
tion provisionS of the Internal Revenue Code does not require the IRS to go so far.
It follows, therefore, that public interest litigation should not for tax purposes be de-
fined initerms of causes or classes of litigation, even if.,it were possible (as seems un-
likely) to develop detailed rules defining each permissible category of public interest
litigation and to anticipate all of the variations that may arise in the future. It is for
this reason that we have concludedthat environmental litigation cannot appropriately
be considered as a, separate topic .but must be treatbd as a. component of the broader
topic of public interest litigation. °

Because public interest litigation cant ©t be defined in terms of causes or classes
of litigation, criterion three is drawn in terms of the significance of a particular case to
persons not directly involved in the case. The significance might be the physical sub-
ject matter of the case (an important natural resource or a pesticide, for example),
the construction of a statute having broad application, or the enjoining of govern-
mental 'or private conduct that violates statUtory law and affects a significant number
of people.

As explained in Chapter V in the rules for "Application of the Criteria," the deter-
mination 9f when an organization's representation, of clients is in the public ,interest
depends upon a balancing of the' three criteria, Thus, the smaller the number of
clients, the greater sh.ould be the public significance described in criterion three.
Similay, the clients' economic interests should normally, particularly in suits against .

"ioNprivate parties, be comparatively small and the public significance should be sub-
stantNi. "or

At this point we should note the effect of a structural difference;between non-
membership public- interest 'law firms" and large membership organizationsengaging
in litigation. The difference affects their functional Tole in litigation as determined by
the rules of the federal courts with respect to who has "standing to sue." An organlza-
tion has the right to sue (in its own name as the pleaintiff) in a federal court action
against a federal agency if it cep show that, by reasoti of agency action, it has suffered
some l'injury in fact." ' The nitury need not be economic but may be aesthetic, con-
servational, or recreational. fihe orwization lacks standing to sue if it seeks merely to
act as a "representative of the pti:c,'; even if its usual charitable activities give it a
special interest in the outcome of the case." The requirement of "injury in fact"
is usually easily satisfied by a showing that one or more bona fide members of the
organization are in some way individually affected for example, they camp or hike
on land involved in the suit; they personally have suffered or will suffer from pollu-
tion at issue in the suit, or they have some other similar interest in tcome. Many
public,interest lawyers belielie that the membership of the affected i Is must be
bona fide in the sense that they financially support the organization, such as ,.paying,
Customary membership dues. It also appears that, as a procedural matter, the organiza-
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tion must establish that the injured members have requested the organization to repre-
sent their interests.69

Organizations with large, geographically dispersed memberships are therefore in
a position to engage in litigation in their own name and to be represented by their
own salaried staff lawyers. The injury'to one or- more members (the-nominal "clients")
needed to satisfy the 'Standing to sue" requirements is usually so small that it should
raise no problem under the IRS Guidelines or the basic criteria described herein,
especially where the suit has significance to many persons other than members.

A non-membership public interest law firm is not in a position to sue in its own
name (unless, by chance, one of its lawyers happens to meet the standing require-
ments), and thus is solely in the position of acting as counsel for clients who meet the
standing requirements The standing test in these cases is going to be applied, not to
the law firm itself, but to the clients represented by the public interest lawyers.,The
client might be a large membership organization with standing to sue (as was true in
the TAPS case), but more often the cases involve individuals or ad hoc groups of indi-
viduals with direct interest in the litigation. It is in the context of this type of repre-
sentation that the need for criteria and rules to distinguish public interest litigation
from private interest litigation is greatest.

Aside from the issue of legal fees discussed at length below, there appears to be sen-
. eral satisfaction with the IRS Guidelines (and we think, therefore, with the three

basic criteria proposed herein) as to the determination of which public interest liti-
gating organizations come within the charitable definition.

Who is to select public interest litigation? The IRS Guidelines provide that an
organization's legal representation may be on "any subject of public interest as deter-
mined by the applicant (the organization] ." Guideline 5 provides that the policies and
programs of the organization are to be the respoisibility of a board or committee
representative of the public interest. These rules are consistent with the position that
the IRS will not be and should not be the judge of causes or the arbiter of the public
good. Those interviewed by us uniformly agreed that public interest law organizations
should select their own litigation and that ultimately the courts are in the best posi-
tion to determine what legal action is in the public interest (and the corollary, what
legal action is harassing, vexatious, disruptive, or frivolous).

diThe fact that all concerned agree that the tax-exempt organizations are to select th
public interest litigation does not necessatilliniean that there are no tax policy iss s
requiring at least some discussion. A very Tasic policy consideration arises from the
fact that an organization's sources of support will in some degree affect the character
of its litigation activities. Thus, the organization's results must satisfy contributors for
the contributions to continue. Grantor foundations may impose standards or restric-
tions on the use of grants. The ability to collect legal fees, from private clients or from
court awards against opposing parties, provides an economic incentive for an organiza-
tion to undertflke litigation productiVe of such fees. . . /

While an organization's sources of support will have some effect on its operations/
this is typical, rather than unusual, in the charitable field. From the family or com-
pany created private foundation to the public charity dependent on annual fund-
raising datives, charitable organizations are influenced by their contributors. This print
ciple is one of the foundations for private philanthropy in our pluralistic society and is
even utilized to grant certain charities a preferred status under the tax laws. Thus, con-
tributions to certain organizations are deductible to the extent of 50 percent of an
individual's income, while contributions to other, organizations are restricted to a 20
percent limit.7° The preferred organizations include churches, schools, hospitals, and
"publicly supported organizations." Generally speaking, the last type is an organiza-
tion that / annuallY receives one third of its total Support in the form of a significant
number df relatively small contributions.11 The rationale for granting this preferred .

status is that the receipt of such public support indicates the organization is responsive
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to public needs, for should it cease to, be so responsive the public support would then
dwindle.

The IRS Gutd/ elines are generally silent on the subject of an organization's support
(other than the rulerlating to legal fees) but do contain two principles relevant to the
matter of the selection, of public interest litigation: the principle relating to private
control and the principle relating to illegal conduct.

Guidelines 3 and 6 provide in substance that an organization is not to be controlled
by, or to be confused with, any private noncharitable interest or haw firm and the liti-
gating staff attorneys are not.to control the organization's litigating policy. Section
501(c) (3) requires that tax-exempt charities be operated "exclusively" for charitable
purposes. The IRS therefore has a legitimate reason indeed a duty to satisfy itself
that each organization is operating for charitable, not private, purposes. Clearly, an
organization should not be permitted to use its tax exemption .as a facade behind
which it carries on a profitable enterprise or acts as a litigating arm on behalf of a
profitable enterprise capable of securing private legal representation; such operations
would not satisfy the exclusively charitable test of the tax law.

To insure compliance the Guidelines call for managerial policy to be vested in a
board "representative of the public interest" and they bar control by any nonchari-
table organization or group or by jhe litigating staff. These requirements and restric-
tions are somewhat unusual in the charitable field. A foundation or other charity is
often controlled by the family or corporation which created it, and such control
normally has not affected tax-exempt status so long as the organization's operations
were exclusively charitable. Similarly, a distinction between an organization's govern-
ing board and its staff is not often relevant for tax purposes. In the case of litigation,
however, particularly litigation-which can have substantial impacts on private interests,
the need for assurances that an organization will serve exclusively charitable purposes
is perhaps greater than in the more traditional fields of charity. Furthermore, any .:

rules intended to provide such assurances must be administratively workable and to
the extent feasible must keep the IRS out of the role of having to weigh the merits

). of individual cases .,
loiThe administr ive problems of the IRS ghould not be underestimated. With respect

to most charitab e organizations, the participants and the IRS have a reasonably clear
idea of what the organization will do and how it will do it, and the charitable purposes
and public benefits are reasonably well-defined. But, when public interest law groups
first appeared (gout 1969), the IRS was faced with several problems: (1) there were
no traditional organizational molds or methods of operation to provide precedents,
(2) the organizations proposed acting on behalf of persons who were not usual objects
of charity, (3) the orgagizations' activities could extend into nearly every aspect of
human life and endeavor, and (4)* the IRS recognized that it and its field agents
should not be responsible for judging charitable operations on a case-by-case basis.

To solve the problems, the IRS chose to place operational responsibility on a mana-
gerial board "representative of the public interest." Literally, compliance with the
requirement is impossible because no individual can legitimately claim that he has
flawlessly identified the public interest and is the representative thereof. Practically
speaking, however,'the requirement is satisfied by having a board composed of mem-
bers who are drawn from several segments of the community and who possess some
experience relevant to the judgments to be made by the board. By shifting managerial'
control from the staff or particular private interests to such a board, tht IRS has
obtained some assurance of exclusively charitable operations and the public interest
law organizations have obtained some insulation from subjective judgments by exam-
ining agents. A

One further point should be, made concerning Guideline 6 which prohibits identi-,
fication with any parlicular private law firm or practice. It has been suggested that
the development of organizations with mixed practices (but with careful financial
segregation' for the tax- exempt, portion) would further the goal of adequate legal
representation for all. Here, again, the principal problems are administrative, not

f
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legal. The tax law precludes inurement to private persons of the earnings of a tax-
exempt organization. If an entity is divided into two departments, one tax-exempt
and the other taxable, the IRS must be concerned that (1) cases are not selected
for the charitable department to indirectly benefit the taxable department, (2) private
inurement does not result directly from sharing of staff and facilities,'Ind (3) solicita-
tion and promotional advertising of the charitable activities is not used to benefit
the profit-making,activities. These concerns, especially from the viewpoint of the tax
collector, are real, but perhaps the ingenuity of the public interest lawyers will help
them find satisfactory solutions. We, frankly, cannot.

In any event very little criticism of Guidelines 5 and 6 has been expressed to us;
such criticism as we have heard has been expressed in terms of an inhibiting effect on
experimentation with new forms. The Guidelines provide, however, that they are not
inflexible" and that any organization will be afforded an opportunity to show that
adheNtice to the Guidelines is not required in its particular case to ensure that its
operations are exclusively charitable. Consequently, we have incorporated in the
"organizational rules" set forth in Chapter V the requirement for a "public" board
to determine an organization's policies and .programs and otherwise have attempted
to impose no restriction (other than restrictions compelled by present tax law) on
organizational form.

The second principle bearing on the selection of public interest litigation is Guide-
line 3 which provides that an organization must not attempt to achieve its objeCtives
"through a program of disruption of the judicial system, illegal activity, or violation
of applicable canons of ethics." It has been argued that the IRS should have no more

.interest in the professional ethics and conduct of a public interest law organization
than it does in the ethics and conduct of a taxpaying law firm. lh other words, the
IRS should not attempt to be the enforcer of ethical standaids.

Commissioner Thrower, in his testimony before Senator Nelson's subcommittee,
indicated his agreement with this view. The key word in the Guideline is "program"
a regular program of unethical or illegal conduct would be inconsistent with exclu-
sively charitable operations and would be grounds for revocation of tax exemption.
Isolated instances of excesses by a particular individual would not seem to raise any
issue of failure to adhere to the Guideline or the tax law. The "operational rules"
stated in Chapter V include this principle andmake clear that a "program" of im-,
proper conduct means a "regular course of conduct."

In summary, there appears to be general satisfaction with (1) the principle that the
selection of public interest litigation is to.,b'e the function, of the public interest law
organizations, subject to the control of the courts and the bar, and (2) theGuidelines
which are intended td ensure that the litigation selected serves exclusively charitable
purposes. The only major, unresolved policy issue bearing on the selection of cases is
the issue relating to the collection of legal fees, and this topic is discussed at length
below.

Relief to be sought. Most public interest eases seek injunctive relief. Injunctive re-
lief against a governmental agency may be to restrain specific action (the issuance of
the permits in the TAPS case, for example) or to influence or overturn policy decisions
(regulations promulgated byn agency under a statute delegating policy-making
authority to it, for example). Injunctive relief against private parties relates to specific

. actions, such as failure to comply with pollution control laws,
Some-cases, however, may involve a claim for monetary damages.Ve have.not been

advised of any instance' in which a tax-exempt organization has sought damages for
itself; and it is difficult to imagine a case where anything more than nominal damages
would be appropriate (other than in nonpublic interest litigation where the organiza-
tion is seeking as a private party to redress a wrong committed against it for exam-,ple, damages for wrongful destruction of its property).

When damages are sought on behalf of clients, a question may arise whether the
public interest organization is engaging in ail axplusively charitable undertaking or is
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representing a private economic interest. It appears, however, that this is not a tax
policy question distinct from the larger question of identifying public interest litiga-
tion. Expressed' differently, the relief sought in a particular case is one factor to be
considered in determining whether the legal representation is a charitable activity, the
determination to be made under the criteria analyzed above. In a suit on behalf of one
or more persons of limited financial resources and involving a statutory construction
issue of wide public significance, a claim for monetary damages would be appropriate
under the test for public interest litigation described herein.

In Chapter V, the rules for "application of the criteria" and the "operational rules"
have been drafted to provide, with respect to relief to be sought in public interest
litigation, for the widest possible latitude consistent with the minimum requirements
of the tax law. Finally, we have not uncovered any separate unresolved tax policy
issue with respect to the matter of judicial relief.

Collection of Attorneys' Fees ...

The issue of permitting the collection of attorneys' fees is extremely complex in
nature and difficult of soluiion. The issue, is also of extreme economic importance to
many public interest law organizations who have been advised by foundations that,
having provided the seed money to found the organizations for an initial period, the
foundations plan to curtail future funding. IRS Guideline 2 provides that a public
interest law organization shall not accept fees for its service except in accordance with
procedures approved by the IRS. Numerous requests for rulings have been submitted
to the IRS, but it was not until early October 1974 that any private rulings were
issued. Public rulings were not published until February .19, 1975, when the IRS re-
leased the text of Revenue Rulings 75-74, 75-75 and 75-76 and Revenue Procedure
75-13. The following discussion attempts to analyze the many factors and views that
must be considered and to expose the primary policy matters on which judgments
must be made.

Fundamental considerations. This segment of our report sets forth in general
terms some fundamental considerations relevant to one or more aspects of the legal
fees issue. Following segments deal with specific situations in the light of these con-
siderations.

First is the matter of two printiples applicable to the operation of any section
501(c) (3) organization:

1: One of the basic principles of section 501(c) (3) is that no part of the net earn -
figs of the organization snail inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-

vidual. .-

2. A second fundamental pririciple applicable to most charitable organizations,
but with varying degrees of effect, is that tax exemption should not confer a corn.
petitive advantage to an organization engaging in a business activity which is also
engaged in by taxpaying individuals and entities. This latter principle is implemented
through a tax on an exempt organization's income from an "unrelated trade or busi-
ness." Such a trade or business is defined by section 513 to mean any trade or business
the conduct of which is not substantially related to the exercise or performance by
such organization of the purpose or function constituting the basis for its exemption
under section 501(c) (3). Violation ,of the prohibition against private inurement of
eitnings is a ground for revocation of tax-exempt status. On the other hand, engaging
ianiinrclated business activitNormally results only in the imposition of tax on the
net incomt, from the activity, and not total loss of tax-exempt status, unless the
activity is so substantial that the organization in question is not in fact being operated
for exclusively charitable purposes.
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Ast,will be seen, the foregoing principles, together with the criteria for identifying
public interest litigation, -provide the framework within which the issue of the collec-
tion of attorneys' fees must be resolved.

It seems clear to us that the attorneys employed by a public interest law organiza-
tion must not receive their compensation in the forgl of a percentage of the fees
collected by the organization (as is traditional in law partnerships). Such compensa-
tory arrangements would raise serious questions about private inurement of the organi-
zation's earnings. As explained by the IRS in Rev. Rul. 69-383, 1969-2 C.B. 113:

Under certain circumstances, the use of a method of compensation based upon a
percengage of the income of an exempt organization can constitute inurement of
net earnings to private individuals. For example, the presence of a percentage
compensation agreement will destroy the organization's exemption under sec-
tion 501 (c) (3) of the Code where such arrangement transforms the principal
activity of the organization into a joint venture betweeen it and a group of
physicians (Lorain Avenue Clinic v. Commissioner, 31 T.C. 141 (1958) ), or is
merely a device for distributing profits to persons in control (Birmingham Busi-
ness College v. Commissioner, 276 F.2d 476 (1960) ).

In that ruling the IRS approved an agreement under which a hospital would pay a
radiologist a fixed percentage of the gross billings of the radiology department; the
payments were made as compensatiOn to the radiologist for managing the depart-
ment, participating in the hospital's educational program, and performing all radio-
logical services required by the hospital. Because (1) the radiologist had no.manage-
ment authority with respect to the hospital, (2) the hospital (with approval of the
radiologist) established the amounts charged for services rendered and handled the
billing and collecting of charges, and (3) the compensation was not excessive, the IRS`
held that the agreement did not violate the private inurement prohibition.

The legal staff of a public interest law organization is distinguishable from the
radiologist Considered in the foregoing ruling. The radiologist was a single individual
employed to manage a department whereas the legal staff has no similar thanagerial
and departmental structure. More importantly, the need for radiological services is
determined solely by the requirements of patient care whereas the availability of
attorneys' fees-is determined largely by the,types of cases undertaken by the public
interest law organization. This element of selectivity means that no advance judgment
can be made as to the reasonableness of any percentage compensation arrangement.

We conclude, therefore, that the private inurement rule requires that the compen-
sation of employee-attorneys must be based on fixed salaries or some other standard
unrelated to the legal fees collected by the employer-charity.

The TAPS case raises a variation of the private inurement problem. It will be re-
called that the court of appeals directed that the fees awarded in that case are to he
paid to the indiv+dual attorneys,, not their employer-charity (although the attorneys
have represented ro the Supreme Court that they have agreed to pay the fees over toe.
their employer). Where there is nb p(ay-over agreement with the employer, it may be
suggested thawthe individuals are taxpayers so that the employer's tax exemption will
notshelter the fees. On the other hand, the individuals are subsidized by a salary
paid from the tax-exempt funds of the employer. Furthermore,,the fees are payable
for services rendered within the scppe of the attorneys' employment and would
therefore normally be thought to belong to the employer. A direct court award of _

fees to the employer may, however, raise questions about the unauthorized practice
of law if the erriploying entity is not itself licensed to practice law. While the questions
of ownership Of the fees and authorization to practice law are not matters for decision
under the tax law, the tax rule ,with respect to legal fees must be drawn with these
matters in mind. In the "operational rules" contained in the discussion draft in Chap-
ter V, we have 'concluded that an attorney-employee cannot retain a direct award of ,
fees for services Tendered within the scope of his employment and that such feed!
are to be regarded as the earnings of the employer.
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If legal fees are to be collectable from clients of a public interest law organization,
the question of the effect of tax exemption on competition with private taxpaying
lawyers comes into play. Tax exemption for fees collected by a public interest law
organization could be the basis for 'price-cutting" vis-a-vis taxpaying lawyers (but, on
the other hand, the legality of minimum fee schedules is today subject to serious
challenge). The question of competition goes.beyond the usual unrelated business in-
come inquiry it leads back to the basic-question of which litigation is in the public
interest. If a client has the financial resources to employ private counsel, representa-
tion of that client (much less the collection of a fee) would fail the public interest
litigation criteria described earlier in this report. The hardest question is posed when
the clients have the ability to make a small payment which would be insufficient to
obtain competent private representation. In such cases the legal representation may
pass the public interest litigation criteria and therefore be clearly related to the organi-
zation's tax-exempt purpose. This consideration is furthei; analyzed below in the
discussion of the sources from which legal fees could be collected.

The collection, of legal fees could make a public interest law organization self-
supporting. The receipt of substantial fees could even make tax exemption unneces-
sary, except to the extent of an organization's desire to avoid the income tax expense.

"""'ftiereartfltiii fact, in existence today non-exempt law firms formed for the purpose
of engagin.g,in public interest litigation and collecting fees when possible and appro-
priate and, of course, paying income 'taxes on their net earnings. Some public inter-
est lawyers believe, however, that tax exemption is an important ingredient for their
credibility in court ag an organization acting to advance the public interest. If tax
exemption is maintained and fees become the sole source of support, the factor of
public responsiveness (arising from the continuing need for public contributions) is,
lost. Moreover, an organization supported solely by fees would, out of economic
necessity, have to consider the availability of fees in the selection of at least some of
its cases, and 4 that point the only feature distinguishing it from, the profit-making
taxable public interest firms would be the compeiisation arrangements for the at-
torneys.

Certain recent statutes (such as the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970) authOrize
suits by private citizens and provide for the awarding of costs, including attorneys'
fees, to a successful citizen plaintiff. The rationale of such provisions is that they will
encourage enforcement of, and adherence to, the substantive provisions of the law.
Even in the absence of, such statutes the courts, as illustrated by the TAPS case:have

adeveloped a rule for awarding fees to a party who has acted in effect as a "private
attorney general" in accomplishing some significant public benefit. It has been argued
that the statutory or judicial pOlicy approving the award of feeskhould be sufficient
grounds to justify the receipt of legal fees for a public interest law grkup whose action
qualified it for such fees; it is contended that the court is, after all, in the best position

k to judge the merits of a case which it has just decided. The argument may beg the
question, for the answer is made that if a private individual can collect a fee by acting
as a private attorney general, there is no need to grant tax_exemption 'to an organiza-
tion performing the same function. The need for a tax-exempt organization may be to
undertake the cases which, because of their, expense or significant hazards of litiga-,
tion, are not likely to be risked by private sources and in which the public significance
of the action dominates all other interests.

, .
If it is true' that a statutory authorization of the payment of attorneys' fees will

encourage litigation' to enforce the statute, then it must also follow that the creation
of any rule, statutory or judicial, authorizing the award of fees will encourage litiga-
tion productive of such fees. this encouragement, would be equally applicable to
tax-exempt organizations permitted to collect such fees and could therefore influenc6
the nature of their activities. It has been suggested that this is a desirable result be-
cause the fees are awarded when the action taken has, been in the public interest. The
counter argument is that the influence may be so great as to direct public interest
groups into these areas, in'yhich private citizens can also participate, at the expense
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of other areas in which representation is needed but no court-awarded fees are
available.

The different types of public interest law organizations would be affected in differ-
ent ways by the collection of legal fees. Some organizations contend that legal fees are
essential to their survival (and, if so, the need will exert _a powerful influence on the
selection of cases). Others have established sources of contributions and regard legal
fees as a source of new money for expansion of operations. Because federal statutory
law prohibits the 'award of fees against the United States (except where expressly
authorized by special statute), the organizations dealing primarily in litigation against
the United States would attach more significance to the ability to collect fees from
clients than to court-awarded fees against defendants. In the traditional view of the
IRS the differing consequences to various organiiations are not relevant to a resolu-
tion of the basic issues. The IRS approach is that questions of this type should be re-
solved on technical grounds, that is, solely by reference to a consideration of the
standards necessary to comply with the "exclusively charitable" requirement and to
avoid prohibited private inurement and improper competition. To the extent policy
considerations dictate a different result, a change in the statutory standards becomes
necessary.

It has alio been suggested that the ability to collect court-awarded feestwould en-
courage bypassing the administrative processes in favor of commencing litigation at
the earliest possible moment. One safeguard against such a result is the requirement
applicable in most litigation that a party must exhaust his administrative remedies
as a condition precedent to filing suit. Another possible safeguard would be for a court
to refuse to award_a fee unless the litigation obtained something more than could have
been obtained through administrative processes. Yet another would be to authorize
adrninistrative agencies to pay legal fees to persons and organizations appearing before
the agencies and achieving a result determined to be in the public interest. These are,
however, matters for resolution by legislatures and courts and are not matters of tax
policy.

Many public interest lawyer's complain that the cost of fund raising is high and
diverts time and energy from the charitable purposes of the organization. This is not,

° however, a matter unique to public interest law groups since all charities seeking
public support must hake such efforts.'

Earlier in the discussion of public interest litigation it was noted that "publicly
supported" charities occupy a 'preferred status under the tax laws. As already noted
such organizations generally are those that receive annualry one third of their support
from pdblic contributions. For purpose of determining support, reteipts derived from
the organization's exempt function (such as admission fees and sales of merchandise)
are not taken into account. Thus, an organization receiving two thirds of itse'support
in the form of investment income and one third of its support from numerous small
public contributions would normally qualify as a publicly supported charity. Section
509(a) (2) alscidescribes another tlyp41 charity that qualifies for breferrethstatus,
namely, a broadly supported organization. This.type of organization is one that re-

° ceives at least one third of its support from a combination of contributions and gross
receipts from exempt activities and does not receive more than one third of its sup-
poret from investment income. Both publicly supported and broadly supported organi-
zations are excluded from the definition of "private' foundation." It has been sug-
gested that rules of a similar type could be developed for public interest law groups to
provide for a balance between public"kupport (in the form of contributions) and
legal fees. It would seem, however, that such a rule should be mandatory only if it is
determined, as a matter of policy, that,the receipt of public contributions is essential
to ensure that a public interest law group will operate for exclusively, charitable pur-
poses. It would be necessary in applying any such rule to develop flexible operating
rules to take into account the fact that a fee collected in one year could represent the
result of legal services rendeed over a great many years (that -is, there should be some
mechanism for allocating the fee over the years in which efforts were expended to
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produce the fee). It should also be borne in mind that requiring responsiveness to con-
tributors is, in any particular case, inconsistent with a lawyer's obligation to serve only
the interests of his client.

Finally, there is the matter of, the tax consequences.that.would arise should.the
courts develop a rule that public interest law organizations (other than those acting
solely in the capacity of counsel) should pay the legal fees of opposing parties in suits
in which the public interest organization is found not to have acted in the public
interest. Without going into the merits of such a rule, it is worth noting that the de-
velopment of the rule has substantial constitutional issues (in terms of a citizen's free
access to the courts), but this is essentially a question for resolution by the judiciary
and the bar-, not the tax laws. It would seem that the award of fees against a public in-
terest law group would not raise a tax policy issue unless such awards arose as the re-*
suit of a program of illegal or improper conduct, in which case the organization could
face a relocation of tax-exempt status on the ground that its operations were no
longer for exclusively charitable purposes.

Analogy to schools and hospitals. It has been argued that schools and hospitals
collect substantial amounts of fees from the rendition of services and that by analogy
the tax law should permit public interest law groups to collect legal fees2There appear
to. be two principal reasons Nhy,the receipts ofichools and hospitals are not analogous
to attorneys' fees of public interest law organizations.

Education and health care are themselves charitable purposes, while legal represen
tation is not per se a charitable activity. The tax exemption and the permissibility of
the collection of substantial fees apparently rest on the overriding importanCe of edu-
cation and health care to the welfare of our society. Legal representation does not
yet seem to have reached the same level of importance although, as noted earlier in
this report, the delivery of legal services is a subject receiving increasing attention.

Second, There is the significant difference, already described, in the institutional
nature of the respective types of organizations. Schools and hospitals are institutions,
not people, and as such are subject to certain rules not necessarily appropriate for
personal relationships. For example, under recent court decisions, 'private schools
must, to retain their tax-exempt status, adopt an admissions policy that does not dis-
criminate on the basis of race" and hospitals must render emergency care to all
persons and may be required to rentler at least some free health care." Lawyers, on
the other hand, are people who must serve their clients in an attorney-client relation-
ship which is a very personal, not institutional, relationship.°The lawyers are them-
selves analogous to teaching faculties and doctors, who are non-exempt taxpayers, not
to the institiftions for which the faculties and doctors work. Charitable legal repre-
sentation does not yet have anything similar to the hospital buildings and equipment
or the educational campuses and facilities and it is the entities owning such physical
pldrits to which tax. exemption is granted.

From whom would fees be collected? The potential sources of fees for public in-
terest law organizations appear to be three: (1) governmental-agency defendants,
(2) nongovernmental defendants; and` (3) clients, which may include governmental
agencies, other tax-exempt organizations, and private persons. "Defendants" is used
herein in the general *se of "opposing parties"; it should be noted that in certain
cases the fees ma,y be awarded against plaintiffs.

The collection of fees from governmental-agency defendants encounters some
substantive problems. There is 'a general statutory prohibition against a court's award-
ing fees against the United States unless specifically authorized by law to do so."
At the present time there are 29 feder/I statutes providing fof or requiring the award
of attorneys' fees, including most of the new environmental and consumer laws."
There are also cases thai raise a questioh whether a federal court is constitutionally
prohibited from awardilg fees against an officer or agency of a state government?*
The federal prohibition can of course be amended by Congress, and the Senate Sub-
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committee bp Representation of Citizen Interests, chaired by Senator Tunney (Cali-
for,nia), has heft! extensive hearings on the matter and is considering legislation on the
subject. A constitutional prohibition with respect to the award of fees against a State
would require a constitutional amendment or the consent of the State ihvolved in a
particular action.

In.the area of tax policy, the collection of fees by a public interest law organization
from a governmental agency can in many cases be supported on the ground that, to
be entitled to such a fee, the organization must first win the case on the merits and
then.satisfy the court that its action meets the applicable statutory or judicial stan-
dards for the award of fees. A private citizen could achieve the same result, but, assum-
ing the other elements of public interest litigation are present, surmounting these
obstacles would evidence the public benefit of the organization's actions. It is also
contended- that a government (federal or state) is in the best position to spread the
economic burden of the fees; this argument may appear to run counter to the basic
policy in environmental matters that the cost of environmental improvement should
be reflected in market prices, but on closer analysis it will be seen that the fees are
awarded as compensation for the legal representation a charitable activity and
only secondarily because of the environmental or other public benefit. Moreover, the
granting of tax exemption to an organization seeking environmental improvement is a
departure, and a-universally accepted departure, from such bitic policy. Finally, the
point is made that in suits against a governmentSI agency there is no public attorney
general, as such, because the governmental attorney general is defending the agency
being sued; in such cases only plaintiffs or friends of the court can present public
interests to the extent such interests are inconsistent with the governmental positions.

With respect to the collection of fees awarded against nongovernmental defendants
(as in the TAPS case), the focus would seem to return to whether tbe litigatiokwas,
in the first place, proper public' interest litigation (that is, when is it charity to sue a
private party?). Where a private economic interest could normally. be expected to
undertake particular litigation and to secure an award of fees, it is doubtful that the
litigation would meet the standard's for public interest litigation. Where, however, the
public interest litigation standards have been met and a substantial public benefit has
been obtained, an award of fees against a private party would, for tax purposes, appear
to be comparable to fees awarded against a governmental agency.

The collectiOn of fees from clients (which, as noted above, may include govern- .
ments, charities, and,,private persons) poses the hardest questions. Ooserve, however,
that they arise only in the case of "law firms," not in the case of organizations suirig
in their own names as their own clients '(or havingolki4ients" manbers.whose Oti
nomic interest in the litigation is nominal).

Cooking first at charitable clients, if the litigation is in furtherance of the client:
charitable purposes, is it charity for a public interest law firm to receive a fee f
repreienting the client to advaftethose purposes? It is clear that a charity could Use.
its tax-exempt funds to employ its own staff attorneys to handle its litigation when
the volumesthereof is sufficient to warrant such employment (this is, fact, the
case with many public interest law, organizations). By analogy it is argued that those 1
same 'funds should be usable to employ a charitable law firm to furnish the legal
services. Where the charitable client has the finanCial resources to pay in full the
customary private legal fee, the public interest law firm would be in .direct competi-
tion with private lawyers who could render the same service. In this case, however,
tax exemption does not appear to furnish a competitive advaltage because the fees
themselves comp from tax-exemat funds and are being spent in furtherance of tax-
exempt purposes.. We would suigest, therefore, that as a technical legal matter it
would be within the parameters of charity for a public interest law'firm to receive a
fee for representation of another charity, whether the fee is equal to or less than that
which a private lawyer would charge, simply on the ground that the client's tax-
exempt funds are being used (and after receipt by the public interest law firm will
cootinue to be used) for charitable purposes. The result may be different,Thowever,
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with respect to nonpublic interest litigation in which the charitable client is merely
seeking redress against a private party for a wrong committed/against the charity or
its property --,such litigation seems more closely akin to litigation between private
interests than to a chakitable activity.

Are fees from a governmental client distinguishable from fees payable by a chari-
table client? The answer may turn, on the nature of the suit or activity for which the
fee is paid because governments engage in many proprietary activities in addition to
their public welfare functions. In legal matters involving exclusively public purposes
(which purposes fall within the tax law's definition of charitable purposes), a fee from
a governmental client is fully comparable to a fee from a charitable client. Representa-
tion of a iovemment in an essentially proprietary matter would appear to fail the test
of public interest litigation and thus the question of a fee would 'never be reached.

This leaves, then, the matter of fees from private parties, the most difficult problem
of all. While the right to colle5t any fees at,all will exert ,an influence on the nature
of an organization's-practice, the receipt of fees from paying clients will bring into
being the additions ingredient of the client's influence, an influence potentially
greater than that of nail-paying clients. Moreover, unlike the first two client situations
considered, the funds are coming from private sources, not already tax-exempt
sources; and here the danger is greatest that the legal representation may shift to a
representation of private interests as opposed to a public interest, Again, however,
this consideration leads back to the analysis of identifying the public interest (chari-
table) legal representation. Many public interest lawyiirs have conceded that the direct
representation of private interests financially capable of retaining private counsel
would not be a charitable activity, even in cases involving issues of broad public
significance. Under the criteria for public interest litigatiqn described in Chapter V of
this report, a private interest, to qualify for representation by a tax- exempt organiza-

, tion, must have limited financial resources; if the propriety of the test be assumed,
then it follows that fees from private interests must be based on an ability-to-pay
standard, and the line would be drawn at the point where the private interest is unable
to secure private counsel.

Such a result finds support in the regulations defining the term "charitable":"

The fact that an organization which is organized and operated for the relief of
indigent persons may receive Voluntary contributions from the persons intended
to be relieved will notinecessarily prevent such organization from being exempt
as an organization organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes.

As noted below, however, the IRS has recently concluded that a public rest law
organization may not collect fees from clients.

""-- There is yet another consideration which differentiatei client .fees from court
awarded (or 'statutorily approved) fees. The latter fees are paid only after an outside
institution, the court or thejegislatute, has weighed the relevant factors, and there will
usually be no element of certainty in their collection. The factds to be weighed may
ihclude consideration of the payee's status as a tax-exempt charitable organization.
In contrast, client fees will not be subjected to the same review, unless and until
the Congress legislate's on the subject. Even after legislative approval there.w&I'd be
no case-by-case review of fees, unless the legislation provided for such review, and the
fees may be definitel fixed at the inception of a matter.

We might add that the legal profession could assist by developing procedures for
certifying or representing to public interest law organizations those individuals who
have insufficient resources to retain private counsel. Such procedures could utilize
legal aid societies, lawyer referral committees, bar associations or the like and could
be recognized for tax purposes in determining whether the public-interest criteria
have been met. The "attorneys' fees" rules in Chapter V incorporate such a standard.
It would be unwise to make such certifications or representations mandatory in all
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cases, but their availability could go a long way toward solving many of the problems
surrounding the receipt of client fees. .

Finally; we observe that authorization to collect client fees would have tax conse-
quences to the payor clients. Whereas voluntary contributions, of the type described
in,the regulation quoted above, are deductible as charitable contributions, legal fees
are not deductible unless constituting an expense of an activity for which deductions
are allowable. Consequently, an amount received by a public interest law organization
as an attorney's fee from a client should be chdracterized for the client's tax purposes
as a legal fee and not'as a charitable contribution. This characterization may have an
effect on the client's ability to pay.

Determining the amounts of legal fees. If it is assumed that legal fees are proper-
ly collectible...by public interest law organizations, a problem arises with respect to
determini mouat_ofthe ees properly collectible.

The detea n of art attorney's fee is usually based on a clposideration of the
time and of or lved ihe responsibility assumed, the difficulty of the matter
the attorney's e ertise and, inappropriate cases, the results achieved. Note, however,
that an attorney's only product is his time and skill and that the factors involved in
setting his compensation include, of necessity, a profit element fees are his sole
source of professional income. Are the same standards appropriate fold fee payable
to a'tax-exempt organization?

Since employee-attorneys of a charitable employer cannot, by reason of the private
inurement prohibition, participate directly in the fees .collectible by the employer,
their compensation can normally be expected to be based on a salary (or other fixed-
rate) arrangement. Should the employer charity receive a fee providing an element of
profit over and above its salary and other costs? On the one hand it can beargued that
the charity's court-awarded fee should be based solely on the value of its service, as
determined by the court employing customary professional standards, without regard
to whether the amount so determined returns a profit to the charity. It can be ques-
tioned, on the other hand, whether tax exemption should not require the fee to be
based on a principle of cost reimbursement (but not to exceed the commercial value).

We believe the issue is one of tax policy which could be resolved either way within
'the framework of existing law. Many charities derive net income from certain chari-
table activities (for example, dItnission fees or sales of property) and use such income
to subsidize otter charitable activities, and the practice is unquestionably proper under
present law. Other charitable activities provide a charitable service or product at or
below cost, or without any charge (a-free lending library, for example). 50 !Ongas the
litigating activity satisfies the public interest criteria and rules, it would appear that a
public interest law organization could, without violating existing law, receive a court-
awarded fee based on either a value or a cost (or less) approach.

Recent IRS action and summary of policy questions. In early October 1974 the
IRS issued its first private rulings on the subject of a publICInterest law organization's
collection of legal fees. Rulings issued to two ,public interest "law firms" approved
the receipt of attorneys' fees awarded by a coat (or an administrative agency) against
a defendant or provided for in a court - approved settjement agreement; the rulings
hold that the payments may be based either on statutory authority for.the award of

; such fees or the equitable powers of the courts to make such awards. Each of the
rulings contained the following paragraph '(the numbers in brackets have been added
by us)

[1] This ruling is issued with the understanding that neither the expectation
nor the possibility, however remote, of an award of fees will become a substan-
tial motivating factor in your selection of cases. [2] As legal precedent is de-
veloped indicating the strong probability of the recovery of fees in a particular
type of publid interest case, the litigation will be deemed to be` economically
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feasible for clients and your public interest law firm will be expected to defer
accepting the case in fayor of private law firms. [3] In addition, no more than
50 percent of your total costs of legal functions (attorneys' salaries, nonprofes-
sional salaries, rent, and other costs directly attributable to the performance of
your legal functions) should be defrayed from awarded fees. [4] This percentage
will be calculated over a five year period, including the taxable yearin which
any awarded fees are received and the four preceding taxable years (or such
lesser period of your existence if you have not been in existence for four preced-
ing years). You may, however, submit a ruling request to the Service if you feel
that an exception tothis 50 percent limitation is warranted by any unusual cir-
cumstances.,[5] Of course, no fees should be accepted in any cases which might
result in any conflicts withstate statutes or professional canons of ethics.

Points 1 and / in the quoted language are consistent with the criteria, discussed at
length above, for determining public interest litigation. The receipt of fees should be
incidetal to the prosee4tion of a case satisfying the criteria, not a reason for selecting
the case, and the "strong probability" of the recovery of fees is certainly a factor
bearing on whether the clients are represented. Point 5 is, of course, related to the
prohibition against a program of improper (noncharitable) conduct.

The third and fourth points are the most noteworthy because they -represent the
policy determination of the IRS on the question whether a public interest law firm
should be able to become self-supporting from the collection of attorneys' fees. The
Service apparently believes that a self-sufficient public interest-law firm would be too
closely akin to the taxpaying public interest firms to be charitable and, perhaps, that
self-sufficiency would be indicative of the selection of cases on the basis of the avail-
ability of legal fees. The line was drawn at 50 percent of the organization's litigating
budget, based on a 5-year moving average. Tu be contrasted with'fhis percentage (in
effect requiring 50 percent support from contributions and other receipts) are the
one-third standards (described earlier) set by Congress for "publicly supported" and
"broadly supported" organizations; while the latter standards are based on a distinc-
tion between investment income and other forms of support, they are significant as
iriclicating the level at which Congress believes the impact of public support is suffi-
cient to justify an organization's receiving a preferred status. .

The rulings also hold that the organizations may be reimbursed by clients or op-
posing parties for out-of-pocket expenses, such as expert witness fees, printing and
duplicating costs, filing fees, travel and telephone expenses, and the like. The two
organizations did not request a ruling with respect to the receipt of fees from clients,
but a third organization (dealing extensively with the federal government and there-
fore frequently unable to obtain court-awarded fees from the government) made such
a request. The request sought approval for the collection of fees, not to exceed the

. organization's actual costs, from clients who are unable to pay enough to retain
private counsel. In denying the request the IRS explained:

The basis for the charitable recognition of a public interest law firm rests not on
the social merits,of the particular positions being advocated by the firm but
rather on the fact that such an organization provides a facility forthe resolution
of issues of public interest importance. Because these cases do not entail any
significant economic interest,' traditional commercial sources do not provide
adequate legal representation for the resolution of such issues.

This rationale is reflected in sectionl of Rev. Proc. 71-39, supra, which
contains explicit provisions preventing the public interest law firm frbm pro-
viding legal services with respect to issues which warrant utilization of Conven-
tional legal services. Therefore, the touchstone of charitability of public; nterest
liw firms is that they provide a type of representation which, because if is not

. economically feasible, is not available from traditional law firms. We feel that if
public interest law firms were allowed to charge -or accept fees from clients, the
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receipt of such fees or the potential for such fees could well become as'ignificant
purpoe of the litigation with the consequent erosion of the basis for charitable
classiOcatioh and 'detriment to the community in terms of the issues or parties,.
selected for representation. This expectance of fee recovery is necessarily incon--
sistent with charitability in the context of public interest law firms.

The Service has thus concluded that the potential influence of clients, who can pay
something but not enough to hire) a lawyer, would be too great on the selection of
cases and issues to be pursued. We suspect, however, that the influence of modest
client fees is potentially not as great as the influence of large court-awarded fees. It
therefore appears to us tat there is some inconsistency in the policy determinations
underlying the respective rulings. Nevertheless, as we noted earlier, client influence
is different in character from the pure economic influence of court awards of fees,
and this factqfrlogether with the Service's administrative problems, must be weighed
in making any policy decision,

The foregoing policy determinations are now reflected in Rev. Proc. 75-13,3975-1
C.B. 662 and are further explained in Rev. Rul. 75-75, 1975-1 C.B. 154, and Rev. Rul.
75-76, 1975.1 C.B.' 154. Rev. Proc. 75-13 sets forth the following rules which, if
followed, will satisfy the requirements Of IRS Guideline 2:

1. The organization does not seek or accept attorneys' fees from clients.

2. The organization may accept fees from opposing parties when awarded by a
court or agency or approved by such a body in a settlement agreement.

3. The organization does not use the likelihood or probability of a fee award as a
consideration in its selection of cases.

4. The organization uses awarded fees exclusively for the`purpose of defraying its
normal operating expenses. Awarded fees are to come within the 50 percent rule
described above unless the organization submits a ruling request for an excep-
tion.

5. Fees are paid to the organization, not the individual attorneys, and the compen:
sation of attorneys is set on a teasonable salary basis, without reference to fees
recovered.

6. The organization does not accept fees in any circumstances that would result in
conflict with state statutes or professional canons of ethics.

7. The organization files with its annual tax returp a report °rail fees sought and
recovered.

The 50- percent -of- support rule has already been discussed herein; this is strictly a
judgmental matter on which reasonable men, can differ. The client fees prohibition,
however, deserves further comment.

Rev. Rul. 75-75 elaborates ori the reason for the prohibition. The thrust of the
analysis in the ruling is that the representation provided by a tax-exempt organization
having a. icy of accepting fees from clients cannot be distinguished from the repre-
sentatib ,ayailable from private, taxpaying law firms. We have concluded earlier in
this r il,Fthat the two types of representation are distinguishable the distinguish-
ing featuTe being that, under the definition of public interest litigation described here-
in, representation by private lawyers is not available to the clients who would be pay-
inethe modest fee, The absence of private representation is one of the key ingredients
supgiorting the charitable nature of public interest law, and the ingredient is just as
much present inthe case of the organization accepting client fees as it is in the case of
the organization receiving substanlial court-awarded fees.

There is, however, a problem, and a serious one, from the point of view of admih-
istering the tax laws. We have already described the elements of certainty and client
influence involved in the issue of client fees, and earlier we alluded to some of the
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Service's administrative problems. It appears to us that the inability to draw the dis-
tinction described in Rev. Rul. 75-75 is an,administrative, pot a legal, inability. In
other words, if a mechanism could be developed for the receipt of client fees, a mech-1
anism which would provide the IRS with some assurance for continued charitable
operations and provide examining agents (and the organization, as well) some protec-
tion from having to make subjective judgments under the influence of hindsight, we
believe the IRS would reconsider its prohibition against the receipt of client fees.

The participation of some outside agency might provide the necessary assurance
and insulation. Thus, if a bar association or legal aid society were to determine that a
particular client (or group) was unable to secure private counsel and so advised the
public interest law firm, both the IRS and the public interest law firm would have evi-
dence lhat, notwithstanding the payment of some attorneys fee, certain of.the key
elements of public interest litigation have been satisfied. As noted earlier, this proce-
dure is incorporated in the rules set forth in Chapter V. It may also be that others
will be able to suggest alternative procedures that will solve the problems considered
herein.

To summarize,our discussion of the collection of attorneys' fees, the following
appear to us to be the policy questions that must be resolved to establish operating

-rules for the collection of fees:

1. What ine.chanism is appropriate for establishing the compensation of staff at-,
torneys? '

2. Should a public interest law organization be able to become self-supporting from
the collection of legal fees?

a. A self-supported organization would cease to represent private philan-
thropy, in the sense of an organization voluntarily supported by contri-
butions from private capital, and would be strongly motivated to engage
in substantial "profitable" litigation.

b. If the answer is in the negative, what percentage or other limitations are to
be imposed?

3. Does the fact that the ability to collect fees will have an economic influence on
the nature of an organization's activities pose any special concerns or require any
special safeguards? Is a publicly representative board to determine policies and pro-
grams a sufficient safeguard?

4. Need there be different rules for different types of organizations (for example,
"law firms" vis-a-vis membership organizatiops)?

5.." Should public interest "law firms" be entitled to collect fees from the following
types of clients: -

a. Charitable clients when the litigation is for charitable purposes?

b. Governmental clients when the litigation is for public (charitable) purposes?

c. Private parties who hive insufficient resources to employ private counsel? -

6. Should legal fees awarded by a court to a charitable organization merely reim-
burse the organization for its salary and other costs or may they be, based on the value
of the services (which may return to the chirity a profit over and above its costs)?
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V

DISCUSSION DRAFT OF CRITERIA AND RULES FOR DETERMINING
PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION

The following material is pres-ented to provide a framework for the development of
a workable set of criteria and rules for the organization and operation of tax-exempt
public interest litigation organizations and to provide points of reference for the pre-
ceding text. Where a particular rule can be forrhulated only after resolution of a policy
issue discussed in the text, a portion of the rule is emphasized to identify the require-
men tor restriction which is dependent upon resolution of the issue.

'For litigation activities to come within tip term "charitable," as used in section
501(c) (3), the tax-exempt organization engaging in such activities must be participat-
ing therein to advance the public interest. The advancement of the public interest is
to be determined by reference to the role of the organization in the litigation, not with
reference to the particular cause of the persons who may be represented by the organi-
zation. The determination of whether the organization's role in the litigation is in the
publ it interest is to be made on the It of the three basic criteria set forth below and
by the application of the applicable ules set forth below. The term "litigation" as
used herein includes proceedings beforb administrative agencies, as well as judicial pro-
ceedings.

Three Basic Criteria

One. The organization, represents the interests of persons who are otherwise un-
represented, or at least underrepresented. Such persons may be those who have tradi-
tionally been regarded as proper objects of charity, such as the poor and distressed, the
underprivileged and membekk of disadvantaged minorities, or may be persons who
would nprotherwise come within the classes of traditional objects of charity.

Two The persons whose interests are being represented.lack the financial resources
to empl y private legal counsel to conduct the particular litigation or IN amount in-
volved is so_idisProportionately small, compared to the anticipated cost of the litiga-
tion, that such persons could not reasonably be expected-to assume such e

Three. The particular Ligation has significance for a substantial segment the
public. Such significance may be the rule of law to be determined by th urt or
agency ormay be-the subject matter of the suit, such as the protection of important -
resources or the enjoining of governmental or private conduct in violation of statutory
law.

Applicable Rules

Application of the Criteria

The three basic criteria are to be applied in accordance with the following rules:

1. Where the persons whose interests are being represented are Within the classes
of traditional objects &Charity, 'or where the person being represented is another sec-
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tion 501(c) (3) organization acting in furtherance of its exempt purposes, such repre-
sentation by the organization is a charitable actioi in the public interest.

2. Where the personvepresented are not within the classes of traditional objects
of charity, the determination of whether the organization's role in the litigation is
in the public interest is to be based on a relative weighting of the three criteria as fol-
lows:

a. The smaller the number of persons described in criterion one, the greater
should be the significance described in criterion three.

b. The larger the number of persons directly affected and the smaller their
economic interests and financial resources, the lesser is the need for sig-
nificance of the case to others not directly involved in the litigation.

c. In an action against a private individual or entity, the plaintiffs' economic
interests should be comparatively small and the public significance should
be substantial. If the relief sought in a particular case includes an award of
damages tq the persons being represented by the organization, the poten-

c., tial size of the award and the likelihood of re very are important factors
to be considered in ,determiriing whetheg. th organization's,participation
therein is on behalf of a private intere er than in furtherance of the
public interest.

d. If the organization is itself a party to a particular case, the economic
interest of the case to any bf the organization's members or contributors
should be small in comparison to the significance described in-criterion'
three.

ses.

3. The likelihood of the recovery of damages or attorneys' fees in a particular
case is-an important factor to be considered in determining whether the persons repre-
sented by the organization would otherwise haye adequate representation.

Organizational Rules

The organization may have any organizational 'structure it chooses, and may brmay:
not be authorized under applicable local law,,to engage in the practice of law as an

tf,organization, so long as the following requirements are met:

1. The policies ad programs of the organization shall be determined by a board or
committee which is `representative of i)road segments of the community and which is
not controlled by the employees of the organization or by any other organization
that is not a section 501(c) (3) organizatIbn.

2. The organizitiOn must not be organized or optrated in such manner as td- create
identification or confusion with a particular private law firm or other private enter-
prise.

3. The organization must not be organized or operateitto provide, directly, or indi-
rectly, a deduction for the cost of litigation which is for the privambenefit of a donor.

44,

Operational Rules

Thq operations of the organization shall be conducted in accordance, with the fol
lowing`rules:'

1. The selection of cases in which the drganization will p'artiEipate and theme
of the organization therein are to be determined by the organization. The organiza-
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tion must be prepared to substantiate its determination that its participation in each
case satisfies the three basic criteria and the applicable rules.

2. The relief sought by the organization in a particular case may include injunctive
relief against govern.metal authorities or private persons, or monetary damages on be-
half of persons represented by the organization, so long as the organization's partici-
pation in ttie case satisfies. the three basic criteria and the applicable rules. Except
where the organization is suing as a privIte litigant for redress of a wrong committed
against it, monetary damages payable directly to the organization should not be sought
unless the damages are nominal and a judgment for such damages is necessary to
achieve the prOper objectives of the case.

3. The organization shall not engage in a program'of disruption of the judicial sys-
tem, illegal activity, or violation of the applicable standards of professional ethics and
conduct. For this purpose, "program" means a regular course of conduct and does not
include an isolated instance of unintentional of accidental misconduct.

4. The Compensation of the orga ion's employees shall not be based on or
measured by the attorneys' fees or er receipts collected by the organization. At.
torneys' fees and other amounts (ot er than reimbursements of actual out-of-pocket
expenses) payable by someone other than the organization to an 'employee for services
rendered within the, scope of such employee's employment by the organization shall
not be retained by such employee and snail be regarded as the earnings or receipts of
the organization. The compensation of employees shall be determined by the board or
committee responsible for determining the organizaeon's policies and programs and
may be paid only for personal services that are reasonable and necessary to carrying
out the exempt ,purpose of the organization and shall not be excessive in amount.

5. The organization shall otherwise comply with the provisions of section 501(c)
(3) in that no part opts net_earningi shall inure tothe benefit of any private share-
holder or individual, no substantial part of its activities shall be carrying on propa-
ganda, or otherwise attempting, to influenceelegislation, and it shall not participate in,
or intervene in, any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office.

.

Attorneys' Fees

The organization may collect amounts paid as attorneys' fees so long as it complies
with the following rules:

1. Attorneys' fees should not normally exceed an amount equal to 56 percent of
the orgam7ation's toted costs of its legal activities (attorneys' compensation, nonpro-
fessional compensation, rent and other costs attributable to the performance of such
activities). The percentage is to be calculated with respect to each year on the basis of
o five-year (or such lesser number of years during which the organization. has been in
existence) moving average; the five-year period consisting of the year in question and
the four immediately preceding years.

2: Ttie organization may accept reimbursement from clients or opposing parties
for out-of-pocket expenditures. for expert witness fees, printing artd duplicating ex-
penses, filing,fses, travel expenses, telephone tolls, and the like.

3. Attorneys' fees may be accepted from governmental or private opposing parties,
when avkrded by a court or paid pursuant to a court-approved settlement agreement,
whether or not the payment of such fees is based on a statutoryi provision authorizing
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4. Amourits received as attorneys' fees may be accepted from clients only in cases
in which (a) tne client is a governmental agency or a section 501(c) (3) organization
and the organization's representation of the client is in furtherance Ofa public, chari-
table, or other exempt purpose, or (b) the client or clients are private persons who
individually and collectively are unable to employ private counsel to conduct the par-
ticular litigation. If a local bar association, legal aid society or other similar organiza-
tion certifies or represents that certain persons lack the financial resources to employ
competent private counsel, or are unable to employ such counsel because of the antici-
pated wit of the matter, the organization may rely on such certification or reprfsenta-
tion in applying the criteria in in accepting amounts paid as attorneys' fees. ,

5 Except in the case of attorneys' fees paid by clients who are private persons,
attorneys' fees may be measured by the value of the services rendered by the organiza-
tion (as determined under the standards applicable to private attorneys) or may be
measured by the organization's costs incurred in the particular legal activity. Attor-
neys' fees paid by private clients would normally be expected to be less than the orga-
nization's costs and, in any event, must be less than the amount that would be charged
by competent private counsel.

6. The prospetvof collecting attorneys' fees should not become a substantial moti-
vating factor in the selection of cases to be undertaken by the organization.
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Footnotes

1. Section 501(c) (3) grants exemption from federal income tax to the following:

(3) Corporations, and any community chest, kind, or foundation, organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary, or educa-

L tional purposes, or for the preWntion of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, no substan-
tial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to
influence legislation, and which does not participate in, or intervene in (including the pub-
lishing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for
public office.

2. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d)(2) provides that the term "charitable" includes:

Relief of the poor and distressed or of the underolvileged; advancement of religion; ad-
vancement of education or science; erection or maintenance of, public buildings, monu-
ments, or works; lessening of the burdens of Government; and prpmotion of sociii welfare
by organizations desisned to accomplish any of the above purposes, or (1) to lesap neigh-
borhood tensions; (ii) to eliminate prejudice and discrimination; (iii) to defend hunranand
civil rigbts secured by law; or (iv) to_combat community deterioration and Juvenile delin-
quency. .

3. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3) -1(d) (3) (I).

4. See Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)-1(d) (5).

5. Reg. § 1.501(c) (3)ltd, (1) (ii).

6. Reg. §1.5Q1(c) (4)-1(a) (2).

7. Rev. Rul. 67109, 1967-1 C.B. 131.

a

8. Rev. Rul. 69-384, 1969.2 C.B. 122, and Rev. Rul. 68.118, 1968-1 C.B. 261.-
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE FEDERAL TAX DISTINCTIONS
BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS"

Laurens Williamst and Donald V. Moorehead*
.

Introduction

4

Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code' provides for exemption from*
federal income taxes, under section 501(a), for those organizations organized, and

°operated exclusively for charitable and other specified purposes.2 Of the many
categories of tax- exempt organizati section ,501(c)(3) is one of the largest.
Exemption wider this section'Is par cularly significant because contributions to
organizations described therein "(excep organizations whose function is to test for
public safety) may, with certain limitations, be deducted by the contributor for
federal income, gift, and estate tax purposes.?

Although the basic tests for qualification under section 501(c)(3) are uniformly
applied to all organizations,4 thefederal tax laws do draw numerous and significant
distinctions among various types of section 501(c)(3) organizations. These distinc-
tions include diverse treatment under the statutory provisions governing the income
tax treatment of charitable contributions and the provisions applicable to "private
foundations" (as defined in section 509(a)). Private foundations, unlike other
section 501(c)(3) organizations, are subject to a tax on investment income. They are
required to make annual public reports and to distribute annually for charitable
purposes all of their net income or, if greater, an amount equal, to a specified
percentage of the value of their investment assets. Private foundations alone are also
subjtct to substantive restrictions on financial practices and program, activities.
These include prohibitions on acts of self-dealing, excess business holdings,
speculative investments, and any attempts to influence legislation, plus procedural
restrictions on grants to individuals and certain other organizations.

This legal study traces the development of the distinctions between public and
grivate charitable organizations in the federal tax laws. It also analyzes the asserted
reasons for the present pattern of _these distinctions with a view to developing the
information necessary to permit an informed decision as to whether such distinc-
tions as now exist are founded upon valid empirical evidence or other sound
considerations of federal tax policy. The focus of this study is thus upon
distinctions bet,ween classes of charitable organizations. Other legal studies prepared
for the Commission examine the operation of, and justification for, particular
substantive provisipns of the Internal Revenue Code affecting charitable organiza-

.
dons.

Reference should be made to the manner in which the terms "public charity"
and "private charity" have been utilized for purposes of this study. The two classes
of organizations, taken to ether, have been "defined to include all organizations
ifescribed insection 501(c)(3), other than organizations which test for public safety,
a comparatively small class of organizations which has been excluded from the
analysis because they are not ,entitled to receive deductible contributions. (For
convenience, we 'sometimes use the term "charitable organizations" to refer to all
section 501(c)(3) organizations.) Thus, the term "charitable organizations" inclurtes
"Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation, organized gid
operated exclusively for -religious, charitable, scientific, ... literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals... "

--
t The late Mr. Williams was a partner of Sutherland, Asbill & firennan, Washington, D.C.
* Donald V. Moorehead, Chief Minority Counsel, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate; formerly
with Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan.
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To facilitate our analysis, "publics charities" have been distinguished from
"private charities" by reference to the definition of the term "private foundation" in
section 509(a). As will be explained in greater detail, section 509(a) treats every
section 501(c)(3) organization as a "private foundation," with th e general
exceptions.8 First, certain categories of organizations such as churches, hospitals,
and schools are excluded from "private foundation" status. Second, excep ns are
made for organizations that derive a substantial part of their support fro the
general public and from governmental sources. Third, an exception is mad for
organizations that are closely associated with, and integrally related to, other p.0 is
charities. Section 501(c)(3) organizations that fail to qualify under one of these
three exceptions are classified as "private foundations" for federal tax purposes and
are regarded as "private charities" in this study.

DEVELOPMENT OF STATUTORY DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

Early Revenue Acts

The first congressional exemption for charitable organizations was enacted in theIttIncome Tax Act of 1894.6 Although that statute was declared uncons utional in
Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 158 U.S. 601 (1895), it is note rthy that it
didgintarn, in section 32 of the act, an exemption for charitable, religious, and
educational organizations. Similarly, the. Corporation Excise Act of 1909,' which
imposed a tax, measured by income, on the privilege of doing business, exempted
from its coverage: "... any gporporation or association organized arid operated
exclusively for religious, charitible, or educational purposes, no part of the net
income of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual."

The Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution was ratified in February 1913
and Congress promptly enacted the Revenue Act of 1913,8 the first of the so-called'
"constitutional" income taxes. Section II G(a) of the 1913-act contained language
identical to that used in the 1909 act, quoted above, except that "scientific" was
added to the list of exempt purposes. The exemption provision was expanded in
1918 to include "prevention of crueltt to children or animals"9 and in 1921 to
include "literary" purposes.1°

The basic exemption provision was modified by the Revenue Act of 193411 to
add the requirement that no substantial part of an exempt charitable organization's
activities could consist of carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting. to
influence legislation. In the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Congress added another
condition to the exemption provision a flat prohibition on participation in, or
intervention in, 'campaigns for election to public office, -.0.

Congress also acted early to encourage contributions to charitable organizations.
In 1917 a statutory provision permitting individuals to deduct charitable contribu-
tions 'for income tax purposes was enacted.1 2 A provision authorizing corporate
income tax deductions was enacted in 1935.13 Estate and gift tax deductions for
charitable transfers were authorized in 1918 and 1924, respectively.14 The 1924
gift tax statute was repealed in 1926, but was reenacted in 1932 and, as reenacted,
also contained provisions allowing deductions for charitable transfers.15

Although one class of charitable organizations private foundations had been

strongly criticized by the soalled Walsh Commission in 1916, and,4Ithough
Congress had earlier declined 'to issue a charter to the Rockefeller Foundation,
Congress made ,tio sigriificant legislative distinctions among classes of charitable

)
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organizations until 1943, when it required certain exempt organizations to file
annual information returns.'6 Excluded from this filing requirement were churches
and other religious organizations, certain educational institutions, and certain
publicly, supported organizations.17 One apparent purpose of the 1943 legislation
was to provide Congress with sufficient information to determine the need for
furper legislative restrictions on charitable orgariizatioris.' 8

Revenue Act of 1950

In the Revenue Act of 1950,'9 Congress, for the first time, drew significant
substantive distinctions between private and public charities throu,gh the enactment
of the tax on unrelated business income and restrictions on certain financial
transactions and income accumulations by selected classes of charitable organiza-
tions.

In broad outline, the unrelated business income tax imposed a regular income tax
upon the net income derived by certain exempt organizations from the regular
conduct of active business enterprises which were unrelated to the organization's
exempt purposes. The problems at which the new tax was directed were succi ctly
summarized in the Report of the House Ways ani1 Means Committee:

The problem at which the tax on unrelated business income is directed
here is, primarily that of unfair competition. The tax-free status of these ...
organizations enables them to use their profits tax-free to expand operations,
while their competitors can expand only with the profits remaining Rafter

,taxes. edso, a number of examples have arisen where these organizations have,
in effect, used their tax exemption to buy an ordinary business. That is, they
have acquired the business ... and paid for it in installments out of
subsequent earnings a procedure which usually could not be followed if the
business were taxable (H. Rep. No. 2319, 81st Cong., 2d Sess, 36-7 (1950).]

While , these, purposes would suggest that the unrelated business income tax should
,apply to alt charitable organizations (which it now ,does), Congress, in 1950,
excluded churches and certain other categories of exempt organizations from the
tax. In a related measure, Congress also enacted the predecessor to section 502 of
the 1954 Code which denies tax-exempt status to so-called:feeder organizations,"
organizations whose primary purpose is to carry on a trade or business and turn
over all of the profits from the business to one or more charitable organizations.

In 19:50 Congress was also concerned that abuses of the privilege of tax
,exemption could result from financial transaction between exempt organizations and
donors and other related parties." The Ways and Means Cohmittee concluded that
such abuses were particularly prevalent in the cases of charitable trusts and private
foundations.,1(proposed, and the House accepted, a flat prohibition on many such
transactions. The Senateexpressed "sympathy" Tor the goals of the tiouse,, but
concluded that the House solution was too harsh. A compromise was reached
and, as finally enacted, the act contained a section (the predecessor to section 503
of the 1954 Code) styled "prohibited transactions." This provision denied exempt
status where a Covekitorganization and a donor, or other related party, engaged in
one of the specified transactions at less than arm's-length standards. Among the
"prohibited transactions" covered were loans without adequate security and a

41
reasonable rate of interest, payment of compensation except reasonable payments
for personal services, actually rendered, sales at less than fair market value, and
making services available to related parties on a preferential basis...

Because Congress believed that not all charitable organizations had participated in
such transactions in an abusive manner, the "prohibited transactions" rules were

O
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made applic4ble only to certain charitable organizations. Excluded from coverage
were (1) religious organizations, (2) educational institutions with a regularly enrolled
body of students, (3) publicly supported organizations, (4) organizations operated
by, or principally supported by, religious organizations, and (5) organizations
providing medical or hospital care rtr medical education or medical research. The
reasons for. this pattern of coverage were summarized in the Report of the Senate
Finance Committee: The organizations excluded from the application of these
provisions are in general what might be called 'public' organizations and because of
this characteristic are not believed likely to become involved in any 411 these
prohibited transactions." (S. Rep. No. 2375, 81st Cong., 2nd Sess. 38 (1954.1

Congress,- ,in p50, was also concerned with the possibility of, unreasonable
accumulations of income and speculative investments by charitable organizations. As
a legislative compromise, the predecessor to section 504 of the 1954 Code was
enacted and made applicable to the aine organizations as were subject to the
prohibited transactions rules. In general, 504 provided for the revocation of
an organization's exempt status where it (1) unreasonably accumulated its income,
(2) used its income to a substantial degree for nonexempt purposes, or (3) invested
its income in a manner which jeopardized its ability to carry out its exempt
purposes.

Finally, Congress in 1950 expanded the annual information return requirements,
but again limited the coverage of the reporting requirements to selected charitable
organizations? 2

Internal Revenue Code of 1954

The distinction between "public" and "private" charities, first drawn in a
substantial way in 1950, was further broadened in 1954. Earlier, in 1952, Congress
had raised the percentage limitations for income tax charitable deductions from 15
to 20 percent of an individual's adjusted gross income. In reaching this decision, the
Senate Finan4e Committee stated:

Your committee is of the opinion that by increasing the 15 percent, limit to
20 percent, much-needed relief will be given to colleges, hospitals, and other
organizations who are becoming more and more dependent upon private
contributors, to enable them to balance their budgets and carry on their
programs. The plight in which many of our educational systems find
themselves at Theikeient time is due to the fact that their endowment income
is inadequate to meet rising costs. It is only through supplemental gifts by the
alumni or other Persons interested in the cause of education that they are able
to continue their programs: Many of the smaller'colleges whose alumni have
not sufficient means to make ,adequate contributions are able to continue
their existence only through gifts or contributions received bV' [sic) one co,;
two prominent families in their community. Your Committee believes that it
is in the best interest of the country to encourage private contributions to
these institutions J.SnRep. No. 1584, 82nd Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1952).)'

I n 1954 Congress again sought to encourage charitable contributions by
increasing the percentage limitation contained in section 170 of the 1954 Code to

'30 percent. However, thjskiditional incentive was made applicable only to religious
orders, educational institu'rains, hospitals, chbrches, and .conventions of churches.
Gifts to other charitable organizations, including those now commonly referred to
as 'private foundations,1emained subject to the former 20 percent limitation. The
committee. reports explain the rationale of this amendment in a single sentence:

"This amendment is designed to aid these institutions in obtaining the additional
,
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. I . . ,.funds they needs in ear of their rising costs and the relatively low rate of return
they are receiving on endowment funas."23

in 1956 the 30 percent category of organizations was expanded to include
certain medical research organizations" and,_in 1962, to include certain state
university endowifient organizations.25 .

2103

.Revenue Act of 1964

In contexikf the tax treatment accorded charitable contributions the
'distinction between dm-iiate and puhliccbaritable organizations was significantly
expanded 'by the three provisions of the Revenue Ate of 1964.26 First, "publicly
supported" organizations' were added ta,,tke 140k of 30 percent organizations. For

, this purpose, Congress, defined a publicly surted organization as one which
-normally received a substantial part of its total support from governmental sources
or.from direct or indirect contributions from the general public. For this purpose,
so-called "exempt-function income"" was excluded from the definition of public

vsupport.Second, contributions to 30 percent orgaftizations which exceeded the 30
Percent limitation in one year could, be carried over for a period of five years.
Third, the so-called "unlimited" charitable deduction was made partly inapplicable
to gifts to npnoperating private foiVidations aQd other organizations not in the 30c percent category.

The reasons for making these 'new incentives ,available to some, but not all,
charitable organizations ' were summarized as 'follows by the. Senate Finance
Committee in its discussion of the addition of publicly supported organizations to

' the 30 percent category:

The House and youcommittee.agree that the availability of this additional
10-percent deduction should be extended to include contributions to many
forms -of charitable or philanthropic organizations- not npw covered by this
provision.. Greater niforinity in the availability of this additional 10-percent
deduction is desirable because of the many'beneficial Activities that are carried
On by various philan/hropic organizations not now eligible for the 30-percent
deduction. This is lipecially true of many cultural and educatio,p11 organiza-
tions and major charitable organizations not now eligible for the 30-percent

uction.
additional 10-percent deduction is limited to organizations which are

publicl or gdvemmentally supported, however, and this additional deduction
is not made available ic1 thg case of private foundations. These latter types of
organizations frequently do not make contributions to operating philanthropic
'organizations for extended periods of time and in the meanwhile use thefunds for investments. The extra 10-percent deduction is intended to
encourage immediately spendable receipts of contributiOns for charitable
organizations'x{S. Rep. No. 830,438th Cong., 2d Sess. 58 (1964):j

.

' The Tax Reform Act of 1969-

N

It can be seen from' the foregoing, that Congress first began distinguishing
between- classes of exempt charitable organizations in 1943, when a requirement of
annual inforMation returns was imposed on selected categories of exempt organiza-
tions, and that more significant distinctions resulted from the enactment of the
Revenue Act of 1950. In each case, that group. oformnizations commonly referrecf'"
to as private foundations was placed in the less favored, or more restricted, class. As
pointed out previously, hoWever, the most, significant distinctions were drawn by
the Congress in 1969. Nearly one third of the Tax Reform "Act of 1969 was _J-

.
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devoted to provisions affecting exempt organizations and charitable contributions.
With few exceptions, private foundations received both disparate and less favorable
treatment. As a preface to the, discussion of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, reference
should be made to a number of studies, investigations, and disclosures which
preceded the enactmenteof the 1969 legislation.

Antecedent Studies

The Walsh Corrlmission. As indicted previously, private foundations were
subjected in 1916 to criticism by the Walsh Commission Report.28 The commission,
assigned to investigate the broad area of industrial relations, issued its report after
more than two years of hearings. The report concluded that a small group of
wealthy families not only controlled the major industries, but also were extending
their control over education and "social service," in large part through the creation
of "enormous privtely managed funds for indefinite purposes," that is, "founda-
tions." The report recommended that all such broad-functioned institutions with
over a million dollays in assets be required to obtain a federal charter, which would
provide for (1) a limit on the size of a foundation's assets, (2) a mandatory
specification of functions and powers, (3) a prohibition against accumulation of
unexpended income and a limitation on spending from prints I, (4) rigid inspection
of investments and expenditures, and (5) open reports to got rnment officials. The
chairmab and two other 4mbers expressed their hostilit3R the large foundations
by'appending a suggekion that the Rockefeller Foundation be dissolved.

.1-
Cox Committee. Private foundations were subjected to congressional scrutiny in

the early 1950s with a view to determining whether they were engaged in
"un-American' activities. The House Select Committee to Investigate Foundations
and Other Organizations, chaired by Congressman Cox of Georgia, held extensive
hearings and issued its final report in 1953.29 The tone of the report was far from
strident and its analysis suggested that foundations had been guilty of little more
than errors in judgment. The report noted that foundations' "most significant
function has ben displayed it i. supplying the risk 'or venture capital 'expended in
advancing the frontiers of knowledge"30 and that the need for foundations to fulfill
such a role would increase in the future. As to the charges that prompted the
committees investigation, the report states:

The committee- believes that on balance the record of the foundations is good.
It believes that there was infiltration and that judgments were which, in
the light of hindsight, were mistakes, but it also be'ieves t many of these
mist3kes were made without the knowledge of facts ,which, while later

elobtainable, could not have been readily ascertained*at the time decisions were
*taken. It -further believes that the foundations are aware of the ever-present
danger and are exerting and will 'continue to exert diligettce in, averting further
m istakes .3 '

2 The committee noted that the foundations, presently feared as antagonistic to
capitalism, were, in the era of the Walsh Report, .feared rather as "instruments of
vested wealth"; in the opinion of the committee "neither of these fears" was
"justified," .. . ,

- On the subject of public disclosure, the committee found that although large
foundations viewed themselves as accountable to the public and often publishediond
distributed detailed annual reports, many smaller foundations oppoised the public
disclosure both of contributions by donprs, their families, and related`corporations,
and, to a lesser extent, of expenditures. The report recommended greater disclosure
by foundations of their finances and activities.. Under a proposed statutory

S
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amendment appended to the report, the annual information return then required of
selected charitable organizations, including private foundations, would have been
expanded to encompass (1) total ,yeari contributions, (2) amount, general purpose,.
and recipients of grants, (3) ciptributors and amounts contributed, and (4) a
breakdown of expenses including administrative overhead and salaries, with all but' the latter two items to be available to the public. The committee also recommended
that the House Ways and Means Committee, rather 'than it, conduct any studies of
tax abuse by private foundations.

Reece Committee. At least in part, because of the time pressures under which
the 'Cox Committee had acted, the House of Representatives appointed a new
committee tig egardihe substantially the same subject matter. In its summery of
findings, a Majority of the Reece Committee described an "interlock" of large
private foundations, possessed of enormous influence over social science research
and education, and exerting this influence to foster excessive "empiricism," "moral
relativity," and leftist and "collectivist" political opinions.32 The methods of the
committee and its staff were challenged as being unfair to the foundations by both
a minority of the comMittee and others.33 The recommendations of-the majority
report included a limitation of a foundat xistence of fro 10 to 25 years,
mandatory distribution by foundations-of a e ome within 2 to 3
years, a categorical prohibition of all politica activity by foundations, and
restriction on corporate control of foundations. Recommendations were also made
for increased tax audits of the foundations and for consideration by the tax writing
committees of the Congress of a variety of alleged problem areas, such as the use of
foundations to control businesses.

Patman Investigations. Commencing in 1962, Congressman Wright Patman of ,
Texas undertook an investigation of the impact of private foundations on the
American economy. An initial report was 'issued in December 1962` and Mr.
Patman's hearings, investigations, and reports have continued to the present time.34
Although numerous reform proposals have generated from these investigations, Mr.
Patm'an has `been most particularly critical of the use of foundations to control
business enterprises and of many of the purposes for which foundation grants have
been made. Other commentators have examined the Patman investigations in
depth." For purpcises of this Idgal ,study, Mr. Patman's 1969 testimony before the
House Ways and .Means committee36 contains a sufficiently detailed discussion of ,

the areas of concern generated by the Patman investigations. These areas of concern
included (1) the sheer size %of private foundations, (2) the use of foundations to
perpetuate control of business corporations, (3) grants by private foundations for
use outside the United States, (4) influencing political campaigns through voter
registration drives and otherwise, (5) &rants and other payments to public officials, ,

(6) grants to individuals for questionable purposes and for "esoteric research," (7),
use of foundations for private benefit, and (8) questionable investment practices. .

Whether or not the examples cited by Mr. Patman were typical of foundations
generally, it is beyond reasonable dispute that Mr. Patman's allegations had a
significant impact in the development of the provisions of the Tax Reform Act df
1969 relating to private foundations.

Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations. Perhaps due in part to
these' earlier criticisms of private foundations, the tax-writing committees of the
Congress directed the Treasury Department to undertake a comprehedsive study of
private foundations and to report its findings, together with recommendations for .

legislative changes. The report was issued in early 1965.37 Because the Treasury
Report had a substantial impact upon the configuration of the private foundation
provisions of the Tax .Refs rm Act of 1969, it deserves special mention.
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The Treasury Report defined the term "private foundation"the object of its
studyas including organizations described in section 501(c)(3) other than (1) pub-
licly supported organizations, (2) churches and conventions or associations of
churches, (3) schools, and (4) organizations that test public safety. Also treated as
private foundations for purposes of the report were nonexempt trusts authorized to
pay or permanently set aside amounts for charitable purposes. In its study, the
Treasury surveyed some 1,300-private`foundations.

The Treasury Report concluded that private foundations were an important part
of the spectrum of charitable organizations. It stated:

Private philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our` society. Beyond
providing for areas into which government cannot or should not advance (such
as religion), private philanthropic organization'scan be uniquely qualified to
initiate thought and action, experiment with new and untried ventures, dissent
from prevailing attitude$, and act quickly and flexibly.

Private foundations have an important part inc,this work. Available even °to
those of relatively, restricted means, they enable individuals or seriall groups to
establish new charitable endeavors and to express their own bents, concerns,
and experience. In doing so, they enrich the pluralism of our social order.
Equally important, because their funds are frequently free -of commitment to
specific operating programs, they can shift the focus of their interest and their
financial support from one charitable area to another. They can, hence,
constitute a powerful instrument for evolution, growth, and 'improvement in
the shape and direction 6f charity. [Treasury Report at 51

The Treasury Report also identified three broad criticisms of private foundations
made by others, including Congressman Patman. First, that the use Of foundations,
as opposed to direct contributions by individdals to active charitable organizalions,
produces an undue delay between the gift generating the tax benefit (that is, the
transfer of propetty to a private foundation) and the use of funds in active
charitable persuits. Second, that foundations are becoming a disproportionately large
segment of the national economy. Third, that foundations represent dangerous
concintrations of social and economic power. To these criticisms, the authors of the
Treasury Report made the following response:

Upon the basis of these contention, some persons have argued that a time
limit shotIld be imposed on the lives of all foundations. Analysis of these
criticisms, however, demonstrates that the first appears to be susceptible of
solution by a measure of specific design and limited scope, the second lacks
factual basis, and the third is,for the present, beipg amply met by `founda-
tions themselves. As a consequence, the Treasury Department has concluded
that prompt and effective action' to end the specific abuses extant among
foundations is preferable to a general. limitation upon, foundation lives.
[TreasuFy Report at 5.]

I n its report the Treasury cited six specific major .problem areas and
recommended legislative solutions. First, the Treasury recommended a proscription
on all acts of self-dealing between private foundations apd related parties, without
regard to whether such transactions were carried on at arm's-length.38 In this
connection, the Treasury Report expressed dissatisfaction with the prohibitid
transactions rules, described previously, as an enforcement tool because the statute
contained too many subjective standards (for example, "reasonable" interest and
"adequate" security) and lacked 15enalties geared to the severity of the violation.
Second, and responsive to the first general criticism of private foundations noted
above, the Treasury recommended that ail foundationS be required to spend or
'istribute their income annually and that 'nonoperating foundations (those that
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make grants to others rather than conducting activities directly) be required to
_distribute an amount, whether or not in excess of income, at least equal to a
specified percentag1 of the value of investment assets." Third, limitations wecg
proposed on the rcentage- interest of fodndations in corporations and other
business enterprises ° Fourth, the Treasury recommended _deferring tax deductions
for gifts of prop y to a private foundation where the donor retained control."
Fifth, to preclude financial transactions, unrelated to exempt purposes, the Treas-
ury recommended prohibiting foundation borrowings for investment purposes,
restrictions on loans by foundations, and prohibitions on speculative trading
practices and investments." Sixth, and in some respects most controversial, the
Treasury Report urged legislation to limit family control of foundations by
requiring that after the first 25 years of a foundation's existence, the donor and
related parties could not constitute more than 25 percent .of the foundation's
governing body.43 ,

The Treasury Report was considered generally to represent a reasoned approach
to the private foundation ,"problem." However, emotion soon overtook the
atmosphere and, by 1969, private foundations were viewed by many (including, as
noted above, Congressman Patman) as institutions of questionable character. Several
factors led to development of this hostile climate. First, public opinion demanded
meaningful tax reform and the closing of "loopholes."44 Second, foundations (and
ffS a lesser extent charitable giving generally) were regarded by many as a "loop-
hole" by which wealthy individuals avoided taxes.45, Third, foundations were
criticized for grants in support of voter registration projects and certain grants to
individuals. , Finally, a series of disclosures prompTed public and 14slative concern
about the relation of private foundations to the judiciary and to other government
e loyees." Indeed, with respect to this last point, congrEtsional opinion was such
th t in mid-1969 Senator Williams proposed, and the Senate Finance Committee

ported, legislation to deny the tax exemption to any private foundation making
payments (with certain narroW exceptions) to any government official or member of
his family. The bill was withdrawn on the Senate floor upon the express condition
that its subject be considered in the context of the tax reform bill then pending in
the House.4a

These various factors contributed in no small measure to an attitude on the part
of many members of Congress which was at best skeptical toward foundations as
Congress began consideration of what was to become the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Peterson Commission. Substantially contemporaneously with congressional
consideratkm of what was to become the Tax Refdrm Act of 1969, an extensive
study was underway in the private sector by the Commission on Foundations and
Private Philanthropy. Although the commission did not complete its work and issue
a final report until 1970,49 its chairman, Peter G. Peterson, did appear before the
Senate Finance Committee in late 1969 to present several preliminary conclusions
that appeared likely to emerge from the commission's studies." Principal of these
preliminary conclusions was the need for more reliable information about private
foundations and an expression of concern over the quality of foundation investment
performance and distribution levels.51 -

The -specific recommendations of the Peterson Commission are important and
have been discussed elsewhere. For present purposes, however, several of that
commission's "findings" are particularly, relevant. These include the followi

1. Contributions to foundations are more susceptible of abuseovervaluati and
false claims for gifts never madethan in the case of gifts to other charitable
drganiiations.52

2. There is a lack of hard evidence to support claims of widespread financial--
abuses, (for example, self-dealing type transactions) among foundations.'3
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3. Only a minority of foundations owned a controlling block of stock in a
business corporation, and most of those who did were larger foundations (assets in
excess of $10 million). However, roughly a quarter of the larger foundations held
"control stock."' 4

.

4. Foundation investment performance, using total rate of return on assets as the
measurement,was substantially wdrse than that of mutual funds.''

- 5. In general, foundation grants have been to recognized exempt organizations,
rather than to, individuals or for purposes that could be considered as involving

. social or political activism.56
far

An Overview of the 1969 Changes

As a result of, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the distinction between "public"
and "private" charities became more pronounced. For purposes of this legal study' it
is important to note that Congress moved further to encourage gifts to public
charities ,and, implicitly but necessarily,' to discourage gifts to private foundations.
Simultaneously, Congress enacted a series of statutory restrictions -ffecting only
private foundations. The 1969 act changes, to the extent they invo ,v distinctions
between public and private charities, are summarized below.

Charitable contributions. Section 170, the provision of the Internal Revenue
Code allowing income tax deductions for charitable contributions, was substantially
revised in 1969.57 The percentage 'imitation <on deductions for gifts to public
charities was increased to 50 percent, with two additional classes of organizations
being added to the public charity list for this limited purpose. The two additional
classes of organizationOadded are private operating foundations" and private
foundations which, within one year, distribute all contributions received for active
charitable purposes.59

Section 170 now contains, special rules governing deductions for charitable
contributions pf appreciated property such as corporate stock.6° These rules are
complex and have bein discussed_ in depth in other studies prepared for the
Commission. For present purposes, it is sufficient to note that, generally, such gifts
are subject to less stringent limitations when the recipient is a public charity rather
than a private one.

Although changes were made in the rules goveining the deduction for charitable
gifts under, the gift and estate tax laws, these changes did not result in the creation
of distinctions between private and public charitable organizations. -

Tax on investment income. Section 4940 imposes an excise tax, equal to 4
percent of net investment income, upon each private foundation. ThtIs,,private
foundations are subject to tax upon their dividends, interest, rents, and royalties,
plus capital gains froth the sale of property held for the production of such income.
Investment income derived by public charities is not subject to tax. -Private
foundations and public charities alike are subject to the talc on unrelated business
income.

Self-dealing. Section 4941 'imposes penalty taxes upon each act of self-dealing (at
defined) between a private, foundatio nd certain related individuals and entities,
termed ' ified persohs" by the sta to and including, for this purpose, certain
govern ent officials and employees." ubject to certain exceptions and transitional
rules the term "self-dealing" includes sales, exchanges, and leasing of property, loans,'
or other extensions of credit, paynje(./ nt of excessive compensation, transfer to or use
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of foundation assets for the benefit of a disqualified person, and agreements to pay
money or other property to government officials. Public charities, in contrast, are
subject only to the general prohibition against "private inurement" contained in
section 501 (c) (3).

Minimum distribution requirements. Section 4942 imposes penalty taxes upon
each private foundation that fails to make annual distributions (to prescribed
donees) or expenditures for charitable purposes equal to its actual income or, if
greater, a specified percentage of the fair market value of the foundation's
investment assets. The amount which a private foundation must otherwise distribute
under section 4942 is reduced, pro tanto, by the amount of the tax imposed by
section 4940.62 This provision, which is not applicable to private operating
foundations,63 'is directly responsive to the criticism that use of foundatiorri for
charitable giving may often result in an unwarranted delay between the timing of
the tag deduction for the gift to charity (the transfer of property to a private
foundation) and the actual behefit to charity. Public charities are not subject to any
similar requirement.

Excess business holdings. Subject to ,a myriad of exceptions and transitional
rules, section 4943, through the imposition of penalty taxes, prohibits private
foundations from retaining more than 20 percent of the voting stock of a corpora.
tion, abd this percentage is reduced by the percentage of stock held by certain
related parties (including commonly -created or controlled foundations), termed
"disqualified persons" by the statutes No similar limitation applies to pu6lic
charities.

Speculative investments. Section 4944 imposes penalty taxes upon the speculative
investment of the income or assets of a private foundation in a manner _that
jeopardizes the foundation's ability to carry out its exempt purposes. It represents a
continuation of the rule of former section 504, which was repealed by the 1969
act. No comparable restrictions govern the quality of investments by public
charities.

Taxable expenditgr.o. Section 4945 imposes penalty taxes upon each "taxable
expenditure" by private foundation. The term "taxable expenditure" include
with certain narrow exceptions, any amount paid (1) to attempt to influen e
legislation, (2) to influence an election onto carry on voter registration drives, 3)
as a grant to an individual for travel, study or other similar purposes, except
pursuant to a procedure approved in advance by the Internal Revenue Service, (4)
as a grant an organization that is not a "public charity" unless "expenditure
responsibilitffis exercised, and (5) for any purpose other than a charitable or other
exempt purpose.

Section 4945 thus imposes substantial restrictions on program activities tint are
not applicable to charitable organizations generally; and, as to attempts to influence
legislation by private foundations, it replaces the test of "substantiality" contained
in section 501(c)(3). 6 4

Annual reports. Section 6056.requires all private foundations having at least
$5,000 in assets, but not other charitable organizations, to prepare and make
available for public inspeetion an annual, teport of their operations.65 This
requirement is in addition to, and not in lieu of, the annual information return now
required to be filed with the Internal Revenue Service. by all charitable organiza-
tions, other than churches and certain other religious organizations.

While the 1969 Act thus broadened the distinctions between public and private
charities, it should be noted that in Virs, formerly existing distinctions were
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eliminated. First, with the exception of churches and other religious organizations
and organizations having gross receipts of $5,000 Of less, annual information returns,
are required of all charitable organizations.66 Se'cond, all charitable organizations,
and many other classes of exempt organizations as well, are now subject to the tax

"on'-unrelated business income.

Scope of Private Foundatil Definition

Given the significant distinctions drawn between public and private charities, it was
incumbent upon Congress to define the line of demarcation. between the two
categories with precision. This line of demarcation is contained in section 509(a),6'
which defines the term Irivate foundation" as including every section 501(c)(3)
organization other than (1) organizations eligible to receive contributions up to 50
percent of an individual's adjusted gross income," (2) organizations that derive at
least one third of their total support from specified public sources and receive gross
investment income not in excess of one third of their total support, and (3)
organizations that are organized and operated for the benefit of one or more specified
public charities,.are controlled, supervised, or operated by or in connection with such
specified public charities, and are not controlled by persons who are disqualified
persons (other than foundation managers and the specified public charities) with
respect to the organization. The stated rationale for the parameters of the "private
-foundation" definition is merely that "In general, the problems that gave rise to the
statutory provisions of the bill discussed above appear to be especially prevalent in the
case of some organizations presently in the 2percent group. However, it appears that
certain other organizations presently in the 20-percent category generally do not give
rise to the problems which have led to the restrictions and limitations described
above."69 In,amplifcation of this rationale, numerous commentators have made
reference to tie discipline of public support as an appropriate substitute for legislitive
controls."

Whatever the rationale, the term "private foundation," as defined in section
609(4,71 Includes all section 501(c)(3) organizations other than

1. Churches or conventions or associations of chtirches.

2. Educational organizations which normally maintain a regular faCulty and
curriculum and which normally Pee a regularly enrolled body of pupils-or students
in attendance at the place where educational activities are regularly carried on.

3. Organizations whose principal purpose or function is to provide medical or
hospital care or medical education or 'research if the organization is a hospital, or if
the organization is a media( research organization directly engaged_ in the
continuous active conduct of medical research in conjunction with a hospital, but
only if the medical research organization is committed to expend for research
contributions received v7ithin five years of receipt.

4. Organizations functioning as endowment funds, or otherwise administering
property, for the benefit of a college or university which is an agency or
instrumentality of, or owned and operated by, a State or political subdivision
thereof or by an agency or instrumentality of a State or political subdivision
thereof.

41,

5. Certain governmental units.

6. Organizations which 'normally receive a substantial part of their support
(exclusive of exempt function income) from governmental units or from direct or



indirect contributions from the general public. (This category includes so-called
"community fowdations" or "community trusts.").

7. Organizations which
e

a. normally receive more than one-third of their total support in each
taxable year, subject to specified limitations, from gifts, grants
contributions, membership fees, and exempt function income, and

b. normally receive not more than one-third of their total support in each
year from interest, dividends, rents, and royalties.

8. Organizations which are

a. organized and operated exclusively for the benefit of! to perform the
functions of, or to carry out thes purposes of, one or more designated
"public charities" described above,

b. operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with the
specified "public charities," and

c. not controlled directly or indirectly by disqualified persons72 other than
foundation managers and the specified public charities.

9. Organizations whose exclusive function is to test for public 'Safety.

As has been indicated, private operating foundations have been distinguished
from other private foundations in two significant respects. First, operating
foundations are not subject to the minimum annual distribution requirements of
section 4942.'Second, the 50 percent limitation on income tax deductions for
charitable contributions is applicable. Although the term "operating foundation," as

''defined in section 4942(j)(3), is somewhat broader,73 the concept of such organiza-
tions was described as follows in the legislative history: "Essentially these are
organizations which, although lacking general public support, devoteimost of their
earnings and much of their assets "directly to the conduct of their educational,
charitable, and religious purposes, as distinct from merely making grants to.other
organizations for these purposes. "74 The legislative history thus does not explicitly
state the rationale for the preferred treatment for operating foundations.
Presumably, it was thought that the ,demands of maintaining a continuing program
Of activities were sufficient to warrant special incentives for contributions and were
an adequate substitute for legislation requiring expenditures fo aritable
purposes.is

>t4

ANALYSIS OF THE REASONS PROMPTING CURRENT
STATUTORY DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE CHARITIES

To-this point in our analysis, we have simply summarized briefly the historical
developments leading to the current pattern of statutory distinctions between public
and private charitable organizations. We have shown that at present the federal tax
laws distinguish between public and private charities in four significant respects:76
(1) the tax benefits accorded to individual contributors, (2) the scope of the

'exemption rom tax, (3) the obligation to report directly to the public, and (4) the
degree of f deral regulation of financial practices and program activities.
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The focus of our analysis now shifts from tracing the development of tire
distinctions to a consideration whether, in each of the four areas noted above, the
surrerit statutory distinctions between public and private charities are based upon
valid empirical evidence or other sound considerations of federal tax policy."

Deductibility of Contributions

At the present 'dime, both the gift and estate tax provision0 of the Internal
Revenue Code 'allow an "unlimited" deduction for charitable contributions and
make no distinction based upon the "public" or "private" nature of the 'donee
organization. A much different situation exists with respect to the statutory
provision governing income tax deductions for charitable contributions. As pointed
out previously, gifts to public charities are subject to a higher percentage limitatiok
and gifts of appreciated property generally are accorded more favorable treatment'
where the donee is a public charity.

In passing, it should be noted that the resultingkcomplexity,of secifon 170,
which now contains three percentage limitations for charitable contributions, has
proved to be of such magnitude that the American Bar Association's Section of
Taxation has formally recommended that as a matter of public policy, the statute
should be completely rewritten to provide for a single 35 percent limitation." A
second and perhaps more important side effect of the current pattern of dis-

ginctions is that this pattern, perhaps in conjunction with other diitinctions
against private foundations, apparently has resulted in a decrease in the creation of
new private foundations.19 Given even these two effects, the need to reconsider the
wisdom of such distinctions becomes obvious.

The basic rationale of allowing any deduction for charitable gifts has been stated
as follows:

, .

The exemption from taxation of money or property devoted to .charitable'and
,other purposes is based upon the theory that the Government is compensated
for the loss of revenue by its rend from financial burden which would
otherwise have to be met by appropriations from public funds, and by the
benefits resulting from the promotion of the general welfare. [H. Rep. No.
1860, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 20 (1938).1

As noted above, Congress first distinguished, for charitable deduction purposes,
between classes of charitable organizations in 1954. At that time, Congress merely
referred to a desire to aid particular organizations to obtain needed funds to meet
rising costs in light of such organizations' relatively low rate of return on
endowment funds. In 1954, all of the organizations to which Congress extended
favorable treatment were of the type which could reasonably be expected to
conduct charitable programs directly rather than merely to provide financial support
to others. In 1964, however, this assumption was no longer necessarily true as
Congress extended, preferential ratment to many publicly supported organizations
without regard to whether they were operating or supportive in nature. As noted
previously, the stated rationale for not extending such preferential treatment to
private foundations was that private foundations "frequently do not make contribu-
tions to the operating philanthropic organizations for extended periods of time" and
that. the purpose of the preyerential. treatment was "to encourage immediately
spendable receipts of contributions for'charitable organizations."

From the foregoing, it would appear that the rationale for favored tax treatment
for contributions to public charities rests principally on the premise that these
organizations either themselves conduct active charitable programs (and thus have
both a need for public support and a commitment promptly to expend contribu-
tions), or are dependent upon continued public support. It is perhaps the first
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rationale ich prompted Congress in 1969 to expand the list of preferred donees
to include "operating" foundations. In our view, this first rationale for the current
statutory pattern suffers from two principal defects.

First, there is no assurance that a public charity is in fact an operating rather
than a. supportive organization. Indeed, numerous organizations, of which
community foundations are but one example,8° that qualify as public charities by
reason of the receipt of public support are clearly supportive rater than operating
organizations. Moreover, many section 509(a)(3) organizations are supportive
organizations."

Second, there is no assurance (much less a legal requirement) that even an
operating public charity,will. in fact immediately expend a donation for the active
conduct of its charitable purposes. To illustrate, many gifts to colleges and
universities are placed in endowment funds to generate income for future use. This,
of course, is the typical case in the gift of property to a nonoperating private
foundation. In both cases, there is a delay in benefit to charity and, given the
apparent low rate of return on many college endowthent funds82 and the operation
of section 4942, the gift to the foundation may in fact/ (although not necessarily)
enter the active charitable stream first. Nevertheless, the two gifts receive different
treatment under the current federal tax laws.

It might also be suggested that the current pattern of statutory distinctions calf*
be justified because public charities are dependent upon ublic support for their
continued viability. While this may be true in some aces, dependence upon
broad-based public support isexpressly required only as to two of the public
charity classes." It should be' noted, however, that it has been suggested that the
current statutory provisions discourage the use, of private foundations as a vehicle
for charitable giving."

It should also be recognized that the stated rationale for denying ,preferred
treatment to private foundations has rested principally upon the asserted delay in
benefits to active charitable pursuits resulting from the use of private foundations as
a vehicle for charitable giving. However, with the enactment of section 4942, this
rationale for distinction may have lost mud', of the validity that it may have had;as
a historical matter.

Based upon the foregoing considerations, and particularly in light of the
enactment of section 4942 to prevent unjustified delays in benefit to charity where )

gifts Are made to private foundations, it may be questioned whether, in the area of
charitable contributions, the current distinctions between public and private charities
are based upon sound considerations of federal tax policy. One could argue that,
current distinctions can only be justified on the basis of a decision to encourage gifts
to certain charitable organizations and not to others. To the extent one accepts the
impbrtance of a pluralistic society and the role of all segments of private philan-
thropy in such a society, the current distinctions become increasingly difficult to
justify.

One could, however, take the position that differences in the treatment of
ch4ritable contributions can be justified on the ground that "publics charities"
typically have more broadly based governing bodies thanildo private foundations and
thus may be expected to be more responsive to public needs and, less concerned
with private preferences or private benefit. It should be noted, however, that this
difference, to the extent it in fact exists, has not to date constituted an explicit
rationale for the current pattern of distinctions.

S

Tax on Investment Income

As has been indicated, private foundations, but not other charitable organiza-
tions, are subject to a 4 percent tax on net investment income. The imposition of
such a tax in. 1969 unquestionably marks a significant departure from the well-
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established policy (described above) of, exempt4 charitable organizations from
federal income taxes. An analysis of the legislative history suggests a two-fold
rationale for thi tax. In its 1969 report, the Ways and MeansrCommittee of the

/
House of Representatives stated: T

Your committee believes that since the benefits of government are bailable
to all, the costs should be borne, at least tesome extent, by all of those able
to pay. Your committee believes that this is as true for private foundations as

rit is for taxpayers generally. Also, it is clear that vigorous and extensive
administration is needed in order to provide appropriate assurances that
priyate foundations will promptly and properly use their funds for charitable
purposes. This. tax, then, may -viewed as being in part a user fee. [H. Rep.
91-413 (Part I), 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 19 (1969).]

71Consistent with this dual rationale, the House of Representatives adopted a 7.5
percent income tax on private foundations. The Treasury recommended that the
Senate reduce the rate of tax to 2 percent so as to approximate expected revenues
with anticipated costs of enforcement." The Senate agreed that the tax revenues
should be limited to the costs of enforcement and, further, cast the tax as an audit
fee and based on the fair market value of investment wts.86 The House-Senate
conference returned to the dual rationale of the tax and adopted a 4 percent tax on
investment income, casting it as an excis& tax measured by income and terming it
an "audit fee." As such, the tax was enacted into law.

Meaningful analysis of this dual rationale, and of its application to the
distinctions between public and private charities, requires at the outset an examina-
tion of the ultimate incidence of the tax. As noted, under section 4942 Ole distribu-
tion requirements imposed upon private foundations are reduced dollar kr dollar by
the tax on investment income.87 Consequently, the ultimate burden of the tax does
not fall upon private foundations. Rather, it falls upon the organizations and
individuals that receive and depend upon foundation support. The net effect of
section 4940 is merely to direct private foundations to remit to the federal govern-
ment a portion of the funds they are otherwise required by law currently to
distribute for active charitable purposes. Consequently, private foundations may in
some respects be viewed merely as a collecting agent. While the amount received by
the federal government from the tax appears to be de 1771/7iMIS in comparison with
the federal budget,* may be quite stohificant to at least some of those who must
bear the burden of the tax through the receipt of smaller grants, or no grants at all.
In this connection, it should be noted that the revenue produced by the tax greatly
exceeds the costs of enforcement incurred by the Internal ReYenue Service;88 and
that, accordingly, the tax is a general revenbS producing measure and not merely an
audit-fee. 4,

With this understanding of the nat4e of the tax, a few observations, about the
A rationale for its imposition may by made. First, as noted, as a general revenue pro-

ducing matter, the revelcUespcio ced by tax are minimal* the concept that founda-
tions are sharing in the costs o government is at best 'cosmetic." Second, since the
burden of the tax is not bane by foundations, theprovision rdpresents nothing
short of a congressional determination that the needcof government are such that
complete tax exemption for charitable organizations is no longer a viable concept. If
this is in fact the case, perhaps the question might better be addressed directly,
rather tan indirectly through the guise of taxing private foundations.89

As an "audit fee," the rationale of the tax fails to comport with reality. It raises
more than twice the revenue needed to fund the Internal Revenue Service's
compliance efforts for the entire exempt organizations field. Moreover, as a matter
of tax policy, one may question whether charitable organizations alone ought to
assume such a burden. Compliance costs are occasioned by all charitable organiza-
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tions, and by business leagues, trade associations, labor unions, social welfare
organizations and all other exempt organizations. Yet, only private foundations
must pay an audit fee. Additionally, under the recently enacted "Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974," one half of the tax will be earmarked
for a new office of the Internal Revenue Service charged with enforcing not only
the exempt organization provisions but the pension law provisions as Nye11.90
Finally, it should be noted that income is both a unique and questionable measure
of an audit of user fee. In light of this purpose, it is at least questionable whether
the tax should be measured in some other way, such as by assets."

In summary, one may question whether the rationale of the tax represents sound'
tax policy. As a general revenue tax, which, at least in part, it clearly is, the tax
represents a departure from the long-standing congressional policy of exempting
from taxi the passive investment income received by charitable organizations. As an
audit or user fee, the tax produces too much revenue and is measured by a
questionable standard. these considerations would prompt us to conclude that the
tax ought to be repealed completely or that, at least, it ought to be cast as a true
audit fee, appropriately measured, with revenues limited to actual costs of
enforcement. In this connection, it has been noted that foundation support in 1969
and subsequent years for an audit fee was a defensive tactic bated on prAmatic
rather than philosophical considerations.92 However, our purpose here is not to
examine the tax itself. Rather, our limited, purpose is to consider whether, as to the
tax, valid distinctions have been made between public and privat charities.

As a general revenue tax, the tax, as we have noted, falls^upon the potential
recipients of foundation grants and the available data suggest that public charities
comprise a substantial part of the class of recipients. Given these facts, the first
rationale of the tax is somewhat difficult to- defend and one might conclude that
foundations may have been selected in 1969 because they represented an "easy target."
Given the incidence of the tax, it ought to be considered as, at least in part, an
indirect tax on public charities raising the basic question of continuing tax
exemption. .

As an audit fee, it appears difficult to distinguish between public and private
charities. While the greater complexity of the foundation provisions may warrant a
higher audit fee,93 there seems to be little or no basis for imposing a fee only with
respect to private foundations. Moreover, it is difficult toligtify the imposition of
an audit fee only upon charitable organizations and not Nvon other classes of
tax-exempt organizations.

Annual Public Reports
1,...

As indicated; private foundations, but not other charitable organizations, are
required by law to prepare an annual report and make that report available for
public inspection. This requirement was added to the 1969 act on the Senate floor
at the request of Senator Carl T. Curtis. In soliciting floor support for the
amendment, Senator Curtis made the following observations with respect to the
rationale for suc h ,a requirement:

IT] he proposed amendment requires annual reports from each and every ------)
s

P

foundation, to the end that those foundations will act in the public interest,
and also so that interested parties, the general public,ithe Internal Revenue
Service, Congress, aujihrihe committees concerned will have accurate informa-
tion

. .

[T] ax exemption is a high privilege. I believe that the operation of a tax
exempt foundation is a public trust; and starting from that premise, I believe
that all the business, all the transactions, all the receipts, all the investments,

r
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all the grants and contributions made by the f,ndation to individuals or tb
institutions, are of public concern.94

Ft is difficult to fault the concept of tax exemption as a public trust which
carries with it the obligation of' affirmatjve public accountability. Moreover, it
would.appear that this concept is equally applicable to all charitable organizations,
both public and, private. There appe to be no sound basis upon 'Which any
charities can or should be excused public accountability.

While the annual information r rns filed by all charitable organizations with
the Internal Revenue Service are open to public inspection," these returns are
designed (quite properly) to assist the Service in its compliance efforts and to
facilitate the Service's data processing needs. As a vehicle for meaningful public
disclosure, these returns may in fact be largely meaningless to the public. It might
also be argued by some that public reporting is an additional administrative burden
that need not and should not be imposed on pubtrc charities. Nevertheless, the
exemption from tax accorded to a public charity involves-no less a public trust than
,floes that accorded a private charity. Finally, an appropriately drafted statutory
provision could well alleviate many administrative burdens that might otherAfise be
encountered.96

'Restrictions on Financial Practices and Programs

The fourth area of significant distinctions between public and private charitable
organizations is found in the provisions of section 4941-4945, enacted in 1969,
.which impose substantial restrictions on the financial practices and program
activities of private foundations. Initially, it should be reetnphasized that our focus
heie is not, for example, upon the rationale for the imposition of any restrictions of
self- dealing. Rather, to continue the example, our focus is upon the rationale for
imposing self-dealing restrictions upon some but not all charitable organizations."

4
Restrictions on Self-Dealing

As a result of the 1969 act, private foundations are subject to a flat prohibition
on/specified financial transactions with substantial contributors and other related
parties. Public charities, on the Ether hand, are not even subject to the arm's-length
standards of the prohibited transactions4ules first enacted in 1950. They are subjeclir
only to the private inurement rules of section 501(c)(3). Undoubtedly, acts now
defined as "self-dealing" occurred., in.,,the private foundation community prior to
1969.98 However, questions have been raised as to whether such transactions were a
pervasive part of the private foundation field,99 and there are no data suggesting
that similar transactions did not exist? in the case of public charities.' °° Moreover,
except with respect to transactions involving government officials, the congressional
concern over acts of self-dealing appears to have been primarily directed to family
controlled found* 101 In this connection, it is to be noted that many large
private foundations pia ing broadly based governing bodies did not object to the
provision or .believe tRat they would be affected by it.'" The congressional
assumption that abuses are more likely to occur in the case of private charities is
less difficult to accept in the case of foundations controlled 14/ the donor or other
closely related parties. Indeed, the committee reports suggest that the basic rationale
of the self-dealing rules was "to avoid the temptation to misuse private foundations
for noncharitaPle purposes" and to substitute a more workable, from an enforce-
ment standpAint, set of standards.'°3 As Professor Bittker has stated:

4
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I am even more skeptical of the implied assumption that the difference
between private foundations and other charities is so great (either in the
,frequency of self-dealing or its resistance to discovery and correction) _as to
justify a flat prohibition on self-dealing by private foundations, while other
charities are not even subject to the pre-1969 prohibitions on self-dealing that
favors their contributors and other insiders. Op the other hand, this
discrimination (as I would regard it) is ordinarily unlikely to impinge seriously
on the legitimate activities and social values of private foundations. We may,
in short be witnessing a tempest in a teapot. 1 0 4

In the area of, self-dealing transactions, the case for such extremsiy disparate
treatment between public and private charitable organizations appears to be based
largely on historical precedent and a concern that the documented abuses of a few
private charities may be indicative of a broadly based problem. Whether a study of
public charities would disclose similar cases of abuse is concededly a matter of
speculation. Howevet, Congress has necessarily assumed that it would not. These
considerations do not necessarily warrant a suggestion that self-dealing rules
applicable to private foundations 'should be repealed, or that they be applied to

,public charities as well. One may question, however, whether; as to self-dealing
transactions, the gulf betwe rublic and private charities is too wide. As a matter
of tax policy; self-dealing seems no more or less reprehensible when one type of
charitable organization rather than another is involved. Perhaps some middle ground

set of specific minimum fiduciary standards applicable to all charitable organiza--tiOns would be more appropriate. . /
Minimum Distribution Requirements

Although-conceived principally to prevent accumulations of income, a principal
feature of sectioti 4942 is the "minimum investment return" concept which, in
effect, prevents investments by nonoperating private foundations in low-yield assets
except at the lost of current 'corpus distributions. The apparent rationale for
limiting the application of this rule to nonoperating private foundations if the
rationale for exclusion of operating foundatons is a reliable guide is that, lacking
a commitment to an ongoing program, nonoperating private foundations need an
external stimulus to assure an adequate level of charitable disbursements. There are,
hdwever, two difficulties with this rationale for limited treatment. First, colleges,
although desperately in need of funds, have a somewhat questionable record of
investment performance and this fact alone causes one to wonder whether the
"operations" concept is in fact a valid basis for distinction. Second; there is no
assurance that, organizations which are excluded, by the statute from the scope of
section 4942 are in fact operating charities.

A further possible rationale for the limited application of section 4942 may be
found in the often used concept of the "discipline" of public support. 105 Under
this theory,ipublic charities are deemed to have a constituency which is an effective
ubstitute for external legislative controls. There is, however, little more than
upposition either to support or refute this notion. Nevertheless, one might

speculate that many small contributors will seldom, if ever, hold the recipient of
their contributions to any standard of accoOntability. Several recent disclosures of
excess accumulations and high payments to, fund raisers in the public charity field
suggest that such speculation may not be completely idle.'°6 In this connection,
the observations of Professor Bittker warrant special note:

I know of no hard evidence to support this distinction between the 'private
foundations that are subject to Section 4942 and the Charities ;that are
exempt, and indeed am sk ptical of /the' possibility of measuring their
comparative propensities to ccumulate incorneiAthout justi n. There,.
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are grant-making private foundations with a strong commitment to programs
and objectives, impelling them to use their resources currently rather than
postpone the day of distribution. Conversely, there are operating charities and
even some publicly supported organizations with jrograms that are-modest in
proportion to their assets, so that they are able to accumulate their income
with impunity. Even so, the distinction drawn by Section 4942 is persuasive
enough 'to serve as a general principle. Of all the 1969 distinctions between
private foundations and other charitable organizations, this one seems to me to
rest on the most solid base.'°

On can certainly conclude thit a case can be made for the imposition of
legislati e controls on distribution levels. Nevertheless, in the absence of further
data, on y question whether the Or esent line of demarcation has been properly
drawn., ongressional concern in this area might properly extend to all charitable
organizations whose funytion is to provide financial support to others, as opposed'
to conducting active pfograms,of their own, Yet, under current law, numerous
organizations which lack "operating" characteristics have been exempted by the
statute. If "operating" versus "nonoperating" is the proper dividing line, the statute
has missed its mark.

Excess Business Holdings

The stated rati le of s ion 4943 is that large holdine in a single corporation
may distract the at ntion f foundation managers from charitable pursuits or
promote unfair compe n.'" It has been widely criticized.'" For present
purposes, it is sufficient to note that given the requirements of section 4942 and
the basic standards of section 501(c)(3), the statute appears to be, justified only if
one takes the position that, as a matter of public policy, private foundaficins should
not own a controlling interest in a business egkerprise. However, it should be
recognized that control of business enterprises h long been a practice of many
colleges and schools, and other public charities as dell. Seemingly, the "distraction"
theory espoused for private foundations in 1969 may also be applicable to public
charities.' 10

As a matter of public policy, iemay be legitimate to be concerned over retention
of corporate control by certain charitable organizations. But concern, if there is any
at all, should not be based on the mere fact of corporate ownership, but by the fact
of corporate ownership coupled with control of the foundation by donors or thers
who may have a dual loyalty to the corporation and to philanthropy. Giv n this
hypothes's, the number of organizations to ,vhich 'section 4943 applies app ars to
be over! broad.

There is an additional dimension to the problem. It has been frequently
suggeste that, as much of the country's wealth is in corporate stock, section 4943
acts as disincentive to the creation of dew, foundations.''' If this is in fact the
case, it may be even more appropriate to consider the question of donor control
rather than mere ownership of controlling stock as the factor creating the potential
for abuses. Of course, limiting section 4943 to, cases involving donor control may do
little to eliminate the disincentive apparently resulting from the enactment of
section 4941

Restrictions on Speculative Investments

- The legislative history suggests no rationale for the application of section 404's
proscription of speculative investments only to priVate charities. To out knowledge,
there are no data that indicate that privatg foundations are more o
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legislative controls on investment quality than are those-of their public charity
counterparts which hold property for investment purposes. Moreover, it has been
suggested, quite appropriately we believe, that public charities (or at least those
which are "operating" rather than "supportivel may in some cases be under greater
pressure to produce investment results and thus to engage in questionable
investment praaices." 2 k

There taus appears to be no empirical basis for the distinction between public
and private charities in the context of section 4944. Additionally, we discern no
public policy reasons which suggest to us a reasonable basis for distinguishing, for
this limited purpose, between classes of charitable organizations.

Again, as in the case of the self-dealing rules, the foregoing considerations do not
prompt a repeal of the rules concerning speculative investments. One may, however,
suggest that as a matter of tax policy, a general set otlinvestment standards may in
fact be more appropriate than is the present situation. In this connection, it may be

-noted that the investment of tax,exempt funds in commodity futures (a form of
investment subject to special scrutiny under section 4944) seems no less
questionable when made by a public charity.' 13

Restrictions on Program Activities

Section 4945, as noted previously, subjects private foundations to a series of
substantive restrictions ,on program activities. It is clear that section 4945 was a
hurried congressional response 'to several well-publicized instances of questionable
activities and was not the product of even the most cursory study to determine
whether private foundations, alone among charitable organizations, should be singled
out for such restrictions. The rationale for sectidn 4945 seems merely to be that
foundations had gotten out of hand and ought to be put back in their place.' " It
is significant to note, hoWever, that the class of foundations that apparently
prompted the enactment of section 4945 is not the same as that,at which the other
restrictions are directed. Indeed, the donor-controlled foundations seem not to have

-been involved in the "abuses" which led to the enactmentof section 4945.

Attempts to influence legislation. The principal distinction between private and
public charities with respect to attempts to influence legislation is that private
charities are subject to a flat prohibition on such activities (section 4945(d)(1)).
while public charities are subject only to the- general rule of section 501(c)(3) that
"no substantial paft" of their activities may consist of carrying on propaganda, or
otherwise attempting, to nfluence legislation. Although there may he Kactical ,

difficulties with the conce t of substantiality,' 15 it is difficult to-see a valid basis
for distinction between p blic and private charities in the stated reasons for the
enactment of section 49 5(d)(1). The committee reports merely reflect that
Congress believed that fo ndations had become increasingly involved in legislative
activities and that, by reason of the substantiality test, large -.organizations may
"lobby" more than smaller ones. Moreover, it has been suggested that the present
pattern of the law in this respect raises problems having a constitutional
dimeVion.' 16 -

If the often expressed view that it is desirable to have the views and expertise of
all with respect to proposed legislation has any vitality, one could then argue that it
should be equally applicable to all exempt'organizations. Similarly, if attempts to
influence public opinion (other than by publication and distribution of nonpartisan
research) are suspect, it may be' questioned whether they are less so when
condrcted by a public 'charity. For these reasons, one may question ivhet er the
current pattern of 'distinctions, as applied in the case of attempts to it uence
legislation, is based upon valid empirical evidence or sound considerations of federal
tax policy:

k.
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Influencing elections. Under section 501 (c)(3), all charitable organizations are
precluded from participating in, or intervening in, any campaign for election( to
public office. The principal contribution of section- 4945(d)(2) is to expressly

prohibit foundation support of voter registration drives except under limited
condition% designed to assure that such activities are nonpartisan. The few alleged

abuses cited in the legislative history appear to.have been thought sufficient to
support the rationale of theItatute. One could conclude, however, that all organiza-

tions should besubject to a comparable restriction.

Restriction on grants to individuals and to other private charities. Sections

4945(d)(3) and (4) place restrictions, many of which are procedural, on grants by;
private foundations to individuals and to other private charities. Assuming for the
sake of analysis the wisdom of imposing such restrictions at all," 8 there are no
hard data to support the notion that in these two areas of grant making, private
charities act less responsibly than their public charity counterparts. Absent such

data one can reasonably ask whether it would not-be more appropriate to revise the

provisions (if they are to be retained at all) to impose minimum standards
applicable to supportive organizations generally.

III

'FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Comments

At thp outset, we are constrained to voice the view expressed by nearly everyone

who has sought to study the field of private philanthropy. There is a paucity of
reliable data. Congress felt compelled to take legislative action and yet it had to do

so principally on speculation. We have done little better here. For purposes-erre-Lir

analysis, it is particularly important to note the almost total absence of data

regarding public charities. White private foundations have at least been examined to

some -extent, ,public charities%have largely been ignored. Thus, our findings,
conclusions, and recommendations lack the support of reliable empirical data. We
thus find ourselves in agreement with Professor Bitt r's comments when seeking to

-fathom the current pattern of statutory distinctii ns by jeference to the stated

reasons for s ch distinctions:

[T] his assessment of the comparative propensity of e aritable organ; tions

to engage in activities- that are taxed or penalized by e Tax Reform ct of

1 969 has been founded like the legislation itself :more on spec lation
than on solid evidence. Despite the abundance of con rpssional hearings and i 1

Treasury investigations, thp Ninety-first Congress had lit le more before it than I
isolated instances of actual, allege , or suspected misconduct by a few founda-1!

tions, coupled with a plethora of suggestions that these cases were typical and
that existing law 'could' or rnig t' or 'probably would' lead to abuses. Even

more conjectural was the unarticulated premise that foundations were more
likely to succumb to temptation than other charitable organizations. If the
need to justify. a distinction between private foundations and other charities

rose to the cdPI9tious level, it-was probably satisfied by contrasting the views
of the most errant foundations with the reputations of the mist scrupt is

religious, educational, and publicly 'Supported charities. Yet it is common

knowledge that preacher sometimes divert church funds to perso al ends,

that the nonprofit facad -of a:school or college ,can mask a pr prietary
operation, that sbme hospitals serve primarily to 'enrich their ysician-

entrepreneurs, and that some publicly supported charities allow mos of their
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contributions to be siphoned off by grasping fund-raisers. It is equally clear,
however, that these instances did not and should not impel Congress to
extend to the vast body of charitable organizations the labyrinth of statutory

k.restrictions, navigable only by lawyers and accountants and guarded by
penalties for deliberate tax fraud, that was prescribed in 1969 for private
foundations.

4

One. wonders, therefore, whether it is quixotic to seek an explanation for
the 'third-class' status of private foundations, as I have done, in theme,

congressional announcements that accompanied the legislation. Perhaps it
would be more realistic to attribute these restrictions to skepticism or distrust
of the very characteristics that are often' extolled as the virtues of the private
foundation its capacity*,ta experiment because it is usually free of
permanent commitments and is controlled by trustees answerable primarily to
their own sense of responsibility."' 14

More recently, however, some doubts are being cast upon the implicit rationale
of the current pattern of distinctions that abuses have generally not been prevalent
in the public charity field. In particular, the hearings,held by a subcommittee of the
Senate Cominittee on Labor and Public Welfare' 2d and a recent book, Give,' 21
suggest that a more searching examination of public charities may be necessary.
' The Senate subcommittee, chaired by Senator Mondale, directed its attention to

qie methods of fund raising, amounts spent on fund raising, general management,
a'hd program services of children's charities. For present purposes, it is sufficient to

+note that the testimony received by the subcommittee was often at odds with the
common assumption that contributions received by public charities flow swiftly and
unerringly to charitable causes. As a result of these hearings, the "discipline of
public support" concept to which we have referred seems less attractive. Although
Give! Who Gets Your Charity Dollar?, -may have been written with a "point of
view," its assertions, which parallel many of the "disclosures" made during the
Mondale hearings, and which raise questions of self-dealing, cannot fairly be ignored.

Clearly, public charities require further study and scrutiny. However, based on
the evidence available to {date, Senator Mondale has concluded that legislation is
needed., To this end, Senator Mondale has proposed a bill to require charitable organi-
zations to spend at least 50percent of their income on charitable activities.' 22

Th6s, despite the paucity of data, one may question whether some of the
assumptions made with respect to public charities are in fact valid. Also, it may
appear possible to make some tentative findings and suggestions with respect to the
cu rent pattern of statutory distincti s between public and private charities.

--.
,

; 1

N Areas of tionable Distianctiops

Based upon the data of which w are aware, it may be questioned whether some
of the current statutory disdneti Rg. betwegn public and private charitable organiza-
tions are based upon valid em mical evidence or other sound considerations of
federal tax policy. The areas in hich we believe such questions may be asked are
listed below.

First, with the enactment of the minimum distribution rules in section 4942, and
the inordinate complexity of section 179, it may be //questioned whether, as to zhe
income tax treatment of charitable contributions, there is ar4, longer any sound
basis for distinguishing among classes of charitable organizations. To the extent the
present pattern of distinctions reflects/a decision to encourage so e ofganizations
and, by implication, not others, it may be questioned whether, n a society that
ostensibly accepts the values of pluralism and the role of private hilanthropy, the

2 9
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decision is a sound one. These questions seem particularly appropriate in the
context of the income tax treatment of gifts of appreciated property.

Second, it may be questioned whether there is any sound bask for the
imposition of a general revenue income tax on any category ofCharitable organiza-
tions. Moreover, if an "audit fee" is to be imposethon any exempt organizations, a
question exists whether it should be limited to a class or certain categories of
charitable organizations and, more generally, whether any distinction among exempt
organizations both charitable and noncharitable, is appropriate.

Third, there seem to be no significant reasons for distinguishing among classes of
charitable organizations with respect to the obligation to report to'the public on an
annual basis.

Fourth, the reasons prompting a congressional concern with respect to
investment practices of private foundations may be equally applicable to charitable
organizations generally.

Fifth, as to activities involving legislative matters, the available evidence suggests
that "abuses" by private foundations have been greatly overstated, and it may be
questioned whether the considerations prompting a more lenient attitude toward
public charities are not equally applicable to all charitable organizations.

Sixth, it may be questioned whether the great distinction drawn between public
and private charities as to matters of self-dealing is in fact appropriate. Certainly, a
case can be made that in donor-controlled organizations, the potential for financial
abuse is present, and that, accordingly, a set of objective standards with graduated
penalties for violations is necessary. Nevertheless, the question remains whether
private charities should be subject to a statute filled with traps for the unwary, 123
while public charities remain virtually exempt from meaningful restrictions.

As a matter of tax policy, consideration of a broadly applied set of objective
restrictions may be appropriate. Such an approach would, for example, regard all
loans by charitable organizations to private individuals or organizations as equally
questionable. Similarly, the making available of services or facilities to related
parties on a preferential basis (now prohibited as to private foundations) might be
regarded as no less questionable merely because the entity involved is a public
charity. Such a statute 'would have to be drafted with care, but the concept of a
generally applicable set of objective fiduciary standards, with more stringent rules
for donor-controlled organizations,thay deserve careful consideration.

Areas in Which Distinction May Be ApRropriate
-r

Our analysis also suggests that, with re pect to _certain matters, a continuing
distinction thong classes of charitable organi tions may be appropriate as a matter
of federal t4 policy.,,The three ateas where we believe a basis for distinction may
exist are (1) minimum distribution require ents, (2) excess business holdings, and
(3) restriction on grants to individuals and other organizations. Having suggested
that some distinctions among classes of cha i ble organizations may be appropriate.
it becomes necessary to consider whether e present line of demarcAtion between
public and private charities is a proper one.

Possible Bases for Distinction

_Conceptually, There are a number of ways in which one might distinguish
be ween types of charitable organizations. These incrde:

. .

Type of organization. One obvious approach would be to merely select certain
t pes of organizations such as churches, hospitals, and schools. This method is

- .
0

of
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currently utilized in the Internal Revenue Code as a part of the technique to
distinguith between publit and private charities.

Public support. Another approach would be to distinguish among charitable
organizations by referen* to the degree of dependence upon financial support from
the general' public. This method is also utilized in the Internal Revenue Code as a
part of the technique by which charities are distinguished from private charities.
Proponents of this method suggest that the dependence upon public support
provides some assurance of operations in the public interest and that this "discipline
of public support" is an adequate substitute for legislative restrictions. As noted
previpusly, however, there is little more than speculation to support or refute this
theory. Also, use of public support as a criterion may produce curious results where
one, organization is preferred over another even though both conduct essentially the
same activities and are otherwise indistinguishable.' 24

Functional test. A third way in which one might distinguish charitable orgniza-
tions is by reference to whether the organization's functions involve the active
conduct of charitable or other exempt activities or whether, in ccintrast, the
organization merely provides financial support to others who, in turn, actively
conduct charitable activities. This concept is employed to some extent in present
law to distinguish among private foundations for purposes of section 4942 and the
charitable-Contribution deduction limitations.

Public control. A fourth possible basis of distinction might be premised upon
whether the organization is controlled by a governing body broadly representative
of the community served by the organization as opposed to a governing body
dominated by donors, family members; or other small groups. This test is not
currently employed by the Internal Revenue Code to distinguish between public and
private charities,'" although it is considered in the Treasury regulations as a
relevant factor under one of the tests for determining whether an organization is
publicly supported.I6 This basis for distinction, though little utilized, has some
basis in fact since there is evidence tending to suggest that few of the financial
"abuses" with which Congress was concerned in 1969 were prevalent in organiza-
tions controlled by a broadly based governing body.

Application to Specific Areas

As 'applied to those areas where a continuing distinction between public and
private charities seems appropriate, section 509(a) may be inappropriate as aline of
demarcation. In the case- of restrictions on excess business holdings, the organiza-
tions which appear to possess .the potential for abuse seem generally, to be those
controlled by donors, family members, business associates, or other close groups. In
thesewcases, a distinction based on "public control" may be more suitable even
though this would narrow the scope of the application 9f this provision. Also,, if
distinctions are to be retained in the selklealing,area, "public control" as a basis for
distinction may be more reasonably related to the concerns which prompt the desire
to make distinctions.'"

With respect to the application of section 4942 and the restrictions on grants to
individuals and certain other organizations, distinctions based on a functional
approach may prove more appropriate. Certainly, public control and,public support
have little demonstrable connection with the delay in benefits ttl active charity and
the questionable grant-making policies which prompted °the enactment of sections
4942, 4945(d)(3), and 4945(d)(4). For example, one might argue that supportive
organizations such as community foundations and many sectioq 509(a)(3) organiza-

. ct
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tions should not be excluded from the application of section 4942. On the other
hand, it would be quite difficult to justify, on the basis of any reliable data, the
application of the excess holdings rules to these organizations.

IV

CONCLUSIONS

In this legal study we have endeavored to develop the current pattern of
statutory distinctions between public and private charitable organizations with a
view to permitting an informed judgment by the Commission as to whether such
distinctions as. do exist are based upon valid empirical evidence or other sound
considerations of federal tax policy. We have also taken the liberty of suggeWng
that certain distinctions may be of questionable validity and that others, though
perhaps valid, may cover some organizations unnecessarily and exclude others.
without justification. It should be recognized, however, that such Conclusions are
necessarily subjective and,.,by reason of the lack of reliable information, somewhat
speculative.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Cynthia Blum in the preparation of this
paper.
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1. Except where otherwise so stated, all statutory citations are to the Introal Revenue Code of
1954, as amended.
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exclusively for one or more of the specified exempt purposes, no part of its net earnings may
inure-to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, no substantial part of its activities
may consist of carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attemp4g to influence legislation, and it
may not participate in, or intervene in, any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for
public office. # .

5. There is a fourth exception ('section 509(a)(4)) for organizations which are organized and,
operated exclusively t test for public safety.

6. Act of Auguit 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 553, c.349.
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, THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION
TINDER SECTION 170 OF THE
INTERNAL' REVENUE CODE

John A.'Wallace t and Robert W. Fisher

Introduction

deilkible under federal income tax. law 'sin the enactment of the Second
tributions of property to qualified, charitable organizations have been

Revenue Act of 1917. The original provision a110 d a deduction for

Contributions or gifts actually made within the year to corporations or
associations organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scien-
tific, or educational plirposes, or to societies for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals, no part of the net-mcome of which inures to the benefit
of any private stockholder r individual, to an amount not in excess of 15 per
centum of the taxpayer's xable net income as computed without the benefit'
of this paragraph. sssttt e,

During the intervening years from 1§17 to the present, Congress has enacted amend-
ments to the above provision on 25 separate occasions. -Asa result, § 170 of the
Internal Revenue Code' of 1954, as amended, which now controls the income taxi,
charitable deduction, bears little resemblance to the language quoted-above.

There is a sharp contrast between the original statute and the present § 1-70 in
terms of sheer size. In addition, tile amendments since 1917, which have been
accompanied 'by a similar increase in the volume of interpretive jreasury regula-
tions, have burdened the statute with a degree of complexity that is more than ;
proportional to the in its length.

This paper Will attempt to provide an analytical description of § 170 as
presently cpnstituted. The analysis will be directed more towthe la %man than the
scholar, for its purpose is to provide a background for policy decisions concerning
the future direction of our tax laws in this .area. Thus, p'recisiQn has at times been
sacrificed in favor of a degree of conciseness to provide a workable understanding of
the statute as a whole. In addition, emphasis has been placed upon expressed
congressional intent and, purpose, as well as historical development) where these
aspects are particularly helpful in interpretation or the statute.

116.

.Original Justification for the Charitable Deduction

The Seco d Revenue Act of 1917 sharply increlasedjncorne tax rates to raise th
funds neede to finance America's entry into World War I,. Congress vtias un er,
standably ncerned That this step might curtail private support of public chari les.
Proponents of the deduction viewed private-donations as coming from the "surplus"
of an individual's income, Which would be eliminated-by the substantial income tax
rates ,about to be imposed. Should the flow of private support dry up, it was
argued; these worthy charitable causes would require governmental funds, gen rated
through yet greater taxation.' An adaptation of the income tax at enco rage

'King & Spaulding, Atlanta, Georgia.
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continued private support of charity was suggested as an efficieht alternative to
governmental support.

Supporters of the charitable deduction 'also considered that an income tax With-
out a charitable deduction would, in effect, impose a tax upon the charitable organ-
izations themselves They reasoned that if an individual voluntarily contributed "X''
dollars of his income to charity, he would not have the ")i" dollars from which to
pay the tax on that amount of income; if the donor, award of this problem, trans-
ferred the "X" dollars to charity, less the amount of his anticipated tax on that
"X" dollars, the tax would, in effect,te imposed upon the charity.2

Finally, congressional supporters of a charitable deduction for_j.pcome tax
purposes felt that an individual should not be taxed on that portion of his income
that is devoted to charity 3 This concept presupposes that the income tax should be
imposed only upon consumable income, that is, the income left to the taxpayer
following his expenses of earning the incame and his contributions to charity.

ach of these original theories is referred to_Joglay as a justification for the
:income tax charitable deduCtion, but propo9als for relbrm of § 170 differ radically

dePending upon which theory is emphasiLed.4

Overview of the Statutory Scheme

Today,. taxpayers not electing the standard deduction are alloWed to deduct all
of their gifts to charity. The threshold question controlling the deductibility of a
gift to charity, by either a corporates or an individual donor, is whether the gift is
a "charitable contribution." This term is defined in § 170(c) as a contribution "to
or-for the use of" any of several classes of charitable donees.

Assuming that a transfk js charitable, the deduction is 'nevertheless disallowed if
(1) the interest transferred is a partial or split interest that does not meet certain
statutory requirements; (2) the donee organizatOn, under certain conditions, termi-
nates its tax-exempt status;6 (3) the donee organization is a private foundation or a
non-exempt trust whose governing instalment- fairs to prohibit certain types of.
transactions;' or (4) the donee organization' has failed to notify the Internal
Revenue Service of its application for tax-exempt status.8-

If a deductible contribution has been made, its value must be determined and the
amount of the corresponding deduction, subject to numerous statutory restrictions,
must be calculated. At this point, the process frequently becomes quite complex.

The-value of a charitable contribution is the "fair mallet value" of the property
contributed, which is defined by the regulatjons as "the price at,which the property
would change hands between a willing buyer 4nd a willing seller, neither being
under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of
relevant facts,"8 While theoretically sound, the application of this standard, particu-
larly in the case of contributions of land, closely held 'stock, or art objects, is a
constant source of friction between taxpayers and the Internal Rbenue Service.'°
Further valuation complications arise if the charitable contrihution involves a partial
Or split interest in such property without a readily ascertainable fair market value.
Finally, the amount of the contribution may be something less than the fair market
value of the property contributed, depending on the character and type of property
transferred, the use to which the charitable donee puts the property, the donor's
holding period, and whether the property has appreciated while held by the donor.

The size of the deductionljs based upon the amount of the contribution. Percent-
age limitation rules, howeve0Nlace a ceiling on -the deduction allowed in a given
year The applieable percentage limitation depends, in the case of an individual
donor, on the 'classification of the donee organization as either a public or private
charity, on whether the contribution of property was "to" of "for the use of" the
donee charitable organization, and, since the Tax Reform Act 'of 1969, on the
t
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character and type of property transferred, the donor's holding period, and whether
the property has appreciated while held by the donor. Where the amount of the

donor's contributiOns to public charities in a given year exceeds his percentage
(imitation for that year, the donor is allowed to carry the unused deduction over to
subsequent years, subject, of course, to the percentage limitations in such years.

In sum, the deduction for charitable contributions in any given taxable year- -

which, in turn, represents the extent to which the Internal Revenue Code
encourages charitable givingmay depend upon a number of interdependynt factors,
including the tax status of the donor, the tax status and classification of the donee
charitable organization, the type of property contributed and its character in the
hands of the donor, whether the property has appreciated While held by the donor,
the use to which the .charitable donee puts theOroperty, and the mode of transfer

.employed It is the interreplationship of these several factors, particularly those
which were added or modified by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, that accounts for

'much of the present complexity of §'170.

I

DEFINITION CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION

The term "charitable contribution" is defined by..§ 170(c) as a contribution or
gift to or for the use of certain listed categories of charitable organizations. "The
Internal Revenue Service, with the support of fecent court decisions, has imposed a
gloss on this statutory definition by denying a deduction for contribution to organi-
zations, of the types described in the statute, that engage in activities that are either
illegal oragainst public policy.'

For administrative ease, the Service has developed a hill of charitable
1

organizations to which contributions will be deemed deductible for income tax
purposes. The objective bf this published list is to give potential donors advance
assurance that their contributions will be deductible. However, because admission to
this list has critical PracticA importance to charitable organizations which seek
public support, exclusion from the published list has recently been the subject of
heated litigation.

StatUtory Definition

The Second Revenue Act of 1937 granted an income tax charitable deduction
for contributions or gifts "to corpdrations or associations organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, or educational purposes, or to
societies for the, prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net
income of which inures to'the benefit of any private shareholder or individual."
This definition was modified in )924 to include contributions or gifts "for the use

'; as well as "to," these described charities.' 2 The list of qualified charitable
organizations which are defined in the statute has expanded considerably over the
years and now includes the following:

Governmental Units
r

Under § 170(c)(1), contributions or gifts to certain governmental units are
defined as charitable contributions. As noted above, such governmental units were
not initially included in the list of qualifying donees. In 1924, the United States,

R
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any state, territory, or any politic 1 subdivision thereof, and 'the District of
Ciallimbia were added as qualifying onees-provided the contributions were made
for extilusively public purposes. Possessions of the United States were added to this
list in 1939.

Charitable Corporations, Trusts, Co munit-V Chests .
As noted above, the list of char table donees,began in 1917 with corporations or

associations organized for religious, ch'aritable, scientific, or educational purposes or
for the prevention of cruelty to Children or animals. This category of organizations
was, apart from the inclusion of societies for the prevention of cruelty to children
or animals, identical ,to the category of torporations and associations which werei
themselves exempt from the income tax as originally enacted in 1913.' 3 Generally,
changes in this category of donee organizations have been imposed simultaneously
with the imposition of identical changes in the comparable class of tax-exempt
organizatiOns.' 4

In 1924 the phrase s"trust, or community chest, fund, or foundation" was
substituted for the term "association," and the purposes for which a qualifying
organization- could be organized and operated was expanded to include literary
pursuits.

The only restrictibn initially imposed as a condition to the qualification of such
an organization was that no part of.its net earnings inure to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual. Additional rbsfrsictions have since been added.
Since 1934, for example, no substantial part of the activities of the organization
have been allowed to include the carrying on of propaganda or otherwise attempting
to influence legislation. Also, since 1935 with respect-to contributions by corpora-
tions, and 1938 with respect to contributions by individuals, this category has been
restricted to "domestic" organizations." A further restriction, applicable only to
corporate donors, was imposed in 1954 to limit the qualification of charitable
contributions to such organizations to those contributions that are for use within
the United 'States or a possession.

Posts or Organizations of War Veterans

Since 1924 for individuicontributions mid 1943 for corporate contributions,
posts or organizations of r veterans (pit: certtili ancillary organizations) .Have
been included in the list of qualifying dontes.

Whil osts or organizations of war veterans must be organized in the United
States or is possessions, arid no part of their net earnings may inure to the benefit
9f any p ivate shareholder, or individual, in all other ways, this category is less
restrictive than the category of charitable corporations, trusts, or community chests,
and so forth. Thus, a post or organization of war veterans need not be organized
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,.scientific, literary, or educational
purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals; thZre is no require-
ment that it avoid lobbying and propagandizing activities, and its contributions may
be used abroad. .

, .

Domestic Fraternal Societies, Orders, or
Associations qperated Under the Lodge System

This category of charitable donge organizatians was added in 1924, and only
contributions fo such organizations by individuals qualify as charitable
contributions. This organizational category, is also less restrictive than the general

J I ,
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category of charitable corporations, trusts, community chests since the restrictions
against private inurement and lobbying are not imposed and contributions may be
used outside the United States and its possessions.

Cemetery Companies

In 1954, cemetery companies and other corporations chartered solely for burial
purposes were added to the list of charitabce donee organizations.

i

. Amounts Paid To Maintain Certain Students
Members of Taxpayer's Household'

.

In 1960, the statute was aninded to -treat amounts paid to maintain certain
students as members of the takpayer's household, subject to certain limitations, as
paid for the use of the educational institution and, thus, as charitable contribu-
tions:16

qualifiedAlthough the status of a qualified charitable organization is determined by these
provisions, the statutory language is necessarily broad and in many instances leaves
much room for interpretation by taxpayers, the Interrial Revenue Service, and the
courts. Perhaps the broadest- definitional problems are posed by the issues of
wheher an organization is organized exclusively for "charitable" purposes or
whether that'organization is a "religious" organization. Answers to ch questipns
obviously depend upon ever-changing social conditions and attitudes nd will never
be fully resolved by statutory analysis alone.1 7

Publication 78

Since the issue of whether a contribution is deductible under § 170 turns on the
character and activities of the recipient donee organization, the Internal Revenue
Service has devised a system to give donors advance notice of which iitganizations
qualify..

When a charitable organization receives a ruling confirming its tax-exempt status,
the ruling also states that contributions to it are deductible by donors. The names
of these approved organizations are compiled and 'published by the Service in
Publicition 78. .

The Sirvice has announced that; with limited exceptions, a donor.may rely on
Publication 78 so long as the subject donee organization retains its listing." If a
material change occurs in the characterir activities of an organization listed in
Publication 78, the ruling letter acknowledging the deductibility of its contributions
immediately ceases to apply.' 9 The Service has ruled, however, that donors will
continue to be allowed deductions for contributions made after the organization

s qualify but before 'the organization loses its listing in Publication 78,
except where the donor

1. had knowledge of the revocation of the ruling or determination letter,
2. was aware that such revocation was iminent, or
3. was in part responsible for, or w8 aware of,the activities or deficiencies

on the part of the organization that gave rise to the loss of qualification.20

This procedure, however, applies only to organizations listed in Publication 78.
Where the ruling or determination letter of a non-listed organization has ceased to
be applicable because of a change in its character or activities, donations made after
the change has occurred are not deductible:. Donors, therefore, may seasonably be

(-)
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reluctant to make contributions to non-listed donees with determination letters or
rulings.21 Thus, a listing in Publication 78 is critical to charitable organizations
seeking public support.' 2

Because_d the seriousness of a revocation and removal from Publication 78, the
Service has prescribed procedures for immediate protest by the donee organization
and review by the IRS District Director and the National Office whenever such action
is considered.' 3

II
O

PARTIAL AND SPLIT-INTEREST TRANSFERS

Over the years, donors have frequently transferred income and remainder inter-
ests in trust to charity. The popularity of this technique may be attributed, at least

in part, tt,the fact that the donor receives a current income tax deduction for the
value of _the interest given to the charity while retaining for himself or his depen-
dents either a present or a future interest in the transferred property; Congressional
approval for this method of charitable giving in the 'years prior to 1969 may be
inferred from the fat that, with one exception, no statutory limitation was
imposed -upon charitable transfers in trust until 1969, when 'the rules governing
deductions for charitable contributions in trust were substantially revised. The
exception; presently, found. in § 170(4(3), applies only to contributions of future
interests in tangible personal property and treats such contributiogs as made only
when all intervening interests and rights to actual possession or enjoyment of the
pr'operty expire or are held by persons other than the donor or related persons.

The new rules added by the Tax Refo'rm Act of 1969 disallow the deduction for
a contribution of- a remainder interest in trust unless the trust takes one of three
statutorily prescribed forms. Comparable rules for transfers of income interests in
trust, to charity were also enacted. Finally, to prevent avoidance of these new rules
by the use of legal life estates and remainders, the Tax Reform Act imposed similar
restrictions upon outright transfers of partial interests in property to charity.24

Remainder Interests in Trust

Many donors are willing to tnake,substantial contributions to charity if they are
permitted to reserve a life interest in the transferred property for themselves or
their dependents. Often, the ability to retain the income fro,m, or the use of, the
property enables a donor to make a charitable contribution that he could not other-
wise afford. Section 170 allows the donor an immediate deduction for the remain-
der interest irrevocably designated for charity, computed by discounting the remain-
der interest to a present value through the use of published actuarial tables, based
upon an assumed rate of investment return. This discount theoretically eliminates
any advantage to the donor arising from the time differential between the date the
trust is treat and the date the charity actually receives its interest.

By 1969' the Treasury was concerned that the value of the benefits actually
'received .by the charitable donee of a trtAt reinainder interest often ,did not
correlate with the vaiue,assigned to the transferred interest at the time the chaiita-
ble deduction 'wasocalculated. In part, this diScrepancy resulted from the use of
actuarial-tables based upon an assumed 3.5 percent rate of investment return which
obviously did not reflect the investment, yields or interest rates prevalent in 1969.
Also, donors could exploit existing valuation procedures by transferring high-yield
securities with limited growth potential into charitable remainder 'truSts; Finally,

,)
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donors were permitted, to establish charitable remainder trusts with powers of
invasion for the benefit of the noncharitable income beneficiary and still receive a
deduction for the full-value of the remainder interest. While the power of invasion
had to be'imited by an ascertainable standard, there was obviously a distinct

'Possibility in any case that the standard for invasion could be met and trust corpus
otherwise directed to charity paid out to the none aritable beneficiary..

The stated congressional purpose for imposing new rules upon charitable contri-
butions in trust in 1969 was to eliminate ins r as possible, any possible discrep-
ancy between the discounted value upon which the donor's tax deduction was based
and the value of the property actually received by chakity." The new statutory
trust forms, the qualified charitable remainder annuity trust, unitrust and pooled
income fund, are designed to correlate, the payment of benefits to achieve this
objective.

Thus, in order to qualify as a charitable remainder annuity trust, the trust agree-
ment must require the tristee to distribute annually a specified sum (not less- than 5
percent of the initial net fair market value of the property placed in the trust) to
one or more persons (at least one of which is not a charitable organization) living at
the time the trust is created. In addition; the term over which such payments are
made may not exceed the life or lives of the noncharitable, beneficiaries or the
period of 20 years if the payment is to be made over a stated Period of time, and
the remainder interest must be transferred to or for the use of charity." _

A qualified charitable remainder unitrust must meet the identical requirements
set out for the charitable remainder annuity trust, except that the annual payment
to the noncharitable beneficiary must be a fixed percentage (which is not less than
5 percent of the net fair,,market value of the trust assets each year), rather, than a
sum certain.' 7 . .

A potted income fund is a trust maintained by the charitable organization to
which the donor transfers the remainder interest. In the case of property transfers
to this entity, the donor must retain an income interest for the life of one or more
beneficiaries (all of whom must be living at the time of the transfer), and the
remainder interest in the property must be irrevocably contributed to or for the use
of the donee charity.28 The pooled income fund is unique because the property
transferred to the fund by each donor is commingled and invested with the
property transferred to the fuhd by all other donors. The income interest retained
by,' and paid to, the donor or his designated beneficiary or beneficiaries is 'the
income actually earned by the fund eachyear. The calculation of the deduction for
the donor is also based upon the actual income yield of the fund determined on an
experience basis, although a 6 percent yie61 is presumed if the fund has not been in
existence for at least-3 years prior to'the transfer.

A qualified charitable remainder trust form may be employed by any donor who
Wishes to make a transfer of..a remainder interest in trust to charity, but the use of
the pooled income fund arrangement depends upon the willingness of a chosen
charity to maintain a fund 9f this type. Until public charities have an opportunity
to consider and establish pooled income funds foi prospective.cldnors, their scope
will be somewhat limited. et

The regflirement that the transfer of a charitable remainder interest take one of
these_ prescribed forms was thought to provide a means of insuring that the amount
received by the charity-owduld Correspond with the amount of the charitable
deuction allowed to the donor at the time the trust is created." This requirement
dqs not apply, however, where all of the donor's, interest in the property is
contributed to charity, or where the remainder interest contributed constitutes the
donor's entire interest in the property. ..t

Finally, the statutory restrictions imposed upon transfers of charitable remainder
interests in 1'969 included the further requirement that ,straight line depreciation
and -cost depletion. be Used to determine the value of contributions of remainder
interests in real property.3°

4) i A
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The Treasury also issued new vituation'tables in1 969, which are based upon-a ,

6 percent annual rate of return, 'in conjunction with. these statutory restrictions.3I
In addition, seiii'rate actuarial 'tables Were- published for male and female lives to

,reflect the fact that female,s have itonger life expectancy. The new tables obviously.,
curtail the tax incentive for transfers of remainder interests since they increase the
value of the life estate and reduce the value of the remainder and the corresponding
deduction For example, the Value of a remainder interest following a trust term of 4

20 years was slightly rriorieRthat 50 percent of the value of the property transferred .

to the trust under the old 3.5 percent tables; the new 6 percentables reduce the
deductible interest to 30 percent of the'value of that property.

Income Interests in Trust

As indkated,:in 1969 the rules governing the income tax deduction for charitable
. contributioc of income interests,in trust were also substantially revised. To a large

extent these revisions parallel the rules governing the' deductibility,of contributions
of remainder interest' to charity. Thus, §. 170(f)(2)8) now 'requires that the
income interest transferred to charity must be payable in the form of a guaranteed
annuity or a fixed percentage, calculated annually, of the fair market value of the.
trust property involved, in order to equate the value of the interest given to charity
with the amount of the donor's deduction. .

1,/,/ 4

However, Congress imposed a second condition on the illowancyof a charitsible
r ---

deduction for the transfer of an income interest intrust in..1969, narnely,,that.the
donor must be treated as the owner of the transfeireci, piDeity under the grafttor
trust rules.32 In effect,. a donor will receive_an immediate

s.V.
ction for the value of

. an income interest ran sferred to charity after 19p9 tflie is taxed on the
income .a.s. s earned and paid over to the charity in subseqpent years. This

d\ ifional\..4,_.ad restriction was designed to eliminate what Congress perceived to be an
unnecessary tai break for transfers of income interests in trust to charity under

ilc . 5rior law, The break arises, /rom the, fact that the deduction attributable to
\ .

ropert that consists enti"rely orfuture untaxed incomes opposed to the contri-
butn n of a remainclef,0,t6qt_i 'Property which was presumably acquired by theme
-cronor with previously l' if S. , i ./- - '

, -

This rule does tot .de e donor any benefit from the ti mg differential,
however, since the entire, otuarial value of the income interest is immediately
deductible, while the receipts of taxable income is spread out overNa n nil?er of years
in the future.As in the case of charitable remainders, theibenefitironi. this timing
diffe ntial Is 'thooretically reIncived by discolinting the amount of the contribution
to its eient valbe.33 If tax-exempt securities are transferred, the requirement that
future i come earned from the property be taxed to the grantor may not have an

,.. adverse tax. impact. Also, if the donor transfers the income interesOklqa.year ,:vhen`,,..,.
he has unusually high income, the' tax, bracket differential betweAn'iFe year of
;transfer d subseqiiiiiryears may_soften-the tax effect of this new, rule.

To guard against the possibility that -a----grantOrIni_ghtebMrf a charitable
deduction as a result of tieing currently taxed on the income anct;tirikthestatute
of limitations/ has run on the year .of the deduction, arrange to avickihe grantor
trust es; § 170(b)(2)(B) provides a recapture rule.34 Once the door ceases to be
taxable n t e trust income, he is treated as having received taxable income to the
extent o th 'deduction previously allowed less the discounted value,of all amounts,
earned b t e trust which were actually paid to charity and tax to the, donor
before h c sed to be taxed In the income under the. grantor--trusrmles. These
recaptdre 'ru es ignore any difference in tax brackets betWeerr the year of deduction
and the ea of recapture. .,..",,,,t k- '

, ) :
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As is the case with contributions ofremainiler interests in trust, the restrictions
in §, 170(f)(2) do not apply where, all interests in the'property are contributed to
charhy or wheresthe income interest cdatributed is the donor's entire irrterest in'the
property.38 Thus, not pnly is thejequirement as to the form of the income interest
waived, as it is in the case or contributions 9f remainder interpts, but the require-
rrient that the , donor be taxed on the income is also waived. It is unclear why
congressional concern over excessive tax benefits to donorsidid not extend to
transfers of life-estates in this 'context.

Transfers of. Partial Interests
..

Rules limiting the deductibility of transfers of partial interests in property, other
than irt .trust, were also imposed in 1969. Section 170(0(3) 'genies a charitable
deduction in the case of contributions of partial' interests in 11,roperty unless a
deduction would have been allowed under the trust rules described above; assiiming
the interest had been transferred in trust, Ills provisiOn protects the Ntegrity of
the split interest trust rules of § 170(f)(2),,which might otherwise be avoided by
transfers of legal, rather_ tharPequitable,,life estates and remainder interests to
charity. In the case of a remainder interest, therefore, a deduction is allowed only if
the charity's interest resembles a qualified charitable remainder annuity trust or

,unitrust. A deduction for a contribution of*an income interest is allowed only if the
life estate is substantially-analogous to either a guaranteed annuity or a unitrust and
the grantor is taxed on the. income as it is 'arned. .

in conformity with the rules affecting partial interests transferred in trust, these
requirements do not apply where the partial, interest co routed. is the donor's

..entire interest in the property" or where all interests i the property are con-
tributed to charity."

,Two additional exceptions to the imposition of the strtct trust requkements,on
contribution's of partial Interests should be mentioned. Under § 170(f)(3)(B),,a.
charitable contribution of an undivided portion of the donor's entire interest in
property is deductible. To qualify ter this exception,, the hupcest contributed.
must consist of a fraction of each ,an every substantial interest a- right owned by
the do'nor in the property and must extend over the entire term of the 'donor's
interest.38 For example, a donor is allowed a deduction where he gives to charity
the right, as a tenant-in-common with him, to pcissession and control of the
property. Similarly, if the donor merely owns a partial interest in the property, such
as a life estate or a remainder; he will be permitted a charitable deduction if he
transfers an undivided portion of his entire partial' interest in the charity. A liberal

,construction has' been itforded the language "undivided interest"to as to include
open-space easements."

Another exception is provided for transfers of remainder interests ,in personal
residences (which. the regulations indicate need not ,,be a taxpayer's principal
residence") and farms. This exception',arose at the instance of the Senate Finance
Committee which amended the House Bill to allow a charitable contribution
deduption for the gift of remainder interests in real property to charity. The
committee cited the example of a contribution of a personal residence and stated
that such situatidns generally do not present the kind of abuse, that the limitations
on partial contributions were intended to curtail. The committee conceded that a.
limited valuation problem might exist, but felt that this problem could be dealt
With in a less onerous fashion. Thus, as in the case of a contribution of a remainder
interest in real prOperty in trust, the committee provided that in determining the
value cif a charitably remainder interest in real property, straight line depreciation
and cost depletion be taken into account and that such value be disCounted at a
rate of 6 percent (or such rate as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe) .

41
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.
The Conference Committeet however, while adopting the valuation provisions,
limited the exception for remainder interests to remainder interests in personal
residences and farms. r . ! .

, - a, :-..
,.' .,

JIB =

AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTIPNS: APPRECIAITED PROPERTY RULES

,
The amount ofa charitable contribbtion is generally deemed to be the value of

the property contributed! 2 When applied lo a gift of property' which has a fair'
market value in excess of its tax basis ("appreciated property"),-this rule results in
the allowance of a charitable deduction for unrealized gain. Since a gift of property..
to charity is. generally not cortsidered to be a taxable event, the donor, avoids the
recognition of gain on e appreciation element in the prop- gay. and receives'a
charitable deductioneba d upon,its Tell value."

This double tax efit is particularly ,attractive if the appreciatibn eJe ment.
would otherwise have been taxed as ordinary income. For instance, prior to 1969
donors holding § 306 stock, stock in a collapsible corporation, or inventory could
frequently donate the property to charity and be ,economrcally better,'off than they
would have been had they sold the stock, been taxed at ordinary ,income rates on
the appreciation element, and retained the net proceeds for themselves.

,

r.

Development of Reduction Rides

In 1938 the House Ways and Mearg Committee, concerned about the appreciated
property problem, proposed an.amendrnent to the tax law which would.haVe set a
blanket rule that "in the case of a contribOtion or gift made in property other tban
money the allowable deduction shall be limited to. the adjusted basis of the
.property ... in the handS of the donor or the fair market value of the property at

. the time of the contribution or gilt, wfiichever is the lower."'" The Senate Finance
Cemmittee, however, rejected this amendment& citing its concern that the change
would unduly discourage transfers of charitable gifts in kind." Following defeat of
this proposal, Congress did.not again addrqs the.appreciated property problem, at
least in a comprehensive sense, untilthe Tax Reform Act-of 1969.

fn the interim, however, several exceptions to the'eneral rule that the amount
of the contribution equals the fair market value of the ,contributed property did
emerge. Simultaneously with the introduction of the § 1245 depreciation recaptre
rules in The Revenue Act of 1962, § 170 was amended to provide that in the case
of a tontriliutiOn of § 1245 property, the amount of the contribution would 13e the
value of that property less the amount treated as gain to which § 1245 would have
applied if the property, had instead been sold by the donor at its fair market value.
4gain, in 1964, when Congress enacted an additional depreciatiod.recapture
3rovision, § 1250, a corresponding amendment was added to § 170 to eliminate
avoidance of the new recapture rule through a charitable contribution of the subject
roperty. A third recapture rule, this time dealing with the disposition of tertain
.nining property, was added by § 617 in 1966. Congress again enacted a change to

170, toredtice the value of any charitable contribution of mining property by the
mount that would have been subject to recapture under § "617,-

These interim amendments to, § 170 were clearly, ancillary to-the imposition of':
ew recapture rules fa accelerated depreciatiOn and certain mining exploration
ecliictions. As' such, they did not reflect a direct reform effort by Congress to deal
ith the appreciated property aspects'of the income tax chiritable'deduction. These
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amendments did,' however, indicate a congressional awareness of the iriporfarice of .
the relationship between the tax consequences governing a taxable disposition anda,
charitable disposition of property.

In .the Tax Reform Act of 1969, Congress dealt directly with the appreciated
.property issue in § 170." A number of changes were enacted to dilute the tax.
ihcentives previously afforded donors" transferring appreciated property in kind to
c-harity. While these changes; hit hardest at,contributionscd appreciated property
that would cause an .ordinary income tax liability kf sold, the attack on the
appreciated property problem took,several frohts. *,

.-
First, the value i)f any property contributed to charity is reduced ba; the amount

ofgain that would not have been long term capital gain if the property had been
sold by the donor ("ordinary income peoperty").4`7 lh effect, this rute limits the
donor's deductions to the adjusted tax basis of ordinary income property, such as §
306 stock, inventory, and self-made works of art.

Second, the value of any tangible personal property given to ,charity, if the use
by the donee is mil-elated to the, purpose or function constituting the,basis for the
donee organization's exemption under § 50r, is reduced by 50 percent of the
amount of gain that would have been long term capital gain if, the property
contributed had been sold by the donor at its fair market, value,("eapital gain
property") .4 8 An exam* of a gift- of this type would be the donation Of a

valuable painting to a hOspita1, which expected to sell the painting and -use the
peoCeeds in a current construction program.

third, the value of any property contributed to or for the use of a private
foundation, other than a private foundation that pa-ssfis the property on through to
a public charity shortly after receipt, is reduced by 50 percent of the amount of
giin that would have been long term capital gain if the property.contributed had
been sold by the donor at its fair market valuei49

FoUrth, an ',election is pkvided for gifts of appreciated property tq public
ct4rities whereby a donor may, increase the applicable percentage limitation from
the 30 percent limitat4, generally applicable .to gifts of, appreciated prope'rty, to
the 50 percent limitation, by subjecting all gifts of appreciated property that year
to-the 50 per'cent reduction rule,10 This provision will be discussed in greater detail
below.

There can be no doubt that these new rules, where applicable, generally achieve
the statutory purpose of placing the donor in roughly the ,same' position as if the
appreciated 'property in question were sold and the cash proceeds, instead
contributed to the charity. In the case of a contribution of appreciated capital gain
property to a ;private fdundatiOn, for example, the reduction of the deduction
amount xo the donor's cost basis plus 50 percent of the appreciation,element (that
poi`tion of the appreciation subjec,t to the § 1202 deduction in the case of a sale or

.exchange) produces a net tax-fesultitidentical to a sale or exchange of,the property
subject to the new rules..While the objective of the reduction rules is easily stated
and they work well in most instances, there are several noreviorthy problem areas.

Contributions of'Ordinary income Property

Some uncertainty exists regarding the application of the\\ ordinary income
property .reduction rule to § 1211 property, which is property Used in the dohor's

t."
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trade or business. Section 1 70(e)(1) expressly provides that

For the purpose of applying this paragraph (other than
Which Section 617(d)(1), 1245(a), 1250(a), 12511c),
property which is property used in the trade Or business
1231(b)) shall be treated as a capital asset.

in the case of gain to
-2252(a) applies),

(as defined in Section

The purpose of this provision is to eliminate the necessity of analyzing alt other
1231 transactions during the year to determine whether the contributed asset; if
sold, would give rise to capital gain- or ordinary income in that year; any other,
approach would create uncertainty for a potential donor because this determination

cannot normally be made until the end of the taxable year. As a result, § 1231
assets are treated as capital' gain property and are not subject to the ordinary
income property reduction rule.

Where a portion, of the gain tin; a § 1231 asset would be taxed as ordinary
income, as under , § 1 245 for example,, the proper applicatiorr of the quoted
provision of § 1.70(e)(1)" is unclear.Jn light of its purpose, which is to eliminate then
necessity of analyzing All the year's § 1 231 transactions to determine the amount
of the contribytion,- the parenthetidal should be cqnstrued to read: '"Ekept to the
extent ofgainAo whichfil 7(d)(1+, 1245(a), 1250(a), 1251(c), or 11252(4 applies." ,
This is, in fact, the approach adopted by the regulatiorts."

With respect to § 1 231 assets, it should be noted that the purpose of,the
reductiorcrules, that is, placing the donor of appreciated property isfiroughlS, the

same position he lould occupy if the appreciated property were sold and the
proceeds contributed, is not completely achieved. Where the sale of al 1231 asset
would result in ordinary income because of § 1 231 losses to excess of potential,

gain, the donor is better off if he contributes the asset itself than if he contributes
the cash, proceeds /kom the sale of the asset. By ccotributing the proper-0'i, the
donor obtains a full- charitable deduction, and other § 1231 losses are not offset by
the gain that would have been realized on a sale of the asset.

,Condibutions ol'Unrelated Use Tangible' ....

Personal Property
. . .'

The new reduction _rules for appreciated tangibte 'personal capital gain property
make the use of that property by the donee charity pivotal to the donor's tax

. result. - el ,,
It has been suggested by ope'commentatorsi ifiat relevant legislative. history

indicates that actual use. of thg property by the charity is not sufficient; rather,,,,the

use must be directly connected with the charity's exempt functjon. Under this

approach, a painting with, a secular theme given to a church to be hung (n its
administrative offices, (or example,' would riot be related-use property, while 'a
religious painting given to a church for its library might be related-use proper,ty. The
regulations7ho'wever, take a more, sensible apprthich, stating:

. r . -

,
),

If furnishings contributed to a charitable.Arganization are used by it in-its
offices and buildings in _the course of carrying out its functions, the use of the

property is not unrelapd use,.53 We'

In fact, the only example provided by the regulations of an unrelated use involves a
sale of the property by the charity. Thus,.under the regulatiptis it is'irguable- that::
any actual use by the donee charity (tither than sale) quafifies as a related use."
Presumably, any -use by the charity merely to generat tcome, whether or not the

' income is in turn used for exe'mpt purposes, will reatgd as an unrelated usebY,

analogy to a sale. - -
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The-tregulations attempt to distinguish related from unrelated use by defining
"unrelated use" and treating everything else a's a "related use."ss Typically, the
examples in the regulations deal with situations where the use of, the property
involved is easily established and, therefore, are not of universal help.

While'the regulations place' the burden upon, the donor to establish that the ,,x,
property involved is put to a related uk, by- the donee charity, barring actual
knowledge of an intended unrelated use, the donor is pellnitted to carry that
burden by showing that at the time of transfer it was reasonable to anticipate that
tilt) property would be retained and used by the donee charity in a manner related
to its exempt fuitction. This test permits the donor to rely upon a reasonable
.expettation of what the d6nee charity wiauld normally. be inclined to do with the
property gift, absent any express understanding to the contrary, and should obviate
the need for donors to require detailed and restrictive covenants from the donee .
chatity'as a part of the transaction. ,

Despite the liberal approach taken by the regulations in this area, the unrelated'-
le can still produce harsh results in given cases. If, fir example, a doh?
les' a Rembrandt to a museum with the understanding that the museum,

which already has,,an adequate collation of Rembrandts, intends to ethange it for
a Goya as soon as the opportunity arises, the Rembrandt woulA.be unrelated-use
property. In this case the donor should wait,.if- possible, until,he is able to exchange

'the Rembrandt for a Goya, tax freein a like kind e .,an&e under § 1031, and
contribute the'Coya as related-use property.

There is also some uncertainty about, the_applicatipn. of the tangiblc, personal
property reduction rule where a remaind,er Interest in such property is transferred,
in trust. or, otherwise. Section 110(4(3) .requires that contributions of future
interests, in tangible personal_Ooperty be treated-as made only when all intervening
inglests in and rights}o actual possession or enjoyment of the property 1144-
,expired or ,are held by persons 'other,,than the donor or unrelated persons. In those
instances ,where an interest is retained by the dbnor or related parties and tile

' 411ilculation of the deduction must be delayed until the intervening..interestk expire,
the related-use test will be applied at the time the 'chaiity actually takes the
property, when the fact).are easily discerned. .

On 1the other hand, if all intervening interests are held by the persons unrelated
to the donor, an immediate -deduction is allowed and the-impact of the reduction
rule must be determined in advance of the charity's receipt ofthe property. This
raises The issue of whether the absence of an immediateuse by the 'donee" requiFes
an automatic reduction, or whether the test is satisfied by the anticipated property
use. Although at.kleast pne commentator disagreesss it is difficult to.justify an
autocpatic reduction in this circumstance. Otherwise,`_ the rule would rather
anomalously favor the contribdtion of a futute interest where the intervening
interest is held by` the-donor or a person related to him over the contribution of a

. future interest Where the intervening interest is held by an unrelated paity. Also, an
anticipated-use standard is consistent with the genetal approach. adopted in the
,regulations of testing the reasonable expectations of the donor rather than a_ctul
use by the &ince.

..
AL

- Other Problems1S?
Until the regulations under § 170(e) were publishad,..the operation of the

reduction rules in transactidn) whn the gift ob prciperty is an event .requiring
immediate recognition of .gain cause?' apparent probCris: The contribution of an
installment obligation presents such an instance because 453 deemf the charitable

r transfer a disposition `which, causes thA deferred incor4 element to- be taxed_
immediately to the donor.s7 Other exanles include a transfer of property resulting.._._

it

.

,
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I n an anticipatory assignment of income, a-transfer of an obligation issued at a .

discount, or a transfer of stock, purchased pursuant to a qualified option within
three years of the exercise of the option. Under a strict application of the reduction
rules, the donor of such property is a4owecl no deduction for the 'amount, of gain
on ,which he is currently taxed. This result places the donor in a worse position
than if he had sold thg propertY and contributed the cash proceeds to charity.

The regulations resolve this problem, in the face of rather unaccomodating
statutory langliage (and tacit recognition of the problem during the formulation of
the 'provision),s 8 "by excepting the application of the reduction rules "where, by
reason of the transr of the contributed property, ordinary income or capital gain
is recognized by the donor in the same taxable year in which the contribution is.
made."" This exception appears reasonable in light of the policy- Onderly ing the
reduction rule's of reducing the value of appreciated property transfers only where
the donor woutd otherWise escapetax on.the, appreciation element.

The issue of whether the reddction rules are applicable to transfers of income or
remainder interests in trust to chfity and, if so, bow th'e iwiles operate in this
context, is particularly troublesome. -',

-. z...,

.

There is little doubt from the literal language of § 170(e); theiregulations,6° and
the scant. legislative history which deals with this questions' that the reduction
rules apply to transfers of remaindef Interests in trust. Assuming-the'reduction rules
apply to such transfers, the next question. is whether theroperty interest giverto

.charity is the interest.in the trust or the underlying trust assets. A ,remain'der
interest in, a trust.,my. well qUalify as a capital asset even if;the property in the
trust is ordinary incocteproperty, such as inventory, in the,_ and of the grantor.
Similarly, a remainder interest in trust is an intangible asset evencitothe property in,.1- ,,the trust is tangible -property. , .,Since the reduction rules operate differently upon( ordinact, income and, apital
gain property and, in certain instances, upon,tangible.and intangible property, the

. determination of the character of the property transferred to chart in this,context
markedly affects the ultimate tax consequences of thetransaction. If a.clonor makes
a qualifying contribution of a remainder interest in an appreciated asset in ttust to
charity, retaining an income interest, the,purpose of theeducstion rules is probably;
best achieved by looking to the underlying asset. The regulations dealing with *n
analogous ploblem, the application of the related-use test in the case of a contribu-
tion in trust' of tangible personal property,,assume that the charity is using the
property for the same purpose as the trust, hus effectively ignoring the trust as an
entity.62 On the other hand, if the donor_contributes a remainder interest that was.
previously transferred to him by a third party, the property interest involved should
be theienfainder interest itself.', ' . --,

With respect to charitable contributions of income interests in trust, 'the legika-
tive history provides no hint as to whether the reduction rules were intended to
apply. Because the donor must be taxed' on the income in order to cmatify for a
deduction, a reduction of the contribution as a reiultpf unrealized appreciatibn in
the value of the _underlying asset ,seems unduly harsh, -01,e _can argue endlessly,
however, about whether the value of the income interest contributed is based upon
the .untaxed appretiatidn or the anticipated income stream. On the other .hand, if
the reduction rules do not apply to contributiopk "{it income interests in trust to

s-,-charity, a donor might.conceivab create a trust,wtth appreciated ordinary income

another, and thereby obtain kftil , unreduced deduction without' being taxed on the
assets; contribute thd income int rest to pne, charity and the remainder. interest to

income.. This result is _clearly inconsistent with .the underlying purpose of the
reduction rules. Assuming,' for this reason, that the reduction rules do apply to
contributions of income interests in trust,, the.'uticlerlying trust assets should be
considered the property fransferted if the trust is created by the donor.

1.

., Vt'i C I.
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AMOUNT OF DEDUCTION: PERCENTAGE LIMITATIONS

In 1917 Senator Hollis of New Hampshire, who originally proposed the
charitable deduction for individuals, favored a limitation ofthe---deduction to an
amount equal to 20 percent of the donor's net income for the year:

I shOuld not favor allowing a y man to deduct all' of his contributions to
these objectsfrom his income ax return, but if we limit it to 20 percent of
his income we can not be doin much harm to the Piiblic Treasury.63

This concern was evidently more than shared by the Se)nator's colleagues since the
limitation was reduced by floor,amendmerk to 15 percent of the donor's net
inco/pel

The figtire against which the applicable percentage is applied to determine the
limitat,ion was changed frilm "net income" to "adjusted net income" in 1944 and
to adjusted gross income without reductidn for net operating loss tarrybacks in
1954. Since 1969, this figure has beep termed the "contribution base" of the
donor."

,

The Limitations in General'

The limitation percentage for the income tax charitable deduction remained at
15 percent from 1 917 until 1952, when it was increased to 20 percent.66 In 1954,
Congress added a considerable element of compiexity*to the limitation rules by
granting an additional 10 percent deduction limit over and above the bask 20
percent for charitable contributions tcr churches,.schools,67 _and hospitals." As a
result, the calculation of the income tax charitable deduction has since that time
depended upon Ile status of the donee charity among charitable organizations in
general.

The group of charities favored by the more liberal.firnitation has grown gradually
in size since churches, schools and hospitals were first given favored treatment in
1954. The Tax Rat Extention Act of 1956 added medical research organizations69
to the privileged group, and governmental units and publicly supported organiza-
tions were added in 1964.70 The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added certain additional
publicly supported7' organizations described in § 509(a)(2) as well as pass-through
foundations and pooled-fund foundations. These listed charities are now known as
public charities, while all other ch ble organizations are deemed private founda-
tions.

From the beginning, the highest limitation ,has' applied only to charitable
contributions which are "to" rather than "for the use of the recipient Charity. The
logic ,behind the "to" or "for the use of" distinction is not illuminated greatly by
the legislative history. Both the House and Senate committee reports accompanying
the Internal Revenue Code of 1 954 merely comment that "accordingly, payments
to a trust (where the beneficiary is an organization described in ... clauses (i)Nii),
or (iii)) are not included under this special pilk."7 2

Over the years since 1954, this diffe)eptiation has been the subject of NI-
siderable controversy centering around the issue of whether the contribution of an
income interest,or a remainder interest irra trust for the benefit of a charity is a
contribution "to" or "for the use of" the charity." The controversy has now been
resolved, insofar as, the Treasury and Internal Revenue Service are concerned, by
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regulitions which provide that any contriblition of an income interest, whether or
not in trust, is :'for the use of" the ;charitable donee, while any contribution of a
remainder interest, whether or not in trust, it."to" the charitable donee.74

In 1 969 the percentage limitation rules were further complicated. The general
s limitation was increased from 20 percent to 50 percent,'" biit the structure of the

limitation rules was completely changed to provide that this general limitation
would apply only for contrazutiont "to" certain privileged charities, while a stricter
percentage limitation was retained in the case of contributions ''to" private founda-
tions and in the case of contributiops "for the use of" both pbblic charities and
,private foundations.

This stricter limitation is limited to the lesser of-(1) 20 percent of the donor's
',contribution base, or (2) the excess of 50 percent of that contribution base over the

amount allowable as a deduction for contributions of the donor to charities
qualifying for the 50 percent limitation, determined without regard to a special
limitation on contributions of capital gain property discussed below.

Through Publication 78, referred to in ChaRtgr I above, the Internal Revenue
Service provides advance notice to donors as to the status of donees either 20
percent or 50 percent organizations.76

Capital Gain Property Limitation

At the same time Congress, extended the gendral limitation to 50 percent, it
impOsed a separate limitation of 30, percent for contributions of capital gain
property. This reduced limitation was 'another response by' Congress to the
widespread concern that appreciated property transfers to charity was an area of tax
abuse.

The property subject :ro the 30 percent limitation is again property that would
e produce long term capital gain Gif sold. To the extent thl't such property is

contributed to a public charity, the new 30 percentimitation will ,apply; as before,
gifts of capital gain property to private foundations remain..subject to the more
restrictive 20 percent limitation..In addition, the carryover ;Nis, which will be
discussed in detail below, permiLi carryover of the unused portion oft capital gain'"

property subject to the 30 percent limitation to the five succeeding taxable years of
the. donor, whereas contributions of such property subject to the 20 percent
.limitation may not be carried over to succeeding taxable years. The 30 percent
limitation applies only to contributions of capitalin property that are not subject

tri reduction under § 170(e)(1)(B).77
The Tax Reform Act of 19'69 did, however, provide, an election to permit the

donor to deduct the contribution of stich capital gain property under the
percent Limitation, provided the aggregate amount of all his contributions of capital
gain property for that year (including any 'carryover 'capital gain property) is

reduced by one half of the long term capital gain that would have been recognized
had the property been sold,at fair market value. As noted above, the reduction rulbs
also enacted in 1969 impose the same treatment' for some but not all gifts of capital
gain property.

This election procedure developed in the course of the act's fOrmulation as a
means of resolving a conflict between the House and Senate committees: The House
bill provided that all gifts of appreciatedlapital gain property were subject to the

30 percent limitation.'" The Senate,,on the other hand, thought it unwise to deny
the additional 20 percent limitation Where a capital asset or a § 1231 asset had
appreciated merely a' nominal amount. The Senate* bill provided that only the
appreciation_ element of capital gain property was subject to the 30 'percent
limitation, while the 50 percent limitation Was continued for the donors basis in
tire contributed property, To resolve the conflict, thdconference substitute followed

Nkt, "
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the House version but Provided the election as a means of avoiding undue hard
in cases where the appreciation element in the contributed property is small."

The 50 percent election can be made for any year in which 30 percent property
is either contributed or carried over from e prior year. The regulations state that if
the election, is made to subject 30 percent property to the 50 percent limitation. in
a given year, to the extent the property involved has been carried over from a prior
year, the calculation of the amount available from the carryover year must be made
on the assumption )hat the election had been made for the prior year.8° While the
tax deduction for the prior year will not be recomputed under this rule, the effect
of applying the reduction principle to the prior tear may sharply reduce, or even
eliminate, the amount available for deduction in the carryover year. For example,
assume a hypothetical donor whose contribution base for 1972 is $100,000 and
whose contribution base for 1973 is $80,000. Assume further that in 1972' the
donor contributes $20, 000 in cash to his church and $40,000 in marketable
seiiithich have a cost basis of $20,000, to his college. During 1973, the

donor, makes an additional contribution of $40,000 to his college in the form of
marketable securities with a cost basis of $38,000. In order to make the entire 1973
contribution deductible in that year, he elects to treat the 1973 contribution as 50
percent property and forego $1,000 of the value of the gift. While 'the election
might well have produced attractive results for the donor in 1973, it will cause a
loss of a $10,000 carryover of 30 percent property from 1972. Had the election not
been made, $10,000 of the 1972 securities giff.would have been carried over as a
contribution of 30 percent property ($50,000 contribution base, less the 50 percent
propertylift of $20,000, left only,$30,000 of the $40,000 securities gift deductible
in 1972) However, the 1973 election requires that the donor assume that the 30
percent property gifted in 1972 was similarly reduced to cost basis plus one half of
the, appreciation, so that its assumed value in 1972 of $30,000 would leave no
excess contribution carryover to 1973 and subsequent years. Since, the election must
be made with respect -to all 30 percent property contributions forther year in
question, including carryover 30 percent property, the aggregate impact of the
election must be studied carefully to determine,Vvhether the donor in a particular
case will actually obtain benefit through use of, this option.

There are several situations in which it might be advantageous for a donor to
consider this 50 percent election, although each appears to be of more theoretical
than practical importance. If the appreciation element in the property is relatively
insignificant in comparison,,with the current tax savings afforded by the increase in
the deductiondimit from 30 percent to 50 percent, the donor may well decide that
the increased cufient tax savings will more than offset the loss of a deduction, both
for the year question'and future years under the carryover rules, for one half of
the appreciation elernenl. This will be particularly true if the doctor is likely to
make additional contributions Of 30 percent erty in subsequent years, .Mus
possibly postponing for more than one year the ilability of the deduction under
the carryover rules for the initial transfer.

Another situation in which a donor may benefit from the election rsrvihere there
is a tisk that due to the amount of his charitable contributions for the year, he
stands to,lose all or a portion of his 20 percent contributionsSince these 20

.percent contributions canhot be carried over to,futureL years, an election to reduce
the value of the 30 percent property might permit the 20 percent property to be
deducted in the current year. An example illustrating a situation of this type -is set
forth in the.following section. -\
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Interrelationship'of Limitations

Each of the 20 percent, 30 percent, and 5Q percent limitations are relatively
'straightforward when considered separately, but whien multiple charitable contribu-
tions are made in a given taxable year, some of which are subject to one percentage,
limitation and some to another, the computation can become exceedingly complex
and the interplay of the limitations can lead to surprising results.

Thew does not appear to be any basic incompatibility between the rules
governing contributions of 50 percent property and 30 percent prOperty, becailse
the last sentence of § 170(b)(1)(D)(i) provides that " contributions of capital
gain property to which this paragraph applies shall be taken into account atter all
other charitable contributions." Assume, for example, that a hypothetical donor,
whose contribution base for the year is 1100,000, contributes $40,000 in cash to
his church and $10,000 in highly appreciated. securities to a college. The entire
$50,000 will be deductible in the current taxable year, since the $40,000 cash
contribution will lea,ve $10,000 of the 50 percent limitation available fOr the
appreciated property, after."all other charitable contribUtions" have been taken into
account for the' taxable year. If ,the gift of securities was $25,000, however, with a
cost basis of $10,000, the deduction during the year of tran4er would still be
limited to $10,000, and the donor would then have to carry $15,000 over to
subsequent years 'still subject to the 30 percent limitation. It should be noted that
the 50 percent election for contributions of capital gain property would not benefit
the donor in this factual situation, since the'aggregate contributisons duptjtg thewyear.
in qUestion were already subject to the 50 percent limitation without the reductioq
in valug for one half of the appreciation Attrijytable to the 30 percent property.

On the other hand, it is possible for gifts-'of 3t percent property either to reduce
the .value of gifts of2G percent property or cause a complete wastage of some Or all
orsuch. gifts. This result can occur because the deduction afforded to gifts of 20
percent property is limited to the lesser of the excess of the 50 percent limitgtion
available after taking into account the aggregate of the donor's gifts that year to
public charities, or 20 percent of his contribution base. In the computation of this
offset for gifts to public charities, the 30 percent limitation on gifts of 30 perdent
property does not apply. Thus, for example, assume that during a single taxable
year, the hypothetical donor with a $100,000 contributi%1, base contributes
$10,000 'in cash in the United Appeal, highly appreciated securities with a fair
market vali.4 of $40,000 to hid college, and $10,000 in cash to a private founda-
tion. As we hive seen, the interrelationship of the 50 percent and 30 percent

, limitations is such thh the 50 percent property must be considered first. Therefore,
the donor can deduct the $10,000 cash contribution to United Appeal under the 50
percent limitation. This leaves $40,000 of deductions for other contributions.
Because the contribution of appreciated securities is subject to the 30 percent
limitation, so thats$10,000 of that gift must be carried over to a succeeding taxable
year, one,would expect that $10,000 of deductions under the. limitations will be
left to cover the cash gift to the private foundation. The 20 percent limitation,

jhowever,
is defined as the excess aftel. all 50 percent property has been contributed,

including 30 percent property irrespective of *hether it is currently deductible-6r
not. For, purposes of determining whether the 20 percent limitation permits the
deduction for the cash contribution to the private foundation, therefore; the impact
of the gift of appreciated property must be computed at, its full value of $40,000,
which, when added to the $10,000 contributed to the United Appeal, reduces the
20 percent limitation for that year to zero. in effect, this combination of charitable
contributions has caused a total wastage pf the cane gift to the private foundation.
Moreover, although the donor will be entitled to carry over the $10,000 of.unused
30 percent property contribution to a succeeding taxable year, the nondeductible
portion of the 20 percent property cannot be carried over to subsequeht years and
is lost forever.

;.3
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This result mA be avoided if the donor, through careful planning, limits the gift
of appreciated securities to his college to $30,000, so that only the amount actually
contributed and deducted that year would be used in determining the availability of
the 20 percent limitation for the cash gift to the private foundation.

This donor might also consider the election to reduce the gift of appreciated
securities by 50 percent of the appreciation element, thereby qualifying the gift for
the 50 percent limitation rather than the .30 percent limitation. Assuming that the
securities had a basis of $20,000, this election would reduce the value of the
property contributed to $30,000 (basis" of $20,000 plirs 50 percent of the
appreciation element, or $10,000), so that the aggregate gifts qualifying for the 50
percent limitation would be $40,000, and the limitation available for 20 percent
property would be $10,000, or an amount equal to the actual gift. It is obvious,
however, that salvaging the $10,000 cash gift to the private foundation requires the
loss of $10,000 of the capital gain property gift, which may well have otherwise been
carried over and deducted in a succeeding year.

Carryover Rules

Rrior to 1964, charitable contributions by individuals in excess of the amount
that could be deducted in the current year under the percentage Ijmitation rules
were wasted. Contributions by corporations, on the other hand, in excess of the
applicable 'percentage limitation could be,carried forward to the following two
years.

In 1964,%the House Ways and Means Committee propotid an extension of the
tarryover for corporate" dcpors from two to five years. The Senate Firrance
Committee in turn added an amendment to the bill to allow individual,donors to
carry over the excess of their contributions qualifying' for the higher percentage
Hmitation.82 There Were several purposes behind the proposed ,carryover. First, it
was argued that there was no reason for allowing a carryover to corporate donors
but not to individual donors. Second, The carryover provision, along with the
income averaging provisions enacted in the same year, were part of a polio favoring
the computation of income for tax purposes over a long period of time rather than ,
on an annual basis." Third, the carryover was thought to be desirable generally. /

More important'', however, this will make it unnecessary for taxpayers desiring
to make a contribution of a substantial nature to a charitable organization to
carefully divide the gift into ,parts, contributing each in a separate year, or
perhaps giving undivided interests in a ,property, tipto their applicable

to the charitable organization in each of a series of- yea Not, on y,"
the present practice complicated for the donor but it also createspr Jems
for the charitable or educational organization. re they, re ten ridivide
interests in a property, over an extended period CAtithe, they ay fig
impossible either to sell or use the propert r this same Period of/urne
while their interest' in it gradually increases from year to.ybar:,441

Under ,§§ 170(d)(1) and 170(b)(1)(b)(ii},.the value of 50 percent an4 30
percent property, which is transferred 'to" rather. than ;-!for the Ose of" puplic
charities and which can not be deducted in the.year, sfP because of the
application of the 50 percen't and 30 percent limitation riedover to the
five succeeding taxable years of the donor.8s This carryovtr
privilege is personal to the donor and may not be transferred, tate: Thus, if
unused excess deductions cannot be used on the deceden't'slfi n rn-,0'eax return,
they are lost'. Excess deductions subject to the 20 zterck. iithitaticin May not be
carried forward to future years. . \
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In situations where the donor makes additional charitable contributions during
the succeeding taxable year or years to which excess contributions under the 50
percent limitatiori or the 30 percent limitation, or both, are carried, the determina-
tion of the charitable deduction for the succeeding taxable year will depend upon a
careful tracing of the contributions involved and an understanding of their priorities
under the limitation rules. Fortunately, the.regulations clarify to a considerable
degree the rules involved.

First, it is clear that the existence of excess contribution carryovers imperils
charitable contributions subject to the 20 percent limitation in the years to which
those excess contributions are carried forward. For example, assume the donor has a
tax contribution base of $100,000 in 1973 and $80,000 in 1974. Assume further
that in 1973 he makes a charitable contribution of $55,000 in cash to his church
and $5,000 in cash to a private foundation. Subsequently, in 1974 the donor makes
a gift of $35,000 in .cash to his church and $2,500 in cash to the same private
foundation. In 1973, $50,000 of the $55,000 contribution to the church will be
deductible under the 50 percent test and the balance of that $5,000 will be carried
forward to 1.974 as 50 percent property. Because the 50 percent limitation was
reduced to zero by the cash contribution to the church, the $5,000 contribution
the private foundation is not deductible and cannot' be carried forward to the
following year. In 1974, the $5,000 church contribution carried forward from 1973,
together with the new $35,000 cash contribution to that church, will absorb the
entire 50 percent limitation, thus again eliminating the cash contribution to the
'private foundation', which is subject to the 20 percent limitation."

Second, the regulations make it clear that contributions of 50 percent property
and 30 percent property that are actually _paid during.a.year are considered before
carryover Contributions in the determination of the charitable deduction for that
year.8 7

Third, in the event that after deducting contributions actually made dUring the
current year, the 50 percent limitation has not been met, excess contributibns"
subject to the 50 percent limitation carried over from prior years will be applied (in
order of seniority) first against the unused limit. Then, to the extent the excess
contributions of 50 percent property have (hot absorbed the percentage limitation,
excess contributions of 30 percent property may be carried over, but only to the
extent that the 30 percent limitation for the subsequent year is available.88

These rules are illustrated by a series of examples set forth in the regulation s. 8 9
t, While these examples are not terribly complicated in and of themselves, the nature
-1 of the calculations makes it impractical, from the standpoint of this paper, to

abstract and present these examples in simplified form. The results of these
examples do, however, support the priority rules noted above, namely, that in any
given year contributions are taken into account in the following order:

1. gifts qualifying under the 50 percent limitation actually made during the
taxable year;

2. gifts of 30 percent capital gain property actually made during the taxable
year;

3. to the extent that the overriding 50 percent limitation is not absorbed,
contributions,garried over from gifts in prior years which' qualify (or are treated as
having qualified under the 50 rcent limititkon elyEticip AdgcAl'ALSO percent
limitation;

4.' to the extent tha

.,

e 30 percent limitation is not absorbed (and subject to
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the overriding 50 percent limIVillIff)-froecessApntributions of36 percent capital gain
property carried over from gifts in prior years are taken into account; and, finally,

5. gifts of 20 percent property actually made during the taxable year.

Presumably, a donor faced with several years of current _charitable contributions and
excess contribution deductions carried over from prior Oars will reach the point of
foregoing contributions in the current year in order foCatch up, and eliminate, his
excess contributions from prior years. Otherwise at: t stage the system of
computing the amount deductible under, § 17 W": "ing the donor and his
advisorS to the point of complete exhaustion. T ere' Fns require that should,a
donor claim a deduction in respect of an exce e contribution, the burden
is upon him to attach a schedule to his return i tiStracing She computation u,rlder
which that deduction has been claimed.9° / ::: .' .44;::..._ "-

;,<, -, < -
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BARGAIN SALES'

- - . < .. _ .

The problems attendant to transfers .of appreciated property to charity at-e:
probably best illustrated by so-called "bargain -sale"' transactions in which the
property is sold to charity at,a price below fair market value. Prior to 1969, the
onor in a bargain sale recovered his investment tax free so long as the sale pci .e

did not exceedthe adjusted cost basis for the property. He also received
charitable deduction for the difference ,between the fair market value of t

' property and the sale-price' If the transactibri was structUre to equate Vie sale
price to the donor's 'adjusted coSt,basis for the property, these rules permitslA the
donor, to recover, his dntire investment _in the Property-1n. cash or other
consideration and also to receive an income tax charitable deductiOn`for die,entire
appreciation element.92 The fact that the donor could at f st -Wally convert the

abuse normally asWciatedWith,appreciated property trap s, , ,.

transferred property to MI) 'fun* aggravated congressio4. co, about the tax
9f# . \

In, the Tax Reform kalif 1969, the rules were amendadlio .deal with these -,...

perceived abuses:93:76e 'Hbuse Ways and Means Committee proposed an amend-
ment providing that where"a deduction is allowable under § 170 .-...-.by reason of
a sale," the donor's- adjusted basis in the pioperty 'must be alIncl*, between the
portion sold and the portion contributed.' The Senate FinanCe.Oeitittee deleted
this provision on the grounds that it would "adversely affect_givitiptO .charities, as
'bargain sales' have been a long-accepted form of making contributions of property
to charities,"" but the conference substitute adopted the House position.,

This new basis rule is 'contained in § 1011(b), and it requires that the adjusted
cost basis of property transferred in a bargain sale be allocated between the Onion

considered sold and the portion considered _contributed, in the ratio of the, amount
realized on the transfer by ,the donor to' the remaining fair market value of the
transferred properly." For examtfle,.,assurhe that a donor Sells property worth

,.$20,000 to a charity for $10,000, which is the mount of his adjusted cost basis in
the property. If the transaction took place prior. to 1969, the donOr would' have
received the $10,000 from the charity tax free as a fecovery of his cost basis atid4..
would also have received a $10,000 income tax, charitable deduction. Following..the

basis rule change in 1969, the donor is allowed the same charitable deduction of .

$10,000 (aSsumingitlie reduction rules do not apply), but he will realize income of
$5,000 because his basis in the' portion of the property deemed sold tias ;been.
reduced by 50 ,pet,ciSfrom $10 000 to $5,000 through the basis adjustrnint

,, .

r- . ,`'' , 3 u 8
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With one exception, the joint application of the new bargain sale rules and the
reduction rules places the donor in the above transaction in exactly the same
position as if the property transferred to the charity had been sold;nd cash equal
to the value of the gift element contributed to charity. The exception involves the
bargain sale of capital gain property to a public charity where, because the
reduction rules are inapplicable, the donor is better off structuring the gift as a
bargain sale.

Interaction With Percentage Limitations

,-*As,nOted above, the bargain sale basis allocation rule applies only "if, a deduction
bie under § -170 . #. by reason of a sale." This prerequisite creates

-prbhje by reason of the percentage limitations, no deduction is allOweil iri

thecy of -*the argain sale. Neither the statthe nor the regulations provide
A detiling with this circumstance, which is complicated by the fact that

th ono!: may obtain a deduetion in a later year due to the carryover. If the
bargain -sal rule is nevertheless applied in a year in which no charitable deduction is
allowed, it's should be recognized that the carryover privilege may/ not produce a
deductiOn, because of either the amount of charitable contritiltions actually made
in those future years or,thp death of the donor. In addition, application of the rule

in this instance would certainly penalize bargain sales to private foundations, Where

the carryover rules are, unavailable and the donor would be forced to recognize
rncome without a corresponding deduction.

On the other hand, if the bargain-sale "rule does,not apply in this circumstance,'
the result, might lead to avoidance possibilities for high-bracket taxpayers,. who

could time bargain sales to coincide with other sizeable charitable contributions and
thereby effectively blunt the impact of the basis adjustment. Application: of the
bargain-sale rule would also avoid the need for tracing Jules to determine which
contributions for the year in question were, in fact, carried oyer.

It thus appears preferable, on balance, for. -the bargain-sale rule to-apply even in

- those years where the donor's percentage limitation is exceeded. Although, this
result- may 'be somewhat harsh on bargain sales to private foundations, the lack of
hospitality in the tax jaws forecharitable contributions to private foundations is now

. well known and should presumably alert prospective donors that unintended tax
results may occur in,this area unless the rules are carefully antgpated.

Exchanges
I

Another problem, also raised by the phraseology of § 1011(b), is Whether a
"sale",incrudes an "exchange." Assume, for example, that a donor exchanges one

piece of property' worth $1,000 to a charity for another,piece of property wort
$500. The applicability of § 1011(b) is an important issue even if the transaction

a "like;kind" exchange. governed by § 1031 (so thatiticome is not recognized on
the. exchange),-- because the basis of the donor in the-pro received is carried

over from,his basis in the property exchanged. Although a s rong argutnent can be
made that the term "sale" does not include an exchange, basil upcin the'eonjuctive

use of the term "sale or exchange" elsewhere 'in Code when the oppolite_
meaning is intended, the regulations,- perhaps cavalier114 add "or exchange" to the

word "sale" in-this context.96

c) tir 9
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The tatuyory provisions' involved do not expressly, prevent the tandem apple.,.
.tbn of the bargain sale basis adjustment .and the appropriate reduction rul s to
either a 'bargain saleof unrelated use tangible personal property to a public ch
or a targain Sale of is property to a private foundation. Assume, as above, that
property with a fair rket value of420,000 is sold to charity at a price equal to
its ilasis of $ 000. hough a pro rata portioh of the donor's basis is allocated to

0 onor has still transferred the other portion of appreciated
property to ,charity. Unless the reduction rules are applied, the donor will obtain a
deduction based upon the appreciatign element in the property.

The regulations do state that the reduction rules will not be applied "where, by
reason of the transfer of the contributed property, ordinary income a capital gain
is recognized by the donor."99 This exception should not be applied literally in the
bargain sale context because the recognition of income invoNgd is attributable only
to the portion of the property sold and no recognition occurs hby reason of the
transfer" of the'contributed portion.

The interrelationship of the basis-allocation provision and the orpinary income
property reduction rule is' confusing. Assume, for example, that ordinary income
property with ajair market value of $20,090, is sold by a donor to a charity at the
donor's basis of $10,000. If the reduction rule in § 170(e)(1)(A) applies fiLst, the

'amount of the contribution is reduced to zero an.ct, as d result,, the basis - allocation
Provision of § 101J(b) does not- apply-because-ther is no deduction allowable
under § 170.)f the basis-allocation provision is taken into account'fiT, the donbr's
basis of $10,000 is allocated equally, between the' portion contributed and the
portion sold. The donor must recognize gain of $5,000 on the portion sold, while
he receives'acontribution deduction of $10,000, which § 170(e)(1)(A) reduces to
$5,000. Whiefter provisiOn- is applied first, -the amount of the contribqtion
allowed, if any, is offset by the amount:of gain recognized.9 8 However, if the
percentage limitations came into play or the amount of th"e donor's gross or
adjusted. income Is an issue in the year the transfer takes place, a real.problem exists

,which is not solved by either the statute or the regulations.

Charitable Transfers in Exchange for Annuities

The regulations define a bargain sale.to include a transfer of rroperty to charity
in exchange for an agreement by the charity, to'pay the donor an annuity
(presumably with a discounted value which is less than the value of the property
contributed).99 The regulations defer recognition of the resulting gain for the
bargain-sale transaction provided (1) the annuity, is nonassignable or is assignable
only to the donee charity and (2) the only annuitants are either the transMror or
the transferor- and a designated survivor or survivors. Otherwise, the donor is taxed
in the year of the sale on the amount by which the present value of the annuity
exceeds the portion, of his basis allocated to.the sale. If the deferral conditions are

_met, gain equal torthe excess of the present value of the annuity over the:allocable
'portion of basis, is recognized ratably over a period of years measured by the
applicable expected return multiple found in the tables contained in the regulations
under § 72. In the event the transferor dies or relinquishes the annuity to the-
charitable donee prior to recognizing the entire gain, no tax is imposed on the
additional gain.
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Charitable Transfer Subject to or in Exchange
for the Donee's Assumption of Debt

a

The implications of. the ne bargain-sale rules extend beyond the true bargain
'sale to include transfers in which the property is not actually sold to charity. Thus,
a donor tvho transfers appreciated property that is subject to alkiebt obligation.to a
charity will realize income to the extent the obligatcon)s relieved as a result of the
transfer.' °° The bargain-sale rules treat any indebtedness on property transferred to
charity as an amount realized by the donor, regardless of whether the charity agrees
to assume or pay .the indebtedness.' 01 To the extent the obligatiOn exceeds the
donor's adjusted tax basis not allocated to the gift portion of the property, the

donor will realize taxable income from the transaction.
.°)

VI

CONCLIJSION

The panoply of ,rules arid restrictions now embodied in § ;170 and noted in the
preceding analysis assures the .conclusion that any effort to summarize this, statute is

risky..A given charitable contribution may create-i number-ofinterdependent issues,
including the amount of the donor's contribution base; the character; fair market
-value-and cost basis of the property transferred; the classification of the donee
charity; the applicability of the reduction rules to the property transferred; tie
interplay of the limitation rules; and the method-Of transfer jnvolved. In many cases

the controlling rules must be applied in Corljunction with other sections of the
Internal Revenue Code. All in all, the process of determining the proper income tax
charitable letluction is 'not easily digested.. Several general sropositions, howeVer,

may be drawn from this analysis of § 170.

First, there is no doubt-that the present income tax laws favor public charities

over private foundations. The availability .of-higher percentage limitations and carry-
over privileges, as well as relief from the reduction rules for transfers of appreciated

capital gain property and related use personal property to public charities,

- demonstrate this favoritism.

'second, it is evident that congressional zeal for preventing tax abuse in the

context of charitable transfers has consistently been tempered with aconcern that
the tax law should encourage rather than discourage private support of charitable
organizations. Obviously, any effort to curb undue tax breaks for transfe to

, charity may inhibit this _support incentive. In the process of balancing tax equity
with 'the desirability of charitable support frcAn the private sector, Congress has, not

surprisingly, enacted compromise measures. Perhaps the appreciated-property rules

best illustrate this fact. For years Congress has recognized that a charitable

deduction based upon the fair market value of the property contributed affords the
donor of appreciated property the double benefit of a deduction and an exclusion
from income for the appreciation element. A proposal to limit 'the deduction for
--transfers of property other than money to the lower of adjusted cost basis or fair
market value at the time of transfer was proposed in CongresS in 1938 to dearVifith
this apparent tax loophole. Yet, for the most part, reform in this area was deferred

until 1969. In the Tax Reform Act of 1969, when Congress dealt with the
appreciated property problem in depth, an overall reduction rule was rejected' in

__order to protect transfers of appreciated capital gain property and related use
tangible personal property to public charities. As a result, the reduction rules
adopted involved more than 20 separate.amendments to existing tax laws.

3 I 1
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This banner of resolving the tenStn between the concepts of tax equity and
encouragement of private philanthropy illustrates the third general proposition,
namely, that .the present income,tax charitable deductioh has clearly become unduly
complex. Section 170 is, at best, a hodgepodge of rules and restrictions which are
difficult to interpret and present Congress and tavayers alike with opportunities to
match wits to see how these rules may be used to advantage. The consequences
have recently been described as follows:

i..

The process by which tax. advisor discover loopholes and other tax experts
(on the other side of the regulator fence) concoct reforfn provisions involves
a highly sophisticated form of legal engineering. The result is generally. not.a
sifirple plug, but an intricate network of dikes and sluices. Simple rules, it
seems, will not go far enough, or will go too far; there are always special' cases
requiring exceptions, ddjustmeht, and other fillips; and care must be taken to
ensure that the experts who thought orthe loophole canntat devise- another
scheme to avoid the corrected rule.'"

It cannot reasonably be expected that such a time-honored system will be easily
simplified.

It should be recognized, however, that the appreciated property problem and the
distinctions between transfers to public charities and private fouhdations .account
for a large portion of the preseat complexity of § 1,70. If transfers ofaerirgiMvad.
property and money produced identical results, and if he deduction rules' were
similar, for transfers to public charities and private foundatiprs, the reduction rules
in § 170 would disappear and only one general Iiinitation of the type initially
provided in 1917 would be- necessary. In fact,. the present statute, witd the
exception of 4e additional categories of qualified organizations and the rules
relating to deferred giving, would look much like its original progenitor.

Thus, it becomes clear that the issue of tax simplification is very much at stake
rhqn decisions are made, between the competing values of tax equity and
encouragement of privatc.charitable giving in the realm of the income tax charitable
deductidn...

Footnotes

1: See, e.g., 55 Cong. Rec. 6728 (1935) (remarks of Senator Hollis); 79 Cong. 12C..1423
(1935) (remarks of Representative Treadway)..In this regard, the House Report stated that the
deduction "Ns based upon the theory that the Govern iwt is compensated for the loss of
revenue by its relief from financial burden which would othawise have to be met by appropria-
tions from public funds." H.R. Rep. No. 1860, 75th Congress, 3rd Session 19 (1938).

2. See, e.g., Devine, Social Forces In Wartime, The Survey, July 17,1917.

3. See, e.g., Exemption of ContribetIons, Boston Transcript, June 29, 1917.
.

4. For example, proponents of the matching grant proposal as au.alternative to the present tax
deduction schemeemphasize the theory of the deddction as a subsidy or means of perpetuating
the flow of private support to charity. See, e.g., McDaniel, Federal Matihing Grants for
Charitable Contributions; A Substitute for the Income Tax Deduction, 27 Tax L. Rev. 377
(1972). Those favoring reform within the context of tote present income tax deduction, on the
other hand, refer to the original theory that amounts directed to charity are not part of an
individual's con4urfiable income and conclude that the charitable deduction should not be
considered a governmental subsidy for charity since the income tax .falls properly' on a
taxpayer's income which is available for his own consumption and not that which is directed
toward charity. See, e.g., Andrews, A Consumption-Type or Cash Flow Personal Income Tax, 87

r Rev. -1-11'3 (1974).
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A, For an in-depth discussion of corporate contributions, see the separate paper, "Corporate
Charitable Conti ibutions, pietaiLd toi the Commission on Private'Philanthioprr and Public Needs
by R. Palmer Baker, Jr., and J. Edward Shillingburg of the firm of Lord, Day and Lord. .

4

. 6. Code of 1954 § 508(d)(1) See also Rev. Proc. 7; 39,1972-2 Cum. Bull. 818.

'7. !Wt. Rev Code §508(d)(2)(A).

id. Int. Rev. Code §.508(d)(2)(B).

9 § 1 170A1(c)(2).

10. In the Lase of contributions of alt objects, 19r example, the Internal Revenue Sirvice has
established an advisory, panel of ten art experts' to determine whether taxpayers Have plated
realistic tau market value ap&faisals of art objects donated to charity. IRS News Release,
February 1, 1968, 687 CCH 196k Star Fed. Tax Rep.

11. This restriction arose out of Lourt,dec isions Id 4 revenue ruling dialing with edu'eational
organizations practicing racial discrimination. In Cost Green, the Supreme Court affirmed per-
Luriam the opinion of the -District Court for the ()Istria of Columbia, holding that a deduction
under § 170 was not allowable ror contributions to racially. segregated educational organizatiOns
because suc1 segregation was contiary ,,to the public polio of the United States.' Gfecn v.
Connally, 71-2 USTC ¶ 9529 (D.D.C. 1971), a7rd per curiam sub nom., Colt v. Green, 72-1
USTC 9123:(.S.Ct. 1-971). See also, Rev. Rul: 71-447, 1971-2 Cum. Bull. 230; Rev. Rul.
67.325, 1967.2 Cum. Bull. 113. In McCoy Shultz, 73-1 USTC1 9233 (D.g.c. 1971), the
issue of whether U.S. public policy prevented the deduction of contributions to In organization
which was alleged td discriminate on,-the:basis of sex was raised but not considered. ,

This public'c, policy restriction will presumably be limited in application to situationsAvhere
there is a strong and clear federal Polley at stake. Althpugh the dpcision in GreerOrWeirs to

rirest pmaiily on the "well established principle that the Congressional intent in p oviding tax
deductions and exemptions is not Litinstruecil to be applicable to activities that are either illegal
or contrary to public policy," the decision was'"fortified ... by the consideration that/a
contrary Interpretation of the tax laws wpuld raise serious constitutional questions." It can ttius
be argued that serious constitutional diffiLulties dictated the decision in Green and that
federal policy of a constitutional magnitude can properly by asserted through this otherwise
openended doctrine.

11

12. Revenue Act of 1924 Pub: L. No. 68-176, § 214(a)(10), 4g Stat. 253.

13. Revenue Act of 1913, Pub. L. No. 16, § II. G(a)(2)(f) , 38 Stat. 114.
A

14. Those organizations whit ji are to described in Int. Rev. Code §501(c)(3). It should be
pointed out, however, that 'Me category ,of donee organizations described, in Int. Rev. Code §
170(c)(2) is not identical to the category of exempt organizati s described in Int Rev Code §
01(L)(3). For example, Int. Rev. Code § 170(c)(2) requires at the organaftion be organized

An the United States or in a possession thereof, while Int. Rev. ode § 501(c)(3) does not. -

In addition, the Internal Reiknue Service ruled in 1954 that contributions to other classes of
tax exempt organizations will qualify as charitable contributions if they are earmarked for
separate funds maintained by su),h organizations exclusively for religious, yharitable, scientific,
literary of educational purposes. See key. Rut. 54-243, 1954-1 Cum. Bufl. 92.

15. This restriction was later reworded so as to limit these orga?uzations to those which were
"created or organized" in the United States. The Service has interpreted this restriction to

' disallow the deduction for contributions which are to a domestic charity in certain cases. For
example, where a foreign organization, creates a domestic organization to raise fun,ds in the
United States, contributions to the domestic organization do not qualify. Similarly, contribu-
tions to a domestic organization whose charter provides that all iv funds will be remitted to) a
foreign organization and contributions paid to a domestic organization on the representation
that they will be paid to a foreign organization do not qualify. Co4tributions' otherwise

A
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qualifying as charitable are not disqualified, however, merely because ire donee conducts
charitable activities both at home and abrold, even where the activities conducted abroad are,
for reasons of adMinistrative 4. onvenience, conducted thrbugh a foreign subsidiary..See Rev: Rul.
63.252, 1963.1 101i Rev. Rul. 66-79, 1966.1 Cum. Bull. 48; 'Rev. Rul. 6980,..
1969.1 Cum. Bull. 65.

16. The stated purpose of the provision was to "[El ncourage taxpayers to take into their
hoines_Indtan_cruldren, and also foreign children whose presence in this 4. oantry is sponsored by
a chartable institution, under a program of the cuanizalion designed to provide educational
opportunities 'for pupils or students in private homes. S. Rep. No. 1767, 86th Congres2d
Session 10 (1960).

.

17. For an rf-depth analysis of such interpretative gsues, the leader is referred to the separate
papei Critelia Foi Exemption under Section 501(0)(3)," prepaied fui the Commission by John
P. Persons, John ).0 Osborn, Jr., and Charles F. Feldman of the firm of Patterson, Belknap &
Webb.

18. Rev. Proc. 72.39, 1g7Z2 Cum. Bull. 818.

19. Rev. 1?roc. 72.4, 072-1 Com. § 7.02.

o honor such reliance isc (5rovided bysant. Rev. Code § 7,805(b).
20. 72-39, 1972-'2 Cum. Bull. 818, at § 3. The authority of the Internal Revenue
Servi

`', '. 43/f"
'21. Tax exempt private foundations, i.tiCti are subject to excise tax under Int. Rev. Code §
4945(.d)(5) if they- contribute to .non:ifilalifying organizations, will be especially reluctant to
depart from Publication 78. -c

22. The importance of a Publication 78' listing is well Illustrattd -by the legal battle waged by
Bob Jones' University when the Internal Rev6nue Service revoked Its listing because of "its
reputed racial discrimination. The UniversiOsettempted to enjoin the Service from revoking its
§ 501(c)(3) and § 170(c)(2) ruling letter, an its listing in Publication 78 by alleging irreparable
harm from lost contributions. The Supreme C6urt affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals
denying. the injunction Jon the ground that the University faded to show that under no
circumstances, could the glivernment prevail. Bob Jones tlnrversity v. Simon, 72.i USTC 119245
ID.C. 1972), rev'd, 73-1 USTC ¶ 9815 and 9036 (4th Cir. 1973) aff'd, 74-1 USTC ¶ 9483
(S. Ct. 1974). . .

23. Rev Proc. 72.39, 1972.2 Cum. 13;0. 818, 819, at ¶ 4.03. .
.

24. These new rulei governing !Ile estates and remainders, in trust and outright, are set forth in
Int. Rev. Code § 170(f). r . 1

25. See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 91-413 (Part 1), 91st Congress, 1st Session 58-59 (1969). See also
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-1(e) and Taggart, The Charitable Deduction, 26 Tax L. Rev. 63, 96
(1971:)6. -

26. Int. Rev. Code §664(d)(1).

27. Int. Rev. CodeA 664(d)(2).

`28. Int. Rev. Code § 642(c)(5).

f9. ,See H.R. Rep. No. 91-413 (Parl 1), 91st Congress., 1st Session 58-59 (1969),

30. Int. Rev. Code § 170(f)(4).

31. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-6(b) prpvides that remainders in pooled income funds, charitable
remainder annuity trusts, and charitable remainder utyitrusts be valued in accordance with Trea
Reg,s. § 1.642(c)6, .§ 1.664-2, and § 1.664.4, respectively.

32. Int. Rev. Code § 170(f)(2)(B).
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33. See Treas. Reg. §1.170A-6(c)(3),

34. See H.R. Rep. No. 91.413 (Part I), 91st Congress, 1st Session 60-62 (1969).

35. Int. Rev. Code § 170(f)(2)(D) and Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-6(a)(1).

36. Treat' Reg. § 1.170A-7(a)(2)(i).

37. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-7(a)(2)(ii).

38. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-7(b)(1)(i).

39. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-7(b)(1)(ii), presumably based Upon the following stateTent
contained in the conference committee report: "The conferees on the part of both Hotises
Intend that a gift of an open space easement in gross is'to be considered a gift of an undivided
interest in property where the easement is -in perpetuity. H.R. Rep. No. 91-782, 91st Congress,
1st Session 294 (1969).

40. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-74))(3).

.4..-

41. Int, Rev. Coffe § 170(0(4). ,

42. Rev. Rul. 55-410, 1955-1 Curl. Bull. 297; Rev. Rul. 55.138, 1955.1 Cum. Buil. 223.
Measuring a contribution by its value rather than the donor's tax basis in the property
contributed has resulted in a continuing definitional problem in light of the fact that contribu-
tions of personal services have never been deductible. This fact would not create any particular .
problems if contributions of property were measured by the donbr's basis because a donor has
no basis in his personal services. But because the amount of a contribution, if considered to be

of property rather than of services, is equal to its value, the issue is often raised of
distinguishing services from property. See, e.go., Rev. Rui. 162, 1953.2 Cum. Boll. 127 (donation
of blood is a donation of services);'!.}.R. Holmes, 57 T.t. 430-(films produced by donor were
property); B. Goss, 57 T.C..594 lessays prepared by donor were property).` . - p.

X %.V...
43..7hy donee charity, being taxAkettrit; can of course dispose of the stock without being
taxed. Sie Rev. Rul. 57.328, 1957;2 Curb,i.Bull. 229. ' .

- ,-- '- ..;

_or

44. The proposed amendment was aip,f d by the Report of the House Ways aitd Meansr
Committee as follows: "If a charitable ,e tribution is made in property other than money the

..paef is permitted to deduct the,value .of the property at the,time of the gift, and is not
limited to the cost of the propertt,to him. It is, therefore, to the donor's advantage to make
contributions in securities, or ottIrproperty which Juis appreciated in value-and in this way
avoid tax updn the unrealized capital gain. Therk,ts:ito justification in principle for the
allowance of a deduction for the amount of unreitized,appreciation which has never beep
Included in taxable income." H. Rep.:!No. 1860, 75th.congreis, 3rd Session 20 (1938).

t.11, \
.

states
-

45. The report of the Senate Finance Committee as followi: ,"Representations- were
made to the committee by officials of tiiticational ari.charitable institutions that the effect of:
such a provision would be to discourake '`,111e MakinCofCharitable gifts. itr kind. The committee

that charitable gifts generally out to fieen,co aged_ and so has eliminated this
provision of the House Bill."'S. Rib. No. 1567, 75th CO ,3rd'Session 14 (1938).

-.. ,.,

46. See H.R: Rep, No '91.413, #,Ist:Cotless; lit Se ie-53'(4..,69). The reduction rules are
discussed in detail in "Legal ksetts sif eh aritablkContrib ltcmg of 4pireciated Property 'to Public
Charities," prepared for therorprnission by liCry Mansfield OA Rduaid Grpves of the firm of

Ropes & Gray. t r,
\ ,

47. Int. Rey. Code § 170(e)(1)(A). This pkvision effectively, Jemoves the reason-- for the

controversy described in footnote 42 abOve,, resulting from -the property/services distinction.
Because property deveJope,d by Perlonal efforts-or services'normally,generateSoiclinary income
on sale, the amount of a contribution of such property is the, donor's basis, whichli zero unless
he has incurred out-of-pocket expenses in creating it. As a result, the only reasop for continuing

controversy ,6n this front arises from the ,position of the Service that a contribution of the
property is "to" a charity, while out-of-pocket expenses incurred' In performinfservices are "for
the use of" the charity. See Rev. Rul..58-279; 1958-1 Cum: Bull. 145. , ,

;-4i; : -;,,



48. Int. Rev. Code § 170(e)(1)(8)(1).

49. Int. Rev. Code § 170(e)(1)(13)(ii).

50. Int. Rev. Code § 170(e)(1)(8)(iii).___

51. Treas. Reg. §.1.170k4(b)(4).

52. Taggart, supra note 25, at 121,

53. Treas. Reg. -§ 1.170A-4(b)(3).

5k Furthermore, the regulations provide that a -sale of an insubstantial portion of a set or
collection of tangible personal property _donated does not make the charity's use unrelated. Ibid.

56. Taggart, supra note '25, at 122-.*,

57. -See Rev. Rul. 55.157, 1955-1 Curb. Bull. 293.
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58. U.S. Tieasury Dept., Summary of Tax *Reform Proposals (April 21, 1969).

59. 'Treas. Reg. .§ 1.170A-4(a).

60. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A6(b).

61. See Taggart, supra note 25, at 114-115.

8?Treas. Reg. § 1.1 1:)A-4(-0)(3)(i).

63. 55 Cong. Rec. 6728 (1917) (remarks of Senator Hollis).

64. Sei, e.g., 55 Cong. Rec. 6729 (1917) (remarks of Senator Simmons).

65. In 1969, the Senate rejected the House proposal to change the base to include adjusted
gross income plus the amount of tax preferences noVincluded in the tax base.

In the case of a husband and wife filing a join,t return, the, aggregate contributions of the
couple are limited to the 'applicable percentage applied against the contribution base of the
couple. See Taft,v. HelYering, A0.2 USTC ¶ 9828 (2nd Cir. 1940).

66. The stated purpose for liberalizing the percentage limitation was to further stimulate
support of charitable institutions. See S. Rep. No. 1584, 82d Congress, 2d Session 2 (1952).

67. Educational organizations described in Int. Rev. Code § 503(b)(2), prior to the Tax
Reform Act of 1969. . .

68. Hospitals describe-a in Int. Rev. Code §. 503(b)(5), prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

69. Medical research organizations described 'in Int. Rev. Code § 503(b)(5), lor to the Tax

01%
(N\

Reform Act of 1969. -
,

70. The,statedcongressional purpose behind the,expansion of the privileged. p-pf donee
organizations was to accomplish "greater uniformity. in the availability iof ti additional
10-percent deduction" among gifts which were likely to be put .to immediate chit )',table uses,
because they are made directly to public charities, private operating foundations, or\ oundations
making immediate distributions of all contributions. The more restfiCtive limitation was retained
jgethe case of contributions to private foundations generally, on the giound that these

4.4types of organizations frequently do not make contributions to the operating philan-
thropic organizations for extended ,periods, of time and in the meanwhile use -the funds
for investments. The extra 10-Orcent deduction is intended to encourage immediately

3.16
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spendable receipts of contributions for charitable organizations, H.R. Rep. No. 749, 88th

. Congress, 1st Session 53 (1963).

71., The criteria for determining whether an organization is "pub!' 91 4" are set forth in
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-9(e).,This regulation provides that an or onoill be treated as
:'publicly supported" if the iotal amount of support which the:O .tiori has received for
each of the four taxable years immediately preceding the current t ,able year from govern-
mental units, Contributions made directly or indirectly by. the general public, or a combination
of these soArces, equals at least one-third of the total support received during each 61. those
years. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-9(e)(2) and (4). Organizations failing to meet this test but which
have received.at, least 10 peryent of the aggregate of their support over the preceding four years
from such sources and which.have maintained continuous and bona fide programs for solicita-
tion of funds from such sources may still be treated as "publicly supported" if they can
establish, on the basis,of certain prescribed factors, that they normally receive a substantial part
of their support from soc sources. Treas Reg. § 1.170A-9(e)(3) and (4). The distinction
betweep public and priva -2J1.e.s, is di;Crussect in detail in "An Analyskis ! the Federal Tax

, Distinctihs, Between Public and PriOteCharitable Organizations," prep, the Cornmission,,,_
by Labrens Williams 'ahcrffOri*1/. Moorehead of the firm of Sutheir Ai131411 & ardnnan.

72. H. Rep-. No. 2337," flri Congress, A53 (1954); S. Rep. No. 1622, 83d Congress, 2d Session
207 (1954).

73. ,See e.g., Rev. Rul. 57-507, 1957-2 Cum. Bull. 511; Rev. Rul. 57.562, 1957 -2 Cum. Bull.,
159; T.I.R.'No. 792, 667 CCH 1965 Stand. Fed. Tax Rep. ¶ 6351 (Dec. 17, 1965);, John I.
Appleby, 48 T.C. 330 (1967); Alice Tully, 48 T.C. 235 (1967).

"Y"774. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-8(a)(2).

75, One apparent reason for the increase in the general (Imitation fr 20 percent to 50
percent was to offset the overall effect on private philanthropic support f the removal of the
"unlimited deductuArt" provision.,, The unlimited deduction, rst en ed in 1924, allowed
donors whose charitable contributions over the last ten years ha e. eded 90 percent of their
taxable het income, to deduct all their contributions for the taxab e year without regard to the
applicable percentage limitation.

76. Although Rev. Proc. 72-39, 1979-1 Cum. Bull. 818, authorizing reliance on Publication 71,
is limited to reliance'on the organization's qualification, under Int. Rev. Code § 170(c), the
authority for the Service's position, § 7805(b), as well as its logic, apply equally to reliance on
the classification of the donee as a 50 percent organization.,
77. A prere'm also arises regarding the 30 percent limitation applicable to contributions of
capital gain property where the donation of appreciated capital, gain property is itself an event
requiring the immediate recognition of gain. This problem has apparently been resolved, at least
in the case of a contribution of an installment obligation, by an Internal Revenue service ruling
that the contribution, itself a recognition event, did not invoke 30 percent limitation. See Rev.
Rul. 74. 336,1974 Int. Rev. Bull. No. 23 at 33.

,
78. See H. R. Rep. 91.413 (Part I), 91st Congress-1st Session 52 (1969).

,

79. See H. R. Rep. No. 91.782, 91st Congres 13C Session 292 (1969).

80. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-8(d)(2).

01. Under
the ayq g or surviving corporation in certain tax free reorganizationsJand liquidations._

Rev. Code § 38I(c)(19), the carryov r of corporate contributions is available to

182. See S. R p. No. 830 (P'art 2): 88th Congress, 2d Session 213 (1964).

Rep.,No. 830 (Part 1), 88th Congress, 2d Session 61 (1964).

84. S. Rep. No. 830/Part I), 88th Congress, 2d Session 61 (1964):
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85. The carryover provisiont'-appw to contributions in excess of the dorlor's applicable
percentage limitation in a given year even though the donor elects the standard deduction in
that year. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-1 0(a)(2).

-86. See Treas.-Reg:-§-17170A-40(b), Example (1).c.';

"87: see Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-10(b)(2)a'nd (c)(2).

I bid.

89. See Treas. Reg. § 1.170A -10(b) and (c).

90. See Tree. Reg. § 1.170A-10(e).

91. See, e.g., !nap Land Co., Ltd., 9 T.C. 727 (1947). But see Taggart, supra note 25, at 125,
131.

92. For example, if the property involved had a fair magicet valqe of $20,000 and a basis of
,$1.0,000, the donor could sell the property to charity for $1 0,000.cash and recover his cost
while giving charity the $10,000 appreciation element. His deduction in such a case was for the
$10,000 appreciation element contributed, while the $10,000 realized was treated as a recovery of
his basis, thus generating no income.

93. See H.R. Rep. No. 91.413 (Part I), 91st Copgressi 1st Session 53.54 (1969).

94.-S. Rep. No.-91;413, (Part I), 91st Congress, 1st Session 53 (1969).

95.,See Treas. Reg. § 1.1,011-2(b).

96. Treas. Reg. § 1.1 011-2(a)(1).

97. Treas. Reg. § 1.170A1a).

98. If the property with a fair market value of $20,000 had instead been sold for the donor's
basis of $15,000; the donor would have had a gain of $3,750, and a contribdtion which Int.
Rev. Code § 1 70(e)(1)(A) would reduce to43,75 O. T'he gain, taxable at ordinary income rates,
is equal to the amount of the contribution and, assuming that the percentage limitation rules
are not invoked-, to the amount of the charitable deduction. If the property with a fair market'
value of $20,000 and a basis of $10,000 is sold to.a charity f9r $15,000, applying the basis
allocation first results in a gain of $7,500 and a charitable 'contribution of $12,500, and
applying the reduction rule first gives the donor a gain of $5,000 and a charitable contribution
of zero. Again, assuming the percentage limitations does not come into play', the resulting gain
net of the deduction is the same regardless of which rule is applied first.

99. Treas. Reg. § 1.1 011-2(a)(4).

100. See Joseph B. Simon, 32 T.C. 915 (1959), aff'd, 61.1 USTC ¶ 9136 (3rd Cir. 1-960); First
National-industries, Inc., 26 T.C. 136,(1967), affil, 69-1 USTC ¶ 9145 (6th Cir. 1968), cert.
denied, 394 U.S. 101 4 (1269); Oates v. U.S., 69.2 USTC ¶ 9658 (N.D. Tex. 1969). See also
Crane v: 46-1 USTC 91 2U7dCir 1946), aff'd, 331 U.S,- 1 (1947).

10T: Treas. Reg. §1.1011-2(a)(3). Sie atioTreas. Reg § 1.642(c)- 5(a }(3). '

:A1)2. Labovitz, The Impact of the Private Foundation. Provisions of the Tax Reform Act of
j.14969: Early Empirical Mebsurements,;3 Legal Stud. No. 1 (1974).



PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS IN AN IDEAL INCOME' TAX

William D. Andrews t

Tax expenditure analysis has shown that deductions and exclusions are
inferior devices for implementing nontax policies. In. this Article Professor
Andrews agrees ,shAt it is useful to evaluate departures from an ideal
income tax as'tax expenditures, but maintains that the ideal for this pur-
pose must be carefully stated and worked out to embody the intrinsic
objectives of the tax Starting from a formulation by Henry Simons,
Professor Andreps argues that an ideal, personal income tax is one in
which tax burdens are apportioned to a taxpayer's aggregate personal
consumption and accumulation. Then, focusing on the .consumption
component of the tax base, he examines two provisions of the
-)5resent tax lawthe medical expense deduction and the charitable
contribution deduction land contends that there are persuasive,
reasons why the concept of personal consumption for tax purposes
should be elaborated in a way that excludes medical services and
whatever satisfactions one, gets from making charitable contributions.
Finally, Professor Andrews explores some of the implications that his
analysis has for other aspects of personal income taxation.

,

A variety of provisions in the income tax law are now described as tax
° expenditures and, evaluated., as if they involved direct government

Je xpenditures equivalent in amount and distribution to the revenue reduction
,they produce 1 The medical expense deduction, for example, is described as
the equivalent of a direct expenditure program by which the federal govern-
ment provides partial reimbursement for extraordinary medical expenses.2 So
viewed, of course, theprovision seems tq..refl ct ati upsidedown idea of policy
because the rate of reirribursernent is thei4 payer's marginal tax rate, this
results in relatively generous rates of reirrthu ement for the well-to-do, while
it provides nothing at all for the very poor w, o presumaply haye the greatest
need.' . '.f. ,,f' . .4.;\

. ;, b I 't
Similarly, the charitable contribution deduc as Peen described as a ,

kind of government matching gift prOgJa r t e support of taxpayers' ;
charities. 3 Again the d4stributiqn of matchi'n rant is effectively skewed to
favor the charities of the wealthy bec tise dirNgher marginal tax rates: in
the 70% bracket, for example, the c einm ; 4,,tfibutes $70 to match the
taxpayer's $30 contribution, while i the 0%;A:iracket the Government's

. matching grant is only $20 for eaoh $80 csnt ibuted by the taxpayer. Further-
more, theresare other difficulties. Presyrne lyi we, would not ermit dirdct
government expenditures a'ntdi gt-- s. And if we
were to have programs of direct suppOh f "r th r h iti , i stems likely thit
we would insist upon a much more tigo ev uati of priorities than the
tax expenditure mecftanism provi EiS"4-i,'.' , )'

These are devastating, cthicism If they are Corr seems to me the
provisions in question are indefenva. tbt ysfeeling is that the criticisms
are somehowoverstAted and that more sense- tan be made out of these,t
provisions than tax expendituje avalYsi immediately indicates. To .tie sure,
there are other Provisions 6f;he tax I , like thd exclusion of mupicipal bond
interest, with respect tO whi, think the' tax ekpenditure arfalysis is
completely valid. But i s'ap ratio to,the medical expense and charitable 7
contribution deducti seems to ti elsomehow to miss the mark.

Professor of Law, rvard Law School. Repiinied by permission of the author and Harvard Law
Review. Copyrig 1972 by the Harvard Law ReviewnAssqciStion.
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,==-e''k,:k 4 ) i'I 1 hi.s principal lesson to be derived from the tax expenditure analysis, I think;

.7 is
,
that deductions (or exclusions) in the individual Income tax are inferior

dey ic es, tur implemen Ong ybiectiyes extraneous to those of the tax itself This
-4S ,^,...bii, mostli because of graduated rates It will not generally make sense to

ilisfributtgoYernmitnit funds according to the grcluated rates in the personal
/

. n-fr'-on,re-tax.unle' the purpose of the distribution is intrinsically related to the
s,,-4,fdlytgbiirtlyn of ta.x: ird .n .that those rates are designed to effect 4

,/
I. f. - Bilt, this lesso, 1, ts

it imperatiVie, to f9...us very carefully upon the
..,,-., . qu4tion h',etiler J,kurposes underlying a particular provision are indeed

,Atraneou thl iptr pses of the tax ,Put the other way, it makes it
k, in4ber4 mat;islci carefully A h e t h e r a pruyision can be defended by

referent; IOW-1r 0 ters of tax p cy before evaluating it as if it were
s,urrie else T he \ta:, enditure an is itself does not lead us to focus on
the rgn 'I, 5 EP ,t zat o , tax expenditure and analogy to a

\; der )fOrcik 4,;_ene..4 ,,.h imply provision serves purposes outsidee-
tho q,,,, t13-0*-.. --systern't

made
cruc ,' , dgrdent about underlying purpose0_.

tends, thprefitn, to get maoe by min n when aproy ision is classified as a
tice*peridnuee, before the arialysigts,:.i,begins t'

It Yle look hacrc at the basis Cif classir ation utilized by the tax expenditure
anaik;_sts, we e find, that any provision wfx iexemptsor otherwise treats income
differently on account of its pa'rticuIIa source or use is classed as a tax
expenditure slThe underly ing assumpti is, in effect, that an. ideal personal
income tax would apply comprehensiY y and without exception to all income

,whateyer its source and however 4 is.1,dsed, and that any departure from that
(5- north must be Justified, if at all, IDy,referent.e to extraneous purposes But

.,./- analysis in teriuks of tax expenditurOas made that assumption top mportant
',/' to accept withut Critical reexa anon .

.* ..

tax'I agree that in the end it is us ul to speak in terms of an ideal income tax
and to evaluate-departure fr m the ideal a5 tax expenditures whose pur-
poses, not being reflecteoik the ideal, must be extraneoug4to those of the
tax 6 But the ideal for thistti rp ose must be carefully shaped and refined to

,. retlect the intrinsic obiectiv of the tax The Unelaborated simple idea of a
' comprehensive tax on all ome without distinctions of source or use ,B a

good starting point and useful touChstorfe for identifying particular
,f5rovisions to be discussed,, ut it must be, regarded as:1pntative and subject to
refinement The tax expe iture analysis makes the precise conrknt of the

, ideal too important for us o be able fo'accept any general, a prioriVefr
,-,.. as a final formulated i 4.-up

therefore, the quest
fro dpo

at the ax, ,enditurs analysis makes it urgent
Approaching the dpoint of any particOlar proviski

consider is whether h prolusion c. Inteflfetn.Wkr
refinement in our notion of an i' ,,,er al income Wiarrat"htirtithan a
departure from it 0 y rf th,at irpthe gegativeJoaMibe
proy ision be adeq I erwere a direct ex6encliture unrelated

.,.

to the collection
These considerations have led me to reexamine the'content Of our notion of

an ideal personal income tax A relation to the question of personal
deductions to try to see whether, and under what conditions, deductions can
be regarded as refinements instead.of departures from the ideal This paper
sets forth the results ofthat reeNammatidn, first in general terms and then in
specific relate to t meclicat-tisOnse deductipn and the charitable
contra n e irction, kinath,/;, there is a brief indication of some of the

I
'I'm 'cations the anal*sisjrriar have for other issues

. In...general I will argue that an ideal personal income tax is one in which tax.

,,-,,.> burdens are accurately apportioned to a taxpayer's aggregate personal
k: i
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consumption and accumulation of real goods and services and claims
theretothe uses to which income is typically put rather than the sources
frOm which it is derived This formulation is suggested by Henry Simons'
definition of personal income as the sum of personal consumption and
accumulation ' More importantly, it is consistent with the primary, intended,
real effect of the tax, which is to reduce private consumption and accumula-
tion in order to free resources for public use The practical ppepating base on

,i
which the tax is computed consists of income transactions, but the ultimate

, /
object of the tax is to lay a uniform graduated burden on aggregate consump-
tion and accumulation -

This formulation of an ideal does not provide dear or easy answers to all
specific questions of income determination because it incorporates the
ambiguities implicit in the concepts of consumption and accumulation.
Consumption in particular is not a self-defining term In'practicewe start from
a tentative definition that includes whatever people spend their money for.
HOwe\,er,, that is only a convenient starting point from which to try to move
toward a more refined concept defined ultimately in terms of real nods and
senices To'make taxable income conform with,this more refined concept
ideally requires, as Simons clearly recognized, an addition to cash income for
goods and services included in the refined consumption concept but not
purchased 8 It also requires,, though this has not been so widely recognized, a
/deduction for expenditures for items not included either in the refined
consumption concept or in accumulation The central question about any
particular ded.uction provision is whether there is good reason, in refining the.:
concept PI personal consumption as a component,of taxable incolne, to

Mcclude the particular goods or services for which the deductible expenditure
Is Made. .,

., ,

us, in'e\,altglIng the medical expense deduction the underlying 'question
.

.rs,whet 'er Medical services should be included or excluded in the refined1511

conce t oservicespersonal consumption for tax purposes For many purposes, of
course, rleclekcal services are properly classed as personal consumption. But
for `purpOses','of interpersonal comparisons of taxable capacity there are
perstfasive reasons for excluding medical services As between two people
with othejoise similar patterns of personal consumption and accumulation, a
greater utilization of medical services by one is likely not to reflect any greater
material Welt-being or taxable capacity, berf rather only greater medical need,
Ultimately the question of excluding medical serv4ces from the tax base is a
questforr of judgment But there is a rational argument to be made for it, in
terms that are quite germane to the elaboration of an ideal personal tax base,
not extraneous objectives This is the basis on which the medical expense
deduction should be primarily evaluated, .

.

_ Evaluating the charitable contribution deductiqn is considerably more
complex Should personal consumption, as a coniponent in our base for
distributing or allocating income tax burdens, reflect the provision by
churches, schools, museums, and other charities of, collective goods and /
services financed largely by voluntary contributions? And if so, how can the
value of such goo s and services be measured and on whose return should
they be reported erecipient of the services or the contributor who pays for
them? In the ca1 of many charitable contributions the material goods or
services purchased with the contributed funds inure entirely to the benefit of
persons other than the donor, and the donor enjoys only the nonmaterial
satisfaction of making a gift Even in the case of charities like churches which
provide'Some service to their donors, the benefits received by the donor have
many of the marks of free or collective goods, which are generally not reflect-
ed in our tax base In the case of food, clothing, housing, 'and other divisible
goods the price system operates to may gat one pays an accurate nitasuref
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N
of what he gets Therefore, a tax on income spent Sor these items will
apportioned in fair relation to consumption But"- in the case of collect'
goods financed with contributibns there is no such correspondence betwe
what one contributes and what he, receives.-

A good argument can be made that taxable personal consumption shoUld
be defined to include divisible, private, goods and services whose
consumption by one household precludes enjoyment by -others, but not
collective goods whose enjoyment is nonpreclusive or the nonmaterial statis-
factions that arise from making contrib\uttops. Whether to accept this
argument and where to dram, the required lines are matters of policy choice
and judgment rather than logical demonstration, but again the question is one
that is intrinsic to the elaboration of an ideal personal tax base. It is primarily
nn this basis that the charitable contribution deduction should be evaluated.

I n'stimmary, there are substantial arguments in favor of both these personal
deduction provisions that are intrinsic arguments of tax policy germane to the.,
basic question of how to achieve a fair distribution of personal tax burdens.
Moreover, these are arguments that illuminate the concept an ideal
personal taZbase, as well as the particular deduction provision in question,
and make the elaboration of the former bear on the evaluation of the latter
and vice versa

The concept of an ideal personalincome tax base developed here, while
derived impart from Henry Simons' formulation,, is admittedly different from
the common interpretation of his position The common interpretation would
include in the base all income from any in-come-producing activity, whatever
it may be used for The statement that income equals consumption plus
accumulation is interpreted not as a definition of income but rather as an
accounting identity between different and in some respects opposite things,
somewhat like the statement that assets equal liabilities plus net worth. The
terms of the identity have to be interpreted consistently to make it hold, but
the identity is 'more a definition of income in terms of consumption and
accumulation thap it is a definition of co,nsumptig4 ;in, terms of incon'te and
accumulation And Simons himself,: though he-ibffered, the identity as a
definition of personal income for tax purposes, did not draw the conclusions
from it that are set forth in this paper 9 All he meant, at least some would say,
was thatgain or accretion is to be included in the tax base whatever its source,
arid, whether it is spent or saved.10

In tilt end, therefore, the position taken in this paper.can be more clearly
expressed byrisubstithition of terms than by a definition of income. Instead of
saying income means consumption plus accumuldtion, let us say directly that
an ideal personal income tax is one in which tax burdens are accurately
apportioned-' to aggregate *personal consumption plus accumulation. A
personal income tax is computed on the basis .of income transactions; but
ultimately it) fairness depends on how well taxable income can be made to
reflect a refined conception of aggregate personal consumption plus accumu-
lation This paper is an exploratibn of the reasons for that ideal and its
implications, particularly in relation to the personal deductions for medical
expehses-and for charitable contributions.

Again, the statement that an ideal income tax would be one apporitioned to
aggregate personal consumption and accumulation does not resolve all
particular questions of personal income determination. But it does specify
what the real problems arenamely, thdse that have tp do with ambiguWees
and refinements in the notions of personal consumption and accumulatitn...
And those are precisely the problems dealt with by the personal deductiOn
proViions."

On the other hand, the statement dyes reveal ,that many distinctions are
irrelevant to an ideal personal income taxnamely, those that hAve rio

I
,.
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relation to the measurement of personal conswmption'or accumulation In,
general, distinctions based on sources of income do not reflect differences in
consumption or accumulation 11 Indeed, th was Henry Simons' main point,
that the personal income tax should tie purg!d of source chstinctions.12 Pro-
visions that draw such distinctions dohave to be justified, if at all, by --
considera9ons extraneous to the centrarpuipose of a perional 'income tax;
and it is therefore perfectly appropriate to evaluate them as if they had been
cast in the form of direct eXpenditure qrograms.13

The concept of an ideal personal income tax developed here has relevance
for a variety of concrete issues other than the Medicalexpense and charitable
contribution deductions, but these lie essentially beyond the scope of this
paper In particular, it has implications for the question whether we should
have graduated personal taxes tied more closely to aggregate personal
cons'ump,tiqn eicpenditilfes-,ilone instead of total income or accretion.14 The
argument here is that, whether vye ultimately decide to fax consumption plus
accumulation or only coumption, it will be useful to view the tax as
fundamentally a tax on Uses to which income is put. If that view is taken, it
places the choice between taxing consumption and taxing total accretion in a
new light because, Yon) the point of view of,use of resources, accumulation is
in some respects jukt4he'opposiee of consumption Furthermore; if we can
learn to see the pe,*(nal income tax as an indirectly measured tax on uses of
resources, the shift fpward a more explicitly,c.onsumption-briented tax may
appear Much less radlcal Than it is commonly assumed to be

Neverthele 'nation of the questiqn whether ultimately to try to
apportion taxe current consumption or to -total accretion is beyond the

itscope of this per That question has to do zwith the accumulation
component of cretion, and requires an examination. of the relation
between accumula on and consumption and of the lications of
combining or separgilft flue .two This paper has to do wi the 'simpler
question of specifying what shObidAlge .Trtfalttitivtift onsumption
component of the tax base, whether or not accumulation is also included

. I

AN IDEAL PERSONAL INCOME, TAX

Specification of an ideal persorial income tax base often takes the form of a
definition 15 An ideal perAonal income tax would be one under which all
personal income is taxedlf uniformly and comprehensively. It therefore
remains only to define what coKtitutes personal income in order' to know
what an ideal personal income tax base would be.

Definition, of course, should not be mistakerrfor demonstration, definition
indicates only the meaning being assigned to the terinefined Nevertheless, I
prOpose to follow precedent by starting with an exploration of the meaning of
the term income, not becauw it demonstrates what an ideal personal income
tax base would be, but because it does expose the principal possibilities and
their interrelationships Moreover, a discussion in terms of meaning provides
some suggestion of how thought on the subject may indeed have evolved.

The Walling of Personal Income

Personal income is a complex concept whose meaning includes several
overlapping strands In particular, at least four senses of the term may be
relevant to its use as a tax base (1) iAcome as regular, recurring cash receipts,
.(2) income as compensatiOn for services or use of capital or both combined, in

3 ..,/` 3 t-maw i ri,-&
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whatever form received, (3) income as net accretion in whatever fOrm
received and from whatever source, and (4) income as aggregate consumption
plus accumulation of real goods and services or claims theretoincome t6
the determinant of one's standard of livingwhatever its source. ,

To a large extent these senses overlap, representing different aspectA)f the
same thing Money income as both what one receives as compensation for
services or return on capital investments and, typically the medium of
extharige through which one commands private goods or services for con-* sumption or ticcumulation Money 4ncome is what one gets for his participa-
tion in the production sector of the economy and also is the measure of his
entitlement td participate in the distribution sector Iri,deed, it is these
relations among different aspects that make income an interesting and
powerful unitary concept ,

But the overlap of meaning is not complete There are many instances of
services compensated otherwise than with money or not compensated at all,
and of goods.and sere ices consumed without the expenditure of money or the
provision of services or any othei explicitexchange. The treatment of these
.instances'is crucial to the elaboration of an actual income tax base, and seems

),to require an attempt to determine which sense or senses of the term should
control when their application to particular items does not produce consistent

. results
i

. .

1 Von0 Income.Income in the sense of recurring cash receipts from a
regUIP source or a reasonably limited number of definite, ascertainable
sources is the practical base on which incpcne taxation is built. However the )
term may be refined, the fact that income isteflected to large extent by cash
receipts from sources which can be satisfactorily ideriified and audited is.
what makes an income tax possible Indeed, what makes a mass income tax
feasible is the fact that for many taxpayers income is adequately represented
by cash payments from a single source,, the taxpayer's employer,, who can be
pressed into service as collector of the tax through withholcking. Whatever
refinements of the concept of income may be proposed, practical considera-
tions absolutely require that this primary tie to cash receipts as a base be
recognized and preserved .

However, it has apparently never been thought that money income, as
such, would serve asan ultimate ideal of a personal tax base Income is to be
taxed in whatever form received.16 Money income in some sense represents
or stands for som thing else, and the tax is-ultimately to be Apportioned
according to th something else' A tax that rested on money
income as such, without refinement, would be too easy to defeat in many
situations by the institution of barter exchanges or other forms of realization

. in kind.
. .

2 Income as Compensation for Services or Use of Capital.Money income
is ordinarily received for the performance of services or the investment of

"capital in productive enterprises, or for both combined in the case of direct
operation of a business enterprise. Money Income is primarily what one is
paid, for his participation in the production sector of the economy..In going
beyond or behind money income in its simplest sense to the thing it stands
for, therefore, one comes naturally to the notion of com'pensation for services
and return on capital investment. One might say, accordingly, that income-is
to be defined for tax purposes as compensation for services 'or relay) derived
from capital or from labor and capital combined in whatever form realized 17

Functionally, this definition of the term in ome would require that' we
begin with money income and then add ething for compensation for
services or return on capital investment received in any other form. It would

3 4.; 4
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als1S suggest that cash receipts should be excluded if they do not represent
compensation for services or return on investment. Gifts and prizes for which
one does not compete; for example, may not represent compensation for
services But in this respectthis sense of the term income has come to seem to
restricted to serve as an ultimate ideal for a personal tax base There is no
reason to exclude a gain or receipt from taxable income solely because it
represents a -windfall rather than compensation for services or use of
capital,18 a gain is no less spendable for food or entertainment or anything
else because is unearned.

In fact, income as compensation for services .or return on capital, in
whatever form received,has continued to be an influential idea in shaping the
income tax, 19 but it has been generally rejected as an. ultimate specification
of an ideal personal tax base.,

3 Income as Accretiory , Rejecticin of an9und of source limitation brings
us to Haig's conclusion that,, idealfy, taxa§le income should be defined as gain
or accretion, in whatever form received and from whatever source derived.20
But accretion is a very abstiact idea that "does not go far to describe its
content in relation to particular problems of income determination "21 What
is gain or accretion and how is it to be identified if ft-it-either by source of OM
or form of receipt? Does it include accretion to.a poet's reputation, to a
politician's power, to a young man's professional prospects?

4. Income as Consumption Plus ACcumulation. To give more $ipecific
content to the notion of accretion, Henry Simons adv4nced what is now the
most widely accepted definition of personal income for tax purposes, defining
it not in terms of sources but of uses In its oft-quoted long form the definition
states,22 J

Z..alonal income may be defined as-the algebraic sum of (1) the market
e of rights exercised in consumption apd (2) the change in the value

of the store of property rights between the beginning and end of the
period in question.

In its short form, as Simons repeated it throughout his book, income is
consumption Plus accumulation.

Simons' definition makes distinctirns among sources of gains or receipts
irrelevant, since a dollar will support the same amount of consumption or
accumulation whether it comes from labor, dividends, municipal bond
interest, gambIllgg, or oil To repeat, the irrelevance of source distinctions for
income tax purposes was,Simons' man point. His major practical proposals
for change in the income tax had to do with the elimination of favored
treatment of items like municipal bond interest23 and capital gain5424 and he
even urged inclusion of gifts and bequests in the taxable income of the
recipient 25

Insofar as either Haig's or Simons' definition eliminates source distinctions
it simplifies the concept of income But Simons' definition literally -imports
into the definition of taxable income all the ambiguities implicit in its own
te,rm'S, consumption and accumulation The notion of personal consumption,
in particular, might theoretically be expended almost indefinitely to include a
variety of, fringe benefits and items of imputed income which it would be
whol14, impractical to try to reflect directly in any operational definition of
taxable income Consequently, to. give his definition practical,...operative
content, a sensible line must be drawn indicating what to include in- the
category-of-con trnmOtiorr

,

Simons saw this problem clearly Indeed, it would be hard to improve on his
LuC'icl discussion of consumption income in kind 26 Income should be

43 .
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defined, he wrote, to include substantial fringe benefits provided in kind
which a taxpayer would otherwise have_to purchase out of after-tai income
But with respect to some items, particularly in the entertainment category, .-,
there is an insuperable problem of valuation, especially when such benefits
sere mixed compensatory and business-promotional objectives "Often
nothing 19,,,the situation gives any sure indication of how much, if anything,
the recipient would have paid for the benefit if it had not been provided in

.:,, kind Simons recalled Kleinwachter's conundrum of the Fliigelachutant to the
prince whose duty was t6 accompany the prince to the theater and operas, to
banquets, and on hunts Should he-6e taxed on the value of his horses, food,
and entertainment, and if so, how much? And suppose, "as one possible cowl-
plication, that the Paige/adjutant detests opera and. hunting "27 A more
current example would be the businessman whose work takes him to Europe
tw ice a year How are we to ascertain in such a case whether foreign travel is a
boon or a burden? ,

The problem can be restated, though hardly resolved, in terms of. a
distinction between ultimate consumer goods and services and intermediate
goods or services which area produced as a stei5 toward production of
something else 28 The question then is whether the businessman's travel is an
ultithate good or a step in the production of other thingswhether he travels--) to earn his income or whether he works partly in order to travel Putting the
problem this way does not resolve it,. however, because motives are often
mixed or hard to ascertain or both 29 .

.

The problem of distinguishing ultimate from intermediate goods does not
arise solely because employers provide benefits in kind, but rather because of
the necessity of assessing %Aat is required to get a particular job done. An
employee may be required, for example, to travel or entertain for reasons
related to business, but at his own expense,, and then the issueOvill not be
whether to include a noncash item in his income, but whether to allow a
deduction for his expense In either event, however, the underlying inquiry is
the samewhether the travel or entertainmenrin question should be treated
in effect as a taxable item in the consumption component of the employee's'
income The deduction serves as an adjustment to -get from cash income to
taxable ,consumption whed some money income has been spent on an item
not intended ultimately to be taxed

Beyond fringe benefits there are all sorts of items of imputed, income that
could be taken into account Most importantly the consumption return on
owner-occupied housing, and perhaps some other high-value consumer
durables, should ideally be included in income.30 There is also a substantial
dement of imputed in me in the' performance of housekeeping and other
services for cOnsumpti n in kind within the household. Indeed, even leisure is
an element of imput d income in the consumption category since it too
represents an altepnative use of time and energy which are themselvewcarce
economic resources 31 . -,t''

Simons did hot assert that all these items should be included in taxable
income Neither'did he suggest that there is any easy way to sort out what
should be included from what should be ignored These are difficult problems
in which competing considerations of fairness and practicality mu* be
continuously weighed against one another, Compromises must be worked
out, trade-offs must be considered With respect to imputed income from
owner-occupied housing, he concluded It should be taxed, notwithstanding
the valuation problems involved, because it is a,substantial item and one that
varies considerably in value among different households.32 With respect to
services produced and consumed within the household, he concluded that
these could be left out of account in practice because of the immensity of the
valuation problems involved and because disparities in the distribtitron of
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such services among households at any particular income level could be
assumed to be less substantial 33 In addition, he pointed out that the
omission of leisure from the tax base is largely an offset to the omission of
services performed within the household, since to the extent one performs
such services he sacrifices his leisdre and vice versa.34

Of course, some households have less of their members' time to Ogvote to
either leisure or household services because more is taken up with employment
outside the home It would probably not be practical to try to measure and
value such differences-in available time diVectly But it would.be possible td
reflect them roughlynd indirectly by re}ritituting an earned ,income credit
under which earned income would be partially omitted frorn,the tax base. On
its face an earned income credit looks as if it iramcltjces a Source distinction
into iltptirrctrflitc ittel-ttAreter'rf 'Might 7tfuaily be. the most

time
way

ther*s to provide some reflection of differences in use df time and energy
between people who work for their income and those who do not. Simons
seems to have favored the idea of an earned income credit, although it was
not one of his central concerns.35

In rela to these problems the concept of consumption is not one that
enters int "Simons' definition of personal income with a simple, fixed, or
pre etermined meaning It rather a concept calling for creative elaboration
to of tuate the practical implemeptation of the purposes of the tax. If

ons' definition of personal income were intended only to settle meaning
and eliminate amtguity, it would have to be. rated a failure since the
ambiguities implicit kn consumption land accumulation) are no less than
those implicit in the term income itself But 'Simons' definition indicates the
direction in which meaning should be elaborated and where the real problems
of tax policy are to be found, What is important about money income for tax
purposes,. Simons' formulation.indicates, is not so much that it'reflects one's
participation in the production sector, but that it determines his participation
in the distribution sector And when we say income is to be taxed-in whatever
form received, it is the latter relation, not the former that'we should seek to

'refine If a taxpayer's contributions in the production sector are more or less
what he 15 paid, it really does, not matter, he should be taxed on what he

is pal. anyway But if a person's money income fails to givg a fair general
measure or his participation in the distribution of real goods and services,
then 'We must consider. how great the disparity is and whether there are
practical ways to adjust for it Hard policy problems do not have simple
answers Simons carihot tell us in advance just what has to be taken into
account, and how to'make taxable inccime as fair and practical as possible a
reflection of aggregate consumption and accumulation, but he does tell us
that this is-the problem to which we should address our efforts.

Simons' definition in principle requires. that if a taxpayer's consumption
includes substantial' items not paid for, these should be added to money
income On the other hand, if his consumption and accumulation of real
goods and services (or claims thereto) is less than his money income, for
whatever reason, in any substantial and ascertainable way, then under
Simons' definition that discrepancy should be adjusted for by a deduction from
money income Thus, if a taxpayer paykfor travel or entertainment that does
not represent consumption to him because it is only a means of getting his Job
done he gets A business deduction. But the same principle 4,, applicable to
any other expenditure that does not represent personal consumption or
accumulation, whether or not at is business-connected.

This last implication has of been generally recognized Simons himself did -
not develop or even clearly admit it There is a tendency to continue thinking
of income in terms of inco e-producing transactions and, therefore, to think
that net income once earn d and received is income whatever is done with it.
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Thus Simons' identity(4.4p be satisfied (in this respect) by including in
consumption anirthing.&le spends his-money on, except for the production of
more income 3bBut either that thought is circular since jt effectively defines
consumption in terms of income or it represents rev rsion to other senses of
income income avash receipts or -income as c mpensation, If we ,take
literally Simons' specification that iny Is to e defined in terms of
consumption and accumulation, then a deduction. should be allowed
whene%er money is expended for anything otk,er than personal consumption
or accumulation And that, arguably is the intrinsic:, role of personal
deductions ,

'Pt

The Purpose of a Personal Income Tax

Identification of an ideal personal tax base as aggregate personal
consumption plus accumulation makes good sense in terms of the purpose
and effect of a personal tax The primary intended effect of a direct, personal
tax must_be to dmert economic resources away from personal consumption
and accumulation SoMe part of the national output which would otherwise
be consumed or accumulated by pmate :individuals is to be devoted to public
purposes Government expenditures are the deice by which particular goods
and 5,.er% ices are devoted to public use, and taxation is the mechanism for
imposing and distributing the corresponding reduction in pmate consume'
tion and accumulation which must accompany the commitment of part of the
aggregate national product to public purposes 37

If the primary intendedeffect of the tak is to cause a reduction-of private
consumption and accumulation of real goods and services, then it malc,es
sense to distribute the reduction in some kind of uniform (though graduated)
relationship to the amount of consumption and accumulation people would
otherwise enjoy The effect of imposing direct personal taxes on the basis of
aggregate consumption plus accumulat4on is to tre all people at any particu-
lar level of consumption and accumulation alike wit-Bout regard to differences
in the means by which their consumption and actcumulation are financed. The
result is that people at any given level of consumption plus accumulation
before the tax, will remain at the same level as one another after the tax,

ahaving borne an equal reduction by reason of the.tax
This is all equally true, perhaps even more clearly so, if we think part of the

purpose of a graduated income tax is relative redistribution What we mean to
redistribute, ultimately, must be shares of real goods 'and services which
persons otherwise would be fonsuming or accumulating, the disparities we
mean to mitigate are disparities in aggregate distributive shares of real goods
and ser%ices, whatev,er the form and source of those disparities Accordingly,

lakes sense to try.to define taxable income to provide as refined a reflec-
19, of aggregate real consumption and accumulatio,n as it is practical to

fueve. ,

''There is a more familiar way. of stating the purpose of the income tax that
may seem to point in a somewhat different direction. taxes are to be levied
according to ability to pay, and such abilityis shown by the receipt of income
whether or not it is devoted to personal consumption and accumulation But
ability to pay expresses only a most vague and general idea of tax policy.38 It
expresses a rejection 9f a benefit approach in which one tries to assess taxes in
relation to the distriBution among taxpayer4 of the benefitslicif government
services But it hardly goes any further because it f nls to specify how ability is
to be measurgri, There is.no warrant for an a ori assumption that money
income without adjuitments is an ideal inde of ability.
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One way to measure ability to pay taxes is in terms of aggregate personal
consumption and accumulation because this is..twhat it is assumed will ulti-
mately be sacrificedlo pay, the tax. Another way is in terms bf power or

alth, including personal earning capacity, because to the extent 4man has
-power in evess of his personal consumption and accumulation he can pay the
tax withotiffurtailing them- A tax on wealth including earning power whether
ekercis'ed3/46r.not,,, would have the' further advantage of being neutral with
respect, to taxpayers'choices between work and leisure, thus leading'in theory
to the most efficient allocation of time and energy between the two. But is it
feasible to get a satisfactory index of power in this broader sense? And What
adjustrnentS in taxpayers' affairs would imposition of such a tax require?

sUnexercised-earning power is a source bf ability toi.pay, but it would be very
cliffjcUlt \t-0 measure Moreover, it is not clear we would want an income tax
that wouTd_compel people to take higher paying lobs than they would other-
wise dhoose in order to raise the funds to pay the tax. f3Ut if we do not tax a
man on what he declines to earn, then why should we tax him on what he does
earn !DLit does not devote to his own personal consumption or accumulation?

r

The Strategy of Personal Income Taxation

Art ideal base for distributing personal tax burdens may be aggregate
,

personal consumption plus accumulation of real goods and services. But it is
not feasible to measure that quantity directly We rely on money expenditures .

to Provide a practical measure of the realg.consumption and accumulation
which such spending buyS. However, it is not practicakto record and audit.
even personal expenditures directly. Consequently, we rely on the long run
equivalence between money income and money expenditures for consump-
tion and accumulation and compute the tax on the basis of the former.

.The strategy of persOnal income taxation 'is to take money income as a
readily ascertainable starting place,. knowing that money income is either
spent or accumulated and that money expenditures provide a measure of total
consumption plus nonmoney4ccumulation. hen such adjustments are made
as are practical and desirable to achieve a mo refined reflecti6n of aggregate
real consumption and accumulation Indeed, n practice the starting point is
money income from a limited number of so rtes, even though in the end we
donotthink differences in source rherit differences in tax treatment. For many
taxpayers the computation of taxable income begins and ends with rInolley
income received-by the taxpayer from his employer, and the tax is,pr7fIrily
collected by withholding from salaries and wages. But additions are made for
cash receipts from other sources as well, and for a limited number of noncash
receipts Ideally we might find reason to make a great many mote adjustments
than we do Real problems of tax policy present and (tun; on the continuing 4-
resolution of the endless conflict between realization bf the ideal -of.a uniforrn.
reflection of aggregate real personal consumption and accumulation and the
practical necessity of keeping the computation of taxable income lufficiently
near to i'ts money income base. _

In this description of the strategy of income taxation, earlier senses of the .

term income have not been discarded after all. Money income from
employment d investment rerniins the primary base on which-the income
tax is to be com ted Aggregate personal consurripdpn'plus accumulation is
not the computa onal base but rather the ideal toward h the
computation should point The -strategy of personal income taxatiONSID -nds
upon the relations among earning and spending and saving, in somewhat e
same way that the full meaning of the term income embraces the several idea
of cash receipts, ellitnings in any form,, and4disposable income whatever its

31'
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source This richness of reference is not revealed by a declaration of tax policy
in terms of any single-valued definition of 'personal income.

Since multiple meanings are involved, the matter may be more clearly put
by using several terms Let Income retain only its most common senses.
money income or net return from services or capital investment. An income
rax is then any tax computed and collected on the basis of income trans-
actions as commonly understood. But our object in designing the tax. is to
make it impose a uniformly graduated burden on aggregate personal con-
sumption plus accumulation The personal income tax is thus an indirectly
measured tax on aggregate personal consumption and accumulation. Income
transactions provide the practical basis for computing and collecting the tax,
but aggregate personal consumption and accumulation are its real objects.

This makes it explicit that while the computation <and administration of the
tax will center around income transactions as commonly understood, con-
sumption and accumulation describe the goal or ideal toward which the
practical computation should be directed The fact that consumption is itself
a term full of ambiguities, perhaps more than the term income, should not
bother us much in this context Purposes are often expressed in vaguer terms
than the concepts used for implementation. Pu4ng the matter this way will
also leaye us freer to elaborate the notions of consumption and accumulation
as ultimate objects of personal taxation, unembarrassed by any implicit
limitations which they may assume when used in a definition of income. In
some respects consumption, at least, is just the opposite of income, and the
definition of one in terms of the other may tend to obscure relevant features
of both terms

This way of thinking about the income tax, as an indirectly measured tax on
something else, should not be unfamiliar Taxes are often laid on one set of
transactions, or even parties, as a way of getting indirectly at something else.
Sales taxes are collected from sellers on the basis of their receipts, but are
commonly thought to be shifted to purchasers and to constitute ultimately
.and intentionally a burden on consumption by the purchasersor on
consumption and investment if there is no exemption for capital goods.39

' Perhaps a closer analogy in some respects is the gasoline tax, which is silt'
seen as an indirectly measured tax on highway use It would be total) im-
practical to try to charge tolls'directly for all use of public highways ut it is
quite practical to tax gasqline sales, which provide in turn quite a good initial

.gauge of highway use.40'
,From beyond the realm of taxes (as such) it may be helpful to consider the

problerri of the ski area operator On many mountains it would be impractical
to try to charge.skiers directly for their downhill runs. But every ski area
operator knows the easy answer to that problemcharge them for riding up
the lift l'ildeed, it is quite feasible, if one wishes, to charge each skier rather
accurately for his aggregate amount of downhill skiing, measured vertically,
by reason of the equivalence over time between ascent on the tow and
descent on the hill 41 \

At one ski slope in Vermont there is a sign next to the tow proclaiming'that
the skiing is free People sometimes talk about the personal income tax as if it
imposed rice burden on consumption because it leaves people free to do as
they wish with their income. :The two ideas are analogous and similarly
revealing What makes it possible not to chgige for skiing as such is the tech-
nological superiority of the ski lift, the fact that no one can ski much without
riding the lift Similarly, what makes the 'personal income tax a feasible,
general, personal tax is the relative advantage of specialization, the fact ,that a
substantial and representative portion of economic activity involves a
separation between production and consumption in ,which persons sell
specialized inputs in order to purchase their share of the output of the

3iO



organized p bduction sector of the economy This is what makes income work
as an index of aggregate personal consumption and accumulation. Indeed, it
is precisely 'those areas of economic activity that do not involve a sep#ration
and exchange relationshija.befween production and consumptioninstances
where participants in a productive enterprise consume part of the output
directly, or where production occurs for consumption in hind within the
householdthat present some of the most intractable, intrinsic difficulties in
the subject of personal income taxation

The Role of Personal Deductions

The adjustments by which taxable income can be made to give a more
refined reflection of aggregate personal consumption and accumulation may
be positive or negative If a substantial item of personal consumption is
enjoyed without any cash expenditure, then the appropriate adjustment is to
add the value of that item to money income On the other hand, if the
concept of consumption is elaborated in a way that does not include some
items for which money is spent, then the appiopriate adjustment is to deduct
the amount of those expenditures from money income The appropriate role
of personal deductions in an ideal income tax base is just thatto adjust for
discrepancies between money income and real consumption and accumula-
tion resulting from expenditures for items that we do not wish to take into
,account as part of the aggregate personal consumption or accumulation we
wish to tax Personal deductions in the income tax thus perform a function
like that of refunding gasoline taxes for gasoline not used on public highways.

This justification for personal deductions may be resisted on the ground
that whatever one chooses to spend his money'for, except as part of the cost
of earning more, should be classed as personal consumption. For other
purposes fhis is probably an appropriate notion In particular, for purposes of
describing and analyzing allocation and distribution of resources in an or-
ganized exchange econ my,, it is more convenient to treat any utilization of
final products for which people will pay as constituting consumption. In
effect, the accounting identity between income and consumption plus ac-
cum u lotion is satisfied by making consumption conform to ordinary notions
about,,what constitute* income, and the identity fuktions largely as a
definitrOn of consumption.

.But Simons told us to define taxable personal income in terms of consump-
tion and accumulation SurelyAt is now circular to define consumption in this
context, except provisionally, in terms of use of money incorrp. It is undoubt-
edly prudent as a matter of tax policy to follow that definition as a general
rule, with few exceptions, since money expenditure is by far the best available
means of measurement But if we take it seriously that the ultimate purpose is
to apportion tax burdens in uniform, graduated relation to real consumption
and accumulation,, then we must be willing, in principle at least, to consider
whether there are some expenditures for which a deduction should be allowed

because the conce0 of consumption can be better elaborated as part of an
ideal tax base if the item purchased with the expenditure is excluded than if it
is included.

In the case of the medical expense deduction, for example, we must address
ourselves to the question whether there are persuasive reasons why the
concept of personal consumption for tax purposes should be elaborated inn a
way that excludes medical services Similarly, in the case of the charitable
contribution deduction, the ultimate question is whether there are persuasive
reasons for leaving out of the personal tax base whatever satisfactions one
gets, directly or indirectly, from making such contributions We are now ready
to take up those two questions in sreater detail.
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THE MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION

Since 1942 our income tax law has allowed a deduction for medical
expenses.42 Today the deduction is generally available for uncompensated
medical expenses in excess of 3% of adjusted gross income and to a limited
extent for medical insurance premiums without regard to the 3% floor.43 A
deduction for mediCal expenses is claimed on about,37% of all returns, or
77°/9 of all returns with itemized deductions.44 The total amount of the
deduction claimed on all returns in 1970 was $10 6 billion, 1.7% of total
adjusted gross income for that year 45 The total reduction in taxes resulting
from the deduction has been estimated at $1 9 billion per year,46 or about
2 2% of total personal income taxes.47 The medical expense deduction is a
higher proportion of adjusted gross income for low income taxpayers than for
high bracket taxpayers, although the average dollar amount of deduction per
return is somewhat more.for high income taxpayers.48

The medical expense de,cluctiOn has been called a tax preference, and the
'reduction in tax liabilities It produces is commonly listed as a tax expendi-
ture 49 The notion is that the tax law is merely being used as a device to
provide partial reimbursement of pedical expenses Viewed in this way, of
course, the deduction appears to represent a perverse means of distributing
government funds since it has the effect of reimbursing a higher percentage of
medical expenses for wealthy taxpayers than for poor taxpayers, who
presumably have the greater need. . .

But this analysis is inadequate. Essentially, it assumes away the best reasons
for the deduction by taking a tax on income without a medical expense deduc-
tion as its norm and asserting that any departure from that norm must rest on
purposes extranedus to those of the tax. I believe we can come to a better
understanding of this deduction, and of what an ideal personal income tax
would be like, by asking whether there are good, intrinsic reasons for elab-
orating the notion of taxable consumptionthe consumption component of
taxable personal incomein a way that excludes medical services, so, that the
medical expense deduction is a device for approaching the ideal, -not a
departure from it.

As a preliminary matter it is-instructive to try to make wore explicit the
content of the tax expenditure analysts' norm from which the medical expense
deduction is supposed to represent a departure. For a taxpayer who pays for.
his medical servrces the norm is cash income from whatever source, without
exception on account of its use to pay medical expenses. But when medical
services are provided without payment the matter is less clear In the case of
medical services provided as an employee fringe benefit, their exclusion from

. .taxable income is classed as a tax expenditure,50 the norm would include such
services in taxable income. In the case of medical services provided by charity
or by gbvernment welfare programs, however, failure to tax the recipient has
not been listed as a tax expenditure. Nor has it been considered to be a
expenditure when a tort victim goes untaxed on the value of medical servic
provided or reimbursed by the tortfeasor Thus it appears, ironically, that the
tax expendieure analysts' norm is one that ultimately includes or excludes the
value of medical services according to their source.

Perhaps we should start an examination of this apparent anomaly with the
case of medical services provided or paid for by the tortfeasor whose
negligence gave rise to the need for care Should they be included in taxable

-, income, or their omission regarded as a tax preference? Or is the nexus
between loss and compensation here too strong? It would seem strange to call
the provision of medical services in such a case a windfall since it only serves
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as a remedy for the injury The taxpayer is no better off after the whole trans-
action than before he incurred his injury, and it would be unnatural to view
the provision of mediCal services in isolation from the injury as producing a
taxable gain

Now suppose two taxpayers are injured in an identical manner and treated
in an identical manner, but while one recovers the cost of treatment from the
tortfeasor who caused the injury, the other has treatment provided, by his
employer The second victim is no better off than the first, and it makes no
sense to tax him as if he were To distinguish between these two cases is to
introduce a source distinction in which the identical thing is treated differ-
ently according to its source and the reason it is provided.

The critical nexus. between injury and treatment does not depend on the
fact that the tortfeasor provides the treatment, but on the fact that the
treatment only puts the taxpayer back where others are who have suffered no
injury If we arewil ling to say that one has had no taxable gain when he suffers
ah injury and then receives treatment, we should say it in evervca'se,
whatever the source of payment for the treatmentwhether or not the tort-
feasor pays,, whether or not there is a tortfeasor, indeed whether the taxpayer's
malady is a traumatic injury or an organic disease

Finally, consider a third taxpayer with an identical injury who pays forThis-f*
own treatment There is no more reason to tax him on the value of his-
treatment than in the other two cases But this third Taxpayer is .worse off than
the other two by the amount he has to pay for his treatment The medical
expense deductions if applicable, will simply reflect that difference

The Case for Excluding Medical Services from Personal Consumption
as a Component of Taxable Income

The medical expense deduction should be evaluated primarily by consider-
ing yvhether there are good reasons to exclude medical services generally from
the category of taxable peronal consumption Or perhaps the issue is more
clearly expressed the other way around are there sound reasons to define or
elaborate the category of personal consumption, as a component of an ideal
personal tax base, so as to exclude meddcal services?

Medical expenses have many of- the typical characteristics of personal
consumption expenditures they represent a utilization of scarce resources,
their use is preclusive in the sense that if one person uses up a doctor's time or
hospital space, That time or space will not be available to anyone else,
medical services represent to some extent an alterhatiye to other uses one may
make of his funds, and medical services would seem to be an ultimate product
in our economy inthe sense that they represent one of the end outputs of the

, production process, not merely a step in the production of something else.
Indeed, from the standpoint of describing the production and distribution of
goods and services in the economy, the last point is dearly dispositive.
Medical serviceslare one of the important end products of economic activity,
their utilization must be described as consumption if consumption and invest-
ment are to account for the whole national product. t' .

But the purpose for which personal consumption is used in spec'ing a -,

basis o )14411to.d istr4bti*fai 1Nide such aiti3ilicto *,1,,weli raaaticStiattil IV "14-,

person x base is not simply to account for the 4istribution of the national
produ i'tit 0 rather to provide an index of relative material well-being on the

of fact6rs that do not enter into the description of aggregate production and
di4ribution of goods and services in the economy if that will produce a better
interpersonal index of material well-being and taxable capacity. In particular,
differehces in iealth affect relative material well-being. It wou)d be imprac-
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tical to try to irrclude robust good health directly as an element of personal
consumption forthosa who have it, but the difference between good and poor
health can be partially reflectedor the failure to include the difference
directly c an be partially offsetby also excluding or allowing a deduction for
the medical services that those in poorer health wiltgenerally ,need more of.

Put a slightly different way, medical services afe in the end only a means,
an intermediate gootwhoseultimate objeot is good health. The right basis for
making interperson fare comparisons on which to base the distribution
of tax burdens is that ultimate object, good health, rather than the inter-
mediate good Furthermore, it is not expedient to take medical services as a
proxy for the ultimate object, good health, because it is not the case, at least
between people in otherwise similar financial circumstances, that good health
will vary in direct proportion to medical services utilized. If anything, t
relation is apt to go the other way

Of course, many other goods and services p by a household could
also be seen as intermediate goods for the ma production within the
household of something else Flour is only an in redi for the production of
bread or cake Ascetics might argue that even fo d co umed is only an.inter-
mediate good utilized for the achievement of higher ends. Yet clearly we must
base a personal income tax on what a household takes in and pays for, not on
any evaluation of what it does with what it takes in. The tax must be laid on
the utilization of exchangeable goods and services, at mar et prices, not on
the ultimate satisfactions that particular taxpayers may otemay not achieve
from them

But allowing a deduction for medical expenses does not involve us in the
difficulties of trying directly to put a price on the enjoyment of good health.
The deduction will reflect differences in health only as they manifest them-
selv es in financial terms by requiring substantially different levels of expendi-
ture for medical services In this respect the deduction treats substantial

, medical expenses like a loss of earnings A taxpayer who misses work and loses
earnings due to sickness or injury will find his income tax reduced. One who
incurs unusual medical expenses, though his salary is uninterrupted, suffers a
similar reduction in funds available for other purposes. The medical expense
deduction will cause his tax also to be reduced:

What distinguishes medical expenses from other personal expenses at
bottom is a sense that large differences in their magnitude between people in
otherwise similar circumstances are apt to,reflect differen4s in need rather
than choices among gratifications The distinction holds, to be sure, only as a
general matter First, people may need different amounts of food, for
example, because of differences in physical make-up. Yet we do not allow any
deduction for food, presumably because we think substantial differences in
expenditures for food mostly reflect differences in taste and means. As a
further complication, some of the pebple with a greater need for food may get
greaterVeasure out of life by reason of their greater appetite or greater size or
higher energy levels It is impossible to make any generalization about
whether a large appetite is a boon or a burden, let alone to assign it any
monetary value:- e

Second, particular medical expenses may reflect a corrsiderable component
of voluntary personal gratification. It is difficult to find any difference in
pr,ipc iple, 'for example, between expenditures for elective,, plastic surgery, and
1-4 Cosmetics But such borderline difficulties are inevitable whatever general
policies we choose to pursue Taxation in particular, like politics general is
the art of the possit It seems reasonable to act upon the proposition that
disease or injury is a burden, not a boon, and that large differences in utiliza-
tion of medical services go less than all the way toward offsetting differences
in health and need This is, in any event, the judgment on which defense of
the deduction ultimately depends.
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There is of course nothing radical about this defense of the medical expense
deduction 'The point of this discussion is that the defense can be compre-
hended within the ideal of a tax base ,consisting of aggregate personal
consumption and accumulation, not seen as a departure from that ideal, by
recognizing that t e not' f-consumption as a base for personal taxationmay rational ly be e a oratecinfgrently than it is for other purposes. The idealwill itself be more serviceable if it comprehends, arguments. such as these,
which seem to be so immediatelyorelevant to the question of fair distribution
of tax burdens

A Cl'oser Look at Distribution implications

The argument for excluding medical services from the tax base is essentially
distributional since it depends on a judgment of horizontal equity, a judgment
that two taxpayers in otherwise similar circumstances as to consumption and
accumulation should be treated and taxed alike,notwithstanding substantial'
differences in their uttlizdtion of medical services-. Before accepting or reject-ing that pivotal judgment, however, a few other distributional comparisons
should be considered

1 VerticaUguity ,7Differences in utilization of medical services may well
reflecTdifferences in need arising from sickness or injury, but they also reflect
differences in means One of the important ways in which the well-to-do are
better off than the poor is in being able to purchase more and better medical
care Even if one would agree that a wealthy man ih good health is better off
than a man with the same earnings but large medical expenses, still a wealthy
man with medical expenses is better off than a poor man with the same sick-,
ness or injury who cannot afford the same care. Exclusion of medical services
from the consumption component of personal inconie will prevent- taxable
income from reflecting this aspect of material well-being. Therefore, it may,
see that there is a conflict between vertical and horizontal considerations,
an at even if the latter might seem to justify exclusion of medical services
from taxable consumption, the former requires inclusion.

This apparent dilemma should be of general interest for students of income
tax policy The problem is that A, who utilizes medical services in a substan-
tial or unusual amount, is not generally better off than B, ,whose consumption
and accumulation of other goods and services is equal in amount but who
does not need unusual amounts of medical care, but A is better off, by reason
qf those medical services, tlian C, a lower income taxpayer who is unable to
afford such care although he needs it But if A is no better off than B, then B
must be better off than C/by klist,as much as A is. If A is better off than C by
reason of better medicalIcare,lhen so is B. But B has not utilized any unusual
or extraordinary arbouht of medical-serVices.

This isnot as strange as it seems. Both A an B dre indeed better off than C
in relation, totnedical servides,beeatis'gebOthVan afford better medical care if
and when the need arises. But the measure of this aspect of welfare=the
ability to pay for medical careis not the amount of medical services actually
utilized.

In this respect the availability of better medical care is like a number of
other ways in which the well-to-do are substantially better Off than the poor,
which are not reflected in any practical account of income and expenditures.
The well-to-do can afford, for example, to choose jobs from which they derive
pleasure and satisfaction, while the less well-to-do may be under greater
pressure to take whatever work is available. Similarly, the well-to-do can
generally better afford temporary urie-mplomept. A wealthy man who quits

0
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his lob to look for more satisfying work is not taxed on the salary he could still
be making, even though the consumption of time in job hunting is evidently
worth at least as much, to him as the forgone pay

It would be impractical to try to make taxable income reflect directly these
aspects of welfare which are not given a market value' by any personal ex-
penditure transaction But it is also unnecessary to reflect them directly At
least insofar as we are talking about the, ability to afford_ medical care if
needed or to quit an unrewarding job and look for another, it may' be
reasonable to assume that that ability is roughly a function of wealth, or
income and that it will be distributed among persons generally in relation to
their income, even without any direct 'reflection of these elements If that is
true, then these elements can be taken into account in fixing tax burdens by
the way the rates are set rather than by trying to impute any particular dollar
value to them Indeed, the case for graduated rates might derive some addi-
tional support by reference to matters like these

In general, when considerations of horizontal equity and vertical equity
eem to conflict, decisions about the tax base should rest primarily on

horizontal considerations, since vertical considerations can be reflected in the
rate structure Put slightly differently, the funCtion of provisions defining the
tax base is to place taxpayers in the right order, the question of how much to
vary the tax burden for people at different points in the order is a question of
rates Therefore, in the case of medical services it is sound to exclude their
cost or value from taxable income if we are satisfied to regard them as an
offset to good health as between two wealthy taxpayers, even if availability of
better medical services is one of the advantages that does generally go with
higher income

2. Horizontal Equity at Low IncCme LeVels.The conclusion of the last
section tan be restated from a different perspective the exchision of medical
services from taxable income is Justified because it will tend to ameliorate the
effect of differences in utilization of medical services attributable to differ-
ences in health and need for; medical services The amelioration of differ-
ences among people attributable to differences in general income levl, on
the other hand, is primarily a matter of rate structure rather than elaboration
of the tax base.

..This statement of the matter, however, ekposes another difficulty The al-
lowance of a medical expense deduction does much Morel° ameliorate dif-
ferences in need for medical services among the wealthy than among ordinary
taxpayers. If public funds are to be spent for relief from thd -burdens of
unusual medical expenses, it would seem they should be spent among the
poor where the need is greates4,.not among high bracket taxpayers

But it begs the question to call the deduction an exPenditute of public
funds The fact that a provision doet° more to mitigate differences among
wealthy people than among the less well-to-do is simply a characteristic of a
graduated rate schedule, whatever may be included in the income tax base A
graduated income tax reduces inequalities of income most among the
wealthy less among those of average means, and not at all among those
whose incomes are too low beariany;Mx,inany,eVent.

If a 70% marginal bracket taxpayer is injured and incurs large unreimbursed
medical expenses, the income tax law will soften the blow by giving him a
deduction so that his funds available for other consumption uses Will be
reduced only by 30% of the amount of those expenges 40% bracket
taxpayer the blow will be softened less because the deduction will produce a
smaller reduction in taxes, he will bear 60% of his loss. A 20% bracket tax-
payer will bear 80% of his loss And one who has no income tax to pay anyway
will bear his loss in full.
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But this effect is exactly the same as the effect on loss of wages. ,If, as a
result of the same accident, a 70% taxpayer lost $1000 of wages, the Govern-
ment would absorb $700 of the loss In the case of a 40% taxpayer the Govern-
ment-would absorb $400 In the'case of the 20% taxpayer the Government
would absorb only $200 For the 0%-- taxpayer the,Government would absorb
nothing, leaving the entire loss resting uncompensated on the taxpayer
himself

This lesson is one of general import for students of i`ricome tax policy.
Insofar as we are concerned, as we must be, with reducing inequalities in
income distribution, a progressive income taxis a useful tool, but its useful-
ness is limited It is most effective in reducing differences or -inequalities in
income at the upper end of the income scale Its effectiveness declines with
the rates, howeve,r, and it will do nothing to reduce inequality among the non-
taxpayers at the bottom end of the income scale. If anything is to be done
about inequality at the bottom, it has to be by some form of welfare payment
or negative tax.51

To be sure, many of the reasons suggested for excluding the value of
Medical services from the income tax base support the provision of freg
medical services, especially to the poor, since their validity is certainly not
restricted to wealthy people among'whom tax relief is most effective 52 But
that dries not undrrmine the argument for excluding the value of medical
services from taxable income, Whether paid for or not. That argument is not
concerned with government provision of medical care. Rather, it is about
distribution of the burden of paying for government programs, whether or not
they include the provision of free medical care or the "reimbursement of
medical expenses generally. That is',a matter which is intrinsically of more
import among the wealthy than among the poor under a graduated tax
because they are the ones who bear the heaviest tax burden, however it may
be distributed among them.

In shOrt, not only are the dominant considtrations affecting identiffcation
of the idealpersOnal inco e tax base ho,rizontal rather than vertical, they are
horizontal among the 1-to-do'rather than the poor ,.for the simple reasonthat the graduated rat schedule gives .high bracket taxpayers the greatestdirect interest in how th e resolved.

Allocation Effects,

The argument for the medical expen,sNdeduction restsgbn equity or distri-
butional considerations, butthe deduCtion can be criticized on the ground
that it will lead to inefficiency in resource allocation by inducing people to
spend more on medical services than they otherwise would That criticism
deserves some answer.

.

To begin with, it is unlikely that the medical expense deduction will lead
people to spend more- for medical service than they would have in the
absence of an income tax, The effect of the (income tax with a deduction forte
medical services is likepthat of a price incr ase for goods and services of
than medical care The substitution effect of the tax will be to favor med cal
expenses since one can purchase more medical services than before by,giving
Jp any particular amount of other nondeductible items. On theothel hand,
the income effect will 'be to burden medicalexpenses since the tax wAll leave
ess to spend on everything, deductible or not. There is no a priori way to
udge which effect will predominate, but it seems likely that the substitutabil-
ty of medical services for other goods and services will be too low for the
iubstitution effect to prevail.

)
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The'effect on medical services is formally analogous to the effect of the
,tri_cornetax on the pursuit of leisure activities. Since leisure is not reflected in

taxable income, the price or substitution effect of the--tax-is to favor substitu-
tion of leisure for purchased goods and services, the tax is a disincentive to
remunerative work But the income effect of the tax will be to make taxpayers
work harder in order to maintain their desired level of expenditures Leisure is
one of the things a taxpayer may sacrifice to pay the tax, whether or not it is
included in the base on which the tax is computed, In theory there is no a
priori way to know which effect of an income tax on the choice between work
and leisure will predominate. In practice the tax does not seem to have led
people to stop working Apparently the substitutability of leisure for other
goods is too low for people to respond to the tax by a substantial increase in
leisure time pursuits 53

Without a medical expense deduction the income effect of an income tax
would be to lead to a reduction in expenditures for medical care like every-
thing else. The deduction may more or less offset that effect, leaving the level
of expenditure for medical expenses about where it would have been without
the tax There is, indeed, some indication in the legislative history that this
was part of Congress'' purpose in enacting the deduction With the imposition
of wartime tax rates in 1942, it was intended not to h4ve the tax lead people to
skimp on medical care.54

_However that may have been as a wartime policy, in the long run it would
arguably be better to make the tax neutral as between medical care and other
goods and services to be purchased out of private, after-tax funds Continua-
tion of the deduction will have a tendency to produce an inefficient over.-
allocation of resources to medical care by leading tawayees to ',purchase
medical care as if it cost less in relation to other goods and services than-it
actually does In theory this point seems generally sound,,but again, in prac-
tice its importance depends on the degree to which taxpayers in the relevant
income range re sensitive to changes in the relative price of medical care

To the deOe that such sensitivity exists, we admittedly are left in a
position where distributional considerations seem to jugtify exclusion of
medical services from an ideal income tax base, while allocationationsidera-
tions provide a reason for avoiding the exclusion I know no logical w,ay out of
this dilemma. to assessing the practical choice to make, however, there are a
few more things to say.

First, if it were very important to avo1010 e alIckationat effec4Vathe
deduction, then theoretically one could leavelhe (horizontal) distribrichtlimal
problem to be taken care of by insurance. People would pay their irisiiiike
premiums out of after-tax income, but would not be taxed on benefits
received Accordingly, the consumption compopent of their taxabt# income
would reflect wIlatever level of coverage they chose to pay for without
reflecting difference in need and actual utilization of services. But insurance
is not equally available to everyone, there are substantial administrative thst$
associated with insurance, and, in practice, insurance itself seems to lead to
some Overallocation of resources to medical care because at the point of
choice of treatment the patient will benefit from more expensive treatment
without bearing the correlative cot, Insurance, therefore, provides no easy,
practical way out of thqilemm .
. Second, the allocatioAffects of the medical expense deduction should be
compared with those of medicare and medicaid These programs provide
some evidence that government payment of medic'al expenses can stimulate
effective demand and bring about an increase in prices for medical services.55
But these programs provide for payment of all or most of the cost of medical
care for people who otherwise might well have had to do .without. The
medical expense deduction is unlikely to have so dramatic an effect.
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tin Ily, in assessing the need for price neutrality with respect to medical
't should be remembered that the tax is manifestly unneutral with

respect to earnings decisions and Nioices between business and personal
expen !tures To a limited extent these biases may interact with and even
offset hose created by the medical expense deduction.56 More generally,
they si ply show that total price neutrality isibeyond the realm of practical
possib lay under an income tax and that some conflict between distributional
and al ocational objectives is rather typical of the %%4/hole enterprise 57

I would be happy to be instructed further on the allocation effects of .the
medical expense deduction In the absence of more information, however, I
conclude that any misallocation produced by the medical expense deduction
is harmless enoiggh to be clearly outweighed by the distributional considera-
tions that justify the deduction.

III

THE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION DEDUCTION

Since 1917 a deduction has been allowed for ,contributions, to religious,,
-....e.ducational,, and charitable organizations 58 The deduction is subject to

some rather complicated but relatively generous percentage limitations,59 it
also contains some quite complicated provisions and restriction's dealing with
contributions of appreciated property and of limited interests in property.60
Currently, the deduction is claimed on 95% of returns with itemized .deduc-
tions, or 46% of all returns 61 The aggregate amount deducted in 1970 was
$12 9 billion or about 2% of total adjusted gross income.b2 The revenue cost
of the deduction has been estimated at $3 475billion per year or about 4.0%
of total personal income taxes.63 _

The charitable contribution deduction is generally described as a subsidy to
charitable giving and thus to the activities of qualified charitable organiza-
tions 64 The effect of the deduction has been likened to a matching gift
program under which an employer makes matching gifts, to charities
supported by its employees There is something peculiar, of course, about the
Government spending funds with so little control over their allocation or vise.
Furthermore, this is an unusual matching gift program because the rate at
which gifts are matched varies directly with the taxpayer's marginal tax ate
bracket wealthy taxpayers find their gifts much more generously m ched
than do lower bracket taxpayers A 70% bracket taxpayer can make $100
contribution at an after-tax cost of only $30, by way of tax reduction, there-
fore, the Government can be seen as contributing $70 to match the taxpayer's
$30, for a matching rate of 233%. B? similar computation, a,40% bracket
taxpayer will find that the Government provides a matching grant of only $40
for his charitable contributions of $60, or a 662/3% matching rate, a 20%
bracket taxpayer will find the Government's rate for matching his contribu-
tions to be only, $1 for every $4 he contributes, or 25%, and one too poor to
pay any income tax in any event will find the Government unwilling to make
any matching t at ally in <the".-oase of a contribution of ,appreciated
property by a 70% bracket taxpayer, the analysis can be extended to indicate
that the Government will take over the whole cost of the contribution, and
even pay the taxpayer a 5% tax-free bonus to boot.65

But I do not believe, nor do I think most serious practical students of the
subjeCt believe, that the charitable contribution deduction is as igrational as
this explanation makes it sound To be sure, there are anomalies arising out of
the allowance of a deduction fo,r the fair market value of appreciated property
without any offsetting recognition of gairr 66 But as to simple cash contribu-
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tions, the charitable deduction makes more sense than tax expenditure
analysis would indicate If we want our theories to express our judgments,
therefore, we should seek to give the deduction a better explanation

As in the case of the medical expense deduction, there are substantial
grounds for excluding from our definition of, taxable personal consumption
whatever satisfactions a taxpayer may get from making a charitable contribu-
tion The charitable contribution deduction is quite different from the
medical expense deduction since there is no reason to view the charitable
contribution as offsetting some particular personal hardship like disease or
injury But there are other good reasons why a charitable contribution may
rationally be excluded from the concept of taxable personal consumption In
the case of alms for the poor, for instance, the chdritable contribution results
in the distribution of real goods and services to persons presumably poorer
and in lower marginal tax brackets than the donor These goods and services,
therefore, should not be taxed at the higher rateowntended to apply' to
personal consumption by the donor In the case of philanthropy more }roadly
definedthe support of religion, education, and the artsbenefits often do
not flow exclusively or even principally to very low bracket taxpayers But the
goods and services produced do have something of the character of common
goods whose enjoyment is not confined to contributaN nor app`octioned
among contributors according to the amounts of their contributions There
are a number of reasons foi defining taxable personal consumption not to
include the benefit of such common goods and services The personal con-
sumption at which progressive personal taxation with high graduated rates
should aim may well be thought to encompass only the priyate consumption
of divisible goods and services whose consumption by one household
precludes their direct enjoyment by others

Various objections can be made to this analysis. It can be argued that the
exercise of power over the distribution of goods and services is what
constitutes taxable personal consumption even if that power is exercised in
favor of somebody else Or it can be argued that the pleasure or satisfaction
one jIlresumably gets from supporting philanthropic enterprises is a
component of umption But at least this analysis and the objections to it
focus on the oblem of how to treat philanthropy as an intrinsic issue of
persortl tax licy instead of just assuming that the purpose underlying the
deduction ust be something outside the realm of tax policy

It is c. enient to take up first the case of alms for the poor, then phi1=-'
anthrepy more broadly defined, and finally the special problems that arise
when charitable contributions are made out of accumulated wealth rather
than current earnings

Alms for the Poor

Consider a taxpayer gdio simply' contributes some of his earnings to an
organization which redistribute% them to or for the needy. In such a case the
consumption or accumulation_ of real goods and services .represented by the
funds in question- has been shifted to the recipients rather than the donor and
should not be subjected to taxation at rates designed to apply to the donor's
standard of living and saving. If the redistributed funds4are used for ordinary
consumption by the recipients, then in principle the funds should be taxed to
the recipients at their ratesalthough in practice the recipients' total income
may often fall below a-taxable level. The matter is essentially one of rates.
Under a graduated rate schedule the personal consumption and accumulation

c.Qf well-to-do taxpayers is intended to be curtailed much more than that of the
poor. Yet if a wealthy taxpayer were to be taxed at his high rate even on the
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income that he donated to the poor, the probable effect would be a reduction
in the amount received by the donees For all practical purposes, such a
scheme would tax the consumption of- the poor at the rate intended for the
wealthy taxpayer The effect of the charitable contribution is to avoid this
result

Moreover, the charitable contribution deduction. operates to treat a
taxpayer who redistributes his income by gly ing alms like other taxpayers who
effect redistribution of income directly A businessman, for example, may
pay generous wages, higher than he would have to pay in order to secure the
services he needs If he does so, within reason, we would not tax him on the
additional income he could have earned by paying less He has arranged his
btisiness in a way that diverts more income to employees and less to himself,
the tax law generally will deal with the income as so redistributed

More t.o the pOint, perhaps, a doctor might choose to spend one day d week
in a clinic without chrging,foj his services More generally he might simply
treat impecunilus patients for Ieis than the going rate In either case he has
foregone in favor of the patients whom he treats some of the personal
consumption and accumulation he could have had We do not tax thedoctor
on the value of his services or the excess of the value of his services over the
fee he charges We tax the doctor bnlv on the personal consumikion and
accumulation he achieves by the exercise of, his profession, not on what he
could have achieved if he chose to maximize his personal financial gain.

Another prolessional man, 'a tax lawyer for example,, may have skills that are
not so directly useful to the poor as those of the doctor If he wishes to devote
part of his professrorral energies to the welfare of the poor, the efficient way to
do it may well be to continue practicing his profession for paying cliefrts but
to turn over part of his fees for chltribution among the poor or for the purchase
of other services to meet their needs The charitable contribution deduction
operates to treat the tax lawyer like the doctor, by taxing him only on the
amount of personal consumption and accumulation he realizes from the
practice of.his profession, not on what he could have realized if he had not
given part of his fees away

Buj, this analogy between the tax lawyer who makes charitable contribu-
tions and the doctor who performs services directly for the poor suggests ,

,.another that will serve to raise a number of difficulties with this analysis If the
doctor provides services free for some of his friends and relations, remote or
immediate, in practice, at least, we would not seek to tax him on the value of
such services But if the tax lawyer turns over part of his fees to his friends and
relations we would not allow him a deduction. Why is there any more reason
to be persuaded by the analogy in the case of poor recipients than related,
recipientl?

1 The Problem of Ordinary Gifts.In the case of an ordinary gift between
friiends or relations, the donor is allowed no deduction even though he has in
one sense given up the personal consumption or accumulation that the
donated funds might have purchased On the other hand, we do not tax the
recipient of the gift, even though clearly his personal consumption or
accumulation vvIll be enhanced The result is that income earned by one tax-
payer and then give,n to another who devotes personal consumption or
accumulation is taxed once and only once, albelirtt the donor rather than the
donee whose consumption and accumulation it ultimately supports Ideally,
perhaps; the tax should be on the donee rather than the donor. But it is much
simpler for everyone concerned tb leave ordinary interpersonal gifts out of the
computation of income on both sides. And if the income tax rates of the
donor are appropriate for consumption or accumulation by the donee, the
result 5 perfectly acceptable.
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What warrant is there, however, for thinking that the donor's rates are fit for
the donee's consumption or accumulation? Perhaps it is assumed that inter-
personal gifts occur mostly between members of the same family Otbetween
people of similar social and economic status whose income tax ralkg age likely
to be similar But that is not a very realistic.assumption, particular-0'n the case
of intrafamily gifts- which often go from a high bracket adult to a child in a
lower bracket

,\ sounder explanition for our treatment of at least intrafamrly gifts may rest
upon the fact that consumption is largely a household rather than an
indo, 'dual function In the most usual case one member of a household earns
the income which supports the whole household, and the convenient way to
collect a tax is to impose it on the earner individually But the rate and exemp-
tion_schedules67 applicable to the, breadwinner are designed to cover
coni-ption and accumulation by the whole household without regard to the
precise way In which consumption is distributed among household or family
members and without distinctions between intrafamily transfers by way of
support andstransfers by way of gift In other words, income is ultimately to be
taxed at rates appropriate to the household whose consumption it supports
although those rates, are expressed-in terms of an individual rate schedule
applied to the, breadwinner

I do not suppose, the tax has been consciously designed on this premise. The
more common View is that income is be taxed to him who earns ,it,
regardless of whose consumption it goes to ,support But, again, much of what
we do with the income tax can be better understood if we reinterpret it as an
indirectly measured tax on personal consumption and accumulation 68 And
while people participate in the production sector on an individual basis,
consumption acid accumulation are largely household functions. Therefore, it
is sensible to view the individual income tax on the breadwinner as an in=-
directly measured tax on the consumption and accumulation of the
household

On the face of it the taxation of spouses' incomes on a joint return would '
seem to be consistent with this interpretation, while the failure to include
children's income on their parents' return would not. In fact, the case may be .
viewed the other way around To be sure, . if the tax is on household
consumption plus accumulation, then it should be measured by total house-
hold income But differences in sources of income may indirectly reflect
differences in consumptron and accumulation that should be taken into
account In particular, when a spouse or a child has his or her own earninO,
there has been a isacrifice of leisure time (which in the case of a child rns3y
involve substantial educational opportunities) or services performed in kind
within the household, as compared with a household in which only one
person has any earning,S. Reporting childrtrfs earnings, on separate returns
may serve to reduce aggregate tax liability in a way that takes rough indirect
a ount of this sacrifice, 69 while the joint return and split 'income provisions

hr-able to a working spouse operate inappropriately to obliterate any dif-
i-ice in rates between households where both husband and wife work and

ouseholds where one spouse remains at home.70.
This is not the place even to begin to explore all the implications or prob-

Tr' lems of viewing the individual income tax as an indirectly measured tax on
household consumption and accumulation. The purpose of sketching that
view here is only to suggest a pattern that'would make it rational to treat
ordinary gifts differently from charitable contributions, letting the recipient's
consumption of the gift be reflected in the donor's return and taxed at his rates
in the former case but not in the latter. If we interpret the difference in
treatment this way, it implies thit the household whose consumption is
indirectly reflected on an individual() inegme tax return is not defined rigidly,
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in terms of prescribed rehationships Instead, it is more flexibly conceived as
embracing all his friends and relations to whatever extent he may in fact
choose to support or entertain them at his expense.71 Within the extended
household, so conceived, it is likely that tax rates may be more or less corn,
parable, except as lower marginal rate brackets reflect leisure tune that
justifies at least a somewhat higher aggregate rate In any event, the
complexity and Variety of the transfers of consumption benefits among
persons' so relatei&is such that any attempt to get all benefits on the individual
returns of those who enjoy them would be hopeless Consumption is in large
part a shared activity -among friends and. relations

Against this background the charitable contribution deduction-may be seen
as eliminating from a taxpayer's return only that consumption which he shifts
beyond the confines of his own household, even as rather broadly and flexibly,
conceived It thus provides an escape from the convenient rule, which taxes
the donor on the consumption represented by his gifts, in those cases.where
the rate differential and consequently the relative hardship arising from
application of the convenient rule, is likely to be most significant and where
an organization exists for the collection and disbursement of funds which
makes it practical to establish and audit the amount of redistribution from
donor to recipirts this interpretation not only suggests what some of the
definitional pro lems surrounding charitable contributions may be/72 but also
suggests, perf4ips serendiOitously why the deduction is defined in terms of
identity of a qualified donee organization, instead of directly in terms of the
use to which funds are put 73

2 The Problem of Imputed Income Comparing the doctor with the tax
lawyer, howeter, raises another setof objections We do not tax the doctor on
services performed free, it' may be said, because no income is considered to

Aoe realized 'Unless something is received in exchange for the performance of
krvices That reason has no application to the tax lawyer who is paid for his
services, whatever he may subsequently do with the fees. It can be argued,
accordingly, that our failure to tax the doctor, on the performance of un-
compensated services, whether for the poor or for his friends and relations, as
only an example of favored treatment which we extend to imputed income
generally.

But that line of argument admits the criterion' of realization into our
concept an ideal personal tax where it does not belong It is true that we do
not generally tax imputed income from services performed within the
household, but that jact represents a concession to practical considerations
rather than any underlyvg principle of fair distribution of tax burdens. There
is no way_to prove it logically, but I think the exemption of imputed income
from services performed outside the home in a charitable enterprise is some-
thing we feel to be right in principle, not merely for reasons of convenience. If
that judgment is correct, then there is a policy basis for extending the same
treatment to the tax lawyer who contributes a portion of his income to the
poor

There freqUently 'are limitations that make the nontaxation of imputed
income from services performed within the household acceptable in practice
even if wrong in principle, but which do not apply to the performance of
services outside the household. The goods or services one can produce for use
within his Own liouSehold are limited in value because the processes em-

'ployed cannot bebrought to bear upon a large enough volume of production
to generate the kind of high pay that the performance of specialized services
will command in an exchangeemnomy A doctor Performing services within
his own household, for example, will not usually find enough sickness to be
able to produce a large volume of medical services, relatively speaking,

411111;
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beyond the reach of the tax law 74 Similarly, while an entertainer may earn
I rge fees.tor performing before large audiences, the imputed income that
es s tax when he performs at home for his family is very limited if meas-
ured by the relative size of his audience There is thus imposed on the enjoy-
ment of imputed income from services within the home a kind of built-in limit
that makes it practically acceptable to omit such services from the
computation of taxable income, even if in principle they should be include

But there is no suchybuilt-in limitation with respect to the performance of
services in ,kind for a charity A doctor may indeed perform a significant
percentage Of his professional services for less than a full fee on a charitable
basis Or an entertainer may perform for charity before a large audience-1T we
think it is right not to tax the doctor or entertainer on these services,75 which
du not have the built-in value limitation, a more basic principle must underlie
the exemption than the concession to practicality which operates in the case
of imputed income from the perfontiance of services within the household
And in that event the principle.should be extended to the tax lawyer as well

In effect, with respect to the performance of services for the ultimate objec-
tive of enhancing one's private standard of living, the test of taxability is
participation in the exchange economy The doctor or the tax, lawyer can
pertorm services within the household free of tax but as soon as either
performs s-rvices outside the household in Bxc6ange for somethiog to be
consumed within the household, he will be taxed However, when the ultki
mate objective is not to support consumption cvithin the household, either
directly or through exchange, then the rationale for limiting the performance
at taxtree services to those odcurring within the household disappears The
amount of medical services the doctor can perform on a charitable basis will
not be practically limited by the amount of sickntirss within his own house-

^ hold, but the exclwsion of the value of these services from taxable income can
be justified since they do not support the doctor's aggregate personal con-
sumption or accumulation There is no reason why the tax lawyer should not
be equally free to bestow the benefit of his professional skills upon the poor,
free of income tax at his rates by selling his services and turning over the
proceeds

3 Consumption as Power.A more general argument against a deduction
for almsgiving is that the tax should be apportioned on taxpayers' power to
consume, however that power may be exercised The income tax is supposed
to be a tax based on ability to pay, not on what one does with t ility. To
say that the ultimate object of the tax is consumption plus acc mulct n does
not foreclose that orgument, because consumption can be co trued to
embrace any exerclfe of power over the disposition of consumer oods and
services even if that exercise does operate to benefit oth. 76

The difficulty with defining taxable consumption as the xercise of power
over the disposition of goods and services is that we cannot, and probably
would not want to, carry such an arVrooch very far. Only a part of the power
that people exercise over the allocatwn and distribution of tecemomic
resources is represented by the expenditure of money. The direct irffluence of
people participating in political and economic affairs cannot practically be
subjected to income taxation.77 Moreover, we probably would not want to
tax the exercise of power as such because the effect would be to channel some
of the energies of the people involved away from these activities toward
earning the funds with which to pay the taxes. ,.

We do not tax people who exercise power through direct participation on
what they could.have earned if they had devoted their full energies to earning
money By analogy, it is reasonable pot to tax others on what they have
earned and could have kept for their own use if they choose not to keep it Jf
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we take a broa view of how the ax falls on people w lead different kinds of
lives, of how we intend it to fall, and of how it is actical to make it fall, it is
not according to their powers that we should tax people but according to their
standards of living and personal saving And that is very much a matter of
what they have chosen to do with their powers

It will be answered that the tax is not on poWer generally, but on a power
that could have been exercised for the taxpayer's private benefit, whether it
was so exercised or not But even that power cannot be measured with any
accuracy by realized income The doctor who works for a clinic is similarly
exercising a power which he could have used to secure a higher level of
personal consumption and accumulation for himself So too is, the business-
man who pays generous wages, or the clergyman or teacher who could have
earned more money at anotkr calling It would be impractica! anti undesir-
able to try-to tax all such people on what they might have earned if they hail
set their minds to the business of, earning money. -

4. The Pleasure of Giving. Finally, there is a kind of argument against the
allo4ance of a deduction for alms to the poor which is base not on power but
on pleasure The argument is that one who makes a ch !table contribution
must get some pleastire orNsatisfaction from his act he consideps equal
to what he could have gotten from some oth se of his funds 78 Some
wealthy people dress for dinner, some ride t ounds, others make substan-
tial charitable contributions Chacun a scan gout. Whatever a manSchooses to
do4vith his money should be classed as personal consumption for him.

But there is a difference betweeydinner clothes and charitable con ibu-
tions. Wearing dinner dress represents some diversion of economic reso rw,
real goods and services, away from the satisfaction of other people's eeTs
The effect of almsgiving, on the other hand, is to cause real economic
resources to be dgected' toward the satisfaction of the needs of the poor
Thus, the imposition of a tax on this latter kind orexpenditure will ultimately
fall on the poor in a sense that it will not in the .case" of dinner dress The satis-
faction one gets from making a cl:iarttable contribution is in this respect like a
great many of the rest of life's best satisfactions which people can enjoy
without diverting economic resources sway from other people and which we
do not try to take into account in assessing income taxes.

Taxable consumption in the end does not and Cannot prov e lin accurate
relfectibn of either power r pleasure It is, rather, simply th umulatiOn of
utilization of economic resources,, measured at market value, or private con-
sumption within the taxpayer's household. That definition is consistent with,
the practical purpose of the taxto divert some eciRromic,resourees to public
uses in a manner that will. reduce. disparities in standards of living and saving ..
One _might wish also to reduce inequalities' in power or pleasure more
generally, but those wishes are beyond what it is ptactic4 to expect an
incometax to accomplish'

Philanthropy More Broadly Defined

For many kinds of charitable contributions the Joregoing analysis will, not
quite do because the benefits of the contributions do not go entirely to the
poor. More than 'half of all charitable deductions are for contributions to
;hurches,79 whose activities are conducted for rich and poor alike and often

n a more comfortable and expensive scale in wealthy neighborhoods than in
poor ones. Many contributions are to private schools,80 whose student bodies
are probably still disporportionately representatiVe of the affluent $rt of the
population. Some contributions go to support artistic enterprises, ordinary
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and esoteric, in which most of the poor are likely to have little interest.
Moreover, the activities of such organizations are frequently ones in which
contributors, participate more or less directly for their own edification or
pleasure

Such contributions also ditter trom alms for the poor because they represent.
an affirmative allocation of resources by the contributor to a particular
activity whose benefits are not tixed to the recipients. In theory, though not
in practice (and it is typically not important in practice), alms should be
counted as income to the recipient, so that deduction by the donor is only a
matter of reassigning taxability to the person whose consumption is
supported, as in the case of alpony.81 But when a group of wealthy people
sOppoft a church, a school, a research institute, or a symphony orchestra, the
effect of the charitable contribution deduction is to eliminate the enjoyment
of the output of that activity from the tax base altogether. A community of
people that supports, a church will Ray less in taxes than a community of
tieople with the same total income, similarly distributed, that spends less on
its church and more on its priya homes.

Nevertheless, the benef oduced by charitable contributions have
certain shared characteristic which provide the basis for principled argu-
ments in favor of deduction A ost all charitable organizations other than
those that distribute alms to the poor produce something -in the nature of
common or social goods or services The benefit produced by a contribution
to a private school, for example, may not inure primarily to the poor, but
neither does it inure solely to the contributor Even when contributors are
almost all members who share in the prockiCt of the organization, as in the
case of a church, the product is essentially a common good to be enjoyed by
the members without regard to relative contributions and usually is at least
"en tmnjoyment by others. ,/

ComKon- goods have several charaCteristics relevant for our purposes. Prin-
cipally, their enjoyment is not limited exclusively or even primarily to those
who pay for them That might be stated merely as a matter of external bene-,_
fits a wealthy man cannot purchase and enjoy the sound of a new church
organ without conferring A benefit on his fellow parishioners. Unlike the
typical external effect of private consumptfon, however, the benefit conferred

,on others is of the same kind as that enjoyed by the contributor' himself.
Moreover, it is typically the case that the benefits produCed by a charitable

organization aie free goods in the sense that one person's enjoyment of them
will not directly impair another's enjoyment. Attendance at church on a
particular Sunday, use of the town library, or listening to a symphony
orcheStra 'broadcast,will not immediately prevent someone else from doing
the same thing Of course, pure public goods are relatively rare. Use of the
library does not immediately prevent others from using it, but if too many use
it too much, then its utility will be impaired. The conditions under ,whichla
town common can serve effectively for common use are very limited.P2 And
students' places in schools are sometimes quite scarce. But as among-thatu-
dents, once admitted to a school or to a particular class, many of the educa-
tional opportunities offered have this quality of common goods.

The underlying problem with respect to contributions to crunches, 'schools,
museums, and similar charities is whether the common goods they produce
should be reflected in the consumption component of personal income of any

f the individuals associated with them.

1. Taxing the Recipient on the Value of Services Provided by Charities =If
the personal income tax is ultimately to be seenas a tax on total personal
consumption and accumulation, then on the face of it the value of services
provided by philanthropic institutions aught to be included in the taxable
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income of the recipients who benefit from those .services.83 To the extent a
taxpayer pays or such services receivedby paying tuition or purchasing
tickets, tq stancehis taxable income will reflect the services so
purchased But in practice we make no attempt to tax recipients on the value
of services financed through voluntary contributions or tax-exempt endow-
ment income Why not?

Partly, of course, the answer is practical there is often no satisfactory way
to put a value on the benefits provided by a charitable organization to a
particular recipient beyond the price he has had to pay to receive those
benefit But I think the matter runs deepet" and we would not want to tax the
receipt of such benefits even if we could

,

Consider, for example, the benefits conferred by a church upon itsemen-i-
bers There is no satisfactory way of measuring the benefit conferred on any
particular member Even if we took the Church budget as setting a.prima facie
value or price on the total of benefits produced for its members, there is no ,
adequate method of determining distribution of those benefits among church
members for individual income tax purposes And even if we could put values
on such thin s, I doubt if we would want to include them in taxable income.
Whatever c nsiderations lead most churches not to charge admission may
make it un esirable; as well as impractical, for the state to define taxable
consumpti n, in such a way as to impose a secondary admission charge in the
form of a ax burden

Or con ider educational institutions Tradition provides a way of pricing
individu I benefiq from school attendance through uniform tuition charges,
and in f ct we generally tax students' families on that part of the value of their
educate n by denying any deduction for tuition payments 84 Insofar as'either
the cos or value of educational services exceeds tuition, however, it would be
difficu t to measure that excess for any particular student And again, even if
we could measure the excess, I do not thig we would want to tax the
recipient on it Indeed, even when there is an established tuition charge but
some students have the charge defrayed by scholarship aid, no tax is
imposed 85 ,

.
The reasons for not defining taxable personal consumption to include -the

value of educational services in excess of ,the price paid are akin to those for,
maintairung free riublic schools In part, we make education free in order to
try to equalize educational opportunity among different income groups. But
that consideration alone would support only a policy of graduated charges or
free schooling for the poor Moreover, when we provide quality `higher educa-.
tion, we go far beyond equality Not everyone will have the taste or capacity
for that p rticular commodity, those who do are apt to be disproportionately

. from relat vely`well-to-do homes. '-
A more eneral reason for free schooling is the conviction that the ultimate

benefits from schooling flow beyond the immediate. recipients. General
education° makes better citizens Higher education prepares people for roles
of leadership of one kind or anotheo Moreover, there are diseases to be.Cured,
legal disputes to be resolved, technologies to be invented, and scientific
principles, to be discovered, all of which will not be done if society fails to
concentrate the necessary educational resources on those who can do the
work' In our society, of course, a higher education may lead to higher
earnings, but then we will tax those 8b Any other individual benefit to the
student from a higher education is like the benefit that flows to anyone from
having an interesting and self-fulfilling role to play, Insofaras the satisfactions
from an education are not reflected in earnings, they are like lob satisfaction
-which'we are perfectly content neither to charge for nor to tax.87

,
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The exact reasons for not taxing the recipients of other charitable services
may vary from case to case, but in general they will arise from both the
impracticability of measuring individual benefits and the undesirability of
thwarting whatever purposes led the charity to make the provision of the
services wholly or partly free

2. Taxation of Charitable Contributions as a Proxy for Taxing Benefits
The denial of a charitable deduction,however, would not involve the
impracticability of measuring individual benefits and would avoid some of the
undesirability of imposing a direct tax cost on the recipient for a service the
charity meant to provide free Denial of a deduction would operate just as
with any other personal expenditure to impose a tax on people according to
what they do pay for charitable services, by way of contributions as well as
direct charges And while theoretically the contributor may be the wrong
person to tax, he is free to respond to the tax by reducing his contribution so
that the burden would be shifted indirectly to those who enjoy the benefits of
the charitable activity in the case of ordinary household consumption, a tax
collected from those with the income casts its burden automatically on all
those whose consumption the income goes to support It thus serves as a
prbxy for a tax on all of them If a tax on intome contributed to a chaatable
enterprise would similarly serve ac a proxy for a tax on benefits, then at least.
the activity would bear a tax burden comparable to that borne by other
consumer activities

There are several difficulties, however, with taxing contributions as a proxy
for benefits First, the rate of tax that would result from den\ ing a deduction
for contributions wot+1,21 often be too high for the people who enjoy the

. benefits Individual income tax rates are designed to apply to the private
household consumption which any particular level of income is likely to
support Indeed, major differences in household responsibilities are reflected
in different rate schedules, and exemptions 88 Individual rate schedules are
not similarly adapted to apply to consumption by they wider community
typically served by a philanthropic enterprise .

The contributions that support any palticular charitable enterprise are likely
to come disproportionately from a relatively few contributgio have higher
incomes and are in higher tax brackets than the average for thoge interested in
the enterprise benefits are not similarly concentrated on the wealthiest
Thus, even though a suburban church may fail to provide muchr the way of
,services to the very poor, its mode of financing does bring about some internal
redistribution, which would tend to make a personal tax at contributors' rates
cast an excessive burden on the community as a whole Insofar as the quality
of common goodk available to the affluent is generally better than that
available to the Poor7-7a better way of reflecting the difference may be just to
impose a higher or moreIteeply graduated rate of tax on private consump-
tion '89 ,

c
t.ii..--2 .k*`9, ,,SOci,,pncl*_the,irc-tpaq,54 te,,no,cotbution as a proxy for benefits might

well be excessive even apart fronithe matter of rates because of the
dissociation that exists between payment of contributions and enjoyment of
benefits from charitable organizations. An income tax ordinarily operates:to
make a person reduce his expenditures but leaves him free to decide fol him-
self which expenditures to reduce by how much Taxable consumption
includes both food"and clothing, a taxpayer may choose however, to cast the
burden of the tax wholly on pne category in order to avoid any reduction in
the other As a ong private,preclusive consumption expenditures the reduc-
tion will be di ributed among items under the constraint that any particular
expenditure rreduction will immediately produce a corresponding reduction in
consumption benefits. In the case of contributions there is no such immediate
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connection Whether the services produced by a charitable organization and
enjoyed by a contributor will be reduced does not depend immediately and
solely on his contributions but on the sum of all contributions by all contribu-
tors, thus a rationally self-interested taxpayer might be tempted to let his
contributions bear more of the burden of a tax than do his private. consump-
tion expenditures.90

For these reasons the effect of taxing contributions as a proxy for benefits
might be to cast an excessive burden on charitable services. Indeed, phil-
anthropic activities may well' bear part of the burden of the personal income
tax even if they are deductible, since there is nothing to prevent contribUtors
from responding, to the tax by cutting contributions At least a deduction for
contributions may help, however, to avert or mitigate excessive rritilvement in
that directici'n Legislative history' tends to indicate that this was the congres-
sional view th'at led to enactment of the deduction It was feared that high
rates of tax in 1917 might cut off the flow of funds to philanthropic uses, and
the deduction was to prevent that effect 91

There is some analogy in these respects between the 'support of philan-
thropy and the cultivation of leisure Part of the reason an income tax does
not in fact seem to make people quit work is that if they want to maintain their
old standard of living they have to work harder for it Although leisure is not
directly included in the tax base, one way to bear the tax is through a sacrifice
of lei-sure The price effect of the tax favors leisure, but the income effect may
be a burden on it.

one can maintain his standard of living in the face of an incO e
tab cutting charitable contributions even if they are made deductible Wit

,a, eductim there is a price effect in favor of giving as compared with non-
cti grexpenditures-, but with or without the deduction the tax has an

unfaVor le Income effect on contributions There is no sure way to know
with respect 'to either leisure or charity whether the income effect or the sub-
stitution effect will prevail There may be some reason to think, however, that
both philanthropy and unexercised earning, power92 are among the things a
persoq might give up first in response to a reduction in income Philanthropy
in its broader sens ay be, like the cultivation of leisure, a kind of delicate

flower of human ac ivity bes removed from the direct burden of the income
tax hich can better be bo b,,y those hardier self-preprvatiVe. and self
ce instincts that und c4t.ss.0.94170Vpheevioh.stinitiltiok0404CliUsti31
goods and services

3 Taxing the Contributor in hi 'Own Right' Most critics of the charitable
contribution deduction would probably argye that contributors should be
taxedin their own right on income donatecito charity, not as proxies for the
recipients of si rvices Charitable contributions are a use of income by the
contributor that should not be treated differently from any other personal,
nonbusiness expenditure The benefit to be reflected in taZable,ocome is the
benefit to the contributor that motivates him to make the contribution, not
the effect on someone else.

Insofar as the benefit to the contributor is the pleasure of giving, the
argument runs into the same difficulties as in the case of aIrDs for the poor 93
The arguments are also essentially similar insofar as the benefit is conceived
simply as an exercise of power not to devote resources to one's own private,
preclusive, household consumption.94 But one who contributes to a
symphony orchestra instead of a rock group, to the construction of an opera
house instead of a soccer stadium, or to the support of a liberal arts college.
instead of a vocational training school is exercising an affirmative influence
Over the allocation of resources to one activity rather than another, and it may
be urged that this exercise of power ought itself to be subject to tax vie

349-
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One view would be that income represents power over resources and that
an income tax should be designed to curtail affirmative exercises of that
power, in whatever sphere, on a horizontally equitable basis. But an income
tax cannot be made to bear very equitably on exercises of power or inflUence
as such in any event. Again, people wield power over -the allocation of
resources in all sorts of was that do not involve the expenditure of after-tax
funds In the case of churches, schools, and other operating philanthropic
institutions, many people make direct contributions of time, energy, and
talent, and there is no reason to think they do not have a very substantial -
influence over their institutions Yet we do not try to tax them on that. In the
world beyond particular philanthropic institutions, people wield influence or
power by how they perform their jobs, by the jobs they take, by devoting time
and effort to the cultivation of political influence, through seeking public

ffice or otherwise, by writing influential books or speaking effectively in
ublic, and in any number of other ways The income tax cannot reach these
'ts Even if we confine attention to money 'expenditures, people exercise

p wer over the allocation of resources by making or controlling the making of
d ductible business expenditures, and the income tax does not reach these
acts 95 In,.a world in, which power is exercised in so many ways, it might be a
step V erymuch in the wrong direction to make the tax bear upon the exercise
of power through charitable donations While leaving all these other things free
of tax The effect of thevileduction is to make the impact of the tax more
consistent by drawing a line in effect between private, preclusive, household
consumption on the one hard,, and the exercise of power or influence outside

.,,
the household on the ptitgittiind then confining the burden of the pronal
income tax principally to the-iOrnirr

The exception that proves the rul4 may_b_e_the matter of political contribu-
tions Traditionally, we have not allowed arty cle-d'action for political' contribu-
tions, and even now there is little disposition to allw an unlimited deduction
for political contributions because this would en.huce the jpfluence of the
wealthy 96 We do allow a citizen to participate in politicsithout imposing
any taxon the value of his participation, but we do not grant him a deduction
for large contributions. -Similarly, we might permit a person to devote his
energy directly to the promotion of philanthropic pursuits without allowing a
deduction to those who provide their support through monetary
contributions

But there are very particular reasons for limiting the deductibility of
political contributions that do not apply equally to charitable cornyikutions.
We fear oppression if wealthy people are able to dominate the political
process Nondeductibility of political contributions is a.small, ad hoc way of
lessening the threat-of such ttotpi,44ance. Indeed, it is widely felt that we need
to do more to limit the influence of money in politics. Political power is
monolithic in the sense that it is all to be exercised through one set of closely
interrelated institutions over which we do not want the rich to capture too
nearly complete a control.

Charitable organizations, on the other hand, are numerous enough, and
sufficiently voluntary in their membership relations, so that we need not have
the same fear of oppressive domination by wealthy contributors. Some
organizations may devote resources to subjects of limited public interest, but
others pursue subjects of quite general concern. The variety of common
cultural goods that voluntarily supported charities will, produce or pursue is
itself a value worth preserving, even at the cost of supporting some enterprises
our platonic gUardians might find individually unwOrthY197

Following the tax expenditure analysis, At has been asserted that the
charitable contribution deduction enhances a wealthy contributor's influence
by causing the Government to make matching grants at a rate determined by
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reference to his marginal tax bracket o avoid this effect it has been sug-
gested that the deduction be replaced wi h a crOdit against tax98 or even with
a system of direct matching gifts to qualified charities,99'either at a single flat
rate or at rates graduated according tor the percentage of income a particular
donor contributes If a taxpayer makes total contributions of $1000 in a given
year, then instead of deducting $1000 from taxable income, he might subtract
some percentage of $1000 from his tax, the percentage fight be higher for a
lower income taxpayer because to make that size donation the -lower bracket
taxpayer is presumably making a greater sacrifice The rate of credit or
matching grant would be set to try to approximate the overall effec -of the
present deduction by keeping the total flow of contributions constant. Private

acphuiatrthrOPIT would thils'be eirese:fed, but the poWer and Influence tlitt go
with making contributions would spread more evenly among' 41e 'People.

Under a tax credit generous low bracket taxpayers wouki get more than a .
forgiveness of income tax on funds donated to charity because of their dona-
tions they would get kforgiveness of tax on some funds devoted to private
consumption as well luu On the other hand,, a high bracket taxpayer of only
moderate generosity would find he still had a net tax to pay on income
devoted to charity For him the tax law would offer an inducement to quit
work and make music himself, or play golf, instead of contributing to the
symphony In theory, at least, high bracket taxpayers might respond to the
shift from deduction to credit or matching grant by reducing both their dona-
tions and their earnings,, and then both charitable contributions and public
revenues would suffer

The credit or matching-grant suggestion derives, of course, from the tax ex-
penditure analysis, which already regards the tax law as subsidizing charitable
contributions in an amount equal to the additional tax that would have been
ColleCted if the doi-Med funds had been devoted to private consumption or
accumulation But, again, to assert that the deduction represents a subsidy is
just to assume the result that the contributor should be able to contribute
only from after-tax fuhds The deduction can be,described alternatively as a
mere exemption of alp charitable contributions from the category of private
con'sum'ption subject to tax Such a provision may or may not be a.good idea.
But the net effect of substituting a credit for the deduction would be to tax
some contributors on their contributions while subsidizing others, and so
vievd the suggestion seems to be'a very doubtful one That is, it is under-
standable to say to a high bracket taxpayer that he will not be taxed on funds
devoted to philanthropic uses of,his own choosing And it is understandable
to say, if necessary, that a high Racket taxpayer will be taxed even on such
funds because there are other ore pressing needs as determined and identi-
fied by government action B it is much less understandable to tell a high
bracket taxpayer that he will e taxed on funds devoted to his favorite phil-
anthropies in order to proved funds for the support of other people's phil-
anthropies beyond what they Would have been able to provide if no tax had
been imposed at all

Again our t?eatment of political contributions is instructive. We need an
injection of public funds to pay for political campaigns in order to reduce the
excessive dependence of elected public officials on their wealthy benefactors.
But there is a difficult problem of how to distribute such public funds among
all the multitude of carididates running for different offices in different kinds
of elections A meshing grant system, through a tax credit with a fairly low
ceiling, is one good, 'practical way of effecting just such a distribution.101
There is no similar need to utilize the income tax to effect a redistribution of
influenceover allocation of funds among philanthropic uses.

'I 5 1
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. 4 Neutrality with Respect to Expenditure Choices. From a slightly differ-
ent 'standpoint it may be argued that the charitable contribution deduction is
undesirableor at least that its justification has to be found outside the realm
of purposes intrinsic to the income taxbecause it introduces an artificial
distortion into the contributor's choice of how to spend his money A personal
income tax is supposed to be neutral with respect to expenditure choices in
the sense-that while it leaves a taxpayer with less to spend, it leaves him free
to decide for imself how to spend what is left. The charitable contribution
deduction' in rferes with his choice by giving him more to spend if he makes

'charitable d nations, and less if he does not
But once again the personal income tax can be described as neutral only by

confining consideratron to after-tax expenditures, the tax is manifestly not
neutral with respect to any wider realm of choice that includes questions
about wanking hours, early retirement, job satisfaction, and the like, which
have an.im pact on earnings and are therefore affected by tax rates. There is no
warrant for confining attention to expenditures or for assuming that neutrality,
among expenditur'es will produce the greatest possible neutrality in the wider
realm of consaver choice that embraces earnings 'decisions, or even for
assuming that exiNnditure decisions. can be separated in, the long run from
earnings decisions.

Indeed,, it is probably better to describe the personal income tax by starting
with the proposition that it is not neutral and cannot be made neutral in any
comprehensive sense The question rs not bow to eliminate disneutrality or
bias but how to arrange it along the most tolerable lines. The tax almost by
definition lays a burden on the cycle of activity by which a person earns
income and spends it for private, household consumption, while the direct
performance of charitable services and the pursuit of leisure activities are left
free of that burden. The effect of the charitable contribution deduction is only
to put the easing of income and its devotion to charitable uses on the tax-
free side of the line

In considering whether it is wise to put charitable contributions on the tax-
free side of the line, income effect ax should be kept in mind.102 Just

as the burden of the tax may be borme by- working harder, even if the enjoy-
ment of leisure is tax-free, so it may be met by reducing charitable contribu-
tions, even if they are deductible And if support of philanthropy like culti-
vation of leisure is something one tends to effect only with his surplus funds or
time, then it will tend to bear a sighificant portion of the burden in any event.
Again we may come totie conclusion that the pursuits of religion, education,
culture, and }philanthropy are things best exempted fro the burden of a tax
designed to rest upon activities with a hardier motiva on. '

5 Philanthropy from a CoMmunity Perspe ye It is possible t9 look at
religion, learning, and the arts from a community perspective rather than that
of either the recipient of services or the contributor of funds as such. From this
standpoint there is a,considerable resemblance to the cultivation of keisure
withrn a private household In the aggregate th4 effect of-, allowing a com-
munity to support a church, a symphony orchestra, or. a university on a tax
deductible basis is to allow it to allocate 'part of its people's time,and energy to,.
those activities without having the product taxed. If everyone in the com-
munity made his own prayers and music and literary criticism, that would all
go untaxed as leisure-time activity. But it may be more efficient for the com-
munity, to delegate.at least part of those functions to specialists who can

spend their whole time at them. Insofar as specialization leads one person to
produce something that others seek to consume on an individual basis, it
leads to an increase in taxablO income. But to the extent that specialization
produces something shared throughout the community, A may be. reasonable
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to let it go tax free on grounds similar to those that make it acceptable for
exempt the product of individual leisure activities.103

Thinking in terms of some community that produces and ehjoys the product
of a religious or educational or cultural enterprise serves to identify two
separable issues with which we must deal First, how should the distribution of
tax burdens among members of that community be affected by their partici-
pation in4that enterprise, and second, how should the aggregate tax burden of
the community be affected as compared with other communities or groups of
people who do not maintain such an enterprise?

In answer to the first question we have already seen that it would be im-
practical, and prbbably undesirablrin any event, totry to take direct account
of relative benefits from fret services provided by the enterprise 104 On the
other hand, it does not make much sense to tax people according to their con-
tribution to the enterprise If we assume equal opportunity to utilize the
benefits of the enterprise, then one who contributes less than another is better
off in that he has the common goodand more left for other things For pur-
poses of apportioning taxes within the community, therefore, it makes sense
to look only at private, not communal, consumption. To arrive at that amount
it is necessary to deduct charitable contributions from income.

The second question is harder Is a community that produces and consumes
a given quantity Qf food,_wine, clothing, housing, private entertainment, and
other private goods and services, and also maintains a church requiring the
full-time paid services of some of its people, to be taxed like an irreligious
community that produces and consumes somewhat more food, wine, and
so forth or like one that produces and consumes the 'same amount of private
goods but in which everyone worlq,,a little less and devotes more time and
energy to love and song or private prayer? I suppose the matter cannot be
resolved by logic, but it seems to me consistent with the general purpose and
effect of our tax to adopt the latter as the more persuasive analogy.

The concept of community in this discussion is an amorphous one. it means
any group that shares some religious, educational, or charitable common
good, whose production is financed by voluntary contributions A particular
individPal may be a member of several such, groups In any event, it is'not
important for operation of the tax that membership in the community be
accurately identified because the desired result is achieved by allowing a
deduction for contributions, whoever the members of the community maybe.

Community in this sense is something of an extension, with respect to
certain categories of goods, of the conceprof household implicit in our treat-
ment of imputed income 105 In genera4,,.8 betwettn' members of different
households, the price of specialization is subjection to the income tax, since
what a,taxpayer earns by selling his own specialized product in order to buy
other products will be included in taxable income. But goods produced and
consumed within the household are typically left out of account in computing
income, even when a considerable degree of individual specialization exists
within the household. -

The charitable contribution deduction can be said to rest upon a judgment
that certain common goods financed on a voluntary contributory basisdor
shared use in a community wider than an individual 'household, should be
similarly exempted Specialization within that wider community will require
that the clerics and teachers and musicians be paid so they can eat. Because
the taxation of private consumption is to be on a household basis, the clerics
and teachers and musicians will be taxed on their salaries But the contributor
households' private consumption or accumulation has been reduced by their
contributions Consequently, a deduction is appropriate unless they are to be
taxed on what they have paid the cOics7.teachers,and musicians toroducel
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The tharita8le contribution deduction represents a judgment that no tax need
be collected on what the cle(ics, teachers, and musicians have produzii
insofar as it is distributed or made available as a free good for 4,hared use
within a reasonably wide community of persons.106

It is sometimes said that the charitable contribution deduction is stified
because charitable organizations provide services that otherwise the G vern-
ment might have' to provide directly One abstract sense in which that ate-
ment seems true is that charitable organizations produce cocnmon goods.jo
some extent the basic reason underlying taxation and governmental provision
of common or public goods is that people acting individually will not tend to
pay voluntarily for the provision of public goods or services up to an optimum
level..107,Insofar as that is the reason for taxation, it may well seem counter-

-productive to lay the tax on that very kind of activityproduction of common
goods for shared enjoyment=even if the common goods produced by private
philanthropic institutions differ substantially from the ones ,the Government
would 'purchase or produce in the absence of such institutions 108.

Charity/by the Idle Rich

The discuss I sus far - . - , 1 part of his
earnings to a charitable orgariization, and it has been pointed out that the
effect of e duction is to treat such a taxpayer as if he had devoted part of
his ener les directly toward the promotion of charitable enterprises, instead of
earning ney Many charitable contributions, however, are made by
weal by people from accumulated wealth or unearned income. Thus, the
question arises whether a deduction for them can be justified on grounds such
as those we have been exploring.

1 Contributions Out of Investment Income.Consider first a taxpayer
with an income solely from dividends who contributes one third to charity and
lives on the rest It cannot be argued very directly that a charitable deduction
will operate to treat him as if he were performing services for the charity
instead of earning money and turning it over, since he is not earning any
money in any event Nor can it be argued in this situation that the incentive
effect of the charitable contribution deduction serves to offset the disincen-
tive effect of the tax on remunerative employment. There may seem to be
more reason, therefore, to take the taxpayer's income as fixed and to tax it
without regard to use in order to make the tax neutral with respect to expendi-
ture choices.

But I think the deduction is still justified along the lines indicted in this
paper for two reasons. First, most taxpayers in the long run do face earnings or
investment decisions with respect to which the tax is not neutral and which
may have some relation to their level of charitable giving. The deduction will
therefore operate to offset the bias of the tax itself insofar as income is
devoted to charitable uses. Second, eveh if that is not so for a particular tax-
payer, considerations of equity require that he be allowed a charitable
contribution deduction if, other taxpayers are. For reasons that include a
consideration of incentive effects on most taxpayers, we have decided that
taxable consumption should embrace only private, preclusive, household
consumption To make income a measure of consumption thus defined, plus
accumulation, a deduction must be allowed for expenditures for other things,
whatever the source of the income. The deduction should be allowed,
therefore, whenever charitable contributions are made out of taxable ordinary
income, whether earned or unearned.

1.)
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2. Unrealized Capital Appr'eciation.In !the; case of a donation of
appreciated capital assets to a charitable organization, present law generally
allows a deduction for fair market value without taking into account that there
is unrealized gain represented by the excess of fair market value over the
taxpayer's basis 109 The argument in this paper will not support t$at rule. The
argument here is concerned only with adjusting gross income to make it a
more accurate measure of private consumption plus accumulation by allow-
ing a deduction to offset' the inclusion in gross income orreceipts that have
been turned over to philanthropic use Since the effect of the fair market
value rule is to allow a ax deduction for an amount, the unrealized gain, that

iwill never be included in gross income, it dearly goes beyond that rationale.
Whatever its origin; 110 the fair market value rule must now be viewed as asubsidy or artificial inducement, above and beyond mere tax exemption, for

philanthrqpic giving The magnitude of the subsidy is a function of the
amount of unrealized appreciation in relation to the basis of the property and
the taxpayer's rates of tax, being greatest for taxpayers in highest brackets and
with most appreciation for a taxpayer in the top rate brackets whose propertyhas a nominal basis, the rul erates in a sense to Make the Government ta eover the whole cost of a haritable donation Indeed, the taxpayer wi
sometimes have more left ter taxes for Privat&consumption and accumula-
tion if he donates the property than if he sells it 111

3. Realized Capital Gains There are problems in applying the rationale
developed in this paper even when charitable contributions are made out of
realized long-term capital gains Consider a taxpayer whose only income is
$100,000 6f long-term capital gains and who makes charitable- contributions in
the amount of $25,000 Under present law he will have a long-term capital
gain, deduction of $50,000 and a charitable contribution deduction of $25,000,
leaving taxable income of $25,000 less exemptions and any other deductions.
He will thus have left to consume or accumulate $75,000 minus taxes on$25,000 The disparity befween a tax on $75,000 and on $25,000 is not, of.,
course, all due6to the charitable contribution deduction. The capital gain
deduction would by itself reduce the tax on $75,000 of long-term capital gain
to that for taxable income of $37,500 But the further reduction to the tax on$25,000 is attributable to the charitable. contribution-, deduction. That
reduction is not supported by the rationale advanced in this paper, which
merely justifies treating a taxpayer 'as if he never received. a portion of his
income eqUak to what he turns over to charity. It does not support the
allowance of both a charitable contribution deduction and a capital gain
deduction with respect to the same receipt

The effect would be more dramatic without the present limitation of the
charitable contribution deduction to 50% of adjusted gross income A

'taxpayer with $100,000 of long-term capital gains could then give $50,000 to
charity and consume or accumulate the other $50,000 without paying any'tax
at all The existing limitation of the charitable contribution deduction to 50%
of adjusted gross income would leave taxable income of $25,000 in this case,
whet is argyably the correct result for ,the current year since it is what the
taxpayer would have had if he only received $50,000 of long-term capital gain
for his private use in the first place. Dut the percentage limitation is a crude .,..way of reaching the right result. 112 A better way would be to require that
capital gains be reduced by the amount of the donation hefore computing the
capital gain,deduction Of course, when a taxpayer has both ital gains and
ordinary income some method would be needed for allocating e contribu-
tion between types,of income.113

3 3 3
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,, 4. Conti-14pm Out of Accumulated. Wealth Generally.Suppose a tax-
payer with a portfolio of bonds that have not appreciated above cost receives
$50,000 of interest income and donates bonds worth $25,000 to his alma
mater Under present law he would pay tax on a taxable income of $25,000,
though he may live at a $50,000 standard of living Is there anything wrong
with that re'Sult?

An interesting contrast is provided by the tax rules governing trusts If the
bonds were held in trust under terms requiring distribution of interest income
to an individual beneficiary but requiring, or permitting the trustee to44nake
charitable contributions out of corpuS., the beneficiary's _taxable income
would remain at $50,000 despite the contribution 114 Current consumable
income is not reduced by the amount of the contribution out of corpus, and
neither is the tax If the purpose of the charitable contribution deduction is to
facilitate an indirect measurement of otiivate, household consumption, hen
arguably a similar rule should be applied in the case of securities owned indi-
vidually rather than in trust

Of course, accumulated funds may have been taxed when earned, andthen
in theory a charitable deduction may be defended as a kind of device to
refund the prior tax But in many cases the funds accumulated may have been
taxed at less than current rates of ordinary income tax or not at all 115 Still, it
would be very difficult to try to ascertain whether accumulated funds have
actually been taxed and at what rate Moreover any attempt-to limit the
etfect of thharitable contribution deduction to a refund of taxes previously
paid would not be easy to reconcile with the fact that we permit.a taxpayer to
finance current consiimption out of accumulated funds, free of current tax,
without any investigation of what taxes the accumulation of 'those funds
actually bore

5. Conclusion In general, then, the agrument of this paper, that the
purpose of the deduction is to help create an income tax that imposes a
uniform gradtiated burden on aggregate personal private consumption and
accumulation supports &deduction for contributions only to the extent that
funds out of 4i, ch each contribution is made have otherwise been included in
computing tatablejncome That limitation is clearly exceeded in the case`of
the deductiOn,rot, fair market value of appreciated capital assets without
recognition of }the unrealized gain It raises difficulties in other cages where
some current receipts or prior accumulations may have been taxed at less than
current ordinary rates But the difficulties are not solely, or even primarily, a
product of the charitable contribution deduction, since they-already exist with
respect to capital gains or prior accumulations that may be devoted to current
private consumption without ever bearing tax at turrent ordinary, income
frtes. The capital gain rules in particular are themselves inconsistent with the

erlying thesis that the tax should be evenly laid on total consumption iflus
accumulation without distinctions according to differerfes in source, and the
charitable contributio eduction only puts that inconsistency into sharper
focus ,

-

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The Justifications developed here for the medical expense and charitable
contribution deductions are quite different from one another. Indeed, td

t some extent the reasons for allowing a charitable contribution deduction vary
thong different kinds of contributions, PersonSI consumption is a complex

4.4
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and ambiguous cone ptf Accordingly, the precise rationale for ultimately
deciding to exclude or include particular items In taxable consumption can be
expected to vary-Wide ,1 But there are a few general strands in the reasoning

`, whose implicatior4.are worth noting.

Uses and Sources of Incoine

Incomeould Littkirriatelc be defined and differentiated for personal tax
purposes by its uses, ilgt its sources The intended primary effect of a direct
personal taxis to curtail private consumption of economic resources needed
for public use Income used or kept available for such consumption should be
subject to tax, whatever its source TO be sure, there may be some uses of
resources, such as those' represented by medical care and philanthropy, that

ornerit exemption from tax, but it is the use, not the source, that merits
exemption For example, if a person is not to be taxed on medical care
provided in a tortfeasor who caused hisinjury,,then neither should he be
taxed on medical care supplied by his employer or paid for out of cash
Income received by him from other sources

Simons' definition of, personalrmcome as personal consumption plus
ceccumulatiori makes this point it was intended to advance the notion that
income is not to be defined or differentiated by source The corollary that
income is to be def.ined.by,uses is' a clear and' literal implication of this
definition, even if unintended and often overlooked This implication can be
made more explicit by transforming Simons' definition into the teleological
assertio'n that the personal income tax is an indirectly measured tax on
personal consumption and accumulation. Questions of what constitutes
consumptioh, and of how and when to take accumulation into account, are
the essential questions that Simons' definition correctly puts at the center of
personal income tax pplicy'for.mulation.

It follows that personal income tax prdvisions that,differentiate according
to how people use their funds (or other resources) deserve careful ekamination
and evaluation to determine whether they further the goal of ifnposing a
uniform, graduated tax burden' on aggregate personal consumption and
accumulation On the other hand,, those provisions that distinguish according

- to source must be justiliedby reference to criteria extraneous to the primary
goal of a personal incOrn, tax

The interest deduction may be justifiable, for example, as a matter of
personal tax equity,' if interest paid can sensibly, be excluded in measuring
personal consumption Similarly, there is a case to be made for deducting
state and'Iocactaxes Funds spent for either interest or taxes are not available
for bread, wine or travel If differences in arnounts spent for these items do
not reflect diff nces in standards of living,116 then a deduction would be
quite proper.

The exclusion municipal bond interest,117 on the 'Other hand, since it
depends on source, not on use of funds, cannot be justified as a matter of tax '
equity Municipal bond interest is just as available for bread, wine, or travel (or
the payment of income taxes) as income from any-other source. The exclusion
can be justified., therefore, if at all, only as a form of subsidy that must be
intended ultimately to benefit municipal borr9wers. The tax expenditure
analysis represents a perfectly sound wa of appraising and criticizing this /%64,
provision. 118

Of course, not-every differentiationtl5Aersonal income tax makes arrIong
uses of funds is sound Indeed, 'one virtue of the tax is its relative neutrality
with respect to consumer choices. That virtue will be best preserved if
distinctions among uses of income are kegt W a minimum. But all such dis-
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Unctions cannot be ruled out as a matter of principle, and the questiori of
which distinctions to make is one of the unavoidable, central questions of
personal income tax policy.

Furthermore, it is not always immediately clear whether a differentiation is
one of source or use (or both) In some instances, lust as income provides an
indirect measure of expenditure, source differentiations provide an indirect
indication of important, relevant distinctions in use of resources In these
instances, accordingly, the same considerations utilized to evaluate -deduc-
tions based directly on use of funds should be employed to determine whether
these indirect use distinctions are Justified An earned income credit, for
example, is on its face a source distinction, differentiating between earned
and unearned income But a strong case can be made for such a
differentiation on the ground that it indirectly reflects an important difference
in use or consumption of economic yesources If one person earns $10,000
while another receives $10,000 from investments, they have the same money
income and may spend it for the same ,consumer goods and services, but the
investor also has his own time and energy left for whatever he wants to do
with them The earner, on the other hand, has devoted his working hours to
the production of goods or services for use by others That difference in use of
time and energy, while not easy to value precisely in m netary terms, is
arguably better reflected even crudely than left out of acco t altogether. An
earned income credit would provide lust such a crude reflec, ion, by reducing
the tax on the earnepas compared with the investor. ,

Another case ghere source distinctions may reflect important differences in '
use,, but with even less accuracy, is that of capital gains. Many of the argu-
ments for favored treatment of capital gains have to do with uses. capital
gains are somehow not,as available for spending on consumptidh as ordinary
income items are,119 or,capital gaihs do not represent any real accumulaticin

, because they only offset inflation.120 But those arguments fail to support our
presenrrawbecause it is not drawn in terms of such limitations or, assumptions
as to use of funds. Favored treatment is awarded to gains classified as
long-term capital2 gains on th4 basis of source and form of realization,
whatever they are used for Tax conscious investors and their advisors have
thus been able to design waystto live off capital gains or to use capital gains to
finance payment of fully deductible expenses. The argument in this paper
suggests that if favorable treatment is justified for capital gains at all, it should
be applied only after consideration of actual use, rather than on the basis of
assumptions that are only sometimes true about what capital gains are
generally iised for Instead of taxing capital gains at lower rates because they
are upposed to be unavailable for current consumption, we should consider
t ing gains of any kind less heavily if they are not in fact devoted to current
consumption.

Still another instance of a source distinction that imperfectly refle/ts use
) differences is the exclusion of borrowed fonds from income The 4cepted

reason for excluding borrowed funds concerns theirtource, since borrowing
proceeds are acquired only by incurring an obligation to repay, they do not
represent any gain A better justification for the exclusion has to do with uses
of funds and with simple convenience of tax administration,. Small consumer
loans can be left out of account for the latter reason,the only underlying issue
is one of timing over a relatively short period It is simply easier to leave both
I6an proceeds and repayment out of account.121 On the other hand,
substantial borrowing is generally used to finance capital investments and is
not usually available for simple, immediate consumption. Neither does it
rtpresent accumulation by.the borrower since, to the extent of the borrowing,
the accumulation represented by the capital investment is that 6f the lender.
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Basing the exclusion on this set of considerations is important when
substantial borrowing is available for consumption'. That occurs when borrow-
ing proceeds exceed the cost (though usually not the value) of the investment '
to which they relate in cases 2if borrowing in excess of basis. If the exemp-
tion of borrowing proceeds were conditioned upon a consideration of their
actual use (or actual use of an equivalent amount of money if theborrowing
proceeds themselves were not traced), we would impose a tax in such cases,
es indeed we should 122 #z".

Syndicated tax shelter investments123 represent the results of source
identification run rampant Borrowing proceeds are excluded from income
while a deduction is allowed for various expenses,, despite the:use of. those
proceeds to meet these expenses, in addition, income from sources subject to
depreciation or depletion is treated as such, despite its use in large part to
make deductible interest payments The result is an excess of deductions over
income in both the investing and operating phases, which will be made up
only imperfectly, if at all, upon liquidation 124 If income were classified
primarily according to its uses rather than its sources, then investors in
syndicated drilling or housing partnerships would be taxed more nearly in
accordance with their net cash flow. And the 'net cash flow is a much better
measure of the substance of their investment results than is provided by an
internal accounting of the &Wing Or housing operation.125

As these examples make clear126 the general notion of defining and
differentiating taxable income according to uses rather than sources does not
provide pat answers It does, however, provide an illuminating perspective-for
reexamination of many of the most difficult problems of tax policy.

Business and Household Activities

Similarly, the notion that a personal income tax should seek to tax aggre-
gate personal consumption plus accumulation casts light on the way business
and household activities should be treated. Taxable income is computed by
first ascertaining the net result of 'business and investment activity. it .is easy
to infer that busirips and investment activity is the ultimate object of the tax
and that adjustments that reflect only differences in household consumption
activity are extraneous to the central idea of the tax. But reflection about the
purpose of the tax indicates that the fruth is just the opposite: the
fundamental, underlying object of the tax is household consumption and
accumulation Differences in household consumption activity are, therefore,
ultimately the relevant differences to be taken into account in allocating tax
burdens Indeed, business and investment activity enters into the '
computation of the tax only because tile net result of business and investment
activity provides the-sole convenient way of measuring overall household
consumption activity. .

To some extent this is just a matter of looking at the other side of the same
coin For example, if --travel and entertainment expenses are incurred for
business reasons and not for persOnal pleasure, they are deductible. If they are
incurzed for personal pleasure riot sufficiently connected with business, they
are not deductible, We reach the same result whether we say that a deduction
will be allowed only for a busines expenditure or that a deduction will not be
allowed for a personal expenditure.

But in practice people's business and personal activities are often
intertwined This means that it may make an important difference which side
we approach the problem firom If we think of the tax as having fundamentally
to do with taxpayers in ,their business capacity, thin a sufficient business
condettion will justify a deduction3 whatever personal pleasure may be
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involved 127 However, if we think of the tax as having ultimately to do with'
consumption, then a deduction should be disallowed if the personal benefit
from the expenditure is clear and substantial, whatever its business utility Of
course, there is a practical difficUlty in fixing the value of the personal benefit
in the case of travel or entertainment that might not have been undertaken
but for its business connection. Nevertheless, altering our perspective
provides substantial Justification for rules that would go further than we now
do to require inclusion in someone's tax base, of items whose business utility,
depends on their being personally pleasurable to someone, such as enter-
tainment rather categorically defined.128

Or consider the interest deduction It is widely agreed that interest paid on
a business debt should be deductible There is no such agreement with respect
to interest on personal debts It is sometimes apparently assumed that in
theory interest on per5pnal debts should be nondeductible, but that in
prattice it would be difficult to distinguish business from personal debts
Furthermore, any attempt at such a distinction would invite evasion by some
taxpayers who would, borrow on their business or investment assets, to
refinance their personal loans.129

The present discussion suggests a more significant reason for treating busi-
ness and personal interest payments, alike, even if they could be
differentiated the difference between business and personal interest pay-
ments is not one that reflects any real difference hi household consumption
activity 130 As mentioned earilier, money paid for interest is unavailable for
food, wine,, or entertainment whether the debt is business connected or not
So far as a taxpayer's personal standard of living is concerned, it makes no dif-
ference whether interest payments are on business loans or personal loans
Therefore,, his tax liability should not be affected by that distinction

A final example concerns the child care allowance 131 There is a tendency
to think of that provision as a special subsidy, notwithstanding the connec-_
tion between child care costs and the mother's employment, because child
car itself seems intrinsically to be a personal, household matter rather than a
business activity 132 But that is an erroneous line of criticism, whatever one
may think of the present provision the reason for allowing the deduction has
to do with the working,inother's loss of time to devote to household tasks as
compared ivith the nonworlting mother, which is precisely the kind of house-
hold difference that ought to be taken into acco nt in allocating personal tau
burdens.133

a

Consumption and Accumulation

Henry Simons taught us that taxable personal income should be defined as
the.aggregate of personal consumption plUs accumulation without regard to

. source. That formulation requires us to consider and elaborate what we mean
by taxable- consumption and accumulation Prithio"paper we have explored%
how two of the personal deduction' provisions contrjbute to a rational
elaboration of the notion of taxable consumptiOn Other elements that might
be useful in an elaboration of that notionparticularly an earned income
credithave also been suggested. -

A similar exploration of,the- tion of accumulation is needed. Accumu-
lation has this in common wit tconsumption, if we try to begin, to list
everything that theoretically oug t to be included in the concept, we will
quickly pass the boundS of any practical' scheme of taxation Accurqulation in
kind could be construed to include' unrealized appreciation in listed'
securities, in unlisted securities of a0ose corporation, in a partnership or
proprietorship, which could or could 'not be incorporated; in a patent; in an
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invention not yet reduCed to practice, and so forth. It is not even feasible to
make any complete, separation between m terial and human wealth.
However, if we open the door to assessing the a predation in value of human
wealth, then there is no logical stopping plat short of making graduation
from Princeton or an dvantageous marriage, r the preliminaries to either of
these, substantial to ble events.

Accumulation, on the other hand, will re eal itself to be different from
consumption in two important respects Fir t, the inclusion of an item of
accumulation in income is primarily a ma ter of timing, exclusion is a
question of deferral rather than forgiveness o tax 134 If we taxed an investor
on unrealized appreciation, we would not to N him again on realization. If we
do not tax Princetonians,on graduation, it is only a matter of waiting to see if
their prospects actually materialize In contrast, consumption must be taxed
currently or not at all

Second, it is probable that savings out of cash income are not nearly as
satisfactory a surrogate for total accumulation as are personal consumption
expenditures for total personal consumption Unrealized capital appreciation
represents a very substantial element in total accumulation,135 as do
accumulated retirement benefits, vested and contingent, of various kinds.
Moreover:there is no warrant for assuming, as in the case of imputed income
from services and leisure, that these may be more or less evenly distributed
within income classes,

If we do indeed adopt the view that the pegonal fricome4px,:is funda-.
mentally a tax on uses rather than sources,, then the differencesT*tween con-

- sumption and accumulation may come to outweigh the toimilariiiies From a
household point of view, consumption and accumulation are hardly parts of a
single quantity, they are more nearly opposites that only happen to add
together to equal something else The fact that consumption plus
accumulation equals income is no more warrant for taxing accumulation and
consumption together than is the fact that liabilities plus proprietorship equal
assets a reason for treating liabilities and proprietorship as parts of the same
thing From the standpoint of evaluating net Worth they are the converse of
one another.

Notable economists and philosophers have argued that ideally a personal
tax should be laid on aggregate personal consumption only, not on .total
income 136 Those arguments have too often been overlooked, largely on the
assumption that a tax on personal consumption would not be as,, practical as
one on total income or on the ground that we already have a personal income
tax and that it would be impruderit to abandon the best thing we have for
something else new and untried.

This is not the place for a reevaluation of those arguments, but it may be in
order to close by indicating briefly how the present discussion of personal
deductions might bear on the question First, our discussion shows just how
feasible it is to remove an item from taxation by way ofa deduction. A deduc-
tidn for personal savings or accumulation expenditures would give us a
graduated personal consumption tax without much more difficulty than that
involved in allowing deductions for medical expenses and charitable
contributions 137 This discussion shows that we already use income as an
operative starting point forTheasuring and laying a tax on certain of the things
iiitome is used for If we can understand that we are already somewhat
selective about what uses of funds enter' into our income tax base (by not
being allowed as'cleductions), it may appear less radical to suggest that we be
just somewhat more selective by deducting out another category of

'eNpenditur.es, those for saving or accumulation.
Second, the pi'esent discussian indicates that the tax might be simpler to

,,lidminister if accumulation Weredsducted out. Several of the particular prob-
. 361
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lem areas noted in this paper have to do with 4ccumulation and disaccumu-
lation capital gains,138 borrowing in excess of basis,139 charitable contribu-
tions dot of accumulated wealth 140 If accumulation were deducted out, then
it would be feasible and appropriate to.tax all net disaccumulation as ordinary
income, just like any other source of consumptiori.

Third, the present personal income tax is in theory an accretion-oriented
income tax in which income transactions are supposed to be used to measure
total personal consumption and accumulation If we can recognize that
accretion already has to do essentially with uses rather than sources of funds,
it may be easier to imagine how readily the tax could be transformed into a
more explicitly consumption-oriented personal income tax in which personal o
income transactions would be used as the operating base for a tax tailored
ultimately to reflect aggregate current personal consumption without
accumulation

Finally, we ought to inquire more closely into what we actually have at
present, by considering whether personal accumulation expenditures provide
an accurate reflection of 4ggregate real accumulation While present theory
tells us we have an accretion-oriented tax, if unrealized capital appreciation
and other untaxed accruals account for a major fraction of total real accurnti-
'anon, then in practice what we already have may be nearer to a
consumption-type personal income tax than to an accretion-type tax In that
case we should consider whether we could achieve greater fairness by aiming
the tax more explicitly at current consumption with an evenhanded deferral of

( tax on all accumulated gains, whatever their .form and -source
The question of taxing accumulation, in short, needs comprehensive

reappraisal both in terms of how it is fairest to apportion tax burdens and in
terms of what it is most feasible to make personal income ,transactions
measure.
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,
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adequacies of legal training, or because of the impossibility of treating such a question by
definition, may be questioned.
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11 One exception iny;oh, es the'clistinction,between earned and unearned income which does
reflect a consumption difference due to the sacrifice of leisure which earned income entails
Thus an earned income credit, which seems to distinguish income items according to source,
may be perfectly compatible with Simons' definition He so intimated PERSONAL INCOME
TAXATION at 111, see pp 2170 -71, 2186, 2201-02 infra,

12 "Any exemption of receipts by kind is clearly incompatible with the essential rationale ofincome ate' PERSON/it INCO/METAtATIbN 170 The main pointsv.Simons' program were
to tax gratuitous receipts, capital gains in full including unrealized gains at death, tax-exempt
interest, and imputed rent

13 See Surrey, Federal Income Tax Reform, supra note 1, at 371-81

14 See pp 2204-06 infra.

. 15 See, e g PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 50, quoted at pp 2169 infra

16 Section 22(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, ch 2, § 22(a), 53 Stat 9, provided that
"gross income" included "gains, profits, and income from salaries, wages, or compensation for
persan31 service of whatever kind and in whatever form paid " Section 61(a) of the
present Code omits the phrase "in whatever form paid However, the Senate Finance
Committee said that while "the section 22(a) phrase 'in whatever form Paid' has been eliminated,
statutory gross income will continue to include income realized in any form S REP. NO, 1622,
83d Cong , 2d Sess 168 (1954)

17 This wai roughly the definition adopted by the Supreme Court in Eisner v Macomber 252
U S 189, 207 (1920)

"Income may be defined as the gain derived from capital, from labor, or from both corn-
4 bined " provided it be -understood to include profit gained through a sale or conversionof

capital assets

Any attempt at system-atiC definition was later abandoned See United States v. Kirby Lumber
Co , 284 U S 1, 3 (1931)

18 See Commissioner v Clenshaw Glass Co , 348 U S 52{1955)

19 See pp 2173.75 infra.

20 See Haig, The Concept of Income, in THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX 7 (R, Haig ed 1921),
reprinted in AMERICAN ECONOtAICS ASSN; READINGS IN THE ECONOMICS OF TAXATION 54
(R Musgrave & C Shoup eds 1959) (emphasis in original) "Income is the money value of the
net accretion to one's economic power bewteen two points of time "

21 PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 61.

22 Id. at 50

23 Id at 170-84

24 Id at 148-69

25 fd at 125-47 -Simons later retreated from the idea of taxing gifts as income, but continued to
urge inclusion of municipal nd interestand capital gams in full H SIMONS, FEDERAL TAX
REFORM 34-38, 44 (1950)

26 PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 51-55, 110-24
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27 Id at 53
4

28 Ct FICE OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS, U S DEP'T OF COMMERCE, NATIONAL INCOME.
1954 EDITION, A SUPPLEMENT TO THE SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 38 (1954)

No precise line can be drawn between final and intermediate products from mere observa-
tion of the nature of the products or the uses to which they are put It would bAteasy, for
example, if all consumer purchases were for goods like Sunday clothes and holiday dinners,
which are obvious elements of the good life, and if all business purchases were raw ma-
terials for further processing, which are obvious intermediate goods Between these two,
extremes, however, there is a wide range of purchases for which neither the motivation nor
the use is so clear-cut and which must be placed in one category or the other by somewhat
arbitrary rules ,

For this reason any measure of total production must be somewhat conventional For
instance, it must overlook the fact that the expenditures of individuals in their business
capacity are influenced by their standards as consumers, and that expenclitures Of con-, -
sumers are influence their activities as producers It must overlook also the fact that The',
conditions under w ich rk is performed have an important bearing on thek,welfare,o,f
individuals These conditions are affected by business expenditures on goods I, services
that are classified as intermediate lust because there is no satisfactory way tot ke account
of the beneftts"in a quantitative measure of final output

29 See Klein, The Deductibility of Transportation Expenses of a Corn ness and
Pleasure Trip A Conceptual Analysis, 18 STAN L REV 1099 (1966), cf Blum, e, Intent
and Purpose in Federal Income Taxation, 34 U CHI L' REV '485 (11367)

30 R GOODE, supra note 3, at 120-29, PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 112, Aaron, Income
Taxes and Housing, 60 AM ECON FIEV 789 (1970)

31 Consider two brothers each earning $15,000 a year A trust is created under which each
brother begins to reeeive a $15,000_mcome One brother continues to work and raises his level of
expenditures fottiersonal travel and entertainment, the other quits work in order to have more
time to travel and to entertain himself Surely both men are better off after creation of the trust
than before, and arguably by a comparable amount Yet only the first brother's income taxes
would increase under our present law If we had an earned income credit, the second brother's
tax would go up toothough presumably not as much as the first brother's

32 PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 112.18

33 Id. at 110-11, 113 )o.

34 Id. at 52, 111

35 See id. at 111 Congress twice experimented with an;,,earped income credit See R nue Act
of 1924, ch 234, §209(b), 43 tat ,364 (repea('ed by.Reveribe 4c,t of 1932, ch 209, 47 tat 169),
Revenue Act of 1934, Ch §25(t)(1T,' 48 Stat .49,2 (repeatedby Revenue Act of 1943, ch 63, §
107(a), 58 Stat 31)

,L,4"-NE;
36 'See PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 131 -_;4:

3.7 ,Without adequat taxes the corresponclag red4ction in private consumption,and accumula-
tion would be inftiosOn'd distributed by way of inflation

38 'See PERSOITAV INCOME TAXATION 17

Tons of paper have bien emplgyed in teaching the world that taxes should be levied ac-
cording t6 ability perhaps for the reason that this word utterly defies definition in terms
of any base upon which taxes are of ever might be levied. Whereas the question is as to
66w taxes should be allocated,wtth respect 'to income, consumption, or net worth, the
answer is,that they should be proportional to ability or faculty, which cannot be conceived

1
-qua'nfitatively or defined in.terms of any procedure of measurement Such an answer in-
didiates that the writer prefers the kind of taxation which he prefers,,that he is unwilling to

.
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reveal his tastes or examine them critically, and that he finds useful in his profession a basic
"principle" from which, as from a conjurer's hat, anything may be drawn at will

'39 There are a few dissenters See, e g , Brown, The Incidence of a General Output or a General
Sales Tax, 47 1 POL ECON 254 (1939), Rolph, A Proposed Revision of Excise-Tax Theory, 60 J.
POL ECON 102 (1952) See also D MORGAN, RETAIL SALES TAX AN APPRAISAL OF NEW
ISSUES, ch VI 1964)

40 See PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 38

The obvious system of toll charges, however, has been abandoned for good reasons, and
the gasoline tax has been hit upon as an excellent device for accomplishing indirectly; and
with .3 minimum of administrative -difficulty and personal inconvenience, wheat it is
inexpedient to attempt directly

41 bin unpublished paper by Professor Thomas Schelling suggested this figure and stimulated
good deal of my thought throughout this paper, but in this section in particular. T ' Schelling,
Accounting Identities, 1970 (presented orally at the Analytic Methods Seminar of the Kennedy
School of Government) There is no reason to suppose however, that Professor Schell/0g would
agree with any of my conclusions

42 Revenue Act of 1942, ch 619, § 127, 56 Stat 825 (now INT REV CODE OF 1954, § 213) For
analysts of some of the basic problems related to the provision of a medical expense deduction,
see C H KAHN, PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS IN THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX 126-61 (1160), Fisher,
What Constitutes a Medical Deduction Medical Dependency, Sick Pay, 1963 N Y.U. 21ST INST
ON FED TAX 169, Jensen, Rationale of the Medical Deduction, 7 NAT'L TAX 1 274 (1954),
Jensen, Medical Expenditures and Medical Deduction Plans, *50 J POL ECON 503 (1952),
Comment, Medical Deduction Test and Application, 28 U, CHI L. REV. 544 (1961).

43 INT REV CODE OF 1954, § 213 (INT REV CODE OF 1954 hereinafter referred to as CODE].
Expenditures for medicines and drugs count as medical expenses only to the extent they exceed
1% of adjusted gross income CODE §213(b) A deduction, up to 5150, is allowed for one-half of
medical insurance premiums, without regard to the 3% floor CODE § 213Ja)(2) The remainder
of Medical insurance premiums is deductible along with other medical expenses to the extent
they exceed 3% of adjusted gross income The allowance of part of the premium even below the
3% floor might be jusittited on the ground that ivhile it may fall below the floor as a premium
payment, it is to cover services whose cost likely will exceed 3% of adjusted gross income if the
need for them does materialize For a large group of people under a medical insurance plan,
partial deductibility without regard to the floor may operate to make the same portion of total
medical costs deductible as would have been deductible without the intervention of an
insurance arrangement In any event, it is dear the Congress wanted to avoid creating or
continuing a disincentive to the purchase of medical care insurance S. REP. NO 404, 89tht'
Cong , 1st Sess 154 (1965) On the other hand, the problem of auditing a multitude of individual
expenditures, which the 3% floor is in part designed to avoid with regard to most taxpayers, is
not significant with respect to an insurance preifnum Cf. C.H KAHN, supra note 42, at 159.

Our present treatment of casualty losses provides an instructive contrast. One who insures his
home against fire or his personal automobile against collision gets no deduction for his
premium, although an uninsured loss in either case would be deductible CODE § 165(c)(3). A
rational high bracket taxpayer should conskler, therefore, that part of the cost of insuring his
own interest in such property is that We must purchase insurance for the tax collector's interest in
the property as well See C H. KAHN; supra note 42, at 158-59

44 INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, PRELIMINARY REPORT, STATISTICS OF INCOME-1970:
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS 24'40(1972) Flor 1968 about one-third of the returns with
a medical expense deduction claimed only the one-half of insurance premium deduction.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, STATISTICS OF INCOME-1968 INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
RETURNS 76 (1970)

45 1970 STATISTICS,, supra note 44, at 22, 40 Medical expenses were 2.4% of total adiuted_
gross income on returns with itemized deductions '

46. TAX EXPENDITURE BUDGET 1971, at 5.
)
U 10
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47 See THE BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATESFISCAL YEAR 1973, H R Doc. No 92-215, pt,
1, 92d Cong , 2d Sess 507 (1972) ($86 23 billion actual revenue from individual income tax in
1971)

48 See 1968 STATISTICS, supra note 44, at 76

49 E g ,,TAX EXPENDITURE BUDGET -1971, at 5, see Surrey,. Federal Income Tax Reform,
supra note 1, at 369 1

50 E g , TAX EXPENDITURE BUDGET-1971, at 5. This item is estimated at $2 0 billion per
year, making a total of $3 9 billion for exclusion of medical care from taxable income The tax
expenditure budget also includes other health-related items, such as the sick pay exclusion,
estimated at $120 million per year, and the additional exemption for the blind, estimated at $10
million per year Id at 4

51 This point raises a question, which I do not propose to try to settle here, about the whole
Matter of justifying progrestive taxes as such on redistributional grounds It is probably true that
a progressive tax will lead to smaller disparities in after-tax income than would a proportional tax
designed to raise the same amount of revenue, all other things being unaffected It is also true
that high rates of tax, such as are imposed (nominally) by a graduated rate schedule at higher %

income levels, will reduce disparities in income more than a tax with lower rates But a high
fat-rate tax coupled with simple income grants to low-income families would apparently
produce more income redistribution on the whole, and certainly more among low-income
families, than can any progressive tax without income payments to the poor

52 Similarly, the reasons for personal exemptions, the low income allowance, and lower-than-
average rate brackets in the income tax would support and indeed be better served by positive
income grants to poor families In fact, the medical expense deduction can be partly seen as a
kind of extension of the idea underlying exemptions and the low-income allowance, reflecting
the fact that minimum family needs vary in a measurable way when unustal medical expenses
are incurred

53 The analysis with respect to choices among more Ad less remunerative jobs, instead of
work and leisure, would be essentially the same except that job satisfaction rather than leisure is
the good whose price is not raised The price effect of the tax will be to favor the more satisfying
but lower paying job, on the other hand, the income effect may.be tamake the taxpayer give up
the more satisfying job in order to maintain his existing level of purchases of other goods.

54 The Senate/Finance Committee recommended the deduction in consideration of the heavy
tax burden that must be borne by mdividuals during the existing emergency and of the
desirability of maintaining the present high level of public health and morale " S REP NO.
1631, 77th Cong , 2d Sess 6 (1942).

55 Bernprd & Feingold, The Impact of Medicaid, 1970 Wis. L REV 726., 745.

56 Occasionally a taxpayer may work overtime to.provide a dependent with medical care he
otherwise could not afford, the medical expense deduction effectively exempts from tax the
extra income so utilized, and thus offsets the normal disincentive to extra work which the tax

. entails.
6

.57. Ct. pp 2196 infra.

58 Act of October 3, 1917, ch. 63, tit XII,, § 1201(i), 40 Stat 330 (now CODE § 170) For /
consideration of some of the problems associated with the provision of a deduction for
charitable contributions see C H KAHN, supra note 42, at 46-91, SYMPOSIUM. TAXATION
AND EDUCATION (Proceedings of Special Conf of American Alumni Council, 1966, R Finehout
ed ), TAX-INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, supra note 3, Rabin,.Charitable 'Trusts and Charitable
Deductions, 41 N YU L REV 912 (1966), Stone, Federal Tax Support of Charities and Other
Exempt Organizations: The Need for a.National Policy, 20 U. SO. CAL. 1968 TAX INST 27,
Taggart, The Charitable Deduction, 26 TAX L. REV. 63 (1970), Taussig, Economic Aspects of the
Personal Income Tax Treatment of Charitable,Contributions, 20 NAT'L TAX J. 1 (1967).

59 COCIE § 170(
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60 CODE §§.170(a)(3), (h)(1)(D), (e), (f)

61 1970 STATISTICS, supra note 44, at 22, 40.

62 Id Charitable contributions were 2 9% of total adjusted gross income on returns with
itemized deductions

63 TAX EXPENDITURE BUDGET-1971, at 5, see 1973 BUDGET, supra note 47, at 507

64 E g , R GOODE, supra note 3, at 169-70, TAX EXPENDITURE BUDGET-1971, at,5, Surrey,
Federal Income Tax Reform, supra note 1, at 384-85 See generally TAX INSTITUTE OF
AMERICA:supra note 3

Professor Bittker, however, has made several arguments for viewing the charitable
contribution deduction as a legitimate refinement of the notion of taxable income See
SYMPOSIUM TAXATION AND EDUCATION, supra note 58, at 29-31, TAX INSTITUTE OF
AMERICA, supra note 3 See also C H KAHN, supra note 42, at 88-89

Characterization of the deduction for contributions to religious organizations as a tax
expenditure or subsidy has constitutional as well as policy implications Professors Surrey and
McDaniel have asserted that the deduction raises the same constitutional objections as would a
program of direct government assistance in the form of matching grants, since in their view the
deduction is only another way o aking such grants McDade!, Febilral Matching Grants for
Charitable Contributions A Substi to for the Income Tax Deduction, 27 TAX L REV 377,
409-11 (1972), Surrey, Federal In me Tax Reform, supra note 1, at 393 n.68, Surrey, Tax
Incentives, supra note 1 at 714 & n 9, see Stone, Federal Tax Support of Charities and Other
Exempt Orginizations, supra note 58, at 55 If the deduction can be seen as a rational iefine-
ment in the definition of what it is we seek to tax, as is argued in this paper then it will be easier
to defend constitutionally Cf Walz v Tax Comm'n, 397 U 5 664 (1970) (exemption of churches
from general property tax does not violate first amendment since tax exemption does not cause
same involvement as direct subsidy), Bittker, Churches Taxes and the Consitution, 78 YALE L.J.
1285 (1%91 (discussing exemption of churches from various taxes) But cf. McGlotten v ,
Connally, 338 F Supp 448 (D D C 1972) (concerning tax exemption for racially discriminatory
fraternal order).

65 See note 111 infra, Surrey, Federal Income Tax Reform, supra note 1, at 388, cf. Rudick &
Gray, Bounty Twice Blessed Tax Consequences of Gifts of Property to or in Trust for Charity 16
TAX L REV 273 (1961)

66 See pp 2199 infra. *
67 CODE §§ 1, 151

68 See pp 2173-75 supra.

69 This explanation will not account for the leirtrra.t.,Zion of children's property income
Perhaps in general children's property income is accumulated rather than consumed, and
accumulation is more of an individual function and less of a household function than
consumption Or perhaps ttip opportunity to divert some property income to children is just an
indirect step in the direction. of letting aggregate household tax Tates be determined by
something nearer per capita rate-?bfincome and consumption and ac,cumulation Perhaps there
simply is no adequate explanation ,for our treatment of children's property income Indeed,
Congress has recently concluded that such income ought to be ineligible for the low income
allowance, which is a household consumption concept See CODE § 141(e)(2) (added by
Revenue Act of 1971, Pub L. No 92-178, § 301(c), 1971 U S CODE CONG & AD NEWS 572).

70 In 1969 a lower rate schedule was adopted for unmarried taxpayers than for married
taxpayers filing separately CODE §§ 1(c), (d) (amended by Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. L No. \
91-172, §803, 83 Stat 678) The consequence is that two unmarried persons with approximately
equal individual incomes will have a lower total tax burden than a married couple with the same
total income The discussion in the texf suggests that what justifies the reduced rate is the fact
that both work, not that they are unmarried It may be the case that unmarried persons are more
likely all to hold jobs, while one member of a married couple frequently provides services at
home in kind But that pattern is not universal, and-there is no reason for the tax law to be
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written to try 63 make it so In particular, the tax on two married persons who both have earnings
should be no higher than on two unmarried peons cy-ith the same income

Similarly, the low income allowance, as t nacted in 1969, and the maximum percentage
standard deduction are available only once per couple among the married, but once per person
among the unmarried CODE §§ 141(b), (c), (d) (amended by Tax Reform Act of-1969, Pub L
No 91-172, § 802, 83 Stat 676) It would be letter if they were made available once for each
employed individual whether married or not ".

The child care allowance,, made much more generous in 1971, does reflect the loss of child
care services performed in kind at home when the last available adult goes to work CODE § 214
(amended by Revenue Act of 1971, Pub L No 92-178, § 210, 1971 U.S CODE CONG. & AD
NEWS 5'4) But care for children under 15, and for other dependents incapable of caring for
themselves, is not'the only kind of valuable service a housewife quits when she takes a job
outside her home

71 Compare in this respect the Carter Commission Proposals in Canada under which household
would have bee defined, for the purpose of exempting donative transfers, rather narrowly and
precisely in terms of prescribed ages and relationships Upon reaching majority a child would
have been consid red to be leaving his parents' householcLand would have been taxable on
whatever property e took with him at that point in time See I REPORT OF THE ROYAL COM-
MISSION ON TAXATION 19 (1967), 3 id at 130-39 In 1969 the Government reject the
Commission's proposals for taxing the family as a single unit See E ) BENSON, PROPOSALS
FOR TAX REFORM 14-15 (1969) (Ministry of Finance White Paper)

72 See, e g , Havemeyer v Commissioner, 98 F 2d 706, 707 (2d Cu 19381 (deduction allowed
for contributions to an association which made distributions to persons o$vhom the court said.
"They were mainly, though not entirely, old family retainers and all were needy and worthy ")

S.

73 Having cited Henry Simons in connection with so much of this argument, I must concede
the differences between us at this point He argued that gifts and inheritances ideally should be
included in income of the recipient since they support consumptionor accumulation, though he
sometimes acknowledged that practical considerations would prevent inclusion. of every small
gift in kind and might require a separate rate schedule and system of cumulation for such items
Furthermore, he recognized but rejected the possible corollary argument that the donor should
get a deduction since his consumption and accumulation re reduced by the amount of his gift.
PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 56-58, 125-47,, 211-12 imons' proposal to include gifts in
Income, without any deduction for the donor, has always seemed to me the weakest part of his
program In his later work Simons himself appears to have backe5,1off from his proposal that gifts
be included in income as such, advocating instead "attention to the pdtsibiLity of replacing the
existing Estates and Gift Taxes by a more sensible form of tax on beneficiaries'of donative
transfers " FEDERAL TAX REFORM, supra note 25, at 37 (emphasis in origin'al)

Simons seems, moreover, Co have disapproved of the charitable contribution deduction He
offered arguments against selective deductibility of worthy donations on the grounds that they
all represent personal consumption since they are not for the sake of making money, and that
power ii the object of the tax PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 139-41. But, strangely, he
included no explicit denunciation of the existing provision for deducting charitable
contributions, and abolition of the deduction did not appear as part of his program Id. at
205-20 His central argument, again, was againgt distinctions in treatment on account of
differences in sources of gains available for consumption or accumulation

74 A person, who devotes full time to domestic chores in his own home may, of course,
produce just as much free of tax as he could have earned and been taxed on by doing the same,
work in someone eise's household But domestic service is a relatively low paying form of work
partly because it does not seem to be as amenable to the economies of specialization as other
occupations Moreover, the performance of domestic service,s in kind within the household by
one adult member of a family is o widespread that the practical thing may be to take it as the
norm, and then to try td 'We some compensating allowance for families without an
unemployed adult to keep the house in order The deduction for child care represents a step in
that direction We might'well go further See note 70 supra

75 A pr blem may arise in the case of a benefit performance when an entertainer performs for
payin ns under arrangements that provide for the payments repgo to charity If the enter-
tainer as not used up his available charitable contribution limit, it will not generally matter
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,ywhether income is impUted to him because if it is there will an offsetting charitable contribu-
tion deduction When the deduction limit is reached, howe er, it will make a difference, Butck
CODE § 114

76 "Personal income connotes, broadly, the exercise of control over the use Of society's scarce
L resources PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION 49 gut compare id. at 49-50 ("[c]onsumption as a

quantity denotes the value of rights exercised in a certain way (in destruction of economic
goods)") with id at 57 ("If it is not more pleasant to give than to recehie, one may still hesitate to .!.,
assert that giving is not a form of consumption for the giver ").

77 This argument is more fully_ developed at pp 2193-94 infra.
..

78 For some rudimentary speculation about the character of this pleasure or satisfattion see
SYMPOSIUM TAXATION AND EDUCATION, supra note 58, at 45-46 (Brazer "If we assume that
the contributor to education realizes ,a continuing flow of satisfaction from having made his
contribution, it is not stretching matters too far to regard his gifts as investments which produce
a non-pecuniary, non-taxable yield. They are, in this sense, similar to investments in art
objects "), id at 51 1 H arms "I am more inclined to think that the benefits from contributions, at
least the kinds many of us make, are satisfactions whith are less lasting, more fleeting, thag one
gets from the purchase of an art object A gift of this type is not really an investment for many of----7 us so much as consumption "), id at 60 (White "Rather, Brazer's assumption that file
contributor derives a glow of satisfaction from his contribution seems to me more
appropriate "), id at 61 (White, in a slightly different context "I would like to dwell a little bit
further on this relatiohship between the before and after tax giving, since it seems to me
important and some source of confusion at least to me in all of the discussion that we have had
so far The gratification of the pure desire to give seems to me to be fulfilled by an
allocation of funds that otherwise would be available to prOvide utility through consumption or
wealth accumulation, which would be after tax income, not before tax ")

These speculations seem to me to confirm the desirability of trying to define taxable income in
terms' of material benefits to the recipient rather than non-material satisfactions to the donol.

..-

79 lee HOUSE COMM ON WAYS & MEANS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT ON PRIVATE
FOUNDATIONS 70 (1965) (table 4), INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, STATISTICS OF INCOME

''''' 4 1%2' 'INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS'6-8 (1965)
4

.80 Moreover, contributions to educational institutions come much more heavily from high
bracket taxpayers than do contributions to churches See TREASURY DEPARTMENT REPORT,
supra note 79, at 70.

81. See CODE §§ 71, 215.

82 Cf. Hardir, The Tratedy of the Commons7162 SCIENCE1243 (1968)

83 Cf. Aaron, supra note 1,, discussing the' ideal necessity and practical impossibility of
including the benefit of public goods in personal income: whether produced by government or
nongovernment philanthropic institutions.

84 Under certain circumstances some tuition charges are dectuctible as a business expense See
Treas. Reg. 6 1-162-5 (1%7) (expenses for education).

85. CODE § 117, cf. not 1 6 infra.

,p With regard CO the timing of such taxation, cf. p, 5 infra.

87 Indeed, a reasonable argument can be made along these lines for allowing a deduction for
tuition payments If the graduate of a first-class state university is to be untaxed on the benefits
of his education except as and when they are reflected in earnings, then it is not clear why the
graduate of 'a private university whose tuition covers a larger portion of the cost of his education
should be treateddifferently The argument has a considerable appeal, especially in the cases of
vocationally or professionally oriented training and of students working to put themselves
.through school. See note 126 infra; cf. R. GOODE, supra note 3, at 82-93.
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.88 CODE §§ 1, 151.

89. Cf. pp 2174:80 supra.

90 See generally M OLSON, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION 5-52 (rev. ed. 1971)

91 See C H KAHN, supra note 42 at,6-7, 46 Senator H.F. Hollis, introducing the original
charitable contribution deduction, explained that people usually

contribute to charities and educational objects out of their surplus. . Now, whenwar
comes and We, impose these, very" heavy taxes on incomes, that will be the first place where
the wealthy men will, be tempted to economize They will say, "Charity begins at
home "

55 LONG 'TUC 6728 (1917) For furthr discussion of the allocative impact of the charitable
contribution, see pp. 2198-99 supra.

92. See pp. 2172-73, 2188-89 supra.

93. See pp. 2189 supra.

94 See pp. 1188-89 supra.

95 See CODE § 162.
/

96 ,CORE, §§ 41, x118 (added by Revenue Act 00971, Pub. L.,No 92-178, §§ 701, 702, 1971 U.S
CODi CCkIG. & AD. NEWS 628).

97 See Sacks, The Role, of Philanthropy. An Institutional View, 46 VA L. REV. 516, 526 (1960).
' - i

98" C,H KAHN, supra note 42, at 87-91, W VICKREY, AGENDA FOR PROGRESSIVE TAXATION
131 (19471; Stone, supra note 58, at 47-48; White, supra note 2, at 371. ,

0,..

99. McDaniel, supra note 64
, .. .

100 Indeed, low-inutile taxpayers performing voluntary philanthropic services could get their
taxes reduced under a credit scheme by Being paid for their work and thy donating the

.'proceeds Would one who contributed services to charity be permitted to iritpute.their valueas
income and donation!.

( / ,
101 CODE,/§'41-provides a credit against tax up to $12 50 per person ($25 on a pint return) for
half the amount of political contributions. In the alternative § 218 offers a deduction up to $50
per person (5100 on a joint return) for the full amount of such contributions Both provisions
were added by the Revenue Act of 1971, Pub. L. No 92-178 §§ 701, 702, 1971 U.S. CODE CONG.

`'& AD. NEWS 628

102. See pp. 21181-82 supra.

103. Cf. p. 213 supra.

104: See pp. 24-92 lupra.

105. Cf. 'pp. 2187-88 supra.

106 The width of the community within which a good must be available for shared or free use
has varied for different kinds of services to qualify as charities. See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 67-325,
1967-2 CUM BULL 113, denying charitable qualification to an qrganization providing recrea-

/Vonal facilities for all persons of a particular race in a particular community,
.

Provid ng a community recreational facilitris ih the general class of purposes which a e
recogniz as charitable only where all the members of the community are eligible f r
direct nef its

Id. at 415 Other purposes like education ' L 4,,....,?.7 -
,q,

A4*"
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have been deemed to be beneficial to the community as a whole even though the class or
classes of possible beneficiaries eligible to receive a direct benefit from the dedication of
property to the particular purpose do not include all the members of the community

Id, This statement was made while deductions were still allowed for contributions to racially
segregated private schools Although deductions ale now disallowed for contributions to racially
segregated schools, the grounds for disallowance are more specific such exemptions are not
consonant with federal policy against racial discrimination in schools The more general point
being made in Revenue Ruling 67-325 apparently still holds, therefore See Green v Connally,
330 F Supp 1150 (D D C ), aff'd sub nom Colt v Green, 404 U S. 997 (1971) (per curiam), cf.
McGlotten v Connally, 338 F Supp 448 (D D C 1972) (concerning tax exemption for
discriminatory fraternal organization)

See also Rev Rul 69-545, 1969-2 CUM BULL 117, with respect to how open to the commun-
ity generally a private hospital must be in coder to qualify for tax exemption under CODE §
501(c )(3)

107 See AA OLSON, supra nye 99, at 13-15

108 See R GOODE, supra note 3, al 170 President Eliot of Harvard put the matter more
strongly in relatidn to the exemption from State taxes

If the State want the work done, it has but two alternativesit can do ititself, or it can
encourage and help benevolent and public-spirited individuals do it .-

It is at once apparent that this objection [to the exemption of institutions of religion,
eddcation and charity from taxation] is both illogical and mean, illogical, because if
churches, colleges and hospitals subserve the highest public ends, there is rto reason for
making them contribute to the triferior public charges, and mean, because it deliberately
proposes to use the benevolent affections of the best part of the community as means of
getting out of them a very disproportionate share of taxes

Eliot, The Exemption trOmTaxa hurch Property and the Property of Educational andrafl
Charitable Institutions, in EXEM TION F OM TAXATION IN MASSACHUSETTS 21, 25-26 (1910),
quoted in part in E GR1SWOL , supra note 10, at 1075 .

109 CODE § 170. There are se eral limitations on the rulermitting a charitable deduction of
the fair market value of the property These concern property whose sale would have produced
gain other than, long -term capital gain, CODE § 170(e)(1)(Af, tangible personal property whose
use by the donee is unrelated to the basis for its exemption, CODE'§ 170(e)(1)(B)(i), property
contributed to certain private foundations, CODE § 170(e)(1)(B)(ii), and property contributed

,,- whose value is in excess of 30% of the'donor's adjusted gross income in any year CODE §
170(b)(1)(D) _

i-4).
110 See Law

1

Op 1118, 11-2 CUM BULL 148 (1923). ,,,

111 Consider a c4ital asset held for more than,( rionths with a fair market value of 5100 and a
basis of 0 If a 70°/ 0, bracket taxpayer donates it, he will get 570 by way of,tax reduction: If he sells
it for 5100, he will have a tax increase of X35 (assuming other long-term capital gains exceed
capital losses by 360,000), leaving only 565

112 The 50% limitation happens to produce the sight result in this example only because the
figures work out that way Moreover, the result is not wholly right because the taxpayer will have
a carryover of the excess of his contribution over the limitation CODE § 170(d).

' .,
113 In 1969 the Treasury Department proposed a provisidn for allocating personal deductions
in general proportionately between taxable income and tax-exempt income, disallowing the
portion alloc to the latter HOUSE COMM ON WAYS AND MEANS & SENATE COMM, ON
FINANCE, 91S LONG , 1ST SESS , U S TREASURY DEP'T, TAX REFORM STUDIES AND
PROPOSALS 14-15, 35-36, 142-52 (Comm Print 1969) That proposal is quite consistent with the
argument in this paper

I
114 See COPE § 662(a)( 1)

115. See CODE § 1014

LJ
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116 If a taxpayer borrows to finance personal consumption, then it may be asserted that
interest expenditures will tend to reflect a difference in standard of living A complete answer to
this assertion would require another paper, bUt several lines of argument can be suggested (1) If
the assertion-refers to situations in which substantial borrowing is likely to represent a long term,
tax-free way of financing current personal consumption, then a tax on interest paid on the
borrowing (imposed by denying a deduction for the interest payment) is a wholly inadequate
way of dealing with the problem The borrowing proceeds should themselves be taxed See pp
2202-03 infra (24insofar as the assertion implies that a given item of consumption -no is worth
more-than the same item later and that interest is the cost of acceleration of enjoyment, the
answer is that the symmetric argument would require exclusion of interest from taxable income,
and yet interest income is taxed A tax on total income, by including accumulation and the
interest return on it, reduces the reward for deferring consumption, it is only the other side of the
same coin if the interest deduction reduces the cost of acceleratingconsumption Furthermore,
for an argument that nondeductibility of interest on personal loads would present intractable
problems of distinguishing business from personal borrowing, see p 2204 infra. (3) Insofar as the
assertion refers specifically to interest on debt incurred to purchase consumer durables like
housing, interest expenditures again provide a very inaccurate measure of the consumption
involved A wealthy man who owns his house without a mortgage enjoys just as much current
consumption from living in the house as does a less wealthy taxpayer whose house is subject to a
mortgage, and the only way to tax that consumption without exempting the wealthy man is to
includejmputed rental value The interest deduction itself reflects a real difference between the
homeowner with a mortgage and one without See R GOODE, supra note 3, at 128-29, Aaron,
supra note 30, at 802.04, White, supra note,2, at 365-66

117 CODE § 103

118 See Surrey, Federal Income Tax Reform, supra none' 1, at 371-80

119 See, e g , M DAVID, ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION 5
(1968)

120 See, e.g , id at 5.6

121 Cf note 116 supra

122 But et Woodsam Associates v Commissioner, 198 F 2d 357 (2d Cif 1952) (borrowing .on
appreciated property in excess of basis held not a "disposition," and thus not a taxable trans-
action) Given the Supreme Court's decision in Crane v Commissioner, 331 U S 1 (1947), that
on disposition of property the amount realized includes an9 debt to which the property was
subject, see note 124 infra, it is difficult to disagree with the Second Circuit's decision in
Woodsam But neither decision should stand after a reexamination of the reasons for exempting
borrowing proceeds from tax Cf McKee, The Real Estate Tax Shelter A Computerized Ex ose,
57 VA L REV 521 565 (1971) See generally Adams, Exploring the ter Boundaries f the
Crane Doctrine An

,f

Imaginary Supreme Court Opinion, 21 TAX L. REV.! 59 (1966).

123 Tax shelter investments are investmehts designed to show a loss for x purposes, at I st in
the first few years, so that other Income will be "sheltered" from tax In r cent years syndication
has been accomplished by organizing such investments in partnership f rm and selling limited
partnership interests to the public See, e g , ' S SURREY, W AARREN, P McDANIEL §d H
AULT, fEDERAL INCOME TAXATION CASES ND MATERIALS 413-94 (1972)..

124 Cranv Commissioner, 331 U 5 1 (1947), held that on disposition of property a debt to
which the property was subject is part of the amount realized This has the effect of restoring
to gross income prior deductions financed with the borrowing proceeds if they were
accompanied by appro'priate basis deductions But sometimes, as in the case of percentage
depletion, the deduction may not have been accompanied by a basis 'adjustment. And because
of imperfect recapture rules the restoration to income may be largely as long-term capital gain
rather than orilinary income See CODE § 1250 Finally, even when recapture at ordinary income
rates is complete, the deferral of tax that results from early deductions and later recovery may
dramatically lower the effeclive rate of tax on a highly leveraged investment. See McKee, supra
note 122, at 541-47

4
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125 Another instance of distortion due to characterization of receipts by an internal accounting
by source instead of by cash flow or use arises from the requirement that there be profits to
characterize a corporate distribution as a dividend One result, until recently, was to enable
some companies, by charging for accelerated depreciation, not only to defer corpoyate taxes but
also to secure return-of-capital status for all or part of their regular recurring cash dividends The
1969 Tax Reform Act attempted to deal with this problem See CODE § 312(m) (added by Tax
Reform Act of 1969, Pub L No 91-172, § 442(a), 83 Stat 628) See generally Andrews, "Out of

Earnings and Profits Some Reflections on the Taxation of Dividends, 69 HARV, I REV 1403
(1956)

126 Yet another example of confusion between sources and uses of funds is the exclusion of
ordinary scholarship awards from income CODE § 117 The best reasons for excluding
scholarship awards are that they generally go to relatively needy students to meet tuition costs
and moderate living costs while attending school and that we would not want the Income tax to
impair the fulfillment of the objective of the grant Cf pp 359-60 supra But these reasons could -
be more accurately reflected in a deduction for those uses of funds than in an exclusion of funds
derived from a particular source The personal exemption and low income allowance provisions
are already designed to provide for minimum living costs free of income tax for all taxpayers,
whatever the source of the income, it is hard to _see why students should have any higher
standard of living tax-free A deduction for tuition, books, and any other direct educational costs
could be allowed in addition to the personal exemption and low Income allowance, cf note 87,
supra, and would presumably nearly .eliminate any income tax for most needy scholarship
studentseven if their scholarship award were included in gross income Relielmighteven be
confined to relatively needy students, if that were desired, by,allowing the dedUction for tuition
only against ea ed income of the student himself, as is now the case with the loW income

allowance, a y treating scholarship grants as equivalent to earned income

Such a change n the rules covering scholarship students would have at least these three clear

advantages (1-) would cause scholarship awards to enter into income in cases where they
exceed educati I costs or supplement other income that exceeds educational costs See

generally Myers, Tax Status of Scholarships and Fellowships, 22 TAX LAWYER 391 (1969),
Randall, Athletic Scholarships arid Taxes Or A Touchdown in Taxes, 7 GONZAGA L REV 297
(19721. (2) Relief would be granted to students working their way, through school, eliminatin the
unjustifiable contrast under present law between the tax-free status of a scholarship student nd

the taxable status of a student with exactly the same standard of living and tuition charges ut

who has to work, in order to meet his expenses (3) The existing confusion about how to tell a
scholarship award from compensation for service% in the cases of graduate students, interns, and
others in the intermediate zone between student and professional status would be eliminated

127 Professor Klein has made this point clearly in relation1to travel with both business and
vacation overtones Klein, supra note 29, at 1111-12

128 In particular, this reaso
Administration to Congress in
on the Tax Recommendation
87th Co-ng , 1st Sess 12-13

129 See, e.g., 8 BITTKER
(4th ed 1972)

130 See note 116 supra.

,131 CODE § 214

4132 See, e.g , Hjorth, A Tax Subsidy for Child Care Sec 210 of the Revenue Act of 1971; 50
TAXES 133, 138-39 (1972)

ing provides support for pro
1961 See President's Recom
of the President Before the

81-86 (1961)

osals such as those submitted by thd
endations on Tax Reviiion, Hearings
House Comm on Ways and Me.ans,

L STONE, FEDERAL INCOfvfE, ESTATE AND GIFT TAXATION 20

I

1334See, pp. 2186, supra.

134 This is not to say, of course, that deferial is not important D ferral may ripen into
exclusion, whole or partial, for any number of reasons. And even if It oes not, deferral itself
reduces the real, present, discounted value of the burden of the t See W ANDREWS,
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION CASES, PROBLEMS AND NOTES 149-5 (1969).

135. r See M DAVID, s te-119, at 93-103. 3 7 4
)
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136 5 g i iv KALDOR, AN EXPENDITURE TAX (1955)
..
137 I the long rim an immediate deduction for accumulation expenditures Would simplify tax
accoun isng since it would make it unnecessary to preserve cost basis information for use in
computing gain or loss on the subsequent sale or liquidation of investment assets.

138 See Pp 2202 supra.

139 See pp 2202-03 supra.

140 See pp 21984200 supra.
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EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS OF
SPLIT-INTEREST GIFTS TO CHARITY

Theodore A. Kurzt and Barbara P. Robinsont

Introduction

The Internal Revenue, Code has long permitted and encouraged gifts of partial
interest'; in property to charity by the allowance of tax deductions for certain forms
of qualifying gifts. In all types of split-interest charitable giving, a donor retains for
himself, or creates for the benefit of his family or friends, partial interests in the
property which will also benefit charity. One underlying reason for permitting a
donor to retain or create these noncharitable interests in property, while at the
same time allowing -him tax deductions for the gift to charity of partial interests in
the same property, is to encourage private giving to charitable organizations by
clOnors who are charitably inclined but who cannot afford to part completely with
substantial assets.

In general, split-interest gifts to charity involve either a current noncharitable
interest followed by an ultimate charitable receipt of the same assets or a current
charitable interest followed ty an ultimate return of the same assets to private or
noncharitable ownership. In the most, common forms of split-interest charitable
gifts, charity is given a remainder interest in property, with actual charitable owner-
-ship or use deferred until the intervening noncharitable interest has terminated. The
intervening noncharitable interest may vary in duration and form: it might last for
one or more lives or for a fixed period of years; and it might consist of the right to
use residential Teal estate, the right to income from a special fund, or the right to
an annual annuity or other payment-measured by a percentage of assets. Through
such deferred giving, donors are encouraged by the allowanCe of current tax
deductions to make binding future commitments of assets for charitable purposes
while retaining for a period of time a personal interest in the same asset. Charity
may thus plan for the future with an eye to the committed gift while the donor
continues to have the same assets provide for himself and his family.

Since the entire concept of split-interest charitable giving is,premised on allowing
the retention of personal or noncharitable economic benefit in property irrevocably
promised to charity, a delicate balance is necessary to insure that the noncharitable
interest is not unduly benefited at the expense of charity. There has been concern
that the tax and economic benefits allowed to the donor and hg noncharitable
beneficiaries may more than outweigh he benefit to "charity. From time 42,timp,
the Internal Revenue Code has been amended to try to insure that charit
receive the full value of the property originally promised and for whiCh favorable
tax treatment was allowed.

-

'With passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the entire area of split- interest
charitable giving was dramatically changed. The Ihternal Revenue Code was
1amended in an attempt to insure that the amounts allowed as a deduction for the
charitable interest bores reasonable correlation to the value of the benefit actually
received by charity. The major innovation was to define specifically le intervening
charitable or noncharitable interest as a fixed amount or percentage which could
not be increased or altered in any way. The basic approach was negative: it was to
disallow any tax deductions unless a split-interest charitable gift was made in one or
more of the qualifying forms prescribed in the Tax Reform A&

115ebe4oise, Plimpton, Lyons & Gates, New York.
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For a donor to make a split-interest gift that will qualify for favorable tax treat-
ment, he must make a gift in accordance with one or more of the provisions of the
Code defining and regulating the various types of split-interest gifts. It is the
purpose of this report to describe the 'traditional methods of making and valuing
split-interest gifts to charity and to explain and analyze the specific changes made
by the 1969 Tax Reform Act that now govern the, manner in which such gifts are
Currently being made, valued, and deducted.' In explaining and analyzing split-
interest gifts to charity, this report will also examine various issues that bear
Consideration in connection with split-interest charitable giving.

CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUSTS 'IN GENERAL

Before the Tax Reform Act of 1969, a donor was permitted to create a charita-
ble remainder trust which paid all the net income to the donor, or his family or
friends, with the remainder to charity. The donor was allowed a tax deduction for
the value of the charitable remainder interest in such a trust even though principal
cou Id be invaded for noncharitable beneficiaries under certain ascertainable
standards and even though the charity's interest might be defeated by a remote
contingency.
( In practice, there were many potential inequities in the use of these trusts. For

example, the trustee might invest the trust fund in high-yield securities to benefit
the noncharitable income beneficiaries to the detriment of the charitable remain-
derman, or, as the result of invasions of the trust, charity might recede substantially
less tlin the amount in respect of which the donor was given a current tax
deducts n. In addition, the tables used to compute the amount of the allowable tax
deduction were based on the assumption that the trust fund would eam interest at
the_rate of 3.5 percent per year, despite the actualsyield resulting from the trustee's
investments or changes in the prevailing interest rates in the economy. Therefore,
the acnouht of allowable tax deduction did not necessarily bear any relation to the
value or benefit that charity ultimately received on the termination of such a trust.

In order more closely to correlate the amount of the tax deduction allowable to
the donor with-the actual amount received by charity, the 1969 Tax Reform Act
provided that no tax deductions would be allowed for gifts of remainder interests in
trust unless the trust was in the form of either a charitable remainder unitrust!" a

. charitable remainder annuity trust.2 These new creatures of the Tax Reform Ac
were desi ed to require a specified annual payout (either a fixed dollar amount or
a stated p rcentage of the annual value of the assets) to the "income" beneficiaries.
The aim as to remove the incentive to manipulate trust investments to benefit the
noncharit ble beneficiary at the expense of the charitable remainderman, and this
was acco plished by making it irrelevent whether the payout was made from trust
income or principal.3 With the requirement of a specified annual payout to the
noncharitable interest, it was believed that the `trustee would view the trust las a
single fund without distinction between, income or principal, so 'that all investMe t
decisions would be made.to favor the trust fund as a whole, rathet than the inc me,
as opposed to the remainder, interest. In addition,.nopvasion of prin6 al in e cess
of the annual specified_ payout would be permitted for the bene 't of any
noncharitable beneficiary, nor would any contingencies be permitted which igh
prevent the ltimate passage of the P operty to charity. ,y

The app cable,provisions of the Code now mandate that both annuity trusts and

beneficiari at least one of which s not a charity.4 Annuity trusts must distribute e a
il)unitrusts r uire a specified mini m distribution at least Anually to one or more

fixed sum ertain, equal to at lea t 5 percent of the initial value of the trust:ftind,
I
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and unitrusts must distribute a stated percentage of not less than 5 percent-of the
value of the trust fund, determined annually. Although the Code Allovls a portion of
this minimum annual distribution to be paid to charity, neither the donor nor the
trust will be allowed any tax deductions for any such charitable income intersts.8
Since there is no tax incentive to provide that a portion of the specified pay t be
distributed. to charity, it is unlikely that such gifts will be made and, acc ingly,
the specified minimum distributions are sometimes referred to as "nonch itable,"
which is accurate as a practical, rather than legal, description. The specified istrilr-
tions are also sometimes referred to as annuity or unitrust amounts.

In both annuity trusts and unitrusts, the remainder interest must be solely and
irrevocably held for &he benefit of, or paid over to, charity; and there may be no
invasion of the trust fund for any noncharitable beneficiary. The remainder may go
to either a "public charity" (a charity described in section 170(b)(I)(A) other than
(vii) and (viii)) or to,a "private foundation" (a charity defined in section 09),
unlike certain other forms of split-interest charitable giving which may only be
utilized for the benefit of public charities.6

All charitable remainder trusts may continue'for a term measured by the lives of
one or more beneficiaries in being, or for a term of years of not more than 20, and
they must function exclusively as charitable remainder trusts from the date Of their
creation, throughout the trust term./ Charitable remainder trusts may be created for
the benefit of persons not yet in being whenever the trust term is for a period of
years of not more than 20. However, where the trust term is measured by one or
more lives, the individual beneficiaries must all be living at the time of the creation
of the trust.8 .

Charitable remainder trusts qualifying under the Code will be tax-exempt entities.
This will be true,sxcept where a charitable remainder trust has "unrelated business
income," which includes certain types of "debt-financed property."9 During any
year or years when a charitable remainder trust has unrelated business income, it
will be fully taxable on all its income under the usual rules applicable to ordinary
trusts.

\--/Distributions from charitable remainder trusts to the noncharitable beneficiary
will be taxable to the beneficiary under special characterization rules set forth in
the Treasury Regulations.19 Distributions will first be considered to, be ordinary
income (to the extent the trust has received ordinary income), second to be net,
capital gains (to the extent the trust has realized-net capital gains), third to be other
income (to the extent the trust has received_ other income), and finally to be
corpus. There is an unlimited carry-forward of ordinary income and capital gains to
the extent they are considered to be undistributed by the trust in prior years.

The funding of a charitable remainder trust with appreciated property will not
result in a capital gain to the donor unless the donor receives.property back (other
than his income interest) or transfers debt-financed property to the trust." If the
trust sellS the property, the icapital gain is not taxed to the trust but is
credited to the trust's, apital gains account. The gain is then deemed distributed to
the noncharitable ben ficiary on an annual basis in accordance wi't'h the above-
mentioned distribution rules. ..

There is no prohibition against the making or retention of any particulitr invest-
Ments by charitable remainder trusts. There is only a rather ambiguous statement in
the Treasury Regulations which requires the charitable remainder trust instrument,
to state that nothing shall restrict the trustee from investing the trust assets so as to
result in the annual realization of a reasonable amount of income or gain from the
sale or dispositioi of trust assets.' 2 The meaning of this language is not altogether
clear, but it is gel rally agreed that it was designed to invalidate trust instruments
that unduly restrict or limit the Trustee's investment discretion and that it was not
designed to disqualify charitable remainder trusts in which the trustee is given and
exercises full Ad complete .investment discretion. Accordingly, a charitable .

'remainder trust instrument that directs the trustee to invest all the trust assets in
1 1
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tax-exempt bonds may run afoul of this language, but an investment itr.such bonds
under a broad grant of investment authority would not appear to be prohibited by
this regulatory provision.' 3/ It is possible to distribute asseqpin kind to satisfy the annuity or unitru-st
ainount. Any trust assets received in kind by the beneficiary will have a basis in his
hands .equal to fair market value at the time paid and will be treated as a sale made

'by the trust, with the, resulting gain or loss credited to the trust's capital gains
account.' 4

The valuation of the remainder interest of a charitable remainder trust for
purposes of corhputjng the allowable income, gift, or estate tax deductions will vary
with the amount and frequency of the specified annual distribution and the dura-
tion of the trust. To value the charitable remainder interest and to compute the
allowable tax deduction, it is necessary to use the 6 percent tables provided in 1969
by the Treasury Regulations. The total amount contributed to either type of trust,
less the amount computed under the tables A the total 'value of the intervening

,noncharitable interest, will determine the size of the deduction, without regard to
'future fluctuations in the general money market or in the unitrust amount, or the ,
actual investment performance of the trust.

In the creation of an inter vivos charitable remainder trust for someone other than
or in addition to the donor's benefit, the donor will be making a gift to the other
noncharitable beneficiary. However, the donor may retain a special testamentary
pqwer to revoke the interest of such beneficiary's and thereby avoid making a.
completed gift. To the extent such interest remains.unrevoked at the donor's death
and the trust is includable in the donor's estate, there will be estate tax payable in
respect of the value of the interest computed pursuant to _the applicable tables.

Charitable Remainder Annuity Trusts

Charitable remainder annuity trusts must pay out a fixed sum certain at least
annually to one_ or more beneficiaries, at least one of which is not a charity. This
fixed' sum must be established at the creation of the trust and may be either a
stated dollar amount or a percentage of the initial value of the trust fund which is
at least equal to 5 percent of such initial value.' 6 Once this fixed sum is estab-
lished, it will not fluctuate or change throughout the administration of the trust,
regardless of the actual income earned by the trust fund or the subsequent changes in
the market value of the fund.

No additional contributions may be made to a charitable remainder annuity trust
after its creation." Therefore, annuity trusts will not be useful vehicles for donors
who anticipate any additionatecontributions to the trust fund. ,.

The amount of a transfer to a charitable remainder annuity trust which qualifies
for tax deductions will be computed pursuant to th 4 6 percent tables.' 8 The
a unt of the annuity, adjusted for the timing of the Payments, will be multiplied,
by either the number of years te a trust for a term of years or the appropriate
factor for a trust, measured by a ,life, which will Nary with the age and sex of the
measuring life. If there is more than one fife, special factors will be supplied by the
Treasury. Once th discounted present value of the annuity has been -thus,
Computed, the valu of the charitable remainder will be the fair market value of the
initial gift to the tr st, less the present value of the annuity.,

Charitable Remainder Unitrusts

A charitable re ainder unitrust must provide that the trust will distribute a
stated percentage f not less than 5 percent of,-the value of the trust fund,
determined annually. This means that, u like the annuity amount distributable from

'
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an annuity trust, the unitrust amount will fluctuate from year to year with the
market value of the trust fund. In addition, the dottor is permitted to provide as an
alternative to such a fixed percentage that the trust will pay out an amount equal
to the income actually earned by the trust fund in each year to the extent such
income is not more than the. unitrust amount for such year. If this income alterna-
tive is_ chosen, the dorm( is permitted a second option which allows him to provide
that, to the extent trust income in any year exceeds the unitrust amount for such
year, such excess income shall be paid out to the beneficiary to 1p extent that the
aggregate amoynts paid in prior years were less than the aggregatFunitrust amounts
in such prior years. This was intended to permit flexibility so that it would not be
necessary to invade corpus in those years when investments fail to produce an
actual yield equal to the unitrust amount."

Since the trustee may incorrectly determine the value of unitrust assets on
occasion, the trust instrument must provide for corrective payments to be made.
Any excess distributions must be repaid to the trustee by the beneficiaries, and any
underpayments, must be made to the beneficiaries within a reasonably' period.
Originally, it had been proposed that no deduction be allowed when dire were
assets difficult to value, such as closely held stock or possibly real property, unless
the value was to be determined by an independent trustee. But no such provision
was enacted.2 b

Additional contributions to unitrusts will be permitted but only if the trust
instrument contains the required provisions relating to valuation of such additions
and resultant changes in the unitrust amount to be paid out."

The value of the charitable remainder of a unitrust and the amount qualifying
for a deduction will vary with the specified percentage to be paid out, adjusted by
the timing and freqi.lency of the payouts, and the age and sex of the measuring life,
or the number of years of the trust term. The fair market value of the gift to the
unitrust multiplied by the appropriate factor supplied by the tables will ecfual the
value of the deductible remainder interest.22

CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES

The gift' annuity consists of a transfer of either property or money to a etiarity
in exchange for the charity's promise to pay the donor, or another noncharitable
beneficiary, a fixed amount per year for a set term of years or for a term measured
by one or more lives. These payments may either begin immediately or be deferred
until the annuitant reaches a certain age ( "deferred paymeneannuity").

A donor may transfer cash to a charity in exchange for its promise to pay a
-fixed annual amount or "annuity" beginning immediately, for the annuitant's life or
for a fixed term of years ("single life gift"). The amount of the charitable contribu-
tions deduction for such a transfer will depend.on what is considered to be the
donor's "investment in the contract." The "investment in the contr4ct," ich is
roughly' equivalent td the cost of purchasing such an annuity in the com ercial-
annuities market, is computed under the appropriate tables." The tot I cash
contributed, less the investment in the contract, as so computed, will equal the
value of the gift qualifying for a-charitable deduction.

The income tax consequences to tresannuitant arising from the payments to him
are governed by the normal annuity rules.24 The annuitant is permitted to exclude
from his gross 'income a part of each annuity payment determined py an "exclu,sion
ratio," which equals the Inv stment the contract" divided by the "expected
return" from the annuity. As entione , the investment in the contract is equiva-
lent to the cost pf purchasi a simi ar con1mercial annuity contra't. And the

u
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"expected return" is essentially an amount equal to the annual annuity payment
multiplied by the life expectancy of the annuitant." The exclusion ratio allows the
donor, or his deSileiated beneficiary, to recover his "investment" in the annuity
contract tax-free, as a return of capital. Only that part of each payment that is in
excess of a ratable share of this return of capital is included in his gross income.

It is noteworthy that the amount excluded from paymensAemains the same,
whether the annuitant dies ,prior or subsequent to his actuarial life expectancy. Thus
an annuitant who lives beyorqi his expected term receives a bonus; he has already
recovered all the capital that was invested in the annuity, contract, yet he continues
to exclude from income a part of each annual payment.

A donor may transfer property to a charity for its agreement to pay an annuity
to a primary beneficiary for his life and then to a second survieng beneficiary. The
payment to the secondary beneficiary can be either for a term of years or for, the
duratiort*of that persbn's life.

The basic tax consequences to the donor are precisely the same as with the single
life gift, except that the cost of purchasing a multiple life annuity ,will, be higher .

than the cost of purchasing a single, life annuity; and this will result in a reduced
charitable contributions deduction.

The creation of annnuity interest in beneficiary other than the "donor will be
a taxable gift to that beneficiary u the donor retains the power to revoke or
alter the interest of such beneficiary. If the secondary beneficiary survives the
donor-annuitant, the value of the survivor's annuity, if unrevokeg, will be includable
in the donor's gross estate for estate tax purposes.

If the secondary beneficiary survives the primary'beneficlary the' an ity.will be
taxable as it was to the Primary beneficiary, including oni that part of each
payment as was taxable to the primary beneficiary before his death. The secondary
beneficiary will be entitled to lake an income tax deduction, ratably over the term
of his life expectancy, for that partoof the donor's estate tax that is attributable to
the value, as of the donor's -death, -of -that partof the survivor's annuity, as is ndt
excludable from gross income. Thus, in effect; the secondary beneficiary will take

' -intcrincome a smaller percentage of each payment than did the donor),
Cinder Revenue Ruling 72-438, a donor, can take a current charitable cbritribu-

tions deduction for, a deferred payment annuity. Revenue Ruling 72-438 provides
tables from which the present cost of any such annuity can be determined Jhe
deduction will equal the value of the property transferred, less the present cost of
the annuity to be received, computed under the applicable tables. The use, of a
deferred payment annuity allows adonor, might be in a presently high income
tax bracket, to obtain a:' current charitable deduction while deferring receipt of the
income from the annuity 'until a later year when his income is expected to ,be'in a
lower income tax bracket. The amount of each annuity payment which is includable
in the beneficiary's gross income is determined by .the oflie same
principles applicable to a currently payable annUity.26

W en appreciated property is t ansferred to charity in exchange for n annuity,{
the onor will realize and recogni e taxable gain. Before the enactment thr1969
Tax eform Act the treatment of he gait; was markedly different.

bar
obtaining a greater tax benefit from a bargain sale of property to charity than
taxpayer would have, gotten had he contributed the "net gift" outright.and sold the.,
remaining portion of the property on the open market.2I

Prior to 1969 a transfer of appreciated property in exchange for an annuity
resulted in a gaih to the transferor which was taxable in the ear' of the
exchang .28 However, the gain subject to tax was nsidered to be e excess otr
the pr ent value of the annuity over the trap ror's basis in the property
exchan d.29 The transferor would be entitled to charitable deduction equal to .

1%
1969 the Treasury and t e Ways and Means Committee develokd.lAf:

in-sale rules to apply to all charitable gifts in order to prevent a taxpayer,fitiffiL`

"l`
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the fair market value of the property, less the present vale of the annuityi
received.

With the enactment of the Tax Reform Act, the bargain-sa rules of section
1011(b) were made applicable to the charitable gift annuity.3.° The bargain-sale
provisions generally operate to increase the taxable gain that will be realized when
appreciated property is transferred for an annuity. Before 1969 the entire basis of
th'e property transferred was applied to the-annuity in ermining the amount of gain
to be taxed on the exchange. The bargain-sale rules, however, require the allocation of
the basis of the transferred property between the portion of the transfer that con-
stitutes a "s e" e" of the property for the annuity and the portion of the transfer that
constitutes t deductible gift to charity.3

The effect of the bargain-sale provisions upon transfers of appreciated property
for annuities is qualified by the fact that these provisions apply only if the donor is
entitled to a charitable deduction ,for some part of the transfer. Thus, if the donor
exhausts his allowable charitable contributions deduCtion for the year with gifts in
additiorr'to the transfer of property for the annuity, then the bargain -sale provisions
will not apply to the transfer, unless the 'transfer gives rise to a "contribution
carryover" under section 170(b) or (d).3 2

The operation of the bargain-sale provisions to increase the taxable gain on a
given transfer of appreciated property is mitigated somewhat by the provision in the
regulations for deferred reporting of the gain realized. Prior to the Tax Reform \:;.t.,
Any taxable gain arising out of the transfer of appreciated property for an annuity
h'dCf to be reported in the year of transfer. Thus, the limited sanction in the current
regulations for deferred reporting represents a break with pre-1969 rules. .

There are two conditions for deferred reporting of gain:33

1, the annuity is nonassignable or assignable "only to the charitable organization to
which the property is sold or exchanged"; and -,

2. the transferor is
annuitant or annuita

he only annuitant' or "the transferor and a designated survivor
are the onlyArinuitants."

Once the amount of the taxable gain on the transfer is computed under tkie-,
applicable rules, the gain may be reported ratably over the expected life of thsi.
transferor-annuitant. (determined as of- ,the ag &when annuity payments are first
be received by him). Only that portio'h of thennuity payments that is excluded,Pr
from the annuitant's gross income as recovery of his "investment" is treated as
including the realized gain. Thus for as long as the annuitant is required to rep
gain a portion of each annuity payment will constitute ordinary income to him, a
portion will constitute gain, and a portion

4

of the payment will constitute tax-free
recovery of the investment in the annuity

It is note orthy that the regulations explicitlY state that even if there is a
survivor ann itant, the gain is to e reported over t e expectancy' of the
trrnsferor-an uitant. If the transfer r-ann later t n his actuarial life
expectancy, the taxable gain will

wever,,he dies Prior to his actua
unreported and untaxed. The regul
have to 'be reported by any person
there is a surviving annuitant, the
ratably the.'surviving annuitan
receive .

[ready have been fully reported by him. If,
al life expectancy, the remaining gain may go
ions specify that, such remaining gain will not
here there is no surviving annuitant." Where

gain remaining unreported must be reported
or annuitants as part of annuity payments,

The same regulation provides that where the transferor relinquishes the annuitt_to the haritable organization to which .he transferred the property, involved, the
gain u r ported at that tine also will not have to PE reported by any person. This
provisi encourages a transferor, who finds that his later income is sufficient to
siippoilt him, to benefit charity by relinquishing his annuity without hardship.

7 3 6 2
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Where property is transferred in for an annuity, the charity's obligation
to make payments under the an city could comeivably represent "acquisition
indebtedness" which would cause part of the income from that property to be
taxed to the charity as'Uhrelated business income"

The C/gy Brown provisions36 relAing toacquisition indebtedness in the context
of unrelated business income were urged by the Treasury. and contained in both the
House and ,Senate bills and ultimately included, in the 1969 act, to discourage
tax-exempt organizations from acquiring. incdme-producing businesses and/or
property with borrowed money.

Congress was generally concerned that tax-exempt organizations not utilize:their
exempt status to enter into unfair competition with taxable businesses. An obliga-
tion to make payments under an annuity contract was, in form, "acquisition
indebtedness," whose existence would, under the Clay Brown reforms, cause the
charitable donee to be, taxed on some or. all of the income produced by the
property thereby acquired. Since the ordinary gift annuity was thought unrelated to
the Clay Brown situation, the House bill contained an exception 10 "acquisition
indebtedness" for annuities that satisfied certain conditions. Presumabl, satisfaction
of these conditions was felt to make the annuity unlikely to raise the problems that
the Clay Brown reforms were intended to solve.3 7

The Code war thus amended to provide that an annuity will not give rise to
"acquisition indebtedness" when

1. The annuity is, with a narrow exception, the sole consideration issued in
exchange for the property, and the value of the annuity was at the time of the
exchange less than 90 percent of tne value of the property received by the organiza-.
tion in the exchange;

2. The 'annuity is payable over the life of one individual, or over the liveS of two
intliviti-ualsr-i-n-being at the time the annuity is issued; and

3. The annuity contract neither guarantees minimum paythents nor' specifies
maximum payments and does not provide for adjustments of the nuity payments
with reference to income received from the transferred property or om any other
property:3 8

HI

POOLED INCOME FUNDS /
/A donor may contribute property to a so-called "pooled inco fund, PI recei ye a

resent charitable tax deduction for the gift, and retain or create pro r.ata income
nterest in the fund for the lives of and or more designated nongnritable
eneficiaries. Upon termination of thelI noncharitable income interest the lien value
f the amount contributed to the fond' is withdrawn and given upright to. he
harity. Qualifying pooled income funds may only be maintain ¢d a blic

charity ( a charity qualifying under section 170(b)(1)(A) other than ( ii)
The public charity need not be the trustee of -its pooled income fund'but. must
control the management of the fund.-No donor or participant may be a teAtee, of' a
pooled income fund.3 9

All gifts to a pooled income fund must be commingled and all transfers And gift?'
r\So the fund must qualify under the Code provisionS applicable to pooled income

funds. A charity maj maintain more than one pooled income fund, provided it does/
not do so in a way to permit manipulation of investments by certain donOrsf° Thy
assets of pooled income funds may also be eqinrningle with other assets of the

,6 3 44.
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charity, such as the charity's general endowment fund, or may be invested in an
appropriate common vest fund maintained by a bank, provided bookkeeping
practices accurately segregate the pooled income interests.

....!--An the income beneficiaries of a pooled income fund must receive their propor-
tionate share of Olt actual income earned by the fund in each year. Thqpilmount
paid out to noncharitable income interests by a pooled income fund will Therefore
fluctuate with :fife invatment performance gi the underlying assets of the fund.
This is contrary to the provisions governing other ,forms of charitable split-interest
gifts where the payments must be in a fixed amount or percentage.of the fund.
Since the pooled income fund must be managed by the public charity having the4Yemaipder

interest and must be open to more than one donor, it has apparently
been presumed that the public charity will not anipulate investments in a way to/),
benefit unduly the noncharitable interests. Dem* this presumption, pooled income
funds are prohibited from investing in tax-exempt securities."

A pooled income fund will be taxed as an ordinary trust but will continue to be
4,6,

allowetkan unlimited set-aside deduction for undistributed long-ierm capital gains
re .4.4g4 by the fund. Dittributions of income by the fund to its participants are,
deductib by the fund and taxable to the participants. The fund itself is not a
tax-exempt entity as are 'charit ble remainder trusts. ' ..

No gain will be recognize y the donor on the transfer of appreciated property
to a pooled income fund, u ssjhe donor receives property back (other than his
income interest) or transfers debt-financed property to the fund.4211f the fund sells '..
the appreciated property, the capital gain may bey offset by the fund's set-aside
deduction for undistributed long-term capital gains. .

.
.

Since the income interest. is not a fixed amount, as in the other forms of- split -i
interest charitable gifts, the value of the charitable remainder qualifying for a tax
deduction will be determined on the basis'of the actual rate of return earned hoy the
fund. The highest rate of return earned by the fund in any of the three taxable
years preceding the gift will be used for this purpose. For newer tads which have
not been operating for three years or more, the rate of return will be deemed to be r
6 percent, subject to changes made from time to time by the Secretary of the
Treasury. .

Special tables provided in the Treasury Regulations provide the relevant factors,
based on the highest rate of return earned by the pooled interne fund in theethree ,
years prior to the gift, or 6 percent, for purposes of cor,nputing the value of the
charitable remainder interest. The net fair market value of a gift to a pooled income
fund would be multiplied by the appropriate factor supplied by the tables, which
vary with the age and sex of the income beneficiary, to give the present value of
the charitable remainder interest qualifying for a tax deduction." .

As in'lhe case of charitable remainIld trusts, the creation of one or more
s condary income interests in a OBoled income and will Be a taxable gift by the
d nor unless he retains a special testamentar power to revoke such incorne
i terests. I .-

...-

IV

'CHARITABLE LEAD TRUSTS

A gift to charity of an income interest with a remainder or reversion of the
assets for nencharitable purposes will only qualify for a tax deduction if the gift is
in the, form of what has been called a "charitable lead trust." A charitable lead trust
requires that the annual amount pay'able to charity e either in the form of a
guaranteed annuit or a unitrust amount." For estate d gig tax purposes, a trust
is not required, rovided certain standards, are ,a guaranteed annuity

s
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interest or unitrust interest." No amounts may be payable to nonchanties, except
from segregated assets, but income in excess of the annuity or unitrust, amount may
be paid out to the charity 46 The term of the trust may be fWthe life or lives of
named individuals or for a term of years with,,no limitation on the length of the
term The charitable lead trust is the converse of the charitable remainder trust in
that the annuity or unitrust amount in the lead trust is payablt to,charity, with the
remainder payable to ,noncharitable_beneficiaries. Unlike the charitable remainder
trust, there is no minimum amount that must be paid out annually, so that the
annuity or unitrust amount payable ,to charity may be less than 5 percent of the
trust fund.

Before the passage of the Tax Reform Act, it was possible for a donor to create
-a two-year trust with the income to go to charity and the trust fund .to revert to
the donor after the two-year term. During the two years, the donor excluded all the
trust income from his gross income, thereby avoiding the maximum 30 percent
charitable, deduction then allowed. A donor could also create a charitable income
trust with a noncharitable remainder, deduct .the value of the charitable income
interest, and, as in the case of the two-year reversionary trust, exclude all the trust
income from his .gross income. This led to the 1969 repeal of the two-year
charitable trust and the denial of an income tax deduction unless. the donor
remained taxable on the trust income.4 7

Thus, under the 1969 Tax Reform Act, a donor is permitted an income tax
deduction forma charitable lead trust only if he remains fully taxable on trust
income. In addition, the charitable income interest must be in the form of an
annuity or unitrdst interest to insure that the amount received by charity bears a
reasonable correlation to the amount allowed as a deduction.

If the donor is so taxable on all the trust income, he will receive an income tax
deduction in the year he creates the charitable lead trust based on the value of the
charity's interest as computed pursuant to the, applicable tables; neither he noc.the
.trust will receive any further charitable contributions deductions for the annuity or
unitrust amount paid to charity annually.4!t

If at any time before the end of the charitable term the donor should cease to
be taxable on the trust income as earned, there is a recapture provision which
provides, in effect, that the donor shall be deemed to have received taxable income
equal to the amount of the income tax deduction originally allowed, less the
discounted value of all amounts actually paid out to charity before the donor'
ceased to be taxable.49 In the examples given in the Treasury Regulations, the
dodor's death will also- trigger this recapture provisioji, although this does not seem
appropriate in lightof the legisiatiiie history.--

In the event the recapture provision,is triggered, the trust is allowed deductions
.for subsequent amounts actually paid out to charity, and the donor. is entitled to
deduct amounts paid to charity in excess of the annuity or unitrust amount."

Because of this income tax treatment, the use of inter.vivos charitable lead trusts
is likely to be quite liniited. Testamentary charitable lead .trusts, or their equivalent
irt- non-trust form, may be used more extensively to permit the testator's estate to
receive a charitable estate tax deduction,for the bequest' of the income interest, to
relieve the testator's family from tealizing and paying tax on such income during
the term of the trust (possibly duririg their high tax bracket years), and ultimately
to have the trust remainder pass to members of the testator's family.

To the extent tht trust fund appreciates substantially during the term of the
trust, 'the testator's noncharitable remaindermen will eventually receive these
appreciated assets after*khestate taxi saving.

Because the rules for gift and estate, tax deductions do not require that the
donor renvirtaxable on charitable lead trust income, a donor, may still create a
charitable lead trust that does not qualify for a charitabte income tax deduction but
does qualify for estate and gift tax deductions. .

3"6
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The 'valuation of a charitable lead trust for purposes of. tax deductions is
computed under the same tables applicable to charitable remainder unitrustsand
annuity trusts, the difference being that the fair' market, value of the income
interest, rather than the remainder interest, Will be the deductible amounts?
However, in certain cases where it appears that the charity may not receive the full
value of its income interest, as, for example, where the fair market value of the
property is less than the value of the income interest computed pursuant to the
appropriate tables, the charitable deduction will be limitedlo the minimum amount
that charity will receive. In most cases, this will mean that the deduction will be
limited to not more than the initial fair market value of the trust fund.

Charitable lead trusts are taxable as ordinary trusts, and any amounts not paid
out to charityare taxable to the trust.

There is no prohibition against charitabOt lead trists investing in tax-exempt
securities. Iis therefore possible for a donor to fund such a trust with tax-exempts or
cash Which may be used to purchase tax-exempts, qualify for a present income tax

'deduction, and satisfy the requirement that he remain taxable on subsequent trust
income without actually paying tax op that income.

Where the charitable interest exceeds 60 percent of the initial value of a chaiita-
ble annuity lead trust fund, the truytLins`trument must include a provision that
section 4944, prohibiting jeopardy investments, will apply to such trust." This is a_
compromise solution to the initial Treasury proposal that no deduction be allowed
where the charitable income interest exceeded 60 percent. It was feared that. the
donor of such a trust would receive a tax deduction equal to 100 percent of the
initial value of such a trust fund, since the remainder would be considered to have
no present value under the applicable tables. The -donor would thereby be
encouraged to "gamble" with the investments of such a trust fund, investing in
highly speculative securities in the hoPe of favoring the remaindermen." if such
speculative investments resulted in loss, the donor would have received a full tax
deduCtion and therefore have very little real loss. Section 4944 was made - applicable
to such annuity trusts, including the imposition of personal liability on the trustee,
in an attempt to discourage such an investment approach.

\
:I

V

REMAINDER INTERESTS IN PERSONAL RESIDENCES OR FARMS

A donor may retain a' life estate or an estate for a term of years in a personal
residence or farm and be allowed a charitable deduction for a gift of the remainder
interest to charity.54 A "personal residence" includes any property used by the
taxpayer as his personal residence, even though it is not his principal residence.
Thus a summer home qualifies, as does stock owned by a taxpayer as a tenant-
stockholder in cooperative housing if used as a personal residence. A "farm" is
defined by the regulations as any land used by the taxpayer or his tenant for the
productiqn of crops, fruits, or other agricultural products or for the sustenance of
livestock (which includes cattle, hogs, horses, rpules,donkeys, sheep, goats, captive
fur-bearing animals, Chickens turkeys/ pigeons, and other poultry), and any
improvements thereon." As 'with all other interests qualifying for a charitable
deduction, the charitable remainder may not be contingent or conditional,.

The value or a remainder interest in a residence or farm will be computed under
the applicable tables6 Depreciation computed on the straight-line method and cost
depletion must be taken into account, and the value discounted.at a 6 percent rate.
In the case of a combination of both depreciable and nondepreciablg real property,
the fair market value must be allocated between the depreciable and nondepreciable
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portions, and the 'expected value of the depreciable property at the end of its
"estimated useful life" must be calculated and treated as nondepreciable property.

The regulations provide tables for the valuation of a remainder interest in real
property following one life or a term of years. The IRS will provide special factors
in the case where there is an actual gift either measured by more than one life or

.rbquiring a depletion allowance reduction.
The chief "abuse" that the Tax Reform Act attempted tc,) eliminate in the

context of split-interest gifts of real property was the practice of giving chanty the
cent-free use of such property. Such a gift enabled the donor to take s "double
deduction" in that the rental value of the property was deductible, and the
taxpayer could exclude from income the rental he would otherwise have received
from the space used by the charity. The Treasury therefore proposed that no
deduction be allowed .for the contribution of the right to use property. Spokesmen
for various charitable institutions, chiefly private colleges and universitiesobjected
to this elimination on the grounds that a favored vehicle for charitable donations
was the gift of a remainder interest in real property, such as a farm or residence.
The Senate Finance Committee, while acknowledging that gifts of remainder
interests in real property did not generally present the kind of abuse the House hill
sought to curtail, noted that this form of gift did present a "limited valuation
problem."", The solution was to require donors to take depletion'and depreciation

into account and.to apply a 6 percent rate of return in valuing such gifts.
The bill as rePyrted from the Senate-House Conference incorporated the Senate

amendments, except that the Senate exception for remainder interests in real
property was limited to remainder interests In personal residences or farms, and in
taking depletion or depreciation into account in valuing interests in real property,
the straight-line method of depreciation or .cost. depletion method was to be
employed. - .

Neither the Code provisions nor the regulations require that straight-line depreci4-
tion ancitor cost depletion be taken into account in calculating the value of an
estate or gift tax deduction for the transfer of a remainder interest in real property.
This appears to be an anomaly as there is nothing in the Senate oj/Conference
Committee Reports that indicates that these factors were to be included only in the
calculation of the income tax deduction.

...
. VI .. .-

.AN
, -.

AN UNDIVIOED pORTI1sOF THE DONOR'SENTIRE INTEREST IN PROPERTY

A deduction is allowed for the contribution Df aryry undivided portion of the
donor's'entire interest lir property," so long as this i terest constitutes "a fraction
or percentage of each ,and everS, substantial interest or right owned by the donor in
such property" and extends "Over the entire; term of the donor's interest in such
property and in other p(operty into which such property isconverted."s9"In other
woods, the donpr,musigiVe a part of everything he has, for as long as he has it. The
-donor cannot transfer some specific rights and retain others. Examples in the regufr-
tions of gifts, qualifying for a deduction under this provision - include:

a one-half interest in a life estate in an office building;

a 20 percent interest in a remainder interest treated by a testamentary
trust;

an interest in property htlx1 as a tenincyln common with the donor, if the
charitable recipient has the right to possession` and control ofithe property
for a portion of each year Appropriate to its interest in the property; and

1 , .

, d
4A
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an open space easement in gross in perpetuity. This is defined by the
regulations as a personal interest in, or right _to. use, the land of another.
The easement is not supported by a dominant estate, but is attached to,
and vested in, the person. to whom it is granted.

6

, TIN .,13Nsent value of. ,an undivided portion _of the 414,nor's,,entire,interest-in-
property, if measured by a life or lives or by a term of years, is determined by
using the applicable actuarial tables.6° The fair market value of a contribution of an
open space easement in perpetuity, however, may be determined by a different
method. Since it is difficult to determine the market value of an easement, there
being no established market for such interests, the Treasury will allow an easement
to be valued on the basis of a "before and after" approach. A deduction will be
allowed

the

an amount equal to the difference between the value of the property
before the grant of the easement less the value of the property thereafter,
encumbered by the grant." Further, the basis of the property must be'adjUsted by
eliminating that part of the total basis that is properly allocable to the restrictive
easement granted.62

Section 170(f)(3) of the Code dissuades a donor from divesting himself of an
interest in property that he does not desire to give to charity and then claiming a
deduction for the remaining interest as his "entire" interest, or for a qualifying
portion thereof. The income tax regulations disallovy a deduction for a gift under
such circumstances if "the property in which such partial interest exists was divided
in -order to.create such interest and thus avoid Section 170(0(3)(A) ...."63 The
estate and gift tax provisions will disallow the deduction if at any f e prior to the
charitable transfer, an interest in the property had passed from, or en transferred
by, the donor to a noncharitable recipient. .0

VII

CHARITABLE GIFTS OF LIFE INSURANCE

A donor has historically been able to take an income tax deduction for a gift of
a life insurance policy to a charitable organization, or for the payment of premiums
on a life insurance policy if a charitable organization either owns the policy or is
named irrevocable beneficiary and the insured does not retain the right to surrender
the policy for cash.64

/-Prior to the Tax Reform Act, the donor was entitled to deduct the full fair
market value of his contribution, Now, the amount of any charitable contribution
must. be reduced by the amount of gain that would have represented ordinary
income to the donor had he sold the property at its fair market value." Since*gain
realized from the sale of a' life insurance policy is taxed as ordinary income, a
deduction for a charitable gift of a lifeAlnsurance policy is restricted to the donor's
cost basis in the policy when the' Valu oT the policy exceeds his basis.66

The Tax Reform Act changed the treatment of "bargain sales: of property to
charitable organizatim, and the new treatment is fully applicable to such sales of
insurance policies. As a result of the Tax Reform Act, the donor must now allocate

./h-is basis between the portion of the policy sold and the portion for which no
consideration was received.67 Since the sale of an insurance policy by an individual
may generate ordinary income, the inducement to sell a policy to a charitable
organization at a bargain price has been reduced even further than in the case of a
bargain sale of a capital asset.

In two revenue rulings published before the Tax Reform Act, the Internal
Revenue Service approved charitable deductions for certain "split-dollar" insurance
plans which permitted a donor to allocate the benefits between private and charita-
ble beneficiaries. lh Revenue Ruling 69-79, 1969-1 CB. 63, an individual irrevoca-
bly assigned /the cash surrender value of a paid-up insurance policy on his life to a
qualified charitable. organization. He reserved the right to designate noncharitable,

3 "
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beneficiaries for the face amount of the policy (subject to the charity's right tohe..
cash surrender value). Thus upon his death,Nthe charity was. entitled to the cash
surrender value, and the noncharitable beneficWy was entitled to the face amount
of the policy less the cash surrender value. The charity was also given the right to
surrender the policy for its cash valUe, thereby canceling the policy, or to borrow

from the insurarit company against the cash surrender value. The individual was
held to be entitled to a current charitable contributions deduction equal to the cash
surrender value of the

Revenue Ruling 69-215 1969-1 C,B. 63 involved a similar split-dollar gift of life
insurance to a charity, but premiums remained to be paid,.on the policy and the
charity could not receive its cash surrender value untireither the death of the
insured or a default on payment of the premiums. The Internal Revenue Service
ruled that the donor was entitled to a charitabli contributions deduction for the
present cash surrender value of the policy and the increase in the present value of
the charity's interest when an annual premium was paid:

It is presently unclear whether such split-dollar insurance plans continue to be
effective in providing charitable contributions deductions. The 1969 enactment of
section 170(f)(3) of the Code disallows a deduction for a non trust, contribution of
less than a donor's entire interest in property unless in one of the qualifying forms.
It seems unlikely that the split-dollar plans apprOved in the above rulings can be
brought within any of these limited exceptions to the general rule of section
170(f)(3).68

VIII 1

VALUATIbN OF SPLIT-INTEREST GIFTS TO CHARITY -

In the typical split-interest gift, the donor "flakes an irrevocable commitment to
charity but retains for himself some continuing interest in the income or in the use
of the property.69 This kind of giving often attractive to those who desire a
present tax deduction for their philanthropy but who are not of the means or of
the disposition to divest themselves of the benefits that they presently enjoy. Since
charity will not actually receive the gift until the donor's retained interest has
terminated, some kind of fair division must be made between the charitable
(deductiop) and the noncharitable portions. It is important that the size of the
deduction reflect that the charitable gift will not be available to the charity for
charitable uses, until the noncharitable interest has terminated. As a result, the
future value of the charitable portion of the gift must be discounted to reflect its
current value.

Although interest rates vary over time, practical limitations in making computa
tions require that certain simplifying assumptions70 be made. The first and most
important assumption is that the effects of inflation are not considered (as they are
also not considered elsewhere in the federal tax system, for example, in the treat-
ment of capital gains or inventories). So, too, once an interes.t rate" has been
chosen for disCounting purposes, that rate is applied withOut variation over
time" and on the assumption of continuous compounding. For many years the
rate of return used to value split-interest gifts (and for many other purposes) was 3.5
percent. While at one time this was a reasonable reflection of interest rates in the
,money market for long-term commitments, it was thought by some to be too low
by 1969. After that year the rate was changed upwards to 6 percent. But now with
the combination of a Severe economic recession accompanied by record-high interest
rates, it appears appropriate to examine the. rate once again.13 The 'potential need
for another chag,ge in the interest rate used in the tables after only five years shows
that it might be desirable to provide for some kind of 'periodic a_ocl systematic
reconsideration and possible recalculation of the valuation tables Wed on changed
money market 'conditions and real rates of return on model portfolios. To
accomplish this, it might be desirable to institute some procedure comparable to
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section 4942(e)(3), .which is a statutory 'command to the Treasury Department to
periodically recalculate the mandatory payout rate applied to private foundations.
As explained in the next section, such'a change will have a mixed impact on the
size of-charitable deductions' for,split-interest giving.

The EffeaS of Revising the Six Percent Tables

A recalculati of all the valuation tables changing the assume d rate of return
from 6 percent to some higher tate, say 9 percentewould decrease the value of the
charitable interest in' split- interest gifts of real propert, both depreciable and
nondepreciable, anct.of certain pooled income funds: Conversely, such a revaluatidn
would increase the value of charitable deductions for both charitable remainder
annuity trusts and unitrusts."

For split-interest gifts of real estate and for pooled income funds in existence-for
less than three taxable Years, the result bf such a revaluation would be to reduce
the value of the charitable deduction." In both of these cases it is assumed that
the annual econonic,return to the noncharitable recipient is equal to the increased
rate of return times 4,1ye of the asset or assets. Since' this assumes that all of
the income generated- by the -gift is distributed to the honcharitable beneficiary,
the size of the gift at The time it eventually passes to the charity is not altered in
any way by changing the rate of return. Raising the rate does, however, have the
effect of discounting the net present value of the future charitable transfer by an
increased amount, and the current -value of the future charitable gift is,accordingly
reduced.

In the case of 4haritable remainder annuity trust," the actual 'noncharitable
fixed, dollar payoutloes not vary by changing the assumed rate of retum (for
example, from 6 percent to 9 percent). As a result, the effect of increasing the
assumed rate of return above the 'rate of the annual noncharitable fixed payout is to
increase the charitable' portion of the gift.''' In the charitable remainder unitrust,
the same effect is seen although its impact is..diluted. As the unitrust payout is
based on a fiked percentageof the annual value of the trust, the annual payout will
increase as the value of the trust rises. Thefact that the percentage of the.payout is
fixed, however, means that a change inthe assumed rate of return from 6 percent
to 9 percent will not be matched by,a change irt the payout percentage. as would
be the case, for example., in Valuing a life estate in real property). Thus, while
unitrust payouts to,noncharitable beneficiaries would be slowly rising over time,
these increases would not fully the assumed Increase in the earning power of
the trust, leaving an enlarged trust corpus for eventual transfer to the charity.

Why Different Types of Split-Interest Gifts of MOney Can . ,-).- k-,?.Produc4)ifferent Sized Deductions 41 W, /a .,
- As the It- 5r tpanyins table showsritinYofsilblrfrferwidely-iiirying ae-dixtiOns

for; a split- interest gift 0 the same amount`of money even when the noncharitable
payout -is "set at the same percentage (in this example 5 percent, which is the
statutory minimum for chalitable remainder trusts). ;

Seyiral explanations and limitations on the table must be stated. The assumed
nonchadtable discount rate for a life estate in a farm or residence (rental value) is 6
percent., not the 5 percent at whictit,the other categorie% are set. The discount rate
applied to pooled income :, funds 'is not 6 percent, but 5 percent, which, by
assumption in P-Ivexample, is the historic rate of return for the particular pooled
incomaand. involved. )

,.
Although differing sized charitable deductions are allowable for equal gifts to a

.charitable remainder annuity trust versus a unitrust, the difference seems to be

7.0
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Deddctible Charitable Remainders
($200,000-5 percent anniiity'or adjusted payout; 6 percent discount rate)

Durition of
Iricomo Interese'
(term certain)

5 yr.
10 yr.
20 yr.

C.R.Fixed
,Annuity

$157,816^
126,390
85,3O1

C.R.
jnitrusta

$154,76
119,748
71,697

Life. Interest in- a Non-
geitreciable Part of

Gift Annuity a Farm or Residence

b .-- .$149,452-- . 111,7607 3 62,360
t.. Life Interest, , ..

Income Bene.ficiary . At, a
Aged . ' *

r '
I

W .

187:95306a

21 m.
5 m. $ 40,447

48,256
$ 11,532 i.

22,688 t, 33,040
$ 27,470 e

55 m. . 97,040 84,372 .4; 1 76,5513 76,448'
70 ni. . 131,177 124,292 4 , 116,540 . 117,412
70 f.` 120,766 112,474 ... 104,500 104,920

1

1.
..., v.. is , H

a. All cash payments made in one installment at end of each tal ear. Assuming an annual valuation date which is lesi than one month before the annual
distnbution date so that there is no necessity of adjusting yout rate under Table F in Regs. I 1.664-4(bX5). .

. .

Pooled Income
Fund

__Lc
.........

.-t-

I

../.4 142:979244

87,502
. 126,9.12

11.5,312

.

b. Data for terms certain not given in Rev. Rut. 72438, 19112-2 pa 38. The discount rate and other factors used therein are not statedso it is impossible to
,

make mdepeirdent computations. , .

c. Terms certain not permitted. 'Section 642(c)(5)(A); Regs. 1.642(c)-5(b)(2).

'2Sources r or Charitable Remainder Fixed Annuity, Regs:1 20i203110(a) et-seq., for Charitable Remainder Umtrust, Regs. S 1.664-4,for Gift Annuity,
'Rev. Rul. 72438, 1971,2 C.B. 38; for Life Interest in the nonklepreciable part of a farm or personal residence, Int. Rev. Code of 1954 S170(f)14), ,
Prop. Reg. S 1.170A-12 (N.B. depreciation was ignored in this example for purppses of more obvious and accurate comparison), for Pboled Income
Fund, Regs. S 1.642(c):6. This table was adapted from Swadovs,."Chantable Remainder TrustsDrafting and Valuation Guidelines", 29 N.Y.Il..., Institute of Federal Taxation 2023, 2048 (1971): ..'

...*-
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supportable. In general, a contribution to an annuity trust with a payout rate lbwer
than 'the discqunt rate will qualify for a-larger deduction than the same contribution
to a unitrust (assuming the same payout rate), and the deduction will be smaller
when the annuity trust payout rate is higher than the discount rate.

In' the unitrust situation, a.s*xplained previously, the amount of the payout
fluctuates, increasing and decreasing with the size otlhe trust, while the amount of
the annuity trust payout remains constant. Assuming a payout rate less thpn the

-discount rate, the fund is presumed to have some net income at the end of every
year in excess of its payout requirements. This net income serves to. increase the
size of the fund. This will increase the size of the unitrust payouts in later yea-rs but
not the size of the annuity payoiit. Accordingly, under these circumstances, an
annuity trust will give a larger deduction than a .unitrust. If, however, one were to
assume a payout rate at 7 percent'(in excess of the discount rate), one would get a
greater deduction by using a. unitrust as opposed to an annuity.trust since the fixed
annuity would-continue at the same dollar amount each year evedxas the size of the
trust was declining, Nk.hile in the unitrust the payouts would lie declining over tire as ,

the value of the mist declined. The point it which the unitrust deduction is exactly
the same size as the annuity trust deductisi is where the payout is set roughly equal
to the disCount rate, which jhpresently 6 percent.'

Although the subtle differences anitffi'g unitrust, annuity trust, pooled income
fund, and life interests in farms or residences have required a ;Multiplicity of
differing valuation tables which must all be mastered by the sophisticated tax
lawyer', their independent and separate existence is justified and necessary -because

'of the inherent differences amonethese vatious methods of split-interest giving.
One area in which valuation of the split-interest gift appears unjustified is i11 the

gift annuity area where the charitable deduction for gifts to cliarities that grant
annuities from time to time is calculated as -.the difference between the size of the
amount of money given to the charity and the cost of purchasing a similar annuity s
in the commercial annuities market. The tables reflecting the value of such annuities
are not simply a combination of a 6 percent discount rate and actuarial assumptions
about Ziff' expectancies. Instead, they are based on the cost of annuities in the
commercial market, where, presumably, a profit margin an perhaps a different
discount rate have, been used in calculations by the c'ommeltial sellers7of these
annuities." By contrast, the charitable remainder annuity trust tables c18 not, not
Should they, include a profit margin. Yet the assets of kgift annuity go directly to
the charity and are subject to the,charity's use, ownership, management, and
control, while the charity is rarely trustee or in control of a charitable'remainder
annuity trU5t. This difference in valuation and size of deduction thus makes little
policy Censeuntess one assurhes that charities reCeividg gift annuities satisfy them by
purchasing commerel,41 annuities and, Conversely, that trulltees of charitable
remainder annuity trusts' do not purchase commercial annuities. Neither assumption .
may be fully jiistified.'

I

. ISSUES RELATING TO SPLIT- INTEREST GIFTS TO CHARITY

The Propriety of the Tax Treatment of Split-Interest Gifts to Charity

While tax deductions have traditionally been allow-edTor split-interest .gifts to
charity, a basic policy underlying the Tax, Reform Act was to encourage present
charitable giving and to limit and ,curtail the types of split-interest gifts qualifying
for favorable 'tax treatment. The Code now disallows deductions for split-interest

gifts in general; with .the exception of the several types of split-interest gifts
previously discussed. It has been mainifained, however, that the act only
complicated the methods. of split-interest giving and did not deal directly with the



red policy issue as to the propriety of allowing current tax benefits for future
, charitable benefits.

'J i One of the underlying objectives of the Tax Reform Act in the charitable area
; was to .favor the present use of funds for charitable activities and to discourage

accumulations or deferrals. 1-,n the private foundation area, the Code mandated
minimum annual payouts to public charity in an-attempt to produce immediate
bet5efit to society. If this were deemed to be ap overritling policy, the Code could
be further amended to disallow tax deductions for any form of spOt-interesrgifts
and to allow, deductions only for property presently passing to charity.

A certain simplicity would be achieved by disallowing split-interest gifts. There
would be no heed for complex valuation tables required to compute the present
value of property depending upon when it would pass to chality in the future, and
there vyou Id be no uncertainty as to'what, in fact, would' actually be received by

.chatityf deductions were allowed only for property presently passing to charity,
the value of the gift would be evident, subject to the usual problemsof valuing
*certain:unique 'types of property such as real estate and tangibles. Private donors
might continue to create split-interest gifts, despite the lack Of tax incentives; but in

o the absence of tax deductions such gifts would pose no particular valuation
problems.

In addition, there would be no need for the complex and technical conditions
presently imposed by the Code upon qualifying split-interest gifts to guard against
manipulation of property in favor of the noncharitable interests. Whenever split-'
interest gifts to charity are created, there is the inevitable passibilitylof conflicting
interests between the noncharitable and charitable beneficiaries of the same
property. If split-interest gifts no longer qualified for favorable tax treatment,,there
would be no'public interest in Monitdring,the management of any such funds,,olher
than pursuant to the local law of the Various states applicable to fiduciaries in.
general.

The cost o f achieving such simplicity by disallowing tax deductions for, split-
interest gifts Would be the risk of decreasing the amount of split-interest gifts
passing from private donors for charitable purposes (although this-decrease might t?e
offset in part by an increase ih current charitable giving by the same charitably
minded donors). While there are few, refiante-btatisti-cs fn this-grea, it is noteworthy
that many charitable organizations maintain that much of their support comes in
the form of deferred giving.

'Encouraging any form of charitable ,giving
over

through favorable tax
*deductions has been questioned and challenged over the years. To the extent that
tax deductions continue to be used generally as incentives fdr charitable giving, it
seems unnecessary and undesirable to eliminate this incentive in the area of split-
interet gifts if the two basic problems of valuation and prevention of abuse can be
satisfactorily resolyed. It war'w;rth, these two problems that the Tax Reform. Act
attempted' to deal, as described' in the foregoing portions of this paper. It is too
early to tell whether these problems have been effectively resolved, but for the time
being it would seem unwarranted,conclude that the act will not haye the results
that were intended.

v
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The Valuation of Split-Interest Gifts to Charity

Six PerchtTables

One of the main thrusts of the 1969 Tax, Reform* Act was to insure that the
amount of the allowable charitable deduction bore a reasonable correlation to the

eyralue ultimately passing to charity. In order to determine the'charitable deductiort
ajlowable fdr a split-interest gift, it is, necessary to-consult the applicable tables
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published by the Treasury. These'tables are bas,ed upon actuarial concepts regarding
average life expectancies and upon a discounting of the future value,of:The charita-

` ble portion of the gift to reflect its current value. The tables arbitrarily assume a 6.
percent rate of return during the period that the gift remains split between the
charitable and noncharitable interests. While this represents an vance over the 3,5-
percent tables used before the 1969 Tax Reform 'Act, it is c stionable how
reasonable 'and realistic, these new tables are in'the current economy. The following'
options bear consideration:

One approach to the valuation question would be to take a second look when
Charity has received its full interest and to make appropriate recapture-or additional
allowance, adjustments at that time to reflect the actual value that charity, ultimately
received There is presently such a recapture provision in the income tax,regulations
applicable to charitable lead trusts, and such an approach generally would be one
way to insdre with certainty `that the amount of the deduction. allowed would
ultimately be'justified 6y the value passing to charity. However, so long as non-
charitable beneficiaries other than the donor are involved, such an approach would
appear to create undue complexities, complications, and disincentives with respect
to split-interest giving'. ;

2. A second approach to the valuation question would be to set a rate of return
for, a given period of years but to mandate a review aricrrevision (if appropriate) of
the rate at the-end of each such period. The rate of return, as revised from time to
time, could take into account long-term lending rates and real rates of return on
model portfolios and would pi-ovide a realistic 'deduction based 'upon all relevant
economic conditions prevailing at the time of the gift. Later revisions a the rates
would not affect an earlier deduction baseld upon an earlier, rate. Such an updated

. vduation system may either increase or decrease the charitable aed4ction allowable,
'depending on the nature of the rate revision (up or down) and the type of split-
interest gift. However, such a sysfem would make thevaluation process much rtiore
precise on the basis .of the information available at the time the gift is made,
without creating substantial additional complexit for the donor or the Internal
Revenue service.

3. A third possible approach would siinply be to set an arbitrary rate of return
for a long period of time It would be 'recognized that the rate was set to benefit
the Internal Revenue Service and charity, and that it was both !arbitrary as well as-
imperfect. No periodic review or revision of the rate would be necessary, and there
would be no opportunity for undue priyate benefit. While this approach lacks
precision, it may be the simplest and most realistic me/hod to resolve the un-
certainties of valuation.

Differences in Valuation for Various Types of Split-Interest Gifts
.

Consideration of the/idaluapon .tables and rules applicable to different kinds of
split- interest gifts reveals substantial inconsistencies and widely varying deductions
for gifts of equal value. Many of these inconsistencies and varying deductions can be
justified and explained by the inhelent differences among the various methods of
making split-interest gifts. One. area in which the differences do not appear justified,
however, concerns the valuation of gift to charities which grant annuities
from time to time, as opposed to charitable remainder annuity trusts. For practical.
purposes, these two ,methods of split-interest giving are very simiNt and yet the
former is v\alued in relation to the Cost or purchasing a similar annuity in the
commercial annuities market, while the latter is valued pursuant to the 6 percent
tables. In most cases this results in a lower deduction for a gift annuity, presumably
because commercial annuity, rates reflect a different discount rate as .well as a

)
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built-in profit margin for the seller of the annuity: Yet the assets of a gift annuity
go directly to the charity and are subject to the charity's use, ownership, Manaet-
nnent, and control, while the charity is rarely trustee or in control of a charitable'
remainder annuity trust. This difference in valuation .and size of deduction thus,
makes little 'policy sense unless one assumes that charities receiving gift annuities
satisfy them by purchasing,sonnnnercial annuities and, conversely, that trustees or
charitabie remainder anhuit,y, trusts du not purchase commercial annuities. Neither
asstfmption may be fully justified. . '' N , .... ,

. .t,

The Annual FiVe Percent Minimum Noncharitable
Payout fpr Charitable Remainder Trusts il.

,

M
.

The,̀ valuevalue of 'charitable .remainder in large part op the amount of the
nuncharitable annuity ur uffitrust interest. As the noncharitable interest decreases,
the \charitable interest ,.(and di? charitable deduttion) increase. Yet, in creating
charitable remainder trusts in 1969 ostensibly to insure charitable benefits, Congress

' provided t' t such trusts must have a 5 percent.mininunn nuncharitable. payout.
Although, e Code provides that the 5 percent minimum must be paid to one or
more pqsons, at least one of which is not a charity, no charitable deduction is
allowable for any portion of the 5 percent minimum, even if ii 'is directed to be
paid to, charity4ince there is nu incentive to leave any of the.5 percent nnininnutv
to charity, it,is unlikely that such gifts will be made and, atcordingly,the minimum
is referred to as "noncharitable7 which is accurate as a practical, rather than legal,
description. . . .e'

The legislative history :suggests that these was some analogy drawn `between
charitable remainder trusts and 'private fuundatidhs, both of which. were to be 4
tax-exempt entities. Since private foundations were to be required td distribuje a
minimum amount annually, su too were charitable remainder trusts. This analogy
,was faulty, however, because private foundations are generallrequrred to pay out
to public chanties while charitable remainder trusts could be expected to pay out
the minimum to private interests. There was also sentiment expressed in 19.69 thaL,
if charitable 'remainder trust had no minimum annual payout, they could be
usedas foundationS had allegbcflyvbeen used as tax-exempt repositories of funds
that were being accumulated rather than used for current 4ritable-purposes. Once,
again, even if this fear was justified, the provision of a noncharitable minimum
payout was a totally unsatisfactory resolution because it has the effect of depriving
Charity of funds it might receive. , /'.

.,. 'y ..

In sums the noncharitable minimum payout was ill- advised, and consideration
should be given to abolishing the minimum so that donors who desiretO retain an
interest of less than 5 percent can do so and thereby receive an appropriate deduc-

it4pn for the croatioT of a larger, benefit for charity. If there were concern that
abolishing the minimum would create a loophole for toundaltins to become charita-
ble, remainder trusts and thereby avoid the current,charitablepaybut applicable to
foundations, an alternate solution would be to retain the minimum but to revise the
Method of computing the charitablekleductinn to take into account a larger charita-
ble iriterest if the donor provided for va portion of the 5 percent minimum to be
allocated to charity. . i

A . I--t. i

Inconsistehcies Among Various Types of Splitintere'si Oifts ;

Investment in Tax - Exempt Securities

Congress saw fit in 1969 to probibit_pooled, income funds from irivesting in

tax-exempt securities. The pop* 'be'hili'd this provision is not altogether c4e4,4

3
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.,,,
although it seems tobe related to the sentiment that a deduction for a split interest
gift to charity,,-should not be toupled with an arrangement to shelter (through ,*
tax-ekempti) the noricharitable interest receivable by the donor, For no explained
reason (exceptoposSibly, inadvertence), rio prohibition from investing in tax-exempts t ,-I
was aopled to other types of split- interest gifts, such .as charitable, split-interest ,
trusts. Since pooled income funds must be open to the public and may not favor
one donor or a group, of donors, there would seem to be less incentive to invest in
tax exempts to favor private interests than in the charitable splItinterest trusts. I o
the extent itseems worth prohibiting, the prohibition should apply to both,tydes of .

..,
.

entities.: ., :2.-4

Gift Annuities Versus Charitable Remainder Annuity Trusts

While a varlet? of typeS of split-interest gifts are encouraged .byllie >Code, it is ..-1'" 11 teresting to note the inctsistencies in treatment and tA4tion of the several forms `
. .of gifts. Focexample, a d nor.wbo retains an annuity interest in, property will be

treated differehtly4 he uses a gift annuity or a charitable remainder' annuity trustt.
If the gift annuity is used, he may have to vcognize gain on the transfer of
appreciated prOpert.y, whereas no gain is normally recognized-on such a transfer to .a
charitable remainder annuity trust.. The income tax treatment of the annuity
xecipient ..4 also markedly different. A gift annuity is taxed as an ordinary
commercial annuity. the annuitant is considered ,.to recovef the "cost"of the
annuity as a tax-free portion of each annuity payment received annually. The

,recipient of a Charitable remainder annuity trust is taxable on receipt under the
special characterization rules applicable to such trusts. As previously mentioned, the
computation of the charitable deduction for these two types of gifts is elstcquite, ..

. different. Consideration should be given to whether these and othec inconsistencies
41 are warranted and should be preserved.
/ ...- ..,

1.

General Thrust ,find Effect of the 1969 Taic Reform Act on Split-Interest Trusts;
i

.. The.Neect.for Transitional-Relief f
.

The policy of encouraging charitable giving in the form of split-interest lifts is
presumably to encourage donors of moderate means to make present binding
commitments in favor of charity while receiving significant current tax benefits for
themseFves or their families. Thosdwho are not of the mealy or of the disposition,

-/to part, with substantial assets may thus promise them to charity at alatei time and
receive a prgsent tax deduction fo' such a promise. Charity may plao--for theuture
.with, an eye toy the committed gift while the donor continues to' have the same
assets provide for his Own needs during his life or, after his death, for the needs of
his family.. ,.. .

,
Since, private interests will be retained in the same properp promised to Charity,

the 1969' Tax Reform Act attempted to insure that the asset would not be unduly
manipulated in favor of the private intesests at the ex`pense of charity. jhe thrust of ..
the act as it relates to 1 plit-interest giving was twofold: to prevent investment, -
'manipulation in favor of the noncharitable interests and to insure that the amount
of the Current tax deduction allowable ,for the "charitable gift bore a reasonable
correlation to the valve which charity ultimately received. There were other specific
matters at issue in 1969 which have largely been corrected (for example, repeal.of the
two-year charitable bust, pro bition of deductions for charitable 'Use of rental
property, bargain-sale rules, allocation of basis, and treatment of gifts of apl)reeiateci
property), but these were the two fundamental concerns. s A

In introducing the concept ofofixing the ,noncharitiible amount payable in the
form of an annuity or unitrust interest, it was felt that this would encourage a

I , ',"
N .
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single fund approach to investments and, eliminate the. incentive to manipulate
investments, in favor ()tithe noncharitable interests. In addition, it was, thought to be
a way to separate and value- rnore'accurately the income and remainder interests
under the applicable tables.

There was a great 'price paid for thiS innovation. It was the price of enormous
;complexity.' There are those who firmly believe that the introduction of this

complexity has had the effect of inhibiting the- creation of split-interest trusts and
that the, overkill of 1969 his severely offset the policy _of the Code to favor anti
encourage- the 'creator% of suet% trustSr. Such'cittleS 'argue that the.fAndamental-goits-
o f the 1969 act could have been achieved without the counterproductive

'complexity of the annuity and'unitrust concepts. They argue that manipulation of
mvestments could have been prevented by regulating the types of investments and
supetvising and auditing the fiduciaries to insure that they complied with their
fiduciary responsibility to manage the fund impartially and in the best.interests of
all the beneficiaries. They further argue that the integrity ,'"and precisiOn of thg tax
deduttion'allowable for split-irltereSt gifts could have been insured by a simple
prohibition of any invasions 'ofi the fund rather than by the annuity and unitrust

.concerSts. These critics conclude that a simple coMbindtion of regulation of d .
fiduciary activity and prohibition of invasions would have obviated the necessity for
the fixed payout concept without, jeopardizing the incentives to make split-interest
gifts in trust.

It is very difficult to ascertain with,any certainty whether the 1969 act has had
the.inhibiting effect that has been attributed to it. It is virtually impossible to know
how many more or fewer post-1969 split-interest trusts are being veated becau'se
they (especially inter vivoS charitable remainder trusts) are usualIN privately effected
and often may not be known to the charity until termination. Even if ltt were
conclusively shown that fewer such trusts were being created, one must also inquire
whether the property not being placed in such trusts is staying in noncharitable
hands or is finding its way to charity through other, forms of charitable transfers.

On balance, it would be premature and unwarranted to'conclude that the 1969 .

act 'provisions regulating charitable remainder trusts,-do not work in terms of either
mechanics or policy. At present, efforts would best be spent attempting to simplify
some of the details of the statute and regulations and to acquaint the legal b
profession as well as the public wish the nature and availability of such trusts,
rather than to undo the general structure of the provisions.

Ad the process of simplification and learning continues, one concrete step that
can be taken would be to adopt egislation extending a &enlarging the transitional .t
rulei! permitting the reformation f charitable re der trusts. that would not
otherwise qualify for tax dedUCtion a exem tio under the rules now apPlicable.to,
such mists. Although the charitable u ty and ,the bat have now had.

- approximately five years to mailer the new concepts and requirements contained in
the Fharitable remainder trust provisions of the 1969 act and the regulations
thereunder, there are those obierveri who believe that the new requirements are so
complex that additional time is still necessary:

-

Public charities' which rely on deferred (testamentary) giving face a difficult .

transition period until counsellors and estate planners familiarize themselves
with the nuances of the new rules. As many re-educated lawy,ers and trust
officers will testify, the ney/ trust concepts in deferred giving are too complex
to explain to_clients and %then the -attempt is made, many clients forego their
original plan for a smaller outfight bequest. The transition period is made
more difficult by the completely inadequate transitional rules whiCh Congress

, installed to deal *fittr the shift from the old style of deferred giving to the
new trust concepts which it created. Many wills hive been drafted after,
October 9, 1969, with old remainders simply because the lawyer , was

-3407 -
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uninformed or could not adequately explain, and draft, a testamentary trust
which could withstand scrutiny of an estate tax examiner.80

Those who subscribe to the above views believe that the best solution would be
for Congress to amend the Internal Revenue Code to permit unqualified trusts to be
reformed and thereby fully qualified for all tax benefits; It is important to note,
however, that such a proposal has been' criticized in the past on at least two
grounds. First, it runs counter to the traditional "one-bite" nature of the charitable
deduction: that is, once the doner-or-testatoi- has made or created the irrevocable
split - interest gift or transfer, the-tax implications of Ale transaction are fixed, and a
substantive or technical failure to comply with the rules necessary for the desired
tax treatment cannot be overcome by reforming or revising the transaction. Second,
even the limited reformation or revision of an irrevocable trust raises-rather bask
policy questions relating to the legality, and propriety, under local law, of such/ajudicial or contractual amendment for tax purposes. For example: Did the testatorintend to qualify the trust as a charitable remainder trust? If so,what changes-ale,
necessary to so qualify the trust? If the Changes are more than technical, do they
shift substantive economic interests (for example, must the noncharitable interest be
increased and the charitable interest decreased, or vice versa, to qualify; or must apower of invasion in favor of the noryharitable interest be removed to qualify)? Ifjo, 'would the testator have intendeethat the economic. interests be so shifted in
order to qualify the trust as a charitable.remainder trust? Is there more than one
alternative method of revising the trust to qualify, and which (if any) would the
testator have intended?

Should alsO-be -bottle in mind that the complexities imposed upon charitable
-remainder trusts by the 1969 act have been so widely publicized and strongly
critized that the Internal Revenue'Service, in a break with its long-standing policy
of refusing to publish and give Advance .approval' to trust forms, prepared and

o published Revenue Ruling 72-395 containing a ascription of all of the provisions
required to be inclUded in, the governing instrument of a charitable remainder trust,
with samples of such provisions which Will be acceptab1e,to the Service. With this
revenue ruling, a general practitioner unfamiliar- with the intricacies of charitable
remainder.t?usts ought to be able to draft such a trust whith will comply with all
of the .requirements and thereby qualify for favorable tax treatment.

After reviewing the .prOs and cons of extendingyansidonal relief to charitable
remainder trusts that 'would otherivise not qualify for favbrable tax treatment, it
may still seenweasonable to conclude that the novelty-and complexity of the rules
now applicable to charitable remainder trusts warrant'a more flexible approach to
reformation than would ordinarily be allowed. f-9

One possible approach would be to allow the 'creator of a thiritable.remaindertrust to provide explicitly that tile trustee may amend the governing instrument for
the limited plirpose of assuring compliance with the applicable sections of the Code
and regulations. Thus, where the creator clearly intgrids to create, a charitable
remainder trust meeting all nthe requirements IA sects in- 664 of the Code and the
regulations thereunder, allowing a subsequent limited correction of the governing
instrument should pose little danger of violating the creator's intention'. If more
than a purely -technical samendment. were necessary, and shifts in the economic
interests in the trust could result, such an amendment could be conditioned upon
the consent of all the beneficiaries (if all the inceatiGarbeneficiaries.were adults and
competent) and upon judicial approvaVflowever, in considefing such an approach,
care must be taken to place some liertations on the type and scope of the revisionsso that (1) substantial numbers .4. otherwise irrevc5cabie and binding* legal
transactions do not suddenly become openended and fluid years later .when it is
determined that they failed o generate favorable tax treatment and (2) decedents
will not have tie provisions of their wills reformed or revised without e strictest
judicial supervision and the most 'stringent limitations. While these potent) I adverse
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effects are ultimately matters of state law and supervision, the federal tax law must
be written and administered' in such a way as to recognize and curtail potential
adverse results which might be encouraged by an 'overly broad and permissive
federal tax provision, even, though the ultimate decision as to the permissiveness is
left to local authorities. .

ti Footnotes

1. Such gifts are also subject to the rules applicable to charitable giving in general, including the
provisions of the Code telating to appreciated and ordiriary income property, percentage limita-
tions for income tax deductions, bargain sales and allocation of basis, as well as many of the
rules applicable to private foundations.

2. Code Section 170(f)°, Section 2055(e), Section 2522(c).

3, Joint Publication of Committee-on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, and
Committee on Finance, U.S, Senate, Part I, February 5, 1969, p. 183.

4. 4his report does not attempt to deal with the maze of provisions required by the regulations
to be included in the governing instrument of a charitable remainder trust. For a description of
such requirements and samples of provisions which will be acceptable to the Internal Revenue
Service, see Rev. Rul. 72-395, 1972-2 C.B. 340.

5. Code Section 664(d); Treas, Reg. Section 1.664)2(d); Section 1.664-3(d).

6. Pooled income funds,, for example, m'ay be effected only with public charities.

7. Code Section 664(d), Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-1(a)(4). For special rules relating to the date
of creation of testamentary charitable remainder trusts, see lireas. Reg. Section .1 .664-1(a)(5).

8. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-2(a)g); Section 1.664-3(a)(3). When the trustee is given discretion
to ,sprinkle the specified distribution among kcjass-sof bentficiarresone beneficiaries, may..not'
include persons born after the trust ikcreattir unless theArust is established rci?"1"tesimaf years.
The policy behind this regolatory rule is urfclear since the payout and term, whether measured
by a period of years or by lives of individuals, will determine the amount of deduction
_allowable regardless of how the class of beneficiaries is defined.

t"- .
9. Code Section 664(c);_see also Code Section 512and.Section 514, and the Treasury Regula
lions .thereunder for definitions of unrelated business income and debt-financed property,
rtspectively.

10. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-1(d).

11. See Treas.Reg. cection 1.1011-4 Wheriever there is an agreement, express or implied,
between the donor and the trustee to sell appreciated property contributed to the trust and to
invest the proceeds in tax-exempt securities, the realized gain may be imputed and taxed to the
donor under the priiiciples of.42ev. Rul. 60-370, 1960-2 C./i. 203.

12. Treas..Reg. Section, 1.664-1(a)(3)

13. Unlike pooled income funds, charitable remainder Prusts, are not prohibited by the Code
from inyestmg in taxexempt securities.

1'
14. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-1(d)(5).

15. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-2(a)(4); Section 1.664-3(a)(4).

16. If the annuity amount is.stated as a percentage, the instrument mdst provide for corrective
payments to be mate in the case oaf an incorrect valuation of the initial assets. Treas. Reg.

Section 1.664-2(a)(1)(iii).

3ern
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1'7. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-2(b).

18. Treas. Reg. Section 1.664-2(c); Section 26.2031-10.

19. Senate Report 91-552, 91st Congress., 1st Session., 90, Since it is permissible to satisfy the
iinitrust amount! by delivering assert in kind, it is questionable why this flexibility to choose
these income options is allowed unitrusts.but not annuity trusts which may face a similar need
too invade corpus to satisfy the annuity amount. In fact, the income options had been originally
proposed to apply to both .annuity trusts and unitrusts, but the final version,of the statute
limited their applicatron to unitrusts.

20. Joint Publication of Committee on Ways and Means, U.g. House a Representauves, and
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, February 5, 1969, p. 193.

21. Treas. Reg. Section 1,6643(b).

22. Treas. Res. SeCuon L664-4.

23, Rev. Rul. 72-438, 1972-2 C.B.* 38. For purposes of this report, it is assumed that the
charity "from time to time enters into 'agreements to pay annuities of a specified amount to
individuals or their designees .in exchange for money or other property (..." For other
charities, see Treas. Reg. Section 20.2031-10.

24. Code Section 72.

25. yeas. Reg. Section L72-9 contains tables from which one can deterMine the expected
. ,1,_ FAit!Crjt'

.
26. Rev. Rul. 72438 does not deal with this question expltcidy, hbwever.

27. In hearings before the Senate Finance Committee, Dr:: find C. Matthies, co-chairman of
the "Committee on Gift Annuities" urged that gift annuities be specifically exempted from the
bargain sale provisions of the House bill. The Finance Committee went further and deleted the
bargain sale provisions from its, bill entirely, on the ground ,that their enactment would
"adversely affect giving to charities, as 'bargain sales%have`bieen''a long-accepted form of making
contributions ,of property to charities." The Conference Committee restored the bargain sale
Provisions to the compromise bill in the lame'fbrm asTibeycliad appeared in the House bill. And
the Treasury, in rid regulations implgmenting the provisions, explicitly applied them to gift

J:d
annuities.

i,,;
28. Rev. Rul. 62- 136; {'962.2

k ..

29. For examplerti transferred property with a bgis of $5,000 and a fair market
value of $10,000 ,exchange for an annuity whose present value was $7,000, the
transferor would hiVe7. T qui id to report a gain of $2,Q00 in the year of exchange.

4, I

30. Treas. Reg. Sietion 1.1011-2(a)(4)(i). 4. ,

31. Jhescontrast be weep the two approaches can be seen from the following example:

A taxpayer transferi property with a basis of $5,000 and a fair market value of $20,000 at
the time of transfer for an annuity with a present value of,$10,000. Prior to the Reform Act,
the taxable gain in the year of exchange would have been $5,000, representing the excess of the
valyi of the annuity over the taxpayer's basis in the property transferred. Under the bargain sale
provisions, only a percentage of basis equal to the present value of the annuity divided by the
fair market value of the transferld property is allocated to the "sale" portion of the transfer.
In the given example, since the value of the annuity is 50 percent of the fair market value of
the property transferred, only -50 perce of the total basis, or $2,500 is allocated to the "sale"
of property for the annuity. Thus, the tauable gain upon transfer is.,not $5,000, but $7,500.
The remaining $2,500 of basis is all aced to the portion of the transfer representing the
donor's contribution to charity. . 6* 40100

4..
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32. As was the general rule prior to the Reform Act, the entire basjil Of the transferred
property will be applied to the "sale" of property for an annuity, in determining the gain to be
taxed on the exchange. See Treasury Reg. Section 1.101112(a)(1). Thus, in the given example, if
the donor were not entitled to a charitable contributions deduction by reason of the transfer,
the gain subject to tax would be $5,000, not $7,5Q0.

33. Treas. Reg. Srittion 1.1011-2(a)(4)(10.

34. See Treas..Reg. Section 1.1011-2(c).

35. Treas. Reg. Section 1.1011-2(a)(4)(iii).

36. These provisions were adopted in response to the Supreme Court decision in Gommis,sionq
v. Brown, 380 U.S. 563 (1965).

37. In testimony before the Senate Financ4et Committee, certain institutions of higher education
from Pennsylvania urged that the House exception for annuities be clarified: "The life income
contact and annuity agreement as used by our institutions is wholly distinct from the Clay
Brown situation and the statute must b1Pclarified if this unintended and unjustified side effect is
to'be avoided." (Senate Hearings, p. 1224.)

But the House bill was not so altered, either by the Senate or in Conference, and the House's
exception thus emerged as the, present Section 514(0(5) of the Internal:Revenue Code.

^ '38. Code Section 514(c)(5). .

,

39. Code Section 642(c)(5)(g); Treas. Reg. Section 1.642(c)5(b)(6). There is no similar
prohibition against a donor serving as_trustee of _a_charitable remainder trust or a chiltable lead
trust.

40.* Ties. Reg. Section 1.642(c)-5(b)(3).

41. Code Section 642(0(5)(C). ,

42. Treas. Reg. Section' 1.642(0-6(a)(3)
Section 1011: .

43. Treas. Reg. Section ,1.642(c) -6.

44. ,Cole Section 170(f)(2)(B).

expressly refers to the Itargain sale rules of Code

e ,

45. Code Section 2055(4; Section 2522(c); Treas. Reg. Section "20.2055-2(e)(2)(v) and (vi).

46. Prop. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A-6(c)(Z; Treas. Reg. Section 20.2055- 2(e)(2)(v) and (vi).
. '

47. P.L. §4.172 Section 201; see also Joint Publication of Committee pn Ways and Means, U.S:
House of F3epresentatives, and Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, February 5, 1969, 183.

48. Treas. iReg. Section 1.170A:6(d).

49. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A:6(c)(4).

50. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A-6(d).

51. /areas. Reg. Section 1.170A-6(c1( 3).

52.,,Prop. Treas. Reg.Section 1.170A-6(c)(2)(i)(c). $ee alsc; Code Section 4947(b)(3).

53. Joint PUblication of Conimittee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, and
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, February 5, 1969, p. 185.

54. Code Section 170(f)(3)(B); T;e'as. Reg. Section 1.170A(b)(3) and (4).

55. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A-7(b)(4).
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56. Code Section 170(f)(4).

57. Senhte Report 91.552, 91st Congress,

58. Code Section 170(f)(3)(B).

59. Treas.* Reg. Section 1.170A7(b)(1)(0.

60. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A-7(c).

61. Rev. Rul. 73-339,1.R.B. 1973.34.

62. Rev. Rul. 64.205, 1964.2 C.B. 62.

63. Treas. Reg. Section 1.170A-7(a)(2)(i).

1st Session, p. $9.
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64. See'Eppo Hunton, IV, 1 T.C. 821 (1943); Rev. Rut. 58-372, 1958.2 C.B. 99.

65. Section 170(e)(1)(A).
-7\

66. An individual's basis in a life insurance policy is his net premium cost: gross premiums less
any dividends,, actually received and extra premiums paid for certain supplementhry benefits.
Rev. Rul. 55-349, 1955-1C.B. 232.

67. Section 1011(b).
c

68. It has ,recently been reported that the Internal Revenue Service has, refused to rule
favorably on a split-dollar gift of an insurance policy similar to that held deductible- by Rev.
Rul. 69-79, supra. The Internal Revenue Service is said to have taken the position 'that the gift
was of less than the taxpayer's en'tire interest to property, and that it could no be viewed as a
gift of an undivided portion of the taxpayel's entire interest in property. 41 journal of Taxa-

.Von-309-09M ("Shop Talk" column).

69. The same valuation principles , described in this section would apply to valuation of
charitable lead trusts. .-

70. These assumptions do conflict with certain "common-sense" analyses of the valuation
tables. See., for a mle, Lehman, "CAaritable Split-Interest Trusts in Estate Planning," 18Lou; . f. 259,264de dleciry, twhy_charitable_cleductions-for-similar-looking
gifts vary) I have seen is that there is factored into the uniirust.tables an expected future
enhancement of the fund. That explanation does not make complete sense to me, because the
stock market can go-down as welly as up; and second, even if it did go up, the value ultimately
received by`the charitable remainderman would likewise be Increased."

*4.

,---,:___71. The terms "interest., ;ate", rate- 4;:if-tetum.,),"and""tlIStoun t rale" arset, te rgi angeab le
synonyms for the same percentage figure. Their semantic differences do, tOwever, highlight'
different facets of the valuation procesS. The "rate of return" emphasizes the fact that whatever
interest rate is chosen is deemed to be the rate at which an investment will generate income.

VveThe "discount rate" emphasizes the fact that w r rate is chosen will be used as the rate to
reduce the value of a delayed gift to produce a ure which Will equal the net present value of
that delayed transfer. Since the value of a.delayed transfer is measured by the lost opportunity
to produce income by present control and possession of the funds (in all these calculations
inflation is expressly ignored), the discount rate must, by assumption, be exactly equal to the
rate of return. The term " interest rate" is merely another interchangeable term denoting the
same figure.

I

72. Tilts does not mean that the designated discount rate which must be used for calculations
in valuing gifts mule and deducted in 1973 eannot.be changed for valuing gifts made in 1974.
It does mean that a person preparing a return for a gift made in 1973 will expect to have to use
just one per annum discount rate (subject to compounding) for valuing a gift's net present value
regardless of whether the gift eventually will change hands in 1975 or 1985. Since the,actuarial,
tablat employed in making the valuation tables are estimates, not precise piedictions, as to when-

f;' 4o<
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the noncharitable interest will terminate, there would only be a false accuracy in having several
discount rates for split-interest gifts made in a given year.

73. The present 6percent rate may be somewhat defensible as in line with historical interest
rates and somewhat higher than the average earnings power of trust investments. One should
also note that the operation, of continuous compounding of the discount rate is calculated in a
tax-free world unlike the fmancial environment in which the prime rate is-set. Taxable investors
obvicaisky must demand a higher interest rate, i.e., the prime, to protect their after-tax returns.
Similarly, interest-paying entities which may deduct the cost of interest, do not effectively bear
the full cost of the interest paid.

74. This assumes the payout rate is not increased to equal the increased discount rate. These
conclusions have been confirmed by mathematical formulae prepared by Emil M. Sun ley,
Associate 'Director, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Treasury Department.

75. Since the Internal Revenue Code pro ides that the rate of return used in valuing a gift to a
pooled income fund shall not be 6 p rcent but rather shall be determined from the actual
earning power of the particular fund unless it has been in existence for less than three taxable
years in which case it is. deemed be 6 percent), a change in the rate from. 6 percent to 9
percent would have no effect on s asoned pooled income, funds.

76. While gift annuities are, ry similar in practical effect, the valuation' tables for charities
which grant annuities from 'me to time are based on the commercial cost of annuities, not on
a particular assumed disc nt rate.

77. This result assum> that donors will not correspondingly increase the noncharitable payout.

7S. The payout w 1 actually be slightly over 6 percent. It is not exactly 6 percent txcau-se the
size of the, payout is measured by a valuation at the start of a year, not at the end of a year.
Therefore, dui g the course of a year it is possible for 6 percent interest income not yet paid
out to earn i terest income upon itself.

79. One ommentator has noted. "The cost of currently available annuities exceeds the value
assigne tol(the annuitant's interest in an annuity trust paying a like amount under the new
regul ibns." Ashby, "Charitable Remainder Trusts: The New Look," 11 Trusts and Estates 530

80. lbach and Lehrfeld', "Dysfuncti6ns in Deferred Giving," Trusts and Estates (June 1974), p.
373.

a
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF
APPRECIATED PROPERTY TO PUBLIC CHARITIES

Harry K\Mknsfieldt and Ronald L. Groves t

, Introduction

This paper's objectives are to present an analysis of the present federal income
tax rules concerning the deduction for charitable contributions of all forms of
appreciated property, a discussion of questions and problems raised by the present
rules, a survey and analysis of some possible legislative alternatives for suchcontri-
butions, and a brief description of some materials currently available evaluating the
importance and effectiveness of`the tax deduction.

The purpose of the paper is to provide,a legal analysis of the topic. It does not
purport to support or oppose any particular policy position, and it does not
attempt to provide an economic analysis of the fiscal cost of the deduction or its
value to charitable recipients."Vhiie the auttiOrs do have professional relationships
with ".a number of concerned charitable organizations, they hoar attempted to
present Herein fair and objective analysis for use in reachinesubstintive con-
clusions.

I

THE PRESENT RULES AND THEIR EVOLUTION

Pre-1969 History

Prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969, a,general principle was early established
that an income tax deduction should be allowed fdr the fair market value of
property contributed to charity. The charitable deduction was first enacted in the
Revenue Act of 1917, which ,amended section 5(a) of the Revenue Act of 1916, by
adding thereto a new clause "Ninth."' Regulations 33 (revised) provided in Article 8,
section 9, that "die amount of the gift is the fair market value of the property."

The statutory provision was rsenacted in 'the Revenue Act of 1918 in sect*
214(a)(11), and Regulations 45 thereunder were originally issued in the same form
as Regulations 33. However, based on L.O. 979,1 T.D. 29662-Was issued wliereby it
was stated in 'Regulations 45 (1920 Edition), Article 251, 'that "the amount of the,
gift is cost." This rule was promulgated for gifts made after February 28, 1913, the,
date of the original income tax enactment,, although the regulation as revistiti was
not promulgated until' January 284.J,921. However, thereafter LO. 11183 was
issued, revoking L.O. 979. On June 21, 1923, T.D. 3490 amended Regulation 45,
Article 251, and T.D. 3491 amended' Regulation 62, Article 251, under the 1921
act, to reinstate the fair market value rule.

This general prirkiple went substaRtially unchallenged, until 1938, when the
House of R iitatives %/Med- to limit the deduction to the adjusted basis of the
prop ut he Senate Finance Committee rejected this move in order to
encourage ta e gifts.4

The firs ep away from the general principle was taken in the Revenue Act of
1962,5 in which section13(b) added section 170(e) of the Code, effective October

tRopes & Gray, Boston, Massachusetts.
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16, 1962, to reduce the charitable contribution deduction by the amount that
would have been recaptured under sectiop 1245 had the contributed .property/ been '<

. sold. 't ffective,, February_ 16, 1964, section 170(e) of the Code was farther
imended6 to reduce the charitable contribution also by the amount of any section'
1250 recapture. Aside from these limited ,exceptions, however, in 1969 the basic
rule remained that the deductible amount was the fair market value othe property
given.

Tax Reform Act of 1969

In' General 1

Recommendations for tax reform as p resented by the administration to Congress
preparatory to consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 19691 were in two sets.
The Johnson Administration presented its recommendations and then left office,
whereupon the Nixon Administration presented its recommendatio'ns. Wit respect
to property that would have produced ordinafy, income if sold, the Johnson
proposal would have included the gain in ordinary income, whereas the Nixon_
proposal would have reduced the deduction. With respect to bargain sales to charity,
the Johnson Administration proposal would have allocated-basis, but the Nixon Ad-
Ministration had no proposal. With regafd to sales at a gaih to Step up basis, the
Johqson proposal would have carried over the'basis, and the Nixon Administration
had no proposal. With regard to the .minimum income tax, the Johnson proposal was
to adopt such a tax including the appreciation on charitable gifts; with regard to an .
allocation of deductions, the proposal wa to take into account appreciation on
charitable gifts. The Nixon proposals on these two items were initially the same but
they were eventually dropped.

The House of Representatives voted, as in 1938, to limit, the charitable deduction
for all appreciated property to basis unless the taxpayer elected fair market value, in

,which case the gain would be included in his income as either ordinary income or
capital gain. But the Senate was riot prepared to go that far. ,

The final provisio,ns of the 1969 act nonetheless extensively revised the deduc-
tion for Oaritable,contributions of appreciated property. Under section,
170(e)(f)(A), -witlief8pict to ordinary income property, the deduction was reduced,:
by the amount of gain, as proposed by the Senate Finance Committee. With respeCt'
to tangible peportal property unrelated in use, section 171(e)(1)(B)(i) provided that
the deductiorf should be reduced by one-half the appreciation. With regard to gifts
to private foundations, section 170(e)(1)(B)(ii) provided that the deduction should
be reduced by one-half the appreciation. Finally, thededuction was limited to 30
percent for gifts of appreciated property to public charities even though the limita-
tion of such gifts was otherwise raised to 50 percent, as provided in section
170(e)(1)-(13). An allocation of basis was required with respect to bargain sales to
charities under section 1011(b). As a result of these changes if can be said that it is
no longer possible to derive' from the tax statutes a basic rule for the deductible
amount in the case of gifts of appreciated property to charity.

o

Contri ions of "Ordinary Income Property"

Enactlient of section 170(e) 1)(A)., Pursuant tosection,201(a) of,the 1269
section 1/441)(A) of the Code now provides that any Charitable contribution of
property otherwise taken into account shall be reduced by the amount of gain that
"would not have been long-term capital gain" if the property contributed had been
sold by thFtaxpayer at its fair market value at the time of contribution. The contri-
bution to charity of property falling within the purview of this provision will there-

4 9 El!
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Lfore effectively result in a contribution deduction not exceeding the cost or other

adjusted basis of the property.

The Senate Finance Committee xplained the concerns giving rise to the enact
ment of section 170(e)(1)(A)' as foll :..

,

Pin some cases it actually is possible fora taxpayer to realize a grater aftAr-
tax. profit by making a gift of appreciated property than by selling the
property, paying the tax on the gain, and keeping the'proceeds. -This is true in

..the case of 'gifts of appreciated property which would result in ordinary
income if sold, when the taxpayer is at the high marginal tax brackets and,the-
cost basis for the ordinary income property is not a substantial percentage of
the fair market value. For example, a taxpayer in the 70-percent tax bracket--
could make a gift of $100 of inventory ($50 cost basis) and save $105 in
taxes (70 percent of the $50 gain,if.sold, or '$35, plus 70 percent of the $100
fair market value ofthe inventory, or $70).8 . .

It should be noted that the taxpayer's true saving ip the committee report
example is $5; as the $100 in proceeds that he wpuld have realized had he sold the
property must be subtracted from the $105 in "tax savings"in order, to reflect -
adequately the advantage gained%froni the 'contribution. In-other' 'words, had the
taxpayer sold the,itern'of inventory,, he would have had gross proceeds of $100 'Ind _.- ,
a $35 ordinary income tax; leaving net proceeds of $65. The contribution, on the
other hand, although producing no immediate cash receipts, provided a $?0 tax

- relief.. , ,
. i

;It should alSq be noted that the committee's example assumes that donated ..
property would otherwise have beep sold. While this is a logical assumption in the '''t
case of inventory, it may ,not be so in the case of certain-other types of ordinary.
income property, for exampl'e, a work of art in the hands of the artist. If the.
donated' property intheeXample hacrbeen of the latter variety rather tha,n inven-
tory, .the potential' for gain to the taxpayer froni the donation vould have been
substntially more speculative.

It was nonetheless true before thp 1969 act 'that a very high bracket taxpayer
hblding ordinary income ploerty %fiat he planned to sell could realize an immediate
financial gain by giving the property to charity, and this made the contribution of
ordinary income property one the.rnost Obvious targets for reform. Under the, 1969-act the taxpayer in the committee report example will be able to deduct only

'450, his cost, and will consequently receive only a $35.tax benefit fromsthe dona-' don. Thu j, because he could instead sell the projtrty and .retain $65 of the
proceeds Titer taxa it is no ,longer possible for him to make a profit on the contrit

'ort,--This-ijs-the-result that Congress intended.

Scope of section 170(e)(1)(A): The Treasury Regulationi under section 170(e)(1)(A)
establish a class of property referred to as "orclisar' income property" and

. define it as,"property any portion of the gain on w ick. would not have been
long-term capital gain if the property had been sold by e donor at its fair market
value at the time of the contribution to the charitable organization."9 Examples of
"ordinary income property" given by the regulations are inventory, works of art

,,created by the donor,.manuscripts prepared by the donor, letters and memoranda
prepared by or for the donor, capital assets held by the donor less than six months,
and stock described in section 306(a),'9 section 341(a)" or section 1248(a)'' (to
the extent4114t, after application of section 1248(a), gain on disposition of-the
stock would net have been long-term capital gain). The regulations point out that
property used in a trade or business as defined in section 1231(b) wilt be treated as
ordinary income property only to the extent that lain on sale would have been
ordinary income under section 617(a)(1),' 3 1245(a),' 4 1250(a),'5 1251,4c)'6 or
1252(a).' 2'
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Special categories of ordinary,income property: Inventory., It is perhaps in its
application to inventory that section 170(e)(1)(A) has had its greatest impact on the
flow of contributions to public, charities. Tlicdonor of inventory typically a
corporate donor now finds its contribution deduction limited to, cost. in fact,
such taxpayer ofteg, as ,a practical matter, will not take any deduction under,
section 170; 'rather, the deduction wilt come in the ordinary course of bilsiness just
as though the donated object had been sold..Utiller Regulation § 1.170A-1(c)(4),
where costs and expenses pertaining to the donated property are incurred in the
year of the donation and mould be properly allocated to the cost of goods sold,
such costs and expenses are treated\as part of cost of goods sold and are not
deducted under section 170.

Assume, for example, that in 1972 a corporatitin \using the accrual method of
accounting contributes to a public charity inventory items that'it acquired in the
same year at a cost of $500, and which on the date of donation had a fair market
value of MO. Assume further th'at under thecorpofation's method of accounting,
the $500 in cost is properly allocable to cost or goods sold. Had the.corpoiation
sold the items, it. would have had ordinary income of $300; therefore, the contri-
bution deduction must be reduced by $300, making the maximum deduction
theoretically possible under section 170 $500. Under the regulations, however, the
corporation will not claim that amount as a section 130 dyduction but will treat the
$500 as part of cost of gbods -Sold and thin receive an equivalent deduction,.
Becaus the $500 is part of cost Of goods sold, it cannot serv'eacbasis for purposes
of section 170(e)(1)(A), and the available, section 170 deduction is consequently
reduced to zero,. On the other,hand, the regulations require that costs and expenses
incurred in a year prior to the contribution and properly inchicled in inventory-for

, -.the ys,ar of contribution be removed from inventory,if they pertain tb the donated
property;,,such,costs 'grid expenses are therefore not part, of the cost, of goods-sold
for purposes of determining gross income for the year of contribution" and are
deductible under section 170.

It is the contention of many charitable organi2ations that corporations and other
former donors of inventory have simply discontirluTd-theiT contra utiohS'ntirely,
rather tha'n deal with the new restrictions. If this is the case, the charitable institu-
tions most directly affeved are seemingly those involved in the distribution of food,
medicine, dothin$ and" other basic necessities. Several such institutions presented
testimony on this problem to.the Ways and Means Committee during its 1973
hearings on general tax reform. Included were the American Red Cross" and
CARE,20 the latter presenting evidence that its annual receipts of contributed
inventory have fallen from values generally exceeding $3.5 million before 1969 td
approximately $1.5,million in 1971 and 1972 (although there was an unexplained.
increase in-such receipts in 1970).21 Whei4er this kind of response is rational in light

of the similar results of selling'or scrapping the inventory or simply reflects
annoyance at the incurrence of labor and costs of a charitable contribution
producing only limited benefits cannot be determined here. In any event, the
complaints of the affected institutions have given rise to a rash of legislative
proposals designed to restore all or part of the tax benefits of inventory contribu-
Lions. -

- .
SPecial categories of ordinary income property: Doncir-generated art works and

manuscripts.-.Prior to 1969, copyrights and literary, musical, or artistic compositions
were ,already, excluded from the statutory definition of capital assets if *still in the
handsof the person whose efforts treated them or of a donee of such person.
Consequently, such items were already of ark "ordinary income" nature, and enact-

.- ment of section 10(e)(1)(A) autbmatially limited to cost,the deduction.for, their
donation. On thre"other hand, such items as letters and memoranda' were Capital
assets in the bands of their creators, and the new section 170(e)(1)(A) alone was
instIfficiept to limit the deduction for the gift of thOse items. Congress, therefore,
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also provided in 1969 that letters and manuscripts in the hands of those who
created them or for whom they were prepared would no longer be treated as,capital
assets.2 2 The Senates Finance Committee explained its decision on this matter as
fellows: '

The rationale underlying the present law treatment of opyrights, artistic
works, and similar property in the hands of the per'son w o created then) (or
in the possession 'of a person who received the prope as -a gift from the
person who created it) is that the holder of the property is, in effect, engaged
in the business of cleating and selling, the artistic work or similar propelly (or
is selling property created by the personal efforts of another who-gave him
the 'property). 'in view of this, gain arising from the sale,of such pioperty is
treated as ordinary income. derived as compensation for personal services
rendered by the person (or the contributor), rather than as a capital gain from
the sale of 'property held as a capital asset.-

The `COmmittee believes that letters, memorAdums;'papers, etc. (or collec-
tions thereof) are ess'entiallysimilar to a literary or artistic compositidn'which
is created by the personal effort, Of The taxpayer (or of the person who gave
the property to the taxpayer), and should be classified in the same manner for
purposes of ta tax law. In the one case,a person who sells a book written by
or for him is treated as receiving ordinary income for the prbduct of personal

- efforts (Le., compensation for personal services rendered). In another case, one
who sells a letter or memorandurrIwritten by or for him is treated as receiving
capital in a the sale, even though the product he is selling is, in effect,, result of persgnal efforts..?3..

This area has also seen a recent elamor for legislation to alleviate partially the
1969 restrictions. The pressure has come primarily from libraries and d'art museums
which feel that the 1969 _changes have lirtually eliminated contribution, of works
of art by artists and manuscripts by public figures. The record of the 1973 hearings

-on general tax ,refor'm contains considerable 'testimony on this subject. For
example, the Library of Congress presented evidence that contributions of donor-
generated manuscripts to both -the Music .Division and the Manuscript Division of
the library have fallen to lero since 1970.24 Here, too, the question may be raised
whether such items hale a ready market for sale at significant amounts. If not,
these items are probably 'simply being clvtroyed or hoarded.

. Special categories of ordinary income property: Insurance contracts. Life in-
surance contracts are not mentioned by the regulations Oriong the examples of
ordinary income property, but it appears that the sale of such contracts produces
ordinary income2 and that the 'deduction for their donation to charity is conse-
quently limited to cost.

Contributions of "Capital Gain Piciperty"

Section 17.0(e)(1)(13). While the pre-1969 abuse potential was neither as great nor
as visible in the case of gifts of capital gain property as it was in the ordinary-

,income situation, Congress nevertheless decided in 1969 to restrict the deduction
for gifts of capital gain items in two circumstances: (1) in the case of a contribu-
tion of tangible personal property, if the donee's use of the property is unrelated, to
the purpose or function constituting the basis'of its exemption under section 501,
or, in the case of a governmental unit, to any purpose or function described in
section 170(c), the deduction Must be reduced by 50 percent (62.5 percent in, the
case of ,corporate donors) of the amount that would have been long-term 9.4pital
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. gain had tri property been-sold by the 'dlOnor at its fair market.value at the time of
the, contribution, 26 (2) a similar 50 percent reduction must be.made in the caseof
all contributions otappreciated capital gain property to private foundations other
;than those described in section 170(e)(1)(8)." The device of reducing theapprecia-
uon by 50 percent was adopted as a,mechanism to achieve roughly the same result
as if the donor had sold the property and contributed the proceeds.

"Unrelated Use": In general. The House version of theb 1969 ac proposed to ,
take into account for tai purposes appreciation on, among other irems, tangible
persOnal property, without regard to the donee s use of the property.28The House'
would have subjected such property to the same rules that, it had proposed for
ordinary incomt property' the donor would have been entitled either to deduct cost
pi to deduct fair market value while electing to be taxed on the appreciation."
The Ways and Means-Committee expressed cohcern that.Lecause of the complexities
involved in the valuation of tangible personal property, particularly works of art,
contributions of such items had often been the subject of abuse.36 The comMittee .

appears tp have had these -Adaluation qpiloblems in mind in deciding to festrict
deductibility to cost in the case of tangible personal property. The-Senate Finance
Comthittee, however, rejected this approach and in .its version of the reform bill,
allowed the deduction for the full fair market value.of tangible personal prbper,ty,
donated to public charities 0 rerinain.31 the Finance Committee felt that improVecr
audit procedures rather than a cutback on the ,deduction. was the answer to the
valuation. problem.32 The unrelated use rule adopted in conference reached a result
somewhere in between the Hpuse and Senate positions,33- and the legislative history
reveals little of the reasoning behind the rule.. The provision hardly alltviates the

.problem of valuing tangible personal' property. the full market value tis stilrdeduct-
ible if the donee's use is related, and, even if the use is unrelated, valuatic41 is
necessary, as the reduction required, is only a percentage of appreciation. The rule:
does instire that in tile limited situation covered, it will no longer lie more advan-

- tageous for the donor to give prOperty to the charitable institutfonjor sale by the .

institution than to sett it,himself and donate the prOcCeds. HOweyer, this is incon-
sistent with the treatment Of other types of property, as a taxpayer holditig real
estate or intangible personal property. such as securities still receives an obvious-

, advantage ,trorn contributing such property to a charitable institution that plans to .

sell it rather than selling the property himself and 'donating the proceeds.
The unrelated use rule, besides failing to solve the valuation problem, has been a

source of some controversy and substantial technical difficulty. The questions, of -
course, revolve primarily around the meaning ---0 "related." Regulation §
1.170A-4(b) (3) (i) seeks to answer the questions, ih part, with the following illus-
tration: . .., 4., .

. tr

For eztample, if a painting contributed to an educational institution i used by
the organization for educational purposes by being placed in its l' rary for
display and study by art ,students, the use is not an unrelated use, but if the
painting is sold and the proCeeds used by the organization for educational
purposes, the, use of the property is an unrelated use. If furnishings contri-
buted to a charitable organization are used by it in its offices and buildings in
the course of carrying out its functions, use of the property is not an unre-
lated use: The use by a trust of tangible personal property contributed to it
for the behefit of a charitable organization is an unrelated use if the use by
the trust is one which would have been unrelated if made by the charitable'*'
Organizatidn. 1

,..

"Unrelated Use": Problems raised by the museums. When the above- quoted
illustration first appeared in the proposed section 170 regulations34 representatives _

of leading art museums deluged the TreasuryiDepartment with expressions of
-

.
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concern that the unrelated use rule, as interpreted by the regulations, would create
insurmountable obstacles to their acquisition programs. They felt that the proposed.
regulation5 would be employed by the IRS to apply the unrelated use rule virtually
any time a donated art object j,vould be sold or exchanged by the donee institution
and that donors would consequently place severe restrictions on the sale or
exchange ofAionated propertyrThese fears were not allayed by the provision in the
proposed regulations stating that a donor may treat a gift of tangible. personal
property as not being put to an unrelated use if he establishes that the propertyjs
not in fact put to such use by the donee or if, at the erne of the contribution, it is
reasonable to anticipate the property will not be put to such a use." The museums
contended that donors would not want to be placed in the position of having to
argue the reasonableness of their expectations regarding the &if and that they
would find it much easier and safer simply to restrict theirNgifts.

The museums presented a convincing argument that the restrictions on the sale
or exchange of donated art objects would deny their directors discretion in handling
such art objects and that the discretion is essential to the sound functioning of a

museum. The museums urged the Treasury Department to adopt a rule that would
exempt from the definition of "unrelated use" exchanges for like kind items and
sales where the proceeds were inimediately to be reinvested in like kind property.
The Treasury, however, felt that the statute did not perrriit this leeway and chose
instead to include in the final regulations_a more limited relief provision. In the
final regulations, Treasury supplemented, as follows, the provision in the proposed

re-gtilations- whin granted relief to .donees in cases where it is reasonable at the time
of contribution to believe 'that the property will not be put to an unrelated use:,

In the case of a ,contribution of tapgible personal property to or for the use
of a museum, if the object donated is of a general type normally retained by
such museum or other museutns for museum purposes, it will be reasonable
for the donor to anticipate, unless he. has actual knowledge to the contrary,
that the object will not be put to an unrelated use by the donee, whether or
not the object is later sold or exchanged by the donee. 6

Thus, in the ordinary case, a -donor of an art object to a museurn,need not restrict
the donee's right to sell or exchange the property as long as, at the time of the contri-
bution, the ,okjeCt is of the type that museums use for museum purposes. This,
however, waulrappear at best to be only a limited solution, as special treatment
for museums is difficult to justify under' the statute.

.

Gifts to foundations. By operation, of section 170(e) (1) (B) (ii), in the case of
all contributions to or for the use of private foundations other than certain founda-
tions described in section 170 (b) (1) (E) the amount of charitable contributipn
deduction must be reduced by 50 percent (62.5 percent in the case of corporate
donors) of the rmint of gain that would have been long-term capital gain had the
property been solr This restriction is, of course, significant to both foundations
and potential donors of appreciated property. However, gifts to organization' other
than public,charities are not within the scope of thispaper, which treats only giftsPto public charities.

Bargain Sales

In general. Prior to the Tax Reform Act, a taxpayer holding property/with a
basis of '$10,000 and a fair market value of $25,000 could bargain-sell it to
charitablg organization for $10,000 and would recognize no gain because the entire
basis in the property could be used to offset the proceeds. At the same time, the
taxpayer received a charitable contribution deduction of $15,000.
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Section 1011(b), enacteckas part of the Tax, Reform Act, now reci)r such a
taxpayer,to allocate his basis in the property between the sale portion 4nc1,,,the gift
portion of -the transaction.37 Consequently, the donor in this example-would be
entitled. to use only $4,000 of his ,$10,000 basis against the sp,poo.preepls
received from the charity and would therefore be left with 'a gain of $6,006. He
would still be entitled to a $15,000 charitable contribution deductibn if none of the

-other reduction rules applied. \
Interaction of sections 1011(b) and 170(e) (T). Regulation § 1.170A-4'C) (42)

provides that where there is a bargain sale and section 1011(b) applies, for pbrposes
of applying the section 170(e) (1) (A) reduction rule (i) there shall be allocated to
the contributed portion of the property that portion of the adjusted basis that is .
not allocated under sectio' 1011(b) to the "sale portion"; (ii) the amount of gain
that must be recognized under section '1011(b) shall be determined; and (iii) the
deduction shall then be reduced under section 170(e) (1) by the amount of gain
that wo,uld bye- beep ordinary income had the sale been at fair market value, less
the amount of gain del-el-mined under (ii).

This rule may be illustrated-- the example of taxpayer X who sells to a public
charity for $10,000 inventory havirig'psairvarket value tf $25,000 and in which X
has a basis of $10,000. Under the regtWion, section 1011(b) is not applied to the
transaction, because even without "regard to section 1011(b), X would not be
entitled to'a section 170 deduction'; section 170(e) (1) (B) would require that the
$15,000 contribution be redil,cd by the amount of gain that wouldAkwe been
ordinary income on the,sale,'41'fit is, $15,000. On the other hand, if 1r sold the.
inventory to a charitable institution for only $5,000, the bargain sale rule would
apply, because without regard to -section .1011(b) he would be entitled to a charital
ble contribution deduction. Section 170(e) (1) (B) would require that the $20,000
contribution be reduced by the amount that would have been ordinary income on
sale at fair market value, $15,000, leakinva deduction of $5,000. Consequently,
$2;000 of basis would be allocated under section 1011(b) to the sale portion of the
transactiOn, requiring X to recognize a gain of $3,000 on the sale. X would then,
for. ptirpOies of computing the section 170 deduction, reduce the $20,000 fair '
market value by $12,000 in accordance with section 170(e) (1).

Special problems: Gift annuities. Prior to the, 1969 legislation, certain charitable
institutions, particularly small' colleges and universities, relied heavily upon'the sale
of charitable gift annuities as a fund-raising device. In the typical transaction the
donor transferred appreciated property to the charity in exchange for an annuity
with an actuarial value eqtial to his basis in the property; he recognized no gain.on
the transaction, as his entire basis'in the property was applied to the sale portion of
the transaction. In some cases the value of the annuity received by a donor
exceeded hisibasis,eand the donor was required to recognize an immediate gain, but .
only to the extent of the excess.3 8

ttegulation § 1.1011 -2(a) (4) now provides that the bargain sale rule.e.nacted in**
1969 applies where, property, is sold or exchanged in return for an obligation to pay
an annuity if a section 170 deduction is allowable as a result of the sale or
exchange. Before the regulations were proposein 1971, numerous colleges and
universities urged the Treasury Department to exclude gift' annuity transactions
from the general scope of the bargain sale rule. They argued that Congress had not
considered effect of section 1011(b) on gift annuity transac/ions, but that it
would have car d out those transactions hadit focused on them. The institutions
reasoned, first at,there is no assurance that an annuitant will live long enough to get
back his co asis in the property exchanged for the annuity and, second, that gift
annuity transactions are primarily a tool of the small ayer whose motivations
are principally. charitable. The Treasirry Department decided,. however, that there
was no authority in the statute for carving out gift annuity transactions by regula-
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tion, that those transactions were "sales" within the meaning of section 1011(b),
and that the donor's basis must therefore be apportioned. The Treasury nevertheless
sought to soften the impact of the bargain sale rule on gift annuity transactions by
allowing the donor's gain on transactions involving non-transferable gift annuities to
be recognized ratably over the taxpayer's expected life rather than immediately as
would otherwise be -requirNI.39 This has introduced to the gift annuity area an
exceptibnally complex apportionment requirement which is illustrated in Regulation
§ 1.1011.2(c) pExample (8).

Special problems: Encumbered property. The regulations provide that if property
is transferred 'subject to an indebtedness, the amount of the indebtedness must be
treated as an amount realized for purposes of determining whether there is a sale or
exchange to which the bargain sale rule applies, even though the charity does not
agree to assume or pay the indebtedness.40 This provision has been the subject of
criticism, from those who feel that the contribution of encumbered property should
be treated as a bargain sale only when-the encumbrance ,has been placed on the-
property as a step in the donative transaction. The critics argue that the statute
does not authorize the present treatment and that the courts could overturn ,the
regula iqins on thispoint.41

The Thirty Percent Limitation-,--

Whili the 1969 act increased the general percentage limitation for charitable
contiltution deductions by individuals to 50, percent of -a taxpayer's contribution
ba,t,it, a separate category was established for property on which long-term cape
gain would have been realized by the donor if sold on the date of contribution 44
to which the reduction rules of section 1 70(e) do not apply. The deduction 'for
contributions of property falling into this categorf is 30 percent of an individual ,
taxpayer's contribution base.42 A taxpayer's contribution base is defined as
djusted.gross income computed without regard to any net operating loss carry-

back,io,the taxable year involved!' 3
tWhere the taxpayer's contribution is to a private or semi-public44 charity, or if it

sf`rfor the use of" any charitable organization,4 5 a 20. percent limitation, applies,
While contributions to private foundations cannot be subject to the 30 percent,
limitation because all such contributiclk ace WithiQ the scope of section 170(e), a

Contribution to a semi-public organization or a contribution of the use of appre-
ciated propertOcould theoretically be, subject to both the 30 percent and the 20
percent limitations, ,in which event the alfer 20 percent limitation would be
controlling. A, -

Contributions of appreciated property to public charities that exceed. the 30
perc nt ceiling May/be carried over to subsequent years!' 6

. it is possible for the taxpayer to avert the pplication of the 30 percent limita-
tion by electing under 'section 170(b) (1} ( (iii) to have the reduction rule of
sect on 170(e)'()) (B) apply to the con ibuffon. That election requires*.that the

- tax aYer reduce his contribution deducti by 50 percent of the amount that
', wo Id have bee treated as long-term capita 'gain had the.donated property been
sold. It is Ooss 1,0 for this election to be O id to the taxpayer nearing the 30
perc t limit d Wishes to make a contributio of property that has appreciated
only sligin 914e..4 7

ie
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SOME LEGISLATIVE ALTERNATIVES TO THE TREATMENT OF
APPRECIATED PROPERTY

Since the enactment of the Tax Reform sAC-I of 156-rtfie Treasiirji CrePartme-nt
has adopted final° regulations" in virtually all areas where the act affected the
deduction for contributiOns of appreciated property. In many cases the regulations
have effectively answered the questions left by the act; in others, the problems
remain, often because the Veasury does not have the statutory leeway to solve
them administratively. In other words, even in regard to'rpost of the narrow
technical problems there is little more that can or will be done by regulation.
Significant future changes with respect to contributions of appreciated property,

- whether relating to technical problems or to broad policy issues, will have to be
through legislation.

Following is a brief description of .some basic legislat e alternatives in this area.
Neither proposals for the elimination of the charitable -de Won- eibr substitutes for
the deduction are, included. Rather, all the alternatives assume the continued
existence of a charitable contribution deduction and are addressed specifically to the
treatment of gifts of appreciated property. In examining The alternatives, it should be
remembered that specific choices must be preceded by the threshold question whether
the existing statutory framework as it relates to appreciated property is to be retained
with amendments designed primarily to deal with technical difficulties and narrow
policy issues or if an entirely new approach will be adopted. The answer to that ques-
tion, in turn, hinges to a substantial degree on the more basic policy question whether
the tax system will continue to be used to encourage charitable gifts of appreciated
property and, if so, to what extent.

RetenRetention of existing Basic Framework withtion
Modifications

in General

If it is determined that as a matter of basic policy, the tax system should
continue to be used as a significant means of encouraging charitable gifts of appre-
ciated property, a sensible approach to legislation is to retain the, present framework
and make any specific modifications demanded by either technical or policy
con iderations.

ertainty of tax treatment is important in- encouraging contributions, and any
sygnificant change in the statutory framework will undoubtedly create a period of
ncertainty, even if the change is not intentionally designed to eliminate the

e isting advantages of giving appniciated propehy. The present framework, on the
of er hand, is now familiar to charitable institutions and donors, who, almost five,
yea after enactment of the reform act, appear finally to be learning to work with
it. retention, therefore, probably represents the most practical approach to
conti ed encouragement of gifts of property.'

Ret intion of the present framework does not answer the criticism that undue tax
advahtages are available to High- bracket contributors of appreciated property and
that the current treatment of contributions of such property is incogtstent with a
logical order in the tax system. Whereas specific amendments could perhaps partially
alleviate the criticism regarding undue advantages, the same cannot be said in regard
to the qtiestion of a logical tax system.

4
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Possible /Veal of Modification'

The present framework does contain the existing technical difficulties and
inconsistencies discussed in Chapter 1. Legislation should presumably be aimed at
eliminating those problems.

An obvious item for study is the Inconsistency within section 170 in the treat-
ment of various types of appreciated property. While complete consistency is

probably neither necessary nor possible, certain irregularities such as the unrelated
use rule of section 170(e) (1) (B) (i)'and the resulting technical problems have been
particularly troublesome.

Also affecting the issue of consistency but of greater potential impact is the
policy question whether the deduction for sifts of ordinary income property will
continue to be restricted to cost. As already noted, some prominent public charita-
ble organizations appear to have found the Ordinary income property. rule damaging
and have asked for legislative relief. The most frequently mentioned alternative
within the existing framework is to permit the donor of ordinary income property
to deduct, in addition to basis, at least 50 percent of his appreciation in the
property. While such a change would obviously be applauded by charity, there are
unquestionably others who would condemn it as a step backward since it would
provide more favorable treatment of gifts of such property than if the property
were sold.

The,question of donor-generated manuscripts and art works is part of the larger
ordinary _income ,property issue. Since 1969, some bills have been introduced that
would single out those items for more favorable treatment, but it seems far more
likely that their fate will ultimately be determined by the general treatment of
oral fig-rincOr'ne -OW) triji.

Finally, tilt .bargain sale rule might also be an appropriate topic for further
study. While the basic rule is seemingly satisfactory, the controversy engendered by
its application to all gifts of encumbered property and the difficulties encountered
by the Treasury Departhient in applying it to charitable gift annuities suggest the
need for additional consideration of some particulars.

Return to Fair Market Value Standard

The optimum stimulant for gifts of appreciated property would be a return to
'the pre-1969 full fair market value standard. By permitting the full deduction for
contributions of both ordinary income property and all types of capital gain
property without regard to the amount of appreciation, this approach would also
eliminate some of the inconsistencies introduced by the 1969 Act. However, the ,

obvious and doubtlessly dec,400' disadvantage of the full fair market value
approach is that it would reinstitute the abuse potential wjth regard to appreciated
property that was eliminated by the 1969 act.

Limitation of the Deduction to Cost in the Case
of All Appreciated Property .

4

If the basic policy decision is to discontinue tire use of the tax system to
encourage gifts of appreciked property to charity, the adoption of a cost standard
is perhaps the most likely, approach. This approach, which has been prominently
urged by...those who question both the fairness and the logic of dip system, would
essentially treat all contributions of appreciated property in the same manner that

4 18 C
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contributions of ordinary income property are treated wider the 1969 act; in
cases the deduction would be limited to the donor's cost or Olhei basis.

The cost standard has sev,ral advantages. To begin with, it offers: consistency and
simplicity. It would eliminate the general distinction in treatment between ordinary
income and capital gain property as well as such narrower distinctions as that
between tangible personal property put to an unrelated use and other types of
capital gain property. More,significantly, it ,would eliminate the often troublesome
problem of valuing appreciated property, although an accurate determination of
cost also potentially troublesome would become necessary in all cases.

From a policy point of. view, the cost standard would virtually eliminate the
advantages of giving appreciated property, and thus it would preclude the criticism
that high-bracket taxpayers are being given an undue break with respect to such
property. Furthermore, in the ekes of many critics of:the :present system it would
be more irraecbrd with the general order of the tax system.

dhe disadvantage of the cost .standard is clear: _Its adoption could logically be
expected,to curtail charitable contributions of appreciated property. If the 1973
testimony before the Ways and Means Committee regarding the impact of the Tax
Reform Act oh gifts of ordinary 'Morrie property is an accurate indication of the
effeCt of a cost standard, the curtailing effect of this approach on gifts of all other
types of appreciated property could be. .expected to be sharp. Thus, the cost-
standard approach, much more than any other, must be supported by the basic
policy decision that the tax system is not fo be used to encourage gifts_of appre-
ciated property.

Reduction of the Deductible Amount by a Uniform
Percentage of Appreciation in the Case of All

Appreciated Property

Another alternative is to adept a rule permitting the deduction of .a uniform
percentage of the appreciation. If, for example, the reduction percentage adopted
were 75 percent, a taxpayer contributing, to charity real estate yith a fair ,market
value pf $200,000 and a basis of $100,000 would have to reduce his deckictiqn by
$75000, to $125,000.

This percentage-reduction approach is a variation of the cost-standard approach
but.' Would, depending on the percentage employed, have a legs drastic total effect
on ,tifts of appreciated property. For example, if a 50 percent standard were
adgptied, gifts to public charities of some items such as real estate and securities for
which the full fair market value may now be deducted would presumably he-
adversely affected.. However, giftt of ordinary income items to which a cost
standard now applies would presumably be stimulated. Certain gifts of appreciated
property already subject to a 50 percent standard would seemingly be unaffected.

'+ Were a 75 percent standard adopted instead, the total effect on giving would
obviously be more adverse, but the treatment of ordinary income items would still
be more liberal than it is now. A 25 percent standard would, of course, go in the
other direction.

The primary advantage of the percentage-reducte approach, is the flexibility
demonstrated by the foregoing analysis. On the other hand, this approach would not

ttiks" as much as the cost standard to simplify the treatment' f gifts of appreciated, prop-
erty, as both the traditional problems of valuation and Basis would remain. Further-
more, there are undoubtedly many who will argue that any percentage reduction what-
soever in the case of gifts of securities and real estate would be detrimental to private
philanthropy.
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Return to Fair Market Value Standard but with 'Tax
on Amount of Appreciation as if Property Sold and

Proceeds Contributed

Yei another approach would be to reinstate'the full fair market value standard of
deductibility while taxing the appreciation as if the donated property had been sold
and the proceeds donated. A variation would be to tax only a portion of the
,proceeds.

This approach would allow a result roughly similar to either the cost-standard or
the percentage-reduction method, depending on the ,applicable rate of tax and 9n
the portion of appreciation taxed: Thus, the basic policy considerations are the
same. On the technical side this approach, like the percentage-reduction apagiach,

lack some of the simplicity of the .cost standard, as it would still require
det 'nation .of fair market value in each case.4 8

Inclusion of Appreciation in the Minimum Tax in
Year of Contribution

The possibility Of includihg in the minimum tax the amount by which contri-
buted property has appreciated in the hands of the donor can, be considered
independently of the basic rules now governing gifts of appreciated property, and
has been considered by the House Ways and Means Committee. This approach, like
some of the more direct a roaches, presumably contains the poteritiaLfor
curtailing effect on charitab giving. At the present level of the minimurn'tax, the
effect would not appear be radical, but both the structure and the rateOf the
minimum tax have als been under consideration by the Ways and Means Corn- -
mittee. Cif course, a change in the minimum tax would in turn alter the potential
effect 'of this appro ch.

Retention,:of Present Reduction Rules with Increase
in Holding Period for Long-Term Capital

Gain Treatment

/ An increase in the holding period necessafy for long-term capital gain treatment
would, under the existing reduction rule of section 170(e) 1) (A), potentially affect
the treatment of gifts of all types of appreciated property. If, for example, the
holding period were increased to 18 months, securities held.for only a year would
be treated as "ordinary income property," and their ckination to charity would
produce a deduction nO greater than the donor's basis. This approach would have
little technical effect on the basic rules now governing gifts of appreciated property.
Its primary advantage- is that itioffers flexibility to the donor who would have some
control over whether he would' receive a deduction for cost in the case of recently
acquired property or fair market value in the case of property held for the requisite
period of lime. On the other hands this approach would not otherwise eliminate the
problems in the existing systeni.
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III
-4;

THEORETICAL AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The attempt to ascertain the "right" solution for the income tax treatment of
charitable contributions of appreciated property is often presented in the context of
tax principles or tax policy. This can take the form of analyzing the tax treatment
rules for various kinds of transfers of appreciated property and attempting to
crystallize an appropriate single rule for, all such transfers, including charitable
transfers. It can also be approached as a matter of tax policy by taking account of
the alternative courses of action available to a prospective donor in an erideaVor
either to equalize the tax treatment of the various courses or else to fix a sufficient
tax benefit for lifetime charitable gifts to stimulate their production.

The above analyses are, of course, premised upon the present state of the
legislative structure of the federal incofne tax as prescribed by Congress. A different
approach might be based upon a concept of an ideal of pure income tax structure,
which would require realization of income upon disposition of an appreciated asset.
Under such an approach, there would be no justification for the fair market value
deduction since any disposition of appreciated property, even by way of charitable
gift, would require realization of`the' gain. We do not believe that this approach
gives practical help to a present review 0 the question and therefore will not pursue
it here.

At?.

Comparative Treatment of Transfers of AppreCiated
Property

If an individual nsfers appreciated property to another party for cash or
property, he will ealize taxable gain, or 'loss, capital or ordinary, unless specific
statutory, nonrecognitiomprovisrelt appIV.. If an indivillAyalanak'A as noncharitable
gift (or a contribution to the capital of a corporation), he does not realize income,
although the donee must take a carryover basis (except in the event of a subsequent
disposition at-a loss). If the individual should suffer an involuntary dispostion by
reason of his death, there likewise is no realization of income under present law,
even though the recipient then takes the date-of-death value as his basis. There is
also no realization of income upon the distribution of appreciated property by the
trustee of a discretionary trust to the trust beneficiaries, nor in the case of a
transfer of such property by a corporation to its stockholders Iwith certain
statutory exceptions). An involuntary disposition, of such 'property in the case of a
casualty- loss clearly, does not yield income, even though it may yield a tax
deduction' O'h the other hand, a gift of an installment-obligation triggers income
realizatioN,by virture of a specific statutory provision, and, pursuant to P.L. 93-625,
the transfer of appreciated property after May 7, 1974, to a political organization
will be treated as a sale by the transferor and taxed accordingly.49

Of course,these results do not answer the question whether a tax deduction
should be granted for the appreciation even if there is clearly no income realization.
In the case of an inter vivos nopcharitable gift, and in the case of a trust distribu-
tion,,perhaps the carryover of basis is the price of nonrealization. And inthe case
of a casualty Joss,,the deduction is the unreimbursed amount of the loss in value,
but limited, however, to the property's basis

Thus, there appears to be no support in other areas of the tax law involving
transfers of appreciated property for derivation of a general principle that a fair

market value charitable deduction is the proper rule in the absence of income
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realization. The- closest.approxhation is the transfer or appreciated property on
account of the owner's death, and needless to say, the circumstances there are quite
different.-
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Alternatives, or the Donor

r. Another Way of ixaminiiif the- piObleinis to set dOt and compare the tax treat-
ment and economic effect of alternative courses of action available to the prospec-
tive donor. ) .

Gift of Cash

.The donor could, of course, give the same amount in cash, which may or may
not have been taxed to the donor as income. In any event, since cash always has a
tax basis equal to its amount, it does not consliarte-4 valid comparison with a gift

.--0Of appreciated property.

Gift of Net Proceeds Following a Sale

The customary comparison is a sale of the asset by the donor, and a gift of the'
. net- proceeds. k typical comparison is set out in the pamphlet, "How to Plan Your

Giving to -Harvard:Ps° The Harvard pamphlet uses as an example the gift of 100
shares of stock that are worth $100 per share, or $10,000, bought more tilan 6
months ago at a cost of $20 a share, or $2,000. If these securities are sold in order
to provide cash for a gift 'toHarvard, the donoricill ordinarily have to pay a
maximum tax of 25 percent .(if his aggregate long-term' capital gain in that year does
not exceed $50,000) on the pipilt. This will amount to $2,000, leaving $8,000 to
be given to Harvard. If the donor is in the 50 percent income tax bracket, the
charitable deduction of $8,000 will result in an actual ,saving on his income tax of
$4,000. Making the gift this way means .tloat Harvard gets $S,000-at a gross cost to
the donor of $6,000..

Instead of selling the stock, the stock can be given outrighlt. The donor willtthen
have made -a- -gift of 110;000-instead ,of--onty-$8,000; and there will be nci,capiial,
gains tax due. The $10,000 gift will' result in a saving of income talc of $5,000.
Then the net cost to the donor is said to be only $3,000, which is the "net value-
of the security, $8,000, Itss the income tax saving of $5,000. Harvard gets._$Z400
more and the government $2,000,,less, and the donor saves an additional' ,43;000.
This analysis stems from the view expressed in the Harvard pamphlet that the donor
should not consider the asset to be Worth its full fair ma t value since it really
h)s a reduced value because of the potential gains tax-in t in it, erf r,course,. the
donor really saves only,an additionaLt1,000, which, is, r.ther riduCtion,
tax by reason of the extra $2,000 deductio; his gr sr has been reduced from

'%'%'-"$'6-PPO-46$5,013Crafia his net Zt4ti from $4,000 to $3,000. The donor, however, has
additionally transferred $2,000 from the govtrnment to Haivard.

Retention of Property or Proceeds of Sale

The donor does have the option of retaining the property rather than donating.
it. President Kipp* Brewster of Yale has forcefully., argued in support of
the fair market value deduction on the basis of the donor's ability to avoid tax by '-
retaining the asset." This argument does not seem persuasive. It might argue
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against realization of taxable income upon the donation, out such an argument
cord be advanced even by the seller of appreciated property, as Professor*Stanlpy
S. Surrey of the Harvard Law School has pointed out. Compared with a charitable
gift, retention of the asset deprives the owner of the deduction and thus would
mean an increase in the owner's income tax.62 Thus, retention has a tax cost which
must always be balanced against the tax benefit off' the deduction, whether the
amount therebf is fair market value or tax basis. .

More commonly, the result of a charitable donation is corripared with a sale of
property and retention of the after-tax proceeds. In the Harvard example, the
individual could retain $8,000' compared with the tax benefit of $5,000 from a gift
of the asset. He could gratify personal desires in the amount of $8,000 instead of
making a charitable contribution of $10,000 at a netcost of $3,000. Clearly, a
donor in that situation would appear to be charitably minded rather than selfishly
inclined, since he is sacrificing $3,000 of potential personal expenditures to make
the donation.
--Particularly before the 1969 act, there were charges that the rule permitted a

to obtain a net benefit, that is, to make money,,by a.charitable donation of
appreciated property, That potential still theoretically exists but in very limited
circumstances, as shown by. a recent stu-cly.3 If deemed necessary, special statutory
provisions could be devised to eliminate even these possibilities.6,4

Other Gratuitous Transfers

While a gift of the property to a family mgmber has been suggested as another
alternative, thecomparjson is remote. The don& will not inr any income tax, but
he may incur a gift tax; and the donee, as previously stated, takes a carryover basis.
The fair market value charitable deduction.when available, simply offers an induce-
ment toward a charitable beneficiary rather than An individual beneficiary.

Retention of the asset during lifetime with a testamentary gift to charity is
another, and perhaps more realistic, alternative. The donor does not get the
satisfaction of an inter vivos charitable gift, but he saves the net cost of such,a gift
by retaining the asset and continuing to enjoy any income therefrom. In this

_comparison the income tax deduction thus operates as an inducement to accelera-.
tion of the gift, from death to lifetime.

U MMary

Analysis of th treatment of other transfer situations in the income tax lavi fails
to produce any principle to support the present deduction provisions, or indeed any
specific ajternative.provisions. And; because of the many possible courses of action-
open to a prospective cliaritable,donor, it does not seem possible or even desirable
to attempt to equalize the income tax treatment of all such actions. The deduction
must be analyzed and justified by charities and_by the Congress solely in terms of
an incentive to private philanthropy, leaving the merit of any particular legislative
proposal to turn on the desirability and efficiency of the proposal.

Views of Some 'Tax Professors

4
wl

Views on the subject of donating appreciated property to charity,expressed by
some recognized tax experts in leading law schools should be of interest and be
considered.. 9
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`I Professor Surrey of the Harvard Law School, has stated that in the 1969 act ,
Congress recognized the "inconsistency" of allowing a full deduction for appreciated
property. "Congress rejected the arguments of the colleges that somehow the .
exemption of the appreciation was consistent with tax logic." He states that the
deduction is solely a matter of self-interest and that his "tax expenditure" approach
is valid. In general, he believes that the,full deduction should be eliminated but only,
after sbne-alterifative-phavidiiig ddequate Charitable support is found.55

Professor William D. Andrews, also of, the Harvard Law School, in viewing the
1969"1 act provisions has stated, "Present law generally allows a deduction of fair
market value." Professor Andrews, agrees that his theoretical arguments in support '
of certain personal deductions, including the charitable deduction, will nor- ,
hoWever, support the rule of a fair market value deduction for appreciated property,
and concludes that the fair market valtihrule must be viewed as a subsidy.56

Professor Paul C. McDaniel of the "Boston College Law School states that the
1969 at aggravated the problem for capital assets. Under his proposed matching
grant system, Professor McDaniel farefers matching on the basis on the present rules
of section 170(0; which reflect, current congressional evaluation of the proper
deductible amount. He further states, "It leaves the larger question of the proper
treatment or transfers of appreciated property to charity to be resolved in the .
context of proposals dealing generally with donated transfers of appreciated

.property.'-'57
Professor Boris Bittker of the Yale Law School recommends "reexamination of

the deductibility' of the' fair market value of appreciated capital assets, without
recognizing the On, only in the context of general realization of appreciation by -
gift and at driali0 He suggests comparing the charitable gift not with a sale of the
asset but with inter-family _transfers. He states that eveff if inter-family transfers
are changed, "I would give mctre weight, to the practical cbrisquences of a change
than to its contribution to 'tax purity,' logic' or definitional elegance" '8

Finally, Professor Lawrence M. Stone of the University of California Law School
at Berkeley stated that the importance of the fair market value rule is "highly
overrated." He suggested that limiting the donor's basis to cost is less desirable than
treating the gift as a realizing transaction because of gifts of art works and the
like.59°

Many others have also commented on this subject, of course, but these
individuals have discussed the,matter more fully and recently.

The Effect of the Deduction as an Inducement

Since the conclusion has been reached herein that a charitable deduction for the
fair market value of appreciated capital assets is only defensible as a,i,desirabre

'inducement for the transfer of privately owned property to charities, the effective-
liess of the inducement will be an important factor in considering its retention or its
replacement by some alternative. The approach to ascertaining that information has
been primarily two fold: one is to subject to an economic analysis statistics from
returns and income data, and the other is to poll samples of -donors to ascertain
their reactions to elimination of or changes in the charitable deduction. M stated at
the outset, this paper is limited to a legal analysis of the subject, and so it does not
atternpt to analyze or even survey the literature on this aspect of the subject.

During the 1973 hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means on general
tax 'reform, many charitable organizations and representatives presented testimony'
as to their belief of the need for retaining, or even restoring, tax incentives for
Charitable gluing. While most of the testimony was assertive, without much founda-
tion in hard data, there were significant presentations by some as, to,the importance
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of gifts of property6° and by others, such as museums, as to the adverse effects of
the 1969 act upon gifts oiart or manuscripts by artists and authors.6i

little doubt that the present income tax ,deduction for the fair
market value of appreciated property is an incentive of considerable impact, but its
efficiency has not been-quantified-with precision. ,
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I.

A HARITY SUBST.ITUTE FOR THE PRESENT LAW T
. .

TREA ENT OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY CONTRIBUTED TO
, - CHARITY -,

.4

Gerard M. Brannon t

Introduction

Present U.S. tax law permits contributors to deduct the market value of
appreciated, property contributed to charity without any imputation of gain.i This
provision is a violation of conestent income accounting even if one concedes the
principle of a deduction of gifts to charity. (See Section 1, below.) This preference'
is particularly inequitable because of its concentrated effect for ttq tory- rich,
(Section 2), but it is retained for its effectiveness in inducing a higher level of
contributions (Section 3). A requirement for imputing,gain on gifts of appreciated
property would in the aggregate have relatively small effects on charities, but the
political muscle of this group would probably be enough to block simple -removal of
the preference (Section 4). This leads us to propose an alternative supplement to
the charitable contributions deduction which would be less inequitable (Section 5)
and more effective in inducing contributions (Section 6).

Section 1: We can see clearly tat the present law failure to impute gain on gifts
of appteciated property is a tax preference by comparing this gift with the cash gift.
A taxpayer contributing cash is giving up dollars that are fungible with the dollars
that have been included in his income (as salary, interest, etc.). Contributing cash to
charity is equivalent to waiving some income in favor of letting it go to charity. A,
tax deduction amounts to government waiving the tax that would have been due on
that income.

} If the gift is appreCaIed property, and is deducted at market value without
imputation, then the payer is deducting from income something (viz. the
appreciation) which er was in income. This is a distortion from proper
accounting practice.

To illustrate these points, we assume taxpayer A who has salary income at 10
per month. We also allisurne that A. sets aside the January income for purchase of
assejet- which rises to a value of 30 by December, When it is cetitributed.3 For the
year, has income available for living expenses, before tax, of 110, the 11 months
of salary not contributed. Under present laW A reportS taxable income of only 90.
That this difference between income available for living expenses, before tax, and
taxable income is a distortion can be seen by .comparing A's results with a few
variant cases. B, with the same salary income, co tributed his Jantkary check straight
away. B has as much to live on (11 months of income) as A but pays tax on 20
more than A pays tax on. C witighe same, income contributes three months salary
all in cash, as much value as A contributed. C has the same taxable income as A but
only 90 for living expenses while A could live well on 110. The closest parallel to
A's situation is taxpayer D who earned salary of 140 and contributed 30 in cash.
Like A, taxpayer D has 110 of income before tax to live on but under present law

-1) pays tax on 110 whiletA,pays tax on 90.
That A' and D sho.'uld have more similar tax treatments is indicated by

considering how they would be treated if neither had made, a contribution. (We
assjime that A sold the asset that appreciated between January; and December but
used the proceeds for living expenses.) In this situation A and D would repoKt the

I Professor, Department of Economics, Georgetown University.
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same income except that A would have whatever adVantage that the Congress sees
fit to give, him because his income arises from the favored form of capital gains. If
we start from this equality clearly the right treatment of A (so far as the
contribution is concerned) is to subtract 30 from whatever the income would be if
the gain has been used for living expenses.

These several cases are summarized injable 1.

Table 1
Treatment of Several Taxpayers with Contributions,

With and Without Appreciation

Taxpayer

A B C D

1. Ordinary income from salary 120 120 120 190

2. Cost of gift property 10 10 30 30

3. Value of gift on delivery 30 10 , 30 30

4. Contribution deduction 30 10 30 30

5. Taxable income - present law (1-4) 90 110 90 110

6. Intome available for personal expenses,
before tax (1-2) 110 110 90 110

7. Taxable ineome with imputed gain less
50% exclusion , 100 110. 90 110

Section 2: Due to the simple arithmetic combining probabilities, this generous
treatment of contributions of appreciated operty is extremely biased toward
favoring wealthy contributors.

Assume that the probability of a taxpayer in the lowest income bracket having a
realizable capital gain is 0.05 and that the probability of a taxpayer in that bracket
taking a deduction for charitable contributions is 0.1. Assume further that the
corresponding probabilities for taxpayers in a high' income bracket is each 10 times
larger, that is, the probability of capital gains 0.5 and of a contributions deduction
1.0. The combined probabilities of payerilaving_both a realizable capital gain
and an itemized charitable-deduction is 0.005-in the lowest bracket and 0.5 in the
high bracket, or 100 times greater i e high bracket.

That this simple calculation i br dly realistic is suggested by the following
specific individual and combined abilities based on- preliminary data from
Statistics of Income for 1972:

"Table 2
Probabilities, Separate and Combined for Itemizing Deductions

and RealiziAg Capital Gains

Probability of

AG! Class Itemized
Deductions

Capital
Gains

Bow,

Under $5,000 0.053 0.092 .0022

$10, 000-15, 000 0.516 .- 0.106 .0596

$50,000-100, 000 0.960 0.515 .499

$1,000,000 up 0.996 p.866 .8625
s .

Source: Statistics of Inco4e 3dtduals, 1972, Preliminary, Internal Revenue
Service.
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The top-bracket taxpayer has 400 times greater chance to utilize this tax
preference than the low-bracket taxpayers. Even the $50,000 to $100,000 class has
a nine times greater opportunity than the $10,000 to $15,000 taxpayer.

These calculations don't measure use of the appreciated property -contribution
,deduction but only the presence of essential conditions. The whole arrangement is
more discriminatory because gifts of this sort involve some transfer cost and thus
are unlikely to be suitable for the normal contribution situation of the jow-income
wage earner, the Sunday collection in church or the payroll deduction for a U.G.F.

Some empirical confirmation of these inferences about applicability of
preferences for appreciated property contributions is offered by a highly respetted
interview survey. The portion of respondents reporting gifts of appreciated property
rose from 3 percent at incomes Of $1,000 to $15,000 (in 1964 prices) to 32
percent at incomes of $75,00,0 to $150,000 and to 62 percent at incomes over
$150,000.4

Apart from the inherent unfairness, this special preference for a particular kind
of apntributions of the rich aggravates a system in which the contributions of the
rich jalready enjoy a substantially greater government subsidy per dollar contributed
than o the contributions of,the poor.'

Over and above the fairness isssue, the present treatment of gifts of appreciated
property is also likely to be an erratic ,influence in the art market, serving to
underwrite speculative movements in art prices. The argument, briefly, is that
ordinarily booms in a market price are aborted because of a budget
constraint operating through buyers. In the art market, the government, so to speak,
has an open-ended subsidy arrangement for gifts of art works of appreciated value
to museums. The higher that speculation drives up the price, the higher is the
subsidy which is keyed to a donation of the appreciated work to mu5eums.6

Section 3: The present treatment of charitable gifts of appreciated property is
clearly retained in the tax law because it is deemed to be especially effective as an
incentive for giving, which is why the Senate Finance Committee rejected 2 House
amendment in 1938 that would have limited deduction to the lower of cost or
market. We know of no' careful study of .the precise character of this special
effectiveness. There is ample assertion of opinion,7 but why this is so is a matter of
Importance if re are to consider substitutes._

The theoretical problem at issue here is that gifts-of appreekateri, property have
several unique characteristics: (1) they produce more tax saving than an equivalent
gift of cash; (2) their tax benefits go more to the rich; and (3) their tax benefits
go more tp people who own large' amounts of wealth compared to their income. It
is a matter of some importance how many of these circumstances are relevant to
the extra gift inducing property of the present treatment of gifts of appreciated
property.

Let us assume that the failure to tax appreciation on these gifts involves a
revenue toss of $2Q0 million.8 It can be safely assumed that providing an extra
$200 million of' tax benefits connected with contributions would increase the level
of contributions, however this was done. Consider three alternative ways of losing
this much revenue:

1. A portion (about 20 percent) of all taxpayers taking charitable contribution
deductions list year could be selected at random and told' that they could deduct
$12 for each $10 contribution in the current year.

2. All taxpayers with AGI over $100,000 would be permitted to deduct $12 for
each $10 contributed.

3. All taxpayers whose wealth exceeds three times (heir income would Ix
permitted to deduct $12 for each $10 contributed.
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Technique (1) could be expected to simply multiply 'whatever effect on
contributions is realized from the current deductions in the same portion that it
multiplies the revenue loss. ,If a revenue loss of $4 billion from contributions
deductions increases contributions by say $3 billion,9 this additional deduction
randomly, distributed would have a revenue loss of $200 million and a contributions
effect of $150 million.

Technique (2) differs from Technique (1) in that it concentrates its effect on the
rich If the rich are more responsive in added contributions per dollar of tax saving
than would be low-and middle-income taxpayers, then Technique (2) would produce
more added contributions bang for the revenue buck lost, compared to Technique
(1).

Technique (3) concentrates on people whose wealth is high relative 'to income.
Plausibly, these people would tie more inclined, than the average, to increase giving
when tax preferences increase because giving ou alth does not mean much
current consumption foregone.

It is easy to see that our three bizarre techn ues. making the deduction for
contributions more generous correspond to the th e po e tial reasons offered above
to explain how the present law treatment of gifts of aoreciated property may be
particularly effective in increasing contributions. The reason for, emphasizing this
parallel between theories and techniques is that we are ultimately. concerned with
designing an alterriate'eXtra"liehett-on e astable contributions deduction and
we will need to ask whether the new extra ben .(artIkeryto-increase--MitribtP
tions as the old one. To answer this question, we need to know precisely how the
old extra benefit induced extra contribution. Thus if the present law treatment of
gifts of appreciated property stimulates charitable Contributions merely because it
goes almost exclusively to high-income people or people with property, then any
alternate extratffinefit will lose in effectiveness in inducing additional charitable
contributions precisely to the extent that it reduces the concentrated benefit for
high-income people-or propertied people.

We are inclined- to dismiss out of -hand the theory underlying Technique (3), that
the present law extra benefit for charitable contributions works becausg it
concentrates extra deductions $n people who own a lot of property. In the first
place, there is no evidence which bears on the relative response to tax incentives
between those whose income is mostly from salary -and wages and those whose
income is mostly fro'm ptoperty.--, rt

Even it we had some evidence that persops with relatively large wealth were
more sensitive to tax incentives for contributions than, people with non-property
income, we would be inclined to dismiss the long run importance of this because
people with relatively more property are likely to make charitable bequests at death

ed lifetime contributions are likely to be no more than anticipations of
testamentary dispositions.

We are left with the difference in contribute Tells effects between Techniques (1)
and (2) as the critical issue in whether the revenue loss of $200 million from the
present law treatment of gifts of appreciated property induces more contributions
than would be induced by a random increase in deductibility that involved a
revenue loss of $200 million.

We think that it is plausible that high-income jndividuats increase their
contributions more per"dollar of revenue loss on contribution incentives than do
low-income individuals. In economic terms this is an assertion that the price
elasticity with respect, to the net cost of contributing is greater for high-income
individuals than it is for low-income individuals. 10

The thrust of the specific differential elasticities that we have estimated would
suggest that the effect on contributions of the $200 million revenue loss from the
present treatment of gifts of appreciated property would be about $200 million
more contributions.'
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Section 4: Since total contributions to charity must now be running in the
vicinity of $20 billion, the outright repeal of a provision that induces contributions
of $200 million would imply only a 1 percent drop in the level of contributions, a
quite insignificant- figure. This would seem to be a small price to pay for the
elimination of a gross inequity and one that would have positive advantagbs for the
charitable community as a whole siriCe it would strengthen the institution of tax
deductibility of contributions by removing its most ethically indefensible feature.

Outright repeal, however, would involve more than a 1 percent decline in the
level of contributions for charities that depend relatively, heavily on the contribu-
tigns of wealthy contributors. In a special tabulation of income tax returns for
1962 it was found that about 3.6 percent of contributions of individuals deducted
on income tax returns went to educational institutions. But the edtkational share
was 16.8 percent for tax returns with AGI over $50,000 (in 1962 ddllars).1 2 If we
assume that 85 percent of the impact of repealing the present law tax advantage for
gifts of appreciated property falls aboiev the income level of $50,000 (in 1962
dollars), then the possible impact on the contributions receipts of educational
organizations might be a 4 percent decline in their contributions receipts from
individuals.

Section 5: Although we are not impressed that these declines' in contributions are
catastrophic, we would recognize that they would generate a strong political
oppositidn, to reptat of the present favorable treatment of gifts of appreciated
property.13 This assessment of the situation leads us to search for a more
acceptable supplement to the charitable contribution deduction than the present law
favoritism toward gifts of appreciated property., What is needed for our supplement
is a plan for ,making the contribution deduction more generous to offset the
generosity involved in appreciated property transfers.

-Section 6: Our proposed alternative is that, t1cpayers should be permitted to take
more than a dollar deduction for each dollar contributed in excess of some
percentage of their adjusted gross income.

This approach has some similarity- to the present favorable treatment of gift's of
appreciated property in that it involves an extra tax benefit for a particular kind of
contribution. This variation has several attractive features:

1. The opportunity to_ take advantage of the extra bonur onAhe, contributions
deduction is not limited to taxpayers owning negotiable assetshrather the bonus is
connected with making a relatively substantial effort on behalf of charity.

2. This basis of providing an extra deduction which is related, only to effort
relative to income increases the opportunity for low- and middle-income taxpayers
to participate. -

3. Relating the extra bonus only' to marginal contributiOns over a base amount
provides an especially effective incentive which works like a quantity discount in
contrast to random price cuts.

-
Our proposed alternative admits of two are where the specific numbets can be

manipulated, the percentage of AGI beyond whith the bonus will come in to play
and the size of the bonus. Table 3 presents our calculations based on the 1968
distribution of contributions by size. As can be seen, as we move toward defining
the contributions eligible for the premium as those over a smaller percentage of
AG!, a larger share of the premium goes to lower-bracket taxpayers. We have also
added an estimate of the marginal tax rate which is on average.applicable in each
bracket. This was deriVtd by ordering taxpayers in each bracket from the highest
marginal rate to the lowest and selecting the middle taxpayer. In the brackets from
$50,000 to $500,000 we have made an arbi&ary downward adjustment (shown in
parentheses) for the 50 percent rate limitation on earned income.
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Tablo 3
Distribution of Contributions in Excess of Various Percentages of AG;. 1968,

,

Contributions in Excess of:AGI Cleat Average
in thousands) . Marginal

10% AGI 8% AGI 6% AGI Tax Rate

Under $5

(1)

$101

(2)
(in millions)

$154 '',
,

(3)

$234

(4)

10%

15-10 134 236 \ 398 18

$11-15 84 151 271 22

$15-20 , 39 74 135 25

520-25 29 44 71 28
..x

$25-30 19 27 '43 32

$30-50 68 94 133 39

$50-100 122 153 205 .- 50 (45)

$100-200 124 151, 187 iO (55)

$200 -500 145 17A 198 64 (57)

1500-1,000 93 105 118 62

Over 1,000 205 220 ' 237 65

In Table 4 we have offered an estimate of the revenue loss, at 1968 income
levels, from the failure to tax appreciation on property contributed to charity. This
is based on the data for 1966 on non-cash co,ntributions. We have assumed that an
increasing portion of this is appreciated property_as we go up the income scale. We
have also assumed some marginal, capital gains tax rates which were reduced by 10
percent to allow for some cases of appreciated property that would not otherwise
have been sold.I4 \

Table 5 compares the present law tax treatment of gifts of appreciated ploperty .
with a 5 percent extra credit for contributions over 6 percent of AGI. We rejected a
premium 10 percent deduction because this produced a distribution of benefits

iheavily weighted toward upper income brackets and not much different from the
Oresent law pattern: When The'extra allowance is provided as a,5 percent credit, the
revenue loss is comparable to the present law loss, but the benefits are significantly,
redistributed toward the lower brackets. ..

If the only factor that makes the nonimputation of gain pn appr.eciated property
contributions a relatively effective contribution incentive iSl.con-centration among
upper-bracket taxpayers, weIOuld lave to concede that merely becatise the
proposed alternative is less biased torod upper brackets it is less effective in
inducing contributions per dollar qf revenue lost. We think, however, that theiv is
an extra fillip connected with the alternative related to the fact that it involves a

e high rate of deduction on the marginal contribution..
The precise evaluation of this effect dois not seem feasible at this gime but we

' can offer some judgements. To clarify the point at isssue we start with a highly
simplified example. Let, us assume a typical "consumption good for which the

.elasticity of demand is minus one: This implies that a consumer who would have,:
bought twa'units when the price was $1 per unit would buy four units *hen the
per-unit price is cut to $0.50.

.
, ,

The problem suggested by our substitute contribution incentive is the following:
how will the individual respond if the price of the item is restated as "$1 per unit

,far the first two and $0.50 per unit for all the rest"? This is not an easy question
to answer. If the individual thinks of all of his purchases of the item as a unit, then

...,
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Table 4
Estimate of Revenue Loss by AGI Brackets from Non-Taxation of Gain

on Gifts of Appreciated Property
(1968 levels, present tax law)

iNppreciated Property Capital Gains Tax
Contributions Savings

-Cash
AGI Class Contri- "

(in thous Percent Percent Of') buttons ',of Non- Amount Appreciated Amount
...-, (to millions) Cash : (in Property (in

Contri- millions) Contri- ', millions)
buttons buttons

(1) (2) (3) ,. (4) - -,_ (5)
Under $5 $ 6 10% $ 1 3.0% $ -

$5-10 50 15 8 4.5 .4
...._.

$10 -15 56 20 17 5.,4 .9

$15-20 - 39 30 20 6.3 1.3
4. . ,

_$20 -25 23 40 - 14 7.2 1.0

$25-30 22 50 15 8.1 1.1
.0.

$30-50 ' 66 70 53 9.0 4.8

$50-100 114 90 103 11.21,, 11.5

$1Q0-200 141 92 130 11.7' 15.2

$200-500 162 ,_95 153 12.2 18.7

.- $500 Up 319 . 98 303 14.8 44.8
$998 $817 $99.7

Notes:
Col (1) 1988 contributions,multipliedin each class by percent non-cash 1968.
Col (2) Author's estimate.
Col (3) Cot (1) times Col (2).
Col (4) Assumes that 90 percent of gains on appreolatea property would have

been realized in sale if notmontribvted. Thus, about 90 percent of 50
percent of marginal tax rate (Table 2) adjusted for the 25 perkent al-
ternative capital gains rate on $50, 000 of gain wheie'apmpriate.

Col (5) Col (3) times Col,(4). o

he should not increase his purchases as much when the price is cut to "two for
and $0.50 apiece for the rest."' In this case he would recognize that the ,price of
four has only been cut from $4 to $3.

It is plausible, however, that one would think of hjs,purchases separately. For
example, the item in question is butter. I might buy two pounds at $1 per pound
to use as food. If I could buy it at $0150 per pound I would also cook with it, And
then I would buy four pounds. If I am now faced with a price of $2 for two and
$3 for four, it-would be perfectly rational to increase my. purchases, exactly as much
as I would have if the new price were a straight reduction to $0.50 a pound.) am
not going to eat more butter because it has too many calories. If I can buy cooking
butter at $030 a piSund, I will cook with two pounds of it. :

': The substitute tax Credit for "excess" contributions that we 'have, proposed is
quite like a quantity discount on butter. It is conceivable that individu#4.plan their
contributions for the,,,ysar as a whole, in which' case a reduction, iri reost of 10
percent on half of the contribution would have the same effect as. a` reduction in
cost of 5 percept on all the contribution. (An added tax deduction, or credit is
really a reduction in the net cost of the contribution to the contributor.) Alterna-
tively, the contributor- may be like -our butter-lover. He may feel that with ordinary
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Table 5
Estimate of Revenue Loss by AGI Bracket From a 5 Percent Extra

Tax Credit for Contributions over 6 Percent of AGI, Compared With
Non-Imputation of Gain on Appreciated Property Contributions

AGI Class
(in thousands)

Revenue Loss From 5%
Extra Tax Credit

on Contributions Over 6%
of AGI

Revenue Loss Fromm Non-
Imputation of Capital Gain
on Appreciated Property

Contributions

Amount
(in millions)
. (1)

Percent of.
Toial

(2)

Amount
(in millions)

(3)-

Percent of
Total
(4)

Under $5 $ 10.5 1 * 10.5% $ - 0.4%
--'

$5-10 17.9 17.8 0.4 0.4

$10-15 12.0 12.0 0.9 0.9

$15-20 6.1 6.1 1.3 1.3

$20-25 3.2 .3.2 1.0

$25-30 1.9 1.9 1:1 1.01

$30-50 6.0 6.0 # 4.8 4.8

$50-100 9.2 9.2 11.5 11.5

$100-i60 8.4 8.4 15.2 15.2

$200-500 8.9 4.5 8.9 18.7 18.8

$500 Up .16.0 16.0 44.8 45.0 .-.Th., -
$100.1 100.0 4441,49.94,,. 100.0

- L.

Souibe: Tables 3 and 4. Col (1) above assumes the same $140 million revenue
loss as in Col (3). T1* distribution of the loss is base on the distribu-
tion o.1 contributions over 6 percent of AGI as shown in Col (3)
Table 3.

deductibility, he wants to make some basic contribution to h,11 church- and
community fund (like 6 percent of AGI). Contributions above' thff might be. to
'groups for which he does not feel the same responsibility, like th starving in
Bangladesh or victims of muscular dystrophy. If he thinks of these, extra con-
tributions as distinct from his Npasic contra utions, them the rnargina credit
would have the same effect on his total eA ions as if, the -margi nal, pplied
to all his contributions.15

In Table 6 we offer some estimates of the effect on contributions of.tt present
law treatment of contributions of appreciated property and our propoyd substitute
in the form of a 5 percent extra tax credit for contributions in excess of 6 percnt
of AGI. The effect of the substitute is computed in two ways: one is on the
assumption that the taxpayer decides on his total level of contributions at on,ce;,the
other is on the assumption that the decision on marginal contributions is completely
separate, that is, as in the cooking butter case, the cost reduction on the marginal
contributions has the same effect at' -it had applied to all contributions.

All of this is speculative, but we 'Ilk -that it is valuable for a general,order of
magnitude. First, to deal with the' ct of non-imputation on contributions, we
start with the elasticities estimated ear ier by Brannon, and we take -into- account.
that non-imputation is a benefit over and above deduction. Thus, for example, n
a contribution of property results in a deduction against a 50 percent tax, the-cost
to the donor is already down to 50 cents on the dollar and another 10 cents benefit
on non-imputation is a 20 percent reduction of cost. These computations catried
out with the basic elasticity estimates are shown in Part I of Table-6. The,reitileis
,a staggering estimate that non-imputation generates three times as much-in confriliu-
tions as it costs in revenue:.. 4.d
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Estimated Effect on the Level of Contributions of Non-Imputation of Capital Gains

Contributions of Appreciated Property Compared with Minimum and Maximum Estimates
of a 5 Percent Extra Tax Credit for Contributions Over 6 Percent of AG] (1968 Levels)

1. Non-Imputation
Net Coat Capital Gains Proportionate 4Appreciated Change inper

AGI Class Property Tax Savings Price
ContributionsDollar (50% Appre- ReductionContributions i (in(in thousands, (in millions) Contrib- ciation) Due to CG

mill(ons)uted per.dollar Saving
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Under $5 3' 1 $0.90 $0.003 0.033% $ '85-10 8 0.82 0.045 0.055 0.1
$10-15 17 0.78 0.054 0.069 0.8
615-20 26 0.75 0.063 0.084 1.5
$20-29 14 0.72 0.072 0.100 1.4v $25 -30 15 0.68 0.081 0.119 1.6
630-50 53 0.61 0.090 0.148 7. 1-7. 4
$50-100 103 0.50 0 112 0.224 21-22
8100-200 130 0.40 0.117 0:293 34-41
$200-500 153 .0.36 0.122 0.339 47-61
$500 up 303 0.36 0.148 0.411 122-147

Total $ 817 $227-284

II Marginal Tax Credit - Minimum Estimate
Net CostContribution '", Proportionateper

Not Price Reduc- Change in
rAGI Class Over 6%

Dollar ,.. ContributionsAGI (in Applicable non from 57o(in thousands) Contrlb- . (inmillions) Extra Credituted millions)
(I) (2) (3) s (4) (5)t

0. 055 $ 4Under $5 $ 234 $0.90 . .
85-10 398 0.821 0.061 6
810-15 271 0.781 0.064 12
$15-20 135 0. 75 0.067 8
520-25 71 0.72 0.069 5
$25-30 43 0.68 0.074 3
$30-50 133 0.61, 0.082 10
$50-100 205 0.50 0.100 18
$100-200 187 0.40 0.125 21
$200-500 "198 0.36 0.139 25
5500 up 355 10.36 0.139 44 ,

Total $2,230 $156

AG1 Class
( (In thousands)

.4:
' 1 Under $5

$5-10
t $10-15
' $15-20

' .520-25
(", 525-30

. $30-50
$50-100

, $100-200
5200-500
$500 up

Total

Contributions
of Those

Contributing
OVet 6% AGI
(in millions)

(1)

$ 532
1 1,043

746
376
177
103
288
352
306
289
459

111. Marginal Tax Credit - Maximum Estimate

Change In
Contributions

(In
millions)

(5) (

$ 8
16
32
23
12

7

21
32
34
36
57

$278

Net Cost
per

Dollar
Contrib-

ute&
(2)

$0.90`
0.82
0. 78
0.75
0. 72
0.68
0.61
0.50
0.40

.0.36
0.36

Not
Applicable

(3)

Pro*poitionate
Price Reduc-
non from 5%
Extra Credit

(4) (

0, 055
0.061
0.064
0.Q67
0.069
0.074
0.082
0.100
0.125
0.139
0.139

$4,671

4.,38
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Table 6 (Cont'd)

NOTES - Table 6
4

Part I - Non-Imputation (present law)

Col. (1) From Table 4 (col (3))
Col. (2) From..a lge 3 (one minus col. 4) 1
Col. (3 ,From Table 4 (col (4))
Col. (4) Col. (3)/col. (2)
Col. (5) Change in contribution obtained by multiplying the base (col. (1)) by the price change

(col. (4)) by the price elasticity of contributions. Here and in Parts II and III, these
were taken as

Under 5' 0.28 20-25 0.99 100-200 1.08-0.90
5-10 0.26 25-30 0.87 200-500 1.17-0.90
10-15 0.68 30-50 0. 94-0.90 500 up . 1.18-0.90
15-20 0.91 50-100 0.97-0.90

Taken from Brannon "Effect of ,Tax Deductibility etc." op. cit., p. 10. The alternative
lower figure above $30, 000 is Obtained by assuming that the actual high contributions on
those brackets is explained by applying a lower elasticity in marginal contribution
decision.

Part II - Marginal Tax Credit - miniOn im estimate
Col. (1) From col. 3)
Col. (2) From Table 3 (one minus col. 4)
Col. (4) The credit rate 0.05 divided by col. (2)
Col. (5) As above, the base times the price change.tlmes the elasticity. In this case a mar=

ginal contribution decision process is assumed to apply to the contributions in excess
of 6% of AGL In the brackets above $30, 000 the lower elarnicqty is used and in all "
brackets the price reduction effect of the credit is expressed as the price of contribu-
tions with deduction and credit compared to the price with deduction alible.

Part IIl - Marginal Tax Credit - Maximum estimate
Col. (1) From SO1, Individuals 1968
Col. (4) The credit rate 0.5 divided by col. (2)
Col,. (5) Col. (1) times col (4) times the same elasticities used for the minimum estimate. Tha

difference from the minimum estimate is that the incentive rate is assumed to apply to
all contributions.

ai

There is a liogical problem in this result associated with the fact that in the
orighal estimate -of elasticity we took account only of ordinary, deductibility but
not the extra benefit of non-imputation, thus our basic estimate, of elasticity is too
high. We need a sort of two-stage estimate which is estimated very roughly in tie
note to" col. 5. This reduces the estimate of the contributions effect of non-
imputation to about two times the revenue loss.16

For the 5 percent extra credit, Parts II and III provide a minimum and maxintum
estimate (using - the lower "two stage" elasticity estimate in each icase). The
minimum is one and one-half times the reyenye loss and the maximum is three
times. All we can say is that it is plausible OM the extra credit would be nearly as
effective in,inducing contributions as non-imputation.

Conclusion
- r

Gain should be imputed to contributors of appreciated property. For reasons
developed in my essay with Strnad for the Filer Commission, 4 would not be

. concerned if this imputation reduced contributions to charitable activities. There are
better ways for government to subsidize these things.

Past experience suggests that the political clout of philanthropies and wealthy
contributors have blocked repeal of this patently unfair provision of present law. We
think an extra credit proposal for contributions in excess of 6 percent of AGI is
viable.I7
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Footnotes

1. Therelare some exceptions to this generosity toward contributors, such as certain gifts too
foundations and gifts of property which would, on sale, give rise to ordinary income.

2. Terminology in the tax-reform literature is in bad shape. In popular writing, the provisions
we are discussing would be called a loophole. That term implies that the legislators didn't know
that the law provided this benefit. Plausibly, the term "loophole" was originally appropriate for
appreciated property contributions because the abuse was in the absence of imputation, and the
whole business of imputation is difficult for.the congressional intellect. By 18¢9 the Congress
clearly recognized that the law did not provide fort consistent accounting for this kind of a
contribution; and Congress intended this preferred treatment

3. Assuming that appreciation occurs in one yeardoes not change the problem in any way. An
excess of value over basis implies that value exceeds the unrecovered cost. We coup construct
our example to cover several years, along with all the other intervening income, but the extr.a
arithmetic wcid involve no differ'e &t principle.

4. R. Barlow, H. Brazer, and J. Morgan, Economic Behavior of the AfflUent (Washington, D.C.:
Brookings Institute, 1966), p. 106.

5. For a general discussion. of the problem of ,favorable treatment of the contributions of the
rich under a system of deductions for charitable contributions, see Paul McDaniel, "Federal
Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions: A Substitute for the Income Tax Deduction,"
paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975.

6. This effect is discussed further in a paper submitted to the Commission on Private Philan-
thrcipy and Public Needs by Gerard M. Brannon and James Strnad, "Alternative Approaches to
'EnCotliaging Philanthropic Activities," 1975".

7. Note, for example, the tabulation of a survey of donor opinion reported by T. Willard
Hunter, The Tax Climate for Philanthropy (Washington, D.C.:, American College Public
Relations Association, 1968), p. 118.

8. In 19e6, $750 million of non-cash property was contributed. Plausibly, sortie of this was
used property with market below basis. If 80 percent of this was appreciated property with 50
percent appreciation, the capital gains tax foregone would on average have been $75 million. At
current levels this could be ;200 million. The appropriate measure of revenue loss is the capital
gains tax foregone since the donor could sell the asset to charity and donate the cash proceeds
before tax, leaving himself in the same position as if he had donated the property and paid the
tax (assuming the sale price is the same as the tax valuation of the property).

9. The proportion between revenue loss acid contributioaL effect assumed here is the one
estimated by G. Brannon ,M.,,'The -Effect Of Tax Deduclibility on the Level of, Charitable
Contributions and Variations on the Theme" (Washington, D.C.: Fund for Public Policy
Research, 1974).

10. See 'Ibid. The same result, With somewhat greater elasticities is reached by Martin Feldstein
in his paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs. This
pattern of high incornes being'more responsive is also found by C, Harry Kahn Alh Personal
DeductiOns In The Federal Income Tax (Princeton,N.J.: Princeton University Press for the
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1960). and by Michael Taussig in "Economic Aspects of
the Personal Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contributions," National Tax Journal, 20:1
(March 1967). Taussig puts both elasticities at very, low levels. It is interesting that exactly the
opposite result is reached by Robert Schwartz in rsonal Philanthropic Contributions,"
Journal of Political Economy (1968), pp. 1204-91.

11. G. Brannon, "The Effect of Tax Deductibility," op. cit., p. 23.

12. Bated on data from Statistics of Income Individuals, 1962, internal Revenue Service
(Washington, DC.: Government Printing Office).
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., 13. In tile debates of the Ways and Means Committee leadul to the Tax Reform
.
Act of 1969,

jthere was consideration of outright elimination of the favored treatment of gift of appteciated,
property. Political opposition to this change led to the compromise solutioncthat imputation of
gain be limited to some highly selectivegift situations.' , . '

4 14. Note...Brannon, ':The Effect of Tr6edatibility," op, citt,, p. 21. ' ,, '0:
. { ' i .

15. In technical eco.rnomiA., wrms, the inconte effects of thesellternatives differ, but we regard,t

this difference as minimar. alt,
,...

5 , , os ' '
16. This is an appreciably higher estimate of con tributions effect than Brannon estinfated in
"The Effect of Tax beductobility," op. cit. The presenttechnique gives greater emphasis to the
marginal effect of non-imputatibn which 'comes on top' of a .yery fat deduction, in Some -cases
reducing the net cost of contributing to near zero. , 7 :

Ilttio`. A , .
. r

17. We assume that various proposals bef6te the Commission, such as a possible floor for
deductible 'contributions, involve an annual ratio of Contribittion; to income. This, may be
subject to considerable manipulation by lumping contributatis in alternatil/Years. I have not
studied the hoping problem here, hut,assumed that it would be studied 'by the Commission. If
this annual . bunching is a significant problem, then the- formula fbr e.xtr4 credit could be
designed on the basis of contributions over 6 peicent on a two-year average. . 4 -I,-

I
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Part III
Volunteer Services
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TRWMENT OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES AND RELATED
ENSE UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Edmund C. Bennettt

Section 170 of the Internal Revenue Code states as a general rule that "[t]bere
shall-be allowed as a deduction any charitable contribution ... payment of which is
made=P-during the taxable year. A charitable contribution shall be allowable as a
deduction only if verified under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate." Section...370(c) defines a charitable contribution as being "a contribution
or gift to or for die use.or,astater-but -ortly*if- the ,contribution ,is-vrade- for 'cit.1,
exclusively public purposes; a corporation, trust, or community chest, fund, or
foundation organized and operated exclUsively for religiobs, charitable, scientific,
literary, or educational purposes; a post or organization of war veterans; a qualified

'fraternal society; and a qualified cemetqry company.2 It is firmly established,that
this section of the Code contemplatei a contribution-of money or property but not
of services.3 No deduction is a llowed for the contribution of services, but several
regulations provide that unreimbursed expenditures incident to the rendition of
services to an organization, contributions to which are deductible, may constitute a
deducti ble 'contribution!'

4

HISTORY OF THE RULE

The shistorical and legislative foundations for the rule that no deduction is
allowable for the contribution of a taxpayer's services to charity are not certain.
The language of the Code itself that there "shall be allowed as a deduction any
charitable contribution" seems to encompass much more than the money or
property but hot services delineation made in the.regulations. Congress has never
clearly said that sectiod170(c), which allows a deduction for a contribution to or
for the use of certain organizations, is restricted to the transfer of property or
money.5 Since 1920, however, the Treasury Department has ruled consistently that
there was no deduction available for the value of services rendered to charity. Even
though the statute is not restricted on its face to money or propliky, a number of
factors have combined to prevent any declaration that section 170,c) in lucks the
contribution4of.services:_f__ s_

addition to the initial 1920 ruling,2 other revenue rulings have Id that
free newspaper spaces ddnated to' a charity was equivalent to a service an thus not
deductible, and that *the donation of blood was nondeductible because it
constituted the contribution of a Serviee.9

2. Besides the two existing retulations.whichistate that there is no deduction for
the contribution of services to charity,1° there was an earlier regulatiop which
provided that the basis fora charitable'' gift ether than money would be( the fair
market value of the property at the time of the contribution or gift.11 This
regulation was relied upon in the revenue ruling that held that the furnishing of
blood to a blood bank was analogous to the rendering of a personal service, rather
than a contribution of property, and thus not deductible as a charitable contribu-
tion.' 2

,t Tillinghast, Collins edraham, Providence, Rhode Island.
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3. The tax court once avoided the issue as to whether a deduction is available
for the contribution of legal services. In lose1517 P. Monaghan," the court was
confronted with the claim by a lawyer and his wife that they were entitled to a '
deduction for the value of the legal services performed for their church. The ,tax
court avoided the issue and ruled that even if the value of legal services in such
circumstances was deductible, the deduction sought had to be disallowed for a
failure of proof. In I.R. Holmes, however, the tax court recognized the existence of
the doctrine while holding that the value of two films donated to charity was
deductible-as a donation of property."

4. Another concept which has maintained -ilie-vifality of the no deduction for
services rule is the reenactment doctrine. The crux of this doctrine is that "Treasury
Regulations and interpretations long continued without substantial change, applying
to_unamended or substantially reenacted statutes,_ are deemed to have received
Congressional approval and have the effect of law."ls

5. Judicial decisions have also perpetuated the rute. A claim for
depreciation expense on a car used for charitable pu oses was denied in the Orr
decision in part because "(a] depreciation expense .. is no,t a 'payment', not a
transfer of money or property: "' 6 The court of eals also noted that "'payment'
is an essential part of the definition of char' e contribution in section 170(4'1

6. Congressional statements also support the rule. Although no dear or definitive
guidelines can be extracted from -the legislative history of the provisions for
charitable deductions, there are repeated statements concerning wealth, money? prop-

- etty,- antotints,,-and payments indicatink that the deduction, was for-tangible
contributiOns of `Money and property.

The factors the longstanding revenue rulings, the regulations, the tax court
position, the reenactment doctrine, persuasiye case authority, and congessional
statements combine to prevent any judicial declaration that,section,170(c) in-.
chides the contribution of services."

II

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PROPERTY D SERVICES

A wide variety of_ donated_ activities_ have held to be equivalenrto services
and thus not to constitute charitable contributions. For instance, the, publication of
a scientific article written by the taxpayer does not constitute a charitable centribu-
tion,20 nor does the claimqd value of scientific articles that he contributed through
certain scientific organizations for printing in their ISublications.21 The furnishing of
blood to a blood bank has been held to be analogous to the rendering of personal
service.22 A newspaper donating space is rendering a serviceand not making a gift
of property 23 Similarly, a radio station providing free air-time is not entitled to a
dediiction,,4 and a carpenter who donated his time to a county civil defense Organi-
zation to build observation posts could not deduct the value of such time as a cob.
tribution.25 The cost of research work in connection with trade relations between
the United States and Hungary amounted to, a nondeductible service, and there was
also no showing that the work benefited a cf.iritable organization.26

The distinction between property and services, however,, is not easily drawn. A
number of decisions serve to point out the difficulty in making this distinction. The
general manager of a television station who also operated an independent pro-
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business donated to of his successful Mills to two arities. The Commis-
sioner unsucesSfully rnaintained that the gifts were in the- ture of services, rather
than property. The coot held that long before the tin of each donation, the man-
ager's services had cO4lesced with the unprocessed fi in the same -way that an
.artist adds value to a Caps by painting works of art. Furthermore, each produc-
tion was a tangible commodity which Could be physically owned or possessed.' 1
Similarly, two essays prepared by an ecogomist and donated to a.qualified char-
itable organization were held to be proper, rather than services. Artistic property
that the economist had created was, in fact, donated to charity. The value for de-
ductionlpurpose was $500.28

These' two e amples show that the distinction between property and services is
often blurred. I will be necessary to make this differentiation so long as the present
matrix exists in which that distinction is deemed determinative of tax liability.
Since the regulations create the distinction between contributions of property and
contributions of services, that distinction must be applied to the facts of a case even

, if such application requires strained definitions.14
If a charitable contribution is "in pro y other than money," the regulations

state that "the amount of the deductio determined by the fair market value of
the property at the time of the contri tI04). The fair market value is the price at
which the property would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller,
neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable
knowledge of relative facts."3° Itis possible to establish a fair value for most kinds
of property in this manner; however, there ,are practical difficulties in measuring the
value of services contributed to a charitable organization. The basis foi the position
that no deductionis allowable for the.contribution of services appears to be the tax
ad ministration problems involved in verifying and measuring the fair market value of
personal service donations. In addition, the disparity in the value of personal serv-
ices among taxpayers, as well as the question of whether or tot the donor has ac-
tually parted with anything when he donates his personal services, provide more
foundatitM for this position.31 There.are too many practical diffiCulties in value
measurement in circumstances where our market economy_ provides'no ascertainable
price, and this serves io prohibit a tax deducliOn for services contributed to char-
ity.31 In a fdotnote in the Ho/mes decision the tax court noted that the case law
supporting the distinction between donations of services and donations of property
is meager; J3 however, as already discussed, this doctrine is very well entrenched, and
any judiciardeclaration that section,.170(c) includes the contribution of services is

4unlikely.34 , ...1-

- - --;.-fil q

Criteria To Be Used in Making.the,Distinction ' '
. . .

It is clear that how one differentiates between property and services is critical in
detei:mining whether or not one is entitled to a deduction for a contribution. In the
Holmes case the tax court went to the dictionary for assistance. Property is variously
defined as""something that is or,,May be owned or possessed," "the exclusive right.
to possess, enjoy, andispose of a'thing," and "something to which a person bas a
legal title,",while services are variously defined as acts "done.for the benefit or at'
the command of another," actions "that further some end or purposed" conduct.
"that assists or benefits someone or something," and "deeds useful or instrumental
to some object. .Thus the notion of Aysical ownership provides one significant
Measure for iiliguishing between property and services. Property is something that
may be physi ally owned orkpossessed, while services, because of their inherently
ephemeral n ure,"are incapble of being solield.36

In the Holmes decision; the tax court applied the dictionary definition to a fac-
tual situation involving an independent film producer who had-donated two films of
his own productionito certain qualified charities and claimed a deduction. The Com-

1
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missioner contended, that the ',donations not qualify because they were in ttl,

nature of services rather than property, but the tax court helitto the contrary. The
court said that it could not be denied thatthe taxpayer applied his talents to trans-
form the unprocessed film into the productions but that long before the time of
each donation, his services had coalesced with the film to form something different
from both his services and the unprocessed film. He added value to the film in the
same way an artist adds value to canvas by painting works of art, that a dAiTo'Fniist
adds value 'to paper by drawing cartoons, or that a farmer adds value to crops or
cattre by applying the skills of husbandry. Each film was a tangible commodity
which could be owned or posseised. The taxpayer did in fact own each fitni,and
until the ultimate moment ofl donation each film remained in his possession.
Wheh he made the donations, each donation was a donation of his ownership in a
film production and that ownership had a value separate from the services that went
into production.3 7

The court seemed to reach its conclusion without much difficulty, admit-
ted that in distinguishing between property and services it had, me r shifted the
controversy to a different definitional level. Thus, the distinc it made placed:

'portance upon the notion of physical ownership, but it qu ioned how the terms
physical" and "ownership" were to be defined upon fur r analysis,3 8-

The court also indicated that this dictionary-definition guideline did not conflict
with the rationale underlying the denial of a deduction for the contribution of serv-
ices. One reason for that denial was the administrative difficulties attendant upOn
the valuation of services, but where what is to be valued is something tangible, such
as a film production, the fact that the production is donated by its- producer rather
than by a nonproducer. should not drastically affect the valuation process. Second,
the argument that artists and craftsmen are in a better position than the rest of the
populace to take advantage of the provisions of section 170 was dismissed by the
court as providing no more reason to deny them deductions for contributions of
their own creations than would a similar argument denying charitable deductions to
the rich on the ,ground that they are in a better financial position than the poor to
take advantage of the provisionsof that section.,39

The Holmes decision was followed in Bernard Goss" which held that a taZpayer
was entitled to a deduction for his donation to charity of two essays of his own
creation. The donation of the essays constituted a contribution of prbperty and not
of services. The tax court said that the petitioner donated artistic properties he him-
self had created, the \completed Manuscript being something different from his serv-
ices and the blank paper. He had maintained physical ownership over the property
befdre it was donated, and accordingly, the court concluded that the donation of
the arti`stic property, an essay, constituted a donation of prOperty rather than of
services.41

In spite of its conclusion that the essays constituted property, the court's
method of calculatjng the value of these essays was not made clear. The taxpayer
valued them at $2,250. This figure was derived from his charge of $J50 per day as
a consulting fee times the 15 days that he worked on the essays. The. court was not
able to accept this argument and found his testimony that the essays would have
produced a bid of between $10,000 and $20,000 if they,had been contracted for in
the open market to be self-serving. It arbitrarily deterMined that the essays hScl a
value of $500.47 On the other hand, in the Holmes case the court accepted the
taxpayer's testimony that a willing buyer would have paid $100 per minute for his
two films. This was the price at which he customarily sold film of, the type Ile
donated and the fair market of the films were $1,500 and $3,000, respectively.4 3 "'
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Factors
Limiting the Effectiveness of the Criteila

The dictionary-definition method of differentiating between what constitutes
property and what constitutesoervices seems workable, but one must often stretch
these definitions in order to encompass a certain factual situation within the matrix.
Such semantical stretching, however, leads to distinctions that are borderline, mere
judgment calls, or even irrationalfor instance, it does not seem rationatto say that a
person s blood not something that is PhyiScally owned or poSessed, bufl ruling
held that the furnishing of blood to a blood bank is analogous to the rendering of a
personal service and not deductible." A special ruling held that a carpenter who
donated his time to a county civil defense organization to build observation posts
could not deduct the value of such time as a contribution." On the other hand,
suppose that the carpenter constructed something which he then later donated to
the civil defense organization. With his talents he added value to the lumber in the
same way that an artist adds value to canvas by painting 'a work of art. The entity
he built remained in his possession until the time he donated it to the charitable
organization, and when he made that donation, it was a donation of his ownership
in the constructed object. It seems reasonable to say that the ownership of the
object had a value separate from the services which went into its construction.
Therefore, the carpenter should receive a deduction for donating this object to citaf-
ity. It does not make much sense that the availability of the deduction would turn
on factors such as where and when the carpenter used his skills. With borderline
situations such as these, there does not seem to be any workable and understand-

, able method for differentiating between what constitutes the contribution of a serv-
jce and what constitutes the contribution- of property. In addition, the arbitrary
valuation of the essays in __Lilo Goss case points out another shortcoming of the
dictionary-definition method of making the distinction between property andserv-
ices.jn close Cases, valuation of the "property" donated is difficult and far from
accurate. The problem involved in such valuation was and is the primary reason why
rico deduction has been allowed for the ,contribution of services to charity.

III
.

AVAILABILITY OF A DEDUCTION FOR EXPENDITUI JES--
u

r

Even though no deduction is allowable for a contribution of services, the regC4-
tions say that unreimbursed expenditures may constitute a deductibleconttibution,
if such expenditures were made _incident to the rendition of services to an organiza-
tion that qualifies as a charity. The regulations provide the example that the cost of
a uniform without general utility which is required to be worn in performing
donated services is deductible. Similarly, out-of-pocket transportation- expenses
necessarily incurred in performing donated services are deductible, as are reasonable
expenditures for meals and lodging necessarily incurrred while away from home in
the course of performihg donated services.46

The Rule in General

Initially, expenses incurred in connection with the donation of services to a Char-
ity were not deductible. A 1924 ruling under the Revenue Act of 1921 held that
the expenses of a delegate to a church conference or to an American Legion con-
vention paid by himself were not charitable contributions but personal expenses and
not deductible.47 That ruling provided no further explanation for'its conclusion,
and. its position was reversed in a ruling that unreimbursed expenses of a delegate to
a church convention or an American Legion convention may qualify as charitable
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contributions.48 The unreimbursed expenses have to be directly connected with and
solely attributable to the renditiori of volunteer services by the taxpayer to the
church or to the American Legion to constitute deductible contributions. This
ruling, which revoked the 1924 ruling, was based on a series of rulings handed down
in the mid-1950s which held that unreimbursed travelingexpenses, including the
cost of meals and lodging and other out-of-pocket expenses, incurred while render-
ing volunteer services for charitable organizations qualifying under section 170(c) of
the Code constituted contributions or gifts within the meaning'of the Code.

The basis for the position that unreimbursed expenses incurred in connection
with the rendition of services for a charitable organization are deductible is section
170(c). This section states that "the term 'charitable contribution' means a contri-
bution or gift to or for the use of" a variety of charitable organizations. An expense
incurred in connection with rendition of a personal service for a charity is a pay-
merit to or for the use of the charity. For example, it has been held that an individ-
ual who uses his plane and automobile part of the time in connection with his lay
religious activities in the church was not entitled to a charitable contribution deduc-
tion for an allocable portion of depreciation, insurance, and repairs since such items
did not represent payments made "to and for the use of" the church.'" The tax-
payer was entitled to deduct for 'rout -of- pocket transportation expenses necessarily

t' incurred in rendering donated services", to the church. The court found, however,
that the de 'ation of the car, even though the car had been put to the use of the
charit nonkianstitute a payment and that the taxpayer's insurance expense-
coul not be deducted because it was a personal expense, in addition to the fact
that itwitienefited the insured and not the church. Similarly, the repairs were for the
benefit of the owner and could not constitute payments within the meaning of the
statute. The court added that if the'repairs had been performed upon an automobil,e
that was used exclusively for the purposes of the charity then the payment for such
repairs woulrhave constituted payment for the use of the charity. The taxpayer,
however, had used the vehicles only in part for charitable purposes, and thus the
repairs could not be 'attributable to the partial charitIble use.w In affirming this
part of the decision, the court of appeals said that the taxpayer had not proved that
the 'repairs %kere 'caused drthe-iise of the vehicles for the charitable purposes and

-1 that he h !the burden of proof on this matter. His failure to prove that the char -
itable use the repairs barred his claim for the charitable dethictibn."

The Service has ruled that expenses incurred by persons attending church conven-
tions solely as merribeys of the church, rather than as dulY'chosen representatives,
are not deductible as charitable contributions, notwithstanding the fact that such
attendance is required or expected of them by the tenets of their particular religious
group.52 This rule, however, does notvreclude the deduction, as a charitabl9 contri-

0 buti.on, of unreimbursed expenditures directly connectsclwith and so)ely attributable
to the rendition of gratuitous servi4s pegarmetrior the cfrurch'cltithwthe-meet----
ing.53 Nor does the rule crude the deduction of any bnreimbursed expenses
which a civil defense volunteer may incur in caTying out civil defense duties, such
as necessary travel expenses for attendence gl meetings, weapons tests and'civil
cleferiseexercises, mailing costs, or other expenses. It is clear that where the expend-
itures made were clearly for "the use"'and the benefit of a qualified public charity,
deductions are allowable even though there was no passage of title or ownership of
specific`property.

--so,'Accordingly, expenditures made by a taxpayer fdrr repairing and"refurbishing a
chapel located on an ancestoral estate owned by hitii, which had been. used exclu-
sively as a parish church, are deductible.54 The Commissioner objected to the allow-
ance of the claimed deductions on the ground that title to the Sand on which the
chapel stood and ownership of the chapel building and its furnishings were in the
name of the decedent. The CoMmissioner contended that any repairing and refur-
bishing with respect to the chapel was to the benefit of the taxpayer'sq:ealt9. and
hence could not qualify as 'a contribution to the church. The court felt.that this
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view was too narrow and that the issue could not be resolved solely on the basis of
who owned title to the, chapel property. It noted that the Code does. not make
specific reference to title or ownership of the premises on which tht charitable
activities are conducted, but rather places emphasis on the character of the char-
itable dpnee and on the nature of the activities for which tWe'contribution is made.
Thus, section 170(c) of the Code allows deductions in the case of an individual for
contributions or gifts "to or for the use of" a qualified charisAble organization for
religious or charitable purposes." All the work was done to enable the chapel to
continue to'function, to increase the comfort and safety of those' members of the
public who worship there, and to enhance the beauty and dignity of. the religious
setting. The work was not intended to be, and was not, for the taxpayer's own
benefit nor was it intended tonor did it, increase the value of his estate."

A taxpayer who gives his services gratuitously to an association, contributions to
which are deductible, and incurs unreimbursed traveling expenses, including the cost
of meals and lodging, while away from home in connection with the `affairs of the
association and at its direction may deduct the amount of such unreimbursed
expenses in computing this net income." The Service has announced that with
respect to all periods after December 31, 1969, six cents a mile is a reasonable rate
at which AO compute the cost of operating an automobile for transportation
expenses deductible as a charitable contribution under section 170 of the Code."
Use of this standard mileage rite,. however, is not mandatory; and where a tax-
payer's allowable nonreimbursed transportation expenses for charitable purposes
exceed this rate, the taxpayer may deduct such actual expepses." Also deductible
are expenses of a taxpayer for entertaining persons and making telephone calls in
the course of rendering services to an exempt organization, but the portion cif the
entertainment cost allocable to the taxpayer himself may not be deducted." Un-
reimbursable out-of-pocket expenses incurred directly in connection with the per-
formance of official duties by Tams, councilmen, or other elected officials, who
serve without compensation, also constitute charitable contributions.6'

Factors To Be Considered

The primary factors warranting a deduction for expenditures and other out-of-
pocket expenses incurred while renderinOervices to a charitable organization are
(1) that the charity is the primary beneficiary of the service, (2) that the expenses
are directly attributable to the performance of, the service for the charity, (3) that
the organization for. which the services were rendered is one to which contributions
are deductible, and '(4) that for the cost of meals to be deductible, such meals. must
be taken while away from home (that is, away from horne_overitighain_the.coursepf---,
rendering volunteer services. For instance, the expense of travel loloreign countries .
on' behalf of the People-to-People Program was not deductible since the taxpayer
was the primary beneficiary of the travel." In Travis Smith,63 the taxpayer was
held to be entitled to a charitable contribution dedu'ction for the out-of-pocket
expenses hp incurred in carrying out evangelistic work for his church. None of the
meal,' and ;laundry and camping expenses attributable to the taxpayer's children and
cent in other individuals, were allowed since these expenses weFe not directly related
to the taxpayer's service. Contributions made to committees organized to carry out
the People-to-People Program and out -of- .pocket expenses incurred by members in
connection with the formation of and the rendering of volunteer services to such
committees are deductible as charitable contributions, but the contributions must be
made to committees certified by the United States Information Agency as being
exclusively'in furtherance of the program in order to be deduet161e..64 Another tax,

'Payer was not allowed to deduct the cost of meals as charitable Contributions
because such costs were seen as being personal living expenses since the taxpayer
did not show that they were incurred while away from home."
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The Effectiveness of the Deduction

The problems involved in determinlhg whether a deduction is allowed for an
expense incurred while rendering a service to charity seem rather minor in compar1
ison with the difficulties in distinguishing between property and services. What con-
stitutes an expenditure or an out-of-pocket cost seems to be fairly well defined
throughout the Code business expenses, entertainment expenses, meals and -
lodging provided Jay an employer, traveling expenses, and so forth. Also, expenses
can be handled with relative administrative ease because the values of most forms of
expenses are readily ascertainable. The tests that must be passed for an expense to
be deductible are unambiguous and workable. The charity has to be the primary bene-
ficiary of the service for which the expense was incurred; the expense mu4t be
directly attributable to the performance of the service; the recipient of the service
must be a qualified charitable organization; and meals must be consumed while
away from home overnight for their costs to be deductible. All in all, there do not
seem to be too many conceptual or administrative problems involved in allowing a
deduction for expenses incurred while rendering services for a qualified charity.
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ESTATE TAX DEDLICTION FOR CHARITABLE BENEFITS:
PROPOSED LIMITATIONS

-John Holt Myerst

Introduction!
i

.

Section 2055 of the Internal Revenue Code allows for federal estate tax
purposes a deduction against the estate for the ?amount of all bequests,*
legacies, devises or transfers" for qualified goyernmental, educational,
scientific, literary, religious and other charitable purposes.1 There is no limit
on the charitable bequests out of the tes ator's taxable 'federal estate that
may be deducted If the decedent bequ aths his entire estate for proper
charitable-purposes, there is no federal es ate taxipayable ---

Questions have been raised with respect to the propriety of the unlimited
deduction, for federal estate tax purposes,. of bequests or., her testamentary
transfers to charity The proposal for change receiving th most attention is a
suggestion that a percentage limitation of perhaps 5-0 p rcent of the taxable
estate be imposed with respect to, charitablebequests in computeN
federal estate tax 2 This is said to be siMitar to the present limitation o
deduction of charitable contributiOns for income tax-pcifposes. In the alterna-
tive, it has been suggested that a deduction of no more than 50 percent of the
estate should be allowed_for bequests to private foundations. Finally, it has
been suggested that only charitable bequests that exceed a floor, perhaps 5 f.
percent of the es te, be deductible.

In'weighin any such proposals, the Filer Commission should consider

1 -I lie amount by which the federal revenue would be increased or
.--------

decreased by reason of any modification of the federal estate tax statutes.
2 The relative importance of charitable bequests and the effect that any

change in the tax structure might have on the amount of funds flowing to the
charities from this source.

3 The justification and purpose for the federal estate tax and their elation-
ship to any proposed changes.

I

HISTORY AND PURPOSES OF ESTATE T CTION

With one exception, for 100 years our federal succession ctaxes have
perrhitted an unlimited deduction for bequests or similar transfers for appro-
priate purposes 3 In revoking that one exception by providing 'p refund of an
earlier inheritance tax which had no exclusion for charitable bequests, the
Ways and Means Committee in 1902 noted:

In a word,,these institutions embrace the whole domain of the charities
.54 of the country It is inconceivable that it was ever intended by Congress

to levy this enormous tax upon legacies for such uses and, in effect,, to
put a hand, in the contribution boxes of the country. The vindication, of
our national character calls for the refunding of the moneys thus taker1.4

In supporting the continuation of the charitable exemption in the Senate
versicrh .of the Revenue Act of 1918; Senator Boyce Penrose, the ranking
Republican on the Senate Finance Committee, expressed the rationale for
exemption as follows

tWilliams, Myers and Quiggle, Washington, D.C.

4 54
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Public institutions and charities have been hard hit by the war. In this
country educational and charitable institutions carry on in a large-meas-
ure what essentially is public work That our educational and charitable
institutions have been largely founded and maintained by individual gift
and bequest has been widely commented upon .by publicists in every
land In this respect we differ much from older countries ...Owhere State
appropriations have largely aided this work. That in the l5nited States
they have been built by private enterprise furnishes a peculiar illustration
of the qualities in American civilization which have made our copntry
great COntributors to these institutions have been remarkably loyal but
under-war conditions and with the high rates of income tax they could
hardly have been expected to have done as well as in times of peace The
provision of the committee inheritance tax amendment (to the House
version) exempting from tax transfers to the government or for "any
religious, charitable, or scientific purpose is to be commended par-
ticularly 5

The essence of the justification for the exemption was that the funds
passing for the public, charitable, and religioLis uses now described in IRC
Section 2055 shoettl not be burdened with a tax since those, funds were
,destined to be used essentially for publiciurposes.

It shbuld be ri8ted that all of the states provide an unlimited charitable
contribution deduction-either directly in their\ inheritance tax or indirectly
through the estate tax designed to utilize the federal credit (In a few states
there are limitations of one sort or another to charitable beneficiaries within
the jurisdiction ) Any change in the federal estate tax statute is bound to be
reflected in similar changes by the states While in past years this would have.
been relatively unimportant.because of the low rates, such changes could be
significant in view of the substantial succession levies.that are now being
imposed inlinany jurisdictions

In contemplating any changes in the federal estate tax statute, it is
important to consider the purposes underlying its enactment. Although
originally enacted as an emergency revenue measure, the estate tax has not
been of major importance in terms of total gross revenue needs. For many
years the receipts have averaged in the neighborhood of 2 percent or less of
the total revenue collected.b Although it is apparently difftctilt to make
definitive estimates,, it would appear that $2.1 billion of charitable bequests
deducted in the la"St year for which there is data (1970) against $25.7 billion in
economic estates subject to a tax would have added less than $1 billion to the
$3 billion of revenue from This source if the deduction had been denied in full.

It would appear that since 21915 the Wiajo-r-purpose behind the federal estate
tax has been to redistribute wealth In that year,, the tax first became stepLy
progressive with rates ranging from 2 to 70 percent. 'resident Roosevelt, in
urging the change as a vehicle for redistributirig the national wealth'in the
public interest, si,i.e'Treat accumulations of wealth cannot be justified on
the basis of pernal and family security. . . A tax upon economic power is a
tax upon static wealth, not upon that dynamic wealth which makes ,for the
healthy diffusion of ecciivmic good."7

gMr\Combined with the tax which was enacted in 1932, the steeply progres-
si%e estate tax was clearly intended to operate as a means of effecting a
redistribution of wealth Which would otherwise be transmitted to private
persons ,

y
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Importance of Bequests --
,

i
',.'

Bequests have b come an increasingly important source of support for
charitable institutions Jn 1963 they accounted for 8.3 percent of all charitable
giving, increasing'to 9.4 percent by 1966 and 11.5 percent by 1969. In 19,2
testamentary giving totaled $2 73 billion or 12 percent of total charitable
suppFirt 8°By Kay of example, in 1970-1971, bequests accounted for nearly 18
percent f the some $1 8 billion Of estimated contributions to colleges andp
universi ies 9 It seems likely that a substantial portion of the endowments of
major e iscationaTztind charitable institutions are in fact traceable to bequests
'received over the yaar.

.
Firm figures are hard to come by, but qualified analysts ,using data for

separate years have estimated that 70 percent of the total charitable bequests

gross estate and that the amount of charitable bequests in excess of 50 percent
are from estates in which the bequest exceeded 50 percent of the decedent's

of 'an-estate is equal to approximately 25 percent of the total charitable
,beqUests 10 This suggests that $400 to $700 million.out of the estimated some
'$21billtan of charitable beq0ests reported on federal estate tax returns filed
in 1974 represent bequests,that were in excess of 50 percent of the decedent's
total taxable estate. ,

It is ,also. important to consiter 4fhe kinds of institutions that are the
recipients of bequests Based upon studies for 1957' and 1959, organizations
devoted to social welfare purposes received- approximately 45 percent,
eduCational organizatidns approximately 23 Percent, and religious organiza-
tions some 14 percent, with the balance, of 17- percent going to all clther
organizations (See .ppenclix A, Table A.) This "coatrasts srailiedli -with the

,

distribution of contributions claimed againSt the federal income tax returns in
the period 1961-1971, when religious organiiatiOns received 46 percent,
educational And health organizations approximately 16 percent each, and
social welfare and civic and cultural organizations 8 and 5 -Percent,
respectively.11 /

The indirect support of charities through bequests to private foundations,
suggests a slightly different pattern, with educational organizations receiving'
approximately 38 percent of the grants, social welfare 23 percent, health 15
percent, the humanities 10 percent, and science and religion 7 percent each.
(SeeAppendices B and.0 )

While it is difficult to generalize from such studies, it seems fair to state that
a substantial portion cff all bequeststhose made directly, or indirectly
through private foundations provide support for essential public services,
especially education and social welfare.

The Pethiction as aik, Incentive to Charitable Bequesp
,, -

It is important to determine what role the federal estate tax deduction plays It
as an incentive to charitable bequests. Unfortunately, there is little, if any,
information upon which to base a firm judgment. MUch of the discussion as to
the possible incentive effect of the federal estate tax charitable deduction isiecessarily pure speculation It is clear, however;that the charitable bequest

a percentagQof the gross estate has steadily increased over the years since ,
e, enactmenrW the statute; by 1970 it had. reached 7.2 percent. (See.

Apbendix D, Table D-1.) As one analyst bas suggested, the percentage 6

increase is probably greater since many More small estates have filed federal ''"
estate tax returns in recent years (the charitable bequest is a relatively mum-
portant factor in small estates).12 That the charitable bequest deduction is
more significant in large estates would lead us to conclude that it does provide

. ---)a substantial incentive. (See Appendix 1:4 Table D-2.)

c
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II

CRITICISMS AND EVALUATION OF ESTATE TAX DEDUCTION

Criticisms

The criticism of the present unlimited deduction against the federal estate
tax for contributions to qualified charitable' institutions may be divided into
two general categories The first might be termed visceral, it is based upon
concepts of equity. The second is practical in the sense that it deals with the
revenue implications

Every estate should pay some tax. Whatever the appropriateness of such a
contention with regard to income taxes, this doctrine is subject to serious
challenge insofar as the charitable deduction for estate taxes is concerned
Assuming that the charitable beneficiaries are deserving of support because
they serve public/purposes (and the evidence supports the proposition that
bequests, directly or indirectly, flow to institutions that provide or support
services that would otherwise have to be provided by the government), then
the charitable bequest, be it part or whole, can provide no benefit to the
decedent Nor can it provide any benefit to hjs legated or heirs who would

2 obviously be muc,hpbetter off with the net of anxestateor portion thereof after
taxes. Even in the case of a bequest to a private foundation, by reason of ,the
changes made by the 1969 Tax Reform Act the bequest is slated to provide a
service that is dearly public through the strictures imposed on the organiza-
tion and operation of private foundations and the requirements of current and
substahtial distribution of funds. The doctrine might have some effect were
any real benefit retained' for private purposes. By reason of his death, the

donor cannot enjoy even the "psychic income" of witnessing the gift being
put to use. It is difficult to believe that any similar benefit could flow to his
family, who, as indicated, ,r deprived of funds by reason of the gift.

2 . ,

Horizontal and vertical 4yity. It has been said that because of the rate
structure and the manner in which the tax is imposed, the estate tax violates
equity horizontally and vertic ly insofar as comparable taxpayers are
concerned. The structure is not fa' horizontally in that where there are two

. estates of the same size and one has a, charitable contribution, the one with a
charitable contribution pays a lesser tax. Vertical inequity is said to occur

ybecause of the progressive rates. Where the bequest in two different size
estates are the same, the bequest in the' arger estate will reduce the estate
takes by a Larger amount than the same b uest in the smaller estate.

Again, theiabel "equity", does not necess rily lead to the conclusion that
these results are unfair. If there is an estate 6 $1,000,000 and an estate of
$500,000 and if the decedent of the larger es to beqUeathes $500,000 to
charity, is there any reason why both estates show not be treated as $500,000
estates for federal estate tax purposes? The $500,000 bequeathed by the largbr
estate would have been set aside for public puiposes. Under such circum-
stances, this might be considered quite "equitaiple.'"Why should not the
assets subject to the tax be only those set aside for private purposes. This in
the'case of loth estates is $500,000. By the same token, iS here any reason
why two estates of $1,000,000 should be treated alike for e ate tax purposes
where one decedent reserves all of the assets for family friends and the

te other bequeathes half outright for charitable purposes the one case
$1,000,000 has-been retaihed for private purposes and ifs the other only
$500,000. _
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The structure permits an unfair private allocation of funds. This criticism is
basically related to and part of the horizontal and vertical equity arguments. It
is the same criticism that has been made of the charitable contribution deduc-
tion under the federal income, tax and stems, of course, from the progressive
rates in both the federal income tax and estate tax. It argues that where an
estate is in the 50 percent bracket, the bequest of $100 is in reality 50 percent
from the decedent and 50 percent from the federal governnient, being the
amount.of tax that would have been paid had no deduction been allowed for
the charitable contribution Thus, the individual has made a private allocation
to the charity of his choice of the-government's $50. _The argument somehow
presupposes that the assets are the joint property of the federal government
and the decedents estate It also ignores the basic premise of the charitable
contribution deduction, which is that it pis designed to encourage private
choices in philanthropy because of the overall benefit to the whole.

More important, it appears to assume that there is a measurable "benefit" to
t'h'e testator which results from the allocation While-there might cgnceivably
be "psychic" income to a donor making a gift dur.ing his lifetime, there can be
no such benefit to the decedent by reason of his prior death The family of the
decedent is worse off by reason of the bequest If it had not been made, they
would have at least received the 'difference between the amount of the
bequest and the tax Even in the case of a bequest to a private fOundation, the
benefit to the family is fleeting Indeed, if. the history of the major United
States foundaticins is any indication,, over a'reasonably short period of time
the control of such organizations passes outside of "family ; Whatever
psychic income survives is more than offset by the rigid requirements and
restrictions imposed by the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Moreover, the government plays a significant role in the allocation in two
ways In the first place, it determines, through limitation in the tax laws, the
entities that are benefited, directly or indirectly, by bequests. In the second
place, it takes account of the private support that charities receive through
bequests in allocating its funds to other activities

The three criticisms described above, which are very much interrelated, are
difficult to quantify In fact, whether or not equity is offended by the chari-
table contrib ,vtion deduction depends upon personal judgment A fourth
critic ism is that-111e allowan ce cdthe charitable contribution deduction results
in the imposition of additionalburdens on the estates of those individuals who
do not claim it. .

Again, we lack firm figures Based upon the estimates of at least one
analyst, the placing of a 50 percent ceiling on estate tax charitable deductions
would result in a tax revenue of approximately $270,000,000 annually.13 In
terms ofthe federal revenue, this is a minuscule amount and probably would
constitute less than 7 percent of the collections from the estate tax itself,
which, as indicated above, is itself not a significant factor in the -annual
revenue collections.

It is reasonable to suppose that all of the additional revenue would in fact
come from the share or portion of the estates bequeathed to the charities.
Indeed, a substantial portion of the $400 to $700 million of denied deductions
is likely to come from bequests of the whole estates. In such cases, there is no
entity other than the charities to bear the burden of the revenue collected. If,
as suggested above, nearly 80 percent of the charitable bequests find their
way into educational and social we/fare programs, it would seem that virtually
all of the revenue saved would have to be reallocated in one way or another to
those services previously supported by the contributions. If, as feared, the
imposition of the tax causes testators to divert the excess over 50 percenttb
other purposes (such 4 bequests to family and Wends), then the loss to the
charities would be mifch greater than the revenue gained. Correspondingly,
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the government may eventually be required to provide surps in addition to the
revenue lost as a substitute for the funds that are thereby denied to the
charities.

The Charitable Deduction and the Objectives of the
Estate Tax Statute

If, as suggested above, the principal purpose for the estate tax deduction
was the redistribution of wealth (regardless of whether that purpose'as been
achieved), then the charitable contribution deduction would seem to be as
fully effective a method of redistribution as the tax itself. Not only is the
wealth in question permanently allocated outside of the testator's family and .
friends, but the wealth is redistributed in a manner that commits it to use for
public purposes. The redttribution may be even more effective than if the tax
had been imposed if, as.many assume, testators react unfavorably to a limita-
tion by bequeathing to the family the portion of the estate above 50 percent
for which a charitable contribution would no longer be available. Because of
the -kinds of charitable beneficiaries favored by testators, this kind of
redistribution would seem to be particularly desirable.

Such redistribution affected by a bequest to a private foundation may have
special advantages by reason of the controls imposed upon such foundations
by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. The 'restrictions on any dealings involving
conflict of interest and the requirements of a substantial annual distribution
and precise accountability may have made the private foundation into an
entity that is in some ways more "public" than many entities recognized as
such The provisions with respect to required disposition of excess business
holdings are such as to provide a particularly orderly way of-Af, fecting not just
a redistribution of wealth, but an orderly disposal of large.holdings in both
public and private companies. If :there remain particular problems with
respect to the organization and operation of private_ foundations, then
perh4ps they should be dealt with by modifying the rules with respect to the
foundations rather than discouraging bequestW4rough imposition of some
sort of limitation. This would be true unless, as seems very unlikely,. a
disproportionate amount of the assets fall into the hands of private,
foundations. -4

The Charitable Deduction as an Incentive to Support .
of Charitable Organizations

The difficulty oh:feeling with any suggested proposal to modify the estate
tax deduction for charitable bequests is that we do not have sufficient .infor-
mation uporwhich to base a reasonable judgment, particularly as regards the
effect of the deduction itself as an incentive. In thisponnection, it is instruc-

"---' IStrVe to review the arguments with respect to the same ptbblem as it affects the
*federal income tax deduction. Prior to this year; on the basisof wholly tenta-
tive studies, there were many who argued that the charitable contribution

ideduction provided little, if any, incentive and that its revocation would not
have a substantial effect on 'the some 20,000,000 American families who
contribbte to philanthropic and religious organizations annually.14 The .pre-
liminary results of the first indepth study of the subject, by Professor Martin
Feldstein of Harvard, suggest that the incentive is indeed substantial and that
charitable contributions are measurably increased by the current provision of
deductibility.15 One might venture to guess that the "efficiency" of the
federal estate tax deduction ma be eviin greater than the income tax chari-4 9
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table contribution deduction However, there is no study of external factors
that would support this conclusion.

-Before any attempt is made to modify the federal estate tax with regard to
the charitable contribution deduction, such' a study should be instituted,
perhaps on more thin one level Professor Feldstein believes that there is a
basis for making anfanalysis which could prove useful in making such judg-
ments with respect to the federal estate tax In addition, an attempt should be
made to determine if there is any way of discovering with reasonable assur-
ance of accuracy what effect a change such as a 50 percent limitation on
Charitable contributions would have on the personal decisions of testators

Studies such as Professor Feldstein's are of necessity based upon such
variables as inflation, change in rates, and the like They do not necessarily
measure the potential effect of a change on the psychologyof donors. If the
deduction were denied, in part or in whole,, this might represent to many
testators withdrawal of recognition on the part of the federal government of
the useful and, public character of the charities concerned. By way of
example, Professor David Westfall in a supplemental statement to the Filer
CoMmission has suggested that there be a floor below which charitable
bequests would not be deducted For example, an estate would be able to
deduct only a testator's bequest that exceeds 5 percent of the gross estate.
Such a denial could in the long run have a devastating effect on charitable
bequests (and it would appear to produce very little, if any, revenue). This
follows from the belief that large bequests are often traceable to wills wherein
the testator originally included only conditional or minimal bequests to the
charities concerned

Effect of Changes in the Estate Tax Deduction

Even if the above-suggested studies were available, it is doubtful that one
could securely predict the potential effect of substantial chrtges in the chari-
table deduction for federal estate tax purposes 16 In suclt,cases, there could
be considerable risk that a change which was productive of relatively little
revenue might substantially and permanently reduce bequests as a source of
support for charitable institutions The proponents of any change must, be
prepared to consider the effect on the need for beneficiary organizations to
find alternate sources of support to replace that portion of bequest support
that is lost by reason of any change In fact, the only source available is the
government itself, since it is fair to presume that the institutions concerned
are exploiting to the greatest extent all other available resources. If as sug-
gested above (and, again, a great deal more data are needed to validate such
suggestions), most of the bequests, directly or indirectly, support entities
whose services would otherwise have to be provided by the government, then
a procedure for making that substitution, must be found
a In the first place, there are some institutions, suchas- religious entities, that

could not receive, alternate support from governmdrit sources because of
constitutional prohibitions.17 Other entities, such as private foundations,
either could not.or would not be included in any governmental program.
Equally important, it is difficult to conceive of Congress reallocating the
revenue to charitable and educational institutions. Political choices, which
!trongly influence such allocations, would eliminate the possibility of any

%Cohtinuity of support which is so important to organizations of this sort.
Because of the nature of the legislative process, decisions made on the basis
of concepts and conditions in one year may actually affect later years when
the conditions may be completely changed. A minimum stability would
require that alloCation be made, through authorization and appropriation for a

.
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period of at least 10 years It is difficult to believe that such a procedure would
ever be adopted by Congress.

A further and serious danger is the federal involvement in all of the chari-
table and ,educational institutions that would necessarily follow any kind of

-federal grant program It is likely that it would substantially change the
character of many, if not all, of the beneficiary charitable and educational
institutions Moreover, the conditions. imposed on the grant itself might
deprive the institution of the absolutely vital source of support now provided
by the private sector, namely, the unconditional gift. Suggestions, such as
PrOfessor Paul McDaniel's, for a federal matching grant program should be
carefully examined since they appear to suffer from virtually all of theftbove

,deficiencies 18 Moreover, because of the limit on the kinds of beneficiaries, it
would amount to a crude and perhaps improvident reallocation. At the very
least, the effects of that reallocation should be carefully considered.

CONCLUSIONS

It would seem that the first priority in considering any change in the federal
estate tax deduction for charitable bequests is W obtain as much information
as possible concerning the effect of the change on revenue and on the support
of beneficiary organizAtions, In considering any change, the "equities" as
perceive&must be taken into account, HoWever, it would seem that the
concept of ""ecluity" should ,be most carefully scrutinized. The public benefit
from private support of code-qualified charitable and educational institutions
shotild have priority It is difficult to see why chapges should be offered
except where there is a clear and substantial gain in revenue. In measuring
that revenue gain, consideration must be given as to how and to what extent
the federal government may be required to offset the losses of private support
to the beneficiary charitable organizations. Finally, the effect of reallocatiqn
of suppdrt on the "qual4ty" of charitable organizations should certainly be
taken into account.

Because of the substantial risks of loss of support to charitable organiza-
tions that may result from a change in the tax structure, it would be far better
to focus on making certain Of the "public" nature of the beneficiar'y organiza-
tions (such, as for example, was done by the Tax Reform Act with respect to

, private foundations) than to tinker with the charitable bequest deduction
where it would appear that the full and exclusive advantage, in any financial
sense, flows to the beneficiary organizations.
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Tabs* A

Distribution pf Estimated Charitable Bequests
By All 1957 and 1959 Estate Tax Returnees

By Purpose of Recipient Organization

(in thousands of dollars)

Purpose of Recipient Organization
Gross
Estate

Scientific,
Literary, ° Social

Size Religious Educational Welfare Other Total
Small $82,082 $27,243 $181,057 $2,117

28.1% 9.3% 61.9% 0.7% 100.11%'
4

Medium 48,032 71,627 405,728 9, 031 234,418
20.5. . 30.6 45.1 43.8 100.0

Large 44,460 188,649 270,941 199,741 703,791
6.3 26.8 38.5 28.4 100.0

Totals $174,574 $287,519 $557,726 , $210,889 $1,210,708
14.2% 23.4% 45.3% 17-.1% 100.0%

a. Includes alr estimated $4,609,000 bequeathed to fraternal, lodge, or veteran
organizations. See'J: M.-Schaefer, "Charitable Tiansfers at Death Under
the Federal Estate Tax" (unpublished thesis in Columbia University Library,
1966), p. 173.

, , I
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Appendix B

FOUNDATION GRANT STUDY
.

A study was of the grants of the 29 largeSt foundations.1 Because of
their size and the amount of their grants, these foundations are representative
of foundation activities in general. They accounted for 46 percent of total
foundation assets of $27 billion2 and made grants of $513 million, or 25
percent of the total foundation payments ($2 05 billion) foi 1971.3 The results
of the study show a remarkably consistent grant pattern among foundations,
with the bulk of gripts made for educational and social welfare purposes The
cumulative results are summarized in Table B-1.

Table 8-1

Summary of 1971 Grants of 29 Largest Foundations

4

Primary Purpose
of Grants

Dollar Amount
of Grants

(in millions) Percent

Education

Social welfare

Health

'humanities

Science

Religion
. .

$211

173

69

"4 6

10

4

41%

34

13'

9.
2

1

$513 100%

Table B-2 supplies a breakdown of the grants of each fountiatiOn.4,With a
few exceptions, the figures represent 1971 appropriations.

1 The selection of the 29 largest foundations was made from the chart in Giving U.S.A. (1972)
entitled 'largest U.S. Private Foundations Ranked by Payment of Grants." This chart also
includes a lisung of the current ,(1971) asset value of these foundations. See American
Association of Fund-Raising7CounselAInc., Giving U.S:A., 1972, p. 19.

2. 21bid, p 8.
- .... .

3. Ibid. The $513 million figure represents appropriations, whereas the $2.05 billion figure
reflects actual payments This was done because the Foundation Grants Index-, a primary
statistical source, uses appropriations figures.

4. One exceptionally large grant $54 million paid to Longwood Gardens by the Longwood
Foundation was not included. Of this $54 million grant, $45 million was in securities to be
used for the creation of an endowment fund and $9 million was in the form of operating assets
such as gardens, furniture, equipment, books, and supplies. Longwood Gardens, a horticultural
exhibit, was originally owned and operated directly by the foundation. The foundatietaxwas
subdivided in 1970 int Longwood Gardens, Inc., and the Longwood Foundation, Inc. This was a
highly unusual payme t, not easily lending itself to traditional categorization. Actually, it was
not a grant but a, realiggnment of funds and property. For these reasons, it has been deleted from
the study. The Foundation Grants Index 1970.1971 also does not include this amount in its
cumulative list or foundation grants, nor is it included in the total amount of foundation grant
payments.
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In a few caws, which are noted, appropriations were ntt available so actual
payments were substituted No significant distortion should result from this.
In one case 1972 appropriations had to be used since no separate statement
was made of either 1971 appropriations or payments.

Following is an explanation of the categories and subcategories used in
Table I3:2.

EH Higher Educatipn including undergraduate and graduate levels, medical
r and legal edudation, scholarly research.

EO Elementary, Secondary, and Other Education including libraries, voca-
tional, adult, and community education.

HE Health and Medical Care including community health services and
health services for mentally retarded, physically, handicapped, and the
aged; excluding medical education

HU Humanities including theatre, symphony, historic preservation, mu-
seums, and crafts.

RE Religion including religious education, pastoral counseling, and min-
isterial pension system.

S Science including research in pollution Control, neuroscience, and food
resources.

SW Social Welfare including community':development, social services,
childcare and you'd' facilities, environment, conservation and recrea-
tion, drug and alcohol problems, police training, crime prevention, legal,
judicial, and adm ;nistrative reform, assistance for minority groups; popu- "N
lation control, non-medical services for mentally and physitally handi-
capped perople, urban redevelopment, legal aid, voter education, public
television; international activities.

0 Other: including foundation research.

The categorizing of grants is somewhat subjective since some grants are
only briefly descrbed and some can be classified under more than one
category The category "other" does-not appear in Table B-2 because total
grants in This category were less than 1 percent of all grants.

1
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4 Foundation EH
-7
Ford Foundation $42,481,277
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 27,239, 000
Rozkef eller Foundation 6, 741, 457
Emily and Ernest Woodruff Foundation 840, 000
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 16, 172, 190
Duke Endowment 10, 098,800
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 954,964
Longwood Foundationa 1,330,490
John A. Hartford Foundation -

. .Carnegie Corporatichn 5,956,485
Houston Endowment 8,437, 755
Alfred P. Sloan Foundiition 7,244, 778
Lilly Endowment, Inc. 2,936,200
Roakefeller Brothers Fund ... 1,002,075
Richard King Mellon Foundation 3, 731, 800
Kresge Foundation 5,541, 000
Bush Foundation 3,309, 068
Danforth Foundation 6, 143, 270
Commonwealth Fund 3,517,09
Moody Foundation n 657, 300
8urdna Foundation 1,470, 000
Pew Memorial Trusta 1;510,005
Sarah Mellon Scaife Foundation 1,856,500
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation 2,423, 500
Robert Wood JohnsonToundation 185,340
William R. Keratin, Jr. Charitable Trust 3,350, 000
Charles F. Kettering Foundation 24,000
James Irvine Foundation 1, 085, 460
Edna McConnell Clark Foundatione .30,020

o.
Total $166,272,243

ry

Table 13-2

Analysis of 1971 Grants of the 29 Largest

Total
E0 Education HE - S SW 0

0

Total
Appropriations

Foundations

HU RE

$23, 285, 265 $65, 766, 542 $ it $24,864,292 $ $25, 000 $102,929,351 $2,500 $193, 587. 685
620,000 27,859, 000 2,230, 000 ,2,022;000 20,000 15,000 3,306,500 35,452,500

1,570,550 8,312,007 1,758,000 2,053,446 4, 528, 6b3 15, 532,332 295,000 32,461,'448
345, 000 1, 185, 000 16, 385, 000 75§, 000 - 10, 101, 000 28, 426, 000
452,093 16,624,283 3,882,202 di - 20,000 6,409,265 - 26, 935, 750

- 10, 098,800 6,953,800 - , 1, 085, 200 - 853,800 18,991, 600
5, 137, 815 6,092;779 7, 991, 747 3,000 67,000 1, 166, 504 15,321, 030

274,090 1,604,490 34,900 9,222, 879. - 2,.672,800 13, 535, 069- - 13, 175,225 300,000 13,475,225
4,243,243 10,201, 728 928,750

.
- - 1,748,275 140,000 13, 018, 7'33

481,225 8,918,980 1, 507, 500 1,176,200 10,545 840 1,205,651 5,600 12,825,316
147, 600 7, 392, 378 400, 000 9,000 - 3, 559, 185 327,250 - 11,687,763

1,485, 550 C421, 750 432,750 1,942, 000 894,000 3, 086, 100 10,000 9, 886, 600
513,050 1,515,125 200,000 692,400 312, 750 - 6,786,881 9,507, 156
934,000 4,665, 800 1,195,000 688,046 - - 2, 743, 000 9,291, 846
294, 000, 5, 835, 000 989, 000 202, 000 385,000 1, 583,363- 8, 994, 363-
592,150 3,901,218 1, 191, 798 1,915,000 - 300,000 1, 316, 845 8,624,861
737,000 6, 880, 270 . 14;680 - 12,000 574,820 50,000 7,531,770

- 3,517,509 2,838,834 . - ,. - 60,000 - , 6, 416, 349
1,496, 736 2, 154, 036 997,669 .457, 500 25,000 7,442 1, 666, 826 18,500 5, 126, 973

160,000_ 1,630, 000 127,000 500, 000 60, 000 - 2, 102, 000 4,419, 000
106, 188 1, 616, 193 505,080 84,040 .. 863,400 12,480 1, 166, 181 101, 760 4, 349, 134
132, 600 1,989, 100 110,000 120, 000 24, 000 325, 000 1, 750, 694 4,318, 794
106, 000 2,529,500 882, 000 150,200 - . - 563,200 4,124,4,124,900

5, 000 . 190,340 2, 975, 000 - - 194,500 3, 959, 840, - 3,350, 000 - - - - - .3, 350, 000
1, 160, 000 1, 124, 000 37,000 6,000 22, 500 1, 1/4, 000 493,000 65, 342 2, 861, 842

127, 252 1, 212, 712 804,000 - ..., - 769, 752 2,786,464
- 30,020 - I, 985,151 2, 015, 171

$44,346,317 $210,618,560 $68,546,935
4

$45, 745, 003 $3,781,395 $9,907,580 $173, 395, 041 $688,702 .$51.2, 683, 196
a. Payment figures were used since approptiat ions figures were not available.
b. Appropriat ions for 1972.
c. Includes payments for'Nea York foundation only; figures for Delaware foundation unavailable.
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Appendix C

SUMMikRY OF FOUNDATION CENTER STUDY

Another study of the grant-making patterns of private foundations is that
annually compiled by the Foundation Center. This study is available through
the Foundation Grants Index, which in turn relies on reportstpublished inFoundation News. 1 An important feature of this study is that jt is comprehen- _sive for grants of $10,000 or more. That is, it includes all grants of $10,000 or,more made by every private roundation in the United States The grantsincluded in this study total $1,066 million or 52 percent of all foundationgiving for 1971.

Because of the more comprehensive nature of this study, it provides aninteresting comparison 4vith the preceding study, summarized in Appendix 131The preceding study covered grants of all amounts but did not cover allfoundations This study covers all foundations but excludes grants of less than$10,000.
In order to facilitate comparison, the categories and subcategories used inthe Foundation Grants Index have been adjusted to conform With those of the 4:*preceding study Accordingly, the Index's subcategories of Medical Education

and Education (under International Activities) have been reclassified into
EduCation The Index's subcategory of Medical Research has been moved intoHealth. As there is no separate division for International Activities, thesegrants were reclassified into the other categories, depending on the purpose ofthe grants.

After reclassification, the results of the 1971 study are as 'follows:

Primary -Purpose

Dollar Amount
of Grants

(in millions) Percent
Education $405 38%
Social Welfare 252 23
Health 160 15
Humanities 103 10
Science 73 7

Religion 73 7

$1, 066 100%

These results are especially interesting since they) so closely parallel those ofthe study summarized in Appendix B. The order- of categories is exactly the
same suggesting that foundations dd in fact heavily famor educational and
social welfare purposes. There are, of course, differenas in the percentage

-allocations to each category, although considerable similarity is demon-,strated. The distribution pattern for 1970 grants reported in Foundation Newsexhibits the same order of priorities.

1 Foundation News is published by the Council on' Foundations The- Foundation Centerprepares and copyrights the Foundation Grants Index, which appears bimonthly in Fenindation
News and is consolidated yearly and published as a separate book. The center's source of
information is usually a direct communication from the granting foundation itself, otherwise,
information is culled from recently published annual reports, press releases, or other primary
sources Somjksmall renewal' grants are not listed. Conditional grants or pledges are omittedunless there,nnow ge of payment. See, Foundation Grants Index 19704071, p. ix.
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It is interesting to observe that educational grants have a long history of
being favored by foundations. An examination of the last 11 years (1961-1971)
reveals that education was the principal recipient of foundation grants in each
of those years In fact, it has been suggested that "probably more than half of
all foundation dollars went to Education broadly defined "2 The exact
percentages for Education for 1961 through 1971 are as follows.

Education .

i (Percent of Total Grants)

Year Percent

1961 31%
1962 46
1963 26
1964 33
1965 25.
1966 240
1967
1968 41
1969 30
1970 36
1971 38

It is instructive to compare the distribution patterns for foundation grants
with total giving from all sources for the same year

Total Giving 1971
, ($21 15 billion)

Percent

Religion /. 40.7%
Hgalth and hospital 16.0
ETucation 15.6
Social welfare 7.3
Civic and cultural 6.6
Other ci 13 7

Source American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc , Giving U.S.A.,
'1972, p. 6. is

Education, which ranked ?first in both foundation studies, was only third
among all donors, while religion, which ranked last among foundation grants,
was clearly first among all donors.

2 Foundation Grants Index 1970-1971, p. xvr..

/
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APPENDIX' D

Table

CharitablelteqUests Reporte6on Estate Tax Returns, 1916-1970'

,) , (in millions of dollars)

2313'' :

F.iling Gross
Year Estate Amount

Charitable Be,
As of Gross Estate

19 70
1966
1963
1961
1959

-1955
1954

$29, 671
21,936
17s 007

622
11,648
7,467
7,412

$2, 132
1,309

876
951
669
398
355

7.2a
6.0
5.2
6.5
5.7
5:3
4.8

1951- 5, 505 274 5.0
1950 4, 918 206 4.2
1949 4,933 296 6.0
1948 4, 775 223 4.7
1947 4,224 186 4.4
1945 3,437 192 5.6
1944 2, 908 202 6.9
1943 2,627 186 7.1

'1942 2, 725 153' 5.6
1941 2, 778 176 6.3
1940 2,633 144 5.5
1939 2, 746 178 6.5
1938 3, 047 200 6.6
1967 2, 768 127 4.6
1936 2,296 128 5.6
1935 2,435 106 4.4
1934 2,244 146 6.5
1933 2, 026 96 4.7
1932 2, 796 191 6.8
1931 , 4,042, 220 5.4
1930 4, 109 223 5.4
1929 3, 844 154 4.0
1928 .3, 503 216 6.2
1927 3, 146 131 4.2
1926 3, 386 227 6.7
1925 2,958 1r 110 4.'0
1924 2,350 66 2.8
1923 2,495 74 3.0
1922 b 2,879 196 6.8
1916-21 8, 786 264 :3.0
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis.

a. The figures for laairould be 5.5 percent if the outlier is omitted.
b. December 15, 1916, through January 15, 1922.
Source: Emil M. Supley;-Jr-. , '"Dim e ns ions of ie-Givtng ---

Reported on Federal Estate, Gift,' and Fiduciary Tax
Returns," paper prepared for theCommission on Private
Philanthropy and Public Needs.

March 5, 1974
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Toby, 0-2

charitable Bequests by Size of Total Estate, 1970

-(in millions. of dollars)

Size of
Total' Estate-

Number of/ Estates

3,

Total
Estate

dharitibiejtequgsts
Number of

Returns Amolint
% of Total
Estates

Under $300,000 117,288 s, $14,103 f3, 798 --$350 2.5%

$300, 000-under $1 million 14,111 , 6,903 3,498 364 5.3

$1 million-under $10'million 2,482 5,241 1,012 507 9.7

$10 million or morea . 63 1,198 48 911 , 76.0b
,

Total 133,944 27,445 18,356 ,2,132 7.8%
/4. r

()Rice of the ,Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

al Includds The outlier dispussed in the text.

b.Would be 30.3 percent if the outlier is omitted.
Source: Statistics of Indo me, 1969

4 69
F

March 5, 1974
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Table D-3

Charitable Bequests by Type of Recipient, 1939T1961

(in millions of dollars)

a.

Filing
Year Total .

Educational, Scientific,
Literary Institutions

Religious
Other

Charitable

Other Charitable
as % of Total

Charitable°
Bequests

Publicly
Owned

y Privately
Owned

1961

1959

---`"--14--.
1949

.1948

1947

1945

1944

1943

1942

94).i
1940

1939

t

$951

669

206.

296

223

186

192

202.....--
186

153

176

144

178

,'

.:.,

.

$33

31

17

16

19

7

19

18

17

.9

11

8

7

,

i .

#
r
,.

$81
117

111':' 38

98

30

26

27

32

47.

23
/26

19

44 ,

I

$89

86

22

35

25

25

17

16

20

16

13

17.

16

r

$748

435

129

147

151

127

129

136

102

107

126

100

111

78.7%

65.0
62.6

49.7
.

67.7
68.30

67.2

67.3

54.8

69.9

,..
71.'6

69.4

62.4

Office of,the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of,Tax Analysis

Source: Statistics of Income, various years.
Note:. 193, Is the first year for which a breakdo

f

is available for Charitable bequests by type of recipient.
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Table D-4

Cfiaritable Bequests by Type of Recipient
and Size of Gross Estate, 1961 .

(in millions of dollars)

Size of
0 Gross Estate.v.---

Charitable Bequests

. Other Charitable
as % of Total

Charitable -
Bequests

.0g

Total

Educational, Scientific,
Literary Institutions

'Religious',

4

Other
Charitable

Publicly
Owned

Prilizately
Owned

v
'Under $300,006 ,

$300,000 under $1 million

$1 million under $10 million

flb 'Million or more ''
. ,

Total

0.

.

.
$154

168

307

322

$951

. $ 5

8

12
0

9

- $34

J

$11

17

38
.

15
t

$81

$42

24

22

1

$89

$ 96

120

236

297

$749

ra

62.3%

71.4

.76.9
.

. 92.2

$78.7

,r

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Source:. Statistics of Income, 1960.
0- . = .

e
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Footnotes
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1 Internal Revenue CodVof 1954, § 2055(d) All references are to the Internal Revenue Code
0(.1954, as amended, unless otherwise noted

2 See, Panel Discussions on the Subject of General Tax Reform Before the House Committee
on Ways and Means, 93rd Congress, 1st Session, 1913, pt 1, p. 225t
3 Act of July 14, 1870, ch 225, §27, 16 Stat' 269 The tax under this section was not imposed
where property was transferred "for public uses of a literary, educational or charitable char-
acter laid. See also, Act of August 27, 1894, di 349, §28, 28 Star. 553, which treated
bequests as income A charitable deduction for inheritance related taxes was allowed, ibid ,
§,32 See also, Act of June 27, 1902, ch 1160, §1, 32 Stat 406, which permitted a refund of
taxes upon legacies and bequests of a religious, charitable, or edycational character that had
been imposed upon all legacies by the Act of June 13, 1898, ch 448, §29, 30 Stat 464 In the
Revenue Act of /918, a deduction for ch-aritable bequests was included in the statute and has
there remained until the p'resent date Reyenue Act of 108, ch 18, §403(a)(3), (b)(3), 40,Stat
1098-99 Such alterations in the scope of the deduction as have been adopted relate to the
nature of the charities' activities, to the inclusion of cert4in organizations as allowable donees,
and to assurances that the benefits for which the deduction has been given were, in fact,
receiveij by charities Foi example, section 2055(a)(2) now provides a limitation on political
activities and propaganda, sections 2055(a)(3) and (4) now allow donations to .lodges and
veterans' organizations, and section 2055(c) now limits the payment of taxes out of bequests to
charity.

4 H R Rep No 1702, 57th Congress, 1st Session, 1902,, 2, Compare the reference to "a hand
in the contribution boxes" with Chairman Mill's reference to "a major stockholder in a man's
pocketbook" in the colloquy referred to in note 2, supra

5 57 Congressional Record, 1918,p 550

6 Prospective or Suggested Revisions in Federal Estate and Gift Taxation, Trusts and Estates,
Vol 112, No 2 (February 1973), p 102

7. Message of President Franklin D'Roosevelt (1935)

8 American Association Of Fund-Raising Counsel; Inc , Giving U.S A , 1973, p 12

9 Julian H Levi and Sheldon E Steinbach, ,Patterns et Giving to Higher Education II,
mencan Council on Education, 1973.

10 S K McNees, "The E nomic Effects of the Charitable Contributions Deductiou Provision
in the Federal Estate Tax" npublished thesis in tt+assachusetts Institute f Technology Libra ,

August 1970), pp 123-25 ee also, J M Schaefer, "Charitable Transf rs at Death Linder t e
Federal Estate Tax" (unpu lished thesis in Columbia University ,Library, 1966), pp. 40 -107,, a d
Emil M Sunley, Jr , "Dim nsions of Charitable Bequests Reported on F, deral Estate, Gift, a d
Fiduciary Tax Returns," p er prepared for the Commission on private Philanthropy and Public
Nevi's, 1974 (The author has not had direct access to the Mcl lees and Schaefer theses.)

11 American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc , GivingU.S.A. '1972, p. 27.

12. Spnl: op cit.

'13 McNees, op cjt., Sunley, op. cit.

14 M K Taussig, "The Charitable Contributions Deduction to the Federal Personal Income
Tax" (unpublished thesis in Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library, August 1'965).

15 Martin S Feldstein, "Op the Effects of the Income Tax Treatment of Charitaille Contri-
butions Some qreliminarY. Results," paper pr ared for the Commission on Private Philan-
thropy and P6blic Needs.
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16 See Michael ) Boskin, "Estate Taxation and Charitable Bequests," paper prepared for the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975 This paper, which .was not
available at the time of the present study, found that for every 51 gained in revenue, 54.40
would be lost to charity, which bears out the prediction of the disproportionate loss to
charitable organizations,of tax revenue gained.

17 See Lemon v. Kurtzmanr,403 U.S. 602

18 Paul R Mcoaniel, "Study of Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions," paper
prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and,Public Needs.
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4
DIMENSIONS OF CHARITABLE GIVING REPORTED ON

FEDERAL ESTATE, GIFT, AND FIDUCIARY TAX RETURNS

Emil Ni. Sun ley, JO

Summary of Data .

The paper summarizes the available data. on the 'amount of charitable
giving reported oh federal estate, gift, and fiduciary tax returns.

, Estate Tax Returns

In 1973, the 175,000 estate tax returns that were filed represented only
about 9 percent of the total number of estates.

'N

A charitable deduction was claimed on 21,000 returns, about 12 percent
of all returns filed

Charitable bequests of $2.0 billion were deducted by these estates.

These bequests represented 5 1 percent of the gross estate reported on all
estate tax returns.

Charitable bequests accounted for a significantly greater proportion of
large estates.

One third of the charitable deduction for all estates was in excess of 50
percent of the economic estate.

Very little data are available on charitable bequests by type of recipients.

Gift Tax Returns

For 1965, the last year for which data are available, the total amount of
charjtable gifts reported on gift tax returns w/s$5221 million.

. These charitable gifts represent about 13 percent of the total, gifts reported
on gift tax returns.

There may well be considerable underreporting of charitable gifts since
these giftsare nonta ble.

1

c

The 256 returns repo ing charitable gifts of $1 million or more reported 47
percertof the charitable gifts reported on allogift tax returns. .

Fiduciary Income Tax Returns
. .

Less than 3 percent of estates and trusts for which fiduciary income tax
returns were filed in 1970 reported a charitable deduction.

The total charitable contributions of fiduciaries was $469 million/
All but the $30 million attributed to tax - exempt- income or excluded
'capital gains was deductible on fiduciary income tax returns.

tSenior Fellow, -Eccinomic Studies Pr gram, The Brookings Institution; former Associate
Director, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Estates claimed a charitable deduction of $142 million which represented
about 5.4 percent of the total income of estates. A

Trusts reported a charitable deduction of $297 million which represented
- about 4 percent of trust income.

The amount of charitable deduction reported on fiduciary tax returns as a
percentage of total income has increased from 1.9 percent in 1954 to 4 3
percent in 1970.

ESTATE TAX RETURNS

The present federal, estate tax was imposed in 1916 at rates ranging from
to 10 percent The rates were sharpKy increased in the 1930s, and in 1941 the
present rate structure was adopted -with rates ranging from 3 percent on the
first $5,000 of taxable estate to 77 percent on the amount of the taxable
estate in excess of-110 million.

An estate is required to file an estate tax return only if the gross estate,
which consists of all property owned by the decedent, exceeds $60,000. In
1973, 175,000 estate tax returns were filed. Though,these estates represent
only about 9 percent of the total number of estates, they reported gross
estates of $38 9 billion and economic estates1 of $33.8 billion

In determining the taxable estate, deductions from the gross estate are
allowed for funeral expenses, expenses incurred in administering the estate,
debts, charitable bequests, and the marital deduction (bequests to the
surviving spouse up to one half of the estate) In 1973, charitable bequests of
$2 0 billion were deducted on estate tax returns. ("Charitable bequests" is not
strictly accurate because the charitable deduttion reported on estate tax
returns includes some lifetime charitable gifts which must be included in the,
gross estate For purposes of this paper the terms "charitable bequests" and
"charitable deductions" will be used interchangeably.) This is larger than the
amounts deducted for funeral and administrative expenses ($1.7 billion), but
smaller than the deduction for debt ($2 2 billion) and the marital deduction
($7.5 billion).

A $60,000 exemption is also subtracted in ob taxabl estate. In
1973, 121,000 returns (out of the 175,000 rettr s filed) were-tax le. These
returns, which represent only about 6 percent o the total number of estates,
reported taxable estates of $15.8 billion. Gradu ed rates were ap lied to this
tax base, and the tax liability before credits as $4.7 billion, i plying an
averageotax rate of 14 percent on economic estates The federal tax liability
was further reduced to $4 2 billion by several tax credits, the most important
being the limited credit for state death t xes.

Unlike the federal individual and cor orate income taxes, the estate tax
contains no-limit on the amount that can be deducted on_an estate tax return

,for property transferred to "charitable or anizations," a term that includes (1)
the United States, any State, territory, o political subdivision there:5f, or the
District of Columbia, (2) corporations or an ized and operated exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the ,

preven ion of cruelty to children or nimals; (3) a fraternal society or
associ tion operating under the lodge sy tem, and (4) veterans' organizations.

-In con rdst to the income tax, the estate tax includes no requirement thit the
organi ation must have been created der domestic laws.
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Time Series Data

Table 1 gives the sum of gross estates for which returns were filed anti their
.charitable bequests for selected years 1916 to 1973.2 For 1970, charitable
bequests were equal to 12 percent.of gross estate, the highest percentage for
any year included in the table This result, however, is due largely to an
outlier,3 and if this one estate is omitted from the 1970 data, charitable
bequests would be equal to 5.5 percent of gross estate.

After adjusting the 1970 data for the outlier, charitable bequests as a
percent of gross estate show no major time trend This is probably misleading,
however, because by 1973 estate tax returns were filed with respect to about 9
percent of all decedents In the early years of the estate tax even up to 1945,
estate tax returns were filed with respect to less than 1.5 percent of all
decedents This broadening of the estate tax, due largely to growing wealth
levels, inflation, and the fact that the $60,000 exemption has remained
unchanged since 1942, has meant that many small estates when measured in
realterms are now - required to file estate tax returns. It will be shown in the
next section that charitable bequests are less common for small estates. Thus,
the increased presence of small estates holds down the 1atio of charitable
bequests to gross estate

The number of returns with gross estates of $300,000 or more in 1973, as
shown in Table 2, represents about 1 2 percent of decedents, and thus these
estates represent roughly the same proportion of decedents as represented by
all estate tax returns filed in the 1920s and 1930s. It is estimated that ,these
estates reported charitable bequests equal to about 8 percent of gross estate.
This suggests that a larger proportion of property transfered at death goes to
charitable organizations now than was the case in the 1920s and 1930s.

Charitable Bequests by Size of Total, Estate

Table 2 indicates that in 1973 a charitable deduction was claimed on 21,257
returns, about 12 percent of all returns filed that year. The frequency of
claiming a charitable deduction, however, varied directly with the size of the
estate For estates pf under $300,000, 10 percent of the returns claimed a
charitable deductidn

the

the very largest estates, estates of "$10 million or
'more, 75 percent of the returns claimed a charitable deduction.

Tab' 2 also indicates that charitable bequests accounted for a significantly
reater proportion of the estate for large estates than small estates. For estatA
f and r $300,000, 2 0 percent of the total estate was left to charity This

percen age increases to 8 1 percent for estates of $1 to $10 million and to 31.2
percent for est Ites of $10 million or more

Charitable Bequests in Excess of Designated Percentages
of Economic Estates

Table 3 gives the amount of charitable deductions'that exceeded designated
percentages of economic estate for returns filed in 1973.4 For estates under $1
million, 36 percent of the charitable bequests was in excess gf 50 percent of
the economic estate, and for estates over $10 million, 2X.percent of the
chfaritablaeduction was in excess of 50 percept.5 For all estates, one third of
the charitable deduction was in excess of 50 percent of the economic estate.
Put another way, if Congress limited the charitable deduction to 50 percent of
the economic estate, one third of charitatile bequests would not be
deductible..

4.76r,
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Table 1

Charitable Bequests Reported on Estate Tax Returns, 1916:1973

Filing
Year

1973
1970
1966
1963
1961
1959
1955
1954
1951
1950
1949
1948
1947
1945
1944
1943
1942
1941
1940
1939
1938
1937

/1936
1935
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930
.1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924.
1923

- 1922
1916-21b

i

(in millions of dollars) ..

Gross
Estate

Charitable Bequeg/s.
Amount As % of Gross Estate

$38, 869
29,671
21,936
17,007
14,622
11,648,

$1,998
2,132
*1,309

876
951
669

5.1k
7.2
6.0
5.2
6.5
5.7

7,467'z' 398 5.3
7,412 ; 355 4.8
5,505 274 5.0
4,918 206 4.2-
4,933 296, 6.0
4,,775 223 4.7
4,224 18d 4.4
3,437 192 5.6
2,905, 202 6.9
2,627 186 7.1
2,725 153 5.6
2,778 176 6.3
2,633 144 5.5
2,746 178 6.5
3,047 200 6.6
2,768 127 4.6
2,296 128 5.6
2,435 106 4.4
2,244, 146 6.5 k
2,026 96 4.7
2,796 191 6.8
4,.042 220 5.4
4,109 225 5.4
3,844 154 4.0
3,503 216 6.2
3,146 131 4.2
3,386 227 7 6.7

,2,958 116 4.0
2,350 66 2.8

-2;495 74 3.0
2,879- 196 6.8
8,786 . 264 3.0

Office of-the Secretary of the Treasury Novembei 11, 1974
Office of Tax Analysis

a. The'figure for 100 would be 5.5 percent if. one outlier is omitted.
b. September 9, 1916, th5ough,January 15, 1922. The charitable

dedubtion was not allowable in the case of decedents who died
before 1918.

4 7
-
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Table 2

Charitable Bequests by Size of Gross Estate, 1973

..Size of
Gross Estate

47

Number of
Returns

(in millions of dollars)

Gross
Estate

Charitable Bequests
Number of
Returns Amount

% of Gross'
Estatesc

Under $300, 000 151, 302 $18, 996 15, 658 $ 383 2.0%

$300, 000-under $1 million

$1 million-under $10 million

19,169

3, 939

9, 619

8,354

4, 090

1,442

350

673 8.1
b,

$10 million or more 89 1,900 67 592 31.2

Total 174,899 $38,869 .21,257 $1, 998 5.1%

Office os the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis.,

Source: Statistics of Income, 1972.

418
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Table 3 -;..C1'..(The Amount of Charitable Bequests That Exceed Designated Percentages
of Economic Estate,"-by Sae of Economic Estate, 1973

(in millions of dollars)

Designated
Percentage,

IPC Size of Economic Estate

Under $300, 000
$300, 000-under

$1 million
$1 million-under

$10 million
$10 million '

or more Total
0% $474 $348 $645 $503 i$41970a

10 377 267 51'2 410 .~'x/ 1, 566
20 rA. 317 216 423- 328 1,284
a0 267 174 r 347 259 1,046
40 223 138 282 196

I*.
839

50 . 185 107 226 137 656
. 60 153 80 180 .80, 483

70 125 57 139 39 359.
4

't 80 102 38 .105 20
. . .265

0 88 25 82 8 203
'10 83 21 75 , r 2 181

Offfc of the Secretary of the Tre3sury July 24, 1975
Office of Tax Analysis =

a. Excludes $28million oflifetime charitable gifts reported oil returns of zero or negative
economic estates. '1'

(

.. -4

....
46

Source; Special tabulation of 1972 Eptate Tax Model. *47
I
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Table 41

Charitable Bequests by Type 4 Recipient, i939-1961

fin millions of dollars)

Filing
Year

4

, :.

Total, ;---.-t

. Educational, Scientific,
Literary-Institutions

,,,,

Religious
Other

Charitable
.. Publicly

Chad
Pr ately

Owned

.1961

1959

1950

1949

1948

1947

1945

1944

1943

1942

1941

1940

1939

,

Jo

$951

669

206

296

223
:'

186 .
ggreafftwa....4
202 /

186

153

176

.144

178
-.c.'

$33

31

17

16

19

7
.c

19

...0-)4
17

9

11

8

7

_

.,

i

1

$81

117

34.

98

30

26

27

32
.,.

47

23

26

19

44

.

'

'

- ,

2:

;,l

,

-:

$89

86

22

35

25,
'25

17

16

20

16

. 13 -

17

16

:

$748

435

129

147

151

127

129

136

102

112067.

100

111

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysts

Other Charitable
'.ias % of Total,

'' Charitable
Bequests .

-
78.7%

65.0

62.6

49.7
67.7

4 68.3
67.2

67.3

6949

54.8

7r.0
:.

69.4
.0-2.4

:Source: Statistics of Income, various years.
Note: 1939 is the first year for which a breakdown is available forharittibletbequlaits by type of recipient.

:

480 '4.

November 11,1974



Table 5

Charitable Bequests by Type of Recipient
and Size of Gross Estate, 1961

(in millions of dollars)

Size of
Gross Estate

Charitable Bequests

Other Charitable
as % of Total

Charitable
BequestsTotal

Educational, Scientific,
literary Institutions

Religious
Other

Charitable
Publicly
tlwaed

Privately
Owned

Under $300,000 . $154 $ 5 $11 $42 $ 96 . 62.3%

$300,000 to under $1 million 168 8 17 24 120 -11.4

$1 Million to under $10 million 307 12 38 22 236 76.9 ,
$10 million or more 322 9 15 1 297 92.2

,Total $951 $34 $81 $89 $749 $78.7

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office a Tax Analysis

Source: Statistics of Income; 1860.

481

March 5, 1975
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Charitable Behests by.Type of Recipient

Very little data are available on charitable bequests by type of recipient. For
certain years, with the last year being 1961, the Internal Revenue Service has
tabulated chafitable bequests broken down by the categories shown in Table
4 "Other" bequests, which include bequests to private foundations, were 79
percent of chailtable bequests in 1961 Since 1961 is the last year for which
data are available, it is not possible from these data td discover whether the
provisions relating to private foundations contained in the Tax Reform Act of
1969 have had an impact...pn the amount of bequests to private foundations.

Table 5 gives charitable bequests by type of recipient for four gross estate-
size classes for 1961 For estates of $10 million or More, 92 percent of chari-
table bequests were "other" charitable bequests. Smaller estates tended to re-
port a much smaller proportion of total charitable bequests going to "other"
charitable organizations.

II

GIFT TAX RETURNS

The federal gift tax is somewhat more complicated than the federal estate
tax because the tax base depends on total accgmulated,gifts since 1932. The
tax due in any one quarter is the additional tax resulting from gifts made in
that quarter,

An individual is required to file a gift tax return if he makes gifts during the
year to one donee of either a present interest to the transferred property of

t..

civer $3,000, or a future interest of any amount. Sive 1971, the law has .

required the filing of gift tax returns and the payment of gift taxes on a ',-
quarterly rather than on an annual basis,8 In fiscal year 1973, 2444,000 gift tat ,
returns were filed reporting $637 million of tax, which is about 1 percent of
the tax reported on estate tax returns filed that year.?

For 1%5, the last year for which the Internal Revenue Service tab ted.gift
tax returns, 113,000 returns were filed 8 These returns reported $4.0 billion
gifts made .in that year.

There are several adjustments to get from total gifts of the donor te the tax
base First, if a hilsband or wife consent, a gift made by,either'of them to a
third party may be considered as made one half by each. Total gifts, after
splitting ere $3.8 billion9 in 1965.

Secon , the first $3,000 of presen interest ft% to -each recipient
excluded 10 Both charitable and noncharitable gi are e l l g' le for the:$3,000
exclusi Exclusions on all gift tax ret rns for 1 5 ,weit 900,1mipipn, and
exclusions applicable to gifts made to c aritagle institutions 'Pere

ns a e deductible and thps ecceludec/ from
ifts of $459 million were deducted on gift

tad on gift tax r rps, '
n plus the 56
rcent c+the total gifts
'is considerable under- _

axable._
aided' In gqneral, orie.$;

half of noncommunjty property transferred to a spots May be d uet, . Thi !sr" ";
deduction reduced to4a1 ,gifts for 1965 by`,5150 million:1

Fifth, &lifetime speOfi'c eiemption of $30,000 is atloWeiti.RTh0,exernptioli''
allowed only once, but it is cumulative until used'up. F:01. t965, gift taxietur
reported specific exemptions totaling $830 million.

f 8th °I 4 8 eN/.

Third,, gifts to charitable instituti
the tax base For 1%5, charitable
tax returns The toml amount of charitable gifts repo
therefore, was $524 million (the $459 million deducti
exclusion) These charitable gifts represent about-13 p
reported on gift tax returns. It may well be that ther

' reporting of charitable gifts since these gifts are non
Fourth, under the gift tax,a marital deduction is
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0
The five adillstments described above reduced the $4.0 billion of totargifts

.for 1965 to $1 5 billion of taxable gifts. There were 30,000 taxable teturns.
To compute the tax, graduated rates are first-,.applied he total of all

taxable gifts made since June 6, 1932. Then, the rates are a ied to the total
of all txableogifts made prior to the current quarter. Thexli ference between
the two-arnouhts is the gift tax for the current quarter. The gift tax rates arenominally three fourths of the estate tax rates. The effective rates are in-fact
lower because the gift tax is im sed on a tax base which excludes the tax
while the estate tax must be pai out othe estate tax base. For 165, gift tax
revenue was.$413 million Just 10 rns, each reportifig over $10 million of
gifts, accounted for over 25 percent f the revenue.

Tim' sSeries Data

Table 6 gives the amount of total gifts before splitting and charitable giftster exclusion for selected years 192 to 1%5.11 Charitable gifts have rangedf om as low as`5 3 of total gifts in 1935 (a year when total.gifts wereuriusuallw high) to high as 25.9, percent ine:1932, the first year of the present,-
gift tax in recent years, charitable gifts after exclusion have averaged about12 percent of total gifts

e
a

Data on the amount of charitable gifts reported on gift tax returns is last -available for 1965 BAsed on the expected revenue from the gift.tax to 1974-
50 percent greater than in 1965charitable gifts reported on gift to returnsfiled in 1974 should be about $750 million.and charitable gifts after exclusion,
$650 million The American Association of Fund-Raising Colunsel, Inc.,estimates that charitable givil of individuals totaled.ovei $18 billion in
1973 12Jhus, fess than 10 percent of the charitable gtffs are reported op gifttax returns.

4

Charitable Gifts by Size of'Total Gifts Before Splitting, .

Table 7 give4 the amount of charitable gifts for 1965 by the size of total gifts
before splitting The 256 returns reporting gifts of $T million or more repgrted
charitable gifts of $244 million which equaled 47 percent of the charitable
gifts reported on all gift tax returns For all returns, charitable gifts were 13pertent of total gifts For returns reporting gifts of $1 ,million or more, 29
percent '9f the gifts were charitable.

III

FIDUCIARY INCOME 'PAX RETURNS- ,

Fidu. iary income tax returns are filed to' report the annual inc e of
**domest c estates and trusts. A return must be filed for a trust that had any

;taxable income, pr for an estate or trust that had gross income of $600 or more
regardless of taxable income, or for any estate or trust that had a nonresid nt
alien beneficiary.

. Pridr, to the Tax Reform Act of )969, a trust or estate was allowed a tax
- ..deduction for any part of it gross income that was paid or permanently set ,

_ aside for charitable, religiou , scientific or other similar purposes. The d tic-
% tion was generally allowed, without limitation. The Tax Reform Act of 1969

eliminated., except for som grandfather' !, the provision allowing trusts to.
deduct the arnoUnt set asid for charitable purposes but not actually paid to

_ 8 3 _
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Table 6

Charitable Gifts After Exclusions Repo.rted
on Gift Tax Returns, 1932-1966

(in Millions of dollars)

Yeara

Total Gifts
before

bsplitting
Charitable Gifts After Exclusion

Amount As % of Total Gifts

j965

960
1958
1956
1953
1951
1950

$3,962
2, 650,
2,316
1,870
1,357
1,012
1,000

. 1,064

,$459
3344

300
23.

133

128

99

140

11.6%
v6A--,),44,,,,,, 2.6

12.7

9.8

12.6
9.9

13.2
1949 708 88 12.4
1948 741 132 17.8
1947 778 130 16.7
1946 756 102 13.5
-1945 536 62 11.6
1944, 499 71. 14.2

1943 413 37 , 9.0
1942 480 X40 8.3
1941 1,081 63 5.8
1940 0 73 12.8
1939 44 11.8
1938 400 28 7.0

1937 568 76 13.4

1936 483 48 9.9

1935 2,131 113 5.3

4934 0 889 74 8.8
1933 241 30 12.4

b
1932 81 21 25.9

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury
Office of Tax Analysis

a.Year prior to year of filing.
b. For Kilts made June 6 to December 31, 1932.

484
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Table 7
.

Charitable Gifts by Size of Total Gifts
Before Splitting, 1965

(in millions of dollars)

Size of Total Gifts
Before Splitting

Number of
Retygns

, Total Gifts
Before Splitting

Charitable Gifts Before Splitting
.:

Percent of
Numb)3r. of , Total Gifts
Rdturns amount Before Splitting

No total giftsbefore splitting

,Under $50, 000

$50, 000-undei $100, 000

r $100,,000-under $200, 000

$200, 000-under $500, 000

$500, 000-under $1 million

$1 million or more
. -

Total -, \

15, 611

/A, 247

10, 339

2, 811

1, 213

319

256

112, 796,., . ,I. .

"

NA

$1,477

697

375
. .

.360

c221

. ' 832

-- lid, 963

A

.

:

is

.

NA

, 4, 618

1, 177
.

712

05
147

164

i :AT-,

NA

,
$ 59

45

53

76

48

244
____

t

NA

4.6%

.5
14.1

21.1

21.7

29.3

13,2%

P

'
_

Office of the Secretaky of the4reasury
Office of Tax Analysis

Source: Tables 7 and 8, Statistics of Income; 1985. 483

May 29, 1974
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charitableorganizations Congress concluded that it would be inconsistent to
'retain the set-aside deduction for trusts if at the same time foundations and t,
charitable trusts were to be required to distribute all of their income currently.
In the case of estates, the set-aside deduction was retained since it is often
contrary to probate law for an estate to make current distributions to charity

Estates and trusts are not allowed a deduction .for contributions attributed
to tax-exempt interest or the excluded half of net long-term, capital gains in
excess of net short-term capital tosses If the income used for charitable
purposes is not specified by the governing instrument, it is assumed that the
charitable contribution comes proportionately out of all items of trust or
estate income

In 1970 fiduciary income tax returns reported a deductron for charitable I
giving of $439 million Table 8 gives the various components of that
deduction There was $310 million of contributions paid or set aside from
current year's income Of this amount, $30 million was attributed to
tax exempt interest or excluded capital gains and, therefore, not deductible.
In addition, there was $44 million .of contributions of capital gains of the
current year allocable to corpus and $116 million of contributions which were
not attributed torcurrent year's income The total charitable contributions of
fiduciaries was $469 millionthe $439 deducted plus the $30 million
attributed to tax-exempt income or excluded capital gains

Table 9 breaks out the charitable, deductrotro,by type of f-idticiary. Estates
claimed a charitable deduction of $142 million.. This represented abouZA.5.4
percent of the total income of estates and about one third of the total
chafitable deduction reported on fiduciary income tax returns. Trusts reported
a charitable deduction of $297 million which was equal to 4 percent of trust

,incorrie About one third of the trust charitable deduction wa's reported on the .
returns of simple trusts-13 and two thirds on returns of complex trusts.142The
charitable deduction was 8 percent of total income for complex trusts and 1.8
percent for, imple trusts The last two tows of Table 9 indicate that there was
little difference between inter vivos truSts (created while the grantor was
hying) and testamentary trusts (created by the terms of the grantor's will after,
the grantor's death) Both types of trusts reported a charitable deduction of
about $135 million which was equal to about 4 percent of the trust income.

As indicated in Table 10 e amount of the charitable deduction reported
oriliduciarY taxieturns as a rcentage of total income has increased from 1.9
percent in 1954 to4 3 perce t in 1970 During thesame period, the amount of
the charitable deduction increased six fold, from-572 million to $439 million.

lir- For estates and trusts ,with" a charitable deduction, Table, 11 gives the
number of returns, total income, and the amount of thy deduction. Less than
3 percent of estates and ,trusts for which fiduciary irvome tax returns were
filed reported a ,charitable deduction For these estates and trusts, the t
charitable deduction ay_graged 51 percent of total income. There was no
tendency for the charitable deduction as a percentage of totalAncome to be

. higher for large estates and trusts than for small ones.
1

N
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Table 8

Components of Charitable Deduction Reported
on Fiduciary Income Tax Returns, 1970

,(in thousands of dollars)

i - -
1. Full amount, ofoputzibutiqua ..,,,,. a.,;41 XL.,5,6.1.5._..../-.:, $309,525

paid or permanently set aside
from current year's income

Number of Estates
and Trusts Amount

2. Less contributions of tax - exempt
'interest and certain capital gains

3. Plus contributions of capital
gains of the current year
(allocable to corpus) paid or
permanently set aside

4. Plus contributions which are
not attributed to current year's'
income

,111

J
5, 934

30,421

43, 875

8,211 116,213

5: Equals charitable deduction 30, 621 439,194

Office of the Se,Cietary of/the Treasury May 29, 1974
Office of Tax Analysis

SLrce: Statistics of Income. 1970, Fiduciary Income Tax Returns.
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Tabl 9

Charitable Deduction by Type of..Fiduciary, 1970

(in raillions'of dollars) -, ' . ,
..._ 1

1 , ...: Charitible'Deduction 1
A

.

Number of Total Income Number of
Type of Pldupia7 Returns' (less defidit) Returns

Estates and Trusts 1,027,283

/
, EStates 274,885-
'.

- $10,124' i 30;621

..
2,610 8,695

.. , . .

Trusts -, 752,368' '7,514- 21,926,,

; -, -, -

Amount
Percent or

Total Income

.
' ;439 , 4.A. .-,

.,

142 '-''' 5.4

297 4.0-
Sitple 437,523 - 4,851 7476 '.,
Complex . 297,582 ,2,454'... 12,885, 19T

- 1.8
810 A

.Not - specified 17,.293, 208 -- -. 965 .13 '0..3.
,. .

. .

3,47)
',N.- . Z1

.0

Intervivos 7 259 76i e -;. , 134'.372, 8, - 3.4
Testamentary 279005' 3,113 138

,-,,: 4.4, .

'Not,spdcified' 100,-834 930 120:829756 25 2 4 7 ', ,. N. s N ...,,. .
, .. -,-f.. .. -. .. 5.4., It:

.c.._ .,

Of_ itce of the Secretary pf the Treasur3'
,".0.ificeof Tax Atialysia - .

SOurce: ,Statistics of Income,' 1970, Fiduciary Income Tax Returns.
-

,. .. Ntay29; 1914,
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"(able 10

Charitable Deduction Reported on Fiduciary
Income Tax Returns, 054-1970

(in millions of dollars)
A

Year
Total Income
(less deficit)

Charitable Deduction

Amount ,
Percent or.

Income
1970 $10,124 $439 4.3%

p
1962 4 5,937 182 3.1

1

1960 5,267 153 2.9

1958 5,'055 119 2.4

1956 4,884 t 93 , 1.9

1954 3;862 72 1.9 '

r'tcr, I 'e ,% , 4

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Office Of-Tax Analysis

7

r

_489

May.19, 1974
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Table 11

Estates and Trusts with Charitable Deduction: Number
of Returns, Total income, and Charitable Deduction by

Size of=Total income, 1q70.

(inDmillions o aoLis)

Charitable Deductiod
Number of Total Income 'Percent of

fize of Total Income Returns (less deficit) Amount Total Income

Under $50,000 27, 199 $243 $125 51.4%

.
$50,'000-under$00, 000 2, 003 139. 52 37.4,

$100,000-under $200,000 ' 807 111 64 57:7

$200, 000-under $500,000 422 12.2 79 64.8

v .
$500, 000-under $1, 000, 090 '109 73 37 50.7

. .

5**3..Poo,ocia. or-,rno,rp .
, 0,c,,,,8.1- - 4, ,,,1,74.0, ,,,_ .., ,..., , ,83......: -t..k....-. N NNI "N

'-, ' i
,

N ' .

. Totk 30,621 . $860; $440 ' 51.04 1,

..--

Office of the Secretary of the -Treasury
Office:of'Tax Analysis

Source. Statistics of Income, 1970, Fiduciary Income Tax Returns.Source:

May 29, 1974

e '
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Footnotes

1 The economic estate is equal to the gtoss estate less lifetime transfers mcludedln the estate
and less debts and moilgages (except against insurance)*

2 The table includes all years for which dad are available

3 One large estate tax return filed in 1970 reported lifetime charitable gifts in &cess of $00
million which had to be included in the gross estate and which .qualified for the charitable
deduction This one estate claimed over 25.percent of the charitable deduction Claimed on all,
estate tax returns filed in 1470

4 The data in Table 3 are somewhV distorted by the. inclusioh in the charitable deduction of
some lifetime charitable bequests which must be tncluded in the gross estate's These lifetime
charitable bequests are not included in the economic estate (see note 1, supra)

5 Frpm Table 3, 436 percent = (185 + 107) ÷ (47 + 348) The lame process was used to
derive the 27 percent figure

.
I ,6 Quarterly gift tax returns are not required for charitable gifts. Instpaa, the donor muk report

charitable transfers on'a return for the fourth quarter of the calendar year or at such.earlier
time as he is required t,file a return for a taxable gift

7 Ann4al Report, CommOsionei of flirnal Reirenue (1973), pp 1 3, 136

8 The large increase in the n
DP,

ber of returns filed between 1966.and.1973 is due in part to
the institution of a quarterly filing requirement in 1971

I

9 Total gifts after splitting is $0 2 billion less than total gifts efore splitting ThLssis so .
because a donor may make a sift of more thin $3,000 but less t an $6,000 and have to Mei
while the spouse may not have to file because the divided haft w uld be less than $3,000.

10 Thus for a mariied couple, the annual exclusion may be $6, per year for each recipient
. ,

11' The, table includes111 years for which data.are available

12 American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., tivi s ()SA, (1974)

13 A simple trust must distribute all its mcometcurrently (det rmineu under governing instru-
ment ,and local law) and must not make Charitable" contriblaions (except . for a few trusts
permitted under local law) The amount of charitable deduction re 'Dorted by "simple trusts"
seems surprismglOigh fel 4
14 A complex trust either distributes to beneficiaries a portion of rust carpus or accumulates
income

4
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DEATH, TAXES, AND CHARITABLE BEQUESTS:

_A SURVEY OF ISSUES AND OPTIONS

Richard E. Wagnert
s,

Introduction

When ople.die, the State customarily steps in and claims a share of any
wealth they leave behind 1 Several issues concerning the eXtraction of a tax
upon the occasion of a person's death havellicited interest and evoked con-:
roversy 2 This paper focuses upon a subset of issues concerning taxation
upon death, namely, those issues surrounding the tax treatmentLof charitable
bequests within a system of death taxation

Bequests to a variety of philanthropic institutions, induding such public
charities as various e5lucatio,ial, cultural, and social, welfare organizations, as
well as private foundations and charitable trusts, are presently, deductible
from gross. estate in determining a decedent's taxable estate.3 The deducti-
bility of charitable bequests has inspired intense controversy, as' critics of
deductibility have claimed that the charitable deduction should be regarded
as a governmental subsidy for thecharitable activities of the wealthy The
issues arising out of the charitable deduction,"Tiell as trie various policy
Options`thar enlerge in response to alternative positions regarding these

, issues, shall be examined irr the first chapter of this paper.4
Present tax rules create a strong incentive for donors to makescharitable

contributions in the form of appreciated 'capital assets A donor, in contrib-
uting appreciated assets, isable to deduct the marketable value of such assets
in-determining his taxable income, but the capital gain, is nbt counted as part
of income A contribution of apAciated assets, then, reduces a donor's tax
Ifakilify in two ways The implicit tax on the capital gain is avoided and the
market value of the-asset provides a deduction from gross income. The tax
treatment of capital appreciation has also created considerable controversy,
andlaises issues that relate to both income taxation and estat4 taxation. In its
7969 proposals for tax revision, the Treasury recommend d tharsuch.
unrealized capital appreciation be taxed as into e decedents final
income fax return, with the estate tax then eingtir-ecTto the remaining
estate Whe er unrealized capital appreci ation sh-Webetaxed as partof the
decedent's f al income tax return, and Whether a donor should be able to
deduct the a?ket value of appreciated assets giveFi to 'charity, without at
the same,tirne counting the appreciation as part of income are two facets of ----

:?,

the tax treatment of-,tapial appreciation_that shall be explored in Chapter II of
this report. . ,

_ .
.

In addition t these, pri elements of ontentiok I shall examine a
third issue whidh revolves around the aitropriaterple of the,,State in !elation
to .private phila hropy This leads to matters pertaining to governmental

essen-
tially as One of ""indOstriaT orgnizatiOn" of philanthro y. The Tax Reform
regulation over' 4ritable orgAinjVtions,, a took that may be viewed essen-

Act-of 1969, for instance, iniposedspecial constraints on p ate foundations,
but not on public charitieS. An examination of the properti s and merits of
this regulation ofprivate,Philanthropy offers a propitious opportunity for ex,
amining several important and controversial issues regarding the'respective
roles of the State and of private$hilanthropic institutioos;and this task is

. undertaken_in Chapier.11,),,,,
.., ,,

1.
.',:.-

,

A

.4
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I

I

IS THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION.A FORM OF
,GOVERNMENTAL SUBSIDY? p

It is commonly argued that the charitable deduction amounts to a govern-
4

mental subsidy, especially,for the relatively wealthy members of society By
making bequests to charitable organizations deductible from gloss estate in
computing taxable estate the amount of tax leviet:Ion an estate is reduced as
charitable bequests are increased With progressive taxation, moreover, the
amount of tax deduction per dollar of bequest rises with the wealth of the
donor Not only is deductibility a form of governmental subsidy, so it is
argued., but also it is a su bsidy that increases with the wealth of-the donor. It is
this latter attribute of deductibility that has evoked the strangest hbstility A
contrasting line of argument, however, suggests that the charitable deduction
is 'a fully appkopriate iristitution, for the deductibility of charitable bequests is
viewed as betrig a necessary ingredient in arriving at an appropriate determi-
nation of taxable estate, This section of the paper first examines the view that
the charitable deduction is a tax expenditure, then describes some alternative
polity options that have emerged from this perspgctive,and then .elucidates
the view that the charitable deduction is fully appropriate as a matter of
principle.

The Charitable Deduction as a ,Tax Expenditure

The charge that the charitable deduction is a form of governmental subsidy
' can be developed with a simple illustration Suppose initially that there is no
deductibility. of charitable bequests, and that a taxable estate of $1 million is
taxed at an average rate of 50 percent.5 The State then. claims $500,000, and
of the remaining $500,000, $300,000 is lei to private persons, and $200,000 is
left to charitable institutions NOw let charitable bequests be fully deductible
frotti the decedent's gross estate. Since the taxable estate falls to $800,000, the
tax burden placecl4on the. estate falls to $400;000. If charitable bequests
remain at $200;000, the amount of wealth transferred to private persons will

-increase to $400,000, In this case, the making of a $200;000 charitable bequest
; reduces the arnalint remaining for heits by only $100,000, for the other,

$100,000 is in effect financed by a reduction in tax collections.
In the more general case, part of the $1Q0,060 reduction in tax' liability

would accrue to charitable organizations rather than to private persons.
Suppose, for instance, that after the introduction of deductibility, charitable
bequests rise to $300,000. The taxable estate isnow $700,000, which yieldS
tax liability of $350,09Q1 This leaves $350,000 for individual heirs, rather than '
$400,000, as in th,e preceding illustration. In either case, however, bequests to

charitable organizations are financed in part by reductions in bequests to
private persdns and in part by reductions in stAx. collections by-government--
With a margipal tax ?ate of 59 percent, the introduction of deductibility means
that an additional $100 of charitable bequests brings about only a $50'
reduction in bequests to private persons, for the remaining $50 is financed by
a reduction in governmental tax 9cilections.

Th(ough the use of such arithmetical analogies, it is often Suggested that
the charitable deduction should be viewed as a governmental subsidy 'as a
"tax,expenditure," in contrast to a direct expenditure of public revenue. If the
deductibility of charitable bequests were eliminated, the additional $50 of tax
revenue that would accrue to the public treasury could be used to.finance
some program of direct public expenditure , in place of the finahcing of

'
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philanthrbpic activities that occurs through deductibility The deductibility of
charitable bequests,, then, can be viewed as enabling individual testators to
make 'decisions concerning the expenditure of pubbc revenue, or, somewhat
more accurately, th'e expenditureqf what otherwise woulthhave been public
revenue Under deductibility, part of the bequest to charitable institutions is
financed by reductions in tax collections, rather than by reductions. in
bequests to priyate persons Had deductitility not existed, tax collections
would have been, higher, so additional public expenditure could have been
undertaken Such considerations as these, make the charitable deduction
appear to be a diversion.of government revenue from categories of expendi-
ture that would hati.been chosen collectively to categories of expenditure
that are chosen privately .

Moreover, if theChatitable deductionis viewed as a govefinient subsidy .

as a tax expenditure 'it is a subsidy y.hose amount rises. directly with the tax,.
,rate, and,,hence, the wealth of the testator To illustrate Consider two testa-
tors, A' who faces a 20 percent marginal 'tax rate, and B, who faces a 50
percent margipal tax rate While A is able to reduce his tax bill by $20, in
making a $'1610. bequest, B is able to reduce his tax bill by $50 in making the
same sized bequeSt Sinte the rate qf subsidy rises' with-the- testator's tax
bracket, the charitable 'deduction confers benefits that increase with
the wealth of the.t9stator, Therefore, not only does-the charitable deduction
allow private testators to direct the expenditure of what May be regarded as
public revenue, but also a allows relatively, wealthy testators to exert dispro-
poctionately large influence .concerning the use of such diverted revenue
Since the weaithiest,5.percept cif all testators account for approximately two
thircj of all deductions for charitable bequests, 'the preponderance of the
implicit governmental subsidy to philanthropic institutions is given to those
institutions selected by the wealthiest 5 percent of all testators.

A V
Policy Alternatives to the Charitable Deduction

Those who .feel that the charitable deduction is a form' of governmental )
subsidy have sugge'sted a vtiriety of alternative policy optioo,s _Given the view
that the charitable deduction is a type of tax expenditure, the choice among

. policy options II -depend largely upon the view one adopts concerning the
-respective roles of the State and private philanthropy in the puruit of
Charitable activity One option is simply to eliminate the dedupibility of

'charitable bequests The best estimate of the consequences of.such a policy
change is that It would.bring, about at least a 50 percent reduction in the
voilrume of charit.ible bequests 6 Sikh an option might be applauded by those
who feel that private philanthropy should be sharply curtailed, with respon-
sibility for such activities being shifted even more fully into the public sector.

'''';By contrast, those who feel that private philanthropy should be maintained
" will, search for ptolity options that will maintain charitable bequests, while
4,,ayoidiJig those features, of the,charaa*deilustion that epgenkr.the

toward it These poky options can b'e grouped into three classe's one class
would contain options'that maintain in modified form the deductibility of
charitable bequests, a second class would substitute some form' ofitax credit, -

for the charitable deduction,. and the third class would in roduce some.:
program of governmental grants in place of the chariyble deduction

II.
A Ceiling On Deductibility

It is sometimes suggested that the deductibility of charitable bequests be
retained; but that a ceiling be placed on.tt amount that can be deducted,
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Fifty percent is a figure that has been biandied about more than any other
figure With such a ceiling, charitable bequests would still be deductible in

. determining taxable estate, but only so long-as such bequests did, not exceed
-50 percent of gross estate Betwests in excess of this ceding would not be
deductible under this option Any such ceding, by increasing the price to
testators of making charitable bequests,, would reduce the amount of such
bequests And the lower the ceiling, , the greater the reduction in charitable
bequests A 50 percent ceiling, it IS--estimated by Boskin, would generate
hearty a 10 percent reduction. in charitable bequests 8 Moreover, the esti-
mated $189 million reduction in charitable bequests would be offset by only a

$43 billjun increase kn tax revenues, Consequently, the primary effect of a 50
percent ceiling on the charitable deduction would be to increase The amount

... of bequests so.private persons
"Sgppurt fur ceilings rests primarily upon the feeling that ,ho estate shouldlit escalle tax liability altogether, even should the'testator bequeath his entire

estate to charity 'This -sentiment is analogous to that, which supports the
principle of a minimum income tax the idea that no person should be able to
escape liabilitLfor income tax, ev.en though that person's income may indeed
have been zelo under the prevailing definition of Income To acknowledge
that an analdgy exists is not, of course, to provide a rationale for such
pruv.isiuns ut sentiments, and such sentiments seem to be more appropriately
consigned to the realm of .irrltional passion than to that of rational thought
' A relateg option that has been suggested on is that a percentage

limitation un She haritable deduction be applied only to bequests to private)
Poundations as distinct from becitiests to public charities Alternatiively, limi-
tations could be applied _to both types of bequest, with a lower limit being
applied un bequests to pr'i'vate foundations Any such use of differential limits
on the charitable deduction will promote a shift in thee composition of
phikinthropic activity away from private, foundations and toward public
charities 9 The primary rationale for this type of proposal must be that, at the
margin: the/social value per dollar of wealth flowing to public, charities'
exceeds the sogial value pee-dollar of wealth flowing to private foundations.
Less formally, concern is expressed that foundations are sometimes Used by
testators as devices tO enable heirs to maintain control over thelp wealth, but
without having to pay estate tax At this point, however,-the control issue. es-

' sentially becomes one of the respective roles of, government and privaie
philanthropy in the support of philanthropic activities, which becomes largely
a.matteof assessing the pOormance of what might be called tile "philan-
thropio induftry Some facets of this issue will be examined in Chapter
MI below .

;1,1 f.

A Tax Credit for Charitable Beqlsts
<

InIstead,of some modified form of ded4ti ; anot rpolicy option that
has received considerable attentiomis the us f a tax credit p-he rate of credit

beeither,fixedoe varja,bleaad.cot4c1 sek4tvany of numerous rates or.
rate: structures .A 'fixed rate of credit intruld redute estate tax liability by the
product of the, ate-of credit and the unt of charitable bequest. With a 30
percent rate'- relit, for instance, state tax liability would fall by $30 for
each $100 of aritabl equest With a variable rate, of credit, by contrast,
the marginal e of cre would vary With changes in circumstances such as
the taxable wealth of the testator or the relative share of charitable bequests in
the testator's gross estate

A fixed sate of credit would be considerably less complex than a variable
rate of credit, and yet wpuld seem likely to command 'strong support from
those who feel that private philanthropy should be maintained but who'
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believe that the present charitable deduction is a scheme that subsidizes es-
, pecially heavily the charitable activities of the very wealthy A fixed rate of

credit establishes a constant price for charitable bequests, 'regardless of the
wealth of the testator This price is equal to one minus the rate of credit, a 30
perceht rate of credit, for instance, yields a price of $0 70'per dollar of
charitable bequest Any such credit whose rate lay between the lowestand-the
highest Marginal rates under tthe present rate schedule would discourage
charitable bequests by; those in. the upper wealth brackets, and would
encourage chantible bequests by those in the lower wealth brackets. A rate of
30 percent is the marginal tax rate applicable to the $10Q000 to $250,000
taxable estate rate bracket Hence, a 30 percent credit would discourage
charitable bequests by those with more than $250,000 of taxable estate, while
encouraging charitable bequests by those with taxable estates of under
,,100,000- Moreover, a.130 percent credit, it is estimated by Boskin, would
generate nearly. a 20 percent reduction in the total volume.of charitable be-
quests.10 Additionally, the resulf,ing $360 million reduction in charitable be-
quests would be offset by only $227 million of increased tax collections, f
citing *hat there would be an increase$133 million in bequests to private4.
persons. . .

There would exist, of course, some rate of credit thatwould leave the total
volume of charitable bequests unchanged, though the relative importance of
different testators in directing wealth to various charitable activities will have
been altered 11 The required rate of credit would be somewhat larger than the
30 percent rate analyzed by Boskin Suppose, for purposes of discussion only.
that the breakeven rate is 39 percent, which is the marginal tax rate applicable
to taxable estates in t13,e $1 million to $1.25 million bracket Assuming that
charitable bequests would be unchanged if the charitable deduction 'were re-
placed by a 39 percent credit, testators with estates belo40$1 millidn would
increase their charitable bequests, while -testators with estates aboye 1.25
million would reduce their charitable bequests.

A Matching Grant to Charitable Organizations

It has also been suggested that the charitable deduction could be replaced
by a program of unconditional,, matching grants to philanthropic
institutions.12 In principle,, such a program of unconditional grants could be .s
designed so as to achieve any desired volume of support for philanthropic in-
stitutions. Fo instance, consider Boskin's aforementioned estimate that the
elimination . of deductibility would reduce charitable bequests by approxi-
mately $1 1 billion, using 1969 data Since the absolute value of the elasticity
of demand for charitable bequests seems generally to exceed unity,, a program
of matching grants of something less than $1.1 billion woulcrbe sufficient to
pi-event a reduction in the amount of charitable bequests.

Although the proposal for a matching grant has received support as if...it
were a different proposal than a tax' credit, there is essentially nodifference
'between a tax credit and a matching grant' Any difference is mostly on the
order of form, not of substancer-A 30 percent credit means that tax liability is
reduced by $30 per $100 of bequest, which means that a $70 bequest by the
testator brings forth a $30 matching grant-from the government. Therefore, a
30 percent credit is identical to a 43 percent matching grant. Under the 43
percent matching grant, a $70 charitable bequest would be matched b' a $30
payment from the Treasuryto the philanthropic institution designated by the
testator.

There,seem to be only two differences of any import between a tax credit
and a matching grant First, the matching grant would be administratively
wasteful in comparisoh with the tax credit, To generate the same amount of
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charitable bequests under the matching grant would require that the govern-
ment expend effort to "cletermiv, the amount of bequests received by each
chartable recipient4o compute the amount of matching funds to be received
by each recipient, and then to prepare and send The checks None of this
effort would be required under a program of tax credits Second, one of the
historical lessons of the revenue sharing program has been that there is no
such thing-as an unconditional, matching grant Some controls will always be
prated on revepues that are spent through the government, and, moreover,
'there will alvovs be demands expressed 1,t :various points in the polindal
system for a strengthening of such controls

In Support .of,the Charitable Deduction

The concern over the properties of alternative policy options for replacing
the .charitable deduction is predicated upon the belief that the charitable
deduction is -appropriately regardedeas a governmental subsidy There are
strong grounds, however, for Iuggesting that the charitable deduction should
not be viewed as a governmental subsidy 13 The point of contention concern-
ing whether the charitable deduction should be 'viewed as a governmental
subsidy is easily illustrated Consider three testators, A, B, and C Let A and B,
each possess an estate of $1 million, and let C possess an estate of $500,000.
Assume that A transfers his estate wholly to surviving members of the family,
while B transfers $500,000 to surviving members and $500,000 to charitable
institutions Assume that C transfers his estate. wholly to surviving members,
The controversy over the charitable deduction, when viewed in this context, is
one of whether B should be treated as an equal of A or as an equal of C. The
view that the charit%ble deduction shoulchbe treated as a government subsidy
implies thzq '13 should be treated as equal to A The view that the charitable
deduction should, not be treated as a government subsidy implies that B
should be treated as equal to C The issue, then, reduces to one of choosing
Just who is to be treated as B's equal for purposes of taxation.14

The point of dispute regarding whether B should be treated as equal to A or
as equal to C centers around the appropriate manner of conceptUalizipg
charitable bequests and of drawing a distinction between charitable and non-
charitalile bequests The thought patterns of many economists lead them to
treat charitable bequests and contributions as ordinary, common acts of
consumption Such a perspective informs the literature oh utility inter-
dependence, for instance, and the popularity of this literature would seem to
suggest that the conceptualization of charity as an act of personal con-
sumption is conformable to the proclivities of many economists.15 In making
a choice of whether, and to. whom,, to make a charitable contribution or
bequest, a donor must, by definition, choose his most preferred alternative In
this literature, a donor is viewed as choosing how to allocate his income or
wealth between purchases for own consumption and purchases for the con-
sumptidir of others, an allocation problem that is indistinguishable Worn the
ordinary one,of allocating one's budget among ordinary commodities. The
"price" of charitable contributions is, quite simply, the, amount of personal
consumption that is foregah virtue of making the contribution. An indi-
vidual will expand his contrib ion to others so long as the marginal rate of
substitution of contributions for own consumption exceeds the ratio of the
price of contributions to the price of own consumption.

Consider two testators, D and E,, each of whom bequeaths $500,000 to
finance various vacation activities In D's case, the bequest_finances the
purchase of a sumptuous summer, home for members of the family. lit E's
case, the $500,000 is used to finance a program of summer vacation camps for
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inner-citj, -youth In both cases, according to the perspective that treats chari-
table bequests as consumption by thedonor, the testator is giving up $500,000
and is receiving a "service" m exchange It merely happens that in one case
this service is a vacation for one's progeny, while in the other case it is the
vicarious experiencing of vacations for strangers. Both patterns of bequest,.
then, would be regarded as inttancbs of ordinary self-indulgence, with the
only difference between . t.be two being in the particular, object of
indulgence -16-

A contrasting perspective would suggest that the deductibility of charitable
bequests and contributions is fully appropriate as a matter_of principle, and
would be necessary for arriving at a definition of taxable income or wealth
Not only would the common perspective seem to obscure almost totally the
distinction between "self-indulgence" and "self-denial,". but also such a
conceptualization would seem to violate all principles of- scanty in'
economics, for an economy, in producing more of this vicarious service, need,
not give up what the "producers" of this service could have produced other-
wise The 'consumption of a vacation by oneself uses up resources that would
otherwise have been :available for the use of others. One's vicarious
experiencingOf someone else's vacation, however, uses up no resources.

It seems clear that there is an economic aspect to all behavior, but"tbis is
not to say that all behavior is economic, or even that the economic motive is
dominant in all behavior Economic behavior, in this contrasting framework,
is characterized by "non-tuism," as Wicksteed described it 17 "Non-tuism"
does not mean that there are discernable instances of pure, self-Interested
behavior which can be called "economic Rather, it means only that there
are instances in which a participant to a transaction does not take the interest
of the other transactor into account in undertaking the transaction. Wicksteed
gave the illustration of Paul making tents in Corinth. Paul's primary interest
waseto support his evangelical workpnot to increase Ks wealth or consump-
tion Yet, so long as Paul, in selling his tents, does not allow himself to be
influenced by the desires of purchasers for lower prices, the transaction
between Paul and his customers is non-tuistic, 'or purely economic. It is only

i\as Pawl comes to let himself be influenced by his customers' desires for lower
Prices that tuistic elements emerge, in which case the transaction eases to be
pureleconomic:

Charitable contributions and bequests seem generally dominated by tuistic
sentiments It fs precisely the taking into account to`p overwhelming extent
the interest of The other person. that characterizes the charitable act. The,
physician who donates his services one day.per week to a' charity clinic is in
the same position as Paul would have been had he allowed himself to be
sv.rayed by his customers' desires for lbwer prices.: The situation is the same
with the testator whose bequest finances a summer vacation camp for inner-
city youth Granted, there may be an econonfic aspect involved in selecting
among subjects for contributions or bequests, but the economic aspect is
distinctly of a second order of importarice.18 F...W:herpo,s, part, however, our
customs, laws, and institutions treat charitable activity as being outside the
realm of profit-seeking activity, for tuistic sentiments dominate the former
activity, but not the latter.19 '1'

When viewed from this perspective, two testators with equal wealth should.
not be subject to equal amounts of tax if one testator engages more heavily in
making charitable bequests than the other. Rather, the person whose chari-
table bequests are larger should be regarded as having less wealth than the
other person, so accordingly should pay less's tax. Therefore, it would seem
necessary to deduct charitable bequests in computing ,taxable estate. The
aforementioned $500,000 bequest to finance summer vacations for inner-city
youth should not fie viewed as an act of consumption b%the testatoras an

..
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act of self-indulgencebut should be viewed instead as analogo o cost of
acquiring income or _disposing of an estateas an act of self-denial,. There-
fore, the present tax treatment of charitable bequests, in which such4bequests
are fully deductible, would seem to be fully appropriate as a ,matter of
principle

The argument that the charitable deduction subsidizes especially the
philanthropic actly ales of the wealthy would seem to be erroneous, once it is
recognized that non-tuistic sentiments dominate charitable activity Consider
the prey ious illustration of three testators, A, B, and C..lt is true that the chari-
table bequest reduces the tax liability of B by more than it would reduce the
tax liability of C, should C make the same sized bequest This effect, however,
is due simply to the arithmetical consequences of progressive rates of tax and
cannot be regarded as a subsidization of testator B When the deductibility of

'charitable bequests is viewed as appropriate as a matter of principle, the
empirical evidence regarding the impact of deductibility on charitable
bequests is seen somewhat differently 2C' It is no longer a matter of using this
evidence, in order to construct a case for deductibility, for the case for
deductibility exists independently of,the empirical evidence Rather, deducti-
biriN ,s. an institution that induces the wealthy to divert an even larger portion
of their wealth into publicly beneficial uses. That is, deductibility channels
private mptives into the provision of public goods.?_

CONSTRUCTIVE, REALIZATION OF CAPITAL GAINS
UPON DEATH .

Many\commentators suggest that a major farfure of our inconie tax P/s.tgw:
the fAure do tax capital apprieciariion, all'e%t uflon death, if not during fife as

'well 22 This position regarding capital appreciation stems from an acceptance
of the Haig-Simons definitiOn of income 23 Under this definition, annual
income is defined as the sum of annual consumption and changes in net worth

. over th. year Within this framework, unrealized appreciation is income,
simply by definition, and that is all there is to the matter While it is usually

"recognized that the annual taxation of capital appreciation is an ideal, it is
also usually acknowledged that the delay of taxation until the asset is sold is
an expedient alternative It is in this vein tha't the income tax imposes a tax on
capital appreciation only at the time that the appreciation is realized by the
taxpayer, and then only at a rate tha -generally is one half the r4e that would
be charged againseordirfary incom

generally

Special issues arise when assets are held until death. Cierent tax pottice is
that no income tax liability is assessed against appreciated ,capital assets that
are held.until death Moreover, the heir is able to take as his basis the fair
market value of the assets at the time he takes possession At the same time, a
person can contribute appreCiated assets to charity, and deduct the fair,
market value of such assets,. even though the apital appreciation is never
treated as taxable income in the first place It has often been suggested that
the decedent's final income tax return should reflect all capital appreciation.
In this manner, capital appreciation at the time of death would be treated for
tax purposes in the same manner as capital gains realized during life. .

Presently, strong tax incentives exist for making contributions of
appreciated assets An appreciated asset carries an implicit tax liability,- a
liability that will become explicit if the appreciatioh is realized by the tax-
payer By donating the appreciated asset to charity, this implicit tax is,

.., avoided Additionally, the taxpayer-donor is permitted .to deduct the,fair \
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market value of the appreciaied asset from his gross incomein detetTnining,his
..

taxable income. On both tflese accounts, then, the cost to a taxpayer of
making charitable contributions ofappreciated,assets is reduced.

'Consider a married couple filing a joint returnjr.whose .taxabie income is
$6Q000 Since the marginal rate of tax at that incomelevel is 50 percent, each .-
$100 of appreciated assets that are contributed to charity will reduce the
couple's tax liability by $50 Moreover, the capital appreciation, if ever.
realized, would be taxable at one half the marginal rate As the share of the_
market value of the asset that is represented by capital appreciation increases,
the implicit tax on the appreciation approaches $25 per $100 of asset value.
Therefore, the cost to someone in the 50 percent rate bracket of aking
charitable contributions of appreciated assets can approach $25 per $100 of
value transferred The cost to the taxpayer of transferring appreciated assets
would beeyen lower in marginal rate brackets above 50 percerdithat is, in
taxable income classes above $52,000 for married couples filing joint returns)

Present tax institutions give a clear advantage to a taxpayer who contributes
appreciated property to charity over a taxpayer who first sells the assets and

'then contributes the same value in cash to chanty. Consider, once again, a
married couple filing a joint return Let their taxable income be $50,000,,and s,

assume that they on appreciated assets which were initially purchased for
$1,000, but which are now valued at $21,000 By donating these assets to
charity, their taxable income falls to $29,000, witch yields a tax.liability,of /,.°
$7,490 Suppose, however, that fhe couple first sells the assets, and ditn
transfers $21,000 to chanty Their taxable income would be $39,000 ih this fr
case,24 which would carry a tax liability of $11,690. The couple's tax liability,
then, can vary by $4,200, depending merely on the form in which the tratsfer i ,:, ,
rs made The incentive to make charitable contributions in the form of,appre-

f. . .ciated assets can be strong indeed 4 , .,;.c I.~fin E ,#

41)4t-tttrprnSto thWetylittebove was be twm,a,te,e15Seisrlii°6- klls Iiis
assets first, then makes a charitaW'ttftrtribut-iciti, and a taxpayer Who gives
the assets directly to charity in the first place. This is the standard Comparison
in discussions of the tax treatment of gifts of appreciated assets. However, a
quite different comparison could be made This would be between a taxpayer

:who gives the assets directly to charity and a taxpayer. ho transfers the assets '
to his family via gift or bequest This latter, intra-family transfer is also
untaxed, and.the tax treatment of charitable contributions of appreciated,
assets is currently treated the same as an intra-family transfer. Hence, a ludg=
ment abdut present rules regarding the transfer of appreciated 4ssets depends
on a choice-of whether the appropnate basis of comparison is 5.n intra-family
transfer or a realization of the capital gain.25 /i/ :

The Treasury, in its.-1969 proposals for tax revision, adypcated that con- _

structive realization be introduced into the income tax, ,e ept that transfers
to charitable institutions would be exempt from tax, e introduction of
constructive realization, by itself would operate to red ce the size of estates
because of the necessity of Raying tax 9t the unr alized capital; gains.
However, if constructive realization were not applied o wealth bequeathed to
philanthropic institutions, the price of su h beques relative to fhe price of
bequests to individuals would be lowere , which would yield an incentive to
transfer relatively more wealth to piiila hropy. Ifas I have argued elsewhere,
the demand for bequests to heirs is/Price inelaStic, while the demand for
bequests to institutions is price elastic, the increased price clue to constructive
realization would lead to an increa7d expenditure on transfer to heirs, which
implies a reduction in the amoun left for charitable institutions.26 Conse-
quently, constructive realization, even. with, 'a charitable deduction, would

-seem likely to curtail chantablehequests, thpugh not to the extent that would
occur in the absenceOra chantabledeductiOn. .
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The view that'capital appreciation should be taxed follows from the
Simons definition of income The Haig-Simons definition, however, does not
command universal assent Perhaps the most substantial conceptual weakness,
of this definition of income is that it confounds the important distinction
between capital and income, between a service flow and the asset stock that
generates that sere ice flow The more generally accepted definition of income
has been expressed clearly by Irving Fisher, and yields quite different
conclusions regarding the taxation of capital appreciation.27

Consider a person who owns an apple orchard containing 1,000 trees, with
each tree y fielding 500 apples annually Thus, the stock of 1,000 trees produces
an annual net yield of 500,000 apples, ignoring complications due to the
necessity of arranging for the replacement of trees over time. Suppose the
annual value of the yield of apples is $50,000. If the rate of interest is 10
percent, the value of the ;orchard will be $500,000. Taxation of the income
flow at 20 percent annually would be equivalent to taxation of the capital
value t 2 percent annually Simultaneous taxation of the income flow and the
capital value would, of, course, double the rate of taxation

Now suppose theprice of apples doubles The annual yield, in value terms,
has risen to $100,000, which raises the market value of the orchard to
$1,000,000 Under a system of incomelaiwion, the higher value of the capital ,

asset is reflected in the higher value-of the annual yield from the asset. A
failure to tax the capital appreciation is not a defect or loophole in a system of
income taxation The capital ,gain of $500,000 should not be taxed, simply
because it is not income The rise in capital value is reflectedin,,the larger
income flow, and in a system of income taxation, it is on the income floe that.
the tax should be levied The $500,000 increase in capital value is simply

iincidental to the $50,000 increase in annual net income The capital gain is
nothing butt the capitalization of the increased income flow. To tax both, the
income flow at its larger rate and the gain in capital value is to engage in a
cfouble'counting that totally confounds the fundamental distinction between
a flow of produced servicks and the stocks of assets that produce those
services It would seem that not only is the constructive realization of capital
gains something that should not be implemented, but also the present income
tax' treatment of capital gains is something that should be eliminated.28

III

THE STATE AND.THg SUPPORT QF PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY

This section will explore various issues relating to the appropriate roles of
government and private philantlirosic institutions in undertaking charitable
activities It will examine same the insights that economic analysis can
generate concerning the social organization of philanthropic activity. The dis-
cussiOn in this section touches upon, in several respects, the tax treatment of
charitable bequests The discussion is also related to the aforementioned
point about the posS-ible differentiation between private foundations and
public charities, as well as to some related, more general issues comer ing
the appropriate role of the state in regulating the activities of private p Ilan-
throw Institutions.

As ha? been noted above, some recent efforts by economists have
attempted to explain philanthropic activity within a utilitarian frame. of
reference Within this context, a gift from one person to another is
"explained" as an activity in which the donor gives money or specific services
to the donee, and receives from the donee an equivalent service in exchange.
This latter service is some intangible service that yields the donor a psychic
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return, and which can be produced by the donor without employing scarce
resources in its production. Hence, gifts are treated as consumption by the
donor.

Within this utilitarian framework regarding charitable bequests and contri-
butions, the next step in the reasoning is a suggestion to the effect that private
contributions will be inefficiently small Individual donors will be caught in
she familiar free-rider dilemma Each individual will recognize that his dona-
tion w &do little to alleviate the total volume of suffering, consequently, such
persons will not contribute, and less suffering will be alleviated than the
participants, taken collectively, would prefer to see alleviated This line of
argument supports acuacrease in the public role in philanthropic activities,-
the reason being that such activities possess characteristics of public goods

When viewed in terms of the utilitarian-public goods perspective, the issue
of whether our society should expand the relative importance of government
might be answered affirmatively This suggestion, however, is not a neCOSary
consequence of the utilitarian framework per se. Rather, it follows from the
presumption that the return to the donor is a function of the relative, allevia-
tion.of total suffering. In Western civilization, there is a long-standing,'well-
.entrenched sense of obligation or duty on the part of those who are relatively
fortunate to assist those who are relatively unfortunate In this case the return
to the donor inheres in the act of giving, not in the results of giving, and the
standard public-goods case for the collectivization of charity becomes
invalid 29 Enipirical evidence relevant to this point had been developeel by
Feldstein acd Clotfelter 30 They tested the hypothesis that the am,ountiof a
person's chAritable contributions was dependent on the amount of tonetbu-
tions made by his fellows, and found it necessary to reject this hypothefis of
interdependence Consequently, it would seem, at least tentatively, at we

'should regard the donor's return to charitable giving as inhering in thifitact of
giying,,Isself, not in the-results of giving Therefote, there would be n8 cas9
baSean market failure,, at least at prevailing rtjargins of choice, for an expari=.e
sion in the relative importance of the collective provision of charitable
activities.

Additionally, the comparative, properties of encouraging private philan-
thropy and of promoting greater. government responsibility is related to
several perspectives in the recently emerging theory of government, bureau-
cracy,and property rights that is being developed primarily by economists.31
It is often claimed that private philanthropy should be supplemented by
government action, whenever private philanthropy fails to fulfill its respon-
sibilities. Such a statement, however, 'does not imply that an observed
budgetary decision to expand public spending on certain forms of philan-
thropic activity is evidence that private philanthropy has prokn ineffective
Rather, itimeans only that majority consent has been found foTlhat particular
speriding,,program, which is a statement with a quite different epistemological

,content .32 r
One of the primary features of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was the distinc-

tion that was drawn between private foundations and public charities-, and the
imposition, of special taxes and regulations on private foundations. A 4
percent excise tax,was imposed on the net investment income of foundations
Foundations were also subject to a minimum distribution requireme_pt, equal
to the larger of Noundation's net income and 6 percent of its assets 53 A limit
was placed on the amount of ownershiP* interest in a firm that could be held
by a foundation and related parties, this limit, was set at 20 percent of the
voting stock in a corporation, unless the foundation itself held less than 2
percent. A 50 percent limit was placedpc the deductibility of appreciated
assets given to foundations, though no such limit was placed on appreciated
assets given to Oublic charities. The income tax limitatidn on deductibility
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became 20 percent on gifts" to foundations, but 5t percent on gittZ to publit
charities While no such distinction currently exists in the estate tax, several
suggestions have been advanced for the incorporation of such a distrnction.
Moreover; it was proposed, but never enacted, that foundations be subject to
a maximum life span of 40 years

There are reasons related to the aforementioned economic analysis on
bureaucracy and property rights for suggesting that there are some substantial
differences between foundations and public charities Although foundations
and public"charities have similar patterns of ownership, they differ in the
conditions governing survivability Vhich they confront. 'For both sets of
institutions, the directors or the trustees may be regarded as the owners The
customers of any particular philanthropic institution are the donors-owho,
with their contributions and bequests finance the services that are dispensed
to clients A public charity, in order to survive, must continually convince
customers-donors that its activities are sufficiently worthwhile to merit the
customer's donatbn 34 By contrast, a private foundation can survive without
attracting new customers Once a foundation has been created,. its survival is
hardly threatened, save for disastrous investment policies 35 That is, a foun-
dation's granting activities, unlike those of a public charity,, need not be such
as to elicit future contributions in order to survive

Some empirical evidenc suggesting that -organizational performance is
likely to become poorer as .,,the link between performance and survival is
weakened is beginning to accumulate 36 In this respect it is noteworthy/that
in, 1968 the average ate of return ,fin foundation assets was 5 6 percent,
whereas the average rate of return on( mutual funds was 15,3 percent for.
common stock funds and 14 9 percent for balan.cel,funds.37 Given that
foundatiOn assets are between $20 and,$30 billion, the annual income that
seems to be lost by poor investment perfcirmance is in the vicinity of $2 to $3
billion annually, a figure that is aboutequal to the annual amount of founda-
tion'giving 38 . -

While private foundatiAs are cuan. ifed such that efficiency pressures are
blunted, the consequences of the 1969 tax-revision do not seem wholly.
desirable Ideally, what would seem desiratle would be a situation in which It
would be necessary for foundations to cortrpete to attraccustomers-donors in

.order to survive, but without curtailing the supply of capital made available to
foundations There is reasonable evidence that one consequence of the 1969
tax revision has been to discourage capital formation in foundations. Not only
the piovisions d&-ling with gifts of appreciated property, but also the restric-
tions on the ownership of corporate stock reduce the attractiveness of placing
capital in foundations Moreover, the regulator, and legal complexity of
operating a foundation has been increased 39

It might be desirable to consider an institutional framework in which a
foundation would disappear after a certain number of years, if it, failed to
attract additional.capital Some time period such as 20 years could be
selected If a 20-year period were selected, a foundation would be required to
pay out one twentieth of its. principle each year, in addition to. interest
earnings and capital appreciatioris, A foundation that attracted no new
donations would disappear after 20 years, or after whatever other period was
selected This required rollover of foundation capital could take the form of a
tax on foundations, with a deduction allowed for a foundation's grants,40

As a result of such a program; a foundation could survive indefinitely, but
only by convincing customers-donors ,to "buy" its product by making.
donations and.bequests At the same time, however, it would be important to
avoid drying up the supply of capital to foundations, whichis one of the
dangers of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. To this effect, most of the particular
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1969 provisions could profitably be repealed, as they have the effect more on
the order of restricting the supply of capital.to foundations than of increasing
the operation of competitive forces confronting fouhdations. Certainly the
provisions regarding excess business holdings, as well as the discrimination
against foundations with regard to contributions of appreciated property, fall
into this category, and could be repealed with profit The tax on net invest-
ment income, conjunction with the minimum distribution requirement,
could be reformulated so as to establish the necessary competitive environ-
ment that was described/in the preceding paragraph.

IV

CONCLUDING SUMMARY.

In this paper I have examined three main issues regarding the tax treatment
of charitable bequests I first addressed the charge that the charitable
deduction is a device for. subsidizing the charitable activities f the wealthy If
such 4 view is accepted,. policies such as ceilings on charitab de.eluctions, tax
credits, and Matching grants become alternative policy options for generating
a different pattern. of subsidy: By contrast, if such a view is not accepted if.
the charitable deduction is not considered to be a tax expenditureno issues
arise concerning the appropriateness of the charitable deduction,. Both
perspectives were explored, and an explanation was made of what is at stake
in making a setection among perspectives It would seem that generally-there
is little basis for considering charitable bequests and contributions as a form
of consumption to the donor It seems more reasonable to view such
donations as sacrifices of potential consumption in which event the chan-
ta6le,deduction becomes fully appropriate as a matter of principle. That the
charitable deduction has the effect of stimulating contributions and bequests,
in this view, does not provide a justification for This institution, but rather
pLovides reinforcement for an institution that is appropriate as a matter of
principle

"I then examined die treatment of unrealized appreciation on capital assets.
A prominent proposal has been to incorporate all unrealized appreciation into
the final income tax return of )he decedent. With respect to proposals for
taxing unrealized appreciation, it was shown that one's attitude depends on .,

whether--one accepts the Haig-Simons definition of income or the Fisher
definition. The latter definition not Only is more consistent with the under-.
lying framework of economic analysis, but also suggests that unrealized
appreciation should not be subject to personal'incorce_taxation.

I concluded with A consideration of some matters relating to the public
regulation ofphilanthropic activity To a considerable extent, the.contkisions
were agnostic,, as there currently is little In the way of economic analysis of
the functioning of fhe '"philanthropic industry" upon which to draw. Some
suggestions were made regarding the differential treatment of private foun-
dations and public charities. It was suggested tbat there are reasons for
,suspecting that foundations tyill perform poorly. rPlative to public. charities,'
thOugh the specific changes made by the 1969 tax revision act confounded
considerations relating. to the competitive environment within which
foundations operate and considerations relating to the supply of capital to
foundations Some suggestions, were made os to how these two separate
considerations might be disentangled, so as to maintain a supply of capital to
foundation and yet create a closer link between foundation performance and
foundation urvival.
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PROPOSED LIMITATIONS ON THE
ESTATE TAX DEDUCTION FOR CHARITABLE TRANSFERS

David Westfail t

Intrdduction

A

.

Justification for the present unlimited estate tax deduction for charitable
transfers under §2055 of the Internal Revenue Code usually is sought from one
or more of the following sources ,

1 Charitable transfers remove burdens from the feder-al Treasury by pec-
forming governmental functions,

2 Charitable transfers perform functions which benefit` the general
public even though they probably would pot otherwise he undertaken
by government;

3 Fairness to the transferor (or, more realistically, his beneficiaries) re-
quires that the part of the estate that is devoted to the performance of
functions that are either governMental.or of benefit to the general
public not be included in the measure'of"the estate tax;

4 The unlimited deduction is an important incentive Aloft-stimulates
the making of charitable gifts which wbuld'not otherwise be made. It
thus Secures for governmental or public purposes amounts equal to or, .

greater thah the reduction in estate tax revenues which it costs.
.

It is appropriate to analyzq, each asserted justification to determine
whether, and to what extent, it is valid, as well as whither it_is consistent with
any limitations that might be placel On the deduction.

I

PERFORMANCE OF GOVERNMENTAL FUNCTIONS 1.

It us often asserted that charities perform governmental functions. To the
extent a transferor has undeitaken to make his wealth available for such
purposes,' he already has achieved two major objectives often attributed, to
the estate tax (1) raising revenue 'for public purposeu and (2) redistributing
wealth To some extent, charitable transfers may if fact perform 'govern- .
mental functions Perhaps the clearest example would be a devise to the
United States of land that was scheduled to be taken by the United States
for public purposes in eminent domain proceedings. In this case, the devise
might reasonably be expected to release public funds otherwise required to
ppy compensation to the landowner, so that they would be available for,other
plirposes Similarly -, a bequest may be made to an organization which_ gives

'Money to individuals who would otherwise be eligible and apply for some
.N.kind of federally financed public assistance. Although here the effect of the

representative of the bulk of charitable triffsfers, which often have no such

tProfessor of Law, Harvard University Law School

It is submitted, hoWever,' that the exarrwles' just given are by no means
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bequest in releasing public funds for other purposes is less direct and
immediate than the effect of the devise of land just described; the making of
the bequest likeiyise ha,s..a tendency ..to,Jighten demands on the federal fist.
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direct effect in releasing federal funds for other purposes A prime illustration
is provided by transfer's to religicius organizations In view of constitutional
inhibitions on ,direct federal assistance to such organizations, it does not
appear that such transfers operate directly to release federal funds for other
purposes And even though religious bodies can and do themselves perform
governmental functions, such as education, such functions often are the
primary responsibility of state or local governMents In that,case, the relief
provided the tederal fist by a transfer to a religious body IT limited to the
ettect of such transfers on the level of federal aid to education or federal
revenue sharing. Surely such'an effect is too uncertain to provide substantial

support for an unlimited chantabledeductiOn
Other transfers for charitable purposes may lead to expenditures. which '

;,Congress legally--,,Nuld make' but has in fact shown no disposition tg
ondertake Although such transfers nay serve significant purposes, they\
cannot provide justification for the charitable deduction as a means of
removing, iurdens from the federal Treasury, as there' is no reason to be
the burden would lie there if the particular'oharilable transfer were not made
Such justification, if ins to be found from such transfers, must stem from their,
performance of functions which arelfriportant to the public even though they
would not be undertaken by government in the absence of a charitable trans-
fer for The particular purpose._

II

PERFORMANCE OF OF PUBLIC FUNCTIONS TiIAT GOVEIINMENT*
WOULD NOT UNDERTAKE

,
Many charitable transfers unquestiopably do perform functions that the

tederal government could not reasonably be expected to undertake The
realities of the legislative process .and majoritarian control of public
expenditures, as well as the reluctance of many administrators to authorize

e /penditures fornovel or controversial purposes, operate to constricfghe
(ange of projects for which federal funds are available 'Charities often are
relatively free from such constraints and may undertake projects of major
benefit to the general public which would'not otherwise be governmentally
financed

Indeed, it is probablealthou gh by no means demonstrable in any quanti-
fiable termsthat charities spend much more on functions that the federal
government would not otherwise undertake than onArnctions that serve as a
subtitute for federal expenditures and thus relieve the Treasury But from this
it does not follow that the present unlimited federal estate tax deduction for
chariteatle transfers is justified ip its present form It is still necessary to
determine whether the unlimited deducti6n is required, either by considera-
tions of fairness or as an incentive to insure that charitable transfers will
continue to be made.

Furthermore, it must be borne in mind that the fact thatagiveh%charitable
expenditure would not otherwise be made by the federal government does not
automatically guarantee 014 it is a desirable use of wealth fLomethe
standpoint of the generah public. It is by no means-impossible for transferors
to allocate funds for charitable purposes which would be giveii a lolpriority
by most objective Observers. While is truthat the list 161-06missible

Mg. charitable purposes has been -specified in the -Code, it encompasses an
extremely broad range of obiects.,, The choice of object thus depends on the,

public
personal preferex es of the transferor, rather than on what is needed most by

the general pub 509
f.
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FAIRNESS TO TRANSFERORS (011' THEIR RNEFICIARIES)
400

The unlimited estate tax charitable deduction is sometimes said to be
required by considerations of fairness to transferors. If the charitable transfer
performs furictions which relieve the government of its burdens or which
benefit the general public, it is said to be unfair to include the transfer in the
measure of the estate tax. It is sometimes reasoned that the transferor cannot
derive arty personal benefit from the charitable transfer because he is dead
when it takes effect Of course this reasoning is equally- applicable to his
nonchantable transfers In each case, however, the transferor does have the
satisfaction of knowing that his wealth will go after his death to the organiza-
tion or individual that he has chosen to receive it If that satisfaction did not
have importance to him, he would be unlikely to make the particular gift in
question, whether for a charitable or a noncharitable purpose.

Realistically, of course, the question of fairness must be viewed from the
perspective of the transferor's beneficiaries, rather than.the transferor himself,
as by definition it is their enjoyment of wealth rather than his which is
affected by the taxation of his transfers If it were possible to identify in
individual cases those instances in which a charitable transfer in fact removed
burdens from the federal Treasury by performing governmental functions
which it would otherwise finance, reduction in the taxes borne by the, bene-
ficiaries of the estate would seem to be no more than fair. No such case-by-
case determination is feasible or appropriate, however And arguments based
on fairness are less compelling in the case of charitable transfers which do not
similarly relieve the federal Ti.easury, but which instead may merely reflect
the personal preferences of the transferor Thus although there are doubtless
individual instances in which faimess would seem to make a deduction for

. charitable'transf&s appropriate, the difficulty in distinguishing those cases
makes it preferable to structure the deduction instead as a tax incentive for
charitable transfers.

IV

INCENTIVE EFFECTS

A major argument for some kind of deduction for charitable transfers is that
the deduction stimulates the making of charitable gifts which would not
otherwise be made. If, however, the deduction is to be justified
anincentive, it becomes necessary to make some judgment as to its effectiVe-
ness in terms of the volume of transfers which it calls forth which would not
otherwise be made I am not aware of any convincing evidence that the estate
tax deduction generates a flood of gifts that would not otherwise be made,
The subject is analyzed extensivelyin McNees, "Deductibility of Charitable
Bequests,"1 but the analysis necessarily rests on interferences which can be
drawn from the relationship between various characteristics of transferOrs,
their estates, their beneficiaries, and the level of their charitable gifts.

McNees concludes that the deduction has a sizable incentive effect for
large estates, but that Igor the non-millionaire estates taken by themselves,
no statistically significant incentive effect could-be isolated."2

Of course there is no way to verify what particular transferors would do with
their wealth if the charitable deduction did not exist in its present form.
Although studies such as that of McNees are extremely useful, they need to be

'510 T
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supplemented by individual observations based on familiarity with the moti-
vations and responses of transferors in disposing of their wealth.

In making such observations, it is useful to consider the cases of six hypo-
thetical transferors and attempt to make some judgment as to the extent to
which each is representative of a significant number in real life The cases are
as follows

Case 1 "I would like to leave something for my family, but the charitable
deduction is so attractive that I will cut my family out completely
and leave everything to charity "

Case 2 "I would like to leave $1 million to my family, but the charitable de-
duction is so attractive that I will cut that down to $500,000 and they
will have to get along on less so that I can give more to charity "

Case 3 "I aril...leaving $1 million to my family, which is enough to take
care of them After taxes are paid on this %mount, I have monej, left
over which I could either (a) add to what I leave to my family, or
(b),give to more distant relatives or to friends, or (c) give to charity
Because of the charitable deduction,, I will give it to charity instead
of to my family, more distant relatives, or friends."

Case 4 "I really don't want to give anything to my alma mater, but since
can get a charitable deduction for estate tax purposegie I will be-
queath $5,000 to Siwash College "

Cas6 5 "I am leaving $1 million to my family,,which is enough to take care
9f them After taxes are paid on this amount.1 have money left over
which I want to leave to charity,, whether or not4t saves me taxes,
because giving to charity is more important to me than any of the
alternatives described in Case 3."

Case 6 "I would liice lea'v'e $5,000 to my alma mater whether or not I can
,,get a charitable deduction for doing so."

fn Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4, the charitable deduction is a significant incentive
which induces the making of charitable transfers which would note made in
its absence In Cases 5 and 6, on the other hand, the deduction does not
influence the amount transferred to charity. To whatever extent they describe
transferors in real life, the charitable deduction is wasted from the standpoint
of an incentive effect

I ndividtfai judgments wil,11,diffv as to0e frequerry of each of the cases in
real life' My 'emhili`int>fes'Sfori is that (MO and'4 are,,extreme, illustrat)o

y 10 occur so infrequently as to be unimpOrtanIstp s4tucturing the' eduction
rid,that Case 2 is almost equally rare, the great bulk of transferor seem td`fit,

Caies#3, 5, and 6, or some combination thereof. Undoubtedly a large number
firlSo single stereotype but instead are influenced by the deduction but not to
the exclusion of all other considerations. If that view is Correct, the deduction

i l"-cicies have an important incentive effect but one which does not justify its
present unlimited form.

Again it is a matter of individual judgment, but my own impression is that
, Case 3 is much less common than is generajly belieyed. Although it is true that

many transferors say that they are motivated by the deduction to,give to
charity' in preference to nonch,aritable beneficia,qes, what people believe
influences their behavior and what in fact does so are often two different
things 3 We go knoW that substantial charitable gifts'were made before, the
enactment of the present estate tax and continued to be made after its enact-
ment during years when the rates were quite low by present standards. This is

.I.
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rather conclusive evidence 'that the incentive provided by the present
unlimited deduction is unnecessary in the case of many transferors, who
would make substantal'gifts even if there were no deduction or only a more
limited deduction.

Tojeduce this loss of public revenues, the estate tax charitable deduction
should be limited in such a way as to deny it for those charitable transfers
which would be made in any case and to concentrate its effect where it is
most likely to lead to additional charitable gifts. In my view, the incentive is
most likely to be significant in estates in which charitable gifts area substantial
part but not the entire estateCases 2 and 3 above. If the entire estate goes to
charity, the testator would appear to be relatively uninterested in other po-
tential beneficiaries, so that the deduction is not needed as an incentive. On
the other hand, if only minor charitable gifts are made, the motivation often
has nothing to do with taxesa desire to confer a token benefit on the testa-
tor's alma mater or hiS church, for example.

Under this analysis, it would be appropriate to impose both a ceiling and 'a
floor on the deduction Charitable gifts up to 10 percent of the estate, for
example, could bre disregarded, as could gifts in excess of 50 percent of the
estate, in each case, the-estate-could be computed after deduction of the
marital deduction These lintons would confine the deduction to those
estates in which there is so reason to believe that the testator may be
weighing the desire to give to charity against his desire to make additional
provisions fer other beneficiaries If the decision is marginal, the deduction
may carry the day for charity. . .,

From an incentive standpoint, the case seems particularly strong for a 10
percent floor on the deduction It has been estimated that such a provision
would increase -tax revenues by $100 million "at a cost of reducing total chari-
table bequests by MG million As an absolute maximum and probably some .

figure substantially below that."4 _

The same source provides less support, from an incentive standpoint, for a
ceiling on the deduction than for a floor. The incentive effect is seen as -
significant for millionsaire estates and it is estimated that a 50 percent ceiling
"might very well reduce contributions by more than $200 million."5 Even if, as
is suggested by McNees, the reduction in bequests approached the amount of
reductjon resulting from the imposition of the ceiling in the subsidy to_charity
iNhich the deduction now provide54 there are other justifications for. the
ceiling It would limit the extent to which some transferors now avoid all
estate taxes and thus control the allocation of their entire wealth, while for
others such control is limited by estate taxes. Granted that there are substan-
tial benefits from charitable giving, they do not seem so compelling as to
jiistify allowing some large estates to escape taxation altogether.

It has been suggested that placing a floor and a ceiling on the charitable
deduction mays have a greater impact on the4evel of charitable giying than the
figures referred to above would indicate:" A floor might coneerably dis-
courage the making of small bequests wh) h, in time, would be changed in
later revisions of the testator's will into ifts of more substantial sums.
However, as is suggested above, it seems u likely that small bequests are
primaril deduction- motivated in most cases anyway. With respect to the
ceiling, it been suggested that testators might view it as reflecting
congressional disapproval of larger charitable gifts, so that a testator who
wished to bequeath his entire estate to charity even though only 50 percent
would qualify for the deduction would be deterred from bequeathing more
not because of tax considerations but because of deference to the policy
embodied in the 50 rtrcent limitation. Although it is impossible to generalize
about the reactions of individual testators, the response just described does
not seem plausible in most cases. Certainly the experience with a 50 percent

.
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limitation on the marital deduction offers no support for the view that testa-
tors who want to bequeath more than 50 percent of their estates to their
spouses are inhibited from doing o because of an inference of congre'ssional
disapproval of excessive spousal bequests

McNees suggests as an alternative to the present deduction, a credit against
the tax This would provide asp incentive for charitable gifts which Would not
be affected by the marginal estate tax braCket For each dollar transferred to
charitya fixed percentageMcNees suggests 40 percentwould be credited
against the federal estate tax This approach would have the advantage of
equalizing the benefits of charitable giving in large and small estates,, instead

.of the present situation in which each dollar given to charity produces a
substantially larger benefit in a $1 million estate than in a $100 thousand
estate However, if McNees' conclusion that the incentive is more important
in estates over $1 million is correct, the shift to a credit instead of a deduction
is not an effective way, to produce the incentive where it is needed, most.

Although limitations on the estate tax charitable deduction may reduce the
incentive for death-cirge transfers to charity, it shOuld be noted that such
proposed- limitations Would also make lifetime transfers to charity relatively
more attractive Some testators who now prefer ti4. do the bulk of their
charitable giving when they die might prefer to avoid the limitations by
making larger gifts'during life, with the result that charities would benefit from
such gifts sooner than. would otberwise be the case

Consideration of the appropriateness of the present gift tax and,aetmie-t-
treatment of lifetime transfers to charity is outside the scope of this paper. It
appears reasonable to assume, however, that tax incentives are more
imptirrant in connection with lifetime gifts than with transfers at death, in
order to induce the donor to forego the enjoyment Of the wealth himself, or of
control over it, while he lives

s6,
0

Footnotes

1 McNees, "Deductibility of fharitable Bequests," 26 National Tax Journal (1973), 79.

2 Ib,id, p 84_ _

3 See Break, "ThgEffects orTaxation on Work IncentiVes," Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stabilit9 (1955), 192

4 McNees, op cit , p 94

5 Ibid p 95
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO ENCOURAGING
$ro' 'PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIer

Gerard M. Brannont and JajmetStrnad*

Introduction

The charitable contribution deduction and the exemption from taxation of
tile endowment income of charitable institutions have been defended in two
major ways that charitable organizations fulfill public needs that would
othervfise be unmet; that this activity should be encouraged in ways that
avoid detailed government control over the charitable or philanthropic
activity. .

Income tax e uct l ty and income tax exemption appear to satisfy the
second of these. conditions, which_ we refer to as the pluralist argument.
Government control is limited to defining what are "good" activities, like
education, religion, or research, and laying down some very broad conditions
for eligibility for favorable treatment. We think, however..that these are not
the only_ways in which government could encourage charitable activities
withotirexercging detailed control.

The first argument is harder to,deal with. To economists unqualified use of
the word "needs" is dose to meaningless:Choice is an important character-
istic of 'human life One can live in different ways. In a very basic sense
economics is about wiys of choosing between alternatives. The notions that
we "need" -more oil or more capital or more educationire basically faulty. In
a world of scarcity thg,jat is that if we getiiore oil, or more capital, orinote
education; we will-Tave less of other goods and services. The economic
problem is to achieve an allocation of resources among alternative uses.that in
some sense is optimal in view of societal preferences.

One example will serve to make clear the kind of problem that is involved in
tne .allocat,ion of zesourc"jbere_iLsonsiderable reason to expect that a_private economy would invest too little in basit research. Thus, government
support of activities like oceanographic studies and the National Institute of

'Health is'usefill. Tbgmis,,,..con.sidetable,partitipation in the particular area of
medical researtrly charitable organizations such as the Heart Fund,-the
Marth di Dimes, and so forth.

'Determining the total level of expenditures and determining the allocation
7Of these expenditures-between alter-Illative projects are the economic problems

:of the medical research area. An allocative mechanism used by the,charity
sector is the technique of competing public drives. It seems to us that one
gbuld hardly desith a worse way to decide how research funds should be
divided between muscular dystrophy, cancer, or heart problems, say, than to
base the decision on the "pay-off" from competing publicity campaigns.) The
campaigns compete on the basis of gimmickry unialated to any rational
criteria of return from research programs in alternative medical areas.

T problem of allocation between competing medical research projects is
rrefely an example of the broad problem of allocation of resources. In the

,tProfessor, apartment of Economics, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
"'Tax Ar,ialyst and Advocates, Washington; D.C.
(This researc was made possible by a grant to Tax Analysts and Advocates from the Commission
on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs.)
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education area there are many different kinds of institutions. By choosing
which kind of institution should receive gifts, contributors effectively allocate
resources For example, onecould choose between religious and non-religious
institutions, between liberal arts and hard science programs, or between
medicarclassroorn education and medical hospital education. Furthermore,
any educatipnalinstitution can develop in alternative ways. The prospect that
contributions wiTI be more abundant if one or another mode of operation is
pursued is likely to have some' effect on the kind of education that is provided.

The statement made by charitable organizations that they fulfill public'
"needs" is tainted with considerable hubris., We can say with complete objec-
tivity that charities change the allocation of resources. It is quite acceptable
to say also that some of these resource allocations are in the public interest.
However, one would expect on the basis of-probability alone that some chari-
table activities would work out against the, public interest in the sense
of spending money in 'ways that produce less agg ?gate utility than would
have occured if contributors ,had spent the money on themselves in the first
place

The questions to which this essay is addressed are

Could society establish .mechanisms othef than contribution deducti-
bility not involving specific government controrof the appropriation:
expenditure type to direct resources into nonprofit activities?
Is there reason to believe that some of these alternative mechanisms
would bring about a better allocation of resources than the contribu-
tion subsidy?

What implications does this analysis have for specific amendments to
taxpromisiontr relating to chantablelcontribettiblis? :-;

I

A CLASSIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
TO ENCOURAGING NONPROFIT ACTIVMES

This section is limited to a discussion of possible alternative ways to
encourage nonprofit activities without any specific attempt to evaluate the
alternatives against tax benefits for contributions. We are trying to find
alternatives that potentially can be designed without specific government
controls. (Evaluation comes later.)

The most general features of the alternatives that e suggest arise from thefact that, in pneral, phAlattlsoRisfrAc'tixitie.s afe, intended ,tpi help
tPe`EifiC elaSSeS people Wilda) we will designate as dieing. VNie envision
alternative government supports in the form of systems of subsidizing pay-ments by clients. '

A priori the people affected by charitable activities are apt to have good
ideas about what kind of charitable activities would most efficiently serve to
improve their condition of life. The suggestion of looking at. possible client
payment subsidies is behind our subtle language change in the title of this
section from "philanthropic activities" to "nonprofit activities." The word
"philanthropic" emphasizes the attitude of the giver and the giver's opinion of
what would be good for other people. The word "nonprofit" underscores the
simple fact that clients, left to their own devices, would not pay the costs of
the services-being-Provided to them. The allocation question is, to what extent
these services should be provided even though they do not meet the market
test 2 We think there are ways to exploit how much clients are willing.to pay
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as a clue to the appropriate subsidies and that these would be better than
,paying a philanthropist to make the decisions.

The great variety of charitable causes makes it difficult to identify a client
payment in each case Our search for alternatives will deal separately with the
rrrajur kinds of charitable purposes.

EduCation

The client payment is -conspicuoiti in this ,areatuition and fees. Collegg
education is a major benefit to the students who are educated. in addition to
its psychic henef its, it pays off in higher lifetime incomes

On economic grounds the argument is strong in favor of a system of tuition-
supported education with generous loans available and with the repayment
related to post-college income.3 As a political matter, the entrenched lobby
of the state-supported schools is a barrier to shifting to tuition financing on a
massi_y. basis. it

There should be, however, no political barrier to a federal program that
wciuld match tuition payments on a 50 percent basis up to say the first $400. A
tuition tax credit plan sponsored by Senator Ribicoff was several times
adopted by the Senate in the mid-1960s, and 6nly failed final passage due to
the opposition of the administration. The Ribicoff plan would have provided
average tuition supplements of $200, with larger ones for very high tuition,-
schools and with none for students who were self-supporting or who were
from nontaxable families The greater uniformity of a tuition matching system
SbOurd make it more attractive than the Ribicoff plan.

"' r y Medical Service Organiza'liks
't,4

Here, also, there are cor)kRicuout client payments hospital service fees.'
The federal governm,rrt,eoulChfatch such payments, or match payments up
to 50 per day, or meet the formal service fees with regard to poor patients, as

ne now through Medicaid.
intrringtily likely that the federal government within the nextseveral

year ill. establish some sort of, comprehensive medical, insurance program
setting up ample channels for payments to hospitals related to their service
charges Building some subsidy into these payrfients- as an alternative to the
present contributions to'hospitals is Merely a matter of covering apart of the
payments that will not be financed either by the employers tax or by new
taxes.

Religious Organizations
, .

Religious organizations are rather unique in that they are membership
organizations without formal dues or fees. Although the contribution is not
charged explicitly as a membership fee, it does affirm the relationship of the
family to the church. The church coktribution is used either for provision of
religious services and religious education to ,the church membership (usually
open to new members and visitors) or for philanthropy directed to people
outside the church. Thportion directed to philanthropy outside the church is
commonly not separately identified when the contribution is made, although
there may .be identifiable separate collections within the church for some
flop-Church philanthropy. (Separate studies being conducted for the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and PublicNeeds may throw more light
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on the uses of church contributioni. Our study must, however, proceed on the
assumption that some unknown component is for non-church_purp,oses.)

A further complication of the religious area of philanthroPy is the uncertain
constitutiona1 status of forms ofegovernment aid other than deductibility of
contributions, exemption frog; taxes on end4ment income, and the
analogous exemption bf chur.ch rear estate from property tax. In recent cases-,
the courts hava reaffirmed a very severe First Amendment constraint on gov-
ernment aid to religious education but have been willing to be quite generous
with" regard to accepting the status quo on the indirection of tax benefits for
religion

The upshot of this discussion is that the preferred approach to handle the
religious area of philanthropy is to regard the church coptribution as a lient
payment This would be entirely acceptable on theoretical grounds if church
contributions were used entirely within the church or were used only to a
minimal extent in outside philanthropy Wd don't know if this is the case and
return to this matter later.

4.

First, as to church contributions proper, we need not decide at this point
whether the appropriate treatment should be continued deductibility, a tax
credit, or a matching grant system. These matters are being explored in
separate studies for the Commission.

A possible problem would arise from retaining the deductibility of religious
contributions (or from providing separate matching grant or tax credit devices
for religion) while changing the other kinds of nonprofit activity support to
subsidies for client payments. It could develop that there would still be the
opportunity to obtain a tax subsidy for contributor payments by channeling
these through a religious organization

This difficulty could be avoided under the matching grant arrangement
because the amount to be matched could be reduced for the amount
transferred' to non-religious charities which were being subsidized by other
than contribution deductions (ReligiOus organizations would be required to
report the amount transferred to non-religious charities.) In a tax credit
arianigewient or deduction arrangement, contributions .9p to, say, $50 a year
to any church could be deductible or subject to the credit in full. Amounts
over this could be allowed only if the 'taxpayer submits a receipt from the
organization indicating the percentage of its annual contribution income that
went to non-religious charity.

Welfare Activities

Charitable activities in the welfare area cover a wide range of activities,
including relief to the poor, relief in special personal circumstances such as
those of unwed mothers, relief in the face of natural disasters, supplemental
military payments, and foreign aid.

Some alternatives which are not authoritarian and which deal with much of
the general area of relief to the poor are comprehensive systems of money
relief payments, such as the negative income tax, the Family Assistance
Program, or, tp a lesser extent, the existing welfare prcigrams. A feature of
many programs to aid the poor, including government food stamp and public
housing programs, is that they involve an element cif providing the poor
person with what the benefactor thinks that person needs. A negative income
tax, even one operated by the central government, has a stronger element of
freedom since it leaves to the family the decision about how to use resources.
This is a freedom that consumers in general have, that is, how to spend their
money.
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B!yond the Salvation Army type of general relief for the poor, welfare
charities are concerned with disaster relief. This is clearly an area in which

;there has been.an increasing direct,public role, and it may well be tat in this
area pluralism is not a viable concept. tAn important characterise lt of any

Ap welfare .system would seem to be equal access toftrelief by those in need (a
kind of welfare rights). A pluralist system, by its nature, is liable to promote
regioa and other types of differoces in the level of available relief services.

Another kind of private charity welfare activity is military support in the
form of morale related fringe benefits of the type provided by the Red Cross.
While these services could be provided by the military +itself, a possible
pluralist form would be one or more nongovernment organizations of service
persons Such organizations could be supported by both membership contri-
butions and government subsidies related to membership dues and other gate
receipts These organizations might take theorm of fraternal unions or simply
clubs and could compete for government support.

In the area of foreign-aid charities, presently represented by CARE or HOPE,
a clear alternative is a government prografn that extends a subsidy related to
the aid given The government subsidizes the existing CARE program by
making available low-cost food for foreign distribution. The present.subsidy
for the ipdividual contribution could be transformed into a higher government
operating subsidy.

Artistic Activitifs

Most artistic activities are supported by 'a combination of philanthropy and
admissions or user fees In this there is a dose similarity to institutions of
higher learning, even to the point that there are free art galleries, just as there
are zero-tuition public schools.

On economic grounds, we argue that for higher education there ought to be
tuition even where there is none now, since the principal beneficiary iv the
student rather than Society Thd same argument could be applied to artistic '

efforts Performing arts such as ballet, if they are to have value, must involve
appeal to an audience. If we can say that in all cases some audience appeal is
a sine que non for a valuable art form, then it would follow that some level of
admission price could Always be charged and-that a subsidy could be related
to this price.

This suggestion of an adinission subsidy does not, however, go to the real
problem because some public performance activities charge admission and
are self-supporting without subsidy (for example, popular music, exotic

`dancing, and professional. sports).
The problem,"from our standpoik, is that the philanthropic institution

presently identifies some non-self-supporting activities which are considered
to be of such artistic merit that they ought to be maintained even though they
cannot charge a level of admission that will cover costs. Thus philanthropy is
extended to ballets and symphony orchestras, but an organization such as, a
nightclub which would like to Mare a profit but can't due to poor, manage-
ment, poor location, or poor talent is excluded.

We accept here thk there is social value in maintaining activity in -a
selected variety of non-self-sustaining art5.4 The question is how-to construct
a mechanism for both-choosing among the particular. institutions requiring
support,and deciding on the degree of support appropriate in each instance.

We conclude that injthe arts area, the amount of admission receipts is a
poor guide to appropriate subsidies. Judgments, exemplified by the following,
must be made: LAcal theater can be maintained at a quite satisfactory level
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with predominant reliance on admissions and only a small subsidy, Ilet
Mould be given a much higher subsidy relative to admissions. Such judgments
involve operational costs and esthetic importance.

A general sort of mechanism for making these decisions which is an alterna-
tive to the government appropriation process is the'semi-autonomous govern-
ment aOncy such as an arts council. The advantage of such a council isthat
somespecific spending decisions are transferred to an agency other than the
legislature

Basic Research Activities

Private philanthropy supports research fairly directly as well as through
support of institutions such as hospitals and universities. It is well known that
successful research will often generate benefits that cannot be captured
exclusively by the person paying for the research. For this reason some
research that has total benefits4 exceeding, cost will not be undertakerT
privately for profit because prospective benefits for the investor will not
exceed his cost The patent system tries to deal with this by increasing the
opportunity of the inventor, and his related investors, to capture the benefits.

It is generally recognized that the more "basic" the researchthat is,
removed from specific applications the greater is the prospect of non-
capturable benefits and the less likely it is that the re ill be carried out
by a profit-seeking business Research of this ch cter is typ Ily supported
by government and/or by private philanthropy The critical que tion here is
analogous to that in the artistic case, "Which activity will be fin ced?" The
meie fact that research is involved is enough to establish that no recise cost
calculus is possible, although there is considerable basis for exper' nced judg-
ments of the type that "work in such and such a field is close to a break-
through that will produce socially important results."

Financing researchers through private charities is one plausible way to put
more money into research, However, at the present time, a far greater.
portion comes from government The Palk of government resK--ch support
comes through the appropriation process, but only in an..indirect way. Gov-'
ernment agencies retain flexibility in specific research specifications. Further-
more, government agencies like the National Science Foundation have great
leeway to finance "basic" research. In principle, the quasi-autonomous
structure, like an arts council, could be a viable alternative for directing_
research hinds.

The broad structure of a research council can be further narrowed by
relating it more particularly to a user group. The governThent _could, for
example, establish a quasi-independent research financing organization in the
medical area analogous to NSF. A feature of this organization could be to
establish formal voting procedures involving licensed medical practitioners as
a basis for choosing between alternative research programs.

Vim

II

EVALUATION OF NONCONTRIEUTION ALTERISATIVA.

General

This 'section presents some of the evidence that we have been able to
assemble as to the nature and strentth of the incentives affecting the behavior
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of nonprofit, or charitable,Octivities under a system of contribution subsidies
or under some alternate subsidyesystem, The evidence is necessarily frag-
mentary. For one thing, we have had more experience with contribution
subsidies than with alternatives It is useful, however, to put down what we
know, which is a combination of (1) theoretical insights as to how organiza-
Mons should behave if their success depends on attracting contributors in con-
trast to attracting clients and (2) some record of results under the contribution'
subsidy system.

Before etting into these matters in detail, we want to. otter two general
cornment

s
whic h are relevant tohow the reader should approach the evidence

we offer .
m

In the first place, the mere fact that the alternatives that we describe are
based on consumer choie makes them potentially attractive. While we are
willing to modify our acceptance of consumer sovereignty in particular situa-
tions, the fact is that this is what our capitalist economic system is built. upon,
In one view_of history, the varieties of paternalism are more shackles on the
exercise of free choice that are to be overcome. These include the notions of
the "white man's burden," "noblesse oblige" and the like. As civilization ad-
Vices, our conception is that social relations should increasingly become a

structure of interaction between equals This has occurred as we have grad-
ually dispensed with institutions like monarchy and slavery

We should face the fact that the charitable institution is ultimately
paternal. It is the contribution function that uniquely epitomizes this pater-
nalism Because a charitable institution is dependent on contributions, the
contributor has the power to select which charity is worthy of his generosity,
and the beneficiary is ultimately dependent on the motives of the contributor.
This system can be extremely offensive when the public system of subsidizing
contributions provides the greatest subsidy to the richest contributor All of

.this is to assert that the reader should look seriously at the idea of alterna-
tives to. contribution subsidies.

The other general comment that we offer is one of moderation. Even if one
were impressed with the pck5sibilities of the alternatives to contribution sub-
sidies, it vvould by no means follow that private contributions should be elimi-
nated There is available wide range of policy options. A reader could con-
clude, for example, that

- The contributions deductidn provisions should not be repealed, but
they should not be'rnade, more generous. Future increases in govern,

su
ment supportafor norofit activities should be in the form of alterna-

-tives to con tributio bsidies.

The contributions deductiOn provisions in the tax law 'shoUld be
tightened up by eliminating some abus4s (such as the non-imputation.
of gain on contributipns of appreciated property) or by ppoviding a
deduction flood, or by removing the wealth bias by convertiriT from de-

. ductions to credits and so forth. AnY'brospective decline in receipts of
charities should be dealt with by alternatives to contribution subsidiei(

Contribution subsidy is particularly inadequate in certain areas like
medical research. This leads to recommending excluding some kinds of
organizations from those eligible for the contribution subsidy (section
501(c)(31)_ and designing different subsidieder those organizations.

This range of policy options suggests that "a reader should be able to
evaluate these incentive issues with an open /mind. The options are open to
alloW, either a large, a small or no role to alternatives to the contribution
'subsidy.
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Education

The role of contributions in support of education in the United States
most visible in higher education,An appreciable amount of deduction mus
go to contributions for elementary and secondary religious education, but,
we prefer to reg(rd this aca-ditnnsiort religious support rather tlia'n edtl-
cation support The privately endowed, non-religious, secondary schools
are a very small pap of the educational system.

The thrust of this section will be aimed at investigating the role of con-
tributions in the behavior of the higher educational establishment.

In the wake of the student riots of the late 1960s there was considerablet
debate about who should "run" the universities One dimension of those
protests was a contention that at present ultimate power over universities
rests in the hands of the wealthy "The owning class runs universe ies, much
as they run the rest of society ."5

Other observers of higher education in the United States fin much,that
is explained by regarding the system as serving the two functions of expapd-
ing the forces of production and reproducing in the next generation the
social relationships of the capitalist-producing system 6 The general dimen-
sions of this orientation areAclairned to inclOde a general disposition to
develop favorable attitudes toward existing business structures, a selective
elitist education for. the next generation of executives, and efforts to side-
track a large number of students into dead-end specialities required by
present technology This orientation is not asserted to be the unique result
of contribution support of education, but rather it is claimed to be a
product of the whole social system, including such circumstances that
business firms will ultifnately do most of the hiring of college graduates and
have the power to control one of the determinants of successful edueatiob
the earning of goodAncome.

We do not intend to debate the fundamental importance of this radical
perspective of higher education Our immediate concern is limited solely
lo the question of whether one of the social methods of subsidizing
education should be to subsidize contributions in a way that the Contribu-
tions of wealthy people attract more subsidy than do the contributions of
middle- and low-income people. We do take note, however, that there are a
vareity of institutional,pressures that work on the direction of making higher
education p'articularly, responsive to the needs and attitudes of the
weSlthier classes Against this background the particular incentives created
by universities,se mg contributions may be rather mild in themselves, but
they may be quit objectionable as a marginal increment in the influence of
wealth holders on educational content.

Evidence of Overt'Contributor influences

Overt contributor influences take the form of direct restrictions on uses
of contributions In the past, such mfluences often had large beneficial
effects on the shaping of education especially with respect to innovation.
Thus, money given by John D Rockefeller to the General Education Board
gave rise to standards for American medical schools and thus drastically
increased the quality of these schools, 7 Similarly, starting with Stephen Van
Rensselaer, trade and applied science schools were rapidly added to the
American scene by the philanthropy of various people.8 Compare,
however, the easc of Joseph Wharton who required that viewpoints favoring
protectionism in foreign trade be taught in his new school of finance. In his
own words "No apologetic or merely defensive style ol instruction must be
tolerated upon this point, but the right and duty of rational self-protection
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must be fi. rraly,asserted and demonstrated "9 Becatise of the rising costs of
&lowbasic educatiqp and the decreasing role of philan y and the increasing

role of govern4bnt in funding it, no longer can one ve ealthv donor have
the shaping ff.ettOf a Rockefeller, Rensselaer, or Wharton on the educational

system However, gifts can still be giverrfor restricted uses and these gifts,
although they be small in size compared wAthe whole of income, may be
important to an institution in maintaining its rPative position among its rivals
An institution may still be shaped in part by its benefactors In the late 1960s it,
Vas related to one of the authors that a major university was told that it would
xpenence a considerable decline in the level of contributions if the dean of

its law school persisted in a public position critical of tax benefits for dil and
gas

,..

At ,least in the area of corporate gifts, evidence points in the direction of a
tendency toward unrestricted gifts and thus toward a lessening of any bvert
contributor influences According to the Council focthe Advancement of
Education (C F A E ), a sample of 207 companies showed for the period 1956
to 1960 an increase io.unrestricted gifts from 35 7 percent to 52 percent of
total gifts Ful-thermore, the remainder went, in decreasing order, to student
aid, buildings and equipment, research, 'faculty salaries, department grants,
and endowment 10 Much of this restricted aid, then was for the purpose of
helpiflg fund traditional university operating expenses rather than for purposes'
which might be of direct benefit tb the corporate giver or which might bend
the university toward corporate viewpoints.

It must be said, however, that the-restrictions oh some gifts are to the
benefit of corporate givers and are often detrimental to universities. One
author has"slated that the main corporate objection to unrestricted gift54s,that
they fail to place the company name before the , students.11 Some
corporations thus offer gifts-in-kinclt,,jn the form of equipment or materials
'which bear the compan), name, but whiCh in the words of one university
president "tend to deterfnine the program within which the university must
use them "12 Aside from the benefit of having its name on such gifts, the
corporation may benefit by hiring from the suptily of graduates of programs
established alound the gift of its equipment. At any rate, the university has
been led to expand in a direction that it might not otherwise choose strictly on
the basis of what one department sees as its educational priorities.

Overt influences via restrictions may even extend to the establishment of
professorships In 1958 the Bankers TruSt Company underwrote a professor-
ship of banking and finance at the-Graduate School of Business at Columbia
University The bank requires an annual report by the business school dean
which is to include a section on the professor's "relationship with the financial
community" as well as the usual information on his course responsibilities and
research 13 Under the contract setting up the professorship, the banror the
business school can terminate. it with three years notice, hardly a condition to
encourage independence .Indeed, the bank's reason for setting up the chair at
Columbia was its "long-standing relationship" with that institution.which is
emphasized by the fact that "many on the bank's staff had studied there."14

Another type of overt influence occurs where services are offered by the
educational institution in exchange for "unrestricted" gifts over a certain size.
Thus, the gifts are conditional in the sense that the giver knows he will get a
real returh'on his contribution. A striking example of this tyge of gift is the
Affiliate Plan of the Stanford Graduate Schtol of Business, i5 under which
givers of over $1,000 get the fqllowmgoitorvices (1) They may use the school's
Jackson Library of Business, (2) The school's placement service extends the
fullest cooperation to affiliates in locating prerJy qualified graduatesi for
employment, (3) Reports of research. that contribute to more effective
management and other publications of the school are sent regularly to each
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affiliate, (4) Special seminars, on subjWs such as industrial relations, market-
ing, corporate finance, and government and business, are developed
exclusively for key men of affiliate companies, (5) Affiliates are invited to par-
ticipate in all management programs and business conferences sponsored by
the school 16 Again, there is probably social value in this type, of program as
education is linked' to its application. For the company, the return on its
donation is'clearly of value as the company is given access to information and
educational services even to the extreme of setting up special seminars on
subjects of company concern Furthermore, the company is tieing given aid in
recruiting employees

How one evaluates the use of business contributions for self-serving
business goals is not altogether clear, since such outlays are expenses of
advancing the profit prospects of the business. We think that there are good
reasons for raising questibns about the deductibility of .these contributions,
however. .

First, the Cong s already restricts the use of the deductible business
expense to influenre government policy through politiCal grass-roots lobbying
expenses (advertising and mass mailings)17 and through corporate political
contributions.18

Second, we are dealing with corporate contributions to an existing institu-
tion which ostensibly has as its goal the advancement of education among all
members of our society To the extent this social institution is diverted to
advancing narrow business'gc3als, the most basic reason for its existence is
subverted

We can say, then,, that the majority of giftsAto educational institutions, at
least from corPorations, bear no restrictions or are restricted to general costs
of operation and do not overtly benefit the giver or advance his,viewpoints in
the university Assuming that these gifts come without overt influence, we
may say that control over the corhPosition of the educe tonal system has
apparently' remained with the educational administra rs. Even with
apparently unrestricted gifts, however, it may be an effectiv nstraint on
the behavior of educational institutions that they must act in a way that
makesthem attractive recipients for future "unrestricted" gifts. We turn next
to this covert influence µ

Evidence of Covert Influences
.1%-s"

Covert influences may arise from the anticipation of contributions. One
type of covert influence which the flow of business dollars might have on
educational institutions is insuring that the trustees of the university dis-
courage anti-:business or anti -free -enterprise attitudes and, intellectual
pursuits 'There is evidence that the booril in post-World War If corporate
giving arose from an attempt by,business to endear itself More to students, to
academics, and to university trustees. Indeed, Judge Alfred P. Stein, who pre-

!
sided over the New Jersey case (begun in 1951) upholding the right of cor-
porations to make donations to education, declared such contributions "nec-
essary to assure Pfriendly reservoir' of trained men and women from which
industry must dravel9 6-tein went on to say: ". . . I cannot conceive of any ,

greater benefit to corporations in this country' than to build respect for and
adherence to a system of free enterprise and democr government, the
serious impairment of either of which may well spell truction of all
corporate enterprise."20

An important question in the consideration of this,type of cove influence
v is'What the actual attitude of the corporate giver is toward the Universities to
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which he gives One test of this attitude is business responses to the teaching
of socialist doctrine in the schools they support,. Unfortunately, much of the
debate about corporate criteria for, giving occurred in the early 1950s,
immediately after such giving was sanctioned by the New Jersey court case.
Thus, we can expect, attitudes to be tainted by the fear of Communism that
gripped Americans in that period. Attitudes do seem to fall into two distinct
categories One group, respecting "academic freedom," would not withdraw
aid if universities criticized capitalism.21 Another group had other opinions
about university activities Merle.Curti and Roderick Nash, in Philanthropy
in the Shapinng of American Higher Education, cite several of these
opinions For instance, Frank Abrams, a Standard Oil Company executive,
offered the opinion that "Our teachers must be strengthened in their belief
in the American system of democratic capitalism by a more equitable
participation in the rewards of that system."22

Abrams denied, however, any desire to make universities teach a certain
dogma Another executive quOted was more explicit. he "would find it hard
to vote to give money to a college Where they taught that the (his) company
should be taken ,over by the government." Curti and Nash cite still another
instance where the Committee to Visit the Department of Econdmics at
Harvard which was chaired by a businessman "criticized the department's
balance 'with respect to the viewpoint cif its members "' saying that "there
were 'one or more socialists' in the department and that other viewpoints
were under-represented." The president of Harvard disagreed with the
committee on this point and refused to hire or dismiss faculty on the basis of
their political beliefs.

Thy, we can see that some corporate-givers did have ideas about the
direction that education should take and were forthright in stating them.
Curti and Nash state that "As a rule however, corporation executives denied
any desire to control curriculum or faculty composition in any overt way."23
They go on to cite only ohe isolated instance of officers of a company using
their financial power "to force the dismissal of a faculty member whose
Opinion they opposed, -24

Although overt incidents were few, there is evidence that the attittils of
the corporate givers did have an effect on the universities. Many
universities, for instance, based their solicitations at least in part on "the
appeal of private education as a bulwark of private enterprise."25 Some, such
as Harding College in Arkansas, even made this point the focus of their solici-
tations 2b One would think it would be difficult for such institutions soliciting
as "bulwarks of free enterprise" not to be wary pf one of their number who
espoUsed views critical of capitalism. It is here that covert Mfluences operate,
and athough they may be unin, easurable it is hard to believ,e that they are
absent The motives of giving to universities out of a "pre-occupation with the
survival of the free enterprise system" seems to have declined somewhat since
the McCarthy era: A 1960 C.F.A.E. suryey found in a survey of 200 business
givers that only 99 listed aS one of the motives for giving "Insuring tree
enterprise system," placing it third behind "creation of educated man-
power" and "meeting community reiponsibilities."27 However, it is signifi-
cant that still roughly one half of the companies surveyed listed that motive.

So far we have spoken only of corporate givers. Yet evidence points toward
the predominance of businessmen among the big individual donors to
universities, Indeed, in a survey of donations to 19 institutions of higher
learning, businessmen (who represent 10 percent of the total American
Working force) made up 48 9 percent of the total group of donors comprising
the top 24 donors to each institution, 57.4 percent of the group comprising the
top 10, and 65.2 percent of the groUp comprising the top 5. In bleak con-
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trast, government-employed donors made up 0.9 percent, 0.5 percent, and 0
percent and educators 4 4 percent, 1.6 percent, and 2.1 percent of these cate-'
gories,28 Thio, among individual large donors (who, one would think, might
be influential); businessmen predominate. One would expect that these,
businessmen would have a similar variety of attitudes as those who make
donatiohs for their corporations.

.

Covert influences on universities and on their personnel may therefore arise
from the existence of corporate financing and from the large percentage of
businessmen among big individual donors. If one holds the opinion that
universities should in some ways pass on to a new generation the principles
and institutions of the old, then those covert influences may not seem
particularly odious' However, there is evidence that in some instances such,
influences prevent the universities and their personnel from serving fully the
larger society, To quote Senator Lee Metcalf of Montana:

Mr President, the stultifying effect of close financial ties with oil com-
panies and other energy corporations is a subjett;of which the Senate
has considerable knowledge There is, however, no -great body of liter-
ature published regarding the relationship between these corporations
and the universities.

,

It is sufficient here, I, believe, to remember the difficulty which Cali-
fornia and federal officials had in obtaining university experts in the
wake of the oil leak off Santa Barbara early last year. Some university
experts did not want to endanger their consulting arrangements and in-
dustry grants. 29

Covert influences may be wholly unintended by the coktributor.
A more substantive commentary on the state of influences is the paucity of' Marxist oriented professors in the United States universities. Given the

importance ¢¢f Marxist thought around the world, it might be expected that
there wouk be an ample supply of competent Marxist scholars. It could also
be expected that an educational institution devoted to objectivity would try to
present alternative viewpoints from the standpoint of supporters of the
different viewpoints. ,i
Locality Effects P

Corporations have also shown a tendency to contribute more to educa -'
tional institutions ifi their locality.30 Reasons for this range from public
relations thrOugh the fact that often a large part of the industry's employees
may have come from these local institutions. Such donations do no overt
harm, but there is al:I-anger of misallocation.lt may be that the pay-off in
education for the country as a whole might be higher if these dollars were
directed to another area. For instance. it may be the case that locality effects
give areas of heavy industrial concentration, areas which are probably already
wealthy and able to provide for higher education, a disproportionate share
of the corporate dollar. Convetsely, poorer areas, where the benefits per
dollar for local colleges may be higher, might get a disproportionately small
share of'the contributions. We must remember that corporate donations are
partly a federal tax expenditure so that possible misallocation of funds
between areas is a valid concern. .

s._
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Alternatives to Contribution Subsidies

A major alternative to contribution financing of higher education has been
support from direct appropriation by state legislatures. The initial assumption
of this study, which accepted the pluralist viewpoint, excludes our
recommending this alternative.31 This restriction does not leave us
uncomfortable because there is ample evidence of actions by state legisla-
tures which reduce academic freedom.

A pluralist alternative to contribution subsidies is to subsidize tuitions. It is
quite plausible that a tuition subsidy plan could be designed to minimize the
income constraint arising from the fact that tuition is very large relative to
family income for a substantial part of the population. The technique could
be a system of tuition loans with repayment related to subsequent income.
There is considerable economic literature on these plans.32

This approach to massive tuition financing of education represents a
dramatic change in the relative position of publicly supported institutions and
is probably not a politically feasible alternative. Short of this, however, one
could design a tuition subsidy plan which started from the limitation that the
net contribution to education would be as much through tuition subsidies as it
is now through contribution subsidies. To maximize the tuition impact this
would have to be structured to be some flat portion of tuition. Based on the
latest summary data as to sources of income of institutions of higher
education, this would be about 25 percent assuming that the present level .of
student tuitions is about $6 billion and the revenue loss from all higher
education contributions is $2 billiOn.

This approach would involve relatively higher federal subsidy for private
institutions that already- rely heavily, on tuition. Recognizing the political
realities, it would be possible to structure a tuition subsidy that was some
percentage of the tuition plus some flat amount per student. To the extent of
the flat amount per student a presently tuition-free, publicly supported school
could impose a nominal tuition that would be covered by the subsidy.

Even with the flat subsidy per student, the schools would be in the position
that their financing would depend on the number of students, which gives rise
to a different set of motivations from-being dependent on the geperosity of
wealthy coptributors With a subsidy' related to tht size of tuition, the student
influence in school operation becothes stronger since the school achieves
more subsidy to the extent that it provides a product that the student thinks is
worth the tuition cost. '

It &basic sense, education is Concerned with passing on to the new gen-
eration the accomulatgol wisdom of the older generation. We would expect
that,the older generation would exercise considerable control in this process
even with increased importance of tuition (market) financing. Ultimately the
older .generation through its control' of the hiring process in society will
impose a qualitative control, through accreditation and rating of various
degrees, that will create a pressure for students to obtain an education and
acceptable grades from an institution that will be recognized for good jobs.

Within this general constraint, however, it seems to us that the marginal
adjustments in university, orientation that would be associated with. majdng
tuition a more important source of financing and contributions a less
important one would be healthy. A student df 18 is regarded as old enough to
vote and he or she is at a stage of life characterized by more openness to
alternatives than is characteristic of older ages.:

N
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Medical Services Charities

In the medical services area, the clients are both afflicted people and well
people who are potential victims of affliction. Presently most health charities
provide funds for medical facilitis and services fox the sick, as well as funds for
research which benefits the well. We will deal first with the evidence on fund
raising and expenditures by these charities for both services and research. We
will treat these two kinds of activities ,separately when we discuss alter-
natives

Aspects of the Present System of Tax Deductible
Contribution. Funded Health Charities

Health charities cdmpete for contributor dollars, primarily by' public
relations campaigns These ptiblic relations campaigns sometimes have used
heart-rendering, portrayals of victims (often children) to gain the charity
dollar For instance, the National FounctItion, one of the five, biggest health
charities, appealed for aid on behalf Of polio-stricken children. Yet many of
polio's victims are adults so that the advertising implication that polio was
strictly a "children's disease" was merely a clever public relatidns ploy.33
National Foundation's dollais led to the Salk yaccine and to the disappearance
of the.threat of polio. We must ask, nevertheless, whether the method of
competing public relations campaigns is a sensible way to allocate resources.

Marian Sanders wrote that medical crusades "are built on pity and terror,
not statistics."34 Scott Cutlip has compared multiple sclerosis with polio,
stating that the diseases were "toughly comparable in the way they strike, in
their role as's-a crippler, and in their effects."35 He cited figures showing that
before the polio vaccination, each of the diseases resulted in about 1,500
deaths yearly Yet, the National Foundation, deVtoted exclusively to fighting
polio, raised roughly $40 million annually compared, With the Multiple Scler-
osis Society's $1 million. Furthermore, these figures remaihed the same in
the decade following;,the advent of the polio vaccination. The National
Foundation, competently led and well staffed with volunteers, used expendi-
tures from its large income fn attacking arthritis and birth defects after con-
quering polio. .

Meanwhile, a rather poorly managed Multiple Sclerosis Society struggled
along with roughly one-fortieth the funds of the National Foundation trying
to fight a disease which along with its variants had affected one-half million
Americans living in 1961. This doesn't look like a rational allocation of
resources.

Citing the disparity between the recipts of cancer and heart charities,
Harvy Katz asserted in Give! that success in charity fund raising campaigns
have reflected the technical skill of the promoters rather than the .worthy
nature of the cause. Heart disease affects fourteen times as many Americans
and kills four times as many as cancer, and yet the heart charities had $56
million in receipts compared to $84 million for the more effective cancer
charities in 1972.36 Katz also cited the distribution of funds among all health
charities as'evidence of domnation by a few effective ones: five charities got
70 percent of the receipts, 4 more got 16 percent, and the'remainder got 14
percent.37 \-

Such an allocation might be justified if the top charities in receipts were
also those that dealt with the most pressing health problems. We have
already mentioned the Rosenbaum article detailing the fund- raising difficul-
ties of the nation's primary kidney charity. Kidney disease is the nation's

JO
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fourth biggest killer and yet the charity was 19th in contribution receipts
within the class of health charities 38 Such a ranking cannot be dismissed as
one of a charity whose'cause is not in need of funding. throughout the world
there is a shortage of costly kidney machines which maintain the lives,,of the
stricken We see then that there are disparities between relative individual
health charity receipts and worthiness of cause.

Aside from misallocation 'between diseases, there are cases of misalloca-
tion in specific research and service areas. The National Foundation spent
$14 million in accumulating gamma globulin when it seemed to offer limited
and temporary protection against polio.39 Such an expenditure seems
excessive when it could have been spent on further research Ifitt34othe;,,pred, -,
vention methods rather than on the material resources necessary for a
massive program of fairly ineffectual protectio. Recall that this
expenditure is equal to about 14 years of contr ution eceipts for the
Multiple Sclerosis Society which was fighting a dice: ar to polio.) The..
National Foundation also gave $15 million over 21 yea o Warm Springs
which had facili,ties to care for only 100 polio patie is (t ugh its connec-
tion in the public mind with Franklin D Roosevelt it was probably quite able
to raise funds on its own )40

Another example of apparent misallocation was Jeane Dixon's plan to build
a Jeane Dixon Medical Center in Washington, D.C., through Children to
Children, a charity which she ran. The proposal to build came at a time when
money would have been better spent renovating older hospitals. Prevailing
opinion. at the time was that Dixon's hospital would overallsause more harm
than good 41 Katz, in Giver cited evidence that Dixon-was more motivatecl.by
ego than goodwill in much of her charity work.42 Although the hospital never
came to be bElilt, if ,it had it would have been funded in part by taxpayers
backing uPitlie tax deductibility of coraributtons.

Another example of a possible misalloCation arose in testimony before the
Mondale Subcommittee on Chi ren and Youth.43 Chief officers of -*the
Asthmatic Children's Foundation ribed their expenditures on an Ossining,

,N Y facility for asthmatic chilcire : The facility' cost $1 million to construct
and has had operating expenses of about $350,000 annually. The facility,_
however, has capacity for only 22 patinas. Thus, over $15,000 is spent"-
annually per patient One wonders if comparable services might not be
rendered fot a lower price under client payment'.,subsidies.

In the case of the Asthmatic\ Children's Foundation, however, there was
evidence of mismanagement in an area besides services. the foundation had
high fund-raising and non-program costs. Its fund-raising costs over the past
11 years ran between 64 percent and 80 percent of receipts, with a mean of
74 4 percent44 This compares with the 19 members of the National Health
Council, which is supposed to be composed of health charities meeting
certain standards, all of whom have fund-raising costs under 34 percent of
receipts with most under 25 percent.45 Non-program costs of the Asthmatic
Children'sToundation ran between 74 percent and 90 percent areceipts with
a mean of 84.6 percent.46 Sortie part of the charity dollars spent on
fund-raising and administrative costs are "donated" by taxpayers as a tax ex-
penditure The cost of administering client payment subsidies as a percent-
age of total allocation for the subsidies and administration may well compete
favorabh/ with the non-prograrn,,cost.perCentages of.. even Me best health ,

Charities. (An efficient charity might have fund-raising costs of 8 percent of
receipts with 4 percent administration costs.)

It must also be noted that regulatory mechanisms preventing charity from
overspending on fund-raising costs vary from none to fixed percentage of
receipts limits in the states. On the federal level, there is no regulation.
Senator Mondale inquired of an Internal Revenue Service official whether a
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charity vihich spent 99 percent on fund raising would still be tax exempt.'Not
only was the answer in the affirmative, but the IRS does not inform other
agencies such as the Better Business Bureau) when fund-raising costs are
excessive 47 Furthermore, the Better Business Bureau itself has only $30,000
in annual resources to investigate citizen requests for information on
charities.48, -

There is a further possible waste of resources connected with health
charities This waste involves charity panels of medical experts who make the
best case possible for the severity of the diseases for which their charity
solicits A Dr. Harting testified before the Mondale subcommittee concerning
the literature of the Epilepsy Foundation of America. The literature
claimed that there were four million epileptic4, in the United States and that
"eplipsey affects more Americans than cancer, tuberculosis, cerebral palsy,
muscular dystrophy, and multiple sclerosis combined."49 Harting believed
that there were only one _million epileptic victims and stated that the
'literature's comparison with cancer was misleading since cancer patients die
after a short period of time while an epileptic can spencl.a lifetime with
his malady Harting went on to list further inaccuracies in the foundation's
literature, including a letter which implied that there were four million
children with epilepsy 50

Arthur J Grimes, Director of Membership of the National Health Council
(NI4C), awhich the Epilepsy Foundation is a member, stated that they did not
investigate the founation's literature claims sine it had an excellent
"professional advisory board" which. Grimes assumed oversaw the litera-ture.
Grimes felt that NHC's investigating the foundation would essentially mean
duplication of the professional advisory board's, work 51' He also felt that the
iounaatidri- Eifibld'get some-doctors to testify .to the accuracy of the four-
million figure 52 Thus, we see that the advisory board has probably chosen
the highest epilepsy figure within the range of believable figures. Such a board
could much more usefully spend its time allocating funds between diseases.
Then, the board's job would not be to color the picture to favor the urgency
of a particular disease for public relations reasons but would be the vital
job of deciding where the medical service/research dollar might be most
effectively applied

There is certainly evidence that the competing piibliC relations machines'in
the health charity industry contribute little to improving the rational
allocation of resources. On the other hand, it would appear that charity
provides a very small portion of health care funds and one might be tempted
to dismiss the whole area as an irrelevancy. Katz has estimated that health
charity receipts were only $360 million in 1972.53 'This musebe in the neigh-
borhood of 1 percent of medical-related outlays.

We think, however, that here as in the education area there is a dimension
of covert influence arising from the fact that hospital management may be
largely oriented to satisfy other fund sources than the. patient. The financing
of medical services is one of the difficult areas of contemporary social policy.
The presence of charity-receipts is only one of the circumstances that weakens
the usual profit-maximizing motivations that arise where a seller gains only by
satisfying customers. Grants from govenrments and interlocking directorates
with Blue Cross are other circumstances that work in the same direction.

There has been a number of economics articles exploring both the theory
and the statistics of the quest*, "How does a profit-seeking hospital behave
differently from a nonprofit one?"54

This literature has a 'common theme in suggesting that nonprofit hospitals
exhibit a bias toward excessive quality of service at a lower lev61 of quantity of
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service than is rue of profit hospitals This is the theoretical expectation when
the hospital's s ccess does not depend as Mud) on satisfying the customer as
it does on satis ing other fund sources.55 It also seems to be consistent with a
number of me surements of hospital behavior.56

Our point h re is not that charity is the sole source of non-client money in
present hospital financing, but rather that charity represents another instance
of a rather inefficient kind of injection of money into the,hospital institution,
and that we would be better off to look for ways in which money was at the
disposal of customers (patients) and the incentives facing the hospitals if they
were to compete for customer allegiance.

Client Payment Subsidy Alternatives

We now narrow the discussion to medical services, that is, we exclude
research and payments for plant and_equipment which will be considered in
the next section Currently, the charity system is set .up with th paternal
attitude toward consumer sovereignty The "panels of experts" which allocate
funds are composed of various executives in charities that have been success-
'ful in the public relations struggle for the charity dollar.

Alternative systems of paying for medical service are a major current
political issue From'an economic standpoint, we see the difficulty here that
medical service, unlike food, is characterized by the fact that one family
would, if the income were available, spend a great deal on medical services
while another healthy family would spend little on them. We can deal with
the food problem by recommending income supplements, recognizing that
we can tolerate the decision of a family to spend relitively little or much on
food

In the medical service area, the prevailing view is that, if a particular to-
cedure would absorb a very large portion of the income of a family, That
family should nevertheless have the option to buy this service, but not the
option to spend .ari equivalent amour* of money in another way. This 4
Merely a definition of the philosophic concept of a right to medical carp, or a

-/-fight to life The whole notion is not easy to reconcile with consumer choice.
4 number of the proposed systems of universal medical insurance attempt

to compromise these disparate elements of right to medical service and
consumer choice by less than 100 percent cost insurance, that, is, , by
deductible's and partial insurance. In principle, some element of consumer
choice could also be maintained by a system of alternatiVe independent
insurance carriers where the incentiv-s for each carrier would be to prgvide a
package of services which,at the main provided benefits exactly equal to the
cost, with the incentive arising from the °opportunity to switch insurance
carriers. ,

Without entering into debates about specific terms of alternative universal
hegIth insurance systems, we offer the judgment that the success of these
arrangements will be critically affected in that they leave room for individuals
to make decisions as to whether service; are justified by costs, and they leave
room for medical suppliers to respondto such consumer judgment. Compared
with thiS dimension of paying.for medical service, subsidizing contributions
may not be much worse than any other method of inRcting dollars, into
hpspitals in ways that by-pass,consumer decisions.

t.,,44,5,8 1 ' - _
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Alternatives to Contributiont Subsidies' for
Medical Research and Facilities

In the medical services area the patient was the client since he was the
direct recipient of the services. In the medical research area, any well person
is potentially a,disease victim or is'closely related to potential disease victims.,
The total public, however, is far from knowledgeable about their potential
disabilities. We think it more useful to say that the direct clients of medical
research, services are doctors and not their patients. Doctors "consume" the
part of Medical research which they find relevant and transform it into an
addition to the service package which they "sell" to their patients. Similarly,
doctors buy medical equipment or joint medical facilities to set up a service
packige for prospective patients. Ordinary industrial research is paid for by
operating firms in the business.

If we think about medical research and medical facilities f terms of
ordinary business research pr an ordinary common business facility, we
encounter the same conceptual problem that complicates the market for
medical servicesthe philosophic notion of right .to service. ft is broadly
acceptable, as evidenc!ci by the patent system, that if a group of firms jointly
develop a new technique for producing shoes., they can maintain, for awhile,
an exclusive access to it, which makes, it plausible to arrange private

afinancing. The notion of exclusive access to new medical discovery is 'less
acceptable. This lack of exclusivity is a 'basic characteristic of what econ-
omists call pubk goods, because without some kind of exclusivity such goods
will not be produced by prof it-cedking ,firms, but only by some public body
such as a charity or a goVernment.

We think that the public provisions can, however, be better organized by
construction of a client relationship. In the area of public health research, for
example, instead of leaving decisions to the appropriations committees of the
.Congress, or to self-constituted cltatities such as the Epilepsy Foundation, it
would be sensible to structure marginal choice decisions between one kind
of research or another, or between facility expansion and research, and to
leave these decisions to a vote of certified MDs rather the way the government
left decisions about wheat price supports and crop controls' to a vote of
interested farmers.

The advantage of this sort of arrangement is that people with some'
knowledge of the finajuse of medical services would be exercising judgments
about activities, facilities, and research which are ultimately concerned with
the medical problems that practicing physicians are dealing with.

Welfare Activities

Relief to the Poor

It does not seem fruitful to undertake any empirical evaluation of results
between public and private poor relief. There is much unhappiness with the
present state of public poor relief, and we think that we are on the path to
substantial reform in the public.system. Whether or not there is adoption of a
negative income tax or a family assistance plan, it is 'clear that the trends
within welfare are ro extend coverage to families with an unemployed parent,
to introduce a less than 100 percent marginal tax rate, and so forth. These are
clearly negative income tax factors. -

We think thatt,the root of the dissatisfaction with the present state of public
is re to two basic features which are present even more severely

in private relief. 5 32
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,One, lias'ic problem unde lying the dissatisfaction with existing public
welfare is summed up in the rm "welfare dependence."57 In any welfare
System which concentrates on helping the poorest of the poor, a con-
comitant is that relief is withdrawn fairly precipitously when the client family
becomes slightly better off than "very poor This cutoff serves to discourage
self-help and to constitute a poverty trap, a continued welfare dependence.
(This is not a recent problem We think it was implicit in the old debates about
the English Poor Laws )

The broad approach of a form of negative income tax can, in princ4fle, deal
,with the welfare dependence problem by arranging poor relief in suych a way
that it is not terminated abruptly as the client family obtains some
indePerideht income. This is the "less than 100 percent marginal tax rate" of
the negative income tax plans.58

The other very basic problem in welfare is summed up in the term "welfare
rights In the last two decades it has increasingly been recognized that our
basic constitutional concern with equal treatment under law requires that if
we are to ihave social programs that aid poor people, it is repugnant to have
such programs that involve arbitrary distinctions as tck,which pooLpeople will
be helped and which ignored.59 The direction that must be

which,
llowed to deal

with this is partly to extend the normal concepts of law, such as due process.
Another element in the solution,is the recognition of a very great increase in
the welfare load 60 A third element is the extension of uniform programs over

.wide geographical areas.
If we are right in our argument that the two fundamental problems in the

present state of public welfare are the "welfare dependence" effect and the
"welfare rights" problem, it is conspicuous that these are,two areas where
private efforts are most inadequate.

41Pi

,,We think that the only viable solution.to welfare dependence is the gradual
phase-out of the poor relief as the client family income rises. This sort of com-
mitment makes poor relief very expensive and reduces the viability of private
efforts Private efforts are most likely to be concentrated on the very,00r and
to-be terminated when income improves. Further, it is out of the-question for,,,
private charity organizations to acquire any solid information on the`Precise
income of a client family to serve as a basis for a judgment of how much relief
to give. Private charities will not get acceoliptcome ttx,re_turns, orr
government payment records.61

With regard to the other basic problem of welfare rights, we think thatffie
potential of private charity is quite hopeless Again a big element in arr9
tion, as it was in the 1960s, is an enormoueincrease in cost. In gerieral,+fivate
charities, to achieve success in fund raising, tend to emphasize a special client
group (such as, aged, Indians, locals). It is also cumbersome and impractical
to enlist the legal procedures for equal treatment to a private organization
that raised its funds ,on the basis of an appeal to help Indians, or Jewish
people, or the poor of PrOvidence,,;Rhode Island.

We can concede that priVate charity in the form of poor relief serves some
social function. It is, however, a blind alley as to achieving any kind of decent
solution to the poverty problem. If people want to do it, fine. It does'not seem

incumbent on society to subsidize these efforts. Society's money would be
better used ir comprehensive programs.

Relief for Special Circumstances

It is plausible that some sort of poverty relief is appropriatrin special
circumstances. where the relief demands are more thanmytould be appropriate
in normal poverty situations. Plausiilly3 fie political institutions would be
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slow to recognize the speCial needs of the drug addict, the alcoholic, the
unwed mother, and so forth.

, A ctetailezthistoricatexammation of the record is beyond our resources. On
a selective basis, the record of private charities is probably pretty good with
regard to unwed mothers' Changing mores have probably reduced the trauma
of the illegitimate birth to close to normal matter covered as appropriate by
welfare and Medicaid There has I/een private philanthropic activity in child
placement, but even here the bul of support prior to adoption comes from
government

It is our impression that in the field of tr,eatment of drug abuse, the private
charity record is singularly undistinguished Such experimentation that
actually occurs seems to be mostly through government, especially local
government , ,

Another kind of special relief is that provided by Legal Aid Societies and the
American Civil Liberties Union. Here again' the increasingly recognized
problem is the importarke of equal access to opportunity, which, we think, is
the basis of extending access to legal services governmentally.I

Disaster Relief

The popular image 9f one of the largest of the
.
philanthropic organizations,

the Red Ur:6s, is very much associated with disaster relief. It is clear that the
resources of even a Red Cross are adequate only for a relatively limited quick
relief during the period of high publicity of a disaster. In fact, the substantial
costs of recovery from disasterrequrre governmental aids, as does much of the
immediate relief In any natural disaster, high among even the immediate
needs are the restoration of public services, fire and police control, Communi-
cation Even in this stage, a separate role of a private organization such as The
Red Cross must be severely circumscribed by the facilities put at its disposal
by public authorities It is hard to see that a private disaster relief organization
does anything that could not be done as well by public agencies, including
semi-public agencies,, such as'volunteer fire departments.

An obvious indication of inadequate resources is the inability to respond
uniformly to disasters in various areas According to one reporter, there have
been "numerous" complaints that the Red Cross has been 464/ to respond to
disasters that strike poor, Black areas.62

A commentary on the interrelationship between private and public disaster
...tenet is that in the early post-World War II years the Red Cross was still cam-
paigning against an increSsing governmental, role i,n disaster relief.63 This
position had to reflect a greater concern for the institutional bureaucracy of
the Red Cross, rather than concern for disaster victims The image of being the
disastertelief organization would be important for maintaining contributions
to the Red Cross.

Supplemental Military Programs

In the period 1968 through 1972, the Red Cross spent 38 percent of its
resources for services to members of the armed forces, including personal
services, counseling and recreation 64 This function seems to be unique to the
American Red Cross and is not done by other national Red Cross societies.65
Understandably, the operation of a program of this sort is.under considerable.
'control of the military It is not- plausible that. it operates in any way
significantly different from the operations that could be provided by
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autonomoUs servicemen's clubvti which servicemen could decide to spend
dues and fees for services received. This latter arrangement seems more
consistent with the concept of a volunteer ,army.

1.

Foreign Aid WIC
For the most part foreign aid attivities of U.S. charities involve in their

actual operation a type of matching of government and private dollars, such
as is done by CARE If it is desirable to provide subsidies for such activities, it
seems preferable to subsidize these outlays as they are paid out in foreign
charities, which means that charitable uses of money are subsidized while the
present system subsidizes the raising of money as well as charitable purposes. ,charitable

Arts

Performing Arts'

The efficiency question with respect to the alternative public and private
approaches to subsidy of the performing arts has been carefully evaluated by
Baumol and Bowen6b in the light of European experience and in local U.S.
experience They find considerably more evidence of interference with artistic
conduct under private than under public support. Baumol and Bowen see the
potential problem of government support being that government support
would be relatively heavy in the area of established institutions and would"
tend to discourage artistic innovation, but they find that this problem exists in
private support as well In a combination of government support through arts
councils without deductibility for private giving and residual unsubsidized
private giving there would still be two sorts of opportunitiePto encourage
innovation.

The Plastic Arts

In our judgment, the role of deductibility with regard to arts like painting,
and sculpture is dominated by the special feature of the deduction on the
market value of property contributions with no imputation of gain. (This
feature is inherently illogical. When a person contributes money, he is, so to
speak, givirig away income on which tax has beffn paid. When a person
contributes unrealized appreciation, he is permittTO to subtract from reported
incomes something that was never in income.)

The role of this feature in the art word can be described as follows.
There aie two classes of "buyers" for art which we can call "privates" and

"museums." Privates pay fpr art with money, and they hold their purchased
art work for enjoyment and/or speculation. Museums "pay" for art sometimes
with money, sometimes With "tickets." Ostensibly, the museum receives gifts.
These gifts, however, involve a benefit to the seller measured by the value of
the tax deduction. Museums have, for practical purposes, an unlimited supply
of tickets, but the museum does not directly control the value of the tickets.
That value is determined by a market appraisal.

We can say some interesting things about this market appraisal. Since many
buyers will buy for speculation, the knowledge thatmuseums are interested in
the works of a particular artist or school will give rise to expectations that the
price/will rise for such works; and, the expectation of price inetease tends to

53r A r
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justify itself as speculators create a demand for the artwork that they think will
increase in price.

In normal markets, what contains speculative movements is a budget con-
straint facing buyers What is unique to the art market under this peculiar
feature of the tax law is that the ability of museums to "buy" art works for,
tickets is practically unlimited Assume that paintings of a school sell at a base
period for $100 a piece If museums want these paintings, they may bid the
current price on'cash,sales up to $200 A contributor would net up to $140 by
contributing a painting the current market value of which was $200, and this is
a free resource for the museum 8y having occasional cash purchases to
maintain the market, museums establish value for "tickets," that is, provide
open-ended opportunity for speculators to recover,a gain over their purchase
price by dOnatrng the works

The fact that the price has risen, by itself, generates some expectation of
futurp rises, and somet speculative demand Since tax deductible contributions
provide an almost unlimited potential, museums can by occasional purchases
insure themselves of an almost unlimited supply of gifts.

Another feature of the present system of subsidizing art- through the
charitable contributions technique should be noted. There will be another art
market in addition to the market provided by people wealthy enough to buy
art for enjoyment or display in their homes and offices. A subsidy device that
is keyed to the price of art is necessarily biased toward encouraging the
particular kinds of art thSt are in demand for the homes and offices of wealthy
people:, since the key to the subsidy is rismg prices of particular works plus A
high tax bracket for the contributor (Only with rising price it profitable to
buy art in order to contribute it ) This proVides no incentives toward other
embodiments of art that might enter into the lives of ordinary people, such as
awards for artistic design of common household articles.

One must conclude that a maidr effect of the present method of subsidiz-
ing the plastic arts by generous tax deductions for contributLons to museums is
the raising of the market price of art works, mostly for persons other than the
creator Thle j)eneficiaries are principally private holders who have purchased
for speculation The system is aggravated by the circumstances that museums
have an almost unlimited supply of "tickets." In all of this, museums probably

' feel poor despite their ability_.to disperse benefits because the system, drives up
the price of art works and does not make much contribution to artistic work.

III

THE POLITICAL PROBLEM

Any program for subsidizing charitable activities must involve govern-
mental controls It is widely assumed that the system of providing tax
advantages for contributions and for endowment income involves minimum
government controls and that' a program of subsidies that was subject to an
annual budget/appropriation cycle would involve an objectionable degree of
government control. 'r7

We broadly accept this statement of the problem, but we believe that the
common assumptions must be severely qualified both on the side of the
contribution subsidy and on the side of alternative subsidy arrangements.

With regard to the contribution subsidy, Chapter r2 was devoted to the
argument that the mere decision to subsidize charitable activities by subsidiz-
ing contributions introduces a host of subtle controls arising through the
private interests of the contributors and in the ways that chart ties must behave
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, -
in or er to mane themselves attractive to people who control enough money
to bbe important contributors Furthermore, the contribution subsidy
technique requires that government intervene to the extent of defining
eligible charities, which can involve, 4for example, distinguishing between
education and propaganda Finally, the contribution subsidy technique, in
the United States, has involved government in a regulatory role of insisting on
certain standards of conduct by charities, such as refraining from political
activity

the other side, one can state that in the abstract it is plausible to
establasa ernment expenditure program outside of the effective appro-
priation area un . .'ch the government distributes benefits under exactly
the sameoconclitions as deduction. V)ie could, for example, agree to
pay to universities cash armor oun .m government based on statements
attachecloto tax returns of individual co f utions 67 While it appears that
this payment system involves an open-ende ropriation account, the
substance is 'no different from the open-ended ement implicit in
'4eductibility of contributions for government to sacrific tax revenue in
relation to private contributions n a number of programs, Congre,ss recog-
nizes the need for effective open-ended appropriations. The Social Sel'onty.
program, for example, involves a commitment to pay specified amounts to
people meeting specified conditions, no matter how many people turn out to
be eligible

We assume thaesome minimization of government control over charitable
activities is an important objective of this Commission. It is not satisfactory,
therefore, to leave this topic with the theoretical statement that the degree of
control can be the same under both contribution subsidies and alternative
subsidies We need to ask whether there are reasons to think that the degree of
government control would probably work out in practice to be different in the
two modes

This is not an easy question to deal with. We suggest that the evidence can
nbest be handled by looking at sectors of charity. We think that religion is not

very relevant, since we find there no alternative tp a contribution subsidy.
In the area of education, the record of state;supported schools in our

opinion, qyite satisfactory In particular situations academic freedom is inter-
fered with by state legislators, but these Innis of interfe'rence do not seem to
be much more frequent than with privateschools. The federal government has
programs that are akin to tuition subsidieS in the form of GI education
benefits, public inforMation, and public education Since charitable organiza-
tions are frequently dependent upon large contributors, it is understandable
that fhe Congress would lQOk to means of lirrating the political uses of these
institutions economics and politics may be distinguished by saying that in the
ealm of economics money speaks, and in the realm of politics, the rule is
"one man-one vote." If we find wags of subsidizing charitable organizations
with less reliance on the decisions of large contribtitors, the restriction on
political activity could be less binding.

Iv

THE RELATIVE COSTS OF ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
TO SUBSIDIZE NONPROFIT ACTIVITIES , ,

To this pciint, v4e Kaye beenlooking`at a series of pair-wise comparisons of
alternatives for government programs to increase receipts ofr certain
nonprofit, or charitable, 'etivities Usually the comparison was between a
system of subsidizing client payments or subsidizing contributions.

go. 537
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An element in the comparison could be the cost -for obtaining a given
amount of increased receipts on the part of the charity We have not
attempted to estimate these costs in detail This chapter is devoted to some
discussion of why we think such traditional cost measures are not very
meaningful.

We start out by recognizing that a cost to government arises from a tax
benefit which is provided not as a matter of income measurement, but as an
incentive, that is, a tax expenditure.68 t

If we think only in terms of government budget cost, including the cost of
tax expenditure, whether it would be cheaper to provide a given incentive to
charitable activity by means of, say, a contrib4ion subsidy or a tuition
subsidy would depend on two circumstances (1) the elasticity of the supply of
tuition payments and relative to that of contribution payments,69 and (2) the
overhead expense that ,must be paid'out of gross tuitions or contributions
before finding the portion allocable to the educational activity.

We do not intend to undertake any careful examination of the statistical
evidence of these circumstances. We simply offer the guess that in budget,
terms the contribution path'is likely to offer the best budget payoff. This
judgment is based primarily on recent work by Feldstem70 and by Brannon71
that the responsiveness of contributions to changes in tax rates is likely to be
higher than had been estimated by Kahn72 and Taussig 73 We think that
among the upper-income brackets, it is very likely that a dollar loss of tax.
revenue as a contribution deduction produces nearly $1 in added contribu-
tions In the lower-middle brackets, this elasticity is near one half The
available evidence on the elasticity of demand for education in terms of
tuition payments suggests that this is fairly inelastic, 'say, -0 5. The implica-
tion is that $100 million spent on contribution subsidies might increase con-
tributions by $100 million, but $100 million spent on tuition subsidies would
increase tuition receipts of colleges by,, say, $50 million This sort of relation is
plausible Tuition is only a part of the cost of going to college. The larger cost
is the foregone earnings. "Thus, a 50 percent reduction in tuition is likely to be
about a 20 percent reduction in real college cost.

If it is true that the pay-off from contribution subsidies is better in this
budget sense, does it follow that contribution subsidies are more efficient?
The answer has to be "no," for two reasons.

One is the overhead expense related to contribution fund raising. This
likely to run in the neighborhood Of 15 to 25 percent The important com-
parison is between the net resources put at the disposal of the charitable
organization' for its charitable activities.

Furthermore, an induced charitable deduction through tax deductibility is a
part of the burden of a tax system Let us assume that with tax deductibility for
contributions, taxpayers with incomes of, say, $100,000 pay tax on the

. average of $40,000 and make contributions of $10,000. Under an alternate
system with no deductions and lower rates, we could specify that the tax
would be $45,000 and the contribution $5,000. This is no more than assuming
that the same budgetary needs are met both ways.

In a real sense, the social burden on these taxpayers is increased by $5,000
by deductibility of contributions. We can infer that the taxpayers preferred to
pay tax of $40,000 and contributions of $10,000 to $45,000 of tax and $5,000
of 'contributions The decisions to have a system with higher rates and a
contributions deduction simply precludes the taxpayer frong the old option of
a $40,000 tax and $5,000 .contribution Presumably, the burden of $40,000 tax
and 4,10,000 contribution is lower than the burden of $45,000 tax and $5,000
contribution, but we do not really know'how much lower. We cannot assume
that the induced contributions '$5,000 is very much less Of a burden than
$5,000 of eax. 0 0
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Similarly, it is not at all clear that one can attach much importance to a
judgment that the elasticity of tuitions is less than the elasticity of contribu-
tions If the supply of tuition dollars is very inelastic, then the increase of
funds to universities through more contributions is likely to end up making
tuitions less than they would have been and the money is "dissipated" in lower
tuitions to exactly the same extent that a tuition subsidy would be.

Atthis state of our knowledge, we are not inclined to put much emphasis on
any argument for one sort of subsidy or another which takes the form, "under
subsidy A you get more bang for the buck Verifying such an argument
requires tracking down.a lot of second- and third-degree consequences, and
we suspect that in the end most bucks have abbut the same bang (or whimper)
in terms of dollars going to charities The important-differences lie in the
social effects connected with these dollars. '

IN LIEU OF A CONCLUSION

There is no need to argue for a conclusion. Rather, we summarize this work
in a series of attitudes which should be relevant to a variety of decision situa-
tions in which the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs will*
find itself:

1 The expression "public needs" is deceptive and should be dropped.
What we are talking about is some public services which may or may not be
more valuable at the margin than other public services that could be
purchased with the same money.

2 In general, in the area that we designate as charity, if is our judgment
that there is too little scope for the opinion of the people benefited as to
whether the services proferred provide greater utility than some other services
that could be ,offered,

3 This leads us to be highly doubtful about any tax amendmentthat would
increase the amount of the contribution subsidy.

4 Client payment subsidies seem to us to be a very promis?h technique for
replacing part of the present contributions deductions, and they ill avoid
bureaucratic decision making by transferring economic po r to bene-
ficiaries
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A TAX BY ANY OTHER NAME: THE DONOR DIRECTED
AUTOMATIC PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION BONUS,

A BUDGET ALTERNATIVE FOR FINANCING
GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT OF CHARITY

David A. Goodt and Aaron Wildayskyt

Introduction

Our Paper analyzes the merits of four alternatives for providing govern-
mental support to charitythe existing tax write-off, a tax credit, e sliding
matching grant, and a percentage contribution bonus. After searching for an
appropriate budget mechanism (a five-year fixed-sum authorization, and
appropriation), we apply a wide-ranging set of criteria equity,, legitimacy,
efficie cy, reciprocity, controllability, etc to`each of_the four alternatives.
In bri f, the existing tax write-,off is grossly inequitable among donors, _poorly
contr Iled by government, and is part of Ajax system increasingly viewed as
illeg'timate by citizens. The advantages of the write-ofrare that it produces

ictable amounts of income at low administrative cost without overtly
ingquestions of constitutionality. Its disadvantages would be mitigated by

ax credit in proportion to the amounts contributed by taxpayers. But the
edit does not reach people who do not file returns and may significantly

ecrease income to charitable agencies. The sliding matching grant (under
hich the government pa.ys to charity in proportion as the individual gives of
is income) provides a particular form of equity for taxpayers but is deficient

in other respects The contribution bonusa percentageof each dollar con-
/

tributed paid to charity by governmentis wholly equitable, includes all
'givers, sustains reciprocity with recipients, is controllable by government, and
is legitimate in treating expenditures as expenditilres and not as tax dodges. It
also raises the possibility of increasing the government's contribution The
defects of the bonus are higher administrative costs and potential doubt about
constitutionality We conclude in favor of a perentage contributkm boiVus
set high epough,to_provide margi,nal)y more intorpe, for charity andd-educe
financial uncertainties during the ttansition. APpraisal of politicahldaSibillity ,

suggests that supporters of charity are likely to be worse off unless they cow
. up with a more defensible approach, such as the contribution bonus. To help
resolve douSts, we suggest adding on a small percentage contribution bonus
to the present tak write-off for.thrl years so as to, est -constitutionality and
as ess.rjip're-precisely administrativ_ Costs While there is no one proposal that
w Ir mae everyone better off, the contribution bonus is far superior orf most
criteria to the alternatives.

The tax write-off, the existing method for government support of charitable
contributions, is grossly inequitable and limited in the amount that it provides
to charity Our problem is tó determine it any other means would be more
just, provide more revenue, and maintain the private character of charity.

Is the write-off a rip-off? Not really, few people, so far as we know, actually
make money out of giving to charity. If the write-off is in disrepute, how-

tCracluate School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley
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ever, that is easy to understand because the rich are subsidized so much more
than the poor Surely no one today would deliberately set out to create a
method of financing charitable contributions that would add, say, 70 percent
to the rich man's contribution, 14 percent to the poorer man's, and nothing at
all to the poorest Nor would people with the same gross income be treated
differently depending on whether the sources of that income or the status of
the person were suitable for the exemptions or not Except for McDaniel's
rather special proposal forthe government to make direct grants to charity
according to the proportion of income that an individual contributes to that
charity,1 and the rather perfunctory mention of tax credits, there has been
little analysis of tax alternatives and none whatsoever of working through the
budget process The federal government could match all or part of citizen
contributions for a period of years or in perpetuity wijh or without limiting the
total amounts Our purpose is to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
both- tax and budget alternatives ,

In the course of our analysis we shall face three problems that can be
discussed (or, occasionally, avoided) but not solved The first, at least in the

-- ;ht r fUn,is titelack of agreement arrYong exvertS o'ft ErsSentraiaSpects of taxa,
tion who pays how much with what effect? How are incentives work or to
give to chanty affected by *nous taxes? We cannot enter the exotic (though
important) disputes over how certain costs ought to be apportioned among
classes of taxpayers Our judgments about the burden of taxation will, there-
fore, not be so much argued (it is hard to argue with Ignorance) as asserted.
But we can try to get around the question of incentives by asking whether we
would change our minds about desirable policies if we knew the answer. So
we will conduerd sensitivity analysiswould it matter for choice among
alternatives if the public subsidy for supporting char'lty had a 0, 50, or 100
percent incentive effect? Maybe we don't need to know what we can't find
out Let us hope so because the other two problemsthe "appearance" versus
the "reality" of the charitable tax write-off, and the existential nature of the
"true" budget and tax systemsare esseqsially philosophical. Ansvvrif to
these'questions depend on how one looks at them. One can be consistent but
not necessarily correct

The real reality may well'be the apparent appearance, form often influences
content It is said that the United States Cpvernment has a progressive income
tax Is that the real tax system or is it a would-be progressive tax as modified -

by innumerable exceptions? The budgetary process is usually described as
resource allocation by .the President and Congress through its appropriations
committees, Is that the real budgetary process or is it that process together
with numerous provisions for "backdoor" spending through direct drafts on r:
the TrOastiry, low-interest lOans, and other devices? FfOrfr ar-behavioraVttr 4
descriptive point of view actual practices constitute the real system. If the
,exceptions are part of the rule, however, then the tax write-off for charitable
deductions stands in a better lighl, Then the government is not contributing or
losing income but legitimately excluding certain private activities from being'
considered as income Unless whatever is is right.; however, taz and budget
reforMers will object to sanctifying regretable lapses as operatic g principles.
Tcithem the real systems are the ones we ought to perfecta progressive tax
on income whose revenues are allocated at the same time through the same
public mechanism And the present system of tax write-off interferes with ,

both these ideals Some argue that there are matters (of which government
support of charity' is one) that should not be subject to normal political '
processes. The write-off or any other tax mechanism 15 preferred over an
expenditure device precisely 'because it hides more than It reveals. What ,
guarantee can there be, the advocates of tax mechanisms argue, that a direct
e encliture will not be an invitation to indirect control over charity?

. ..--
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None We give no guarantees, but our denial is broader than their's. So long
as government subsidizes charity, we believe, the potential for government
control is there What is more, that potential is now growing as the tax system
comes under ever greater criticism. If charitables are to escape the horns of
this dilemma they must develop new alternatives for governmental support for
charity The place to look- is the budgetary process, for if tax devices have
been given some consideration, budget mechanisms havebeen largely
ignored

I

BUDGET ALTERNATIVES

If government support of charitable contributions was to be financed
through budget rather than tax mechanisms, which types of expenditure
would be most appropriate? Each budgetary device comes with a different set
of condition's Whether the amount of money is fixed by the government or
flows automatically as a consequence,of action by givers, whether the money
is available for a single year or for4many,years or until the legislation is
changed, all depend on the particular device that is used The type of budget
provision affects monetary considerations not only directly but also indirectly
because of its association with a particular pattern of decision making How
the money comes determines who will be giving it. ,Under some provisions the
money goes through the 'appropriations committees, while under others-if
passes only through some legislative committee. And the kind of committee
considering the matter in Congress is also likely to determine the executive
branch agency that will be in charge of charity. A lot; is at stake in choosing
the form of financingwho will get how much under what conditions.

There is more than one budgetary process The classical types, which we
usually think of as budgeting, begin with an authorization to spend by a
legislative conviittee and go on to obtain permission to spend trough, the
appropriatiolnniittee Let us simply call this appropriation/ budgeting.

The. second process begins with a mandate to spend from the Tr,easury
through trust funds, loans, or difect disbursements), originatin vitif a legis-
lative committee, going directly to the floors of the houses of Congress but
not stopping at the appropriations committees Let us call this treasury
budgeting. 4r ....

What wound happen if thefederalreciVernment financed its portion of
charitable contributions through appropriations or treasury budgetingi Let Cis
start with the strictest pos'Sible regimenannual authorizations and
single-year appropriations Presumably the purpose& such a device would be
to encourage frequent consideration of how mirth 'the _government should
give to what particular charitable purposes. Immediately, political and consti-
tutioaal problems that do not now exist would be created. Treating religious
organizations differently than others would run afoul of the constitutional
provisions and court rulings on serwation of church and staterThe executive
and legislative branches would have to take positions', on which charities or
charitable purposes were More desirable than others..,Whileit is, noVossible
to say with certainty which executive departments and congressional com-
mittees would have jurisdiction, a likely result of emphasizing the substance
of charitable allocation wouLd mean lodging the task in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare whose jurisdiction covers the largest, Part of
philanthropic endeavor outside of religion. Naturally the new Bureau of
Charities (Would' "Philanthropies" sound better?), like all other bureaus,
would be asked to make its recommendations part of overall departmental
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activities and objectives Charity might come to be looked at as a supplement
to whatever was felt lacking in hospitals or schools Or mental-health services.
Federal contributions might well be seen as a lever to direct larger amounts of
private money in desired directions, thus "freeingioother departmental funds
for different purposes

The early life of the bureat; and its authorization's and appropriations are
bound to be volatile The celebrated incrementaliA of the federal budget
process refers to small departures from an existing base and not to the initial
negotiations' of those shared understandings about the level at which
programs ought to be financed While,it is possible that existing federal con-
tritiutions through the tax write-off would be taken as equivalent to a
budgetary base, it is,mOre likely that the matter will be subject to a funda-
mental reconsideration No doubt the total amount would settle down after a
few years but it might be hard for charitable organizations to live through the
transition As a new activity sponsored by a new bureau, charitable appro-
priations would be subject to closer control and would be more vulnerable
than its older competitors to periodic economy drives and reductions in force.
Since the total amount would be within the annual discretion of 'congress and
the e'Reeutive, charitable appropriations might be aske_dtoRio their part in
ecorWATCrrianagerrient, Meaning greater or-lesser expeTartures as the times
appear to dictate.

While this "parade of horrible,s" might be somewhat exaggerated, we think
it is not far from the truth While the Bureau of Charities would undoubtedly
wish to raise the total amount of governmental contributions, it could only do
so by promising programmatic results through direction of the monies. Yet, if
there is any principle one would suppose should apply to charitable giving,
apart from allowing the giver to direct'his money as he chooses, it is that
whatever rules, forces, and objectives guide government policy should be
different on the charitable side Otherwise, it would tetome evident that
charities are merely a convoluted way for government to carry out activities
that it is already doing or that it woul+like to do.

Apparently, with the annual authonlation and appropriation alternatives,
charitable endeavors will have hit rock bottom. Suppose the next move is to
multi-year authorizations and -single-year appropriations. One set, of
committees would be eliminated for the next few years after the fifgt adhoi.-
ization:but the appropriations committee would still have to come up with a
particular sum every year Since these committees are often adyis-ed not only
to say "how much" but to ask again "what for," there could be no guarantee
that the initial authorization would be met or that the appropriations 63rn-
mittee would not impoke restrictions on the object of expenditure or that in
ordef to gain support the Bureau of Charities might not do the same. Some
certainty_would probably be gained but not very much.

Predictability could substantially be improved by going to both multi-year
authorizations and appropriations. However difficult the initial fundingdecisions might be, charitable organizations would know how much they
were-going to get from the government for at least three to five years. The
political battle would be periodic, not continuous

For the charitables the best altetnative would be permanent authorizations
and appropriations At this point appropriations budgeting is left behind_and
treasury budgeting takes over While the initial period of decisions might bedifficult, once the total amounts were set they would go on in perpetuity
unless there were a specific action to change them. There would be no need
for a new government bureau or for treating religion differently, than other
charities Governmental direction of charitable contributions should be no
greater than it is now_And tax and budget reform would be served by clearly

-1.10
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identifying expenditures as such. This oould not be the end but only the
beginning of the story, however, for everything would depend on the precise
mechanism for paying out money should the subsidy be open-ended, operate
within a fixed total, go directly to the charity,%or back to the individual' donor? .

Under the best of all possible worlds for charitables, Congress would agree
to an open-ended entitlement under which it would augment private contri-
butions to the charities by an agreed-upon percentage of each donor's contri-
bution No doubt, Congress would have a certain range in mind so that total
contributions to charity would be neither too large nor too small Of course,

-Congress, like Goldilocks, could be wrong and charities could be left with less
money than they have had in the past or with far more than Congress was
really willing to spend Then Congress would have to change the original
legislation by altering the percentage at which the government supplemented
private contributions ,While governme,nt would, in essence, be shaping the
total amount, it.- would not be interfering with the relationship between the
donor and the recipient

Under this open-ended arrangement for, supplementing private contribu-
tions, the chance for significantly increasing the government's contribution to,
charity would be greatly enhanced Even if the government contribution WaS
Ion the large side, it might appear mean or niggardly or not worth the bother to
fiddle with the system so as to reduce it by another billion or two And the
opportunities for playing the supplementing game would be wondrous to
behold 2 Today cities and states with matching grant programs have learned
that not only direct financial contributions but donations of employee time
and effort may be counted toward their contribution. If the free labor donated
to charities could be valued at a certain dollar amount and if it were deemed
appropriate for a supplement, the government's contribution could easily rise
by 200 percent or 300 percent Obviously, the size of the federal budget would
be noticeably increased

The next move, assuming open-ended arrangement for supplementing
private contributions got out of hand, a not .unlikely occurrence, would be
supplementing under a fixed amount. Each individual contribution would
then be supplemented at a proportion, which taken in total, would add up to'
the number of billions Congress had in mind Donors would not know precise-
ly the levelmt which they contributions would be supplemented but after a
time, experience should give theme pretty good guide. However, the effects
of public matching on private contributions require a word of warning Should
the government decide to "supplement individual giving so that the total of
public and private contributions would reach a certain level, it would be
engaging in a,self-defeating enterprise.,Once the governmental contribution is
Ilmjted, however, private efforts can only add to the total ReduCed giving
might mean that the government supplemented at a higher percentage the
donations of those who contributed, but the sum going to charities would still
be less thah if these 'individuals had maintained their efforts.

The '1973 reform of budget procedures contains elements which, if
follo-wed, vcould affect any proposal to make government contributions to
charity outside of the tax system. First, Congress require the annual
accounting of tax expenditures, and expenditures for the tax write-off will be
included in the preparations of the- fiscal 1976 budget Second, under the
reform, Cngress passes an initial resolution establishing a ceiling' on total
expenditures and dividing them up among the various authorizing and appro-
priating commateen As one means to control backdoor spending, the law
places certain limits on new entitlement programs As soon as an authorizing
committee seeks to' establish a new entitlement program, the bill would be
referred to the appropriations committee if the amount proposed by the
authorizing committee exceeded the initial allocation set,after the adoption
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of the first congressional budget resolution There is no chance that large new
expenditures under a new formula would bypass the new budget committees.
Since charitable expenditures are not now under the jurisdiction of any auth-
orizing committee, and no committee would want to have another four to six
billion dollars suddenly added to its quota, a new arrangement would
evidently have to be made Charitable expenditures from the past would have
to be included in the quota given to the House Wa,ys and Means Committee
(which had jurisdiction over tax write-offs), or some entirely new arrangement
would have to be made by the House and Senate budget committees. This
new arrangement might well include original jurisdiction for the new budget
committees, since they could combine concern over totals with lack of
interest in details of governmental contributions to charity

If a fixed-sum multi-year appropriation device wefe adopted for charitable
contributions, the newly established budget committees might play a useful
role 'They, rather than Ways and Means, or Finance, which ordinarily handle
tax Matters, would be the proper place to decide how large or small the
government's contribution would be And a small office in the Treasury or the
Office of Management and Budget would be the appropriate administrative
agency to make recommendations to Congress on the level of financing. Past
complaints about the Treasury tax people being unconcerned with charity
were partially misplacedthe less they care about who the money goes to for
what purpose the better But there does need to be some consideration of
total amounts and administrative mechanisms for payments, and it yvould be
useful to have an off ice*for these purposes.

What is the likelihood, a concerned charitable might ask, that Congress
would go along with a multi-year appropriation? "Mighty slim" would have
been the answer in the past But now members of the appropriations Ommit-
tees..have upressed willingness.to give up annual review in selected cases.
The' reaSOMS that treasury budgeting, promoted on grounds that Stability in
funding is required, threatens to undermine the appropriations process. The
new budget reform. is one respo e to is challenge. Another is undermining
the rationale of -,Thaadoor,(T _spending" by providing the needed
stability through the front doo of appropriations.

The questicin of how the gOvernment contribution would be dispensed
remains to be answered Charitable organizations could submit a certified list
of the contributions received and have it supplemented at the going rate; or
individuals might suipit lists of their contributions and have a certain propor-
tion directed to chanties Either way, larger administr tive expenses would be
required This is especially the case because individ als who. make contribu-
tions but are outside the tax system, or w take st ndard deductions, would7-,-
be inclvded,under any supplement scheme B ow we have left budgeting
an&gone on to other criteria for judging alterna Ives through which to finance
philanthropy The time has come to state our criteria and apply them to
alternative ways of supporting charity through government.

.

PROPOSALS, CRITERIA, AND CONSEQUENCES

The principal means for government support bf charity is the tax write-off.
Contributions to charitable organizations can be deducted from an indi-
vidual's taxable income Two propOgals, one a tak expenditure and the other a
budget expenditure, have been suggested as alternatives to the ta); write-off.
The tax expenditure takes the form of a tax credit and is a long-standing
proposal having been suggested almost in Passing by Kahn in 1960.3 It gives a,
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fixed rebate to taxpayep for each dollar they gyve to charity More recently,
McDaniel has proposed a budget expenditure ,in the form of a sliding
matching grant.4 The percentage of the federal match increases on a sliding
scale as the proportion of one's income giVen to charity increases The
percentage of the federal match ranges from 5 percent for those giving 2
percent of their incomes to charity-to 50 percent for those giving over 10
percent of their incomes To these two alternatives, we have added a third, a
budget expenditure, in which charitable organizations receive a government
supplement as a fixed proportion of the private contributions they receive We
call this alternative the "dor or. directed automatic percentage contribution
bonus" (or "percentage.contribution bonus" or just "bonus" for short) because
the government adds to each dollar contrib'uted to a charity Are these alter-
natives better or worse than the existing tax write-off as a method for public
support of private charity? No one can say because there has never been a
comparative analysis of the leading alternatiyes.

We describe the consequences of each of the four alternative proposals
tax write-off, tax credit, contribution bonus, and the sliding matching grant
in terms of a number of criteria which encompass critical issues related to
government support of philanthropy While we cannot demonstrate that our
criteria are better than any other set that might be applied, we hope to
persuade the reader That they are plausible and appropriate And while people
will undoubtedly differ as to which criteria deserve priority, we shall try to
convince others that the criteria that matter to us ought also to matter to
them

The initial criteria are those which determine Whether the charitable enter=
prise can be carried on at all. Of these, the first is targetabirity the ability
of private donors to give their money to the charity of their choice Otherwise
private charity would be public, and there would be no reason why whatever
criteria apply to government expenditure in general should not also be valid
for this class of expenditure in particular It would be better for government to
contribute nothing than to control everything. Constitutionality is also
critical. If an alternative 'is found to contravene separation of church and
state, it would not only violate deeply held and widely shared values, it would
also be declared null and void.

Our middle-level criteria can be described in terms of more or less rather
than all or nothirig Charity can be,more or Lessicertain,or,equitable and still bp, ,_

charity. These criteria raise questions coltrade-offshow macVcerjainty for
charitables versus how much controllability for government, Thus, ve group
the criteria by the major interests concerned with themdonors, charitables,
and government <4

Donors, in our view, are most affected by pluralism, equity, and
reciprocity. The more donors whose contributions are subsidized by the
government, the more pluralistic the policy alternative under which govern-
ment acts The greater the extent to Which each donor's dollar is treated
equally by government, the more equitable the policy. The less the donor's
contribution,K5ffected (or afflicted) by evident self-interest, such as, tax ad-
vantages, the more the donor can expect the recipient to reciprocaf6.

Cha4table organizations are concerned with.the total amount they receive,
its.iredictability, and its distribution among them according to major
purpose. The question of how each alternative for, governmental support of
charity affects the incentive of donors to give is subsumed under the criterion
of total amount. No one would be interested in incentives unless they affected
how much 4.,s contributed. It is the government that should be woiried about
the incentive because' its money is being used to generate additional private
contributions.
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The government is concerned about the controllability of the subsidy it
gives to charity, the efficiency with which that money is empl ed, and the
legitimacy of the institutional processes it uses, to distribute the ney Views
about how much-government money should go to charity will u doubtedly
vary with time But the government has a permanent interest in bee able to
determine what that amount will be ,Under efficiency, the govern ent is
concerned-with two distinctly different uses of its money. One is the ost of
administering the programadministrative efficiency. The other is the it cen-
tive effect its money has in encouraging private donationsallocative
efficiency Legitimacy requires further elucidation.

Thegovernment has an interest in managing its affairs so as to inspire
citizen confidence When citizens feel that they are fairly treated, that
confidence is enhanced When citizens see that governmental processes are
performing their appointed tasks in an open and straightforward manner, their
respect is maintained Any governmental procedures may be judged, then, on

performed

degree to'which they inspire citizen confidence that activities are being
performed in a legitimate way People who make money, for instance, should
be seen to pay taxes appropriate to their income. Whether something can be
done is an integral part of whether something will get done. An alternative
must tle politically feasible, or otherwise our best laid plans will come to
naught But political feasibility must not be the sole determinant which drives
our analysis, otherwise we merely examine what is possible at the expense of
prematurely forfeiting what might be best An assessjpent of political feasi-
bility will assist us' in determining the desirability of "means and in guiding
desirable means to productive ends.

Tax Write-off

The tax write-off decreases the charitable donor's tax bill by reducing his
liability depending on the tax bracket he is in. The major charge leveled at the
tax write-Off is that it leads to substantial inequities amongst income groups.
The inequities stem from two factors First and foremost, the tax write-off is
worth more to the high-income person than the low-income person. Its value
increases in direct proportion, to 'the marginal tax Tate. A person in the 70
percent tax bracketcan reduce his tax bill by an amount equal to 70 percent of
his contribution This is tantamount to the individual writing a $30 check and
the government kicking in $70 to the selected charity. In contrast, a person in
the 14 percent tax bracket must pay $86 to his charity to get the government to
contribuiltk$14 The high-income person receives, in effect, $2.23 for every
dollar, whereas the low-Income person receives only $0.16.

For the amount contributed to charity, high-income persons receive a
disproportionate share of tax expenditures in the form'of reduced tax bills. As
Table 1 indicates, in 1970 people with high incomes (over $100,000) con-
tributed an average of slightly over $13,600, reducing their taxes an average of
Over $11,000 Low-income people (under $5,000) contributed an average of
$209, reducing their taxes an average of only $9. Although the average high-
income person gave 65 times more than the average low-income person, the
average high-income person received a tax reducton which was 1250 times
larger than that received by the average low-income person.

Second, the tax write -off. provides no benefits for those who take the
standard'deduction and fot those outside the tax system who do not file
returns These people are poor or near poor. In 1972,- 86 percent of the
non-itemizers taking the $2,000 standard deduction had adjusted gross
incomes below $5,000. The non-filers also contained a' large proportion of
low-income people, primarily those with incomes too I w to be taxed. The
benefits to both groups were Derely low, they Were onexistent.
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Table 1
For the Amount Contributed to Charity, High-Income Per'ions Receive a Disproportionate Share of Tax Expenditures

Adjusted Gross
Income

Number of
Persons Taking

Write-Off

Government
Tax

Expendit &re
(thousands)

Total
Contribution

Average Tax
Expenditure
Per Person

. Average
Contribution
Per Person

Under $5,000 3,910,667 $ 35,000 $ 817%610 $ 9 $ 209

$5,000-$10,000 10,937,78S 319,000 2,739,605 29 250

$10,000-$15,000 10,206,268 5063,000. 3,203,956 49 313

$15,000120,000 4,815,864 416,00 2,000,226 86 415

$20,000-$50, 0 '3,297,558 (6. 771,000 2,362,016 234 716

$50,000-$10 ,000 339,736 426,000 748,482 1,254 2,236. .,
Over $100,000 75?, 715" 855,000 11,291 ,13,615

'Total 32,669,067 $3,325,000 $12,892,

Average Per Person, $ 102 $ 395

Estimates based upon data from the United States Internal Revenue Serviee, Statistics of Income-z4970 Individual Tax Returns,
Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,_ 1972, p. 120; and Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State
of Finances for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1973, "Estimated distribution of selected Awns of tax preitrences of individuals by
adjusted gross income, calendar year 1971," pp. 349-354.
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Inequities in the opportunity to contribute to charity have impact uponother values which are basic to philanthropy. Pluralism is cited as a corner-stone of philanthropy The belief that multiple approaches are better thanunitary approaches, the belief that voluntary action unencumbered by therigidities of government or unrestricted by the plof it motive of the privatesector can lead to creative solutions to social problems, theibelief that privateindividuals can best direct their own assts to meet social needs, these beliefsare all central to philanthropy But the tax write-off is not consistent withpluralism through philanthropy The pluralism of the -tax, write-off is notplural; benefits are largeLy:tonfined to upper-income groups. What is worse,the write-off is part of large serie*f special provisions that have br=ought thetax system into disrepute.
Legitimacy is central to political institutions Watergate has visibIdemon-strated that not only must a President be legitimate, but he must also appearto the people to be legitimate Appearance must be the vehicle for expressingthe reality of legitimacy. The 'tax write-off substantially reduces theappearance of (and hence it erodes the basis of) legitimacy. By allowing someindividuals to substantially decrease their tax bills by means of charitablecontributions, public confidence in /the fairness of the tax system isdiminished
In philanthropy, reciprocity is an important factor in linking donors andrecipients If giving is to be sustained', reciprocity must exist between thedonor and the recipient If giving is not to deteriorate into either exploitationof the donor over the recipient>or mere market exchange between the donorand the recipient, then reciprocity must exist Whether one reciprocates andhow one reciprocates is affected by how one perceives the motives of thedonor
Largely because each donor faces different tax incentives and because theseincentives are not explicit but are hidden within the intricacies of the

deductioritsystem,, the recipient has much difficulty in accurately decidingwhy he was given the gift In philanthropy, it is not uncommon to hear therecipient asking the basic-question, "Are they really trying to help me or arethey more interested in getting their tax advantages?" The tax write-off serves'to obscure the donor's motives from'the recipient and in so doing, it does notencourage but, rather, discourages reciprocity
Supporting charity through the tax system also increases the amount ofgovernment expfienditures that are not controlled by Congress. The tax write-off is truly uncontrollable. It is not subject to annual,or periodic congressionalreview and, within the tax system, there is no limit on how much a taxpayercan r'e'ceive The subsidy is ron'tealed. Neither reform 'of taxation nor of'budgeting is furthered by treating an expenditure as a tax deduction. 7
The financial inequity inherent in the tax wrike-Off has been widely, ,recognized;5 less known but equally damaging are it denial of, a broad fopof pluralism, its Ion of the legitimacy of,,,dur tax institutions, and'Its"inhibiting effe<7on reciprocity Taken together these are formAabie defects.But these alone do not provide sufficient -grounds fdr- doing-saway with thepreserft system One i-glistAsk whethfif,other

alternativesyare superior. Per-haps, despite its clefs cis; the write -off brings benefits that cannot beobtained by o her methods. Whit benefits aregainecrfrom inequality ofopportunity td give to,..eharity?
A possible rationale centers on the efficiency of the government subsidy toencourage philanthropic contributions. If the current distribution (amongvarious income groups} of the government tax write-off prOvides a substantialincentive for contributions, then 'this-Thequitly may be necessary to raise4 funds What does the empirical evidence reveal? For every dollar in tax ex-
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penditures (reve ue foregone by the Treasury), how many additional dollars
are contributed o. charity?

The evidencps far from conclusive But four studies by Taus,sig, Schwartz,'
Brannon, and Feldstein are relevant 6 As each author and his critics poineout,
these studies are substantially burdened with limitations which qualify the
conclusions, But since the studies are the best available, they are instructive.
Taussi finds that the efficiency is near zero, approximately 5 percent There-
fore , r ever 1.00 reduction in the Treasury, charitable contributions'
increas y $0.05: Feldstein finds that the efficiency exceeds 100 percent, the
write-off increaserthe amount rekeived by charities by slightly more than the
reduction in revenue to the Treasury Schwartz and. Brannon find. the
efficiency of they write -off to- lie between the estimates of Taussig and
Feldstein. If we assume the worst of all possible worldsthe tax write-off
totally inefficientthen the inequities in the opportunity to contribute
Cannot be condoned If we assume the bestthe tax write-off is 100 percent
efficientthen the. inequities may be condoned, but only if there is no other
-feasible alternative which 'does .ribt have these inequities and is equally
efficient. , .

The tax write-off involves onbi small administrative costs to the IRS and the
taxpayer-and no administrative .costs ..to the charitables. For itemizers,
contributions are listed, receipts appended, forms filed, calculations made,
and tax bills reduced. For non-itemizers, standard deductions are taken, cal-
culations made, and lax bilis reduced All this is done as part of the standard
operating,.procedures of the income tax system. Administrative simplicity is a
key vi\rtue of the tax write -off..

While supporting philanthropy (and this jnevjtably includes religious or-
ganizations), the tax write -off has not so far offended the constitutional
requirement for separation of church 'and. state. Largely because the
government subsidy to philanthropy is directed to the and remains
concealed within the tax system, the constitutionality of the tax write-off has
not been and is unlikely to be seriously challenged.

2399

The Tax Credit

The credit works thrOugh the income tax system by returning to each chari-
table donor an amo6nt equal to a percentage of his contribution. The tax
credit is substantially more equitable than the tax write-off An individual's
marginal tax rate no longer dictates the size of the government subsidy that he
receives Since all taxpayers itemizing their contributions receive a fixed per
centage of their charitable contribution in the form ofa tax credit, the size of
the contribution is the only important variable. For a $100 contribution, the
lower-income person. receives the same tax credit as the higher-inconv
person But those taking the standard deduction receive no tax credit. In 1977,
this group amounted to two thirds of all taxpayets, and nearly all of them had
incomesbelow $15,000. In addition, those outside the tax system, often the
very poor, receive no tax credit for their contributions. But, despite these
limitations, the tax credit does eliminate inequities within the group of those
temizing charitable contributions. Thus the .tax credit expands pluralisrh,

enhances legitimacy, and strengthens reciprocity, but backdoor spending
through the tax system 15 not eliminated, Vncontrollables remain uncontrol-
lable Reciprocity improves as philanthropic motives for giving are not
entirely obscured by differential tax advantages.

The administrative simplicity of the write-off is maintained by the tax
credit Once the reimbursement rate is established, the IRS can issue taI
Credits as easily as reduce taxable income. But we don't get something for
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nothing What are the costs of reducing inequities? Who incurs these costs?
Charities can hardly get more, and there is reason to believe they might get
considerably less Assume the government had implemented the tax credit in
1970 and had been, willing to expend the same $3.3 billion in credits as it did
on tax deductions 'Since tax itemizers gave a total of $12.9 billion in that year,
the average government subsidy would be about 35 percent.7 As a result,
those who under a tax write-off received a 3'5 percent matching subsidy would
likely continue to contribute the same with a tax credit Repeal of the
write-off and enactment of the tax credit increases the government subsidy for
all those who are in a tax bracket below 35 percent. On the other hapd, the
government subsidy decreases for all those in the brackets above 35 percent.
If the tax credit is to maintain a flow of charitable contributions at least equal
to the write-off, then any decrease contributions by the wealthy must be
compensated by increases in contributions from the poor Is this likely to
happen?

It depends upon the overall incentive effects of the tax write-off and the tax
credit If the to ywrite-off has no effect on contributions, then as long as the
tax credit has no negative or disincentive, effects, total contributions will be
-maintained But what happens if the tax write-off has- substantially different
effects on different income groups? What happens if toe tax write-off has no
effect on the contribt.ktions of the low- and middle-fficome persons, those
belovt, the 35 percent tax bracket, and a 100 percent Incentive effect on the-
wealthy, those abbve the 35 percent tax bracket? The chantables lose. F.or if
the incentive of the tax credit remains at zero for those under the 35 percent"
tax bracket their contributions will remain the same whereas maintenance of
a 100 percent incentive effect under tax credit for the wealthy will mean
decreases in their contributions To maintain the current level of total contri-
butions under a tax credit,, therefore, the low and middle incomes must pick
vp the slack left by the , wealthy Yet they may be reluctant to fill the
coWeribution vacuum 'because they already feet overburdened or fail to see
they are better off, or front lust plain inertia.,

Not only may the total flow of philanthropic contributions be reduced by a
tax credit blit their internal distribution is likely to be affected Different
income groups give to different philanthropic organizations. Under a tax
credit niore will be given to the charities of the lower income (foe example,
religion) and less to those preferred by the wealthy (education, museums,
orchestras, and so forth) Now many are called also affects who will be
cho en.

A x credit will afford the government greater opportunity to fine:tune the
elexten of its support of philanthropy. Under thetax write-off, the subsidy is
tircl to the existi ng rate structure, whereas a tax credit is only affected by the
government's reimbursement rate Tax rates on all incomes.would be harder to
change thari reimburkment rates So, for charities, the write-off would be

.more predictable than the tax credit.

F.

Percentage Contribution Bonus

Under the contribution bonus, the federal' government makes a direct
expenditure to a charitable at a fixed proportion of the amount voluntarily
contributed by an individual The bonus has a number of advantages over the
tax write-off and tax credit because the government subsidy is made directly
to the charitable organization at the initiative of the contributor. The signifi-
cance of this in terms of equity, efficiency, and,total contributions can be
illustrated by examining the distribution of private and public costs for the
write-off versus the bonus In 1970, the Treasury allowed taxpayers to write off
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$3 3 billion in taxes individuals made $12 9 billion in chariCable contribu-'
tiOns Another $1 5 billion was contributed by those taking the standard
deduction, thus making a total of $14, 4 billion in individual contributions,to
philanthropy. Table 2 illustrates (by Income class for contributors) who got
Wow much of the government subsidy, who contributed how much of ,the
private cost of philanthropy, and who contributed how much .to the total
amount of philanthropy

In short, the rich as a group (over $50,000) represent about 1 percent of the
total contributors, pay 5 percent of the total private costs ($0.5 billion), give
14 percent of the total charitable contributions ($1.7 but receive 39
percent of the government write-off ($1 3 billion).

Table 3 indicates the consequences of repealing the tax write-off and insti-
tuting a 35 percent bonus With repeal of the tax write-off and enactment of
the contribution borius, we assume that all contributors will give. at a level
equal to their private costs under the tax write-off. A wealthy person in the 70
percent tax bracket who gave $100 under the tax write-off will under the
contribution bonus reduce his contribution to $30, a person in the 14 percent
tax bracket will reduce his contribution to $86, non-itemizers, and those
outside the tax system will contributethe same amounts. The contributions of
every individual generate'a 35 percent bonus The wealthy person who gives
$30 of his own money will generate a bonus of $10.50 from the government.
The flow to the charity (private contributions plus government bonus) will be
$40 50 The poorer person will give $86 of his own money and geherate a $30
bonus from the government The flow to the charity will be $116. The non;
itemizers who gaye $1 51 billion in 1970 will generate a 35 percent boAus
resulting in a flow to charities of $2.01 billion Likewise, the 35 percent bonus
will increase (no one knows how much) the contributions made by those
outside the tax system 8,

The total flaw to charitables of $1, 9 billion generated by the itemizers- is
the same with the contribution bonus as it is with the tax write-off. The cost to
the government of the bonus is the same as the write- off $3.3 billion. As
equity is further extended to non-itemizers through the contribution bonus,
total flows to charitables will increase to $14.9 billion as compared with $14.4
under the tax write -off Thi4., of course, requires an extra $0.5 billion from
government to match the contributions of the non itemizers. Total charitable
flows would increase further as the contributions of those outside the tax
'system receive a bonus The flow of contributions to charitables is maintained
and most likely increased.

We have assum that all individuals will reduce their charitable contribu-
tions by the amo qual to the 'government subsidy which they now receive
under the tax write off This assumptkon is critical to the consequences that
we have found. H ve we, then, loaded the dice in our favor? No, we have
assumed the worn for if the tax write-off has a 100 percent incentive effect oh
contributions, then ercentage contribution bonus must equal the largest
amount produced by its competitor Since repeal of the write-off might mean
a decrease in charitable contributions of $3.3 billion in 1970, a contribution
bonus of at least that amount should ensure that the total flow to charitables
will be maintained.

It should, but it might not, despite assumptions that seem safe to the
analyst, people do not always behave the way he thinks they will. Reason is
not always right Suppo-se certain individuals give less than their private costs
without the slack being taken up by others, or, despite current evidence, that
the tax write-off is substantially more than 100 percent effective, or that the
enactment of the percpntage contribution totally "turns off" a number of large
contributors so that they give nothing to charity. For these expected contin-
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Table 2
The Tax Write-Off: The Rich (1% of the Contributors) Pay 5% of the,Total Private Cost ($0.5 Billion),

Give 14% of the Total Charitable Contributions ($1.7 Billion), but Receive 39% of the Write-Off ($1. ,Billion)"

Adjusted Gross
Income Group Number in

the Group

(1970 contributions in thousands of dollars)-

, Government
" Private Cost of.' Subsidy

4.. Contributiona . (tax write-off)u

Total Flow of
- C6ntributions

to charitiesa

Under $5, 000 ' 3,910,667 $' 782,610 $ 35,000 817,610

$5,A00- $10,000 10,939;788 2,420,605 319,000 4,2,739,605

$10,000-$15,000 10,206,268 2,700,956 503,000 3,203,956

$15,000-$20,000 4,815,864 1,584,226 416,000 2,000,226

420,00-$50,000 3,297;558 1,591,016 471,000 2,362,016

$50,000-$100,000 339,736 - 322,482 426,000 . -748,482

Over $100,000 75,715 166,83T. 855,000 1,020,839

Total for, tax itemizers 32,669,067 $9,567,734 $3,325,000 $12,892,734
Total for non-itemizers 1,510,000
Total individual giving $14,402,734

a. Private cost is Calculated by subtracting the government subsidy from,the total contributions for each income class. ,
b. Estimates from Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of Financei for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1,974

*Government Printing Office, Washington, D:C., 1973. See Appendix "Estimated distribution of selected`ifems of tax
prIferences of individuals by adjusted grogs income class, calendar year 1971," pp./ 349-354.

c. Based upon data fr9m the United States Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income-1970 Indbidual Tax Returns.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 120.
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Table 3
The 35% Contribution Bonus: An Equitable Government Subsidy and Maintenance of the Total Flow of Charitable Contributions

(1970 contributions in thousands of dollars).

Adjusted Gross
Income Group

Number in
the Group

Private Cost of
Contributiona

Government
Subsidy 35%
Contribution

Bonusb

Total Flow of
Contributions

to Charitablesc

Under $5,900 3,910,667 $ 782,610 $ 273,913 $ 1,056,523

$5, 000 -$10, 000 10,939,788 2,420,605 847,211 3,267,816

$10,000415,000 10,206,268 2,700,956 945,332 3,646,282

$15,000-$20,000 4,815,864 1,684,226. 554,479 2,138,705

'$20,000-$50,000 3,297,558 1,591,016 556,856 2,147,872

$50,000-$100,000 339,736 . 322,482 112,868 435,350

Over $100, 000 75,715 165,839 58,043 223,882

fotal for itemizers 32,669,067 $ 9,567,734 $3,348;702 $12,916,430

Total for non-itemizers 4, 1,510,00d1 503,333 2,013,333

Total Individual giving $11,067,734 $3,852,035 $14, 929, 763'
. - .

a. The private cost of the contribution for each incom% group is assumed to be the same under the percentage contribution bortus as
under the tax write -off.

b. The government subsidy which is directed by each income group is calculated,by taking 35 percent of the private cost of the con-
tribution for that incohie group.

c. Based upon data from the United States Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Incone, 1970 Individual Tax Returns. Washing-
ton, 'Government Printing Office, 1972, p. 126. t...).4AssumptiOn: It is assumed_that with -repeal of the tax write-off and enactlient of the percentage'contribution bonus, that all 0 .

t.t.?.. '..-contributora,will,gyeat,,a level equal to .their private costs under the lax write-off.
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gencies and for others that might be unanticipated in transition from the tax
write-off to the contribution bonus, it is advisable to increase the percqntage
bonus to, say, 38 percent The total government subsidy would be .$3.6
billion, costing the goternment and the taxpayers $0 3 billion more but it
would also guarantee at least the same flow of contributions to charitables.
Their indycement for trying\ somethihg new is a little more hedge against
uncertainty

Legitimacy is enhanced and pluralism broadened through the contribution
bonus Charitable tax loopholes are driven from the tax system and backdoor
spending now' passes out through the front Reciprocity is lik wise
encouraged. The donor's contribution is a clear expression of his
philanthropic feeling. for the recipient The government subsidy is above
board.

But the contribution 1:nus has three inherent problems related to (1) ad-
ministration- {2) 'constitutionality; and (3) the certainty in the flow of total
philanthropic funds The third has already been discussed within the section
on budget alternativek Annual authorizations and appropriations mean great
uncertainty for charities whereas multi-year authorizations and appropriations
substantially reduce the uncertainty. The first two matters will now be
examined, in this section.

The contribution bonus brings higher administrative costs to the govern-
ment and.the charitables Although a detailed administrative system cannot
be set forth in this paper, a possible approach could take the following form.
The donor would make his contributions to his selected charitables. Charities
would total their incorpe and report to the government, which would
periodically issue checks containing their percentage contribution bonus.
Periodic audits would, of course, be made to verify the accuracy of the
reports.

The government may be unable to make the necessary calculations so that
each charitable organization can receive its new bonus at the same time as it
received its old private contributiOns. But just as government makes quarterly,
appropriationsto its agencies so that they can maintain a steady flow of
revenues, the government might pay out to each charitable a proprotion of its
past bonus in advance of calculations. Then, after charities submit their totals
and audits are made, fhe rest of the money can flow in.

Although this system decreases the administrative cost to the donor, since
he no longer has to itemize deductions and attach receipts when filing income
taxes, it increases administrative costs to the governMent which must process
incoming certification forms, calculate the percentage bonu's, periodically
issue checks to the charitables, and monitor a selected number of donor-
recipient transactions to ensure that abuses do not occur. But the magnitude
of this cost will be slightly reduced since charitable deductions are eliminated
in calculating taxable income The charitables will also incur increased
administrative expenses, additional form filling will be required to ensure
receipt of the federal btinus Still, the charitables have the main incentive to
record all there is and they can be expected to do so. It is the government that
is faced with directly allocating funds to charity where previously the funds
had emerged, as it were, untouched by human hands.

The contribution bonus raises a perplexing constitutional obstaclethe
separation of church and state. While the issue cannot be fully addressed
within the confines of this paper, a few comments are in order. No doubt, the
form of a tax write -of f forla _donor is substantially different than a contribu-

/,tio'n tontiste'a Ogi'ighWt tYe write-off and the bonus have a significant and
fundAmental characteristic in common. Neither is initiated or directed by the
state or the church. Instead, the bonus, like the write-off, can only be
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triggered by the donor The bonus, like the write-off, supports the voluntary
initiative taken by the charitable contributor. No amount of govefnmental
discretion in terms of who will receive how much is required The Suprethe
Court decision to uphold federal grants to church-related colleges for con-
struction, but to forbid any Opt for construction of facilities." to be.used,,for
sectarian instruction or as a place for religious worship"9 may not be as
directly relevant here as Bittker would wish us to believe 10 For the facts in,
this decision indicate that the federal grant is initiated by the religious institu-
tions and administered by a government agency In contrast, the contribution
bonus is not a grant in the normal sense of the word, for power to initiate it
lies not with the government, nor with the church, but solely and exclusively
with the charitable contributor Church and state are separate. Or so we think,
but no one can guarantee the courts will uphold our logic The percentage
contribution bonus ought to be constitutional,, but it may not be

Sliding Matching Grant

To date, the only matching grant scheme which has been put fo`rward in the
literature is a special proposal calling for the government to match individual,
contributions in proportion to the percentage of income contributed 11 The
government match slides in respOnse to the proportion of income
contributed This proposal will not be discussed in detail since it is similat to
the contribution bonus in terms of the basic problems it solves and the ques-
tions it raises It reduces inequity enhances pluralism and legitimacy, and
improves reciprocity We will focus on the most significant component of this
proposal which distinguishes it from the contribution bonus.

The provision that the sliding matching grant vary according to the propor-
tion of income contributed necessitates the requirement that the administra-
tion of the proposal be,linIsed to the filing of income tax returns. Contribli-
dons as a proportion of income must be calculated by the IRS. Therefore, the
initiative for declaring the contribution for purposes of generating the gov-
ernment grant rests entirely with the contributor. But the contributor has little
incentive to report contributions to the IRS for he no longer receives direct
personal benefits in the form of a tax write-off. As a result, not all contribu- .

tions will be reported, not all matching grants will be made, and charitables
are likely to get short-changed.

in addition, as McDaniel notes, to ensure equity for all contributors, the
sliding matching grant would require that returns be filed by those outside the
tax System and that those taxpayers claiming the standard deduction would be
required to itemize contributions Once again, The personal incentive
question becomes critical If those outside the tax system and those taking the
standard deduction do not receive direct personal benefits for their troubles
(form filling and filing, itemizing, retaining receipts, and so on), they are
Unlikely to voluntarily undertake the work to generate the grant for the
charitables 12 At least there will be considerable slippage between contribu-
ting and reporting what was contributed.

To overcome the _problem of failure to report F all contributions, it is
conceivable that the charitables could report to the IRS the contributions they
have received But the donors would still have to report their contributions to
the IRS through the tax system in order that the government's share could be
calculated as a percentage of the proportion of income contributed This
approach appears to involve extremely high administrative costs and may be
unworkable.

M also do not see why the proportion of the income devoted to charity
''Should occupy a special place of merit in governmental policy. Equity requires
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that each person be treated equally by the government, not that the govern-
/ ment distriminate against those who, for whatever reason, contribute a loier

proportion of their income. If effort is to be the criterion, much more would
have to be known about each' taxpayer than the government could (or should)
walla to know-.

Running through the analysis of each of the four alternatives have been
assumptions about the incentives they give to various classes of donors for
increasing or decreasing contributions At first blush the question may appear
unworthy of the asker Is anyone suggesting that altruism is infected with
interest? Precisely Unless people have unlimited amounts to give, the extent
of their contributioh must be based on how much they can afford as well as
how much they woul&like to contribute Had the government not entered the
game, givers need only .consult their own capacities and preferences. But
once there is a government subsidytax write-offs have been available since
1917 any prudent person would consider how the government's contribution
affects his own It may be more blessed to give than to receive, but the
government has long since decreed that receiving is an integral part of giving.

How can we calculate this subtle consideration? It is aittle like children
asking what would you do if Without replAying the reel of history, it is
not possible to know for certain how people different income brackets
would have behaved if things had been differel1t. Without trying the various
alternatives in practice, no one can say for sure exactly what would happen.
Thatis why we need analysis to improve our guess work. One way to proceed
is to ask hoW sensitive each alternative is to different assumptions about
incentives for giving

III

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THE GOVERNMENT SUBSIDY MAKE?
A SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

4

All estimates about the incentive effects of the government subsidy upon
.-- charitable contributions have been made on the taiwrite-off. Four separate

analyses have led to three separate conclusionsnear zero, abo.uthalf, and
over 100 percent The substantial divergence in these estimates makes it
difficult to draw precise conclusions about the incentive effects. But precise
conclusions may be unnecessary. Acceptance of any one of these three esti-
mates may make no difference in choosing among policy 'alternatives for
supporting philanthropy Our analysis reveals that it does not make much
difference which incentivffestimate is assumed in the case of the percentage
contribution bonus, but ifdoes make a difference for both the tax credit and
the write-off. ..

Let us illustrate these conclusions by examining the consequences of the
percentage contribution bonus and the tax credit given various assumptions
about the incentive effects of the tax write -ok. As shown in Table 4, the tax
write-off costing the Treasury $3 4 billion resulted in total flows to charitables
of $14,4 billion in 1970 If the incentive effect of the write-off is 100 percent
then repeal of the write-off reduces total contributions by the full $3.4 billion.
Total flow will be $11.0 billion, If the contribution bonus is instituted with the
government share equal to the amount spent under, the tat write -off, then the --
total flow is $11 0 billion plus $3.4 or the original $14.4 billion. If the incentive
effect of the tax writ -off is only 50 percent, then repeal of the write-off
reduces total contributions by one-half of the subsidy-31.7 billionreducing
total flow to $12 7 bil Enactment of the contribution bonus increases the
total flow by $3 4 billion (adding$3.4 to the new base of $12.7) resulting in
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$16.1 billion going to philanthropy If the tax write-off has no effect on con-
tributions, then its repeal lea*es total Contributions unchanged at $14 4
billion Enactment of the contribution bonus increases the total flow by $3 4
billion to a level of $17.8"billion.

,What aboutthe tax credit? Table 4 indicates that if the tax write-off has no
incentive effect, then its repeal and substitution of a tax credit alSo with a zero
incentive effect leaves the total flow unchanged at $14 4 billion. Within each
of these three assumptions we have also assumed that the bonus has no
incentive effects of its own. If the bonus does induce additional giving, then
repeal of the tax write-off and enactment of the bonus results in increased
contributions Therefore, we conclude for all reasonable assumptions about
the incentive effects of the tax write-off and percentage contribution bonus
that the bonus will maintain the same or greater total flow to charitables if it is
substituted for the tax write-off

As for the tax write-off itself, its desirability is extremely sensitive, to its
presumed incentive effect For if the incentive is really near zero, many of its
other advantages, such as low administrative expenses, become meaningless
Obviously,, the choice among alternatives should be decided by considering
not one but many criteria While a single fatal defect might be decisive, it is
most likely that each of our patients suffers from a series of minor and major
maladies Our task is not to provide a cure-all but to determine the disease
with which we are prepared to live.

IV

HOW MUCH OF WHICH PROBLEMS ARE WE PREPARED _ _

0 LIVE WITH? A CRITERIA ANALYSIS

We have describeetaokif alterpative proposals in terms of_a. number of
criteria 11 these proposals are to maintain and perhaps enhance the private
philanthropic sector, then each proposal must meet the initial criteria of
targetability and constitutionality Each alternative ensures individuals.pilvate
choice in directingWheir resources to their preferred charities. Whether public
support comes in the form of a. write-off, a credit, a bonus, or a matching
grant, the donor remains sovereign in determining who receives his contribu-
tion The tax write-off is constitutional largely because the vernment

.subsidy is concealed within the tax system and directed to theTontributor.
The tax credit which alters only the form of the tax subsidy but maintains the
protection of the tax system and directly subsidizes the taxpayer, is also likely
to be1 constitutional But the constitutionality of both the .percentage
contribution bonus and the sliding matching grant" remains uncertain.
Without directly testing these instruments, it seems unlikely that their con-
stitutionality can be given an ynqualified yes or no However, because doubt
does exist, which can ultimately and only be resolved by resorting to the

-courts, this is no 'reason for prematurely dismissing these alternatives on
constitutional grotrnds It would be like the judge awarding the prize to the
second singer having only heard the first.

Our analysis of the alternatives has indicated that no single alternative can
all things to all people. There are trade-offs on the criteria both among the

groups who supply charity (the donors, the charitables, and the government)
and within them To analyze these trade-offs and their implications for select-
ing among alternatives, it is useful to start with what is most desired by each
group Meeting all the desires of one group will affect how well the desires of
other groups can be met.
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Table 4 '
Repeal of the Tax Write-Off with a 100% Incentive Effect and Substitution

of the Percentage Contribution Bonus with a 0% Indetive Effect
Maintains Total Flows to Charitables

Policy Alternatives
-

Assumptions Re Incentive Effects of
Government Subsidy

Taussig
0%

Schwartz
50% 100%

1/41

Total Flow to Charitables
Tax write-off $14.4 $14.4 $14.4

Eliminate tax write-off of $3.4
billions 14.4 12.7 11.0

N Institute percentage contribution
bonus of $3.4 billion.
Asgurne incentive effect to be:

0% '17.8 16.1 14.4
50% 19.5 17.8 16.1

21.2 19.5 '

rI

17.8----100%

institute tax credit of $3.4
billion. Assume incentive
effect to be:.4/

14.4 12.7 11.0
50% 16.1 14.4 12.7

100% 17.8 16.1 14.4

Source: Total contribution data are for 1970. Total charitable flows are from
Giving USA, 1974 Annual Report. A publication of the American Association of
Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc. The Government subsidy is estimated from the
Annual Report of the Secretary of Treasury on the State of Finances for Fiscal
Year Ending June 30, 1973. U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1973. Appendix D, "Estinilted contribution of selected items of tax
preferences of individuals Wadjusted gross income class, calendar year 1971,"pp. 349-354.

a. Although tfie government subsidy in the form of a tax write-off is estimated
to be $3.325 billion in 1970, we have rounded it t9. $3.4 billion for ease in
computation. This rounding in no way affects our conclusions.
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Perspectives: ,Donors, Charitables, Government

To aid in this anlysis, Table 5 provides a summary description of the per-
formance of the alternatives in terms of the criteria. as viewed from the
separate perspectives of the three groups 14 Let us start by examining charity
from the donor's perspective The donor is concerned that public support for
charity be equitable, pluralistic, and Qncourage reciprocity !f all these criteria
for the donor are to be met, then the government must abandon the tax
system as its means of supporting charity Neither a tax write-off nor a tax
credit can be totally satisfactory for the donor. As tax expenditures are
replaced by budget expenditures In the form of a contribution bonus, donor
equity, pluralism, and reciprocity are ensured. Government legitimacy is
enhanced Since tlp bonus is directed to the,charitable organizations rather
than to the donor,s, government has little concern with allocative efficiency
the incentive effect of its subsidy The critical test of efficiency is
administrativethe magnitude of the administratiye costs which are sure to
rise with the exact level unknown Because government subsidizes charity
through a budget expenditure, government controllability in determining how
much of its money should go to charity increases But as governmenthii*
greater leverage over the size of its subsidy, all the concerns of the charitables
.cannot be met Although total flow to the charitables is maintained at current
levels or perhaps higher, its distribution among charitable organizations is
altered Government controllability conflicts with charitable predictability.

What about the perspective of the charitables? What happens if they are to
maintain high flows with high predictability and unaltered distribution among*
charitable organizations? Then donors suffer in terms of reduced equity,
pluralism, and reciprocity The tax write-off ensures benefitg for the
charitables but levies costs on the donor For the government, legitimacy is
low, but so are its administrative costs However, because the tax write-off is a
means for inducing donor contributions rather than directly supporting
charitables, the test is not administrative efficiency but allocativebefficiency.
But the incentive effect of the tax write-off remains largely unknown There-
fore,, government's allocative efficiency must be unknown. Even if the
incentive was found to have multiplier effects, government's limited
capability to control the size of the subsidy would render it ineffective in
attempting to stimulate further charitable giving. Government is left in a
position of having little control over an instrument which may or may not be
efficient.

_What about the governmental perspective? Suppose government wants to
be legitimate, efficient, and control She size of its subsidy. Is this possible?
No. If the government is to be legitimate, it can adopt the contribution bonus
which ensures controllability but reduces administrative efficiency. If govern-
ment is to be administratively, efficient, it can adopt the tax.credit but
Jegitimacy and controllability suffer In contrast tOdonors-and charitables,
there is no single alternative which gives government all it wants How much
of which government criteria should be sacrificed is of crucial importance to
charitables if they are to maintain or increase their total flows without
substantially reducing predictability or altering distribution.

Trade -Offs

Let us examine how the sacrifice of one government Ctiterion affects the
concerns of charitable organizations, donors, and other government criteria. -

We will startby sacrificing controllability. If government.wants to control the
size of its subsidy o charity, then the contribution bonus should stituted...
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Table 5
How Much of Which Problems Are We Prepared to Live With? A Criteria Analysis

Dc? or Cnaritable
a Equity Pluralism Recip city Total Flow Predictability Distribution

Tax write-off low low low high high as is
Taxved it medium medium medium medium medium slightly

altered
Percentage contribution bonus high high high, per-

haps higher
medium slightly

altered
Sliding matching grant medium medium medium high medium slightly

altered

Tax write-off

Tax credit
Percentage contribution bonus.
Sliding matching grant

Government

Controllability

low

medium

high

high

Administrative
Efficiency

high

high

medium

medium

Allocative
Efficiency

unknown, but relevant`

unknown, but very relevant
unknown, but irrelevant

unknown, but relevant

Legitimacy

lc*/

medium

high

medium
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If control is sacrificed, a tax credit can be instituted which still *means
backdoor tax expenditures, but unlike the tax write-off, the size of the subsidy
can be regulated by changing the percentage reimbursement rate Sacrifice in
control, however, affects legitimacy and efficiency Governenent cannot be
legitimate, for the tax system conceals the government expenditure and
excludes,non-itemizers and non-filers from tax benefits Its negative effects on
donors and charitables, moreover, are substantial- Although there is equity for
itemizers in the tax system, pluralism is narrow; excluding non-filers and non-
itemizers For charitables, total flows are likely to be reduced and their pre-
dictability decreased For the donorsp,the system is inequitable and lacking in
pluralism and reciprocity For the charitables, the flows are predictable and
high, but perhaps not as high as, hey could be

What happens it,government decides to sacrifice its legitimacy? The effects
are similar to sacrifices in controllability Small sacrifices in legitimacy result
in a tax credit which, for charitables, reduces their total flows.and their cer-
tainty and provides equity only to tax-itemizers` Large sacrifices in legitimacy
result in a tax write-off which provides predictable and high (although not the
highest) flows to charitables, and penalizes donors with inequity, narrow
pluralism, and little reciprocity

What happens if government decides to sacrifice its efficiency? If
government sacrifices its efficiency by increasing admistratrve costs through
instituting.a contribution bonus, then legitimacy and controllability can be
maintained at high levels Government spending on charity through backdoor
tax expenditures is eliminated and the government has greater control over its
charitable subsidy, a budget expenditure the effects on donors are beneficial
as the bonus means an equitable and pluralistic system with enhanced
reciprocity. Charitables maintain high flows, increased perhaps with
experience, although the predictability of the total flow is reduced and the
distribution ahlong charitables altered The contribution bonus, requiring
sacrifices-in administrative efficiency for government, is the most preferred
public means for supporting, private charity.

But is it feasible? Feasibility should not preemp desirability. Feasibility
should be used to guide reason in the choice of meals to the desired ends or
in the choice of ends as closely related to the desirable as may be obtained'
under the circumstances

V

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY
lor

Feasibility depends on fact who will be helped or harmed by alternative
policies? The tax write-off favors the rich over the poor and moderate income
groups The tax credit takes from the rich to extend equity to moder to
income but not to the poor. The bonus favors the poor and near-poor, lea es
the middle income even, and disfavors the rich. Charitables would be es of
under a high contribution bonus, next,best off under the.existing tax write-off,
and worst off under a tax credit Governmental corftrol of charitable contribu-
tions and the legacy of its proceSses are best enhanced under a contribu-
tion bonus, next best under the tai credit, under which it could at least set the
rate, and worst handled under the write-off

The political feasibility of the four alternatives depends on future events
the strength of partisan forces, the proclivities of particular occupants of the
Presidency, the worsening or lessening of inflation, the importance of tax
reform and of the new congressional budget committees, and much
morethat no one is in a position to predict.- But is is poSsible

1*
without
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knowing the pretise probability, to lay Out the. main Imes of future develop-
ment that would affect the government's role in assisting charitable contribu-
tions We shall, therefore, specify three main constructs in which the impetus
for tax and budget reform affecting charitable contributions are least and most
likely Then, we shall try to assess which of the fou; proposals would do best
under each of these conditions

It may be that the impetus for reform will prove overwhelming The growing
disenchantment with the tax system may make all sorts of income deductions
("loopholes") suspect While charitable deductions may be the least venal of
all, they may still be caught up in-the wake of wholesale change The combi-
nation of \unemployment and inflation may, as well, lead government to
rationalize tax and spending activities by seeking dearer separation and
greater control over each of them The new congressional budget committees
are institutions with a collective stake in seeing to it that a tax is a tax and an

_expenditure is an expenditure, and that they help determine . what the
difference will be Under these circumstances,, the precise nature of
governmental contributions to charity would be up for grabs and the
preferences of the charitables might be buried under an avalanche of reform.

There may be reform, but moderate and mixed. The existing tax system,
with itg progressive base overlain with numerous exceptions, may be kept but
intensified Resistance to doing away with all deductions may be so great that
the attack is selective rather than comprehensive There may be a far more
progressive income tax with fewer deductions on income,, or at least different
ones The more progressive the tax,, to be sure,, the less each higher income
persbn actually pays toward his contribution, and the greater the disparities
between the, subsidies given to various income groups in the population In-
centiVes would be increased for the-wealthier and decreased for those who
would no longer pay taxes or pay very small amounts

Perhaps the present tax system will remain essentially unchanged. The
present era of economic uncertainty may make vano interests fight all the
harder to retain their existing privileges It may not e so much that the
existing system is considered desirable as the difficulty f finding alternatives
on which people and politicians can agree that would maintain the present
equilibrium There would undoubtedly be sharp attacks on existing practices
and attempts to modify particular ones, as has happened about every four to
five years, for charity, but the totaljesult would not look much different th4n
it does now

If we were asked to assign subjective probabilities to then,e three states of
affair;, we would consider maintenance of the existing system as least likely,
with radical reform (through a flab rate tax with elimination of deductions) as
slightly more likely, and a mixed picture withemphasis on steeper tax rates, as
well as selective attacks on various but not all deductions, as most( likely.
Objections to the existing system are so strong, we believe, that it is only a
Natter of time b f re it is subject to substantial change The question for
charitable.endea r is now to accdmmodate that change.

Other people's s bj ctive assessment may differ from ours. A few may feel
that radical Change is justaround the corner If they turn out to be right, then
chantables Iho Id be more strongly advised in their own interest to advocate
an equttabl echanism, like the percentage contribution bonus, that would

th m,to prosper in this new era.
An alternative assessment, which is always worth considering because it is

always platisible, is that the future will bear a remarkable resemblance to the
present Tax rates, after all, have decreaSed rather than increased in recent
years And it is anybody's guest as to whether loopholes are larger or smaller
than they used to be So why s6uld not the same forces that have mitigated
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the severity of a nominally progressive income tax operate in the futuretalk
of progressivism and practice of exceptionalism But where would this
projection of the present into the future leave our charitables? Safety first
would suggest going along with the write-off inequality in return for security
We think charitables would be better Off now ,1n trying to combine social
equitywith financial opportunity If the future will be like the present, chari-
tables interested in maximizing their resources would still be best off with the
percentage contribution bonus

By eliminating the write-off and instituting the contribution bonus, the
distribution of income to charitables is shifted On the one hand,,the effect of
this hift.is not as substantial as a first glance might suggest Under reasonable
assumptions, philanthropic support to higher education in 1970 would be
reduced by about $136 million (9 percent), from $1 53 billion to about $1 39
billion'15.By raising the government bonus a couple of percentage points and
by actively pursuipg. the .broader_ base of potential contributors (about 71
million tax filers below the 40.percent tax bracket), the $136 million could be
made, up and higher education could be kept whole The tired fund raiser,
who has exhausted himielLin running between nonexistent leads, may find
this hard to believe because sufficient incentive does not now exist With a 40
pe cent bonus higher education could break even by raising an additiOnal

,S1 6 million from those contributors beloW the 40 -percent tax bracket. Since
"r ea contribution automatically recieves a-40 percent-bont4,_ the actual

'private cost to these,contributors would be aNput $7,...e. million` x 60
percent) With a base of about 71 million totentiaLcontributors it I'S not
unreasonable that higher education could breakioven .9f, .acti_ally increase
cash eontributions by -10 percent If all give, thee E; the average
private cost per potential contributor is slightly more than one dollar Or,
more realistic.", if only one in a hundred gives theq about $100 is the
required average gift To increase cash contributionscto higher education by
10 percent, from $434 million to $477 million, one IgigAifincin every hundred
must give antaverage of slightly less than $150

On the other hand, elite institutionsh,which depend on large contributions
for a very large part of their incomehaAfeason to worry "Just as there are no
free lunches, there is no painless wa-N7fCCdeprivepeoRle of things they should
.never have had The proper mode for goveinnielital suQ3ort of charity is, in a
number of its central features, a typical policy, issue; No one, given a choice
toda , would deliberately choose (pr wo Id publicly defend) subsidizing the
rich lot and the poor a little or n t at a But the beneficiaries have got en
raised to being benefited. Our "inequity" is tfieir "security." The jiroblem, th n,
is h to Move them from a position they know to be bad to one we believe
be b tter without threatening their future' 'Th-at is why we recommend a "bu
out', of the affected interests to pern)it a voluntary transfer from an unjust a
illegitimr 4te 'methodithe incom ax write-off=zto a just and legitim e

one thf donor directed automatic percentage diperibution bonus By, n

effect, insuring potential losers ag inst loss, by giving they time to see if, n

fact, they might not actually do better for themselves, we p1ig4facilitate t e
emergence of an integrative solution Virtue would, at long lasVbecome is
own reward. ,

. .
It may be that our ideas as to what is'aesirable have affected our judgm

as-to what is feasible. Were a method for securing governmental support of
charity. being designed today, however, we da not believe that anyone wo Id
even cons' er th tax mite-off. The choice would be between a tax credit nd
a contribution b nus with the former being easier to dminister and the la er.

itieing more equi able. If the government also had,a egative income ta*, so
that everyone, as covered by the system, tax credi s would become much
more desirable J ..-
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But We all live' in a world we never made and must proceed from where we
are rather than from where we would like to be. Even so, there appears
nothing in the percentage contribution bonus that should raise unmanage
able political obstacles and a great deal in the existing system that should call
`forth protest.

Taget charitables to prefer the contribution bonus as the best of all feasible
,-alterrrittives, it would be helpful to test its constitutionality and its effects on

administrative costs What would such a test look like? How. can we experi-
ment while leaving open the option to disregard the bonus should it be un-
constitutional or prove to ill serve the requirements of the chantables?

4
s4),

VI

TESTING THE PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION BONUS

Any test must skillfully weave a path between the rigors of scientific Inquiry
and the realities of institutions The test must be designed so that, it can tell us

l'."'what we need to know But it must not upset existing institutional processes or
the test is no longer a tee of vi/atyye,don't know but a demonstration of what
we warts to prove.

1

iThe most effective way for the government to test the contribution bonus is
to try it on a small scale, while leaving the tax write-off untouched. An
amount of anywhere from $0.5 billion to $2.0 billion could be appropriated
for each of three years This fixed sum, directed by the contributions of
private individuals, would go t charitables as a bonus Each charitable would
receive part of the bonus depe ding upon the amount of private contributions
it received The more private contributions received, the greater the bonus
going to that charity.

This experiment would allow the constitutionality of the bonus-to be tested..
in the courts: If 'the bonus is deemed unconstitutional, the test could be
dropped with Ihe tax write-off remaining operative and undisturbed. If the
bonus is\deemd constitutional, then administrative costs for government to
implement the percentage contribution bonus could be determined
accurately in a real world setting. But the proposed test will certainly lead to
inequities over the t ree-year p riod. Some contributors will have control
over two bonusest e tax write- ff plus a percentage bonus going to their
preferred charity 0 her contributors (no ,- itemizers and non-filers) will
control only the pert ntage bonus. ' - ..

But this three-year transitional inequity is the price that must be paid to
acquire a more perm nent equity among charitable contributors. Any other
test which attempts to apply t e contribution bonus only to a .particular
group either non-itemizers, on-filers, or both suffers four severe
problems First, the results of t e tes1" for determine!' administrative costs
would be applicable only to that group of contributors. We would remain un-
informed about the administrate e costs that would result from contributions
by those now taking the tax wr to -off. Second, the cost of separating thosd
who coulk direct the cbntributi ii, bonus to charitabler from those who ,could
not woulia be prohibitive. Chant tiles would have to maintain separate lists of
donations according to whethe the contributors us'ed the write off or not.
Third,, constitutionality wouithl.-be in ;greater jeopardy precisely because
pttrticular g cups were sipk14, At-fpr special treatment. Fourth, and last, the
validity of t is experiment Would e,quesfio ed on the grounds that it was not
applied to everyone the way the peretn04 -contribution bonus would be "in
real life." .

,
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We think the percentage contribution bonus is good enough now to
become the vehicle for governmental support of charity. However, if others
disagree, they can support a small-scale, time-bound test that should better
enable all of us to go from where we are to where we ought to be.
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STUDY OF FEDERAL MATCHING GRANTS
FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Paul R. Meflaniee

Summary

-The following study examines a proposed system of direct federal matching
grants for charitable contributions as a, substitute for the current federal
income; estate, and gift tax deductions for charitable contributions. It
proceeds from the premise that private support for charitable institutions is a
benefit to our society and should be encouraged by the federal government.
The broad objectives of the proposed system are twofold: To institute a
program that will continue and potentially increase federal financial encour-
agement of private giving; and to correct the inequity in the federal tax system
created by the presence of the deductions for charitable contributions.

..

The proposed direct matching grant system isimodeled on the current tax
deduction system in most critical respects:1

It would offer an incentive to private charitable givi,pg by matching with
federal funds a pret4etermined portion of the private gift.

2 It would expend at least the same amount of federal funds for charity as
is currently channeled through the tax system.

3 It would preserve the privilege of individual donors to designate the
charities that receive the federal funds.

4 It would involve no more federal control over charitable institutions and
the use to which the institutions put the federal monies than does the
present tax deduction system,

5 It would employ much the same administrative machinery as the pres-
ent system.

The proposed matching grant offers the prospect for improving the current
,syste% of providing federal funds to charities in several important respects.

1 The matching Rrant can be more readily modified to increase federal
financial support to charitable' organizations.

.2. The incentive to priv to giving can besne e more effective by corre-
lating the amount of he federal match to tlje gift made by each donor
to charity.

3. Federal -funds can be made available for the charitable- donatiOns by
all individuals, not just by those who itemize their deductions on their
federal income tax returns.. . ,

4. The direct matching grant system enhances- the pluralism of the
present deduction systern and disperses-control over the federal funds
to a much broader portion of the population.

Finally, significant tax reform can .be achieved by eliminating, withobt
detriment to charity, a deduction that is not properly a. part of a system of
taxing net income, or, in the case of the estate and gift taxes, deductions that
are not properly part of a system of taxing net donative transfers.

tt.

'Professor of Liw, Boston College, School of Law.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MATCHING GRANT SYSTEM

Lifetime Gifts to Charity

The current charitable contribution deduction in the, federal income tax
would be replaced by a system of direct federal assistance for private chari-
table organizations through a matching grant mechanism.2 Each donor's gift3
would be matched by a predetermined amount from the government, the
federal share to be transmitted directly to the charitable institution of the
donor's choice The size of the federal matching grant will be determined by
the percent of the donor's income that was given to charity that year. The
matching percentage will increase as the percent of ipcome given to charity
increases.

The following schedule is an example of a matching grant program that
could be used to match all gifts to charity by living individuals3

Table 1

Percent of Total
Income Donated

Matching Federal Grant as
Percent of Donation

Under 1% 5%

1-2 10

2-3 15

3-4 20

4-5 25

. 5-6 30

,c
6-7 35

7-8 40

8-9 45

9-10 50

Over 10 e 55

The above schedule reflects a "progressive matching grant" ap
is, .the percentage of the federal rant increases as the donor, g
percentage of his or her total to charity.

he study of direct mat
will equal the reven e gain to be
ing grants Assumes, that federal sp

the matching grant
repeal of the charitable cbntributi ?ns deduction
in fiscal 1975.4 ,

572

roach, that
es a larger

nding under
erived from

an estimated $4.9 billion
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The donation base is derived by dividing an individual's total gifts tofcharity
by total income. Thus, as an individual increases the percentage of his total
income that he gives to charity, the amount of the federal matching grant
likewise increases. In general, total income includes adjusted gross income
increased by items of tax preference that are presently excluded from adjusted
gross income.5-

The donor will file a schedule with his individual income tax return listing
his charitable gifts and the taxpayer identification number of the.charity to
which the contribution was made. The donor will likewise compute his dona-
tion base as described above and then determine the federal matching
percentage. The Internal 'keyenue Service (or other designated office in the
Treasury) would credit the appropriate amounts to the accounts of the various
charitable organizations The Treasury would make annual disbursements to
the charitable organizations of the amounts in their respective accounts

Another form of direct matching grant program would employ a constant`
federal matching percentage that would apply to the dollar amount donated
For example, the government would provide a matching grant of 30 percent of
the amount donated, regardless of the percentage of the donor's income that
the gift represented This is a "flat matching grant" approach. Under the flat
matching grant approach, it is unnecessary to define total income, and it is
likely that the recipient organizations, rather than the donors, would file with
the Internal Revenue Service the information necessary to calculate the
government grant.

Charitable organizations would qualify for receipt of matching grant funds
under the same standards employed, under present section 170 of the Internal
Revenue Code 6

Appropriations for the matching grant fund should be made by Congress on
a five-year or ten-year basis to permit adequate long-range planning by
recipient organizations.

Argunients for and against the proposed system are discussed in Chapter II,
the effects on donors and donees are considered in Chapters III and IV,
'respectivelY, Chapter V deals with administration of the program, and Chapter
VII discusses constitutional issues involved in providing federal 'financial
support to religious institutions.

Testamentary Transfers to Charity

The study also,rec mmends that fede al matching grants be provided in lieu'
of present estate and ift tax deduction for contributions to charity. As in,the
case of the matching grants for gifts ma e during lifetime, the direct matching
grant, system for test mentary transfers would match donations on a progres-
sive basis Thus, the percentage of the contributions matched' by the Treasury
would inCreas as the percentage of the decedent's total estate contributed to
charitable institutions increased. The following table illustrates a possible

fa- matching gra t schedule:

573
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Table 2

Percent of Total Matching Federal Grant as
' Estate Donated Percent' of Donation

0:-5%

5-10

1045

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

8.3%

16.6

24.9

33.2

41.5

49.8

66.4

74.7

88.3

As in th(ase'of the lifetime system, it would be possible to employ a flat
matching grant system, for example, 30 percent of the amount bequeathed to
charity rather than the progressive system in Table 2.

This study assumes that the amount expended by the federal government
under the proposed matching grant system is the same as the current revenue
loss sustained as a result of the estate tax deductibn for charitable contribu-
tions--approximately $940 million at 19f9 levels.7

Administrative and definitional aspects of the proposed system of direct .

matching grants for testamentary charitable contributions are considered in
Chapter VI The discUssion of constitutional issues in Chapter VI1 is also
applicable to the matching grants for testamentary transfers.

11

ANALYSIS OF'REASONS OR AND AGAINST CHANGE FROM TAX
-DEDUCTION SYSTEM IRECT MATCHING GRANT SYSTEM -(

I easops for Change_ I
) z .7 .

The Direct Matching Grant System Will Provide a More Equitable System
of Expending Federal Funds for Charity _ _

Equity from a tax viewpoint. The existence of the income tax4deduction for
charitable contributions is almost universally viewed as unnecessary.for a
proper determination of net income, the bask object of the income tax,
Under a netincome tax, only those expenditures which are cqsts of producing .

income are properly deductible. If a deduction, ,such, as the charitable deducj
tion, is allowed for expenditures that are Slid cots of producing income,a

.,.54* 1
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so-called "personal deduction" it must be defended on the basis that it
achieves some objective external to the tax system. It is not a necessary struc-
tural part of the income tax system.*

,T,he allowance of such an "extraneous" deduction, however, has an
important impact on tax equity That is to say, if A and B make equal amounts
of net income, but A makes a charitable contribution, A will pay less in taxes
than B even though they have an identical ability to pay. Similarly, if A has
net income of $100,000 and makes a charitable contribution of $50,000, he
will pay the same tax as B who only makes $50,000. Yet, apart from the
deduction, A has twice the ability to pay taxes as does B

Thus, those interested in maintaining a fair income tax system see the chari-
table contribution deduction as violating the inegrity of the system in two
critical respects the deduction produces "horizontal inequity" because two
persons with the same net incomes will pay differing amounts of tax because
of the deduction, it produces "vertical inequity" because a person with a high
income is able to pay the same tax as a person with a much lower income.

Proponents of the charitable contributions deduction have, from its incep-
tion in 1917, recognized that it is not a proper structural component of a tax
system based'on net income The deduction has never been seen by Congress
to be necessary to produce a properly defined net income. Rather, the
deduction for charitable contributions has throughout its history always been
justified Congress and by its supporters as a program to provide federal aid
and encouragement to private philanthropy.9 The program has been quanti- '
fied by the Office of Management and Budget,10 the Treasury, and the staff ofd
the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation es a "tax expenditure"
prograth 11 Since advocates of the deductionboth private and congres-
sionaldef,end it as a federal spending program, it is approOriate to view, it
from the standpoint of the equity issues it raises as a spending program.

Equity froth an expenditure program viewpoint. The deduction for
charitable contributions is a mechanism whereby the federal government
matches private donations to charity The amount of the federal match is
determined by the marginal tax bracket of the donor. For example, if a
20-peicent-bracket taxpayer wishes to effect a $100 transfer to charity, the
dedUction system matches an $80 gift by the taxpayer with $20 of federal
funds A 50- percent- bracket taxpayer can transfer the same $100 to charity by
making a $50 gift since the federal government will match his gifts with
another $50 For a 70-Percent-bracket taxpayer, the deduction systern
matches a $30 gift by the taxpayer with $70 of federal funds.

Put somewhat differently, the feder4government matches the 20-prcent-
f...

bracket individual on a 1 to 4 ratio the 50-percent-bracket taxpayer on a 1 for
1 ratio, avid the 70-percerit-brackk donor on a 2'.3 for 1 basis, .

Table 3 illustrates the matching grant schedule under-ent deduction
. system for a single person at various.selected taxable incorne levels who

wishes to transfer $100 to charity.
Under the -deduction system, the taxp ayer-donor writes only one check to

charity But, in fact, that check represents two separate contributions. one
which is the donor's own private gift and the other, the government's match-
ing contribution...The donor is in effect designated as the government's paying
agent for irs share. The government then settles up with the donor- when the

. income.tax return isJi1ed on April 15.12

The financial information su plied to Congress by Vice- 'President Rocke-
'feller provides a drarnaf le ,of how the tax deduction matching grant
system operates. 13 In 1 Roc efellet donated $:1,656,982 to various _
charitable organization .rorn. a to ndpoint, the deduction reduced Mr.

. 5 5.

.
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- ,

Taxable Income Total Gift

Table 3

Taxpayer's''
Contribution

$ 0 $100 $100

1,000 100 85

5,000 100 79

10,000 - 100 75

25,000 .100 60

50,000 100 40 ,/
100, 000 100 31

200,000. 100 30

Government Matching
Grant

$ 0

15

21

25 r

40

I 60

69

70

Rockefeller's federal income taxes by some $1,159,887. Instead of requiring
that this amount be paid to the Treasury, the federal government in effect
agreed to let it be paid over to the chari'* of Mr. Rockefeller's choice if he
would match it with $497,095 of his own funds. This net out -of- pocket cost
apparently constituted less than 10 percent of Mr. Rockefeller'i economic
income in 1973 Solely because of his income bracket, Mr. Rockefeller's gifts
triggered a $2 33 federal match for each $1 of his own funds given to charity.
But 'a $10,000 wage earner, who gave the same percentage of his inipme to
charity, would have, received no federal matching grant if he claimed the

standard deduction.
Whether one regards as equitable the spending program described above

depends, to some extent, on the purpose that is seen to be served by the
program Two broad purposes are generally advanced. One, Which may be
termed a "philosophical" perspective, regards the deduction as "reward"
system; the other, roughly 'denominated, the "scientific" perspective,
perceives the deduction as creating aty economic .bias for a particular form of

'private consumption. ,,,,:"
I. The philosoph c I concept)of rewarding sacrifice for the public go d ins

premised on the view that all members of society are subject to ce ain
minimal obligations and duties. ,Compliance with these minimal .cluti s IS

- demanded of everyone, failure to comply is regarded as a wrong and a-matter
for censure.14 Above and beyond these obligationsa-Ad duties, however, is
the area of inoral 'ideals. Compliadce with these moralfideals is vajued be-
havior, not expected as a matter of course, andls seen as achievement worthy
of praise and reward. Charitable giving is usually placed in this latter category
of ideal behavior anddience} appropriate of a reward. The donor has given up
the opportunity to consume, certain material goods fOr his own pleasure and
instead has given a certain percent of his income or wealth for the common
good spending program effected through the charitable deduction
shoul, under this /view, be tested for Its equitable operation its a rewardsh.t4. yster , , .1-3 1 4. , ,i;"

On he other hand, most economists and social .psychologists take the
scren ific view that charitable contributions are not simply indrOidual 'Sac-
rifice for the public good, but are,actually co umption syendmg. This view

. I
. ,

576 I 1
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is based on the economic thedr)7 that the consumer is a utility (or satistaction)
maximizer 15 He allilcates his limited resources in-such a way that each dad
purchases the maximum amount' of satisfaction available to` him. The "sac-
rifice" of the philosophical perspective is thus shifted to utility provision.
When the consumer makei' adecision to give to charity heKrst looks at all
poSsible forms of consUmptio0 and detesinines which is preferred. Then and
only then does he consume If the decision is to make a charitable gift, the
individual is Seen as purchasing status, the perpetuation of his social values
dr, on a less mercenary level, the satisfaction resulting from doinga "good
deed " Under this view, the expenditure program effected through the chari-
table deduction creates an economic bias in favor of a certrgin kirid of con-
sumption charitable donationsover other forms of consumption available
to consmitet.k And one can inquire as to whether the deduction operates
equitably as an incentive system to induce this form of consumption. (See
Appendix A for a more extended discussion of the conceptual problems .

involved inanalyzing the deductimas a "reward" or as a bias for a flart i c u lar
type or consumption.)

These two theoretical perspectives ex se a fundamee tension that exists
in both the present deduction syste d the direct rrdtching grot program.
The philosophical view looks to the degree of sacrifice and tends, to focus on
providing rewards commensurate with effort, that is, the "equity" aspects of
the system The scientific view points to the incentive. effect of a system,
whether it is seen as "fair" or not The goals of equity and incentive cannot be
completely achieved in any 'system for encouraging charitable giving, What ts
required is an appropriate balance between the ,two desirable objectives.

Whether the present charitable contributions deduction is viewed as an
:incentive or as a reward for charitable giving, it has an operational effect for
at most 40 percent of those Whey file income tax returns..16 ,Sinie the
deduction may only be claimed by those who itemize their personal deduc-
tions, it is obvious that no reward and no incentive is offered to the 60 percent
of the taxpayers who claim the general standard deduction or the low-income
allowance, nor for those who file non-tarabre returns. Indeed, the 40 percent
figure overstates the number of individuals who can qualify for the incentive-
reward Section 6012 (a)(1) of the Code exempts from the return filing require-
ment those whose incomes fall below, the poverty level. An estimated 15
million individuals are excused from filing rsetigns because of this provision.l..?
If these individuals are taken into account; then the incentive-reward is opera-
tive for on lye. 34 percent of those who are pOtential contributors to charitable
organitations.,

4If the federal government' is to-offer a reward 6 an incentivelo individuals
to ake gifts to charitable 'institutions, it is diffi 'Lilt to justify on equitable
gro nds a system that operates only for 34 perce t of the potential contribu- .
for In other words, why should $12,0130 wa e earner who iternikeSdils 1. '
deductions be given a reward for hi corttribution to charity, but no rev/a:NIA .

provided for a $12,000-per-year indiVidual who claims the standard dedd
but gives the same amount to charity? At the minimum, equity would seerrk
require that those who give similar amounts to charity should receive a
reward from any federal Or ogram° designed to encourage charitable giving.
And why should we forego Offering to the vast majority of our citizens any
incentive to give to charity?

Butseven this concept of equity appears too limited. The present system, ." ,4
isince the reward-incentive is a function of the income tax bracket of the ..,
donor, provides a relatively greater reward or incentive to the high-bracket ; .,

individual who gives' the same percentage of his income to charity as does a .4
low-bracket ceintributor ' Thus, an individual making $200,000 a year receives :-:
a 70 perFent rrrat04,ng.g nt if he gives- tlelent of his income to charity. Yet : ,

, b),
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the $12,000-per-year wage earner will receive only 25 percent matching grant
from the federal government even though he al gives 10 percent of his
income to charity Thus the wealthy individual is rewarded to a greater extent
for making precisely the same relative contribution to charity as the lower_
income individual Indeed, one rfiay question whether a 10 percent contribu-
tion by a $200,000-per-year income individual even cortstitutes relatively the
same effort or sacrifice for charity as does a 10 percent contribution by a
$12,000-per-year wage earner But even on an absolute-basts, the inequity of
the present reward program is obvioCis And we can well ask, from the
incento,e standpoint, why, it takes three times the federal incentive to induce
the $200,000-Per-year Individual to make the same relative contribution to
charity as his $12,000-per-year counterpart

The equity problem may be viewed another way Since the amount of the
federal funds that may be controlled by a particular contributor increases with
his income tax bracket, it 15 obvious that the wealthy are given control over
the great bulk of the federal funds expended through the present deduction
system In calendar year 1972, an estimated $3.4 billion in federal funds was
expended via the charitable contribution deduction Of this amount $2.6
billion was expended by those with adjusted gross mcomes in excess of
$15,000 per year 18 In 1972, approximately 15 percent of the returns filed
showed adjusted gross incomes in excess of $15,000 per year.19 Yet these 15
percent were given the power to control t percent of the federal funds made
available for private philanthropy through the charitable contributions deduc-
tion Even more startling, tke 5 percenOof the taxpayers with incomes in
excess of $50,000 a year were permitted in 1972 to control $1 2 billion of the
federal funds made available by the charitable contribution3 deduction. In
other words,, 37 percent of the federal funds were controlled by the wealthiest
one- half of one percent of the people in the country 20

A rough picture of the estimated distribution, of control over the federal
fun& delivered througlillhe charitable deduction system in 1-972 is set forth in
Table 4

Percent of
Tax Returns

\\ Table 4

Classification

s
Percent of Federal

Funds Controlled

59% Standard deduction, low-income
allowance, 'an non-

0%

,. t xables.

28 Ite izerabelow $15.000 AGI, 23

12.3 Itemizers betwe n $15, 000- 40
_50, cioo 1GI.

0.5 Itemizers above $50, 000 AGI. 37 -
100.0 ;9

Numbers may not add title to rounding.

Source: Derived from Staqitics of Income (1971), pp. 78, 79, 82 and Esti-
mates of Federal Tax Expenditures, Staffs of the TreasaryDepartment and
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation (Committee Print, 1973), pp.
9, 10.

a
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To further illustrate the disproportionate power that the present deduction'
system gives to the wealthy in the dispositicin of federal funds, it should be
noted that those.with adjusted gross incomes in excess of $50,000 in 1970
accounted for only 14 percent of the total itemized contributions to charity in-
that yedl 21 If contributions to charity by non-itemizers are taken into
account, then this highest income group contributed less than 10 percent of
the total hinds that were donated to charity in 1970,22 yet they were entitled
to control approximately 37 percent of the federal funds made available
through the deduction system By contrast, those claiming the standard
deduction also gave an estimated 20 percent ($3 8 billion) of the total funds
going to chanty in 1970,23 yet they were entitled to control not one dollar of
the federal funds.

It is interesting to note that in another study for the Commission, two
political scientists (who expressly disavow any tax expertise) reached the same
conclusions regarding the inequify of the present deduction system. Thus,
Professors Wildaysky and Good of the University of California Concluded that
not only is the present system of encouraaing charity inequitable, but that the
continued existence of this inequity has adverse spill-over effects. As political
scientists, aoey_perceive that the failure to correct the inequities described
above diminiShes public confidence in the fairness of the tax syst9m and
thence erodes the very legitimacy of our political institutions. They conclude.
"Surely no one today Would deliberately set out to create a method of
financing charitable contributions by the government that would add, say, 70
percent to the rich man's contribution, 14 percent to the poor man's, and
nothing at all to the poorest Despite ingenious rationalizations, these
inequities are real , A

Thus whether one-thinks that an equitable reward system should be based
tin -A-Vats-Grote or on a relative measure C-Tf contributions, the present federal

expenditure program for private charitable organizations ef4fected through.the
charitable contributions deduction is difficUlt to defend on quity grounds

Equity under the direct matching grant system. A direct atching grant
system can-mitigate substantially the inequities that result from utilization of
the tax-deduction mechanism to provide federal funds tb charity. in
summary form, the direct matching grant syitem improves equity in the
following respects.

1 All contributors, not just those who itemize their deductions, will be" eligible to-control the federal direct matching grant funds
2 Federal matching grants-will be made available on the same basiVfor

every donor, regardless of the donors income tax brack t
3 The extreme disparity between the amount of fed ral funds controlled

by the wealthy and the amount controlled by lower -into e individuals is sub-
stantially mitigated (and can be eliminated: if so desire ).

sVstem.
4 The charitable contributions deduction Would be repealed, thus

removing one source of inequity in the income tax
The first and the mostobvious advance in equity is that ntribbtors to

charitable organizations become entitled to have their contri utions matched
by federal funds regardless of whether they itemize their charitable contribu-
tions for income tax purposes or claim the general standard deduction or
low-income allowance, or indeed if they incur no income tax liability at all. It

. is the act of making a 'charitable contribution that will trigger,the federal
matching grant under the proposed system, not the aqt of itemizing personal , -

deductions on an income tax return. This feature of the direct matching grant
program insures that all citizens in the United Stalesnot just the upper-
income segments of our society havehave the-opportunity to exergfie control

; over the federal funds made available for private charity if they so desire.

579
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Use of the Hatching grant formula also insures t. t each individual's con,-
tribution will be matched on the same basis rega less of his ip.come tax
bracket Thus, on a progressive matching grant schedule ,a person in the 70

.

percent bracket Who contributes 5 percent of his income WASarity will trigger
the same peventage federal matching grant as does 11, 14-percent-bracket
taxpaVer whd 'contributes 5 percefit of his income to charity Or, on a flat ,,

percentage matching grant schedule, the 14-percent-bracket donor yvho-gives
$300 to charity would generate the same dollar federal matching grant as the
70 percent donor who gives $300 The direct matching grant program thus
focuses on the charitable donation made by each individual as the
appropriate basis for determining 'e .percentage federal matching grant,
rather than, he income tax bracket at under the present system ;

The proposed federal matching grant system also produces a much more
equitable allocation of power over federal funds than does the present
charitable contributions deduction. As noted abdve, the one half of one
ercentof upper-income individuals with adjusted gross incomes in,excess of

$50,000 control approximately 37 percent of the federal funds expended
through -the char able contributions deduction By contrast, had the ,
progressi%, e direct ant system been in effect in 1970, the wealthiest one half
of one percent wou d have controlled only $218 million out of the $3 5 billion
expended through the deduction in that year 25 This'constitutes control over
6 2 percent of,the funds for this group as compared with the 37 percehainder.,
the deduction system 'Whether the direct matching grant system shOuld go
still further in reducing the control of the very wealthy over even this large a .
portion of the federal funds is considered on page 2446.

The proposed matching.grant system is advanced on the bisis that it is a
more equitable system of dispersing federal funds for charity than Ls the
present charitable contributions deduction As with ail; system for which an
"equity" claim is made,, certain value -laden assumptions' are involved'in the
system that should be identified and examined. How one evaluates these
assumptions will determine whether one prefers the progressive matching
grant system or the flat matching grant systemther matching _technique
represents an improvement in eqiiity grounds 'er the pres'ent deduction
system Two fundamental questions should be Considered at this point. (1)
Should income bs, used as the base against which contributions will be meas-
ured for purposes of determining the ampunt of the federal matching grant?
(2) Should the amount of the federal matning grant be determined by "rela-
tive effort" (that is, ratio of ontributions to total income) instead of merely
on the basis of absolute dol ars contributed

I..` 4 II

Income s the donation base. It may e contended that tttili ation of
income as' donation bae in the progress! direct matching trant' rogram
.1

,

reates its own equity problems 'While we are tied to income as fh easur-
i g rod if the federal financial aid is to be effected th the i e tax
ystem, could we not shift to a broader baSe if we are going t mo utside

the tax system? One possibility that suggests itself is the tot "we 4" of a
contributor The use of wealth, it could be argued, is more equitable han the
'use of income since tying the matching incomesystem to incoe means that
persons with accumulated wealth can trigger the matching grant by gifts out
of that accumulated wealth, while retaining their current income for other
consumption purposes On the other hand, wage earners could, by and large,
have to use current income to t igger the gr t:

1

There are several reasons for rejecting w alth as the base for the direct.
matching grant One, the concept of wealth is, if anything, more difficult for
economists to define _than ,is the -colik:e.et f income.2b It does not stem
sensible to discard the experience of ilrncist 60 years in dealing withhe term

580.
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income under the income tax (and a variety of federal welfare programs) to
embark.on a new definitional search simply to effect a matching grant system

If one is uneasy about the possibility that wealthy persons-can use accumu-
lated wealth to trigger matching grants under a system that is geared to
income, it is not clear that the concern really arises out of the matching grant
system itself Instead, one's unease may be c,aued by the failure of the
Income tax system to include all forms of increrses in net worth, including
gifts and bequests, in income Under an ideal concept of income, accumu-
lated wealth was at onetime income (in the economic sense of the term) 27 It
represents deferred consumption and the decispn to make a charitable
contribution out of accumulated wealth represents a decision to end that
deferral If this is the case, then the use of accumulated wealth is simply the
use of deferred income to trigger the matching grant system Hence the prob-
lem under a progressive matchipg grant system is merely one of "bunching,"
that is, by deferring charitable contributions a donor can trigger a higher
matching grant than if he made a gift in each year But this "bunching"
problem can be solved in the context of the matching grant system itself. (See
Chapter V, page 2475 )'While the current income tax base certainly has flaws
and defectsmust notably, in our context, the failure to tax gifts and
bequestsit would be inappropriate to undertake to correct changes in .the
income tfax base solely in order to improve the operation of the matching
grant system On the other hand, it is inappropriate to criticize the use of
income as the base for the matching grant system because of problems that
ar.e f u ricictarnmt a I _to the income ,ta system 26",-", r4P e, " ;

In addition, one's concern about the problem of utilization of accumulated
wealth to trigger the matching grant program may be alleviated to some extent
rf irvome is a good proxy for wealth Here the somewhat sketchy data reveal
some relationship between wealth and income, but that relationship is far
from exact According to a study based gn 1962 data, when consumer units
were rapked_by income, the top 1 pertent owned 25 percent of thewealth but
received only 8 percent of the income The top 20 percent of families received
41 7 percent of perstiAl income but owned 77 percent of personal wealth 29
One can conclude frbm this data that wealth is related to incorrie to"the extent
that large wealth holdings tend to be associated with high income However,
it is also obvious that income distribution in the United States is much more
equal than is wealth distribution Thus, it is fair to conclude that high-incoine

. families will be able to use,accumulated wealth in order to trigger matching
federal grants to a relatively greater extent than 'lower- income families. But
one again is led to the conclusrbp that this is a problem that must be resolved
within the federal tax system itself and cannot really be resolved in a program
whose limited purpose is to provide federal financial assistance to charitable
organizations And, as noted above, if one desires to reduce as an absolute
matter the amount of federal funds controlled by the wealthy, the direct
matching grant system can be readily modified td achieve this result, as
discussed on page 2446.

Relative effort versus absolute dollars. The use of relative effort in a
matching.grant system does create problems The use of income as the base
requires that we deal with all of the income definitional problems that are
inherent in the income ta system, this problem is discussed on page 2472.
Use of a progressiyo' matching grant schedule requires that we deal with
"notch" problems and averaging problems, these are discussed on pages 2447
and 2,475.

Many definitional and administrative problems could be avoided by estab-
lishing a flat matching grant based on the dollars contributed. Thus the
matching grant system would simply provide that each dollar contributed to
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charity would be matched by 30 percent of the dollars donated. The -flat,
matching grant system avoids all definitional problems and administrative
problems inherent in utilizing a progres"sive matching grant schedule tied to
income 30

At this point, the question for the policy maker is whether a flat matching
grant system or a system based on relative effort is more equitable. The
following discusSion seeks to identify those aspects in each system that bear
on the equity issues

. .The concept of equity that 19 involved in a flat matching grant is that every-
body's dollar, rich and poor alikeis treated the same. This concept of
equity undergirds the use of tax credits, and certainly represents a decided
improvement in equity over the present deduction system It must be recog-
nized, however, that unter a flat matching grant system, the wealthy indi-
vidual can control the same federal funds as the lower-income individual with
much less loss of alternative consumption power. thus, it a person making
$100,000 per year gives $1,000 to charity he will, under ,a 30 percent flat,
matching grant system, for example, trigger a $300 federal matching grant. A
$10,000-per-year individual who gave $1,000 would also trigger a $300
matching grant Under d progressive matching grant schedule geared to
relatiye effort, the $100,0)00-per-year individual, since he has given only 1
percent of his incomelo charity, would be entitled to only a 5 percent federal
matching grant ($50) But the $10,000-per-year wage earner who, gave the
same amount would trigger (33100 federal grant Only by increasing his effort
on behalf of charity threefold can the $100,000-per-year individual trigger the
same-atiSdiute federal funds under the progressive matching grant system al
would be the case under a 30 percent flat matching grant system, and he
would leave to increase his gift to $10,000 to qualify. for the same percentage-matchirig grant as the $10,000-per--Year individual who gives $1,000. Thus, a
progressive matching grant system tends to reflect the ideals of a progressiye
income fax structure

The progressive matching grant system also assumes that the person who
had made the greater effort for the common good should be given the greatest
rewardi and correspondingly, we ought to encourage such effort on the behalf
of the common good by providing incentives for greater relative effort. An
example,may make this point Suppose a person is drowning in a calm lake.
The owner of a passing boat stops and pulls the drowning person out of the
water Now. suppose a person is drowning in a stormy ocean. At great risk to
his person and his property, the owner of a passing boat stops and rescues the
drowning individual In each case the contribution to society is the same, that
is, a single life has been saved. But, it can be argued that the second boat
owner is the more praiseworthy since he has made that at a greater

'personal sacrifice Similarly, the individual who donates 10 percent of his
income for the public good, thereby foregoing 10 percent of total con-
sumption choices,' is seen to be more praiseworthy and deserving of greater
reward than is the person Who gives away only 1 percent of his consumption
choices, even though the dollar amounts given to charity .by each are the
sable.

Indeed, some would argue that the progresSive matching grant system doesnot go far enough in recognizing the relative sacce of lower-income as'
opposed to wealthy individuals, Thus it could be argued that the poor shouldreceive larger incentive-rewards than the wealthy for giving the same percentof their income to charity. This argument is based on the,fact that the rich
have so much more left after making an equal perCentage contribution tocharity, that it is easier, and therefore less praiseworthy, for them to give thesame ,percentage of their income to charity. The difficulty is that theeconomic case for this argument is less than clear;31 economists dd ifot allagree that it is easier for a rich in8diyid2 ual than it is for a poor person to give

.
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away the same percent of income Indeed as a psychological matter, it may
be more difficult for a person with wealth to give it away than it is for a person
who has never had the wealth to live without it And, as discussed on page
2446, requiring the wealthy to give a higher percentage of income to charity
than lower-income donors would have an impact on the incentive effect of the
matching grant system, (Some of the considerations involved in the reward-
incentive dichotomy are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A.)

On the equity issues, the above analysis warrants the following conclusions

1 A direct matching grant system-.- whether of the progressive or flat per-
centage type is more equitable than the present deduction system

2 The chdice between the progressive and flat matching grant systems
is determined by whether one believes that relative effort or 4solute
giving more appropriately reflects the value judgments of .our society,
reasonable people can reach differing conclusions

3 If a pi-ogressive matching system is selected, the use of "income" as the
base against which to measure relative effort is both appropriate and
defensible

The Direct Matching Grant System Will Enhance Pluralism and the Dispersion
pf Power Over Federal Funds

The argument frequently. advanced by proponents of the crltable
contribution deduction is that.it promotes pluralism and effects a d Ysion
of power 32 Pluralism under the present deduction system is achi 'd d by
giving to certain individuals the right to designate how the federal funds for
charity will be spent The choices .of these individuals determine the uses to
which the federal funds will lie put, "free of governMent directive or control

Irrfact, of course, the present deduction system "disperSes" power only in a
peculiar,sense of the term It may more accurately be viewed as the vehicle by
whiih power is further concentrated in the hands of the wealthy. The power is
transferred from the federal government to the already very powerful wealthy
Thus, as noted above, Vice-President Rockefeller in 1973 was given thg power
to control $1 1 million of federal funds for the charities funded by him. The
"dispersion" of power effected by the charitable contribution deduction has
only served to enh nce the concentration of power in the hands of a few
wealthy, families in e United States

.
The argument f pluralism, however, has merit and is one that must be

taken seriously by any 'advocate of an alternative system. The, argument
represents a viewpoint shared by many Americans We sense that multiple
approaches to problems are desirable, that individuals and organizations
outside government can provide programs an ideas that might have difficulty
surfacing in the government, -and that givin the individual the power, to
designate the objects, of his charitable interests is conducive to achieving
.these ends.

But, as seen above, the present system confines this kind of pluralism to
some 34 percent of the adult population And this fact raises difficult ques-
tions for defenders of the deduction system. If the present degree of pluralism
is good Would our society not be greatly enhanced if the pluralism could be
extended to 10Otpercent of charitable contributors? Or, if it is good to disperse

, power over $4 0' billion of federal fttnds, why do only 34 percent of our
citizens get to control the distribution of funds contributed by all taxpayers?

Proponents of the pluralism argument musts face the fact that the charitable
cotitributiOn deduction mechanism achieves relatively little pluralism. And
th-at pluralism:is operative in the most part only for the upper-income
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individuals in the country If private control of federal funds provided to
charity is good, then it seems plain that the pluralistic ideal is better achieved
when a $5,000-a-year wage earner can be the designating agent for the part of
the federal funds, just as is the $250,060-a-year individual.

The force of the above objections appears to be gaining acceptance by
those concerned with encouraging a pOate individuals government partner-
ship as the best means of aiding private philanthropy. For example, John D.
Rockefeller, III, recently proposed that the deduction be extended to all tax-
payers, not just those who itemize their other deductions. His suggestion was
premised on the belief that one of the things that needs doing is to encourage
the small giver, because the strength of our pluralistic society is largely based
on individual initiative at all levels

In terms of plur'alism, the benefits of the matching grant system are
obv ious The direct grant system would expand the ntential paying agents for
the federal system from 30 percent to 100 percent of thee population, whether
taxpaying or not.

. .
The control aspect of the pluralism argument is also satisfied. Each donor

will be entitled to direct the federal matching grant triggered by his contribu-
tion to the charity of his choice Thus, the fund-raising,activities of the
charities will still be directed to the individual donor, not to the government-

It is apparent that acceptance of the pluralism ideal may involve a distribu-
tion of federal funds for charity in a fashion that is different from the present
pattern Since upper-income individuals contro most of the federal funds
under the deduction system, charities favore by such persons presently
receive the bulk of the federal financial assists The matching grant system
will shift:- either relatively or absolutelysome of this designation power to
lower-income donors and hence benefit the charities supported by them. Esti-
mates of the magnitude of this shift are examined in detail in Chapter 1V.

The primary concern over this shift is voiced by representatives of colleges
and universities, museums, and symphonies which constitute the favored
charities of the wealthy They would probably lose some of their present
federal funds to community chests and churches, which are the charities most
heavily supported by lower-income donors.34

This shift is one that simply must be accepted if we are also to accept the
logical consequd'nces of the pluralism argument Ittloes not seem possible to
defend a system by arguing for pluralism, but then carefully define the plural-
istic parameters to include only those donors who willrdirect funds to a

' particular class of charities. As is discussed hi Chapter IV, various strategies
are available to prevent a reduction In overall receipts by higher education,
museums,, and symphonies But these strategies must be consistent"ith. the
goal of permitting all tion'Ors to charitynot just upper-income dortorstot
direct federal funds to the charity of their choice.

.

The Direct Ma,tching Grant System is More Effectively Targeted to Charitable
Giving than the Income Tix Deduction

The direct matching grant system will be a more effective incentive to the.
act of charitable giving than is the present deduction The increased effec-
tiveness results from two factors:

1 The incentive is related only to the act of charitable giving.
2 The progressive matching grant rates offer a strong incentive to increase ,

charitable Ong. -
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One curiosity of the present deduction system is that control over the
federal funds is determined more by gther aspects.ofka donor's economic and
social life than by the act of charitable giving. Thus, in 1970, only 2 percent of
the 33 6 million returns with itemized charitable contributions reflected con-
tributions in excess of the standard deduction.35 In other words, if the
charitable contribution_ deduction had been the only itemized personal
deduction allowed in 1970, 98 percent of those claimin'g the charitable
contribution deduction would, have shifted to the standard deduction and
hence would have been outside the .present matching grant system..

These data mean that the present incentive reward is offered not iust to
those who make charitable contributions It is really offered to those who
incur other expenses that give rise to itemized deductions homeowners with
deductions for interest and taxes, those with large medical expenses, two-
worker families with childcare expenses, consumers who incur interest for
installment purchases, divorced spouses who pay alimony, and the like.

The direct matching grant systemwhether progressive or flat rate-
focuses solely on-the act of making a charitable donation. Under the proposed
system it is irrelevant what other economic or social activities the donor does
or does not engage 10. If he performs the single act for which we are interested
in providing an incentivecharitable givingthe federal matching grant
funds'are automatically made available

The adoption of a progressive matching grant schedule may provide an
.additional-ins,eiakvse. by,pr44,.iGting va.1.37:ger. .ma tthing--gr an I\ as,aclon,or.,gives
larger percentage drhis income to charity Under the present system, a donor
in the 25 percent bracket is offered a 25'percent matching grant if he gives 1
percent of his income to charity. BJt, he is offered the same flat rate to give 50,
percent of his income to charity. While a" larger dollar amount of federal funds
can be controlled by making the larger gift, it is obvious that a more potent
incentive to increase the gift would be effected if the percentage of the gift
matched also increased

Indeed the present deduCtion.-system may operate for some' donors 'in
precisely the reverse fashion If increasing the amount of the charitable con-
tribution caused the donor's marginal bracket to fall from 25 percent to 22
percefit, the incentive to giye has actually decreased as the percent of total
income given to charity has increased Such an effect is, of course /directly
the opposite of the mander in which an effective incentive system should
operate

The matching grant system is not, of course, a perfect incentive system.
Problems are created in a'progressive schedule by the "Nofth" aspect of the
progressive.scale, and under_both flat and progressive matching schedules,
there is a ceiling on the matching grant scheddle. Theseaspects are con-
sidered on pages 2447 and 2448, respectively. But.thes ,problems do not
seem, particutarly troublesome. And, in any event, the proposed system repre-
sents a decidedly more effective incentive to increased charitable giving than
does,,the present deduction mechanism.

The Direct Matching Gant System Provides a More Rational Frainewark
Within Which to Determine the Amount of Federal Aid to Charity

A direct matching grant system offers_ two importantt advantages to
charities andigovernment alikeover the present deduction System insofar as
rational expenditure of federal funds iS concerned.

1 The amount of 'federal funds available .for charity will be specifically
earmarked so that it will not be affected by completely unrelated
congressional actions.
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2 The possibility of increasing the amount of federal funds for charity is
greatly enhanced

For the years 1969-1973, the federal government expended $3 to $4 billion
annually as its share of the combined federal-Private matching grant system
effected-through the charitable contributkins deduction.36 But because the
federal share is 'made available through the deduction numerous other
actions by Congress, totally unrelated to the program for charitable organ'-
zatiofas, have affected the amount of the federal contribution Seemingly
charitable organizations have bell as uninformed of the impact of these
actions on their funding as has Congress itself Such a situation is unhealthy,
both for charities, which rely on these funds, and for Congress, which is
responsible to the taxpaying public for intelligent expenditure of the public's
funds

Several examples can demonstrate the point While Congress in.1969 took
various actions directly affecting the charitable deduction,37 including
increasing the limitation on the charitable contribution deduction from 30 to
50 percent of adjusted gross incorrie (AGI), it also passed several other
measures affected the amount of federal funds giverrto charity. The
standard eduction was increased over four years from 10 percent of AGI (or"
$1,000) to '(S percentof AGI (or $2,000) This action had the effect of shifting
an estimated 8 7 million ,axpayers from itemizing their deductions to claiming
the standard deduction Obviously, the amount of federal funds for charity
Cias.at the. saint, time reduced, although the increase in the standard deduc-
tion certainly did not have that result as its objective Similarly, the introduc-
tion of the 50. percent maximum margirial rate on earned income39 cut the
federal share from 70 to 50 percent for high-bracket donors who made con-
tributions out of earned income If one accepts Professor Feldstein's analysis
of the efficiency of the deduction (discussed on page 2440), charitable.
organizations suffered an absolute,financial loss by thi's congressional action.
On the other hand,when Congress in 1969 increased the capital-gains rates it
increased the'federal matching grant for those who made contributions in the
form of appreciated property (from a potential maximum of 95 percent to 105
percerft).40

In 1971, Congress acted to accelerate the increase in the stan eltrd deduc-
tion 41 This move speeded up the reductions in the federal share for charity
already effected by the 1969 changes

The 1974 tax revmon efforts by the House Ways and Means Committee
reveal that the same process 45 continuing. Charities focused their efforts-on
eliminating from the proposed new minimum tax the gain element in
appreciated property donated to charity Obviously this actionwithout any
corresponding effort to direct the increased tax revenues to cliaity would
reduce the federal financial program for charity. But charities apparently did
not recognize that other changes 'proposed by the Ways and Means Commit.,
tee would hav,e much more serious effects on the level of their federal funding
via the deduction Thus the Ways and Means Committee decision to permit
certain amounts of unearned income .to qualify for the 50 percent maximum
margOnal rate will', if enacted, reduce the federal contribution to chahty. So
too will the 1975 increase in the general standard deduction. And, most
dramatically, the Ways and Means Committee proposes to cut back substan-
tially the federal shore made availa6le4or contributions di appreciated
property The proposed new,rules for Jong term capital gains mean that for the
76-percent-,bracket dOnor, the federal matching share has been reduced from
105 percent to as low as 91 percent.42

So far as one can tell, neither, representatives of charitable institutions nor
members of the committee gave any consideration to the impact that the
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proposed changes would have on charitable contributions And indeed the
committee at least can hardly be faulted for this It was, after.'all, focusing on
economic and social issues quite different from private philanthropy when it
Was considering the standard deduction, capital-gains rates, and the 4e**
maximum tax ,

Research Has not disclosed any study that has qbantified the net effect on
charities of all the tax actions taken by Congress since 1969 that affetted the
amount of federal funds made available through the.tax deduction But it is
quite possible that charity will be a net loser if the 1974 Ways and Means Comt
mittee proposals are enacted, even' if charitable organizations' succeed in
keeping appreciated property donated to charity out of the minimuiti tax And
yerthere is no reason for charity to loseas a result of any of these actions.
They involve issues totally separate from federal support for charity Charity
automatically loses funds only because it presently derives those funds from
the ta,x-deduttian mechanism

As the above examples illustrate, the level of federal funding for charity is
now affected by tax actions that have nothing to dO with support of chari-
table organizations..SoAinknow.ing_an.approach to a program that is of major
significance to charitable organizations and to the whole country seems
indefensible

These problems are eliminated in a direct matching grant 'system A
separate five- to ten:year appropriation would be made for4tiarity which

v -Would automatically increase-in amount as charitable givintecreased. No
action taken by Congress with respect to the' ax systemor arnf other federal
programz- would affect the funding for the charitable program Of course,
Congress could reduce the level of funding for the program. But it could do so
only by direct consideration of the charitable program as such. It could not
effect a reduction in funds for chariy,by reducing tax rates, as it can and does
under the present system At the least, charities would gain by knowing when
to present their case when adverse.action, is contemplated by Congress, a
situation that does not prevail at the present time And that case could be
presented strictly in the context of federal' aid to charity rathei than, for
example, federal aid to charity versus the need for increased tax incentives for
saving, as is true now (The question of whether direct congressional consider-
ation of the federal program for charity is desirable or avoidableis
considered on page 2449J

The above.discussion also indicates that a shift from the tax deduction to
the direct matching grant system will free charity froin the limitations that are
inherent in the tax mechanism. One ,df -these constraints is that charity is
forced to defend provisions that are untenable from,a tax standpoint, for
example, the deduction for the full fair market value of appreciated property
donated to charity with the gain going permanently untaxed.

But another limitation is that charitable orgaruzations appear precluded, as
a prattical matter, from ever securing a meaningful increase in the level of,
federal funding so long as they are tied to the ,tax,system This conclusion
stems from the fact that the amount of federal funds delivered through the
deduction mechanism is directly a function of, rates And the current "tax
trends are all unfavorable to charity in this regard.. Thus the trend at the upper
end of therate schedule seems to be toward a 50 percent top bracket. This, of
course, reduces federal funds for charity and, if the deduction has any
incentive effect, the overall amounts ,that charitable organizations receive
Similarly, the rates fof"capital gains may be reduced which would have the
double effect of (1) reducing the incentive to give for donors whose income is
Composed largely of capital gains (primarily over $100,000 -AGI individuals),
and (2) reducing the indenthle to give appreciated property.
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At the lower end of the income scale, the fax trend is likewise adverse to
6 charity Here it is,plain that increases in the standard deduction represent the

preferred technique for Congress to provide tax reduction to low- and middle-
income taxpayers But each increase in the andard deduction reduces
federal funds for chariti, since no longer will the f deral program be operative
for those who no longer itemize their personal ductions.

The abbve Analysis suggests that charities, if he tax "deduction system is
continued, must seek an increase irthe level Qf f deral funding by urging an
increasein'tax rateswhether by raising marginal rates, reducing the standard

gains But aside from thededuction, or imposing higher rates of tax on-capi al
political fallout from urgrng such actions, it is bviOus.that charity cannot
hope successfully tourge steps that have widespr ad and complex economic
results solely to increase federal funds going to charity

One other tax change could be urged by chant' s to increase federal funds
made available via the deduction They could see to increase the present 50
Rercent limit on charitable contributions But he e again, charitable organi-
zations would be swimming agaihst the tide of to developments The elimi-
nation in 1969 of the 100 percent charitable co tribution deduction was a
clear signal that, as a general rule, the deduction nnot be used to eliminate
more than one'half of an ,indivicluars.income fro the tax base, This same,
principle underlies the revision of the minimum tax proposed by the Way4 and

'Means Committee in 1974 43 Reliance on securingian increase in the present
50 percent limit, as a means of increasing federal facids to charity thus seems
ill-advised

By contrastedoption of the proposed federal matching grant system ,frees
charitable organizations from the above limitations An increase in the levels
of federal funding can be effected simply by raising the federal matching
percentages 44 And arguments fbr such increases can be directed to Congress
solely on the basis of the merits of the matching grant program unencumbered
by the totally extraneous considerations that are involvedwith increasing the,
federal share under the present tax deduction program. Table 14, page 2465
illustrates the effects of a direct matchinglwrant system in which the present
level of federal funding has been increase by 50 percent.

In sum, it appears that charities and government alike would benefit from
open and knowingoconsideration of the level of federal funding for a matching
grant program for' charity The proposed direct matching grant program
insures that result, whereas die present deduction system largely precludes it.

TheArect Matching Grant Systein Will Providean Efficient Incentive
to Donors to Give a Larger Perceht of Their Income to Charity

.

The present deductibn for charitable contributions operates as an incentive
in atwo-fold Manner (1) the governmOtwil automatically match the gifts of
the donorto charity (the matching ei to be determined by the
donor's tax bracket), and (2) the ddnor can destgnate the recipient of the

Ifederal funds and can control the uses to which those funds will,be put f he so
desires 4 V.
"" A critical question must be a§ked with respeCt to thetincentive aspects of
both the federal matching grant system effected through the charitable contri-
butions deduction and the proposed direct matching grant system. Is' the
incentive offered through the present deduction system an efficierit one, and
can the proposed direct matchihg grant system equal or improve the
efficiency- of that incentive? .

The 'following materials consider first the analyses that have been
developed by economists as they haVe sought to test the efficiency of the
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present deduction as an incentive system. Then the results of survey data and
of matching grant programs that are presently in effect will be reviewed.
Finally, the implications of the economic and survey data for the proposed
direct matching grant system will be considered.

General comments on efficiency as a factor in evaly4ting the deduction and
the matching grant system. Before examining the economic and survey data
on the efficiency of the present incOme.taR deductioh it is appropriate to bear
in rriind points that have already been made with respect to the present
deduction system
1 The deduction is ineqUitable from both a tax standpoint and an extoendi-_

lure viewpoint
2, The deduction limits the power to control federal funds for charity to the

upper - income segment of our society
3 The deduction' is not effectively Aargeted to provide the maximum

incentive for charitable giving.
4 The deduction mechanism constitutes an irrational system of appropriat-

..ing federal funds for charitable organizations.

It is against this background that we test the efficiency of the charitable
deduction mechanism Economists, as we shall see, are not in agreement as to
The efficiency of the present system. But even if one accepts the most favor-
able view on the deduction's efficiency, the question must be asked whether
the price we pay 'for thar efficiency in the above respectsis too great If the
proposed Pnatching grant system can equal or exceed the deduction system in
efficiency, while at the same time eliminatingor substantially mitigating
the defects of the present system, then the case for a shift to that system is
compelling Even if the proposed matching grant appears somewhat less
efficient, we must still ask whether we are prepared to trade off some
efficiency for greater equality, pluralism, effectiveness- an rationality. "'

'Economists' views of the efficiency of the. incomelax deduction. The incen-
tive to charitable giving effected by the present charitable contributions
deduction occurs by virtue of the reduction in the price.of giving equal to the
indiyidual donor's marginal tax bracket An efficient incentive would stimu-
late the greatest amount of giving for the least cost. The cost is represented by
talk revenues foregone. In fiscal 1975, $4.9 billion of tax revenue was foregone
in lieu of the charitable deduction. The deduction system, if it was efficient,
should have elicited 'contributions in an amount at least as.great as $4.9
billion

The question of how efficient is the deduction system is determined by the
price-elasticity of charitable giving A price elasticity is simply a way of ex-
pressing how responsive a consumer is to a price change. A price elasticity of ,
1 0, in the present Context, implies that giving is reduced in proportion to the
price rise. An e(sticity of less than 1.0 indicates that a'price.increase would
elicit a reduction in giving by an amount proportionately less than the fall in
the price of-giving Elasticities greater than 1.0 imply a reduction in giving that
is-proportionately greater than the price increase.

For example; a person in the 40 percent Marginal tax bracket incurs a price
'Of $60 fdr..?i $10Q-gift-toctatity under the current charitable deduction An
elasticity of 1 0 implieslhat if the deduction were removed his price would
rise to $100, 'and the individual would reduce his check to charity to $60 (the
other $40),now being paid in taxes) Thus, in this example,"the removal of the

__deduction reduced the total gist to charity by the amount of the price change,
assuming that the government did not make the-$40 in increased. axes
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available to charity A price elasticity greater'than 1 0 would reduce the gift
by more than $40, while an elasticity less than 1.0 would reduce the gift by
less than $40 -

Thus; a price elasticity of 1 0 implies the present deduction has the same
effect on total funds recelved.by chayty as would a direct federal grant in the
amount of the foregone taxes That is, charity will receive the same aggregate
amount of money regardless of whether .a deduction or a direct federal
subsidy program were utilized, assuming that_the federal government expends
the dame amount under either 'system Elasticities of less than 1 0 imply that
the dethiction is less efficient than a direct subsidy would be, therefore substi-
tution of a direct grant system would-increase funds received by charity if the
government held its expenditure constant. Elasticities of more than 1 0 imply
that theIdeduction is an efficient incentive that elicits more funds for chanty
thanarq expended through the deduction, a direct matching grant program
would have to match that efficiency and federal expenditures held constant in
order to in.,ure that charities would continue to receive the same aggregate
fed,kral and Ovate funds

Studies by economists have focused on ascertaining the pure price, elas-
ticity of ;the deductiOn itself Thus., they give some estimate for determining
the impact on total charitable giving if the charitable deduction were elimi-
nated, and the federal government diei not substitute any other program to
insure that the increased federal revenues were directed to charity Obviously,
mererernoval of the deduction would reduce total funds received by charity

lunless,the dedUction has no incentive effect at all),, since'the federal govern'
ment would have terminated its partitipation in the Joint private- federal
system of transferring funds to charitable organizations But it should be kept

. in mind asJhe economists' studies are reviewed that they are focusing only on
the effects that complete removal of the federal 'program would have, not on,
the effects that a change in, the method of delivering the federal funds to
charity would produce

Unfortunately, economists whQ have studied the Matter differ widely as to
what the correct estimates of the-price elasticities of the deduction in fact are
Th.'s in part due to the fact that exact measures are not feasible An ela-
ticity is aneestimate and being an -estimate it can vary Widely depending updn
one's assiiriptions and one's data base.

., ,
The following material reviews briefly the findings, by various economists

(in chronological order) as to the price effect of the deduction In each case,
the implications of the economist's findings for the proposed matching grant
system are considered. i . .

Harry ka'hn45 exarrimed the efficiency of the charitable contributi6n
deduction , as an incentive to charitable giving by looking at contributions
changes and tax changes mthe 1940s an3:11950s Focusing especially on,donor
reactions, to introduction of the general standard deduction in 1942 and the
numerods rat@ changes in the two decades, Kahn concluded

1 .
1' At lower-income °levels, contributions are almost completely un-

affected by tax provisions. . .
.

2 In the middle-income brackets, contributions display relatively little
sensitivity to tax rules. --

3. At sthe highest income level, the leverof contributions. is markedly-

"--,
'affected by, tax provisions, especially the existence of the deduc-

.., tion.4f) -
.

.
..

. .
. .

Kahn's findings,, if accepted, indicate that a large portion of the federal
funds-foregone through the charitable contributions .deductionis wasted if its
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purpose is to induce larger contributions to charity Lower- and
middle-income donors would give about the same amount to charity without
the deduction as they do with the deduction SinCe those with AGI's of less
than, $15_,000 contribute more than one half the total contributions to
charity,47 .a shift of the res,enue loss from the deduction to the proposed
federal matching grant system would obviously increase substantially the ag-
gregate amount of funds charity receives from,these donors Kahn did not
assigh a definite price elasticity, to the deduction for the higher income donors
for whom he found the deduction had an inceritis,e effect But to the'extent,
that elasticity was less than 1 0, the shift to direct matching grant system
would likewise increase total funds federal nd privateas the result of gifts.
by these donors

Michael Taussig48 produced the next detailed study of the efficiency of the
charitable contributions deduction Taussig focusedespecially on the tag
reductron effected by the Res,enue Act tof 1964 If the deduction had a,marked
incentive effect for donor's,, then the reduction in rates should have produced
some chariges in the giving pattern's of high-bracket donors (for whom the
price as increased from 09 to 30) 49 Taussig's studies could discern no such
impacr50 He concluded, with a number of cautionary warnings' about the
adequacy of the.data, that the deduction Os Markedly inefficient His overall
conclusion was that ithad no incentive effect at all for donors. whose tax
brackets weie below 58-60 percent'. in tabular, form, Taussig's analysis showed
the following price elasticities for various AGI brackets
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Table 5

Income Class
(thousands)

$ 0-25 ,

25-100

roo-26o

200-500

500 and over

Price Elasticity

0

0

0.10.v _
0.06.

o.C4

ti

Source: Michael Taussig, "Economic Aspects of the Personal
Income Tax Treatment of Charitable Contributions," 20 NatiOnal
Tax J. 1 (1967), p. 6 (Table 1). ,

Taussig's figures imply that the deduction ,provides virtually no incentive to
charitable goring and is a wholly inefficient method of encouraging charitable -
donations Under Taussig's analysis,-at 1968-tevels, the federal subsredy of $2.4
billion was operative as an incentive for the less than three tenths of one
percent of all U S taxpayers who donated about $1,2 billion (or 11) percent) of
the total contributions by individuals But even. this incentive was ,hardly
sithificant he $100,000-200,000-income-bracket -donors would - have
reduced theireeqng by only 10 percent, the $200,000-500,000-bracket donors
by only 6"-percent, and the $500,000-and-over income bracket by only 4
percent-as the result of removal of the deflection Under this analysis only
slightly over $81 millioh iii chari,table giving was due_tp the deduction incen-,
tive This means that in '1968 the federal government gaveup $2 4 billion in

'tax reyenbes toelicit an additional $81-million for charity 51

0591 '
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. A dirett matching grant that -would have directed to charity the $2 4 billion
in federal funds wasted in 1964 would have increased aggregate funds by itise
this amount Instead of the $12 6 billion in combined federal-private f
that charity in fact received via the deduction mechanism, a.direct ma
grant system would, according to_the Taussig data, have delwered $14.9
billion to charity an increase of over 18 percent r

Taussig urged caution in the use of his conclusions, however, and subse-
.quent studies have found greater efficiency in the deductioti,afan his stare's
indicated

Professor PObert A Schwartz52 in , 1970 published a study estimating
elasticities of the charitable deduction His estimates varied widely from those
so tar discussed Schwartz found price elasticities greater at low-income than
at high-income levels

Table 6

Income Class
(thousands) Price Elasticity

$ 0-10 ,0,68

10-100 0.76

100 4nd over 0.41

Soug ce: Robert A. Schwartz, "Personal Philanthropic Cqntribu-
tions," 78 J. of Pol. Econ. (,1970) p. 1,281.

Professor Schwartz's tonclusiens ran directly counter to previous studies in
terms of the pattern of price elasticities But he agreed with prior studies in
finding a price effect of less than 1 0 at all incomelevels.

Thus, under Professor, Schwartz's data; substitution of a direct matching
grant would increase- aggregate giving to.charity, although the giving from
lower-incoi-ne donors would not be increased nearly so substantially as the
Kahn-Taussig conclUsions Mould indicate Conversely, giving by high-bracket
donors would bfAts4bstantially increased by the substitution of the direct

.matching grant systeni .
,

The U S Treasury Department's "Tax Reform Studies And-PropoSals,"53
submitted to Congress in early 1969 also supported the view that the pric4
elasticity of the deduction was less than.1 0 The Tredsury made several
proposals deahhg wish the charitable contribution deduction The most
important of these was a reOmmendation to allovli the charitable deduction-

'outside'the standard deduction, but subject to a 3,percent floor. This proposal
was designed to eliminate the.watteful effects of the deduction for relatively
small gifts But, coupled with an increase in the limit on the deduction to.50
percent of ACI, it was also dtsigned to provide an incentive for giving
significant amounts. Of interest is the Treasury's conclusion that thepackage
of proposed. chAes, while increasing revenues by-a net $1-billion per year,
Auld 'have reduced charitable giving by only $100-$300 million a year at
most. In other words, for the taxpayers affected, the government was
spending $1 billion tp obtain at-13E14.a extra $300 million of private funds for
chartty.54 r
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Important here is the Treasurys assumption with respect to the price effect
of- eliminating the deduction for some taxpayers and reducing it for ()biers.
Treasury,economists fdund a'price et sticity of 0 5 (that 'is, the taxpayers
affected by the ^proposal would reduce charitable giving tly one of the
additional fax cost) 55 This price effect was significantly higher than any
observed by Kahn, Taussig, or Schwartz for the highest = brackets taxpayers,
although less than Schwarti's elasticities-for under $100,000 income brackets.
But using this elasticity for all income brackV, the Treasury concluded that/
the deduction is a markedly inefficient system for delivering dollars to charity

Using, the Treasury conclusion (a price elasticity of 0.5 in fall income
bracketsl, an expenditure of the $2 4 billion of federal funds in 1968 through&

. the proposed direct matching grant system rather than' the tax deduction
would have increased total private-federal funds given to charity by itemizers
from $11 1billion to almost $12 billion, and totaisgiving could have gone from
312 6 billion to between.$13.5 and $14.0 billion,

. Professor CeratcM Brahnon56 recently completed a study on the effect of
the charitable contributions deduction on the level of total charitable giving.
He concluded that the pric,.e elasticities shown below in Table 7 were justified
by the data and by observable taxpayer responses tolax changes

AGI
(thousands)

$ 0-5 .4-
., . "'"4

5-10

10 -15'

15-20

Table 7

Price Elasticity

0.28

0.26

0.68

0.91

20-25_&I 7:1:99 .1

25-30 O. 87

30-50 V.94

50-10(r 0.97

1000-200 1.08

200-500 1.17

500-1, 000 . 1.24

1',000 and over 1.15

, Source: Gerard M. B The Effect of Tax Deductibility on
., the Level of Charitable, ibutions and variationfron the

Theme (Fund for Public Policy Research,,1974), p. 10,
(Table 4).
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Brannon concludes with respect to the efficiency of the deduction. "Since
more than half of contributions come from the brackets below $15,000 where
elasticities are quite lovy,.the revenue loss from deductibilrty on the whole will--
be larger than the effect on deductions '57 This simply implies, as was stated
earlier, that a direct federal subsidy would provide charity with more money
from these donors than, it receives under,the deduction system. High elas-
ticities for high-income groups imply, on the other hand, that these donors
find a large incentive in the deduction, and a direct matching grant system
Would have to provide an equally large incentive to hold contributions from
these donors constant On an overall basis, Brannon concluded that "about
80E goes to extra charitable contributions for each $1 00 of revenue lost," a
result that he concludes,"is not spectacularly goqd nor is it very bad."58

Brannon's study suggests that a direct Matching grant_ 'system would
improve the overall effitiency of the federal funding mechanism More

,aggregate funds will go to charity than is the case under the present "system.
But his data" also indicate that there will be a redistribution of combined
pfivate-federal funds from those charities favored by the over- $100,000 -AGI
donors to the charities supported by the ander-$100,000 contributors.

Thus far, all of thersstudies considered have found that the tax deduction is
-overall an inefficient mechanisnifor inducing private contributions to clarity.
Each study has differed as to the exact price elasticities to be assigned to
particular income levels But, on the basis of each of these analyses, the
proposed direct matching grant system should provide more aggregate funds
to charity than does the deduction system, assuming that the federal share

. .equals the revenue loss from the deduction

Professor Martin Feldstein59 has produced the first study that indicates that
the tax deduction constitutes an efficient mechanism for encouraging private
giftVo charity The price elasticities found by him differ markedly from any of
the studies produced to date.

Table 8

AGI
(thousands) Price Elasticity

$ 0-10 1.796

10-20 1.035

50-100 1.132

100 and over 0.290

Source: Martin Feldstein, "On the, Effects (4 the Income Tax De-
duction Treatment of Charitable Contributions: Some Preliminary
Results," paper prepared.for the Commission on Private Philan-
thropy and Public Needs, Sept. I974 p.12-22.

.4Pif .
4.yi

Professol-feldstein's'study focused primarily on AGI classes between $4,000
and $100,000 (the. low price elasticity for over $100,000 -AGI donors is sur-
prising, and ee should, he cautions, "remain agnostic" about elasticities over
$100,000 and under $4,009) 60 It is important to examine the implications4
his findings for the proposed direct matching grant system,
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For the $10,000-15,000 ACI bracket, where the average marginal rate is 20
percent, Feldstein's study implies a reduction in giving of 24 percent.61 This
means that whereas under present law a $100 gift by donors in this bracket
represents an $80 private gift and a $2Q federal matching contribution,
removal of the deduction would redude the donor's, private gift to $76. The
critical questions are tLis

%,

41 What does' tine government do with the $20 of increased revenues?
2 If the, federal government makes available all or part of the $20 under

a federal matching grant system, will the donor, in response to this in-
centive, increase his private gift back to $80 (or more)?

Feldstein's analysis supportslie v iew that if the government simply uses the
increased revenues from repeffof the deduction to implement a general rate
reckkeikon't, charity will suffer a net decline in donations received Thus repeal
of tWileduction in 1968 would have reduced charitable .contributions by
itemizers from $11 1 billion to $7 2 billion, a reduction of $3.9 billion, If the
government used the $3 3 billion revenue Bain' to reduce tax rates,
would only have increased to $7 3 billion.62

This, of courSe,simply means that a general rate reduction is not a potent
incentive to charitable giving The critical question is what would charity,
receive in the aggregate if repeal of the deduction were accompanied by a .
simultaneout, introduction of the direct matching grant system. The material
in pages 2467 and, following provides data with resciga to this question .

Professor ,Feldstein's study concludes with an important point for policy
makers who seek to astertain the efficiency of the present charitable deduc-
tion "Those who wish to assess the impact of our tax system on charitable
giving must balance the current results against the conclusions of previous
research on_this subject and must consider the important factors that have
been neglected in all of Phis work,"63

Martin helcfstein and Chartes. Clotfelter64 have also completed a recent
study, based on different data sources Whereas' Feldstein, in the study
discussed above, utilized tax return data (which excluded the 60 percent of,
taxpayers who do not itemize deductions), the Feldstein Clotfelter ("F-C")
study used household surve' data "to relate Charitable giving to economic
income, wealth, tax.rates and "perional characteristics."65 Using thiS data
base,. the study found somewhat lower itce elasticities than the Feldstein
study But it likewise concluded that in all incotne brackets, the price effect of
the deduction exceeded 1 0 (rangFpg from 1 07 to 1.55) 6b On an aggregate.
basis, the F-C study concluded that in 1968, had the deduction been repealed
and the revenue used for' a rate reduction, charitable giving would have
declined by 26 percent (as compared with 34 percent under the Feldstein

,analysis) 6/
The F-C study in this regard raises the same questions for the direct

matching grant proposal as does Feldstein's analysis But another aspect of the
F-C study is relevant to the impact that a direct matching grant system could
be expected4Whave on charitable giving.

The Fit study calculated the affects of alternative changes in the income
tax treatment of charitable contributions Two of those alternatives involved
direct marching grants one, a flat federal matching grant equal to 25 percent
of contributions received by chanty-and the other a 43 percent flat matching
grant In each simulation an across-the-board change in the tax rates -cia's also
assumed in order to keep federal tax revenug,constant.68 For the sample of
donors studied, the 25 percent Ilat matching grant system results in increased
charitable giving by individuals with under. $10,000 income and slightly
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reduced giving by those with income above $10,000 erall giving by the
donors sampled was reduced by only 10 percent. On t other hand, the 43
percent flat matching grant increased giving in all groups up to $20,000 of
income and increased overall donations to charity by these donors by 1
percent -

The above study did not purport to estimate thAffect in total giving under
either matching grant percentage. Subsequently.,,:frofessor Feldstein

..piettfilitOl such an estimate to the Advisory ComMittee of the Filer
, Commission. His estimates showed that the 43 percent flat matching grant

system, had it been in effect in 1970, would have increased total contribu-
tions recieved by charity from althost $16.9 billion to $18.3 billion 69 This
result is what one would expect from Professor Feldstein's previous studies
For the federal government under the 43 percent matching grant system would
have increased its apprOpriation for charity from the $3.6 billion it in fact
expended via the deduction to $5 4 billion; The $1.8 billion increase thus
picked up not only some $1 1 billion in reduced net private giving (resulting
from removal Of the deduction) but also added an additional $700 million in
federal funds

The Feldstew analysi, does make it lihat a federal, matching grant
vstem, properly structured, can prodtl erne revenues for charity even

.1 if federal spending is held constant: ecteral funding of the program
,increases, charities obviogsly benefit cotri ondingly Prcsjections supporting
both of these conclusions are set forth on'pages 2467 and following.

Conclusion: Economists' Studies, Professor Feldstein, in October 1974
presented the results of his studies to a group of economists who served on the
Advisory Committee to the Filer COMMI551011 70 After taking into account the
problems that Feldstein himself had, identified, the consensus of the
economists was that at the upper income levels pOlicy makers who were con-
sidering changes in the charitable contributions deduction would be ill
advised to assume that the prior elasticity of the deduction was signifiQntly
less than 1 0 That is to say,, for purposes of considering the effects of-changes
in the present dedixtion, or a shift to an alternative non-tax system,. one
should assume that high-income donors would write checks to charity that
would be reduced by $1 for each $1 of increased taxes they were required to
pay. Howeyer, the economists differed among themselves on the correctness
of Feldstein's conclusions as to lower-income individuals. Some felt tat the
price elasticities for this group of donors were significantly lower than ini)lied
by the Feldstein study. And it'ts difficult to square Feldstein's conclusions for
lowerincome,donors with the fact that standard-deduction donors gave over
$3 billion to charity in 1W with no tax incentive at 01.,

The consensus view tm d that if a direct matching grant system expended
thesame revenues for charity as is now foregone as a resultof the.deduction,
aggregate contributions would equal those received at present by charitable
organizations.

Suirvey data. Several surveys have been conducted to try to ascertain from
charitable contributors their perceptions of the extent to which their giving if
influenced by the tax deduction. It is useful to compare the results of these
surveys with the economists' studies discussed above.

, ,
Peterson Commission Survey. The Peterson Commission presented' testi-

moray during consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.71 I t had condticted
a survey among 85 wealthy donors who had each given over $35,000"peryear
to charity in each of the five years preceding the survey. These donors were
asked to state the effect a repeal of the deduction would have upon their
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giving to charity. The response indicated a median reduction in charitable
contributions of 75 percent.72

Assuriiing that each of the responding donors in the Peterson survey was
potentially in the 70 percent margin, tax bracket, the survey supports the
Brannon conclusion that if the deduction were eliMiriated, high-bracket
donors would write their checks,to charity for their own private gifts in slightly
smaller amounts than at present These donors are now contributing $30 of
their own funds to charity for each 5100..zheck that they give The Peterson
Commission survey indicates that these donors would reduce their own
'private donation to $25 if the_deduction were repealed and no other action
were taken by the government to encourage charitable.givirt.

Michigan Survey The Michigan survey, .in response to the question,
'Would people Whose financial situation is about like yours give leskif chari-
table contributions were not deductible?"73 found that, aggregated across ail
incomes, 63 8 percent of the respondents would give the same amount
Although anly 12.percent of those surveyed had incomes over $20,000, donors
with incomes of less than $20,000 represent 93 percent of all itemzied returns
0619.ich include some 68 percent of all itemized donations 74 These data imply
that some 68 perce,nt,of all itemized donations in 1968 received no incentive

_

at all from the deduction.
The preliminary responses ta4the Michigan Survey, are interesting The

responses of the 63 8 percent who said that.they.waild-not r #duce giving if
the deduction were repealed may imply that private giving would actually
increase with repeal of the deduction Presumably these respondents were
saying that they would write the same check to charity without the deduction
that they do with the deduction. But the present federal element would 43'e
removed with repeal and their actual private.gifts would increase Their re-
sponses correspond to the findings of Kahrk and Taussig that there is little
inceptive in the deduction\ for lower-income persons..

The preliminary survey data do indicate that the percent of people who_
would give leSs if the deduction were repealed rises with income, a response
that squares with'Brannon's general findings.

The Michigan Survey Research Center.in 1074 Cohducted a more extensive
survey.for the Filer Comrnission.75 In general, the 1974 survey results were
consistent with_the 1973' preliminary survey discussed above It found that
donors were not nearly so influenced by the tax deduction'for contributions, to
charity as Feldstein's analystS would indicate On the other hand, the presence
of the deduction clearly had soine impact on increased giving Thus, this
survey data would justify rejection of Feldstein's conclusion that the tax
deduction generates more giving to charity than it costs in revenue (that is,
price elasticities excess of 1%, but, it would also indicate use of price
elasticities higher thari those discerned"by Taussig's'study

Income elasticities: The discussion thus far has dealt with only one of the
iei-elastitit.price involved Iry the charitable contribution deduction But

there is another--the income elasticitythat must be taken into account in
determining the impact of the present deduction and the proposed matching
grant

The income effet is associated with any price change and price elasticity
A price reduction means that a consumer, after buying the same amount of a
good as before the price reduction, will have additional income for consump-
tion:The price effect comes about becausethe price fall makes the consump-
tion of this good more inviting while the income 'effect comes abPUt because
of the increase in dollars then available for consumption. This higher real
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tincome stimulates further purchases of the good with the lower price and of
all other, goods
" As with the price elasticities, there is little agreement among economists as

to the proper'value for the income elasticity to be utilized in evaluating the
effect of the present deduction The studies discussed earlier make the
following estimates of the income elasticities associated with the removal of
the' deduction 76

4 Feldsteina

0-10 .0.674

10-20 0.846

20-100 0:906

100+ 1.377

Table 9

Tausslgb Schwartzc

0-25 1.31 0-10 0.28
,

10-100 0.92

25-100 1.99 .

100-200 3.10 100+ 0.45

. 200-500 2.54 .
i,

.....
`it"

500+
':.''- :4, 34,..4..,.......4./,,,,,./,,,,,,,,.....,,m,,,,,,,...,

.1:4'.. '>..,.. _
,. -a. M eLdstein, "On the Effects-of the Income TaioDeOnction Treatment of

' Chit' )ple Co.ntributions:, Some Preliminary Results," paper prepared for the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Publi9, Needs; September 1974. .,

b. Michael Taussig, "Economic Aspects of thekPersonal Income Tax Treatment

04P
of Charitable Contributions," 20 Natl. Tax J. 1 (1967), p. 6.

c. Robert A. Schwartz, "Personal Philanthropic Contributions," 78)J, lie_ol.,
Econ. (1970), P. 1,279. K ..J'' . --1 ' ,^..-

-
..'.,1

- -' -; 1?...,... .

The income elasticities estimated by Feldstein are surprising His income
elasticity of more than 1 0 for over $100,000 indicates that if there were no
federal income tax at all, then high-bracket donors would give a smaller
percentage of their incomes to charities than would their lower-income
counterparts Or to put it another way, if the charitable contribution
deduction were removed and a federal matching grant instituted; Feldstein's
income elasticities ,:,inctiCatat. lower-income donors would respond by
giving relatively more of tW after-tax disposable income to charities than
would wealthy donors 77 Why wealthy donors would respond in this fashion is
unclear If Feldstein's conclusions are accepted, one must copcude that
wealthy persons are more stingy than lower-income individuals and that they
are "generous" only when spending someone else's money. -

Implicationi of. studies for matching grant system. The removal of the
deduction and the introduction of the matching grant involve elasticities
working in opposite directigns The removal, of the deduction would raise the
price of the gift and reduce giving depending on the size of the elasticity. The
introduction of a matching grant would reduce the price again and incre4e
giving depending upon the associated elasticity. If the match were equal to
the government's share under the deduction, the price would return to the
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same level as would the.amount of giving (assOrning the deduction and the.
match are perceived the same way by the donors, that is, their elasticities
identical) and ignoring any extra incentive effects the structure of the match
might create But the direct match would rarely be equal to the government's
share under the deduction system for any individual since the direct match is
based upon the percentage of income given, while the deduction is based
upon the donor's marginal income tax bracket, two wholly unrelated
measures

. For example, assume an individual in the $10,000-20,000 income bracket
has a marginal tax rate of 20 percent This means that each $80 gift to charity
is at present matched by the government with $20 in every $100 check he
writes The removal of the deduction would raise the price of his charitable
contribution, and, under Feldstein's data, he would reduce his own gift to $76
But the direct match reintroduces a government incentive or a price reduction
for charitable gifts Under a progressive matching schedule, this incentive is a
function of the percentage of his income donated to charity and is
independent of his income tax bracket. If the hypothetical donor was con-
tributing 10 percent of his income to charity, he would receive a matching
grant of 50 percent of his charitable gift Thus his $76 check would trigger a
$38 government matching grant, and the charity would receive an aggregate
$114 rather than $100 under the present system On the other hand, if the
indiyidual only gave 1 percent of his income to charity, then the federal
match woujd be only 5 percent of the $76 gift ($3 80), and the total funds to
charity would have dropped frOm $100jo $79.80. But these examples ignore

iikciagx.f.fact194114,ozotn more f or.coosvriptLop,s i nce,he
redUCed private giving by mori.tham his increaSeTtaxes 'BUt.the presence o
the direct match then creates a price reductioipto encourage the contribution
of this $4 to charity

Thus, it 45 apparent that the gifts of some doriors will result in more funds
for charity and the gifts of others less than under the present'system But, as
the above example makes apparent, a progressive matching grant system
creates a potent incentive to inCreaseprivate giving The donor who gave only
1 percent of his income to charity, but really wants charity to receive a total of
$100, is given a very visible incentive to increase his private gift so as to trigger-
a larger federal matching grant

Chapter III sets forth estimates of the impact of the removal of the present
deduction accompanied by introduction of the direct matching grant system
with respect to both aggregate, unds given to charity and responses by donors
in various income brackets. In making these estimates we adopted a price
elasticity of 1 0 throUghoot the income scale This seemed a conservative

.approach given the conflicting data discussed above The 1 0 elasticity at
lower-income levels is higher than that assigned by a majority of those -who
have studied the problem, at, the upper-income levels it is lower than the
extreme positiOn adopted by Feldstein but well above that determined by
Taussig.

ObjeCtions to Change and Responses Thereto

The Direct Matching Grant Program Contains Its Own Equity Problems

. The wealthy control too much Mike federal funds. Although the proposal
represents a decided advance over the inequitable regressivity of the tax
dqdtiction7it16 von to the c tic rirn tharitliasldrentlaierroudfl'Eftstatis'e--
the wealthy still'control mere than their democratic share of federal funds
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simply because they can give larger dollar gifts to charity. This results because
the match is given as a percent of the contribution. It is necessary that the

,,Match be computed in this manner because just as we saw how it was less of a
.sacrifice for the rich to give each dollar to charitylikewise the rich value each
dollar of incentive-reward less If equal sacrifice is to be measured as a
percentf income contributed, then to be logically consistent and to offeri-an
effective Incentive, equal reward should be measured as a percent of the
donation

Hbwever, the matching grant proposal can be easily modified in order to
insure that the wealthy control smaller absolute dollar amounts than is true
either under the present system br under the matching grant schedule set forthin Chapter 1, p 2418.

One method by which this result could be ,accomplished would be to
change the progressive matching grant schedUle so that individuals with
higher incomes would be required to donate larger percentages of their
income in order to receive percentage matches equal to those generated by
donors with lower incomes. In other words;. a floor could be set for each
income category and only if donors in that income categ'ory made gifts in
excess of the floor would they qualify for the federal matching grant, schedule.
Similarly a flat matching grant,system could be modified to reduce the control
over federal funds held by upper-income groups. tither alternative proposal,
of course, would hale The effect of markedly reducing the incentive of the
direct matching grant system kir upper-income individuals. In turn,. if federal
funds were held constant and we accept Professor Feldstein's conclusions as
to price elasticities for lower income donors, while aggregate funds to charity

'wouldremain constant,, funds going to charities favored by the upper'-income
groups would be reduced

The proposal examined in this study attempts to balance equity and incen-
tive considepations, but this balance itself reflects a value judgment. The
important point is that those who perceive an advance in equity by reducing
the control of federal funds by the wealthy can easily, accomplish that goal
within the context of a direet matching grant.

Another method by whrch the total' mount of-dollars that the wealthy
could Control could be reduced would, involve a shift in the matching grant'
schedule from percentages to absolute dollar am ount. Under such pfsystem,
the rich could direct more government funds than the poor qnly if they con-,
tributed larger percentages of their income tO.charity. Again a matching grant
schedule could be devised to achieve this result. Once again,:the tradeoff for
increased equity (here perceived as reduced control by the wealthy over
federal funds) is a reduced incentive to give by the group that present data
show gives the largest percentage of income to charity.

A matching grant system is open to the charge that it contains an inequity it-
inequity is defined to mean excessive control bythe wealthy over the total
amount of federal funds made available through the diredt matching grant
system However, as set forth at the beginning of this chapter, this is not theonly standard of equity that may be releant. Further, even under this equity
standard, the proposed direct matching grant schedule represents a:marked
-improvement over the presentgleduction system. And Lt achieves improve-
ment while maintaining a potent incentive for contributors at all income
levels to give a large percentage of that income to charity. Those who seek toreduce the control of the wealthy over federal funds even more than does the
proposed matching grant schedule must be,prepared to accept the fact that areduced incentive accompanies that decision, with a resulting radical
reallocation of funds -among recipient charitable orgapizations.
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Either the suggested progressive matching grant schedule based on relative
effort or a flat matching grant steers a middle course between giving the
'Wealthy an unacceptable degree of control over the federal funds and
providing an adequate incentive to give for persons at all income levels.

The notch effect. A progressive matching grant schedule does contain a
"notch" effect Thus a person who gives $100 to charity which represents
.0 999 percent of his income may 'double the amount of the federal matching
contribution by increasing his giving by only $1 This "notch effect" is created
by the 'fact that the proposed sliding matching grant schedule is not on a
continuous scale. If it were continuous there would be no extraordinary

dadvantage for a donor to give a few dollars more in order to'rnove up to the
next matching grant percentage But considerable complexity is required in
order to fine tune the scale to virtually eliminate the significance of the notch
effect. '

While the "notch effect" thus may be perceived as creating an inequitable
effect, it can be justified by the additional incentive that the fkrarpin creases in

the matching grant create. This, however, is simply andtherfway of saying that
a progressive matching scheduleoffers a marked ineerttive to give a greater
percentage of income to charity Even within a particular Matching grant
bracket there is arrincentive to give more dollars because the percentage is a
function of the amount given as well as of the relationship of that amount to
the donor's income -Thus a $100 gift by 'd person in the 5' percent bracket.
triggers a $:5 federal matching graAt, but a $200 gift by that inclividual,who 'I's
still within the 5 percent bracket wottild produce a $10 federal matching grant.
Obviously, holkever,' the closer that the donor comes to the "notch" the
greater is the incentive to give the extra dollars that will be required in order.to
move up to thd next higher matching grant bracket ,,

An example will illustrate the "notch effect" in al5 rf gress iv e matching grant,
schedule Suppose a $10,000-per-year individual proposes to give .$19Q to
Charity This gift places th donor in the 10 percent matching grant bracket
and the government will pr vide a matching grant of $19. If the individual -
gives $11 more to charity . for a total of $201) then his matching grant
percentage increases to 15 p cent and the federal matching grant goes from
$19 to $30.15 In effect, his dditional $11 gift has been. matched at a 101
percent rate. Qnce therclorrbr i beyond the notch, then the incentive remains
constant at the 15 percent tat . - e;

This notch effe,ct can, of Cou se, be subsiantially,alleviated or eliminated.
One technique would involv a.plitation of the federal matching percentage,
to donafions that fall within sp cified bracket ence, even though a donor
gave 10 percent of his incom to harity, 'the first percent bracket would bs.
matched only at 5 percdnt, th n t percentage b cket at 10 percent, and so.
on Thus, in the above exam-pl ,.$ 0 of the increas ci, $11 gift would continue
to have *n matched at the 5 erc nt rate, and only the $1 above $200 would
have been Matched at the 10 p rcsnt rate. .

AdOption of a flat Matching rate applicable to all gifts obViousslY eliminates
match problems. .

\ 0. .

The "notch effect" does create 'nequities The question for the policy maker
is Ohether that inequity outweighs the reduced effectiveness of the incentive
if the progressive matching schedule is modified or eliminated.
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The Use of a Ceiling on the Matching Grant System Reduces the Effectiveneis
of the.Proposal as an Incentive

Under a progressive direct matching grant system, donations up to 10
percent of income would be matched at a constantly increasing sate. But,
donations of 10 percent of income or more would be Thatched at the same flat'
55 percent rate Hence, the constantly increasing price incentives would be
operative only for gifts up to 10 percent of a donor's income, at which time a
constant price effect would be operative. (In a flat rate system, of course, a
single percentage is applicable to all gifts.) .

For those who are primarily concerned with the incentive effect of the
deduction, use of the ceiling may be seen as having an undesirable and
adverse effect on the otherwise potent incentive effect of the matching grant
system Thus, it is -,demonstrable that the amount of giVing represented by
those who at present contribute more than 10 percent of their AGI to charity is
quite large in dollar amounts, although the'number of persons,who give more
than 10 percent of AGI is small 78 This fact, it could be asseited, argues for
continuing to use an increasing matching grant percentage above the 10
percent level suggested in the schedule i Chapter I.

The imposition of the ceiling is justifie, for two reasons*, both of which are
based on the fact that the proposal gssu es a limited amount of federarfunds.
(that is, the present revenue loss from e deduction) with which to perform
the match First, it is important that, he matching percentage for gifts that
represent a small percentage of into e be set at a figure that is large enough
to be viewed-by these individuals as,an incentive. Those who give 0-2 percent'
of their income to charity comprise some 47.7 percent of all itemized deduc-
tions returns 79 In order to encourage these individuals to giye a larger per-
centage of their income to Chanty, it is essential that the match of the gift tri
the 2-3 percent category be significant: Obviously, creation of an incentive of
Sufficient magnitude to increase giving at these levels requires expenditure of
a 'significant portion of the feljer\al funds available for the matching grant
system

Second, if a progressive matching grant schedule is adopted, it ,is,important
that the differences in the increasing matching percentages be urge enough.
so that a donor perceives a marked advantage to giving a higher percentage of
income to charity This incentive effect is a significant attribute of a progres-
sive matching grant formula But, given the fact that there is a ceiling on the
funds available for the federal matching grant system, it is obvious that a
ceiling on the matching formula is likewise required.

-

It should also be emphasized that the existence of a ceiling does not imply-
that donors have no< incentive to increbse their charitable giving once they
have achieved the 10 percent level. All gifts over 10 percent of income are
matched at the 55 percent rate, so that increased dollar amounts' of giving will
trigger larger 'dollar federal matching grants. The incentive effect is less
potent, as is true of any flat matching grant system, but it is not non-existent.
And, as noted above, the proposed system even for those who giVelthe highest
percentage of their income to charity represents.a marked improvement over
the present deduction' system Under the present system, as the donor in-
creases the percentage of income donated to charity, his marginal tax rate is
reduced and thus the incentive effect of the deduction_goes down as he makes
a greater relative effort for charity,

el0 2
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The Proposed Direct Matching Grant System Will involve Too' Much
Federal Control Over Charitaple Organizations

' Two concerns are expres d in the argument that a matching grant system
will result in too much federal Control over private clierkable organizations.
The 'first is a judgment that the 'federal government wilT be unwilling to grant
directly appropriated funds to charitable institutions with no strings attached.
The deduction, however imperfect it might be in other respects, is seen to
achieve this end.

The argument is not necessarily about the desirability of restricted versus
unrestricted funds For example, colleges and universities frequently advance.
the government control argument But in fact 70 percent of the funds received
by higher education from living individuals are restricted as to use.80 If this be
the case, the control argument is not one over the fact of control, but over
who will exercise the control over the federal share. It should be noted, more-
over, that the Education Amendments of 1972 indicate a considerable willing-
ness by Congress to provide unrestricted general purpose funds to institutions
of higher education.81 -

The other aspect of=the control argument is a quantitative one. Charitable
institutions may be fearful of having the federal funds represqnted by the
deduction subjected to the annual appropriations process. The concern here
is that in the battle for allocation of federal funds, charitable institutions wil
not haVe the political power to hold the funds made available via the deduc-
tion But the appropriations processaspect of the argument does not stand up
Under scrutiny After all, Congress has Etxamicjed the charitable contributiofi
deduction with varying degrees of intensity rtimes in, the last 19 years_82,
Thus, tax appropriations for charity have been examined periodically by
Congress and adjustments made in the federal funds hat go to charity. The
.question is whether that examination could go on in a more rational context
under a direct expenditure system, even if one decided not to conduct it every f
year. {See page 2431.),

Furtherni9re, the recently enacted Congressional Budget Act of 197483
insures that charities are going to be required to defend their appropriation vi
the tax-expenditure proce§s and perhaps in a more rigorous fashion than,Und
a direct matching grant system. Under the new act, "tax expenditures" of
which the charitable contributions deduction is oneare subject to the juris-
diction of the Congressional Budget Office and the budget committee, as are
direct expenditures through the regular appropriations process. Hence the real
question for charitable organizations is not whether they will be subject to the
appropriations process or not, but whether the appropriations that they in fact
receive will be handled in a rational and orderly fashion.
. filially, the proposed matching granepfkpOsal should alleviate some of the

concerns over federal control. First, donors, rather than the government, are
given the power to control the objects and uses of the federal funds made
available through the matching grant system. Second, it is recommended that
appropriations for the matching grant program be made on a 5- or 10-year
basis rather than annually, so that charities can be assured of,a predictable
level of federal funding over a period of-time greater than.one year.

Donors Will Reduce Their Giving to Charity
Because of Repeal of the Deduction

The effects of 'the proposed matching grant system obi donors are
considered in Chapter III.

0-
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,

, Some Types of Charitable, nstitutions Will Suffer Reductions In Funds
Received Relative 'to Other Kinds of Charitable Institutions

The effects of the 'proposed direct marching grant system on charitable
organizations by types of organizations are considered in Chapter IV.

' . .

The Direct Matcg Grant System Creates Too Many
Administrative PiTblems To Be Feasible

The resolution of administrative problems posed by the direct matching,
grant system is considered in Chapter V

V

The Proposed Direct Matching System Is Unconstitutional Because
Direct Grants Would Be Made to Religious Organizations

The constitutional issues involve0 in both' the present tax-deduction system
and the proposed direct matching grant system are considered in Chapter VII.

EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON DONpRS
r.

In proposing a change from a system of tax deductions. to one of federal
matching grants for charitable contributions, it is essential to determine what
effect the change will have on donors' giving behavior. The expected change
in private givihg can be broken down into three components for analysis. the

Trice effect of repealing the deduction,- the price effect of simultaneously
offering matching grants, and the added incentive resulting crqm the use of a
matching schedule offering increasingly larger percentage rivtches as the
donor increases his gift. As pointed out in discussing the efficiency of the tax
deduction as an incentive, economic measurement of. the price, effect has
been undertaken by various researchers with differing results. By using
available data, we will estimate in this chapter the predicted behavior of
donors reaqting to the pricange

4
Effect.of Repeal of Deduction Alone on Private Giving

In ' measuring the effect repealing the deduction would have on Private
giving, it is firsf necessary to specify what is meant by "private giving." Under
the dedVion system; the check that the donor writes for Oharity does not
reflect hi out-of-pocket cost for the sake-of charity. When the donor settles
his tax bill with the federal government the following spring, assuming that.he
itemizes, he will be reimbursed for a certain percent of his contribution, that
percent being, determirled by his mar nal tax rate. For example if a
40-percent-bracket taxpayer wishes chant to receive $100, he will write-a
check for $100,, beciuse of which his ta* bill will -be reduced by $40/ The
donor's own private gift to charity is they ore only $60, and the government's
share is $40 By repealing the deduction, the government will no longer
contribute its share to charity and, therefore, the donor's check will no longer
inclUde the government's $40 The question is whether the taxpayer will still

604
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contribute his $60 or will his private giving be reduced as a result of the gov-
ernment's withdrawing its contribution

Chapter II of this study summarized the results of the various Aanklyses
attempting to answer this question They alhagree that the chang5 in private
giving varies with the income of the donor, although there is no agreement on
the exact size of the changes 'Feldstein85 predicts that private giving will be
reduced somewhat, from $7 8 billion to $7.2. billion (at 1968 levels), a
reduction in private giving of only 6, 4 percent Brannon's study,86 on the
other hand, implies that donors will increase their, private 'giving, especially
among the low- arid middle-income groups His study indicates that donors
will pick up some of the funding lost to charities due to the government with-
drawing' its contribution and will reduce the size of the check, mitten to
charity by less than" their increase, in taxes The Michigan survey and Qther
empirical evidence87 also tndicate an increase in private giving, some data
implying that donors will pick up almost all of the gove'rnmenes' share.,

The argument that repeal of the charitable deduction will reduce aggregate
private giving to charity must be recognized, then, not so,much as dealing
with the maintenance 'of the level of out-of-pocket private giving; but with
ensuring that federal funds will continue to be available at the sameevel as
provided' through the deduction mechanism. If Feldstein's data are accepted,
then the incentive effect of the matching grant system need only induce $600'
million (at 1968 levels) of, Lncremental giving to insure that charities in the 1

aggregate receive the same.total funds as at present
<,

'

Ge}ieral Effect of Repeal of Deduction Coupled With
Simultar4ous Institution of Matching Grant Stem

Instituting the matching grant system will return to charities the govern-
ment funding equal to what it is under the deduction system. Assuming that
the price effect of the Match is the same as the deduction, since the
government is spending the same amount of money, the average price of
giving would return to what it was with the deduction. Butc the government's
share with the match would rarely be equal for any individual to what it was
with the deduction This is because the match is based either 'upon the
percent of income given or the dollar amount donated, while the deduction is
based upon the donor's marginal income tax' bracket, two wholly unrelated
measures Tables 10 to 12 show what effect these individual changes in price
will have on total giving to charity. /-

Before analyzing the tables, however, it is rrkessary to understand why it is
reasonable to assume that the price effect will be the same for the match as it
is fbr the deduction We know that the promise of a tax savings acts, to some.
extent at least, as an incentive to contribute to charity What cfpAwe know
about the effectiveness of a matching grant as a stimulusto giving. atching
grant programs already in effect in the United States provide some basis for
predicting donOrs' responses to the proposed matching grant system.

The practice of offering matching grants is by no means a new approach t'
raising funds for charitable organizations. Its effectiveness as a fund-raising
technique is evidenced by its increasing popularity with corpdrations who
offer employee matching grant programs, with charitable foundations, who
offer recipients challenge or matching grants, and with the federal govern-
ment, which currently offers private, nonprofit organizations matching grants
through the National Endowment for the Arts and the National Science
Foundation
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. / ,
According to survey data gathered by the Council for Financial Aid to

Education, in the years since 1954, when General Electric became 'the first.
-company to offer to match its employees' gifts to educational institutions, the
matching gift plan concept has grown steadily in acceptance and scope, ap it
continues to increase in popularity 88 The latest available information .ndi-
cates that approximately 540 companies now have such plans in operation
and that the number is continuing to grow.89 Three out of fotir of the
corporate matcginegift programs are restricted to employee contributions to
colleges and universities In those cases where* the range of donees is
extended, companies will usually add hospitals and cultural institutions to the

, list of matchable recipients,90 In 1170, employees contributed $10 million to
these charitable organizations through their employers' matching gift
program Companies usually match employee gifts on a dollar-for-dollar
basis, but -- because of program limits with regard to the maximum gift
matched, the total amount of corporate matching gifts was estimated at
slightly over $9 million 9j , --,

There is no sure way of,knowing how much of thiS 'annual $19 million would
have been given-to charity if the corporate matching gift programs had not
been in existence A 1969 survey by the National Industrial Conference Board'
found that sponsoring, companies were generally pleased and sometimes
highly enthusiastic about the practise of matching gifts.92, In -many
companies matching was instituted primarily to spur individual responsilz!il
its and participation in aiding educatiori Seemingly, such objectives are

.x, being realized, for the survey found a.widespread conviction that a company's
offer to match an employee's contribution stimulates giving, even though in

,

modest amounts, and sometimes only after the program has been in force tw6
or three years. "ii

. .

As used by -philanthropic foundations, the conqept of matching grants
refers to

used-
giving, the foundation's grant depends upon the-

. beneficiary attracting funds from other sources. Sometimes the condition may
be that a specific%amount will be' iven as the final sum needed to achieve a
stated goal. At oilier times it will be in the-form of echallenge grant with The

donor setting a particular time limit in which the match is to be met.
This mechanism for giving is not new challenge grants were used to assist

some of America's older institutions of higher education, including Bucknell,
Wesleyan, Allegheny, and Rhqde Island Colleges, during their formative
years 93The use of this method of fund raising has increased with the rise of
the modern 'philanthropin foundation-. At the turn of the century Andrew
Carnegie offered to provide libraries to selected communities throughout the
country with theproviso that they supply matching funds. By the time of his
death in 1910 he had helped establish 2,811 libr:ifies. Perhaps the largest and
best known of the foundation matching grant programs was begun in the early
1960s by The Ford Foundation Grants tdtalling $252 million were offered to
12 universities and 57 colleggs to ,further "their overall development as
regional and national centers for excellence" if they could raise matching

4 funds in specified amounts.' The foundation claims with _pride that the
program has generated, some $9v million in university iifts.v1

The National Industrial Conferelce Board's 1969 survey of corporate giving
also produced some interesting results on the effectiveness of the use of
challenge grants by foundations. Despite some reservationsr4he 151,
companies cooperating in,the survey generally favored challenge rants, a few
to the point of using the technique themselves. "A oultiber companies
conceded that although it may be against their stated policy, t ere definitely
is a tendency to be more receptive when judging appeals in which their
contribution will trigger matching funds:95
\ '
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The chief virtue of the challenge grant, executives feel, is its ability "to
generate more dollars than' other fund-raising techniques. It has the
power to broaden the base of support and it serves as an incentive to
higher levels of giving A number of companies recounted experiences of
agencies and institutions enlarging their constituency, and reported that
)e technique seemed to arouse people to a sense of responsibility.
Thanks to the challenge, indifferent college alumni have been brought
back into the fold, and civic and community organizations hive found
new sources of voluntary support, including companies which had not
previously participated in community projects 96

Federahgrants that call fora match are widespread. While the lion's -share of
the match is typically supplied by state and municipal taxation, private funds
are ,,alsg,sought- For example, in fiscal 1966 the U S. Office of EduCation
administered about 70 programs of grants and loans under vatious acts and
titles, ofivhich 26 required matching The National Science Foundation and
the National Council on the Arts and Humaliities, the federal government's
only two foundations, both employ this technique.97

'When the National Endowment for the Arts was created, Congressincluded
a unique matching grant provision in its enabling legislation.% Designed to
encourage and stimulate increased priva funding for the arts, the Treasury
'Fund of the Endowment allows private contributors to aid in the process of
directing federal fends Donations may be made to the Endowment, under its
regular program guidelines, for the support of a nonprofit, tax-exempt,
cultural organizatiOn which has been notified that the Endowment intends to
award it a grant, such as a museum, a symphony orchestra ,a dance, opera, or
theatre company When a private donation is received it frees an equal
amount from the Treasury Fund, and the doubled amount is then made
available up to 50 percent of the project oosts.99

The Endowment's belief in the effectiveness and appropriateness of federal
matching grant programs is demonstrated by its statement that;:The Endow-
ment encourages use of the TreasuiN Fund method as an especially effective
way of combining federal and private support, and as an encouragement to all

,potential donors, particularly those representing new or substantially
increased sources of funds."100

These examples of the pervasive use of matching grants -as a successful
fund-raising technique are suggestive of the probable success of a general
federal matching grant program for all charitable contributions. They do not,
however, provide conclusive proof since no statistics have been produced
that verify the strongly held belief of fund raisers and corporate donors that
such programs actually increase both thd number of donors and the size of
individual donations. It is possible that some of the success of individual
fund-raising drives based on theciffer of matching funds may be due to donors
shifting funds from one charitable recipient to another. Even if this were true
of some donors, however, it still does not negate the evidence that donors do
resPopd to the Offer of matchin? fundi.There is reason to believe that if a
federal matching grant were available for all charitable contributions, donors
would be encouraged to increase their total level of giving to the general
benefit of private charity in this.country.

. ,.
.

1, 'Estimates of Minor Responses Under Direct Matching System

Tables 10, 11, i;nd 12 indicate the estimated effect changing the price of
giving will have on the giving behavior of different income groups. They also
compare the total amount charities received from donors who itemize under
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the deduction system and w"h4t charity can expect to receive from tVse,samex,
donors under the matching giant system.

Progressive Matching Grant Schedule

Table 10 reflects the estimated average contributions by adjusted gross,
income classes if the progressive direct matching grant schedule set forth on
page 2418 were adopted The table also shows the percent of the average
conribution that is represented by the federal share, both under the direct
matching system and under the deduction system. Table .10,assumes a price
elasticity of 1 0 for the present deduction and for the direct matching grant.
The income elasticities assumed are those developed by Professor Feldstein's
study (see page '2444) Table 10 deviates from the proposed progressive
matching grant system by using AGI as the income base, rather than "total
income "The use of AGl may result in ahkverstating of the federal matching
contribution at the upper-income levels where clempt income (such as the
excluded one half of capital gains) comprises an important element of total

. economic income In addition the tabTe only covers those who filed tax
returns in 1970 and does not include, because of an absence of data, estimates

. with respect to giving by non-filers who also would be eligible for the match-
ing grant Table 10 is based on 1970 data and assumes that the federal govern-
ment expended under the direct grant system the $3.504lion in revenue in-
volved in the charitable contributions deduction in that year.,101

AsATable 10 reveals, the direct matching grant system effects a substantial
shift in control over federal funds from'high-income to lower-income donors.
Whereas, for donors in the under $5,000 AGI class, the average federal Share is
only $4 per return under the present system, that share is increased to $23 per
return under the proposed system Similarly, the average federal contribution
for donors the $1 million and over income.category is decreased from
$180,000 to $30,688 Moreover, while under the deduction system the average
federal share ranges from 4 percent of total contributions at the bottom of the
income scale to 70 'percent At the top, the direct matching grant system
produces a range of only 18-31 percent, with most brackets centering around
the 18-21 percent lever. Thus Table 10 proVides rather dramatic evidence of
the increased democratization that can be achieved by adopting a direct
matching grant system.

Table 11 provides aggregate data on giving by AGI classes under a progres-
sive direct maching grant system. It sets forth the estimated total giving by
each AGI class under the new system and compares these results with the
experience under the present deductibn system. Table 11 is derived from the

me data as Table 10 and employs the same assumptions.102
Table 11 graphically demonstrates both the inequity of the present system,
d he dramatic imprOvement in equity that is achieved by the direct

%, atc ing grant system.
In 1970, those with incomes over $50,000 per year accounted for only one

half of one percen of all tai return filers, they gave only 4.5 percent of
all private funds (ex lu§ive of the federal Share) donated to charities, but they
controlled 28.8 per nt of the ,federal funds made available in that year. By
contrast, those with' nder $10,000 AGI accounted for 68 percent of all returns

'" filed; they gave 48 5 percerit of. all private funds donated to charity but
controlled ortlf 18 rcent of the federp _funds. In other words, although the
under-$10,000 gave twelve times much to charity from their own
private funds :AS 'cl the over-$50,-000 group, the higher income group
controlled one d one-half times more federal funds than did the lower
income graipr,,,
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Table 10

-r -8,Average Contributions ;-----car-- Percent of Contri-I;

bution Represented
AGI Class, Number of Direct Matching Grant System --1.- ' ' --atom-'1'ax-iieductioll-SyStepa ...- , by Federal Share
(thousands) '' Returns :'

Private Federal kriviiiii --FedeTall DMG .,-,_, ..Tax ._
Share Share To .Share ' Share Total System , Systeme

"0-5. ,, , 2$, 346,864 . ,,.4 ,,.,102 ..$ _23 $ . ,125 $* 102 $ 4 $ 1,06 18% 4%
;»""`""'",--4-.,..:'",(1,a,,,,',74.;,i-`: it , , V. p. ,...s.441,1%.,1,... I'. ,..,1. " q/S e".`;" f /1',1 ,',1-4:17c,,,---r,,(f,44..-, ',Tr- .-' ...' , ea ,,r, rvu ,,-10- .4- 4,r'.r : 9-..-- -..,.. ,,,4

5-10 21,567,824 4 194 51 245 192 -. 26 218 21 12
. ...

10-15 13,686,641 244 59 3034 249 46' .265 . 19 16 -.....

15-20 5,531,877 305 69 374_ 307' 88 395 18. 22
.

,
20-50 3,568,860 465 110 . 578 466 /26 692 19- 33

_ -_ .
-80-100 3,353,157 968 251 1,219 1,012- 1on 2,024 21 50

. , i
100-500 74,.631 4322 1;220 '..'---4,542 ..: -3-;131` 6,057. 9,188 27 66.... - ,
500:1,000 1,795 21,489 9,755 31,244 21,234 50,139 72,073 31 ' 69

1,000- T0,000` 655 78,754 30,688 109,442 77,676 186,000 257676 28 70

Note: Federal share under tax system derived by applying average marginal tax bracket for itemizers in the AGI bracket td
'total givineby itemizers in the bracket. . ._:

------- . V

. .,.. /..:*
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AGI Class
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Table 11

Total ContributiOns
"(in billions)

Diect Matching Grant System

At,110,1113848,1

cjI

- V4-4Percentage ofd Fed-
Tax Deduction Syntem eial Funds Con-

trolled by AGI Class
Contributictis

Percentage of
TOtal_lleturns ,

iiiAGI ClassPrivate
Share

Federal
Share Total priyate

Shang
Federal
,Share .Total bMG

System
Tax

System
A

$ 0 -5 $2.892 $ .652 $ 3.544 $2.889 , $ $,3.005 20% 3% 39%
5 -10 4.179 1.098 5.277 4.150 567 4.717 31 15 29

10-15 3.339 .808 4.147 3.402 . 636 4.038 23 18 19
,15 -2Q 1.687 .382 2.069 1.702 . 493 2..185 10 13 7-' 1.659 .393 2.032. 1.655 ,$15 .2.470 11, 23 - 5
50-100 .341 .089 .430 .310 .405 :715 2 11 .05

100-500 6.248 .091 .339 .262 .424 , ..686 2 . 12 .01
500-1,000 . 038 .018 .056 .039 . 090 - .129 0.5 2.5

1,000 and over .020 .072 .051 .118 .169 0.5 2.5. *

14.5 3.5 18.0 ' 14.5 3.6 IC 1 100.0 100.0 100

Note: Details may not add due to rounding. 6t0
r
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Underlhe direct matching,gra system this picture changes substantially.
Based upon the same 1970 data; the over-$50,000 group would have con-
tributed 4 6'percent of the private funds donated, they would have controlled
6 2 percent of the federal funds The under-$10,000 group would have
donated 48 8 percent of the private funds, they would have controlled 50
percent of ,the federal' funds made available under the direct system.
Obviously, a major shift in the direction of donor equity has been effected.

Under a direct nfatching grant system it is a simple procedure for the federal
government to-Increase its funding Thus, at 1970 levels a 50 percent increase
in federal spending for charity ,(from $3.5 billion to $5,3 billion) would have
been produced by the following matching schedule:
Percent of Total Matching Federal Grant
Income Donated as Percent of Donation

Under 1% 7%
1-2 14
2-3 21
3-4 28
4-5 .!,"4 35
5-6 42
6-7 , 49
7-8 56
8-9 63
9-10
Over 10 77

Similarly, if we would decide to provide a 100 percent matching grant for
the 'largest relative effort for charity, the following schedule could be
implemented:
Percent of Total Income Matching Federal Grant

Donated to Charity as Percent of Donation

Under 2% 10%
2-3 20
3-4 30
4-5 40
t-6 50
6-7 60
7-8 70
8-9 80
9-10 90
Over 10 100

Such a schedule would more than double present federal support for
philanthropic organizations. As the stimulus pf the federal matching share is
increased the amount of private giving likewise rises by virtue of the grehter

. 'Incentive offered for charitable donations.
The sample schedules illustrate points made earlier. One, under a direct

matching grant systerk the federal share can be directly increased by taking
into account solely the merits of increased j.ederal support for the program.
Conversely, changes in the tax structure totally unrelated to charitable dona-
tions do not produce automatic changes in the fedeal match as is the case
under the present deduction system. Two, the federal stimulus is directed
solely to the act of charitable giving. An increase in the matching grant
formula increases giving by donors quite apart from whether they are taking
itemized deductions fat other activities.
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Flat Matching Grant Schedule
f

For comparative purposes it is helpful to examine the effects on donors of a
flat matching grant schedule rather than one using progresive matching
figures. ,

Table 12 sets forth donor responses if a 43 percent flat matching grant
system wer Instituted That is, the goygrnment_would match all gifts to
qualified charities in an amount equal to 43 percent of the donations. The
table is based on 1970 data and assumes that federal spending for the
charitable program has increased froM $3.4 billion to $5.4 billion, an increase .
in the federal program of about 59 pertent. Table 12 was developed%y
Professor Fpldstem and employs the price and income elasticities developed
by him The donation base is adjusted gross income rather than "total
income" so that gifts by upper-income donors may be somewhat overstated.
Present non - fifers of tax returns are not included in the table.103

Table 12 illustrates that vflat Matching 'grant system Auld achieve much
greater equity in control over federal funds than is the case under the present
tax deduction system The under $10,000 ACI group .tom prised 68 percent of
the taxpayers in 1970 and 'gave about 48.5 percent of all funds donated to
-charity (see Table 11). Under the 43 percent flat matching grant system they
would have controlled 46 pertent of the federal funds (compared with only
18 9 percent under the present system) Correspondingly, the one half of one
percent of tApayers in the over-$50,000 AG I bracketswho i 1970 92ntrolledi,,

28-13Vertent of federallimai-EY gifts off only 4.5 percent dt all private funds
donated, would have their control Ever federal funds reduced to 3.7 percent
on the basis of private gifts totalling 3.7 percent of all private giving.

Thus, the flat matching grant system achieves a very close correlation
between the level of private giving by an income class and the percentage of
federal funds that that class controls.

Comparison of Progressive Matching Grant and Flat Matching Grant

A comparison of the data under a progressive matching grant in Tables 10
and 11 and under a flat matching grant in Table 12 reveals the judgments
required to be made by a policy maker in choosing between the two
techniques. - -;

First, it is obvious that the progressivematching grant mechanism repre-
sents a much more ',potent incentive to private giving than does a flat
matching grant system. As Table 11 demonstrates, .a, progressive matching

grant system that held federal expenditures constant would have generated in
1970 total combined private - federal gifts of $18 billion. On the other hand, a
43 percent flat matching grant system that required increased federal expendi-
tures of about $1.8.billion produced $18.4 billion. It thus seems apparent that
increasing the perientage of the fede4A1 match on the basis of relative effort
has a potent incentive.effect.

Another way' of comparing the incentive effects of the two matching
schedules is to compare the average gifts by ACI classeS. For the $15,000-
20,000 ACI group, the average private gift in response to a progressive federal
match vas $305, but it was only $289 in responselo a 43 percent flat matching
grant.

The tradeoff for-a.greater incentive effect in a progressive match is that the
higher income groups control a larger share of the federal funds than they
could under a flat match. Thus, the over-$50,000 ACI group would control 5
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Totals 73,108,064

Table 12
<

Average Contributions Total Contributions (billion's)AGI Class . Number of
(thousands) Returns Private Federal Total TotalPrivite Federal

-
, Share Share ' Share, ,ti- Share

)

0-5 28,350,064' $ 72 $ 29 $ 101 $ 2.041 '$ .822 $'2.863 s.----
5 -10) 21;540,224) 189 78 267 ,4.071 1.680 5.751_

. i
10.715 13,686,661 23.5 101 336 :3.216 1.382 4.598,.

I I ' ,

15720 5,532,010) 289 124 413 ,1.599 1.686 '2.285
e'

.. 20-50 3,568,912 427 180 607 1.524 ' .624 2.-1'66

50-100 353,158 794. ,.,342 ,1,136 ..280 .121 .401

100-500 74,631 2,202 1,007 3,209 .164 '.075 '` .239

500-1,000 1,795 10,232, 7,924 18,156 .018 .014 .032

1,000 and over 655 30,501 43,320 73,821 .020 .028 '.048

12.943 5.450 -18.393

Note: Details May not add due to rounding.
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Total Federal Funds
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39% 15%

- 29 31

19 (-., 25
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,5 12,
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* 0.2

* 0.5
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percent of federal funds under a progressive system, but only 1.7 percentunder a flat matching grant system. This result is to be expected since the
higher income group gives larger amounts to charity than do the lower ,income
groups, and a substantial number in the group give high percentages of theirAq4 to charity.

These same factors have corollary effects on the allocation of gifts by type
of charitable groups These effects are explored in Chapter IV. Finally, asnoted before and as is set forth in greater detail in Chapter V, the flat
matching grant technique offers a more simple administrative device by
which the federal shares can be delivered.

But at this juncture, from the standpoint of effects on donors, the choice
between a progressive and a flat matching grant schedule appears to turn ontwo factors.

1 The progressive matching grant technique provides a more powerful
incentive to private giving

--.,
,

2 The flat matching grant system gives lower-income donors control over
federal funds commensurate with their level of giving and hence may be seen
to achieve greater dispersion of control over federal funds.

Special Problem of Appreciated Property

The discussion to this point has,focused only on the charitable contribution
made in the form of a cash donation. This approach, in addition-to simplify-
ing analysis, appears justified since cash contributions account for some 91percent of the total charitable contributions.104 Nonetheless, account mustbe taken of the fact that some donors utilize appreciated property to a sig-nificant extent, and that gifts of property represent substantial portions in the
total gifts received by particular types of charitable organizations.

Urider present tax rules, generally, the donor w" ho gives appreciated
property receives both a deduction for the contribution and an exemptionfrom tax on the.accrued gain:-105-The Tax Reform Act of 1969 took steps todeal with this tax problem where the gain would constitute ordinary income
upon sale.106 But ironically, reforms in the capital gain area just made the
charitable deduction problem worse where capital assets are transferred. Prior
to the 1969 act, the contributiOn of a capital asset with $100 of appreciation
cost the Treasury $95 ($70 from the deduction, $25 in forgiven-capital gain
tax) Butkwith the repeal of the alternative tax fpr gains above $50,000, the...--- federal cost bf a gift of the same asset to charity went to $105. When the
potential impact of the minimum tax and maximum tax is added in, the cost tothe Treasury can now rise to $115.90 to get the same $100 gift that cost only
$9$ before "tax reform."1Q7-

) How should the proposed matching grant system treat charitable contribu-
tions of appreciated property? Three possible responses can be compared:

1 The full fair market value of property donated to charity could be treated
as the amount contributed for purposes of determining the matching per-centage. A gift of stock with $100 in appreciation would trigger the samefederal matching share as a gift of $100 cash, thus correlating the match with
present tax rules for gifts of appreciated property to publicly supportedcharities.

. ,

2. The federal matching grant rules could more closely correspond to
present tax rules. The amount of the contribution would equal the fair marketValue of the property contributed, except in the situations specified in section170(e) Thus, in the case of gifts, ofproperty which if sold would produce

GO'
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ordinary income, the contribution would.be treated as having a valuellequalio
cost basis for purposes of determiningqhe matching percentage. In the case of
gifts of capital gain property of the type specified in section 170(e), the value
of the gift would be treated as being equal to cyst basis plus one half of the
gain. , ,

3 All noncash,contributicnis could be treate5l as having a value equal to
cost basis for purposes' of determining the matching percentage.

Under either item 1 or 2, charitable- institutions that rely on gifts of
appreciated property would not suffer from any aggregate decrease in giving'
under the proposal simply because the gifts are in the form of property rather
than cash As noted in Chapter IV, the matching grant formula itself may
produce some decrease in giving to institutions relying on large gi(ts from
wealthy contributors. But adoption of either item 1 dt 2 in the case of dona-
tions of appreciated property would prevent these institutions from suffering
any additional loss because the contributions take the form of appreciated
property This result follows under item 2 because the institutions relying
heavily on gifts of appreciated property are not generally within the types
specified in present section 170(e). ,

On balance, adoption of the second response would appear preferable. This
rule reflects the most recent congressional evaluation of the types of chari-
table institutions that should be relatively more favored by federal matching
funds In addition, it leaves the larger question of th'e proper treatment of
transfers of appreciated property to charity to be resolved in the context of
proposals dealing generally with ,donative transfers of appreciated
property. 108

The direct matching grant system, by itsek could pr6ve attractive to those
institutions that rely on gifts of property Under the proposed system, not only
could the institution receive the property, but it could also realize cash from
the fedefal government's matching grant. Thus, for example, a gift of land to a
conservation trust not only insures the preservation of the land, but would
also generate cash for the organization with which to acquire additional open-
space property.

With the repeal of the charitable deduction, we might expect an increased
use of the bargain-sale technique. That is;.. donors might desire to sell the-
property for an amount sufficie.it to equal all (or 4 significant part) of the
financial benefit no longer available through the charitable, contributions
deduction The organizations would use their federal direct Matching grants
to effect thepurchase element of the transaction.

An example can illustrate the probable 'response by donors of appreciated
property Suppose the donor (who is in the 50 percent tall bracket) wishes to
donate stock to her university. The stock has a fair market value of $10,000
and a basis of $5,000. The donor. is in the top matching grant bracket of 50
percent An outright gift would provide the university with $10,000 in. stock
and $5,000 in cash from the government. But, by virtue of the repeal of the
charitable contributions deduction, the donor will pay $5,000 more in income
tax than at present She is willing to have her net worth decrease by $2,500as
under present law, ($10,000 stock minus $7,500 talc benefits). Accordingly,
she effects a bargain sale of the stock to the university for $5,000. Under
present tax rules, the donor would make a gift of $5,000 and a sale for $5,000.
The $5,000 basis would be allocated entirety to the iale portion_of the trans-
action, resulting in no taxable gain.109 The donor would thus have $5 000 in
cash after the transaction and would have realized the'same t2,500 reduction
in net worth as under present law, that is, $10,000 in stock minus the,,,sum of
$2,500 in foregone tax on the gain plus $'5,000 in cash.

-615-
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Of course, the numbers will not work out so neatly for all donors. The
bargain sale necessary to make a given donor "whole" (that is, in the same
position as under present tax rules) depends on the donor's tax bracket,
federal matching grant bracket, and the ratio of gain to fair market value for
She asset donated. In some cases the federal matching grant share from .the
particular gift will be more than is requited by the charity to effect a bargain
purchase, in others less On balance, however, adoption either of Method 1 or
2 for gifts of appreciated property should enable charities that presently
benefit from gifts of appreciated property to continue to do- so.110

Conclusions as to Effect of Change on Donors

The study indicates that donors would respond favorably to the substitution
of a direct matching grant system for the present tax deduction system.
Donors would give at least as much to charity in combined private and
federal fundsas they do under the present system. In addition, either a
-progressive or a flat matching grant achieves significant improvements in (1),
increased- equity among donor and (2) more open and rational direction of
federal funds to encourage private philanthropy. This is true of both gifts of
cash and gifts of property. The choice between a pr6gressive and flat
matching grant mechanism is one between the greater incentive in the
progressive match and greater dispersion of control over federal funds to
lower-income donors under the flat match.

IV

EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON DONEES

Aggregate Effects on Charitable Organizations
t

As Professor Feldstein has observed.111 "By selecting the appropriate rate
for the matching grant, the government can induce the same aggregate
contribution that would have been made if contributions were deductible.
Since the economic evidence indicates that the price elasticity of giving is
approximately minus one and dpes_not differ significantly among income
groups, e total cost in terms of foregone tax revenues is.essentially inde-
pende of the method used to stimulate contributions. The change from the
curren 'system of deductions to a . . . matching grant would therefore
require no change in tax rates. In principle, therefore, if the current deduction

/ were replaced by a [matching grant], the worth-while activities of the charities
would still be achieved, the taxes of high income individuals would rise and
the taxes of lower income individuals would fall."

Thus, if the federal government shifted to a matching grant system that
expended funcK in the same amount as would be foregone through the
charitable deduction, aggregate funds received by charity 'would be
unchanged from the present systern,,.,,Correspond,ingly, if the federal govern-
ment increased its firiancial commitment, aggregate funds received by tharitc,
would likewise rise, For example, Professor Feldstein has estimated that a flat
43 percent matching grant in 1970 would have increased the government
share from $3 6 billion to $5.9 billion. As expected, amounts received by all
charitable organizations would have risen from $17.3 billion to an estimated
$19.8 billion.112
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Effects on Particular Types of Charitable Organizations

General

As the following data high-income individuals and. low-income indi-
viduals\do not.give to the same charities. Thus a system that,shifted sorneof
the designation power over the same aggregate federal, funds as at present
from higher-income to lower-income individuals would 'allocate funds from
the charities curr,entil; favored by the Wealthy- institutions of higher learhing,
museums, and-s-Omp oniesto those selected by lower-income donors.

Tables 13 to 15 provide the most recent data with respect to thejalloca-
.tion of charitable giving by ciesses of recipients.113

As Table 13 -indicates, lower-income donors giie primarily to religion, the
United Fund, and sociakwelfare organizations, with over 75 percent of the
contributions by.the under- $15,000 AGI classes,going to religion. The giving
pattern shifts notice4bly at -the upper-income leVels, especially as to those
don,ors with incomes in excess of $50,000 per year. -Although those wealthy
donors still give a large percentage (over 50 percent) of their gifts to religion,
the percentages of their total contributions that go to education ,and to the
category including museums substantially exceeds that of lower-income
donors. Thus, while those below $15,000 AG; give,about 1 percent of their
donations to education, the over- $50,000 group directs over 14 percent of its
contributions toteducation. The $20,000-50,000 group displays similar con-
tribution patterns, with some shift taking place from religion at the lower
range to the category including museums and.educational telev)sionAt the
upper range.

In aggr terms, Table 15 shows that religion received over $9 billion'
from itemizers in 1972. While it is clear that education is the relatively more
favored charity of the wealthy, it is important to observe that religion in 1972
received over $1.2 billion from the over-$50,000 group. This 'group,
comprising less than 500,000 taxpayers,. contributed alrhost as much to
religion as did the 14.8 million itemizers with AGI's of $10,000 or less. Thus,
while the percentages indicate that the wealthy favor education relatively
more than lower-income persons, in total dollars contributed religion 'is
heavily reliant on wealthy donors.

Table 15, however, does show that in 1972 over 65 percent of the $552
million received by education through the deduction mechanism came from
donors in the over-$50,000 AGI class. By comparison, education received less
than 5 percent of its contributions from the under-$15,000 donors.

Tables 13, 14, and 15 do not, however, reveal the entire picture. These data
do not include contributions by donors who claim the standard deduction. ',
Ari estimated $3.4 billion114 was contributed to charity by these individuals in
1972. Most standard-deduction returns involved AGI's of less than $15,000. If
giving patters by the standard-deduction group followed those in Table 13,
that is about 75 percentto religion and only 0.7 percent to education, then
the relative impor/ance of high-bracket donors to educational institutions is
emphasized even/more.

Professor Feldstein has studied the impact on specific types of charitable or-
ganizations that would result from repeal of the present deduction'.1.15 His
results.are summarized in ;Table 16.

Proifessor*Feldsteiri's study in Table 16 includes standard-deduction donors,
and contributions of appreciated property are taken into 'account. Since,
under. Feldstein's analysis, price effects are most potent for high-income
donors who are also the primary contributors to education, it is not surprising
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Table 13

Percentage Distribution of Contributions on Returns with Itemized Deductions,1972

11

Adjusted Gross
, Income Class, Religion Health Education

United
Fund

Other
Charitable" laneousb Total

Under $5,000 ,

$5,000 to $9,999
1. a

$10,000 to $14,999

$15,000 to $19,9*

$20,000 to $24,999

$25,000 to $29,999

$30,000 to $49,999

$50,000 and aver

All classes

..-.

75.4%

75.2

77.6

74.5

69.6

64.3
r
i3.9
50.7

68.6

'

4.0%

2.8,

2.2.

2.2

3.2

°-3.7

, 2.7

4.1

2.9

0:7%

1.1

0.8

1,3

3.4
.

3.2

3.0

14.6

4.2

'

....e

_

2.7%

2.2

2.9

4.0

5.1

5.7

6.9

4.0 ,

4.0

'

7.6%

9.5

7.5

8.9

9.9
a

11.9

10.5
.

7.9
*

8.9

i \

-

r%.

P.,.

9.6%

9.2

9.0

9.1

8.8

11.2

13.0
...

18.7

11.4

100%

100

lop

10N

100

100

100

100

100

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury; Office of Tax Analysis ,f
October 3, 1974

tc,,,,,Insbde0.4ayikrakatelfareagr.otips,..auch- as the Red Crosh, Salvation Army- United Jewish Appeal, and the Catholic Welfare Fund.b. Ipcludes Boy Scoutd, Girl Scouts, museums, libraries, educational televislen stations, and fraternal and veterans
organizations.

N

***

Source: Statistics of Income. 1972, Individual Income Tax Returns and the 1972 Taxpayer Ushge Sample;
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. Table 14
Aite,,

Average Amount of Itemized Deductions for Contributions by Type of-Recipient, 1972

-,,
Adjusted Gross
Income Class

isUnited Other Miscel-'
Religion Health Education Fund Charitable laneousb Total

Under $5,000 $ 176 $ 9 $ 2 $ 6 $ 18 , $ 22 $ . 234
t-

$5,000 to $9,999 213 8 . 3 6 27 26 284:. -
- "-
$10, (Soo to $14,999 f, 266 7 , 3 4 10 26 . 31 343

$15, 000 to $19,999 316 9 6 . 17 38 39 - . ,424
_& $20,'000 to V 4,999 378 17 19 28 54 48 543.

$25,000 to $29,999 446 26 ' , 22 40 . 133_ .7.8......1. '694

$30,000 to $49,999 660 28 31 71 108 134 .1 1,032
.-

$50,000 atid over 2,174 . 177 627 173 337 803 4,291

All classes '44 ,$ 336 $ 14, $ 20 $ 20 i $ 44 -4. $ 56 $ 490. _ .

-

Office of the Secretary (If the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis October 3,_1974
c. .

a. Includes several welfme groups, such as the Red Cross, Salvation Army, United Jewish Appeal, and The Catholic Welfare Fund.
b. Includes. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, museums, libraries, educational television stations, Ad fraternal and veterans_ , . ,,,-

organizations.

Source: Statistics of Income 1972. Individual Income Tax Iliturns and 1972 Taxpayer Usage Sample. l
Note: Average contributions per return is calculated by dividing the aggregate amount of deductions by the total number of returns

in the AGI class with itemized deductions.
'' '< 4:.

a%
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Tabl 15 ."

.1.%

Aggiegatritmount of Itemized Deductions for Contributions by Type of Recipient, 1972. ;
(in millions 9f dollars) a . -I..

Adjusted Gross
Income Class

'Religion Health, Edpcation United Fund Other Charitable Miscellaneous Total

AmountPon-

.0*
Amount AmountPercent PercentCon- Con-of Total of Total- tributed

Percent
of Total

Amount
Con-

tributed

Percent
of Total

AP1°unt
trCibuont-ed

Percent
of Total

Amount
Con-

i --AmountPercent ,, Percent
of Total tr'ibumited- ''''6f 'Total

"Under $5;000 i

33,000*to $9,999

$10,009 to $14,999

: 415,000 to $19,,018

,7-430,000 to $24,999
.

' $25,000 to $29,999,
$30,000 to $49,999

$50,000 and over

Total'

' $ 257

.1,391

2,115

1,745

978

502

817

,,,,1,258
....,

9,063

2.8%

.15.3

23.3

19.3

10.8

5.5

..9. 0

13.9

100%

$ 14

51

,.. 59

52

44

29

35

102

386

3.6%

13.2 ,.

..,..15.3

13.5

11.4

7.5

9.1

26.4

100%

$ 3'
21

22

31

48
I

25

.39

363

552

.5%

3.8

4.0

5.6

8.7

4.5 r

7.1

65.8

100%

$

41

80

93

72

45

88

100p

528o'

N. '
1.7%

7.8.-

15.2

17.6

13.6

8.5
o

16.7

48,9

100%

$ 26

176

206

208

139,

93

114

195

1,177

2.2%

15.0

11.5

17.7

11.8

7.9

11.4

16.6

100%

$ 33

170

244

213
. ,
134

87-

166

465

1,503

2.2%

11.3

16,2

14.2

8.3 <

5.8

11,0

30.9

100%

$ 390

1,850

2,727

2,342

1,406

1182

1,278

2,483

13,209

.
2,6%

14.0 C

20.6.
...

17,7 ,

10.6

.5.9

9.7

18.8

100%-4 % . o ..,

Office of the Secretary of the Trear;,Offiee of Tax Analysis 4 Oitobers14
Source: Statistics of Income 1972. Individualrfncome Tax Returns and 1972 Taxpayer Usage Samplp.

"v.
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Tsble 16
.

Surma& of Gifts by Donee
(in billions of dollars)

2467

New Law

Tax Rates Unchan,ged
. .

RatioOld Law
Religion , $ 8.158 $10.441, ) 0.781

Education 0.355 , 0.679 0.523
3

Hospital 0.156 0.289 0.541

Health and welfare 1.819- 2.499 0.728

Other 2.281
--7----

3.417 0.668 '
.,

A Total giving $12.770 $17.324 ' 0.737

-Notes: 1. The deduction ig eliminated.
2. -For 'asset giving, gain value is 0.5.
3. Price elasticity. -1.285, income plasticity .702.
4. All dollar amount?: pertain to 1970, .s .s .

Decreased gifts = $4.555 billion, S.

Increased taxes = $3.521 billion

Ratio = 1.293 dollars ot charity decrease periollar of increasedrevenue

that repeal of the present charitable contributions deduction produces a
bigger percentage reduction in receipts for education (46 percent), than for
religion (22 percent) and social welfare organizations (27 percent), which are
favored by lower-income individuals. But; as Table 15 indicated, religion
would suffer the greatest volume- reduction in giving, about $2.3 billion
ahnually, compared with only $324 million for education.

the foregoing analysis , of course, assumes that the government simply.
repeals its present funding of the federal program for charitabbarorganizationskr, ,,,,c,,,,
The critical problem is to determine the impact that would be produced ll
simultaneous institutidn of a direct matching grant system. ,,,,,.4.

. ' 1 ,

, ' I

,
/ . ':

i .4Progressiye Matching Grant
k
#

- VTable 17 .sets forth, in summary form an allocation of, the private-federal
contributions among charitable organizations that in 127(qouId have been ,-
expected from implementation of a progressiye direct

'maghing
grant system.

The table employs a price elasticity of 1.0 and uses 'the income elasticities
developed by Feldstein,. Iris based on the matching grant schedule set ;--
forth-at page 2418. le

.

Tables 18 and-19 provide more detailed information117 on the summary
data contained in Table 17. Table 18 demonstrates for donee category
theestimated breakdown between the federal and priva es. In addition
the table shows for each donee cattgory,the Percent of 'Iota 'ving that is

.represerited by the federal share, the percent of the total federal unds and of
:v
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)Donee Category

Tabk 17
8

Gifts by Donee Category
(in billions of dollars)

Direct Marching Grant Present Law

Religion

Education

Hospitals ,

Health and welfare

Other

Totals 4

$11.403,, .

. 529

.231

2'. 553

3.275

I`
$10. 995

. 688

.293

2.597

3. 549

$17.992 $18,122

total private funds received by etch Category, and the percent, of combined
private-federal contributions that would be received by each type of donee.
Table 19 provides still further data by 'showing the private .and federal shares

'Tor each type of donee by donor AGI class.

The above tables demonstrate two anticipated results. One, if the matching
grant formula is established,to provide the same federal revenue to charitable
institutions as is presently expended through the income tax deduction, aggre-
gate giving to charity will equal the amounts obtained under the present
system. Two, while 'aggregate giving would remain the same, there is a
reallocation of funds from charities that now rely on upper-income donors to
those that are supported by low-income donors. Thus, religion gains
somewhat %tile other categories lose to the same extent. This result is the
expected product of a more democratized system.

But Table 18 does offer some useful data as to the e3iLt to which ptlicy
makers should be concerned about this shift. Under the new system, federal .

support of all types of charitable organizations is remarka,bly even-handed.
Thus, for all donee categories, the federal share comprises about 18-20

.. percent of total funds received,* that category. .
.4

Some concern might be expected about the declinelin receipts by educa-
tion, especially higher education, if a direct matching grant system were
adopted. The concern appears to be distinctly a minor one. In 1970,
education reeened $688 million from individuals; this sum was almost one
third of all funds received by education from donations from all sources in
that year. Under the direct matching grant system , education would receive
about $529 million. This represents a decline of somewhat more than 7
percent.in giving from all donOrs.11a Many universities each year experience
greater swings than this by virtue of changes in market values of investment
portfolios, inflation, and the like. Education receives only about 3 to 4 percent
of all giving, by,individuals under either the deduction or the matching grant
system. To permit a small decline in receipts by this one category to justify a

krejection of the.proposed system is to let the educational tail wag the philan-
thropic dog.

We have noted the elitist element in the present deduction system that
weights distribQtin power so heavily to the wealthy. But, in addition, the
wealthy do not favor higher education indiscriminately. In 1973-74, only 16

022., a.
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.
Share as Federal Funds Peipent of Total Percent of Total

it 18

Private-Federal Shares by Donee Category
z

(in billions of &oilers)

4 ",5",

'
.k

:._ Donee Private Federal
Category " Gifts Match Total

Federal

Percent
of Total

Perceht of Total

Received by
Category ,

Private Funds
*t Received '

Combined Funds
ReciiiVed

Religion . $ 9.208 $2.186 $11.394 3.9% 62% .. 64% 64%

Education ' .418 .105 .523 20 - = 3 3 3

Hospitals - .194 .047 , -.241 2Q 1 1 1

Health and Welfare 2.092 .472 2.567 18 13 14 14

Other 2.656 .610 3.2661 19 17 18 18

Totals $14.454 Z.3.538 $17.992 100% 100% 100% 100%

Note: Details may not add due to rounding.
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Table 19

Private-Federal Shares by Donie Category and Donor AGI Class
(in billions of

te.)

O

AGI Class,
'Religion Education Hospitals , Health and Welfare Other

Private Federal Total Private Federal Total Private, Federal Total private Federal Total Private Federal Total

0-5
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50-100
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500-1,000
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. -

. Totals
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.846.
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.,.002
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.013

.001

.001

$ 2.523
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.003
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.055 ,013 X968____.022 .005 ,027 .520 ,109 .629

r,.510 $.085

.668 .172

.520 .109

' .310 .066
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.109 .028
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.021 .009

.035 .014
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to

.840
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.376

.453

.:::

.030

.049

.061 .011 .072 .028 .005 .033 .276 .061 .337t

.118 .025 .143 .061 .014 .075 .275 .064 .339

.045 .012 .057 .020 .005 .075
.

.025 : .060 .015

.048 .018 .066 .017 .006 .023 .033 .012 .044

.008 .004 .012 .003 .001 .004 - .004 . .002 .008

.009 .004 .013 .003 .001 .004 .003 .001 .004
. VN"

$9.208 $2.186

'
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universities, mostly the wealthy private Universities, received 50 percent of all
funds contributed by individuals to higher education.119 The argument to
retain the allocation among charities that the present deduction system
achieves is both an argument to permit the wealthy to continue to direct
federal funds to their charities and to insure that the already wealthy
universitiesThe Harvards, Yales, Columbiasdo not see any of their funds
shifted ta other charitable activities The critical question, even for the policy
maker with dmajor concern for higher education, is thus whether the benefits
achieved in terms of increased equity, effectiveness, pluralism and rationality
are worth the "price" paid in shifting some funds from some universities to
other charities.

And it must also be emphasized that adoption of the direct matchinggrant
system does not necessarily require any decline in aggregate funds received by
higher education If Congress is concerned with the $159 reduction for funds
for education, it can directly appropriate that amount to bring education back
to its present level of funding:.

It is important to note from Table 18 that religion would have received in
1970 an estimated 62 percent of all federal funds under a direct matching.
grant system This figure may be relevant for the constitutional status of the
*system By comparison, religion in 1970 received an estimated $1.7 billion, or
50 percent, of the federal funds expended through the deduction. A
cautionary note shbuld be sounded here. The category "religion"
encompasses all activities conducted by religious organizationseducation,
social welfare, health, and so forthnot just sectarian activities.

Flat Matching Gra/IL

The shift to a flat 43 percent flat matching grant system in 1970 would have
increased federal expenditures by over 50 percent and would also have
produced a significant shift in receipts by type of charitable organizations. As
Table 20 indicates, 120 amounts received by religion Mould have increased by .

about $2 1 billion, or 20 percent This increase is some $300'million less than
the aggregate increase by all charities and represents about 88 percent of the
increased federal funds for charitable organizations. On the other hand,
receipts by education decline by $116 million or 17 percent.

Comparison of Progressive Matching Grant
and Flat Matching Grant

A comparison of the effects on donees of adopting a progressive matching
grant as opposed to a flat matching grant technique shows that the choice
between the two systems, insofar as effects on donee organizations are con-
cerned, largely reflects those that we observed in comparing the two systems
with regard to their effects on donors.

Thus, Table 20 shows that a flat matching grant system allocates les's funds
to higher-income donors than the progressive matching grant schedule.
Hence, religion would benefit relatively more from a flat matching grant
schedule since it is the most favored charity of lower-income individuals.
Conversely, education fares relatively better under a progressive matching
system since the more potent incentive of the progressive match induces high-
income donors to give larger riercentages'of their income to charities, that they
support. For example, even though the data in Table 20 reflect a 50 percent
increase in federal funds for charity as compared with Table 17, education
increased its receipts by only $34 million or 6 percent. A 50 percent increase in
federal funding under a progressive matchirig grant system could be expected
to produce significantly better results for education.
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Religion

Education

Hospital._ .,-

Health and welfare

Other

Table 20

Summary of Gifts by Donee
(in billions of dollars)

Tax ftiki Uncinsiged

New Law Old Law Ratio

$12.590 i $10.441 '1.206

0.563 0.679 0.830

0.248 0.289 0.868

2.837. 2.499 1.135

3.542 3.417 1.037

Total Giving $19.780 p17.324 1.142

Notes: 1. Credit as percent of gift, credit = 30 percent = 43 percent flat
matching grant.'

2. ,For asset giving, gain/value is 0.5.
, - 3, Price elasticity -1.285, income elasticity .702. ..,

..''-et..,11 ,. 4. All dollar amounts pertain to 1970.
a.,

't-` -.-41Li----,Tweed gifts r... $2.456 billion
'-At'
llgobreased taxes = $2.106 billion

Ratio = 1.166,dollars of charityharity increase per do4a.r of,decreasedrevenue.

V

ADMINISTRATION OF MATCHING:GRANT SYSTEM

Definitional Problems

Progressive Matching Grant Method
,;-- -.

Definition of income. (1) Inclusion of 'certain tax preference items. As
4

, discussed above, a progressiye direct matching grant system, is based on a

measurement of effort, that is, the percent of total income donated. 'Idea ly,
"total income" for purposes of the matching grant program should conform toto
the economic definition of income.121 It is unrealistic to expect to achieve an
ideal definition of incomesfor a program intended to benefit charity. Bat, at a
minimum, "total income" should include adjusted gross income (AGI). p Us

. tax-exempt interest, intangible drilling expenses, and items listed in I.R C.,
§57. Since tax preference items predominate in high-bracket income, i is

essential to use the broader definition of income when measuring' relative
effort in order to avoid the generation of the artificially high matching grahts
that would result if AGI were utilized in,the matching grant formula.

The inclusion of the listed tax preferenCe items in "total income" is quite
possible to administer from the standpoint of the Internal Revenue Service.

. ,
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From the viewpoint of the IRS, the "total income" concept presents no par-
ticuter difficulties so long as it is confined to items that appear at some point
on the tax return 122 Only tax-exempt interest is not presently listed on
income tax returns The critical problem is enforcement. Tax-exempt interest
could be part of the donation base at no additional cost, if enforcement of
reported amounts is foregone and reliance is placed on donor honesty. On the
other hand, if special funds are made available to the IRS for audit and en-
forcement activities, it is understood that "total income' need not be
restricted to tax return items from the IRS viewpoint.

(2) Treatment of transfer payments Since older people give a fairly, sub-
stantial amount to charitable organizations (mainly churches) it must be
determined whether or not to include transfer payments ,especially social
security benefitsin the definition of "total income." Social security
payments constitute a major source of income,for many elderly Americans. By
the end. of 1969, approximately 25 3 million people received benefits' under
old age, survivors, disability, and health insurance (OASDHI) totalling., $26.8
billion 12'3 Under the present tax system, such income is not taxable124 and
therefore,i; not annually repcirted to the IRS by the recipients. The problem is
whether a matching grant system that does not include such payments in its,
definition of income will create unacceptable inequities since those who
receive OASDFII payments could trigger larger matching grants than if, these
transfer payments were included in the income base.

Although the aged are not the only recipients of 04SDHI benefits, transfer
payments account for a large part of their income (4 percent).125 A close
look at the distribution of income of those aged 65 and over largely dispels

"64titr toncerns resulting from the exclusion of transfer payments from the
income base. In 1967 there were an estimated 19.3 million persons aged 65
and over 126 This number comprised 15 8 million."units" married couples
and unrelated individuals According to a 1968 survey, 87 percent 61 the aged
had incomes under $5,000 in 1967 la These income figures include OASDHI
benefits as well as veterans' benefits, income from assets.128 When broken
down, nearly half (48 percent) of this income was accounted for l5y OASDHI
and other public pensions 129 When only OASDHI beneficiaries are included,
the sample"reduces to 12 4 million units, 90 percent of whom have incomes
under $5,000 130 OASDHI, veterans' benefits and other public assistance now
make up approximately 54 percent of the income for these units.131 There are
therefore 11 2 million aged units in the $0-5,000 income bracket who receive
OASDHI 'benefits In comparison, therL are 23.8 million families and
unrelated individuals earning less thah5,000 per year.132 Of these, less than
half (11 2 million) are theQbove-dEfined aged units receiving OASDHI
benefits.

Thus, if such benefits were to be excluded from the definition of the income
base of the-proposed matching grant system, theiederal matching grants
triggered will undoubtedly be higher than they should'be. However, (a) since
most of the aged (90 percent) fall into the $0-5,000 bracket where donations
are small, and (b) since the aged make up less than half of the units in the,
$0-5,000 bracket, if is not at all clear that the inclusion of transfer payments in
the income base would have a large enough effect to warrant the time and
expense that would be incurred by such a requirement. 1

Nonetheless, the problem is essentially cme of enforcement. Transfer pay-
ments coUld be required to be included by donors in "total income" for
purposes of computing their federal matching grant. But, iri the absence of
extra funds for audit and enforcement, the (RS would be unable to monitor
this requirement.

(3) Conclusion Use of "income" as the base for a progressive matching
grant system is appropriate despitexertain definitional problems. These prob-
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lems are not different from those experienced in the income tax. The existence
of the minimum tax definitions solves most of the practical problems on the
upper end of the income scale since the IRS now has the capability of
handling these tax preference items At .the lower end of the income scale,
efforts at passing a negative income tax (which would of necessity treat

,,..,.,---transfer-payments as "income"), could, if successful, solve the practical prob-
lems for the matching grant system that are presently encountered with
respect to including transfer payments in income:

Definition of the donor nit. The progressive direct matching grant proposal
could create an incenti for intrafamily transfers of funds to take advantage
of the increasing federal matching grant as the percent of income donated
increases. Funds could be transferred to those family members with little or no
income, whose subsequent contributions would represent a larger percentage
of their income donated. The matching grant would thus increase without any
real increase in effort on behalf of the donating family To solvethis problem
the donor unit will be defined to include all persons in the marital unit,
including those defined as dependents in section 122 of the Internal Revenue
Code.

Under the progressive matching grant system, married couples might find
an inducement to file separately, thereby triggering a larger thatching grant.
This problem is not peculiar to the proposed 'system, but rather is present in
the income tax system where the amount of a deduction is determined by a
percent of income. For example, medical expenses in excess of 3' percent of
AGI can be deducted from the income base.133 Under certain circumstances,
this 3 percent qualifying floor could induce separate filing, as married couples
seek to manipulate their reported incomes relative to their medical expenses
However, there is no clear-cut evidence that the incentive for filing separately
hasbeen a.problem with section 213. Further, any manipulation of large
amounts would require payment of a gift tax. Hence, this problem would
appear to be minimal.

I n the case of creation of trusts for the benefit of charityeither present or
future the direct matching grant will be available to the grantor and will be
based on the present fair market value of the charitable interest No -further
matching grant will 'be available to the trust upon actual distributions to
charity. $imilarly, in the case of a gift to &private charitable foundation, 'the
match would be triggered at the time of die giant to the foundation; but no
further match is triggered upon subsequent disbursements by the foundation
(In the case of existing trusts and founFlations, th.charitable contribution
deduction has already been claimed, so that distributions by these entities
should not be eligible for the direct matching grant program.) '-

Flat Matching Grant Method

A flat matchihg grant method would avoid the definitional problems dis-
cussed above. Since thig. fedetal match is a flat percentage of the dollar
amount donated to (or received by) charity, there is no need to define income
or the donor unit (tie.timing on matching gifts to charitable trusts or private
fouhdatior's would have to be resolved as indicated above).

The fact that the flat matching grant method avoids the definitional
problems renders it more simple than a progressive match method. The
greater simplicity of the flat matching grant is one of its major attractions.
This gain in simplicity must be balanced against the incentive arguments
advanced for the progressive match method.
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Bunched Contributions: Averaging Problems

Under a system of progressive matchifig grants based on the percentage of
income donated, an individual donor could be tempted to defer his donations
and.give a large lump sum in one year, instead of giving in smaller, more uni-
form amounts annually. This tendency towards bunching could occur because
the federal matching percentage increases as the percent of the donor's
income given to charity increases. Thus, for a given dollar amount donated,
the charities would receive more federal fu ds via a bunched gift than via
equal yearly installments, assuming the do is income does not increase
dramatically.134 .

This inducement for bunched gifts does n owever, exist when the
percentage of matched grants remains constant. Thus under a flat matching
grant system, the dollar amount triggered is linearly relgied to the dollar
amount donated 135 Bunching is not induced since the dollar amount
triggered is independent of the percent of income donated. Nonetheless
because some may prefer a progressive matching grant schedule to a flat
matching schedule on equity and incentive grounds, it is appropriate to
examine ways of solving the bunching problem if a progressive matching
schedule is adopted.

One solution to the bunching problem involves a compulsory averaging
provision Under such a system, the percentage matching grant would be
determined according to the average of the percent of income donated during
the, say, five,previous.years. As with the averaging provisiOns for the income
tax, inequities caused by, tiuctuation.s, are reduced through averaging over
time But unlike the income tax provisions, the matching grant averaging
provisions must be compulsory Otherwise, for the same total donations over
two years between two individuals with the same income, the one who
bunches his entire donation into a single year would trigger more federal
funds Here the progressive structure of the federal match encourages bunch-
ing by the donor and an optional averaging provision would do little to
eliminate the resulting inequities.

An averaging provision would, however, require increased administrative
costs due to the increased data compilation and computer storage require-
ments If a linear average is chosen, then the longer the time span, the greater
the storage requirements Rh- example, a linear average of the past five years'
income would entail the addition of each ye&r's -income, which total is then
divided by five As the number of years increases, the data storage require-
ments also increase.

If, as has been proposed for the income tax system,136 a five-year weighted
averagq were used, the data storage requirements would be reduced to a
single number Under such a system, past incomes have a decreasing effect on
the average, but their effect is never entirely eliminated.137The formula used
for the averaging would be as follows:

(1) En = (1-W) Cn + WEn,j
Where Et., is year n weighted average contribution

Cn is year n contribution

En_Iis,year n-1 weighted average contribution

W is the weighting coefficient

It is seen that the only piece of data carried forward is En, thus making storage
requirements min ima1.138
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Only in the initial phase_ of the proposed system would further computa-
tions be required. If a five-year weighted average is used, then Co (the
weighted average of the initial year of the matching grant system) would be
computed as follows:

t0=(1-W) Co + W (1-W) C_i + W2(1-W) C_2 . . . + W5 (1-W) C_5

This number Co contains the weighted effects of the previous filie years' con-
tributions Co is the only number that need be stored, and the following year's
weighted average contribution would be C = (1-W) C1 + WC0.

The initial .0O3 - however, can only be calculated five years after the
matching grant system has gone into effect, since the information required
(gifts per year by each dot-tor) would be unobtainable for years prior to
introduction of the matching grant. One possible solution to this transition
period would be to use a linear average for the first five years, and in year Live
the single value of the average contribution would be stored. The weighted
average in year 6 could then be computed:

C6 = (1-W) C6 + WC5

where E5 is a linear average and not tl,e weighted average specified in the
formut# above.

For example, suppose that when the matching grant system goes into effect
a donor with an annual income of $10,000 gives $200 to a charity for each of
the first five years In the sixth year he gives a bunched contribution of $1,000.
The Internal Revenue Service would have on.record the $200 figure, which is
the linear average of his contributions for the first, five Nears. It, would then
corfipute the weighted average for the sixth year contribution:

Let W = 6
C6 = :1000

C5 = 200

Using the above formula:

C6 = (1-W) 1000 + W (200)
= .4110000 + (,200)

= 400 + 120
520

The weighted average ($5201 is 5 2 percent of income anoiftriggers ap0 Percent
matching grant of $156.

Simple calculations can show that d larger sum would have been triggere
to charities over these six years had this person split up his donati. m
consistently. If he had giVen $400 per year the first five years,' s ,annual
donation would have triggered a 25 percent matching grant of $1 per year.
Over five years a total of $500 would have gone to charities in e form of a
federal matching grant. Instead, $200 per year for five years iggered a 15/
perceriffederol matching grant of $30 for a total of $150. Th n in the sixth
year, because of the weights imposed on the 1,000 gift, a $156 match went to
charity' for a total of $306 over six years.

It is clear in the above hypothetical situation that there is no advantage ip
bunching contribulions. The above weights were arbitrarily chosen and are
not 'necessarily those that should be used. The point, however, is this: if a
weighted average were instituted, and appropriatexweights were selected,
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donees would at best not benefit and might even lose when contributions,
were bunched The incentive to bunch would then no longer exist.

If a progressive matching schedule is adopted, an averaging piovision is
necessary and Must be adopted in order to discourage.bunching. lishou Id be
noted, however, that this averaging provision acts mainly as a preventive, and
the costs incurred by instituting such a provision should prove to be minimal.
Furthermore, the averaging computations need not be performed every year
for every filer Instead, the averaging requirements could be limited to those
instances where the percentage federal matching grant jumps by 10 or more
percent Such a limitation, along with the discouragement against bunching,
should result in little use of the averaging 'computations.

The avoidance of the complexities of the averaging technique again make a
flat matching grant method more attractive on administrative grounds than a
progressive schedule Again, the policy maker must compare gains in adminis-
trative simplicity with- equity and ineerftive aspects of each matching
technique.

oa

Reporting of Donations

Progressive Matching grant Method

-

Under the progressive matching grant proposal, charitable donees would
receive their federal matching grant alter the federal government is informed
of the amount of the gift and the percentage of income donated by the donor
to charity The furnishing of this information by the donor to the government
can be undertaken in one of two ways.

Under one system the donees could supply the requisite information.to the
Internal Revenue Service, listing the dollar amount received and the social
security number of each donor The Internal Revenue.Service would then
compile all the reported donations for each donor and the percentage of
income given by each donor. The matching federal amount could then be
credited to the account of the reporting donee. The advantage of such a
system is that it places the prime responsibility for collecting and reporting
information on the charitable donees. Since the donees are the principal
parties who are financially interested in having the Internal Revenue Service
receive this information, the system would be very reliable indistributing to
charities all the federal funds due them. Nevertheless, seriods problems arise
in having the donees supply the information An unacceptable burden might
be placed on the Internal Revenue Service, due to the high computational and
data storage costs. Other problems are created when the donors are not
tax-return filers Further, there could be a reluctance on the part of churches
to file such information, especially since they are now excused from the
information reporting requirement imposed on other charitable organi-
zations.139

An alternative system, whereby the donors supply the gift information to
the Internal Revenue Service, would involve less administrative costs. Under
such a system, each donor would include with the income tax return (or by a
separate schedule if he is not required to file a tax return) a listing of all of his
contfibutions to qualified charitable organizations. The Internal Revenue
Service could then compute the matching grant to each listed donee, and the
data storage requirements would be limited to the number of' eligible chari-
table organ itations.140

(Some problems do arise under such a system, however. First, information
returns would have to be filed by all donors, whether or not they file a tax
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return For the tax-return filers the donation -information cans be readily
included with theForm 1040. However, for the Form 1040A filers and for the
non-filers, a separate information form would have to be filled out and mailed
by the donors.

A second problem could involve proper identification of the donees by the
donors in their information returns. The Internal Revenue Service fdund that
names were frequently reported inaccurately in the past when it was necessary
to list organizations by name for purposes of the charitable contribution
deduction 141 Since, however, almost every eligible charitable organization
presently has a taxpayer identification number, the donors should be required
to list these donee taxpayer identification numbers in the information
returns 142 Given the financial interest of the donees in the matching grant,
the donors will most likely receive ample information and encouragement
from the donees regarding the proper faxRayer identification number.

Some additional costs would be incurred by the Internal Revenue Service in
connection with the collection and disbursements of the matching grant
funds Estimates of the increased costs over the present system are not avail-
able 143 Primarily, the expenses will be incurred as the result of the filing of
extra schedules by those presently using FormK1040A144 and by present non-
filers 145 (See page 2479 for a .suggestion as lo how these costs might be
financed.)

Flat Matching Grant Method

A flat matching grant proposal is most easily effected if the donee organi-
zations are responsible for reporti lg donations to the Internal Revenue
Service Since the federal matching grant is simply a flat percentage of
donations, an organization would report its total contributions received for
the year and receiv,c from the Treasury a check for the applicable percentage
of that amount. ./

The reporting procedures for the flat matching grant do appear significantly
more simple and less expensive than would be, involved in a progressive
matching schedule. This simplicity is achieved primarily because the flat
matching grant technique eliminates the necessity of correlating donations to
a particular donor's income. On the other hand, organizations not now
subject to reporting requirements notably churcheswould have,to disclose.
information on ddnations received to obtain the federal funds.

Those who prefer a progressive matching grant on incentive grounds mus
decide whether the administrative advantages pf the flat matching gran
technique are of such magnitudethot some compromise of the incentive issue
is appropriate. Those who favore flat matching grant technique even on
equity grounds will find one additional attraction in the administrative
advantages of this, methbd.

Disbursement of Funds

Once the matching grant system is in effectwhether a progressive or flat
percentage match is employedeach donee. should receive one check
annually after the Internal Revenue Service has made the calculation of its
`aggregate matching grant funds. For IRS scheduling purposes, it is essential
that it not be required to send out donee checks during the period of time it i%
processing income tax returns. Presently, most charities receive a substantial
amount of money at Christmastime. If federal checks for gifts made in the
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preceding year were to be disbursed between October and December the
charities could plan on receiving an even larger amount at that time. The
October-December period would also be acceptable to the Internal Revenue
ServiCe since most other income-related collections and refunds will have
been handled by that time.146

Problems for donees with distributing checks according to the above
schedule would appear to arise only during the first year of the new system.
For example, if the matching grant system were to go into effect in January
1977, doneps would have to wait until October-December 1978 to receive
matching grants triggered in 1977 This problem would-be partially alleviated
in the first year if payments to charities were made on an estimated basis.
Such an estimated payment stem might even be suitable for the first few
years, until charities are able to adjust to new Ratterns of giving and to,,the
federal matching grant

Audit

The integrity of a progressive matching grant system mustbe maintained
through an audit of returns, similar to the procedure under the present deduc-
tion system Under both systems there is always the problem of overreporting
by donors, and presently more than one third of the costs incurred by the
Internal Revenue Service is accredited to auditing of tax returns.147 But the
inducement for overreportingt,is not the same under both systems. Under the
present deduction system, itemizers receive a direct financial benefit by over-
reporting Weir, charitable contributions 148 Under a progressive matching
grant system, however donors would not obtain a direct monetary benefit
from the matching grant The benefit of 'overreporting donations would go
only to the donees, and hence donors have less of an.incentive to overreport
under'the proposed matching grant system

With a flat matching grant, donee organizations would perform the report-
ing function While there thus would be, an incentive, for overreporting,
normal IRS audit procedures with respect to charitable organizations should
be sufficient to deal with this potential problem

As mentioned above, auditing costs represent &sizable expense for the
Internal Revenue service Funds for IRS processing and auditing costs under
the proposed matching grant system could be obtained by earmarking part of
the revenue increase resulting from repeal of the present deduction. For
example, a 1 percent earmarking of the estimated $4.0 billion revenue gain in
fiscal 1975 would produce $40 million for auditing and processing the new
system Such earmarking has the advantage of assuring needed funds ih pro-
portion to the voluMe of funds handled. As with any predetermined values,
earmarking has the disadvantage that the percentage may be too large or too
small, resulting in inefficiency. Nevertheless, if a flexible approach, is
adopted, the disadvantages of earmarking should be easilyovershadowed by
the advantage that the IRS would be assured needed revenues' ithout having
to sacrifice other audit or enforcement activities.

The audit and reporting requirements under the direct matching grant
system are comparable to those'zecnployed under the present deduction
system Thus the integrity of the System can be maintained throUgh donee
reporting requirements similar to those presently inieffect (I.R C. §6033, Reg.
§1 6033-1; Forms 990, 990A, etc ). Except for (a) churches, (b) organizations

'other than private foundations whose annual gross receipts are normally not
more than $5,000, and cc) exclusively religious activities.of any religious
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order, §6033 requires tax-exempt organizations to file an annual information
return, stating specifically the items of gross income, receipts, and disburse-
ments According to the provisions set forth in §6033, every section 501 (c) (3)
Organization must also furnish information regarding the total of
contributions and gifts received by it during the year, along with the names
and addresses of all substantial contributors Such donee requgements would
remain undef the proposed matching grant system.

Compliance

The effectiveness of the auditing program can be maintained only through
compliance provisions, whereby,sanctions are imposed for falsely claimed'

4110Pr' donations Under a progressive matching grant system such penalties should
primarily be imposed on the donor who is the reporting agent An innocent
donee should not suffer by being required to repay, federal matching grant
funds received in good faith The federal matching grant would thus remain
with the charitable organization, but the donor would be fined as follows. On
the first level, the donor would be fined 100 percent of the federal.rnatching
gram triggered ,by the falsely claimed donation, plus 9 percent nondeductible
interest On the second level (amounting to civil fraud) the, donor would be
fined r pet; a I ty equal tlf twice the fines of-the first level This system of fines
and pe.naltieSlimilar to the taxes and penalties on self-dealing with private
foundations [IR C §§4941, 6684] Lindell such a system, any person
previously liable for the first level civil fine, or any person willfully and
flagrantly liable for the first level civil fine becomes liable for an additional
penalty In addition to the above civil sanctions, criminal sanctions should
also be established to deal with cases of criminal fraud. Such provisions would
include both monetary fines and imprisonment. Donee organizations would
be subject to sanctions if they, or their managers or principal donors, partici-
pated in.fraudulent reporting of gifts by donorS.

Under a flat matching grant system, while the donee organization would be
responsible for accurate reporting of donations, the sanctions would be
imposed on both the organization and the organization managers. The
Present rules dealing with private foundations, noted above, provide the
appropriate model

Transition Rules

The transition period of the matching grant system wilt require adjustments
on the parts df the donor, the di:Ole:444nd the IRS. Though many of the poten;
teal problems that mightarise have been discussed above, carryovers of
present charitable contributions deductions and the possibility that the
system might deviate in practice from` the results that are estimated must stitf
be considered..

Treatment of41-ax Deduction Carryovers

Presently, any donation that exceeds 50 percent of the donor's contribution
base may be carried over and deducted over the next 5 years accolding to
I R C. §170 (d) (1) (A). Once the matching grant syste,m is instituted, th
deductions that are carried forward could be treated as expenditures in th
carryover year for purposes of computing the matching grant percentage.
deduction would, of course, be allowed for tax purposes.
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However, a'forceful argument uld be made that the earlier excess con-
tributions were made with the e ectation that a deduction, not a matching
grant, would result An alternative solution, therefore, to the carryover prob-
lem would involve a dual system of matching grants and deductions for a
limited period Such a system could exist for at mosf only five years, since new

la carryovers would not be part of the matching grant system. Hence carry-
over deductions to thp post-matching grant years would be allowed as tax
deductions but would Fitt qualify as donations in thpse years for purposes of
the direct matching grant system.

Gradual Implementation-of Matching Grant System

It may be desirable to phase-in over a 5- or 10-year period the proposed
matching grant system The present deduction system would be phased-out
over the same wipe span Such a transition period would permit charitable
organizations to adjust gradually to.the new system while still relying on the
deduction system to some extent

If a progressive matching grant system were adopted, the matching grant
system could be phased in over a 10-year period under the following tech-
nique Beginning withtyear one of the new system, 10 percent of a donor's gift
would bed zectly matched and 90 percent would be allowable as a deduction.
In each suReeding year an additional 10 percent of the donors gift would
come under the matching grant system After. 10 years, the deduction would
be eliminated and the matching grant system would be fully in effect.

4n the transition period, the donor would first calculate his net private gift
and compute the federal matching grant percentage (FMG%) that would be
applicable thereto if the new system were fully in effect. This FMG% would
then be applied to the part of the gift that is matched directly as determined
by the applicable transition percentage in the year (10 percent in year one, 20
percent in year two, and so forth) The balanCe of the gift would qualify for the
_charitable deduction Thus, for example, in year one, 10 percent of the
donor's gift would be matched directly and 90 percent would be allowable as a
deduction. -

Those claiming the standard deduction would simply helve 10 percent of
their donations matched in year one, 2Q 'percent in year two, and so on.

The following examples illustrate the operatidn of the transition
mechanism:

fkample 1: Assume that married doh-ors have an adjusted gross income of,
$68,000. They have personal expenses of $13,600 and claim $3,000 in personal
exemptions -I he personal expenses include $6,800 donated to charity. The
donors are in the 50 percent marginal tax bracket.

Assume first that to year one of the new syStem the donors write checks to
charity totalling $6,800. They would compute their FMG and their deduction
as follows

1 Compute FMG% as if system were fully .in effect:
Net private gift = $3,400 (50% x $6,800)
Net private gift = 5% of income
FMG % = 25%
25% FMG x 10% of total gift ($680) = $170 FMG
Allowable deduction = 90% x,$6,800 = $6,120
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2. Net result to charity:
Check from donor =
FMG

$6,800
170

Total $6,97j)
3. Net result to donor

Net cost of deductible portion = , $3,060
Cost of nondeductible portion = 680

$3,740
4 Net cost to government

Deduction =
FMG =

$3,060
170

$3,230

Example 2: Assume the same facts as in Example 1, except that the donors'
objective is to write ait a check to charity which when added to the FMG in
year one will result in a total of $6,800 being received by charity. The donor
would write a: Cheek for-$6,667. .

1. Compute FMG%-as if system were fully in effect: ....
Net private gift = $3,333.50
Net private gift = 4.9% of income
FMG.% = -20%
20% FMG x 10% of total gift ($666.70) = i133.34,
Allowable deduction ,= -90% x $6,667 = $6,000.30

2. Net result to charity:
Check from donor = $6,667.00
FMG ... 133.34

`$6,800.34
3. Net result to donor:

Net cost of deductible portion = id, $3,000.15
Cost of nondeductible portion = 666.70

$3,666.85
4 Nell result to government

Cost of deduction = . $3,000.15
FMG = 133.38

$3,133.49

Example 3:, Married donors have $15,000 AGI the standard deduc-
tion, and make $600 charitable-gift in year one new ystem. The FMG% if
system were Completely in effect would be 20 percen ince gift = 4 percent
n c orate -

7

Year one FMG = 20% xs(10% 0600) ='$12. .

It should be emphasized that the above examples are intended simply to
illustrate the mechanics of die transition rules given two possible donor re-
sponses Obviously, the actual reaction of donors depends on the price effgtts.
of the deduction and that matching grant, respectively. The uncertainty
involved in accurately predicting either price effect is one reason to adopt a
fairly gradual phase-in of the new system.

If flat matching grant systems were adopted, a similar transition techhique,
could be employed. Thus the direct grants to be received by the organizations
could be phased-in ratably over 10 years and the donor's deduction eliminated
cover the same time span. Fol. example, if a.40 percent flat matchinggrant were
utilized, the donee would receive a 4 perceht direct match in Year one, 8
peifent in year two, and so on. Correspondingly, the allowable deduction to
donors would be reduced by 10 percent eaclo year.

/ k
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VI

A MATCHING GRANT IN LIEU OF ESTATBAND GIFT TAX
DEDUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHARITY

Introduction

The deduction for charitable contributions in the fedeal income tax law is
not the only source of federal support to charities in the present tax system.
The federal estate and-gift taxes also make special provisions for transfers to
charity, fundamentally by exempting such transfers from the basic transfer tax
imposed on lifetime and death-time dispositions of property As in the case of
the charitable deduction in the income tax system, the special provisions con-
cerning transfers to charities in the estate and gift tax systems are principally
justified as a method of providing federal support to charitable institutions. It
is thus appropriate to analyze these provisions, as was -done previously in the
case of the federal income tax charitable deduction, as a federal spending pro-
gram in support of charitieS Much of.the analysis which follows parallels that
previously undertaken with respect to the income tax deduction, and the
arguments presented there in detail will be outlined herein more summary_
form The following material will examine the present structure of the estate
and gift tax system and the role the charitable deduction plays in that system,
will then consider the argufnents pro and con concerning the charitable
deduction as a method of targeting government support to charities, and will
finally analyze the droposed matching grant system which)ould replaceithe
current charitable deduction.

4,^

History and Present Structure of the Estate and .
and Gift Tax Provisions

. .

.
The forerunner cf the present estate tax was first enacted in J1916

,
in

response to governmental needs for additional tax revenues.149 A transfer tax .

which fall's only on transfers that take' place At death may, hoWever, be
circumvented by lifetime transfers, and hence the estate tax provision was
coupled with a gift tax provision in 1932 so that *fetime transfers could not
circumvent th tefstamentary transfer tax syste Conceptually, the estate

.,,..
tax and the gif ax function together as one systep to tax all transfers that an
individual mak s during lifetime and at death. '

The gross, estate, wihich is the basic subject of the estate tax, is composed of s

the value of "all property to the extent of the decedent's iriterest.in it at the ^

time of his death "151 In a similarlashing, the gift tax ,operates tp tax life-
time transfers of any "property" by the trarisferor 152

4

In compUting the estate tax liability, the gross estate is reduced bila,number .

Of deductions such as funeral'experises,, expense's incident to the administra-
tion oT the estate, losses during administration, varipus debts and enforceable
claims against the decedent. The function'of these deductions,is to reduce the
taxable estate to the net amount.of property over which the decedent actually
has power of disposition at his death. In addition, two other'cleductions are
allowed, the so-called "marital deduction" which applies to property passing
to the surviving spouse and the charitable deduction fOr the value of property
transferred to or for the use of charitable institutions or the government. There
is also a $60,000 exemption for all estates. .

Taxable lifetime transfers under the gift tax are entitled to (1) a $3,000 an- .
nual exclusion per donee, that is, the first $3,000 of any gift tO any dpnee is not -

_
-

/
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subieCt to the transfer tax, (2) a cumulative- $30,000 lifetime exemption, (3) a
marital deduction, and (41_the charitable contributions deduction.

charitable deduction was not included in the first estate tax lave
enacted in 1916, but was enacted two years later in the Revenue Act of
1918.153 The original House version of the 1918 act contained no charitable
deduction provision, but the Senate Finance Committee added a deducti6n
for chaiitable bequests The gift tax enacted in 1932, likewise, contained a
deduction for transfers to charities which has been continued in the present
statutory pattern 154

The rate structure in both the estate and gift taxes is progressive, with the
estate tax rate a function of the size of the taxable estate and the gift tax rate
dependent on the cumulative amount of taxable giving that the donor has
undertaken In the present system, the gift tax rates are approximately three
fourths of those of the estate tax ratesf, bus imposing a lighter burden on
lifetime as opposed to death-time transfers In addition, the estate tax liability
is not itself deductible from the taxable estate In the gift tax, however, only
the net amount of t gift transferred is subject to tax and the tax liability itself
is not considered parlof the gift This in V.testsainswat,s_to,,,a4Lectsugt,ip,a,..gi
the gift tax fro the boSsic amount of the gift, which also operates to favor
lifetime-as opposed to death-time transfers.

The Function of the;paritable Deduction in the Estate
and Gift Tax Swem

As in the case of the income tax, transfer tax system reflected in the
current estate and gift tax provisions, contains some provisions that are
necessary to resolve structural problems in the tax and other provisions that
are fundamentally extraneous to the..definitional task and perform other func-
tions. For example, in the estate tax the allOwance of a deduction for funeral
and administrative expenses of the estate is aimed at freeing from tax those
transfers that are involved in arriving at the 'net" amount of property over
which the decedent has the power of disposition The sameits true for the
'deduction for obligations and claims against the, estate Deductions of.this
sort are directly analogous to the deduction of business expense's in an income
tax system and are structural components whose- function is to refine the
subject-of the ta*.

The deduction for transfers to charity, however, stands on a different
footing. It has nothing to do,with the problem of .determining what property is
,actually available for disposition, but rather exempts ascertain 'class of
dispositive. transactions. The deduction must thus be justified in terms of
purposes extraneous to the basic transfer tax system. The charitable deduction
has from the beginning156 been justified as providing an inceptive or reward
for the socially desirable activity of supporting charity: As Nub: it stands on
the same footing as the charitable deduction in the income,tax system. That
is, it is fundamentally a method of channeling federal support to charities by
encouraging or rewarding private donors to make lifetime and death-time
transfers to charitable organizations It remains to examine the advantages
and,disadyantages of this method of delivefing.federal funds as opposed to a
program of direct matching grants.

638
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Tax Equity

The estate and gift tax charitable deductions have the 'same impact onequity in the transfer tax system as the income tax charitable deduction has in
the income tax system. In the first place, the deductions offend the principle

of horizontal equity that two taxpayers in the same situation should be treated
in the same manner. If twgi estates are of equal size there is by de inition an
equal amount of property lo be transferred, and under the transfer tax system
the two estates should pay the "same amount of tax. However, under the
present system the two estates will have different tax liabilities if one estate
makes a transfer to charity while the other transfers its property to nonchari-table recipients.

As in the income tax system, the charitable contribution deduction also/ violates the principle of vertical equity in a progressive tax system b giving
/4rette4.,tetkekits$00.tileft-tavtbite_tra

tor example, in the estate tax, a $50,000 net estate has a marginal tax rate of 25
percent while a $5 million net estate has the marginal rate of approximately-67
percept The after-tax cost to the smaller estate of making a $10,000 transfer
Would be $7,500, while the same size transfer by the large estate would have
an after-tax cost of only $3,300. The progressive rate structure reflects the
social judgment as to how the tax burden should be allocated as a function ofthe size of the two estates. When the deduction is allowed, however, this
effect is reversed, that is, the large estate receives a.progressively greaterbenefit from the deductionthan does the small estate. The same analysis is"triue of the gift tax. The present system of delivering the federal portion of
charitable support by means of a tax deduction thus offends both horizontal
and vertical equity n the transfer tax system.t
Equity as an Expenditure Program

As in the case of the income tax system, it is appropriate to vi e
"table deduction in the estate and gift tax structure as a program lPr-- f
taxpayer receiving the deduction is in effect allocating the matching killfinanciftIpOort hid) th*deduetion provides. for example, a decedent witha net e $10" &anion who makes a donation t6 a charitableorganitarbir 0,000 is areality making a.contribution from, two differente ..
'sours Theirht source is his own funds in the amount of $2,300, the second

eral 7vernment's $7,700, that is, the tax foregone which the govern-ment jwillin 4Q spend to indl%ce the decedent to transfex-$21-300:to,charity: =In comparjibn, a decedent with a net taxable estate of -$10,000 who decided ,to transferthe whole $10,000 to a charitable organizatioQ will be making a giftfronfhis,own fundSof $9,500 while the government share will be $500. Table21 showS for selected estate sizes the present matching grant schedule that
is produced by'the charitable contributions deduction- 57

0

To put the matter another way, if a decededt with an estate of less. than
$60,000 gives $1 of his own estate to charity, charity receives-just the $1.00.--.But if a decedent with a $10-million estate gives $1.00 of'his own funds to the.
same charity, the charity will receive $3.34. ,

,x Though the mechanics are somewhat different, the same analysis applies tothe gift fax. he exclusion of gifts to charities is worth progressively more,and hence the donor's share of the gift is progressively less .depending on theamount of taxable transfers that the donor has previously made.
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Table 21

Economic Estate , Private Bequest Federal Matehing Share

Under $60, 000 $1. 00 $ 0

$100,000 0.82 0,18

$500,000 0.68 0.32

$1, 000, 000 0.63 0,37

Over $10, 000, 000 0.23 0.77

A (
-This manner of structuring the private allocation of federal funds to

charities is subject to the same objections on equity grounds 'as is the
charitable deduction under the income tax. It gives no say in the allocation of
federal funds to those estates.tinder $60,000 which make- charitable con-,
tributions butwhich 15-ay no estate tax. It concentrates the power to allocate
the federal share in the hands of wealthy decedents. The Internal Revenue
Service undertook a special study of 1957 and 1959 estate tax returns which
gives some indication of the,concentration of federal spending power under
the charitable deduction system in the larger estates. The special study found
that in the-1957-1959 period over 40 percent of the total funds transferred to
charity represented government contributions.158

The-data have been .updated on the basis of estate tax returns filed in
1970.159 An analysis of these data shows that in 1970 a total of $2.13 billion
was transferred at death to charity. Out of this figure, the government spent an
estimated $1.07 billionover 50.percentas its share of the combined public
and private support of charity. The private sector accounted for $1.06 billion.

The data for 19701how that estates of total assets up to $100,000 transferred
approximately $115 million to charities. Of this amount, an estimated $14
million represented the government share and the other,$101 million the

riv tialWersirom the estat s This group representeclibout 34 percent of
ie total num :1-61argat'elIN featT6I'ilnf6f-s, a1tcflt n'etlangfert

were approximately 10 percent of the total net transfers. Under the deductiOn,
system, however, these estates were allowed to control the disposition of only
1 percent of the total amount of government funds spent.

The second group, those estates with assets ranging from $100,000- to -$1
million, transferred '559 million to charities. Of this amount, the goyernMent
subsidy was an estimated $150 million and the net transfers from the estates
were $409 million. This grOup represented 61 percent of the total number of
estates making transfers, Ad the amount of net transfers it made represented
42 percent of the total net transfers. This group, however, was allowed to
control the disposition of only 14 percent of the government share.

The third group, representing those estates with total assets over $1 million,
made charitable contributions of $1.42 billion, of which an estimated $908
million represented the government share and $511 million the net transfers
from the estate. The number of estates represented only 5.7 percent of all
estates, made only 47 percent of the total net transfers, yet cOntrolled 85
percent of the total amount of the gOvernment subsidies spent through the
deduction system.

This allocation of federal spending power.is inequitable for severer reasons. 'In the first place, it obviously concentrates the spending power in wealthy
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estates and thus undercuts the fundamental .argument in favor of the .
charitable deduction based on the need for a pluralistic approach to the
solution of social problems. Very little pluralism is obtained if large ,estates
control virtually all of the governmental spending. Second, from a purely,

point of view it seems wrong that the amount of governmental,,
spending that a taxpayer is entitled to control increases as a.function of his tax
bracket even though his contribution in either absolute or relative terms
remains the same.

The above analysis shows the intquity of the spending program within the
group of those transferors who qualify for the program by transferring estates
in excess of .$60,000. It must be remembered, however, that this group
encompasses only about 7 percent of all decedents. Thus, employing the
estate tax deduction as the means of encouraging testamentary transfers
automatically eliminates 93 percent of those who might make bequests to
charity Thus, the inequities noted above are inequities within an already
highly elite group One can ask whether a programthat gives the wealthiest 7
percent of decedents the right to control annually $1 billion of federal funds
has any claim to legitimacy at all in a democratic society.,,

-
Rationality of Appropriations Process

The process of appropriating federal funds for charity by tax deductions is
as irrational in the estate and gift tax context as in the income tax system. Tax
changes in the estate and gift tax law's, totally unrelated to the charitable
contributions deduction, can unknowingly and unintentionally 'alter the
amount of federal funding for this program.

Efficiency of the Estate Tax Deduction
for Charitable Bequests

The stion whether the deduction for charitable bequests is an efficient
melba f providing federal aid to philanthropic organizationt has been the
subject of very little study by economists.160 4,

Professor_ MickjaeLBoskin,_ undertook-4r thefiler..-Co mmissiem-the-,cn
extensive study of this issue' to date. 1b1 Professor Boskin reached the
conerusion that the deduction wasefficient in the sense that the full amount
of the federal revenue loss goes to charity His study produced somewhat
surprising price elasticities Ovet.0 for small estates in tax brackets less than
20 percent (taxable, estates under $50,000);- about 1.7 for medium-sized
estates in the 20-40 percent tax brackets (taxable estates ranging from almost
$50,000 to about $1 5 million), and less than 0.7 for very large estates (over
$1 5 million taxable estates) Wealth e'asticitiespredictably showed an
inverse pattern, ranging from 1 23 for ov r-$1 million estates and decliniAg to
0.24 for estates under $250,000.162. . ,

Boskin's estimates thus indicate a net loss to charityof the'full amount of
thefederal revenue (about $940 million under his estimate) if the deduction
were repealed and no other federal program to encourage testamentary giving
were implemented. The important question, then, is whether lve can develop
a substitute program that is at least as efficient as the tax deduction and
mitigates its inequity and irrationality as a spending program.
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Proposal for a Matching Grant System

Progressive Matching Grant

The mechanics of the matching grant are simple. A person will name e
certain charitable organization to be the recipient of a certain amount of his
estate. There will, of course, be no deductr5n taken for this bequest on his
estate tax return, instead the government will match the decedent's contribu-
tion` to the designated charity according to the following schedule.163

Percent of Total Estate
Donated

Matching Federal Grant
as-Percent of Donation

0-5% 8.3%
16.6

10,-15 24.9
15-20 33.2
20-25 41.5
25-30 . 49.8
30-35 58.1
35-40 66.4
40-45 74.7
45-50 83.0

The foregoing schedule assumes that the government would spend the same
revenue under the testamentary direct matching grant system as it presently,
does under the estate tax deduction system. Price and wealth elasticities
utilized to producelhe schedule were those developed by Professor Boskin.
The above schedule At 1970 levels would haveroduced about the same $2
billion for charity that it received from bequestTin that year. Of this amount
approximately $1.2 billion is net private giving, and the balance comes from
the,matching federal funds,;

"periefirbf total estate donated" -simply refers, to the ratirrOlthe total
amount of charitable bequests over the donation base. The donation base will
be defined by starting with adjusted gross estate as-s4culated in the estate
form (Form 706, p 3, item 10). The adjusted gross estate is calculated .pri o
the marital deduction; and it also includes the first $60,01V that is taxed t a
zero rate. The $60,000 certainly must be included in the donation base in

...order to allow a decedent whose net estate is below this figure the right to
trigger a federal match. The question of whether the marital deduction should
be..,,inclgcled depends upon orr's view of this deduction. If it is regarded as an.,
exempt i'irlansier,': then tht,.amount of iihe deductionihould 6e included in
the donation base so that a married deCedent whose pre-marital deduction
estate is the same size as an unmarried decedent's estate would not be able to
trigger more of a government match than the unmarried decedent simply
because he was married. On the other hand, if one adopts the view that the
marital deduction is designed to correspond to the community proptity
concept, then there is no "transfer" by the decedent and the amount of the
marital deduction should be excluded from the donation 'base.

Administratively, the progressive matching grant should not pose serious
problems. The decedent wouldolist the charities to which he wanted to make
bequests, as he mist now do in his will. When he died, his estate tax return
would be filed as it is now, showing the amount of funds that were transferred
to particular charities. The only difference would be that these funds would
not be subtracted from the estate before calculating the amount of tax due.
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The executor of the estate w uld c culate the amount of the matching grant
funds by taking the achuste gros estate figure, which must be calculated in .
any event as the donation aseNrd then adding together the total amount of
the bequests and taking the percentaof the two. If the decedent left funds
to more than one charity, the dxecutor would calculate the portion of the
matching grant to be credited to the individual charities by using the ratio of
the amount of the bequests to a particular bequest and applying this to the
total amount of matching grant funds The estate tax return would be sent to
the Internal Revenue Service, as it is now It would have account numbers for
each charity, and would simply credit the account of the recipient charity for
the amount of the federal matching grant. Then at the end of the year the
Treasury would send a check to the charity for the total amount that had been
credited to it during the year 164

Flat Matching Grant

'As in the case of the lifetime matchingglnt system, it would l3-)possible Xo
employ a flat matching grant mechanism rather than a progressive matching
graht schedule Thus, for example, all testamentary gifts to charley .could be
matched in an amount equal to 30 percent of the gifts. The exacppetce9t used
would be determined by,reyenue constraints.

A flat matching grant system would be more as.,:ar(adrninistrative
matter EiCh year charities that receive bequests could report the amount to
the Treasury and receive the appropriate matching. funds. No..returns would
thus have to be filed by small estates

The bases for'choosing between aflat and a progr siye structure for a testa-
mentary matching grant system are the same as lie lifetime system and
will not be repeated here.

Gift Tax Aspects

The' current transfer tax on gifts contains an exception for lifetime
charitable giving In order to parallel the elimination of the estate tax
charitable 'deduction, the gift tax charitable deduction under the matching
grant proposal would likewise -te eliminated. However, no additional
matching grant for lifetime giving would be enacted, the matching grant
incentive for lifetimegiving would be contained in the income matching grant
system Thus all lifetime transfers would trigger a matching grant under the
income matching grant system, while death-time transfers would be matched
by the estate matching grant system While the introductjoxof_a,gift tax on

'transfers to charity would put .thOse transfers in a relatively dis-
advantageous position in relation to the current deduction system, this could
be offset by the level of the match* grant in the lifetime matching grant
system.

Effects of Introduction of the Matching Grant Proposal

Equity Aspects

The introduction of a matching grant system to replace the current chari-
table deduction to the estate and gift tax,area would substantially alleviate the
equity problems inherent in the present system. Under the proposal, all trans-
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ferors and not simply lhose whose wealth is sufficient to incur an estate tax.
would have a voice in the process of allocating federal funds. The dispersal of
control over the federal monies would help reduce the undue impact that the
preferences of wealthy transferors currently have on the allocation process.

Impact on Donors and Donees

The paucity of data concerning testamentary transfers and the effects- of
taxes thereon makes it impossible at this time to do more than provide rough
estimates of the impact of a change from the present deduction system to a
direct matching grant method. ,

Irt the aggregate, testamentary giving to,charity should re in constantif
the matching grant formula selected produces the same revenu loss as under
the deduction This general conclusion assumes a price elasticity of about 1.0
for the, deduction and the matching grant. ,

However, on the donee side there would be greater relative control, of
federal funds by smaller estates (and by estates making charitable transfers
which incur no tax liability) than is the case at present. This change is not very
dramatic if nontaxable estates in fact give very little to charity, since it
contemplates a shift in power only within the wealthiest,7 percent of estates.
Nonetheless, as the prior discussion has shown, the extremely wealthy do
control a disproportionate amount of the federal funds relative to their net
private giving so that the change represents an improvement in equity while
providing a potent incentive for testamentary charitable bequests.

It is equally difficult to be precise about effects of the change on donee
organizations This difficulty arises because the data available show the bulk
ofs,haritable bequests going to "other charitable" organizations But it does'
seVi clear that the shift in power from the wealthiest to somewhat less
wealthy testators would not,produce any 'dramatic shifts in receipts by certain
types of organizations For example, in 1961 educational, scientific, and
literary organizatiops fir $16$16 million in bequests from estates under
$300,000 and $24 million from estates over $10 million.165 19pbvjotisly,
nothing very dramatic is going to occur for education if some portlon of the
$24 million is shifted from education to, say, religion (which is more favored
by estates under $300,000).

,

The type of charitable institution that might be affected by the change is
the privateltundation For the over-$10-million estate group, in 1961, some ..

92 2 percent of charitable giving went to ' other charitable" organizations.
This represented almost $297 million of the $327 million given, by the
wealthiest group 'fn that year. I eras it to assume that this "charitable"

s giving in fact represents giving to estator's private Joundalion._By con-
trast, the "other" category represents only 62 percent of charitable giving by
estates under $300,000.166 Hence a shift of power over federal funds from the
super wealthy to the merely wealthy might cause a fairlyVnificant shift in
funds from private foundations to public charitable organi tions. ,

'It is apparent that, considerable study remains to' determine the precise
,effects on donors and donees of both the present deduction system and a
direct matching grant system. ,

As to other effects, as in the case of the income matchiqg grant system, the
conversion of the estate tax deduction' into a matching grant program would
involve no greater governmental control or supervi *on over the charity than
the current system. In addition, it would free the ch rities from their current
dependence on the vagaries of the estate and gift t x law to determine the
amount of the federal support This is especially imp grit in the estate and
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gift tax area where substantial revision of the laws has recently been Made and
further changes Nre currently under consideration which could have substan;
tial impact on the amount of federal funds allocated to charities under a
deduction system.167 (See also, the discussion in Chapter II, page 2431.)

Speciaproblems in the Estate and Gift Tax
Matching Grant System

Relative Incentive for Lifetime versus Death-Time Giving

Under the present transfer tax structure there is decided incentive for
non charitable lifetimeas opposed to death-time transfers generally. The rates
for lifetime transfers are lower, transfers during life enable the estate, ax rates
to start again at zero on the pioperty remaining at death, and under the gift
tax there is no tax on the amount of the gift tax itself, that is, the gift tax is in
effect a deduction from the amount of the taxable gift. But all of these
considerations operate in reverse in the case of charitable giving. There the
current system encourages Ale postponement of charit4ble giving in order to
take the charitable deduction against the estate tax,, where, the tax burden is
higher, rather than against the gift tax. However, lifetime gifts under the
current system entitle the transferor to an income tax deduction which would
be unavailable if the charitable givipg was postponed until death., Thus, there
is a relatively complex interaction -of pressures for lifetime or death-time
giving depending On the tax situation of the particular taxpayer and the
relative importance of his income and accumulated wealth.

The same situation would exist under the matching grant system. For some
donors, a lifetime transfer would result in a' greater match because of the
relative significance of the sift in relation to income, for others, the post-
ponement of the gift until death in the form of a charitable bequest would
trigger a larger matching grAnt The interaction of the provisions in the current
system is largely a ?natter, of chance, if it is desired to establish a policy
favoring either lifetime or death -time giving, appropriate adjustment in the
matching-grant formula could achieve this result somewhat more rationally.

Treatment of Transfers Subject to Both, the Gift
and thi Estate Tax

Under present law certain transfers may be subject to both the gift tax when,
made and the estate tax when the donor dies. These include so-called "split-,
interest" ,gifts where the donor retains some ownership rights in the
propertylb8 and "gifts in contemplation of death"169 which are made within
three years of the decedent's death. Under the present system the gifts are
subject to a gift tax which is then allowed as a credit against the estate tax
when the property is included in the estate.170 Such transfers rMe no prob-
lems under the current deduction system since transfers to chRity in either
case are not taxable.

However, under the matching grant system such transfers would be taxable,
and the question is how the matching grant system should operate in these
cases This structural problem would seem best resolved by giving a lifetime
matching grant in the amount of the original charitable gift. The gift tax would
be due on the gift, and when the property was again included" in the estate a
credit for the gift tax would be allowed as under the present system. The in-
clusion of the property in the estate would trigger no additional matching
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grant under the estate matching grant system, the original - transfer would be
the only "match triggering" event and would result in a matching grant under
the lifetime matching grant system.

VII

FEDERAL F1NANCIAL'AID TO CHARITY:
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

Introduction

A system of direct federal matching grants to charity to repkce the present
income, estate, and gift tax deductions for contributions to charity by
individual donors will involve payments of federal funds to religious organiza-
tions The proposed system would match donations by individuals to those
organizations to which contributions presently qualify for the charitable
contributions deduction Such organizations include "a church or a conven-
tion or association of churches."171 Charitable contributions include gifts to a
"corporation, trust or community chest, fund or foundation . organized
and operated exclusively for religious. . . purposes. . . ," which meet
certain prescribed tests 172

The question thus arises Can the federal government under the First
Amendmeht provide financial aid to charitable organizations generally if the
definition of charitable organization embraces churches and other religious
organizations?

A definitive answer to this question cannot be given since the United States
Supreme Court has never had occasjon to answer it directly. The Court has
with some frequency, however, been called upon to decide cases involving
governmental aid to religion. This part will examine the historical back-
ground of theFirst Amendment, the development of the standards utilizedby
Ihe'Sbrireme Court in testing the constitutionality of programs that provide
governmental financial assistance to religion, and the application of -those
standard to both the present tax deductiobs`for contributions to charity and
the proposed direct matching grant system.

Although the matter is not free from doubt, it is concluded that the First
Amendment dyes not bar federal financial aid to charities, including churches
and other religious organizations, regardless of whether that aid is provided
through the present system of tax deductions or through a direct matching
grant system modelled on the tax deductions.

Historical Background

The first clauses of the First Amendment of the Bill of Rights state:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of rel ion, or pro-
hibitingthe free exercise thereof. " It is helpful to examine briefly e historical
context in which these terse clauses were developed to ascertain t tent of
the framers of the amendment.

The lariguage of the clauses in their brevity and absolute tone has caused
considerable debatetarriong legal scholars as to the actual intentions of its
authors. Cjiief Justice Burger has written: "The, Establishment and Free
Exercise Clauses of the First Amendment are not the most precisely drawn
portions of the Constitution. 1173

,
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At the' time of the adoption of the First Ame ndment, established churches
were present in several states, Massachusetts maintaining The Congregational

, Church as the state church until 1833 174 The amendment was enacted to
apply OnIV to Congress in an era in which state governMents were possessed of
relatively superior power.175 Not until the passage of the Fourteenth
Ainendment in 1868 was there a basis for the restriction of states in religious
matters 176

The interpretation of the origin`of, the First Amendment's religion clauses
has ranged between two polar positions At the most restrictive extreme is the
position of justice Black, who relied on Thomas Jeffer4on's "Wall of Separa-
tion "177 On the other hand, noted constitutional sohokars such as Professors
Mark DeWolfe Howel78 and Wilber Katz179 have taken more flexible
positions

The classic "Wall of Separation" argument, as espoused by Jefferson and
Madison, has been widely cited as holding that the Establishment Clause is to
be read as an absolute prohibition to any invohiement in religious matters by
the federal' government.180 Professor Howe, among other legal scholars,181
argued, however, that the Jeffersonian /Madison position, was it the basic
philosophical position of the loading Fathers. In his view, the .a of
Separation" was a popular metaphor in the eighteenth ,Century, used not ly,
by Jefferson, but also by religious leaders such as Roger Williams of Rhoe
Island, who employed the phrase in quite a different sense.182 Jefferson sa
the need to guard against church domination of the federal government.
Williams, on the other hand, remembering his own forced exile from Puritan

4 Massachusetts, dreaded,the involvement of government in church matters as
a source of "worldly corruption " This latter view was also suptIorted by-Lord
Baltimore in Maryland and William Penn in Pennsylvania. The distinction
between the two principles reflects a predominant concern with politics on
the part of Jefferson and with-theology on the part of Williams. Therefore,
Professor Howe argued that the Supreme Court in accepting the Jeffersonian
poSition in Everson ignored the historical fact that religious skepticism over
government interference with the church underlies the rule of separation, lust
as much as political fears of church involvement in government.183

Another scholar, Professor Katz, has suggested that the First Amendment
prohibition against enactment of laws "respecting the establishment of
religion" was intended to insure that the 'federal government would not
Interfere with existing state established churches.184 In his book, Religion-and
the American Constitution, Professor Katz traces the evolution ofthe estab-
lishment clause. James Madison initially proposed to the House a religion
amendment that provided "nor shall any national religion be established."185
The House substituted the _contrasting language of the New

The finalProposal. -"Congress shall mke no lays touching religion
House version submitted to the Senate was more ambiguous and read as a
prohibition of "laws establishing religion "187 After debating several propos-
als, the Senate adopted a similar proposal that forbade any "law establishing
orticles'of faith or a modeof worship "188 The language of the amendment
as we know it was the result of the joint conference committee. From this
legislative history, Professor Katz concluded that Congress in enactirig the
Establishment Clause sought to "protect from' Congressional interference-the
varying'state policies of church establishment,"189 a policy consistent with
general principles of federalism.

The Supreme Court, although' it has from time to time made bows to the
Jeffersonian position,190 appears now to have firmly accepted the more
flexible view Thus, Justice Powell, writing for the majority in Committee fpr
Public Education and Religious Liberty v. Nyquist,191 stated:

Ara:
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[T]his nation's history has not been one of entirely sanitized separation
between Church.and State It has never been thought either possible nor
desirable to enforce a regime of total separation, and as a consequence
cases arising under these Clauses have presented some of the most per-

, plexing questions to come before this Cpurft.192

Similarly, Chief Justice Burger, in Lemon v. Kur6man,193 stated that the
line of separation, "far from being a 'w411' is a blurred, indilinct, and variable
barrier depending on all the circumstances of a particular relatiqnship.-194,

Neer in the ration's history has there been the total sept.irati4 of church
and state envisioned by Jefferson. The Northwest Ordinance enacted by the
Continental Congress to systematically develop and incorporate new territory
into.the Union stated in its purpose clause:

Religion, morality, and knowledge, being necessary to good government
and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall
forever be encouraged.195

The legislative history of that act illustrates the vacillating position of
Congress with regard to religion The original committetreport recommended
that two plots in each township be reserved, one "for the support of religion"
and one for edikational purposes 196 The proposal was amended to eliminate
the grant for Lreligidn, but three months later a report was adopted by

. Congress, pre-sented by a committee whose membership included Madison,
authorizing a lot "to be,given perpetually for the purposes of religion "197 A
guarantee of religious freedom was also included

r., Additionally, as noted by Justice Douglas in Zorach v Clauson196 and
justice Reed in McCollum v. Board of Education,199 there are many other
examples of "the government's recognition of the religious interests of its
people and the accomodation of governmental policy to further this
iiikerest."200 To note a few (1) The use of chaplains to open sessions of
Congress, (2) the commissioning of chaplains in the Armed Forces, (3) the
granting of draft exemptions to theology students, (4) the provision of

- subsidies to church hospitals, and (5) the furnishing of police and fire protec-
tion to church property. Congress has provided that in the District of
Columbia free water be given to churches and charities, and to those schools
that are charitable institutions.201 Further, as part of the Cl Bill of Rights
there has been a direct expenditbre,of ederal monies to train persons for the
ministry in their chosen sect.202 T Supreme Court has, since 1815,
permitted religious organizations to fi the privilege of incorporation.203

In light Of.this history, Professor Howe's charge that the advocates of the
"Jeffersonian" strict construction thcqp,4ortify their position with a "Maginot
line of \spurious history,"204 has considerable force. 4

4,

4

The Supreme Court's Tests in First Amendment Religion Cases

,, In an early efLort to outline the applicable constitutional staqdard to apply
in First Ameilliment religion cases, Justice Black in Everson v. Board 9f
Edugatio'n recalled the Jeffersonian4philqsophy of "a wall between church and

. state" and articulated the constitutional mandates of the Establishment Clatise
as follows: . ' ' 4, ,

,

wallThe First Amendment has erected a wall between church ari&state, That
walk, must be kept higl1 and4impregnable. We could' not approve the
slightest breach 205 .

(1.43'
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Despite efawesome finality of this pronouncement, Aistice Black none-
theless c ntluded for the majority that the New Jersey legislature was
constitute nally,permitted to reimburse parents for bus fares paid for trans-
porting their children to sectarian schools under a statute that authorized
reimbursement for bus fares of school children generally, whether to public or
to nonprofit private schools. The key factor in the majority's view appeared to
be that the New Jersey legislation "does no more than provide a general
program to help parents get their children, regardless of their religion,safely
and expetigiouslji to and from accredited schools [emphasis added]. "206

The Eve.4rp test was applied in McCollum v. Board of Education207
(religious instruction of public- school students in public schools held invalid),
Zorach v 'Clauson208 (religious instruction of public-school students under a
released -time program held valid), McGowan v. Maryland299 (state's Sunda

21y,closing law served secular purpose and was valid), Torcaso v. Wat 0
(religious test for public office held invalid), and Engel v. Vitale211 (no
denominational daily prayer in public-schools held invalid).

It was not until School District v. Rtiempp2_12 that the Supreme Court
_ substantially added to the Everson test. In Schempp, the Court held that the

Establishment Cliuse preclUded the recitation of the. Lord's Prayer in public
schools even if those students who did not wish to participate were excused _

from attending the exercise The Everson test was reformulated by the Court in
the following terms:

The test may bd stated as follows. What are the ,purpose and primary
effect of the enactment? If either is -the advancement of inhibition of
religion then enactment exceeds the scope of legislative power as circum-,
scribed by the Constitution That is to say that to withstand the strictures
of the EstaF iishment Clause there rriust be a secular legislative purpose
and a primary effect that neither .advances nor inhibits religion.213

This "prifnary purpose and effect test"was reiterated in Sherbert v.
Verner214 (disqualification of a Seventh-Day Adventist for unemployment
compensatipn benefits.fof refusal to work on Saturday, held-invalid), and was
applied in Board of Education v. Anen215 (New York's Education Law requir-
ing local school authorities to lend secular textbooks free of charge to all
students in. both public' and private schools held valid), and Eppersbn N.
Arkansas216 (Afkansas statute prohibiting the teaching of evolution in public
schools held invalid).

h

In 1970 the Supreme Courtextended the "primary purpose and effect" test.
"The Court held.in Walz v. Tax CommisSion217 that local property tax exemp-
tions accorded to all educational and charitable nonprofit organizations,
including exemptions for property used exclusively for church purposes, were
constitutional Chief Justice Burger expanded the Schempp test to prohibit
"excessive entanglement" of government with religion:218 The significznce of
the tax aspects of the Walz decision are,discussed in the section belc4. Here
its importance is that it added a new dimension to the constitutional standard
to. be applied in Establishment Cl'ause cases, whether they involved tax
provisions or direct financial aid. Thus,. following Walz, the Court decided

'.Robinsdn v. DiCenso219 (RhOde Island 1969 Salary Supplement Act providing
for a 15 percent salary supplement to be paid to nonpublic school teachers of
secular subjects held invalid), Lemon v.. Kurtzman22'J (1968 Pennsylvania Act
authorizing the reimbursement by tin state of nonpublic schools for the costs
of teachers' salaries, textbooks and material's in secular subjects, held invalid)
and TiltOn v. Richardson221 (provision in Higher Education Facitrties Act of
1963 for federal construction grants for college and university facilities,
including sectarian institutions so long as for secular ourposes, held vali
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Lemon v Kurtzman combined the Walz test and the previous , First Amend-
ment decisions to supply the "three pronged test"222 of the Establishment
Clause.

First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose, second, its prin-
cipal or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits
religion , finally, the statute must not foster an excessive govern-
ment entanglement with religion. . .223

The entanglement test requires that the courts "examine the character and
purposes of the institutions that are benefited, the nature of the aid that the
State provides, and the resulting relationship between the government and the
religious authority,-224

Beginning on page 2503, we will examine the application by the courts of the
above tests in subsequent First Amendment cases for the light they throw on
the constitutional issues raised by both the proposed direct matching grant
sysiem and the current system of income tax deductions for charitable contri-
butions I; is appropriate first, however, to consider the preliminary question
of whether different constitutional questions are involved if one is considering,
a program of federal financial aid effected through the tax system. as
comparediwith one effected through a direct ilyment system.

Tax Expenditures versus Direcitip-enditures:
Are the Constitutional Tests the Same?

Functional!Equivalence

Before applying the Supreme Court tests developed above to the proposed
matching grant system, it is appropriate to examine the question whether
governmental financial aid provided through special tax benefits stands on
any different constitutional ground than financiaT-aid effected through direct
expenditure programs More specifically, -the question may be Asked, would
the special tax deduction for charitable contributions225 be upheld but -a,
direct grant program modelled on the tax deduction be struck down?

Language by Chief Justice Burger in Walz y. ,Tax Commission226 suggested
that the Court might treat tax benefits differently as an economic matter than
direct aid programs In sustaining the constitutionality of a loCal property tax

er exemption provision that included property owned by religious institution's,
Chief Justice Burger stated. .1141002.'"

Granting tax exemptions to churches necessarily operates to afford an
indirect economic benefit and also gives rise to some, but yet a lesser,
involvement taxing them. In analyzing either alternative the ques-
tions are whether the involvement is excessive,' and whether it is a con-

' tinuing one calling for official and continuing surveillance leading to an
impermissible degree of entanglement, Obviously a direct money subsidy
would be a relationship pregnant with involvement and, as with most ,
governmental grant programs, coutd encompass sustained and detailed ,
administrative relationships for enforcement of statutory or administra-
tive standards, but that is not this case. The hazards of churches support-.
ing government are hardly less in their potential than the hazards of
government supporting churches, each relationship carries some involve-
ment rather than the desired insulation and separation. We care of ignore
the instarices' in history' en church support of government led to the
kind of 'ii olvement we seekdtaooid.
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The grant of a tax exemption is not sponsorship since the government
does not transfer part of its. revenue to churches but simply abstains from
demanding that the church support the state.227

justice Douglas in his dissent was more closely attunded to economic real-
ities: "A tax exemption is a subsidy ,"228.

Any suggestion that a special tax exemption, deductiori, or credit differs,
frbm direct government aid is untenable from an economic standpoint. The
churches in Walz were placed in precisely the same ,economic position
through the exemption as they would have been had they paid their property
taxes and then received a direct grant from the city equal to the taxes paid.229

And only three years after Walz, a majority of the Court made it Clear that
the result in Walz rested on bases other than an economically unsound

a

distinction between financial aid granted directly andd4ancial aid provided
through the tax system. In Committee for Public E tion and Religious
Liberty v. Nyquist230 the Court was confronted with two New York statutes
granting financial aid to parents of private school children: one, providing
direct tuition reimbursement, and the other effecting the reimbursement
through a system of tax credits.. Under the direct grant program, parents of
private school children with taxable incomes of less than $5,000 per year were
entitled to tuition reimburements of $50 per grade school child and $100 per
high school child, subject to an overall limit of 50 percent of total tuition
paid The tax-credit program was for parents whose income exceeded $5,000
per year The tax benefits were set to pick, up where the direct tuition
reimbursement system left off and the tax benefits gradually phased put as
income increased Benefits under both programs were available to parents
whose children attended sectarian, nonpublic schools.

A three-judge District Court for the Southern District of New York231, held
that the direct reimbursement provisions were unconstitutional, but sustained
the validity of the tax benefits. The Supreme Court affirmed the District Court
as to the direct grants, but'reversed as to the tax credits.

The direct grant program was held unconstitutional beciuse it failed the
"effect" test set forth above The Coirrt held that the tax ,benefit provisions
were unconstitutional-on 'the same grounds:

In practical terms there would appear to be little difference, for pur-
poses of determining whether :such aid has the effect of advancing
religion, between the tax benefit allowed here and the tuition grant al-
lowed under [the- direct grdnt program]. The qualifying parent undei
either program receives the same form of encouragement and reward for
seqding his children to nonpublic schools. The,only difference is that one
parent receives an actual' cash payment while the other is allowed to
reduce by,an arbitrary amount the sum he would otherwise be obligated
to pay over to the State. We see "no answer to judge Hays' dissenting
statement below that both instances the money involved represents
a charge made upon the state for the purpose of religious education '

Appellees defend the tax portion of New York's legislative package on
two grounds, First, they contend that it is of controlling significance that
the grants or credits are directed to the parents rather than to the-schools.
This is the same argument made in support of the ,tuition reimbursements
and rests on the same reeding of the same precedents of this Court,
primarily Everson and Allen. Our treatment of this issue in [the Court's
consideration of the direct tuition grant program]50 is vplicable.here
and requires ryection of.this claim [emphasis added].232
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[50 Appellants '[the Committee for Public Education and Religious
Liberty (PEARL) and 'several individuals 'who were residents and tax-
payers in New York, some of whom had children attending public

... schools] conceded in their brief that 'should the Count decide that
Section 2 of th,e.Act does not violate the Establishment Clause, we are
unable to see how it could hold otherwise in respect to [the provision
granting tax benefits] Brief of Appellants, at 42-43. We agree that, under
the facts of this case, the twozre legally inseparable and that the affirma-
tive of appellants' statement is also true, i.e., if [the direct grant program]
does violate,the Establishment Clause so,.too,,do the sections conferring
tax benefits.]

Justice Powell then went on to make clear the true basis for the Court's
decision in Walz:

Second, appellees place their strongest reliance on Nkalz v. Tax Com-
mission,. . ., in which New York's proprty taXpemption for religious or-
ganizations- was upheld. We think that WaTz provides nb support for
appellees' position*. Indeed, its rationale plainly compels the conclusion
that New York's tax package violates theEstabtishment Clause.

Tax'exerrilptions for church property enjoyed an apparently universal
approval in this country both before and after the adoption of the First
Amendment The Court in Walz surveyed the history of tax exemptions
and found that each of the 50 States has long provided for tax exemptions
for places. of worship, that Congress has exempted religious organizations
from taxation , for over three-quarters of a century, and that congres-
sional enactments in 1802, 1813, and 1870 specifically exempted church
property from taxation. In sum, the Court concluded that View concepts
are more deeply embedded in the fabric of our national life, beginning
with pre-Revolutionary,colonial times, than for the government to exer-
cise at the very least this kind of benevolent neutrality toward churches
and religious exercise generally'' We know of no historical precedent for
Nen York's recently promulgated tax relief program. Indeed, it seems
dear that tax benefits for parents whose children attend parochial
schools are a recent innovation, occasioned by the growihg financial
plight of such nonpublic institutions and designed, albeit unsuccessfully,
to tailor state gid in a manner not incompatible with the recent decisions
of this Court,51 . . 233

-,
,

[,51. The separate opinions of Justicellarlan and Justice Brennan also em-
phasize the historical acceptance of tax-exempt status for religious insti-
tutions.] .,

.
Justice Powell pointed out that the tax exemption involved in Walz satisfied

the constitutional tests because it was "neutral" toward religion, Ind the
financial aid given through the exemption minimized entanglement between
church and state.234 By contrast, the 'purpose and inevitable effect [of the
New York tax benefits] are :to aid and advante those religious institutions,

" so that such benefits would "tend to increase rather than limit the
involvement-between Church and State"235

Another critical difference between the tax provision in Walz and that in
Nyqui t was discussed by Justice PoVvell:

t .

0 e further difference_between ta5 exemption for church property and
tax enefits for parents should be noted. The exemption challenged in
Walz was not restricted to a class composed exclusively dr even pre-
dominantly of religion institutions. Instead the exemption covered all
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propertydevoted'to religious, educational or charitable purposes. As the
parties here must concede, ta reductions authorized by this law flow
primarily to , the parents of children attending sectarian, nonpublic
school Without intimating whether this factor alone might have con-
trollin significance in another context in some future case, it should be
appa t that in terms of the potential divisiveness of any legislative
measure the narrowness of the benefited class would be an important
factor 236

. Justice Powell's summing up makes it quite clear that in the view of the
majority there is no difference in the constitutional tests to be applied to
direct financial aid to religion and special tax benefits for religion:

In conclusion, we find the Walz analogy unpersuasive, and in light
of the practical similarity between New York's tax and tuition reimburse-
ment programs, we hold that- neither form of aid is sufficiently restricted
to 'assure that it will not have the impermissible effect of advancing the
sectarian activities of religious schools.237

Thus the decision in Walz is to be explained, not on the basis of a constitu-
tional difference between tax aid and direct aid, but on (1) the historical
antecedents of the property tax, and/or (2) the fact that the property tax
exemption provided financial assistance, to charitable institutions generally
and had neither the primary purpose nor effect of aiding religious, institutions.

The majority in Nyquist was, of course, careful to point out that its decision
was not determinative of the constitutiont4ity of the federal income tax
deduction for charitable contributions:

Since the program here does not have :the elements of a genuine tax
deduction, such as for charitable contributions, we do not have before
us, and do not decide whether that form of tax benefit is constitutional-
ly acceptable under tile "neutrality" test in Wa/z.238

It is not clear what the Court meant by a "genuine tax ddtluction." If the
Court thought that there is some economic difference between a .tax-
deduction and a tax credit, it was in error. Any program of federal tax aid can
be structured as a deduction, a credit, or an exemption.239

'The Supreme Court cases to date do support the proposition that special tax
provisions whose purpose and effect is to provide financial aid that benefits
organized religion are to be tested under precisely the same constitutional
standards applicable to governmental programs that provide direct financial
aid The federal tax deductions for charitable contributions are not immune
from constitutional scrutiny because They are tax provisions. Conversely, a
direct financial aid program modelled on the,tax deductions suffers no addi-
tional constitutional infirmities simply because it is a direct rattier Tian a tax
program .240

-
The Court's reliance in Walz on the historiclfrof the property tax exemp-

tion may have some continued, if,uncertain, vitality. To the extent that the
age of a financial program is relevant to its constitutional status, both the
present incometax deduction and a direct matching programmodelled on the
deduction stand in a more favored status than would either an entirely new tax
or direct aid prdgram (such as was involved in Nyquist). In sum, then, if the
58-year history of the income tax deduction supports its constitutionality, that

history likewise should support a direct matching grant program intended to
mirror the deduction in most critical respects,
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Constitutional Arguments Based on the Function of the
-Charitable Deduttion in the Fedefal Income Tax System

.

The preceding material leads to the conclusion that on the basis o present
case law, the constitutional status- of the proposed direct matching grant
program for char table contributions and of the current charitable contribu:'
bons deduction Land on the same footing In each case, the -question is
whether. he program can passthe three-fold test enun d by the Supreme
Court. The application of these tests to the proposed atching grant program
is considered in more detail beginning on page 2503 here is another line of
argumentation, however,, which has not been passe on or indeed considered
at any Length by the Supreme Court that might ear on thy' constitutional
status of both the current charitable contri tions deduction and the
proposed matching grant system. This argumen focuses on the role thatia
charitable contributions deduction performs in an income tax system-and
attempts t draw constitutional conclusions from this functional analysis In
order to aluate this position, it is useful first to examine the traditiorial
analysis 43( the charitable contribution as a tax subsidy or tax incentive and
then to consider possible objections to this analysis. r

Traditional analysis of the charitable deduction as a tax expenditure or tax
incentive. Why is it appropriate to analyze the charitable deduction as a tax
incentive? The most straightforward answer to this question we have already
seen The deduction should be treated as an incentive because it is the
economic equivalent of a direct grant by the federal government to encourage
charitable giving. \. / i

But there is another, more theoretical, justification for considering the
charitable deduction as a tax subsidy. This argument rests on the fundamental
distinction between those tax deductions irt an income tax whose function is
to determine the net taxable income of the taxpayer and those deductions
whose function is unrelated to the primary definitional task Our federal
income tax system imposes a tax on net income and hence allows Q44.CtitanScz.1

' for a wide yariety, of business expenses necessary to reduce e .taxpayer's
gross receipts to net income which is the subject of the tax. T e are other
deductions, however, which are unconnected with this fundametal function
of reducirtg gross income to net income These are the various personal
deductions, like the charipble deduction, which are unrelated to any
expenses that the taxpayer has incorred in earning his income. These
deductions 4re granted for a wide range of purposes, but they have in
common the fact that they are unrelated to the "refining" of the taxpayer's net
income subject to tax. They are allowed for reasons extraneous to the deter-
mination of the taxpayer's actual income. This separation of tax deductions
into income-related deductions and other subsidy-granting deductions has its
intellectual roots in the writin_gs of Simons241 and has taken on increasing
importance in recent years.247 ,

__

This line of analysis is helpful in examining the constitutional status of both
the charitable contributions deduction and the proposed direct matching
grant system. If the function the charitable deduction performs has nothing
inherently to do with the income tax system itself but is only a provision

. "grafted on" in order to achieve certain ends unrelated to the determination of
net income; then both it and a matching grant system performing the same
function should logically be subject to the same standards of constitutional
scrutiny. . .

There is nothing,inherently "tax-like" in the charitable contributions deduc-
tion, it is merely a method among several methods of achieving certain gov-
ernmental aims unrelated to the raising of revenues. This view of the
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charitable deduction has received almost universal acceptance by those who
have considered the problem "'

.
#

.:-.. -
.. Congress. Congress. from its original enactment of the chafitalle deduc-
tion243 to its most recent- endments of that provision,244 has clearly
considered the deduction ie .6 an incentive or subsidy program unrelated to
the costs incurred in the p duction of income. This congressional view also
evidences itself in a number of the current structural provisions in the Internal
Revenue Code For example, the dedUction of charitable contributions is
Made from adjusted gross income 'a fter the deduction of business expenses
has been effected, the charitable deduction is excluded from the net
*rating loss carryover, and percentage limitations are applied to the chan-
table deduction All of these provisions indicate a distinction between, busi-

ess deductions and the charitable deduction. In addition, recent actions to
clude tax provisions that are primarily intended to achieve extra-fiscal ends

ii the formal congressional budgetary process indicate the congressional
cceptance of the view that the charitable contributions deduction is not a
et-income defining deduction, but is rather a tax incentive or tax expendi-
ure.245 .,

The Executive Branch. The Treasury,Department has from 1968 published a
I st of "tax expenditures" which has included, since its inception, the chari-

Kle contributions deduction Presenting the charitable deductiop as a "tax
xpenditure" clearly indicates the Treasury understanding that the deduction

i not a business deduction but performs an incentive function in the federal
t x system The 1976 Budget includes the charitable deduction as a "tax

penditure "246

The Courts. The Supreme Court has never Keen called on directly to analyze
the role of the charitable deduction in the federal income tax systems.
However, lower federal courts have been quite explicit in treating the chan-
t ble deduction as an incentive-type deduction and not as a business deduc-
ti n. For example, irnMcGlotten v. Connally,247 the court stated:

We gunk there is little question that the provision of a tax deduction
or charitable contributions is a grant of federal financial assistance -..,.

ithin the scope Of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 'The charitablekontribution
eduction is a special tax provision not required by, and contrary to,
idely accepted definitions of income applicable to the determination of
e structure of an income tax.' It operates in effect as a government ,
atching grant and is available only for the particular purposes and to

t e particular orgariiiations outlined in the,Code. #

6 .

Sim larly, in Green v. connally248 the court referred to the tax benefits pro-
vid d to charities through exemptions an'd deductions as "in the nature of a
mat hing grant "Other lower court opinions are to the same effect, see, e.g.,
Gre nv. Kennedy249, Pitts v. Department of Revenue.250

Thp Charities. The charities themselves clearly view the function of the
charitable deduction as providing an incentive or subsidy in order to
enco rage charitable givtog. All of, their testimony in the recent amendments. ';4
to th charitable deduction focus on the incentive effect and the necessity of
prese ving such an incentive device. No arguments are based on the need for
a charitable deduction as a business expense in order to reflect clearly net
taxab e income.251

. . -
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The Commentators. With the exceptions discussed below, the overwhelm-
ing majority of the commentator; on `the charitable deduction,,have based
their analyses on tfie principle that the charitable deduction is not to be
viewed as a business deduction necessary in the refinement of the definition of
what is to be taxed but is to be treated as a subsidy program. [See, e.g.,
Surrey, Pathways to Tax Reform (1973), pp. 19-21, 223-32, 287-88, 372-80;
Surrey, "Federal Income Tax Reform. The Varied Approaches Necessary to
Replace Tax Expenditures with Direct Gov,ernmental Assistance," 84 Harv. L
Rev 352 (1970), McDaniel, "Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Con-
tribution's A Substitute 'for the Income Tax Deduction," 27 Tax L. Rev. 377
(1972), Stone, "Federal Tax Support of Charities and Other Exempt Organiza-
tions The Need for a National Policy," 20 U.S C Tax Institute 27 (1968);
Taussig, "Economic Aspects of the Personal Income Tax Treatment of_Chari-
table Contributions," 20 Nat'l. Tax ). 1 (1967)v]

Minority view of deduction. As noted above, there is a minority of tax
analysts who take a different view of the charitable contributions deduction.
It is useful to examine'briefly their theories to determine if adoption of, their
views would affect one's view.ofiithe constitutionattests to be applied to the
deduction and the direct matching grant

The generally accepted view that theellriable contributions deduction
constitutes an extraneous subsidy feature of the tax law rest's on the funda-
mental distinction between deductions, such as business deductions, that are
essential for the determination of net income and other deductions,. such as
the charitable deduction, that are unrelated to this determination. If one
rejects this fundamental distinction, then all deductions (and indeed all other
tax provisions)-stand on an equal footing and it is inappropriate to analyze the
batter category as the functional equivalent of federaLspending programi.

This view of the Internal Revenue Code was presented with some force by a
noted constitutional and tax scholar, Professor Boris I. Bittker of Yale Law
School, several years ago in his article, "A 'Comprehensive Tax Base' As a Goal
01 Income Tax Reform," 80 Hary L. Rev. 925 (1967), where he stated that "the
central source of the difficulty [in seeking tax 'preferences'] is the fact that the ,

income tax structure cannot be discovered but must be constructed, it is the
final result of a multitude of debatable judgments." As a result of this posi-
tion, Bittker "question[ed] the validity of allowing constitutional obligations"
to Wm on whether taxing provisions involve "subsidies" or "income defining"
provisions.252

It is difficult to see how the Bittker view of the tax deduction -changes the
analysis of the constitutionality of the matching grant system that is
developed in the following section (page 2503). Professor Bittker at times
seems to assert that because, in his view, there is no difference between a
business expense deduction and the charitable contributions deduction as a
conceptual matter, all tax deductions are insulated from constitutional
challenge just because they are tax provisions.253 This view plainly must be
rejected as a substantive proposition, if adopted, it would mean that every
legislative expenditure program could be protected from constitutional chal-
lenge by the simple expedient of casting that spending program in the form of
a special tax exemption, deduction, credit, deferral, or rate provision. But if
the only practical result of the Bittker analysis is to deny standing to individ-
uals to challenge the, constitutionality of tax proyisions, it has no effect on the
decision to switch to a direct grant system, since the direct grant systeftr
appears to withstand constitutional challenge on the merits (see p. 2503).

On the other hand, Professor Bittker's position can be read more narrowly.
He may simply be asserting that all tax provisions stand on the same footing.
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But if this is so, then Wa lz and Nyquist are clear that such provisions must be
analyzed under the constitutional tests applicable to any other form of
economic .benefit 54 (This analysis is undertaken in the following section.)
But the Bittker theoretical view, of the charitable deduction does not affect
either the fact thafehe analyses will be made by the courts or the constitu-
tional standards theit will be applied

While theBittker. analysis rejects the distinction between tax "subsidies"
and income-defining provisions, a recent article by Professor Andrews,255,
although accepting this distinction, takes a position that the charitable
contribution should be viewed as a deduction necessary to the "rational
refinement in the definition of what it is we seek to tax." He concludes from
this characterization that it will thus be "easier to defend" the constitutional-
ity of the deduction 256 Andrews' analysis rests on ,p-teomoal elaboration of
the concept of "consumption" in reaching t4 conclusion that charitable'
contributions are not consurniitibb and hence a deduction for charitable
contributions should be treated as a structural provision in the income tax
law.257

Professor Andrews' argument is too complex to be examined in detail here.
It may be observed that he really focuses on the issue of how to treat chari-
table contributions in a consumption tax.258 But this ,argument goes far be-
yond what any court has considered asfelevant the constitutionality
of the charitable contributions deduction in an income'tax. The Andrews anal-
ysis does not change the position of the arguments concerning the constitu-
tional status of the deduction in an incometax system or of the matching grant
system Acceptance of his position would presumably merely protect the
deduction from constitutional challenge because it would be difficult, if not
impossible, for individuals to meet the present standing requirements. But
this, of course, does not mean that a direct grant system modelled on the tax
system is unconstitutional If, as is argued in the next section, the matching
grant systerri is constitutional on the merits, then the _theoretical difference
between the traditional view of the deductiop and Andrews' theory is of, no
practical consequence.

Conclusion

The overwhelming majority of authority supports the proposition that the
function of the charitable deduction in an income tax as a subsidy or
incentive for contributions to charities and is the functio . equivalent of a
federal matching grant p-rogra As such, the constitutional problem involved
in the current deduction and i he proposed matching grant system would be
identical Eyen where the "su sidy" character of the charitable deduction is
riot accepted, the "economic equivalence" between the charitable deduction
and a matching grant program must be recognized and the fundamental tests
developed by the Supreme Court would be applied to determine the con-
stitutionality of either the charitable deduction or the economic equivalent
matching grant system.'i.......

The Constitutional Status of Direct Federal Financial Aid to
Charitable Organizations, Including Religiousilnstitutions

- The direct matching grant proposal first will be analyzed under the tri-
partite test developed by the Supreme Court under the Establishment Clause.
Then its status under the Free Exercise Clause will be examined. f he following
discussion assumes that. the difficult hurdle of standing to challenge the
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constitutional validity of the system (or of the present tax deduction) can be
successfully met 259 Admittedly, one's view of the likely success of a
complainant on the standing issue might affect one's judgment as to the
seriousness of the constitutional issues involved But, the purpose of the
following analysis is to try to examine the constitutional issues on their merits,
apart from the standing problem.

Secular Legislative Purpose

The overarching purpose of the proposed direct match'ing grant system is
the same as that Of the charitable contributions deductions. to provide federal
financial assistance to charitable organizations through the mechanism of

,1- providing incentives to potential donors to such institutionkfhere are
/ 216,Mtrefraritable-druatijkgmrs.,- contributions to which will quaVy for the
/- present deduction 260 Thee same ditattirationk,yvgtbq A., §fied donees

under the matching grant system.261 Thus the federal 14'04N/ill be
provided to hospitals, educational institutions, community' nds, the Red
Cross, research organizations, and religious institutions. While religious
institutions are included in the group to be aided, the purpose of both the
deduction and the matching grant is to aid charity, not religion as such.262

The Supreme Court in analyzing secular purpose has considered as, an
important factor the breadth of the class to be benefited by the statutory
provision As set forth above, in Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist,
Justice Powell speaking for the majority concluded that "in terms of potential
divisiveness of any legislative measure the narrowness of the benefited class
would be an important factor."263 He emphasized that one major difference
between Walz and Nyquist was that the property tax exemption was accorded
to all nonprofit institutions, not just religious organizations. The charitable
contribution deduction and the matching grant are similarly structured,
Justice Harlan has written

As long as the breadth of exemption includes groups that pursue cultural,
moral, or spiritual improvement in multifarious secular ways, including,
I would suppose, gr6ups whose avowed tenets may be antitheological,
Atheistic, or agnostic, Ican see no lack of neutrality in extending the
benefit of the exemption to organized religiqus groups.264 ,

Professor Bittker in the following colloquy concluded that the scope of the
class to which the present charitable deductions benefits are extended should
sustain its constitutionality:

Professor Paul R McDaniel,, Boston College Law School. I would like
tiq ask Professor Bittker a question about the church-state issue. If the
only deduqign in the federal tax system were one for contributions, to
churches, would that be held unconstitutional?

-4,

Professor Boris I. Bittker, Yale Law School I Mink there is a possibility
that it-would be It would involve singling,churches out froni other
non:profit institutions, and it would be much-easier to say that that was
an aid to religion than to say that general aid to all types of nonprofit
institutions is an aid to religion. When all nonprofit institutions are
treated the same, however, it is arguable that a tax on income simply
doesn't make sense for such groups. ,

Professor McDaniel. It seems to me, then, that the case is pretty clear
that the matching grant system I hpve proposed meets that test, it gives
the same benefitstgall types of charities just as the present system does.
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I agree with your response, but I would conclude from it that the pro-
posed matching grant system does not lead to a constitutional problem,
or le4st not any that is not present in the existing system.26

The matching' grant proposal would continue the policy of the charitable
deduction that allows the donor to benefit a broad class of philanthropic
organizations The Internal Revenue Service has determined that of the more
than 220,000 organizations eligible to receive tart- deductible gifts, slightly less
than one fourth are religious organizations. However, according to one
estimate, religious organizations received an estimated 41 percent of all
charitable donations in 1973, but another has placed the figure at about 60
percent 266

In Nyquist, the tuition aid went to 20 percent of the state's school popu-
lation that attended private schools Approximately 85 percent of these
schools were church-affiliated. Thus virtually all of the state funds went to a
relatively small segment of the pool of potential beneficiaries (that..as, all
school children...of elementary and secondary age) the vast majority of whom
attend schools. Despite this fact, the Court had nacjifficulty in
concluding that the statutes in question. satisfied the "secular jigislative
purpose" test

In applying these criteria to the three distinct forms of aid involved in
this case,, we need touch only briefly on the requirement of 'secular
legislative purpose' As the recitation of legislative purposes appended
to New York's law indicates, each measure is adequately supported by
legitimate, nonsectarian state interests. We do not uestion, the
propriety, and fully secular content, of New York's interest in preserVing
a healthy and safe educational environment fOr all of its school children.
Arid we do not doubt indeed,, we fully recognize the validity of the
State's interest in promoting pluralisrh and diversity among its public and
nonpublic schools Nor do we hesitate to acknowledge the reality of its
concern for an already overburdened public school system that might
suffer in the event that a significant pertentage of chilefren presently at-
tending nonpublic schools should abandon those schools in favor of the
public schools 267 -

It thus seems unlikely that the "secular legislative purpose" test will defeat
th federal aid to charity granted through the present deductions or the pro-
posed matching grant system The desire to aid all charitable organizations, to
encourage pluralism and diversity in our approach to economic and social
problems, to disperse among individuals the power over certain federal
fundsall of these seem more than adequate to satisfy the "secular legislative
purpose" requirement.

A

Primary Effect

The, second element of the Lemon test is whether the program of
government aid has a principal or primary effect that neither advances nor
inhibits religion.

This "effect" test is surely the most difficult to surmount, either for the
present charitable deduction or We proposed direct matching grant system.
Under either system, federal funds in substantial amounts obviously end up in
religious institutions.268

Certain problems can be set aside at the outset. It makes no constitutional
difference that the present deduction nominally directs its bengf its to indi-
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vidual donors, whereas the matching grant system would provide federal
checks-to the religious institutions themselves. As has been demonstrated in
Chapter II, the present deduction system is simply a mechanism whereby the
federal goverriment denominates the donor as the paying agent for its share of
the gift to charity Further, the Court in Nyquist firmly rejected the
proposition that there was any constitutional difference between paying funds
directly to religious organizations and paying funds to individuals where "the
effect of the aid is unmistakably to provide desired financial support for
nonpublic, sectarian institutions. "269

The critical factor in Nyquist was that the financial aid given by the state
failed to differentiate between secular and religious education functions.
"Indeed,, it is1precisely the function of New.York's law to provide assistance to
private schools, the great majority of which are sectarian."270

There are two aspects to the"secular versus religious" functions distinction.
One is whether the aid is made available to all institutions, sectarian and non-
sectarian alike 'As to this aspect, Justice Brennan in his concurring opinion in
School District v. Schemp wrote:

Nothing we hold today questions the propriety of certain tax deductions
or exemptions which incidentally benefit churches and religious institu-
tions, along with many secular charities and nonprofit organizations. If
religious institutions benefit, it is in spite of rather than because of their
religious character For religious institutions simply share benefits which
government makes generally available to educational, charitable and
eleemosynary groups There is no indication that taxing authorities have
used such benefits in any way to -subsidize worship or foster belief in
God And as among religious beneficiaries, the tax exemption or deduc-
tion can bb truly non-discriminatory, available on equal terms to small
as well as large religious bodies, to popular and unpopular sects, and to
those grianizatiohs which reject as well as those which accept a belief
in Cod.2/1

Justice Powell for the majority in Nyquist also observed

Allen and Everson differ from the presen.t case in a second important
respell In both cases the class of beneficiaries included all school
children, those in public as well as those in private schools'. See also
Tilton v Richardson, . in which federal aid was made available to all
institutions of higher learning, and Walz v. Tax Commission, . . . , in
which tax exemptions were accorded to all educational ethd charitable
nonprofit institutions We do not agree with the suggestion in the dissent
of THE CHIEF JUSTICE that tuition grants are an analogous endeavor to
provide comparable benefits to all parents of school children whether
enrolled in,,public or nonpublic schools. .. .

The grant's to parents of private school children are given in addition
to the right that they have to send their children to public schools 'totally
at state expense.' And in any event, the argument proves too much, for
it would also provide a basis for approving through tuition grants the
comOlete subsidization of all religious schools on the ground that such
action is necessary if the State is fully to equalize the position of parents
who elect such schoolsa result wholly at variance with the Establish-
ment Clause.. [emphasis added.]

Because of the manner in which we have resolved the tuition-grant
issue, we need not decide whether the significantly religious character
of the statute's beneficiaries might differentiate the present case from a
case involving some form of public assistance (e g., scholarships) made
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available generally without regaid to the sectarian-nonsectarian, or
public-nonpublic nature of the, institution benefitted. See' Wolman v.
Essex, 342 F.Supp. 399, 412-413 (SD Ohio 1972), aff'd, 409 U.S. 808, 93
S.Ct 61, 34 L. Ed 2d 69 (1972), Thus, our decision today does not compel,
as appellees have contended, the conclusion that the educational
assistance provisions of the G.I Bill, 38 U.S C. §1651, . impermissibly
advance religion in violation of the Establishinent Clause.272

The second aspect of the "secular versus religious" functions distinction
invokes situations where government financial aid is in fact paid to religious,
institutions as a part of a broader secular purpose In these ases the question
is whether the aid to the religious institution is clearly restri ted to its secular
actm Ines The fact that religious organizations benefit fins ially from a gov-
ernmental aid program is not of itself fatal to the provision, if the aid is inci-
dental to program that serves a more generally inclusive purpose. justice
Powell, in Hunt v. McNair, wrote.

Whatever may be its'initial appeal, the proposition that the Establishment
Clause prohibits any program which in some manner aids an institution

with a religious affiliation has consistently been rejected. . Stated
another way, the Court has not accepted the recurrent argument that
all aid is forbidden because aid to one aspect frees it to spend its other
resources on religious ends.273 /

1)

In Tilton v Richardson,, supra, the Court considered the constitutionality of
Title I of the Higher Education Facilities Act or 1968 which provides direct
federal construction grants for college and university facilities. Any facility to
be used for sectarian instruction or religious worship or primarily by any
department of divinity is to be excluded The issue considered by the Court
was whether the fact that the act authorized aid to church-related institutions
(with the above-mentioned restrictions) violated either the rstablishment or,.
Free Exercise Clause The determ)native test was held to be not whether some
benefit accrues to a religious institution, "but whether its principal or primary
effect advances religion." The Court rejected the argument that government
cannot subsidize any activity of an organigation that is church-related, a

.eiaim based upon language in Everson that fh e Establishment Coause barred
any "tax levied to support any religious activities or institutions ." . .

whatever form they may adopt to teach or practice religion."274
The line is obviously difficult to draw Financial aid to religious institutions

for purely secular purposes, such as police and fire protection, sewage dis-
posal, highways and sidewalks (Everson), or textbooks for secular courses
(Allen), or nonsectarian buildings (Tilton), is permissible even though the
religious institutions-obvio4y benefit by having funds freed up for sectarian
purposes On the other hand, where the aid is given in a form, such that is
impossible to isolate the secular from the religious function (payments for
costs of teaching secular subjects in religious schools, Lemon v. Kur zman), or
where the government makes no effort to isolate the secular from, th religious
function and the aid in fact benefits almost exclusively sectarian- ktitutions
(Nyquist), then the "effect" test is not met.275 . III

On which side of the ride do the present' tax deductions and the proposed
matchingarnt fall? The benefits under each system are provided to religious
institutions not because they are religious but because they comprise a part of
the larger group of organizations to be aided. But, with respect to the funds
that in fact end up in religious organizations, neither system makes any
attempt to isolate sectarian from secular functions and restrict the financial
aid only to the secular aspects. ,.. .11110
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At-this stage in the development of the "effect" test it is impossible to give a
definitive answer to the question. Two propositionsthe first tentative and
the second definitecan, however, be put forth:

1. The present tax deduction system -for contributions to charity would
probably be upheld under the "effect" test since it provides aid impartially to
secular and religious institutions alike' Walz gives support to the view that
where this is the case, it is unnecessary further to distinguish between the
secular and sectarian functions of the religious institutions that receive the

'aid . ,
2 The proposed hatching grant system stands in'the same constitutional

\status as the present tax deduction. If the present tax deduction system passes
the "effect" test, so too does the matching grant proposal, if the deduction
system fails that.test, the direct matching grant system will fare no better.

4

Excessive Entanglement With Religion

The "entanglement" test is not neatly separable from the "effects" test It is
the relationship between the effect of a statute and its potential for entangle-
ment,that wilLbe deterrvinative of the validity of a particular statute.276 The
three-judge District Court in Wolman v. Essex refined and clarified the "en-
tanglementoncept when it suggested that a. statute must not invoke
excessive "administrative' or "political" entanglements 277

It is useful first to identify the potential for entanglement in the presei-it tax
deduction systefri

1 As discussed above, some unspecified portion of federal funds is paid to
or for the benefit of sectarian religious purposes each year

2 In connection with providing that aid, congressional actions do have an
effect on the activities of churches For example, in 1969 Congress for the
first tim ?imposed the unrelated business income tax on churches, albeit
with certain provisions more favorable to churches than other charitable
organizations (see §512(b) (12) and §514(b) (3)(E)). If that tax is incurred, a
tax return must be filed. Further, churches were exempted from the infor-
mation return filing requirements that apply to other charitable orani-
zations (§6033(a)(2)).*

3 The amount of federal funds going to religion is varied from time to time
by direct and indirect congressional action. ,Thus, Congress may cfiange
the amount of the allowable charitable deduction (or repeal it entirely),
raise or lower tax rates, alter the standard deduction, all of which actions
will increase or decrease the federal funds going to religion.278

4 Religion is involved in government as a result of the aid provided through
th d &action system. For example, religious organizations testified and
loidlik with respect to the proposed changes in the Tax Reform Act' of
1969V

,The same degree of government entanglement with religion is irj.volved in
the proposed direct matching grant system Some federal funds will go to
churches with no exclusion for sectarian functions, churchet will not be.
required to file any returns not required under the deduction system, church
accounts and activities would not be audited by IRS agents, the amount going
to religion can be modified by congressional action from time to time, and
churches will undoubtedly continue to press their case in Congress when
legislation affecting 'their federal aid is involved

6 6 2
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The critical question for both the present deduction system and the
proposed matching grant system thus is, given some ':entanglement" under
either system, "whether the involvement is excessive, and whether it is a
continuing one calling for official andcontinuing surveillance leading to an
Impermissable degree of entanglement."280 ,

In Walz, the Court concluded that proPerty tax exemption for churches did
not involve the prosdibed degree of entanglement The Court found no nexus
between tax exemption and the establishment of religion In substantial part,
the conclusion was based on the historical fact that the exemption had not in
fact led to a state-established church7281

In Nyquist,, on the other hand, the Court concluded that the tax benefits
provided to parents of parochial school children, contained 'a significant
"pOtecitially divisivpolitical effect " Noting 01,1:t "aid programs of any kind
tencl:lp laRcwe.mtpipi.xed, to escalate in costraiYcrtb generate their own
aggre's'siSie czns-titkienCittustice Powell concluded that where emotionally
charged' issues of church -hate rotations were involved "the potential for
serious divisive political consequaceS'' needs no elaboration." This prospect
was -not conclusive in 'testing the law under consideration, but its presence
served as a "warrrtr glignarlo be considered:282

With these Supreme Court declarations as ackgf6und, we can assess the
adglinistratiye aspect of the " entanglement" test offa federal program of
financial .aid to charities which include& Chur . .2-'

,

One, the fact that, as a part of a broad d results tb churches is
not of itself determinative in the entang iWalz)..i '' .

Two Wald would indicate that when ai * iitts,frsin a broad-
program of financial aid, it is unnecessary to dis _ngo.s betvyeenthe sectarian
and secular functions of the religious institutions.

Three, the history of the tax deductions reveals ivy ef f or t by the. federal
,,,e4rk, ,-.,government to establish a state church. -',--.4--, ,

Foul, the deduCtion and the proposed matChing hapf.1440esigned to insure
a minifnum of federal regulation apd.cobtrol over 'ClibrtEidOities.

The ,potential for administrati.40AVnglement.thu't seemsigwimal under
both. the present deduction and thOir ma tng grant.

The other aspect of the "entanglem nt" otential for'political
dyisNeness. The sweeping language of ustice P I h Nyquist gives cause
for concern 283 However, the fact tha e aid progra involved in Nyquist
had no other purpose than to aid reli ai

s institutions seems critical. Any
revew of the New York I w, by the stat.:legislature "tad necessarilyand
per aps exclusively inv lye church-satO issues. On the other hand, the
history of the changes n the federal tharitable. contributions deduction
reveals no such conflicts Undoubtedly, thil iS7riefouse of the fact that the
deduction aids a far larger group than just rekigtwk institutions. The same
would ,be true of the direct matching grant prograti.

,,Some have suggested that "enta'n Ilement" problems riii4l alleviated if
'the direct matching grant syst6m w e applied to all non- li 0 charitable
institutions, with the present deduc ion being continued for Urous organ-
izations In fact, such a split syste appeari more Likely to run afoul of the
entanglement test since isolation of religious institutions in a singly identi-
fiable program is fraught with the p tential for political divisiveness that the
First Amendment seeks to forestall. A program that aids all charities (and one
in wlii-Ch religious mstit tiorts rbceive substantially less than half the aid) does
not carry this same otential. Thee present deduction program and the
proposed matching gra, t system "thus should pass cons itutional miter under
the "entanglement" test. .i

_
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Free Exercise. The proposed matching grant system must also avoid interfer-
ing with the free exercise of religion. If the grant system includes religious
institutions in the same fashion as the present deduction systein, then no
problem is presented with respect to the Free Exercise Clause.

In 'considering the proposed matching grant system, the above suggestion
that the. proposed syste,m extend only to secular charitable organizations
would appear to run afoul of the Free Exercise Claiise just as would a provision
granting a charitable contribution deduction. to all organizations except

'religious institutions
While the present charitable deduction provision has not been challenged

in the courts, other federal and state programs in which religious organiza-
tions received monies have been litigated The Supreme Court has stated that

' " it would be an abridgement of free exercise to deny religious organization's
competition for government contracts or receipt of overnment services
simply becduse they Are religious organizations .284 Ad itionally, the Court
has recognized that individual citizens should not be excluded "because of
their faith, o lack of it" from the benefits of general welfare legislation.285

' . I rOshemnp, Justice Brennan wrote that the state may not interfere with an
individual's choice of educational institution whether private or public "by
diminishing the attractiveness of either alternative . . . '286

I ri 'Everson, the Court wrote of the First Amendment:

That Amendment recolires the state to be neuttal in its relations with
groups of religious believers and non-believers, it does not require the
state.to be their adyersary.287,.

In sum, in the state's relationship with religion an attitude of "benevolent
neutrality" must be maintained.288 Thus, for example, the employment by
the government of chaplains conducting religious services held in
government-built chapels for the mimed services is not done to promote
religion, but rather to protect the.free exercise thereof Oh a similar principle,
oncethe-threshold decision is made by the government to replace the deduc-
tion system with matching grants, as part of a greater legislative purpose, the
exclusion of religious organizations would have the_efigct of making those
charities decidedly less attractive to potential donors, as -Wejras placing them
at an economic disadvantage when compared with similar secular charities.
Hence, under the foregoing tests, exclusion of religious institutions from a
matching grant system appea s likely to run afoul of the Free xercis Clause.

Furthe difficulties are c eaten .if the .matching grant propo al were
irjstitute for secular chant' s ancj the tax deduction retained for ontribu-
t>ons to eligious institutions. The difficulty here is that while aid is being
given to II religious institutions, both the means of effecting that aid and the.

;
financial results ofihe two programs differ solely because of the fact that one
group of ecipients consists of religious institutions. To the extent that the aid
given to hurches under the dedu tion system was more favorable than that
accorde secular charities undel he matching grant system, the Establish-
ment C ause may be violated, the extent religious institutions receive
elativel less aid than secular c arities, the Free Exercise Clause 'may e
iolated.
Congress could attempt to all late constitutional problems by confining

aid to religious institutions. to the r nonsectarian (unctions. This action could
,1
be taken either it". e present tax deduction or the proposed
matching grant o erOrt is that in attempting to arrive at definitions
that isolate sect ian rom secula ilfunctions, Congress may well 4`un afoul of
the "entangleme t" test under the Hfablishment Clause.
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Conclusion

25.11

The above examination of the existi constitutional law principles
. applicable to the matching grant prop sal indicates that it should be sus-
tained against any constitutional chall nje It benefits the broad class of all
charitable intsitutions, it is supported by nonsectarian federal interests, it
Ireither advances nor inhibits religton.',,It simply converts the result of the
present deduction system, into a more 'rationai method of delivering the
federal share of charitable giving. n

Appendix ck

Note on Economic Theories of Sacrifice

There is an unusually large body of literature on precisely the question, What is equal
sacrifice? Most of it stems from the turn-of-the-century debate over proportional versus progres-
sive taxation Out of this debate emerged three different thecines of equal sacrifice. Which of
these theories one finds more persuasive heirs determine whether one favors a progressive
matching grant schedule, a flat matching giant, clr a declining matching grant schedule

Basic to an understanding of these theories is the economic doctrine known as the declining
marginal utility curve for income In simple teems, a utility curve means that/a dollar does not
have the same meaning or utility for all peoplp By saying that the utility curve is declining one
asserts that a rich person places less value on each dollar than a poor person. While economists
have not proved conclusively that there is such a thing as a declining marginal utility curve for
income, it is a commonly held assumption 1 We sense that because he has many dollars, the ridi
person will spend each one with less concern and will be willing to work less hard to acquire
each one But the fact that the utility curve has not or perhaps cannot be accurately measured
does make it impossible to measure equal sacrifice with scientific certainty.

The three theories of equal sacrifice advanced by economists and social theorists are equal
absolute, equal proportional, and equal marginal sacrifice 2 Equal absolute sacrificemeans that
to have sacrificed equally, each person must give up the same total units of utility Equal pro-
portional sacrifice means that each, must be required give up an equal percent of his total
utility derived from his income in order to equalize th sacrifiCe Equal marginal sacrifice means
that to have sacrificed equally, the last dollar given by each donor must have the same utility.3

If we assume that th re is no utility curve, but instead that every person values money equally,
1What would a match in grant program loo like based on each of the sacrifice theories? Und4r
the equal absolute the ry the match,woul have to be based solely on the size of the donation
Regardless of the inc me,:of the donor, e ery contributicin would receive, say-, a percent
match Under' the equ, l proportional theor , the match would increase as the percent of income
donated mcr ased If we assume no utilit curve, the equal iharginaltheory produces the same
matching prO ram as the equal absolute since the last dollar given by every donOr will always

-+ have the sa e utility

1 Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (1959), 102-105.

2 SeeMusgrave and Peacock, eds , Classics In The Theory Of Public Finance (1958), particularly
the articles by A Cohen-Stuart and F. Edgeworth

'Equal AbsoluteiSacrifice

A EquIlPropor Iona' Sacrifice

Equal Margi al Sacrifice

U = Utility,
.Muigrave,

= Income,, T= Tax
he Theory of Public finance, 96

6 6 5
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If however, we take cognizance of the commonly held belief that it is easier for the rich to give
than the poor, that Is, that the income utility curve is declining, what will our matching gran/
program look like? The only sacrifice theory which provides a ready answer is the equal marginal
theory. ,

In practice the equal marginal theory of sacrifice would find equal sacrifice only when the rich
person has given away all of his income until what he has left for voluntary consumption equals
what the poor person has left for voluntary consumption after tw has made his contributions For
exa`mple, the person who has a 510,000 Income and gives 3 percentto chanty may have foregone
buying a new car this year because of his contribution, while the person who has a 5100,000
income and gives 3 percent of it to charity already has three new cars and has perhaps given up
his second trip to Europe this year in order to make his contribution The sacrifice of these
people will not be equal until the richer person has given up the" same opportunity to buy a new
car or has foregone the opportunity to consume equally necessary anddesirabte goods To reach
that point he has to give away all his income until what he has left is the same as what the person
with the 510,000 has left. A prominent proponent of this sacrifice theory, Thomas N. Carver,
noted "From the strictly utilitarian standpoint the individual who measures his obligation to
society by his total income is less to be commended than the individual who determines whether
he has fulfilled his social obligations by considering not how much he has given, but how much
he has left "4 .,

.

It would seem at first glance that under both the equal absolute and equal proportional
theories of sac ifice, a declining utility curve would require a match that got progressively
smaller as a donor's incOme Increased. Economists have shown, however, that this is not neces-
sank the result 5 Musgrave, in discussing progressive and proportional taxation, submits the
following:16

---lf marginal income utility is constant, equal proportional sacrifice clearly calls for a pro-

f

uortoonal rate of tax If the schedule now tips downward (declining marginal income utility)
hole the tax payments remain unchanged, it would seem that the high-income taxpayer

surrenders a lesser fraction of his total income utility than does the low-income taxpayer
hus a progressive rate schedule appears to be called for. But as Cohen-Stuart and

Edgeworth have shown such a conclusion is not valid The mere condition of a declining
Marginal income utility scheduledoes not alWays lead to progression.

All that thelaw of declining marginal utility requires, is that the last dollar of a 51,00%,income
provides less satisfaction than the last dollar of a 5100 income. From this one cannot assert that
ta obtain equal absolute or equal proportional sacrifice the reward system need be progressive.
To assert this conclusion we must be a5le to state that the last 1 percent of a 51,000 income (510)
provides less satisfaction than_the last 1 percent of a 5100 income (Si) This statement does nit,
however, follow from thelaw of diminishing arginal utility

Where does that leave us in determining wh is the st measure of equal sacrifice? The equal
marginal theory of sacrifice takes a rather radtc roach to equity and by doing so destroys
much of the ince tive of a matching grant program. The poor who can afford at most to make
relatively small c astable contributions are iven high price incentives to give more, while the1;
rich who can affo d to make large contribute ns are given almost no price incentives unless they
meet the totally, nrealistic requirement of first giving away most of their wealth.This loss of
incentive makes a schedule of matches followong the equal marginal theory of sacrifice inappro-
priate if we wish to construct a program that operates both as an incentive and as a reward
throughout the income scale.

.

A non-progressive schedule of matches based on the.equal. absolute theory of sacrifice may
not seem fair in a society that resists the notion that the wealthy should control the bulk of

-4 federal funds lust because they are wealthy The assumptions here are sirpolar to those
underlying the belief that a progressive tax rate structure is more fair than a proportional rate
structure.

4. T Carver, "Minimum Theory of Sacrifice," 19 Pol Sci Q. 61, 76 (1904).

5. A Pigou, A Study,In Public Finance (3d ed 1951), 86, F Edgeworth, 2 Papers Relating to
Political Economy (1925), 239, Seligman, Progfessive Taxation in Theory and Practice (1908)
218-222. Musgrave, The Theory of. Public Finance, 101-102.

6. Musgrave, ibid., 100, 6-6 6 ,

'
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The middle-ground approach from the standpoint of both,measuringaequal, sacrifice and
serving as an incen.trve.to giving would seem to be the proportionate theory of eqtial sacrifice,
assuming a constant utility curve, Measuring equal sacrifice by the percent of income given to
charity may be perceived as better than an equal absolute match because it recognizes' Sp some
extent at least, the rela'tive ease with which the wealthy can give each dollar to charity and yet
does not take such a radical leap as the equal marginal theory Vat declining match),
thereby preserving the matching grant as an efficient price incentive for upper-income donors

The assumption of a constant utility curve would seem to be a practical neetssity. Even
though common sense observations tell us it must be declining, we have seen that this
observation does not necessarily lead to a matching schedule differibt from4 based directly
on percent of income-donated In addition there is considerable that ittiesiaefsonal utility
comparisons can ever be made in a meaningful fashion Income is not the only determinant of
the satisfaction an ,indiv,idual derives from his consumption ability If a person's values are
extremely non-materialistic, it would be less of a sacrifice for him to forego material
consumption in order to make a charitable contribution lie is giving away something that has
little value for him and to be fair he should be rewarded less than the person who values highly
the material things he could have bought for himself with the money given away Likewise, it
takes much greater effort for the miser to make a,chantable contribution than for the spend-

Ithrift Of course, there is no way that the governm8nt can measure the value priorities of every
citizen to find out who is materialistic and who isinot,'nor would it necessarily be desirable even
if it were possible

A progressive matching grant schedule perhaps opts for the conservative in not allowing for
the possibility that it,rnay be less of a sacrifice for a rich person to giye away 5 percent of his
income than for a lower-income person to donate 5 percent of his income But this is a conscious
and justifiable tradeoff to obtain a greater incentive effect in the matching grant schedule to
encourage higher levels of private giving 'to charity

Appendix B

Note on Refundable Tax Credit

As the text has indicated, any tax expenditure program can be restructured as a.direct expendi-
ture program The rev rse is also true Thus, some might agree with the contours of a direct
matching grant syste but still perhaps for some felt psychological reasonsto see the
proposal run through t tax system Technically, the r ult can be achieved A tax-credit system
could be devised to reflect the proposed direct syst If the credit were refundable and adopts
the me matching schedule (either flat or progr ive), it would not differ in economic effect
plura I'm, and expenditure equity from the posed direct system * I ,

Th, re are, however, other differences bet een the prop ecklirect system and a refundable
,tax credit exactly reflecting that system T se differences ili undoubtedly be given differing
weight depending upon the viewpoint of ose evaluating the alternatives.

From a tax standp9int alone, the refund le credit, while it removes the verticle inequity of
the present deduction,odoes continue horizontal inequity That is, two persons with the same
incomes will pay different taxes solely because one has made a charitable contribution. This tax
inequity really cannot be resolved so long,* one attempts-to run revenue collection and revenue
disbursement procedures through the same system. i 6 ;

Use of the refundable tax credit,may also have another undesirable effect on the tax system
Congressto date has not shown any marked ability to differs tiote between types of tax credits
The mere existence in the tax system of the refundable tax credit for charitable .Fintributions
may thus encourage Congress .to adopt too readily the t -credit mechanism without first
thinking thrb gh what a direct expenditure program should look like

a

A practical /political result of the refundable tax credit technique may be t maintain jurisdic-
tion over the federal-private matching program in the House Ways and Me s Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee Presumably, although not certainly, the pro sed direct match-
ing grant system would come under e substantive Jurisdiction of the H se Education and
Labor:Committee and the Senate Laborand Public Welfare Committee-Wn er the new budget
procedures, the appropriations for eit er the tax expenditure system or the erect system would
i i 1 667
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be subject to the jurisdiction of the Committee on the Budget ) It would appear that consider-
ation of the program would be conducted better in the committees detling regularly witak
education and public welfare matters Whether one agrees with this judgment, however, may
depend on his political assessment of the various committees.

From an administrative standpoint, the cast of administering the refundable tax credit might
well exceed the proposed direct giant system Under both a refundable tax credit and the direct
systems, the IRS would receive forms from each donor (or perhaps from each donee organiza-
tion) listing contributions (see Chapter 5, page 2477) However, under the direct system the IRS
would be required to disburse a maximum of 220,000 checks to the organizations that qualify for
the federal funds A refundable tax credit system would require, however, that the IRS issue
checks to every donor for whom the credit produces a negative tax liability The pool of poten-
tial donors to whom refund checks might have to be issued substantially exceeds 15 million
indiyiduals Thus the costs of preparing and mailing checks under the refundable tax credit
mechanism coed significantly exceed those required to administer the direct grant system

From the standpoint of the charities, the refundable tax credit also has different effects. As a
fund-raising matter, the direct matching grant system permits the fund raiser to ask the donor to
write out a smaller check,'since the charity will collect the balance from the Treasury. A refund-
able tax credit requires that charitable fund raisers ask the individual donor to write out a check
on his bank account for both the government grant and his own gift The donor must then collect
from the government when he files his tax return on April 15 of the next year. ThOs the direct
matching grant system would appear to make the fund raiser's task easier. On the expenditure
side, thecharitable organization may of course have the funds in hand more quickly under the
refundable credit program since it gets the government share in the donor's check The extent of
the advantage that this procedure provides for charities in planning their expenditure programs-
depends on how frequently the Treasury would disburse funds under the direct grant system (see
Chapter V, page 2478

On 'balance, it does not appear that the differences between a refundable,tax credit and the
proposed direct grant system point to the use of the tax mechanism. The "feeling" that donors
will respond more favorably to a tax mechanism than to a direct system does not appear suf-
ficiently grounded in supportable factual evidence to warrant foregoing the advantages that a
direct system offers
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Footnotes . /
For arguments that a substitute for the charitable contributions deduction should rot mirror

de deduction systemand that many of the "virtues" listed for the deduction drt in fact
efects see Gerard Mi Brannon and James Strnad, "Alteffiative Approaches to Encouraging

Philanthropic Activities:" paper prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs.

.
.

2 A proposed matching grant system was-,set forth initially in Paul R., McDaniel, "FederAl
Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions. A Substitute For The Income Tax Deduction," 27,
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Tax L Rev. 377 (1972), which in turn was an expansion of an ,earlier paper, McDAni I, "An
Alternative to the Federal Income Tax Deduction in Support of Private Philanthropy," Tax
Institute of America, Tax Impacts On Philanthropy 171 (1972) For criticisms of the matching
grant proposal, see Boris( Bittker, The Propriety and Vitality of a Federal Income Tax Deduc-
tion for Private Philanthropy," in Tax Impacts on Philanthropy, supra, p 145, and $ ittker,
"Chants Contributions Tax Deductions or Matching Grant?; ?" 28 Tax L Rev 37 (19

3 The text d c ssion refers to cash gifts by individual living donors The special problems
created by donations of appreciated property are discussed infra, page 2460 Contributions of
services by individuals are not matched since the value of such contributed 'services are not
allowable as a deduction underpresent rules The proposed system could provide for federal
matching grants for volunteerTervices if the difficult problem of valuing those services were
satisfactorily resolved

Contributions by corporations are not matched since such expenditures should be dealt with
-under the tax rules generally applicable to corporate expenditures Thus, if the expenditure is
ordinary and necessary, it should be fully deductible under normal tax principles I R C i§162(a)
Of course, if the expenditure is capital, personal, or extraordinary in nature, tax principleswould
likewise disaow or defer the deduction The present 5 percent limit on charitable contributions
is inappropriate unless it is seen as a mechanical means by which Congress sought to Segregate
what are deductible ordinary and necessary expenditures from nondeductible capital, etc
expenditures The advantage of the arbitrary percentage is that it eliminates disputes between
taxpayers and the IRS over whether each particular contribution falls in the deductible or non-
ddcluctible category Advisors to the commission take differing views of the function of the
ch.iritable contribution deduction in the corporate tax system Professor Lowell Harass' analysis
corresponds to the views expressed above On the other hand, R Palmer Baker, in his study of
corporate giving,,appears to adopt the view that the charitable contributions deduction for cor-
porations constitutes a federal expenditure program rather than a proper deduction determining
corporate taxable income See Baker, "Corporate Charitable Contributions" papei prepared for
the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, p 1853

4 Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, The Budget of the
United States Government, Fiscal Year 1976, Special Analysis F, pp. 108-109

5 See I,R C §§56-58.

6 See John P Persons, John J Osborn, Jr , Charles F Feldman, "Criteria for Tax Exemption
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code," paper prepared for the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975

7 The chantable'contribution deduction would be repealed for both the estate and gift taxes
The revenue gain derived from repeal of the gift tax deduction could be added either to,the
proposed lifetime gift system or to the proposed testamentary gift system Estimate from Miihael
J Boskin, "Estate Taxation and Charitable 'Bequests," paper prepared for the Commission on
Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1974, p '1476

8. See Chapter VII; pp 2500 to 2503

9 See Chapter:VII pp 2501 to 2502

10 'Executive Office of the Kesident, Office o Management and Budget, Budget of the United
States Government; Fiscal Year 1976! SpeciaLAnalysis F, Pp 108-109

11 Staffs of the Treasury Department and Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Esti-
mates of Federal,Tax Expenditures 5, 9, 10 (Comm Print 1973)o(hereinafter cited as "Federal Tax
Expenditures, ")

12 The settlement between the goveyfirhent and the taxpayer may take place on a current basis
(1) if the taxpayer takes the deduction into account in computing his quarterly estimated fax
liability,lor (2) for those in the withholding system, under §3402(m) which allows itemized
personal deductions to reduce the amount stibject to withholding
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13 See Tax Analysts and Advocates, 2 Tax Notes., No 39, p 7 (September 30, 1974), N.Y.
Times, "Rockefeller Lists 524-Million Gifts to Aid Charities," October 20, 1974, p 1,, 120 Cong
Rec S 19365, October 17, 1974, (statement of Sen Wm L. Scott).

14 See Bentham, The Principles of Morals and Legislation (Hafner Library of Classics ed 1948)
pp 112-113, Hart, The Concept' of taw (1%1), 176 -78

15 See, e g , Hicks, Value and Capital (1939)

16 1974 estimate based on 1973 law, provided by Staff of Joint Conimittee on Internal Revenue
Taxation

17 Ibid

it Federal Tax Expenditures, supra note 11, pp 9, 10

19 The figure is derived from Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Incline 1971, Individual
Income Tax Returns 78-79 (1973) (hereinafter "S01"), as modified by data. in 1973 Comm'r of
Internal Revenue Ann Rep 66.

20 Federal Tax Expenditures, supra note 11, pp 9, 10.

21 1970 SOI, p 120

22 Total contributions to charity in 1970 were an estimated $16 8 billion,. itemized deductions
constituted $13 0 billion Feldstein, "Simulation Number 1 on September 27, 1974," prepared for
the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs

23. Ibid A study by Allen H Lehrman, Office of Tax Analysis, U.S Treasury Department, made
for the Commission estimated that charitable contributions in 1972 by standard- deduction
individuals totalled 53 4 billion. ,

24. David Good and Aaron Wildaysky, "A Tax By Any Other Name Budget Versus Tax Alterna-
tives For Financing Gotternment Support of Charitable Contributions,' paper prepared for the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs., 1974

25, See infra, pp 2454, 2456.

26 See, eg , Tait The Taxation of Personal Wealth (1967), 2-4

27. Simons, Personal Income Taxation (1938), 50.

28 For a prbposal to include gifts and inheritances in income, see 3 Report of the Royal Com- I
mission on Taxation (Canada, 1966 )i} 39-42, 465-69

29 See Upton and Lyons, Basic fact. Ditribution of Persopal Income and Wealth in the United
States (Cambridge Policy Studies Institute, 1972). See also Smith and Franklin, "the
Concentration of Personal Wealth 1922-1%9" (unpublished paper presented to the American
Economic Atsociation, December, 1973), Budd, Inequality and Poverty (1%7), xxii, Table 7,
Lampman, "Changes in The Share of Wealth Held by Top Wealth-Holders, 1922-1956," 41 Rev,
of Econ & Stat 379, 391-92 (1959), Kuznits, Shares of Lower 'Income Cr ups in Income and
Savings (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1953), xxxv-xxxvil

30 For a proposed flat matching grant system, see Good and Wildaysky, supra, note 18.

31 See, erg , Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (1959), 98-110. ,
See, e"g , Statement of John D. Rockefeller III, in Hearings onAth Subject of Tax Reforn

before the House Committee on Wa s,and Means, 91st Cong 1st Sess 1573 (1969) (hereinafter
"1969 House Hearings")
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33 Interview wit kirk Rpckefeller III, "TiMe to,Cive the Small Contributor a Bigger Tax
Break?" Vol LXXV U S. News,& World keport 61-62 (April 8, 1974) The proposal, which
apparently would allow a charitable contribution deduction outside the standard deduction, is
similar to tee propOsal made by thAreasury in 1968, although the Treasuryalso introduced a 3

r' Slee 'U S Treasury Department, Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, House
AaYs and Means and Senate Finance Committee, 91sttong 1st Sess. 194

Ki9,69). (hereinafter "Tax Reform Proposals").

34 See Statement of Peter C `Peterson, hearings on H R 13270 before the Senate Comm ittegon
Finance, 91st Cong 1st Sess 6136 (1969) (henaf ter "1969 Senate Hearings"). See also the
discussion in Chapter lyt,

The proposal advanced by Mr Rockefeller, supra, note 33, might avoid an absolute decline in
receipts by higher education, museums, and symphonies because it represents an increase in the
amouilt. of total federal funds for charity Nonetheless, his proposal would also result in a
relative shift in federal funds to charities such, as.corrimuntty chests and churches.
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, 82 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Revenue Act of 1962, Revenue Actof 1964, lax Reform Act
of 190.

.83 P.L 93-344 See also H Rep. No:93;1101, 93d Cong. 2d Sess. :1974). .

44,
84 Federal Tex Expenditures, supra note- 11,, 1976 Budgei;,Special Analysis F, supra note 10.

85. Feldstein, supra, note 59,-p. 9.

86. Brannon, supra, note 56, p 9

87 Taussig, supra, note 48.

;

. i ;- .'
: 1'

%

'
88 Coundl for Financial Aid o Education, Si. rvey Data on Employyee Matching Lift Programs,
Research Report (February 19 2). -

Jf..r i89. General Electric Foundation, 1973 Corpo ate Alumnus Program 35.
-;

- ,.4:.,A
90 John H Watson III, "Employee Gift Matc :ling Programs," The Conference iiii?arcrillstaks214

%, v,.(June 1969).

< . ..:1:4;,:c".1,

91 CounCil for Financial Aid tolducation, Survey Data on Employee Matching gift Pr. ikieni , .

Reselli.ich'Report 2 (February 1972). : .r); 0-:
:1',..
:;4.:

92 Watson, "Employee Gift Matching lirograms,': The Conference Board..Re6ord 21,.22 (rube
19691

, 01 ". M
it

93 Watson, "The Match-A Challenge to Corporate Giving," The Conference Board Reccird.,
(April 1969).

94. Waldemar Nielsen, The Big Foundations (1972), 92.
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',.., 95. Watson, supra, note 93, pp. 48, 49.

96 !bid, p. 50

97. Ibid

98. National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act, 20 U S C §§951-960 (1965)

99 National Endowment for the Arts,.Guide to Programs 5 (1973)

100 Ibid

101. Table 10 is derived from Feldstein, Simulation No 2 on February 15, 1975, and SiMulation
No. 2 on September 27, 1974 (prepared for Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs), Feldstein, supra note 59, p. 14. As has been observed, economists do not all agree with
Protessur Feldstein's conclusions as to the price and income elasticities of the charitable con-
tributions deduction. Tables comparable to Table 10 using a price elasticity of 0 5 may be found

cn McDaniel, "Federal Matching Grants for Charitable Contributions. A Substitute for the
Income Deduction," 27 Tax L. Rev. 377, 401 (1972).

102. Ibid The slight variation in total giving reflected in Table 11 (from S18 1 billion-under the
tax system to $18.0 billion under the DMG system) is believed to result from mechanical
assumptions adopted for purposes of the computer simulation Professor Feldstein's analysis of
the tax system assumed that all gifts were made on a "first dollar" basis, i e , that donors do not
consider the fact that a gift may drop them to a lower tax bracket and hence increase their cost
Under the DMG system the deduction is eliminated so that the actual price of gifts bydonors can
be estimated. In any event the variation between the two totals is why 0 5%, so that it can be

safely disregarded for policy-making purposes

.. 103. Table 12 is derived from Feldstein, Simulation No 2 on September 27, 1974, -supra, note
-101 .

.

104. Internal Revet4 ServiCe Statistics of income J966, Individual Income Tax Returns 75

(1968) .

.. ,
105. See generally, aucluck and Gray, "Bounty Twice Blessed Tax Consequences of Gifts of
Proprty to or in TrtT for Chty," 16 Tax L. Rey. 273 (1961).

106. I R.C. §170(e).

107 See 1 Surrey, Warren, McDaniel and Ault, Federal Income Taxation (1972), 940-941

108. See U.S Treasury Department, Tax Reform Studies and Proposals, House Ways and Means
Committee and Senate Finance Committee, 91st Conga, 1st Sess 331 (Comm. Print 1969)

Reliant by charities, especially colleges and universities, on the present tax rules for ifts of
appreciat d property seems singularly ill-advised. The pres tax rules on gifts of appr ciated
property re attacked even by those who favor the charita e contributions deduction s such

(Andrews "Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax," Hary L Rev '309, 371-372 1972)).
Moreover reliance on gifts of appreciated property pr uces a double economic loss to
charitable organizations when there is a downturn in stock prices. one, the value of their own
portfolios falls, two, gifts are deferred'or eliminated as donors wait for stock prices to rise Wall
Street Journal, "Doubt Trouble Endowment Funds During Slump Give Colleges Twin Woes,"
Vol. 187, No. 7, November 29, 1974, p. 1, Col. 8.r
109. Treas. Reg. §§1 1001-1(e) and 1.1015-4. Presumably, the specialallocation of basis rule
prescribed by §1011(b).would be inapplicable if the charitable contributions dedtiction were.,,
repealed.

--nu.- The crucial probletp_kr charitable organizations is thtis wh ther the ger% the propLtY
transferred is subject to tax. But this issue is present under the deduttion system and is neither
aggravated nor alleviated by:the direct matching grant system. It has frequently been asserted,
however, that education would l hurt relatively greater than other charities if the rules on gift

o\ 63l 4
.
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of appreciated property were changed Professor Feldstein's studies, indicate that this is not so.
Of the amount of reduced giving resulting from taxing the gain, education would absorb almost
15% whereatreligion would absorb about 22%

Under either the deduction system or the direct matching grant system, gifts to charity in the
fcfrm of appreciated'property can be expected to decline somewhat if the gain is taxed Using
various price and income elasticities- and gain/value ratios, Professor Feldstein estimated a
decline in donations of such gifts ranging from $257 million to $542 million if no matching grant
incentive were substituted for the change in fax treatment. At 1972 levels, this reduction would
have amounted only tp 1 3-3% of total giving See Feldstein, Simulation No 4, 1244 on
November 9, 1974, prepared for Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs. Use of a
direct matching grant system would, of course, reduce or eliminate the shortfalls estimated by
Professor Feldstein

2521

111 Feldstein, "Taxes 4,nd Charitable Contributions Differences in the Impact_ of Alternative
Tax Policies on Religious, Educational and Other Organizations," paper prepared for the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and,Public Needs; pp. 2-3.

112 Feldstein, Simulation No 3 on Novegnber 9, 1974 prepared for the Commission on Private
Philanthropy and Public Needs

113/The tables are from Lehrman, "A Survey of Charitable Contributions by Individuals," paper
prpared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, October 1974 Tables
10, 11 and 12 See also Statement of Peter G Peterson, Hearings on H R. 13270 before the Senate
Comm on Finance, 91st Cong , 1st Sess 6118, 6136 (1969), American Association of Fund-
Raising Counsel, Inc , Giving U.S.A. (various years).

114 Lehrman, s note 113; Table 7

115 Feldst
prepared for he Commission on Private Philanthropy'and Pu lic Needs

in, Simulation Number 1 on November 9, 41974, "Summary of Gifts by Donee,"

'116 Table 17 taken from Feldstein, Simulati on February 15, 1975, prepared for the
Commission on Private, Philanthropy and Public Needs \ e . -,..,.

prepared ibr the Commi;sipn on Private Philanthropy and Public Ne s

117 Tablgs 18 and 19 are derived-from data in Feldstein, Simulation ion February 15, 1975,..

118 See Council for Financial Aid to Education, Voluntary Support of_ Higher Education
1973-74, p 5 See also Levi and Steinbach, Patterns of Giving To Higher Education II. An
Analysis Of Voluntary Support of American Colleges and Universities, 1970-71 (American
Council on Education)

..

119. Council for Fina'Kclal Aid to Education, supra, note 118, p. 8

120 Feldstei supra note 115,, "'Simulation Number 1."
=,

1 1 See Si ns, Personal Inyome Taxation (1938), 50 The amount of the federa matching
g ant itself should not be included in the inc-Orhe of the donor. Although the donor has a power

er the federal funds that power is a limited one and the donor is actually operating as the agent
of the federal government in allocating its appropriations for charitable organizations Under
normal tax rules, an agent is not taxed on' income that is in fact that of his principal, even though
the income passes through the agent's hands See, for example, Carver v United States, 412 F.24
233 (Ct CI 1969) In this respect, the proposed matching'grant Is -like the campaign,contribu-
tions check-off system whereby Congress has designated taxpayers as its agents to allocate
federal campaign financing funds to the political parties of their cjioice.

122 Conference with personnel in offide of Ass'stant Comm iss'oner (Planning and Researh,
Rese irch Division), Internal Revenue Service,o May 16, 1974.

123. 33 Social Security Bullen, (April, 100) p. 1.
1

i
.

%

124. Rev. Rul. 70-217,, 1970-1 Cum. Bull: 12.

r 675
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4,;
125. L tixby, "Income of the People Alect 65 and Older. Overview from 1968 Survey of the
Aged," 33 Social Security Bulletin 3 (April, 1970) p. 11.

126,.lbid at 6

127 161ti at 8 (Table 1).

128 See Ibid p 5 for a complete definition of the sources of income.

a

129 Ibid p. 11 (Table 3)

130. Ibid p. 12 (Table 4)

131 Ibid p 13 (Table 6)

132. 1970 United States Censps, Table 94, pp 1-398.

133 I.R C. §213.

0

C.

134 this bunching tendency can.be demonstrated alegebiatcally by the following
equations Th proposed percentage matching grant (%MC) can be approximated is a linear
function of the percent of income donated (%ID):

(a) %MC = 5 (%ID) for %ID greater than 1%. Th done amount of for-al funds thus
triggered can .be calculated as: . .

i',/
(b),SMC = %MG (Co)

. :'
'-= [5(%ID)] (D) -.

[5(D/INC)] (0)
= 502 -,--

i--INC ,-
where D = dollar value donated
VolID = percent of income donated
INC = Income

For example: For a given income of $10,100

Donation SD

. ,

cc

Ant

%ID

1 i 5 100 1%
,
5%

2 500 5% 25%
3 1,000 10% 50%

From the above numbers it is easily seen that donation #2 of $500a fivefold increase over
donation #1triggers a grant that is 25 times larger than MC #1 When the gift is then doubled in
line 3, the S match is quadrupled, and so forth In sum, the S amount Of the MC increases at a ,*
faster rate than dollars donated, thereby fostering an incentive to bunch donations. ^

..%*

-131, This effect can alsd be seen algebraically by the followiqg equation:

When %MC = constant (t), SM + %.MC(D) = (C) (D),°a linear r *ship between
federal dollars triggered and dollar amount donated.I
136 Holt, "Aveiaging of Income for Tax,Purposes Equity and Fiscal Polic Onsideratiorts,",2
Nat'l. Tax 1. 349 (194?).

1

137. Ibid p. p352.
. .

138 °In the IRS conference, supra note 122, a reference was expressed for no'averagiqg device ,

because of the data storage problems involved, However, if an 4veraging device were necessary,
then tii IRS preferen0 is for a system that requires storage of only One number. ,

'139. I. g6033.

140. I 11(3, there we?e 664,586 -e pt organizations, of which pore than 220,000
qualified ai recipients of deductible haritablecontributfons:

.67 b
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141. Conference, supra note 122. '

142. Ibid.

143 According to the 1973 Annual Report of the Commissioner. of Internal Revenue, Table 23 at
page 145, the total obligations of the Internal Revent.ke Service amounted to Si 16 billion With a
total of 117 million returns filed, the average cost per return is approximately $10.

144 In 1973 there were 22 minion filers who used Form 1040A There are an estimated 15-17
million non-filers (Computed by using the tables and charts in Statistics of Income, 1971,
Individual Income Tax Returns, pp 4,.5, 80, and the.1970 Census Statistics on total population).

145 !bid, p 66

146 Conference, supra note 1i2

147 1973 Comm'r Rept supra note 143, p 145.

4

148 One estimate has placed the amount of overreporting under the present deduction system
at 20% of the purported contributions itemized on income tax returns Taussig in American ,

Alumni Council Special Conference, Symposium Taxation and Education 26 (1966)

149. Revenue Act of 1916, ch 463, 39 Stat. 756.

150 The gift tax was first introduced on the floor of the House. See 65 Cong. Rec. 3119-3120
(1924) After receiving the House bill, the Senate Finance Committee recommended its elimina-
tion, mainly on the grounds that it would be impossible to enforce because individuals making
gifts often occupy "confidential relationships" with each other and the revenue received would
be far outweighed by the cost of enforcing the law. (S. Rep. No. 398, 68th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1924)) The Senate did not follow the advice of the Finance Committee, though, and kept the
gift tax, amending its rates and exemption. The Conference Committee accepted the House's
version of the tax, along with some of the Senate amendments (H.R. Rep t.lo 844, 68th Cong ,
1st Sess 8,27 (1924)) See 65 Cong Recd 3120, 3170, 8095 (1924). The gift tax was repealed in the
period 1926-32 and then reinstated See Revenue Act of 1932, S.Rep. No. 605, 72nd Cong. 1st
Sess. (1932)

-151. I.R.0 §2033.

152. I.R.C. §§2501(c), 2511.

153. Revenue Act of 1918,-ch. 18, §403(a)(3), 45 Stat. 1057

154 See, H.R. Rep No. 708, 72nd Cong., 1st Sess. 8, -31, 49 (1932).

155. Surrey, Pathways to Tax Reform (1973), 89;

136 See, e g , Lowndes and Kramer, Federal Estate and Gift Taxes (19561 350, Paul, Federal
Estate and citrma as, Vol. 1 (1942) 6457The Senate, Finance Committee in 1954 added
qualified veterans groupto..the organizations,that a person could make a bequest to and
receive a deduction- on his eState-t,i1x The sole purpose for this addition was to "encourage
bequests to those organizations devoled to promoting the welfare of the veterans." S. Rep. No
1622, 83d Cohjg.,, 2d Sess. 125 (1954).-

157 Assumes an unmarried decedent and disregards all deductions except the ,S60,000
exemption.

118 See InternarRevenue Service, Statistics of fncome 1%9, Personal Wealth, Estate Tax
Returns (1973} The study is discussed in McNees, Deductibility ofCharitable Bequests, 26 Nat'l
tax J. 79, 87-89 (1973).

159 Ibid The basic information to be determined is how much the government log in estate tax
revenues because of the charitable deduction.
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160 See e g McNees, supra? note 158

161 Boskin, 'Estate Taxation and Charitable 'Bequests, Memoranduni No 180 (November1974)
prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, .

162 !bid, pp 49-51 -
163 According to this schedule, a wealthy estate (any estate over a 50% effective tax bracket)
will never be able to trigger the highest match, even if its entire estate after taxes is given to
charity In 2rder to, reach the maximum match (83%) the amount gomg to charity must be"
greater than 50% of the donation base But the donation base will include the amount of estate
tax paid If more than 50% of the estate is paid in taxes, then it would be impossible for this
estate to bequeath 50% or more to chdrity The estate tax returns were listed according to the
size of the total assets of the estate before deductions and the 560,000 exemption Because of
this, it was impossible to ascertain how many estates had a taxable estate that fell Into any one
estate group For example, if an estate had total assets of between S400,000-5500,000, it was
impoSsible to say what the taxable estate was as it is conceivable that the estate had a taxable
estate of IF:ywhere from 0 (because of deductions of $500,000) to $500,000 (this would not take
into consideration any lifetime transfers, either gifts in contemplation of death or incomplete
lifetime transfers that were included in the estate) Despite these problems, it was possible to
compute an estimated revenue loss The method used was to take the aggregate amount of
taxable estates for each grouping and divide by the number of returns in that group -this figure
gave what the average taxable estate size of each estate was in this group

The same procedure was followed with respect to the charitable deduction Tha is, the
aggregate amount of charitabl4 bequests for that estate asset group was divided by the
of returns in that group that made bequests to charities This' figure gave the average chanta e

bequest made by each decedent who made a bequest This figure was added onto the average
net taxable estate and the amount of tax` which would have been due On this size estate was
conffluted SOI gave the aggregate ariTiint of tax paid °by each estate group, so that by.dividing",
that figure by the number of returns for each group, the average amount of tax paid by each
estate in that group could be determined The average amount of tax that would have been due.
if the charitable deduction had not been taken could likewise be calculated, .thus givingifhe./
average amount of tax lost for each estate that took a charitable deduction By multiplying this
average tax loss by the total number of estates that made bequests to charities within this estate
group, one could comgbleOthe total tax loss for that, group Because the aggregate amount of
charitable tranlfers in drat group was given, the truglost of the bequest to the decedent could
then be calculated

It is possible that the aggregate amounts of lost teat revenue for the government are actually
understated In taking an average of fktharitable deduction for each group, tax loss was kept to
a minimum For example, if there aretivo equal-sized estates with a total charitable deduction of
10between them, the wai, to calcillate the smallest amount of government revenue loss is to
take an average, that is to say that eacli estate took a deduction of 5 Any other combination
(e.g. one estate deducts 8 and the other 2) will result in a greater tax revenue Joss because of the
-progressive.tqc rates.

One probleM that could misstate the government revenue loss was the use of the average net
taxable estate It was known for each group what the aggregate amount of taxable estate was,
and how rney returns tell into this group. These two figures gave the average net taxable estate

, for that groilp To the extent that the charitable bequests, in reality, can'le from those estates that
were larger than this average estate, the revenue loss will be understated because the revenue
loss was calculatetilt the average (lower rate) estate bracket.

The government,tax loss could be overstated if 'nearly every charitable bequest was made by
net estates that were below this average net estate for that group This appears unlikely because
there is a direct relationship between the size of the estate and the amount of charitable
bequests (see Shoup, Federal Estate and Cift Taxes (1966), Appendix B, p. 155) Basically, the
relationship is that as the estate size increases so do the amount of funds transferred to charity,
in which case the revenue loss would be understated. Furthermore, even if there is an equal dis-
tribution between above- and below-average estates, the government loss will be understated
because of the progressive brackets The rationale behind this schedule is that the wealthy
estates are handled adequately by virtue of the large amount of federal dollars they will control
because of the dollar size ot,their bequests
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If it is felt necessary to allow larger estates to reach the maximum match, an alternative
schedule fould be used which would allow to ever estate, regardless of its size, the ability to
Nigger the maximum match

Percent of
Total Estate Donated

0-3%
3-6
6-9
9-12

12-15
15-18
18-21
21-24
24-27
27-30

Matching Federal Grant
As Percent of Donation

8.3%
16 6
24 9
33 2
41 5
49.8
56 1
66 4
74 7
83 0

The effect of this schedule is to allow an estate the right to trigger the highest match if it
bequeathed 30% or more of its adjusted gross estate to charities

164 'The additional expenses incurred by the I R S will result from handling those returns that
Italie net assets under 51)0,000 (which previously, did not have to be filed) that have made
charitable bequests and from checking all returns that have 'made charitable bequests to
ascertain what charities have been designated. This should not involve a great deal more work
because only 12% of the total numbe-r of estates that filed returns in 1973 made charitable,
bequests See Sun ley, ink& note 165, p` 5 . ?

165 Emil M Ssin ley, Jr , "Dimensions of Charitable Owing Reported on Federal Estate, Gift,
and F,iduciary Ix Returns," papet prepared for the Commission on Private Philanthropy and
Public Needs, November 1974, p 12326

166 Ibid.

4:167 Several changes in the estate and gift tax area in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 reduced tax
benefits available through the charitable deduction. See Staff of Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, General Explanation of Tax Reform Act of 1969(1970), pp. 75-f!,8 In addition,
various current proposals for additional changes would further reduce the iihpact of the tax
,deduction See, e g , Westfall, "Revitalizing the Federal Estate and Gift Taxes;" 83 Ham. I. Rev.

_986 (1970).

1-1\68'.' I ,R C §§203f/038

1(19 1 R C §2035

170. I R.C. §2012
.

171..I.R.0 §17b(b)(1)(A)(i)

172 I R C §1Th(c)(2)(B) Similar provisions are set forth in 1.R.C. §2055(a)(2) and §2522(a)(2). 4
For convenience, the text discussion of constitutibnal issues refers throughout to the incometax
deduction and to the proposed matching grant system for lifetime transfers The discussion is,
however, equally applitable to the estate and gift tax deductions and the propOsed matching
grant system for.testamentary transfers

173. Walz v. Tax.Cotnm'n, 397 U.S. 664, 668 (1970).

174. Hammett, "The MortiOgenized Wall,"\ 53 A.B.A J. 929, 936 (1967).

175 !bid
A

176 It is well established that the Fourteenth rnendment has made 'applicable to the states the
limitations 1 the First Amendment. See infra, ote 243.

. 679 'fir
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177 Everson v Board of Education, 330 U S 1, 16 (1947) Jefferson, in a letter to Baptists of ,
Danbury, Connecticut states I contemplate with sovefeign reverence that act of the whole
Anlerican people which declared that the legislature should make no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof', thus building a wall of separation
between church and state 16 Writings Thomas Jefferson 281-82 (1903)

178 H9we, The Garden and the Wilderness (1965)

179 Katz, Religion and 04 American Constitution (1963)

180 Hammett, supra, note 174, p 929

181 See, e g , Kauper, The Constitutionality of Tax Exemptions Accorded Amen
Property 0963), Kauper, The Supreme Court and The Estab4hment Clause Back
25 Case W I Rev 107 (1974)

182 Howe, supra, note 178, pp 5-10

183 !bid, pp, 6-7, 9-11

184 Katz, supra note 179, p 9 Howe does not agree with this posit!
credible Howe, supra note 8 at 22

185 1 Annals of Cong 434 (June 8, 1789) (1834)

186 Ibid, p 731 (August 15, 1789)

ID
187 lbd, p 766 (August 20, 1789)

188 Journal of the First-Session of the United States Sen 128 (1820)

n Church
Everson?,

although he finds it,

189 Katz supra, note 179, p 9 I
190, 330 U S at 31-32, where Justice Rutledge, dis nting, wrote that the policy objective is
to create a complete and permanent separation f spheres of religious activity and civil

authority by comprehensively forbidding every form of public aid or support for religion "

191 413U 5. 756 (1973)

192 Ibid, p 760

.193 403 U S 602 (1971)

- 194 Ibid, p 614

195 Quoted in Pfeter, Church, State, and Freedom (1953), 478.

196 28 Journals, Cont Cong 293-5 (April 23, 1785)

197 33 Journals, Cont Cong 400 (July 23, 1787).

198 343 1) S 306 (1952)

The First Amendment, however, does not say that in every and all respects there shall be
a separation of Church and State Rather, it studiously defines the manner, the specific ways, in
which there shall be no concert or union or dependency one on the other. That is the common
sense of the matter Otherwise the state and religion would be aliens to each otherhostile,
suspicious, and even unfriendly Churches could not be required to pay even property taxes.
Municipalities would not be permitted to render police or fire protection to religious groups.,
Policemen who helped parishioners into their placdt of worship would violate the Constitution.
Prayers in our JegislatiVe, halls, the 'appeals to the Almighty in the messages of the Chief
Executive, the proclamations making Thanksgiving Day a holiday, 'so help me God' in our
courtroom oathsthese and all other references to the Almighty that run thraugh our lawi, our
public rituals, our ceremonies would be Ignothe First Amendment A faitichous atheist or
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agnostic could even object to the supplication with which the Court opens each session. 'God=
save the (hilted States and this Honorable Curt'." Ibid, pp. 312-13.

199 333 U S 303 (1948) V
"It seems clear to me that the 'aid' referred to by the Court in the Everson case could not have

been those incidental advantages that religious bodies, with other groups similarly situated,
obtain as a by-product of organized society ,This explains the well-known fact that all churches
receive 'aid' from government in the form of freedom from taxation. The Everson decision itself
justified the transportation of children to church schools by New Jersey for safety reasons. It
accords with Cochran v Louisiana State Board of Education, 281 U 5 370, where this Court
upheld a free textbook statute of Louisiana against a charge that it aided private schools on the
ground that the books were for the education of the children, not to aid religious schools
Likewise the National School Lunch Act aids all school children attending tax-exempt schools In
Bradt ield v Roberts, 175 U 5 291, this Court held proper the payment of money,by the Federal
Government to build an addition to a hospital, chartered by individuals who were members ofa
Roman Catholic sisterhood, and operated under the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church. p

This was done over the objectioh that it aided the establishment of religion While obviously in
these instances the respective churches, m a certain sense, were aided, this Court has never held
that such 'aid' was in violation of the First or Fourteenth Amendment." Ibid at 249-50 (footnotes

.
, omitted)

"The practices Of the federal government offer many examples of this kind of 'aid' by the state
to religion The congress of the United States has a chaplain for each House who daily invokes
divine blessings and guidance for the proceedings 11;e. armed forces have commissioned
chaplains from early days They conduct the public services in accordance with the liturgical
requirements of their respective faiths, ashore and afloat, employing for the purpose property
belonging'to the United States and dedicated to the services of religion Under the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, eligible waterans tray receive training at government expense for the
ministry in denominational schoors

,

"In the United States Naval Academy arid the United States Military Academy, schools Wholly ,

supported and completely controlled by the federal government, there -area. number of religious
activities Chaplains are attached to both schools " Ibid at 25154 (Footnotes omitted).

200. K?Uper, supra, note 181, p 127 tj

,201. 43 D.0 Code §43-1533 (1%7) :Of
*202 Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, Ch. 268, 58 Stat. 289

203. Tertett v Taylor,,' 9 Cranch 43, 49 (315)..

204, Howe, The Constitutional Question, Religiiin
Republic 1958).

205. 330 U.S. 1, 18 ('1946)

206. Ibid,

207. 333 U S. 203 (1948).

208. 343 U.S 306 (1952).

209. 366 U.S. 420,-421 (1%1)

210. 367 U.S. 488 (1961).

211. 370 U.S'. 421 (1962)

212. 374 U.S. 203.(1 %3).

213. Ibid, p: 222.

214.* 374.0 5. 398 (1963)

and ,ihe Free Society, 57 (Fund for the

fi
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:215. 392 U.S 236 (1968):

216 w393 U S.,97 (1968) t

217. 397 U.S. 664 (1970).

218, .lbid, p 674
4

219. 403 U.S 602 (1971)

' 20 403 U.S. 602 (1971) 1,
6 0 .

A
221 403 U.S 672 (1971) This case rplesented the hist occasion, on which the Supreme Court
upheld direct financial aid from government sources to private religious, institutions.. i .

222 Wolman v Essex, 342 F.Supp 399 .(S.D. Ohio '1972), aff'd 409' U.S ,808 (1972).
lEintanglement has now 15eenlormally made apart of the tripartite Establishment Clause
test' !bid, p 410.l I i * . a k" '

e , e

46 .223 , 403 'S at 612-13'(citatioris omitted): Subsequeot Suprem,e-CoUrt s involving the
Est4blishm nt,Clause have not revjsed the quoted formula See CdmMittee _Public Education
and kelig, s Libprty v, Nyquist, 913 U.S. 756, 93 5.Ct. 2955 (1973), Wheeler v. Barrera, 417 U.S.
902, 94 $ Ct 2279(1979), Meek v Pittenger, 95 F Ct. V53, 43 U S.L.W. 45% (1979) , '

t: , I ,, ,.
t ,

224. .L/
.

903 S. at 615
.

1

V

t

1

t

I

2,29 ImpIrcit in` the text statement is the acceptance of, the proposition that the incomencome tax
deduction: for charitable contributions constitutes a tax' preference intended to aid charities
rather than 'a structural provision of the Code' intended to help define nerincome Cohgress,
from the incei5tion of the deductiOn in 1917, has viewed the deduction as a means of providing
financial assistance to charity This view has been reiterated as changes in the deduction have
been effected : .- ,: ,/ 4'1,

.. 1

For example, when the then 5% limit on t4e charitable deduction was increased in 1998, the
' Senate F'nan Committee Rcp t stated,that "most deeded' relief will be given to colleges,
.hospitals, another organqatiohs who are.becothing more and more dependent upon private

. . cdptrib Ans tb enable them t balance their budgets and carry on their programs . . Your
commit ee believes that it is the best interest of the community' to encourage private
contrib bons ,td these Institut* s " S Rep No 1584, 82nd Cong. 2d Sess. 2 (1952). A further
in'Crea e in the limit 10959 was Ostified "to aid these institutions in obtaining the additional
funds they need " S Rep No 622, 83d Cong. 2d Sess 29 (1954). In 1969, the limit was
incre seorto 50% 4o strengthen t e incentive\effect of the charitable contributions deduction."
Staff 'the Joint Committee o Internal Revenue Taxation, General 4xplanation of the Talc
Refo Act of 1969 at 75 (197 ). _,_

st recently, the deduqiorf for chaiitable antributioris was listed by the-Rouse Ways-and
Me ns Committee as a "ta expenditure" in 'EstiNates of Federal Tax Expenditures" Prepared by
the Staffs of the Treasu Departrnent and the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
(June 1, 1973) 'pp', 9- 0, and in United States Budget, 1976, infra, note 246.

,
See also the dj;Eussi n at page 2500, for an analysis Of why the charitable deduction i)..not a

structural:comOonent n a,normative income tax, and Chapter VI, for a discussion of why the
charitable conitib.utiO deductions in the estate and gift taxes likewise constitute tax expendi-
tures within a ,transfe tax systemi

. 226 397 U S. 664 (1t976). ,
'.1.

227. !bid, pp 679'?5 (footnote'omittedY

228 !bid; p 709

229 See also M Glotten v. Connally, 338 F Stipp. 448 (D DiC. 1972) where, in a case involving.
a Black citizen claim that granting a federal income tax exemption (with corresponding deduc-
tibility of co tributions) to a,, racially segregated organization was unconstitutiOn43, Judge .

Bazelon stated:

-.6g2

r
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"We think there is little question that the provision of a tax deduction for charitable contri-
butions is a grant of federal financial assistance within the scope of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
The charitable contribution deduction is a special tax provision not required by, and contraffra.
to, widely accepted definitions of income applicable to the dete urination of the structure of an
income tax 'It operates in effect as a Government matching grant Ad is ivail,able only for the
particular purposes and 'to the particular ,organizations outlined in the Code We see no
difference between the provision of Federal property at a considerati n which'is reduced , in
recogritiontf the public interest to be served by such sale or lease to the recipientand a tax
deduction in the form of a matching grant provided for contribut ns to causes deemed triorthy
by the Internal Re,enU,e Code Ibid at 462 (footnotes omitted)/ citing Surrey, Federal Income
Tax Reforms The Varied Approaches Necessary to Replace Tax Ependitures with Direct Govern-
mental Assistance, 84 Fiary L Rev 352, 384 (1970)

230 413 U S 756, 93 S Ct 2955 (1973) See Kauper, supra, note 181, for a discussion of the
case

')
231 350 F Supp 655 (5 D N Y 1972)

232 93 5 Ct at 2974-75 (citation omitted) See also Murray v Comptroller of the Treasury, 241
Md 383, 216 A 2d 897 (1966)

"Indubitably, religious organizations benefit from the [property tax] exemption Econom-
ically, they are in the same position as though they paid taxes to the city and state and then
received back the amounts paid in the form of direct grants Moreover, members of the general
PUblic pay higher taxes than they would if the exemptions were noLin effect, the same amount
of revenue must be raised and, by reason of the exemption, the rate paid by non-exempt
taxpayers is higher" Ibid, pp 399, 906

233 93 5 Ct at 2975

_234 Ibid, pp 2,975.76- --------

235 Ibid, p 2,976 '

236 !bid In upholding the constitutionality of a state program to lend secular testbooks
private school students, the Court in Meek v Pittinger, supra, note 223, emphasized the fact that
the state lending program extends to "all schoolchildren, those in public as weiisas in private
schools" Compare Public Funds for Public Schools v Marburger, 358 F Supp 29 (0 N ) 19731,
aff'd 417 U $ 961 (1974), where public school children were lent books but parents of private
school children were reimbursed for the purchase of books, the latter program being held

-unconstitutional

23i Ibid

238 Ibid, p 2,974, n 49

239 See Aaron, "Federal Encouragement of ,Private Giving," in Tax Instituti of America, Tax
Impacts on Philanthropy 211(1972)

240 For elPful discussion of these points, see Comment, Tax.Incentives as State Action, 122
U Pa e.Litev 414 (1973) It must be recognized, however, that some lower courts have appeared
t9 takemore literally the Court',s language in Walz about tax exemptions and have come
very se to espouseng' the view that tax exemptions for religious organizations are constitu-
tion permissible because they are tax exemptions, rather than because, after being,subieeted
to onstitutional tests applicable to direct-aid programs, they satisfy the applicable consti-
tu Al prerequisites See, e g , Marker v Connally, 485 F 2d 1003 (D C Cir, 1973), Junior

ACh4riiber of Commerce of Rochester v The United States Jaycees, 495,E 2d 883 (10th Cu 1974)

241 Simons, Personal Income Taxation (1938) Simons distinguished expenditures which he
identified as "consumption" and which were not consrdered as dedtictons in reaching taxable
income and other "non-constirliption" expenditures which were deductible White this line may
be a difficult one to draw in practice, Simons clearly recogn ed it in theory Ibid, p 54,

`

(383
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242 See Surrey, Pathways to Tax Reformj4972), 3-18

243 ,See Comment, Tax Incentives as State Actiori, 122 U Pa L Rev 414 (1972) for a di,scussion,
of the legislative history of the charitable dedUctions see also note. 225, supra.

244 See S No 91-552, 91st Cong , 1st Sess , 1969-3 Cum Bull 423; 473/

245 See egbgtessional Budget Act of 1974, P L 93-344, H Rep No 93-1101, 93rd Cong 1st,
Sess 11974), and "Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures", supra, note 225

246 See Annual Report'of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances for fiscal
Year 1968, 326, Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, Budget of
The United States Government, 1976, Special Analysis F, p 108-109

24.7 338 F Supp 44* (D DC 1972) See also supra, note 229.

248 330 F
997/1971)

249 3309 F Supp 1127 (D D C 1970)

250 333 F Supp, 662 (E D Wis 1971) ip

Supp 1150 (D D C 1971), aff'd without opinion sub nom COit v Green, 404 U:S.
/

I/ I

251 See, e g Statement of Peter 'C Peterson, Chairman, Commission on Foundatidn and
Private Philanthropy, Hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on the Tax Reform Act of
1969, 91st Cong ; 1st Sess 6119, 6135 (1969)

1. 1/4

252 Bittker and Kaufman, "Taxes and Civil Rights 'Constitutionalizing' the-Internal I evenue
Code," 82 Yale L J 51, 64 (1972). For an extensive criticism of the Bittker position, see Co (nment,
supra, note 243 S

"-
253 The protection would presumably be achieved technicilly by denying standihg t sue orf
the basis of MassaChusettili Mellon, 262 U.S 447 (1923).

254 This view would apparently subject Nisions that'are clearly income-defining t consti-
tutional challenge which is as erroneous as totally insulqng all tax provisions frOm such

- scrutiny

255 Andrews, "Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax," 86 Hary L. Rev. 309 1972).

256 Ibid., p 34,5, n 64 I.

t" 257 Under Simons' definition of income as "intirease in net worth" plus "consumpti e in any
given period, the function of ''consumption" is simply to serve as a summary o the non-
deductible, I e non-business related, expefiditures made in the period Andrews a tempts to
give the concept of "consumption" an independent content based on a distinctio between
public goods and private goods He, however, concedes that this interpretation really :oes in the

_direction of shifting from an income tax to a consumption tax, in 'which case his efinitional
problems in determining what constitutes "consumption" would be significant,

258 For an analysis of Professor Andrews' position, seeSurreV, Pathways to TaxRef rrn (1973),
pp. 20-21 288-89

*iv

259 The standing requirements vary depending on whether the cl
Exercise or the Establishment Clause See Milker and Kaufman
'Constitutionalizing' the Internal Revenue Code," 82 Yale L.J. 51,
First Amendment, the Supreme Court hits distinguished between th
,can be invoked only by a person whose right to worship has b
complained of and the Establishment Clause, which can be enf
persons "), Moore, "The Supreme Court and the Relationship Bet
'Free Exercise' Clauses," 42 Texas L Rev. 143, 147 (1963).

684

ed violation rs of the Free
, "Taxes andC vil Rights,
4 (1972) ("[Iln a plying the
Free Exercise CI use, which
n min Aged by the action

a broad r circle of
'Establis ment' and
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-
The plaintiff in Establishment Clause case's is not seeking to enjoin collection of his own taxes

(I R C §7421, Enochs v WjIliams Packing and Navigation Co.; 370 U 1 (1962)), but is
challenging the use to whichIhe'tax funds are put See Flast v Caen, 392 U 5 83 (1968), Green
v Kennedy, 309 Supp 1127 (D D C 1970), McGlotten v Connally, 338 F Supp 448 (0 D C
1972), Eastern Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization v Schultz, 370F Supp 325 (D D C 1973)

These-cases impose the requirement thatAe plaintiff must establish that he was injured in fact
by the invalid law or administrative action and that the injury was to ad interest protected by the
constitutional provision allegedly violated by the law or action See also Sierra Club v Morton,
405 U 5 727 (1972), United States v Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures, 412
U 5 169, 93 5 CT 2405 (1973), Assqc`iation of Data Proppssing Service Organications v, Camp,
397 U S 150 (1970), U S v Richardson, 42 U S L W 5076 (1974), Schlesinger v Reservists
Committee to Stop the War, 418 U 5 208 (1974) The impoitant point Ls that the standing tests,
are the same whether the financial aid is provided through the tax system or directly

260 Information supplied by U 5 Treasury Departmerit

261 See Persons, et al , supra, note 6

262 It is not self evident that the defintiion of,"charity" must necessarily include "religion" The
English Statute of Charitable Uses enacted in 1601 did not (applying only to the "repair of
churches") But by 1891, charity fdr purposes of the English income tax included the advance-
ment of religion Commissioners v Pemsel, L R App Cas (1891) This broader classification
was assumed to be correct by the majority in Nyquist, as quoted on pp. 2498-99

263 93 S Ct at 2976

264 Walz v Tax Comm'n, 3974J S 664. 697, (1970) (footnote omitted)

2.65 Tax Institute of Amerada, Tax Irbpacts on Philanthropy 223 (1972).

266 American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc , Giving U.S.A. 1973, estimated the
lower figure Professor Fejdstein's studies for the Filer Commission are the basis for the higher
estimate Professor Feldstein's estimate is likely to be more accurate since the Irving U.S.A.
estimate appears 9) have markedly underestimated giving by standard deduction donors.

267 93 5 Ct at 2966 ,

268 According to Professor Felstein's study for the Commission, churches in 1970' received an
estimated $10 4 billion out of $17 3 billion contributed to all charities However, federal funds
made available by the deduction accounted for only $3 4 billion of this latter amount Of this
$3 4 billion, I estimate that roughly 52 2 billion went to churches. Thus 62% of the federal funds
go to religious organizations This estimate is derived from the data on the distribution of
charitable gifti by donor AGI classes discussed in Chapter III and by type of donee, discussed in
Chapter IV It must, be kepi in mind that churches engage in many non:sutarian activities,
hence only some unknown portion of the estimated $2.2 billion in federal funds received by
religion in, 1970 was actually expended for sectarian( purposes

0

269 93 S Ct at 2971

270 Ibid

271 374 U S 20, 301-302 (1963) (footnotes omitted).

272 93 S.Ct at 2970-71 n 38; see also supr, note 236.

273 413 U4 734, 743-743, 93 S Ct 2868, 2874 (19Z3) (citations omitted) ,

274 330 U S 1, 16 (1946)

'275 The Court in Meek v fittinger supra, note 223, foudd that a state program of lending
secular institutional material to public schools was unconstitutional under Lemon .v. Kurtzman
and Nyquist.
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276 Kosydar v Wolman, 353 F Supp 744, 752 (S D Ohio, 1972), aff'd 413 U S 901, 93 S Ct
3062 (1973)

,, ...

Since the primary purpose of a statute can rarely be successfully challenged in court, thOri-
partite Lemon test will', 'almost inyariably, be deemed satisfied or violated by examining the
relationship of the primary effect of the given statute to its potential for entanglement."

277 Supra, note 222

278, The original' income tax act of 1913 did not provide for any deduction for charitable \

contributions In the second Revenue Act of 1917 arramendment was introduced in the Senate
from the floor by Senator Hollis Which would ha%.. 8 permitted deductions of up to 20% of the
taxpayer's taxable net income 55 Cong Rec 6741 (1917) The Senate reduced this amount to
15% and then, unanimously passed the amendment

From ollginal enactment to the present there have been several changes in the structure of the
deduction In 1918 estates and trusts were allowed the deduction, followed by corporations in
1935 (although limited to fivepercent) Similarly; applicable limits have fluctuated from the
original 15% of taxable net income, to 20% in 1952 (adjusted gross income rather than taxable
net income), to the 30% limitation of 19'54 (with unlimited deductions in certain special cases),' to the 50% aggregate of a taxpayer's contribution base for the taxable year set by the Tax Reform

2.c4iof 1969 See generally, Taggert, The Charitable Deduction," 26 Tax L Rel.?. 63 (1970)
'There has been a generally parallel Send with Tigard to tax rates so that the percentage limita-

tions on charitable deductions have'been liberalized as income tax rates have increased Of this
trend, Professor Rabin wrote t t

"The result of these two movements, extending over some fifty years, has been to increase
'very gradually, but very substantially, the government's 'share' of a charitable contribution. In
1919 an unmarried taxpayer earning $50,000 per year Could receive a maximurn income tax
benefits of $2,295 or charitable contributions Today'sinaximum for the same taxpayef is $8,730
[by rates applicable in 1966] Thus, from its modest beginnmges, the exteot of governmental
'encouragement' for charitable giving has increased substantially "

Rabin, "Charitable Trusts and Charitable Deductions," 41 N Y U L Rev 912, 917 (1966)
(footnote omitted)-

The reduction in tax rates in 1964 and the increases in the standard deduction in 1,769 and 1971
had the effect of reducing the federal contribution to charity See Chapter II

$ 279 See, e ,g Statpment of William P Thompson, Associated General Counsel, National
Coeference of Churches of Christ, in Senate Finance Committee Hearings on Tax Reform Act of
1969, 91st Cong 1st Sess 2086 (1969)

I .

1.280 Walz v Tax Commiss7n, 397 U S 664, 675 (1970)

281 Ibid, pp 675-678

282 Com-mittee for Public Education and Religious Liberty v Nyquist, 413 U S 756,. 93 S.Ct.
' 2955, 2976-78 (103) Meek v Pittenger, supra, note 223, followed. Nyquist and Earley v.

'DiCenso, supra, note 219, in holding that there was an impermissible degree of entanglement in
a state program that supplied public school professional staff, and supporting materials, to
sectarian private schools for "secular,. neutral, non-ideological" auxiliary services such as
5,ihunsellng, speech therapy,, etc.

283 See also Freund, "Public Aid to Parochial Schools," 82 Harv. L Rev 1680 (1969) "While
political' debate and division is normally a wholesome process for reaching viable accommo-
dations, polttital division on religious lines is one of the principal evils-that the first amendment
sought to forestall." Ibid, p 1692

284 Pradfield v Roberts, 175 U S 291(1899) See,also'Abernathy v. City of Irvine, 355 S7w 2d
159 (Ky Ct App 1961) cert denied, Pit U.S 831 (1%2)

285 Everson v Board ofEducation,_330 U S. 11 16 (1946) (emphasis Omitted).

286 374 U.S 203, 242 (1963)..

287. 330 U.S. at 18.

288. 397 U.S. at 676. 6 8 6
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Part VI
Property Tax



THE EXEMPTION OF RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL, AND .
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAXATION

L Richard ablert and John F. Shannont
4.

Summary of Findings
. ,

"Although data are scarce and not entirely reliable, several studies support
the conclusion that the amount of tax-exempt property of all types gover.n-ment and private large and growing -Assuming that .one third of all
property is exempt,,as suggested by these studies, approximately $15 billion oflocal property tax revenues i shifted from tax-exempt to taxable property. OfThis $15 billion, some 00 hilhon can °be. traced.,4to the exemption of
government property and $5 billion to the exemption of private holdings-

There is wide variation among states, in the types of ,religious, educa-
tional, and charitable activities that are accorded tax-exempt status. Only
churches, nonprofit cemeteries, and charities are exempt in all 50 states andthe Distkict ofColumbia.

,
, .

Tax exemption is advocated as an appropriate government subsicy,t
foster the provision of services and activities that are largely "public" or social
in character The unique features of this approach'are its permanence and thevirtual assurance of freedom from governmental intervention. - -

' Critics of the exemption technique score the fact that this approach by-pasges the overnmernal budget procedpre and lacks flexibility to meetchanges in- serial priorities Also condemned are the severe inroads thalexempt property can make into the tax base of local governments and the very
imprecise measuring of costs and bepefits.

In large part, public concern over the tax-exempt property question canbe tracrd to hostility.to the property tax, the continued increases in this tax,
and the greater availabi -lity of information on exempt property N-qnetheless,
this hoktiltly 118 not led, in general, td an organized, action-oriented programby public interest groups against:the tax-exempt property practice.

Although few advocate wholesale repeal of existing property tax exemp-tions, support can be found for various fiscal alternatives.1 Statereimbursement to localities for state-mandated exemptions would resolve theconflict that occurs when one governmental level pays for exemptions granted,,,.
bc; another ,This approach would not alter the value of the exemptionto the
recipient institution and could, .at least potentially:be adapted to meeting
equ'alizaticn objectives among localities.

The ,Jmposition of 1901 service charges or voluritary payments by
taxreeximpt institutions woi.dc erode the value of tax exemption. These alter-
natives would recdvef only a part of therevehues foregone by tax exemption
and would not constitute the equivalent of placing such institutions bdck onthe propeety' tax roils

In addition to fiscal alternatives, several adminstrative reforms would
serve to tighten-up the exemption technique. Among the most important are
(1) periodic 9r annual renewal of exemption by the state government to assurethe taxlexernpfinstiAition is performing the services for which the exemptionwas grantec' (2) regt/tar assessment of tax-exempt property and publication of
findings;c--and (3) local home rule_ to gFanting exemptions, accompanied bystate safeguards.

A

t \
AdvisorV Commission on, Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, D.C.

,

688 '1535
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CURRENT MAGNITUDES AND TRENDS

educational,,The exemption of religious, e uca nal, arid charitable institutions from
property taxation has existed from "time out of Mind." The question of tax:,
exemptproperty and its impact on the local tax base as not lacked attention
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations investigated this
issue in 1963, numerous states and localities- have also conducted or commis

4
,

stoned studies relating in whole or in part to the amount of exempt property,
its ownership, its use, and the trend of taxable to tax - exempt fealty.

Despite the continual interest in the topic, there is a pau'city of current,
comparable data on tax-exempt property for the nation as A whole, for states,
and for Bealities within particular states The reason for this is not hard to
find. Tax-exempt property, by definition, produces, no governMental revenue
Because,rnych of the tax-exempt property is of a unique or sp'ecial nature, the
cost of assessing and updating valuations has:proyen diffiCult to justify As
one study ,noted'. "It is no secret that most tax exempt, property is assessed at
unrealistically low figures Knowing that the property will produce no

,revenue, assessors frequently just drive past it and make what the trade knows
as "windshield evalvation,'"4a-ther than spend valuable time making an
accurate assessment "I . . -.
.*h Ile there is a general lack of statistical data, several studies, using various

ctstimating techniques, have been made of the value of exempt property at the
national, state, and local government levels, both over time and at a given
point in time. This section of the study summarizes the findings of selected
earlier analyses of the amount of tax-exempt property and trends in this area,
presents more recentdata for selected states on the value of tax-free property
in both the aggregate and for religious, educational, and charitable'institu-
tions taken together, and presents a 50-state tabulati6n of the taxable or
tax-exempt status of various religious, chiritable, and educational organiza-
tions and activities

.. -
1.

Summary of Preous Studies
% .

, e

Data presented by Harold B. Meyers trfircr ete that the pact of property tax
exemptions has far outstripped the grow the real property tax base' Using
four bench-mark years and estimates of market value, Meyers estimates that
tax-exempt property has grown from $2.0 billion, or 4.6 percent of,all real
property, in 1880, to $20 5 billion, or 11 7 percent of ill real property, In 1922,
to $294 7 billion, or 23.4 percent, in 1961; and to $569.5 billion, or 32.6
percent, in 1968.2' Compared with a forty-fold increase in the value of real
property between 1880 and 1968, the value of property tax exemptions has

....- grown 285 times. .

Meyers' estimation that tax-exempt property accounts for one third of all
real property is generally in line with the fipclings of ether studies.. For-
example, Leo A. Droste, using Census Bureatiddta, estimated a $600 billion
`Price tag for tax-exempt property out of a total market valuation of $1 8
trillion -3 Similarly, Alfred Balk found an average ratio of exemptions to total
real property values of 15 o'er c e n t for the 1967 -196`. period in selected major
cities.4 Estimates by Joan E. O'Bannon, generally Catering on the year 1964,

--,,,
shOw the ratio of exempt land, including government property, to total
assessed value to range from 5.48 percent in Arizona to 168.81 percent in
Oregon. The comparable ratio for exempt private property in 19 states ranged
from .53 percent in Idaho to 74.58 percent in touisiana (see Table V.

.-: 689 , ,
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\ 7'

14' A Table 1

Vidal Assessed Value of Taxable Property in SeleCted States in Relation '
teWalue of All Tai-Exeinpt Property and of Tax-Exempt Private Property

(in billions of dollars)

State,

Total
Assessed

Year Value
of Taxable
PropertY

'Total Exempt
Land, Exempt

Including 'Private
Government F'roperty

Property
4

Percent Percent
of Total. of Total

Assessed Assessed
Value Value Value Value

'Alabama
,' Arizona
California, /
Colorado
Corineetieut
.Florida
Geogia ,

, Iditho
Indiana.
Louisiana
Marnes
Marfand
Maridtachusetts
Minnesota ,14
Mississippi
Nevada
New Jersey
New York
Ohio .

Oklahoma
-Oregon
`Pennsylvania

'0 Washington

19'64'
19,64
964
1964
19'61
1964
1964
1964
1964
1864
1963
196'4
1963
1962
4.9e63
1964
1963
1963
1963
1964
1964
1957
1964

'

$ 3.'59
2.19

36.74
3.92
9.8q

13.83
5.02
.76

6.2g
4.13
2.34

4450
11.57
7.32
1.69
1.30

24.10
46.27

,19.97
3.34
3.11

12.50
3.84

--*'

.
$ n. a.

.12
26.65

.76
2.30
n.a.
n.%
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.

. 1.02
2.50

1.37
n. a.
n. a.
4.00

18.10g
3.07
n.a.
5.25_
2.8Q
1.00

5.48

19.39 '
23.47--
-
.L.

7
43.59
20.00-
18.72--
16.00
38.12
15.37
." -
168.81
22.40
26.Q4

t

'

.r

.79a

Va.
7.12
.12

1.01
405
1..0108:d

1.03
3.08e
.21
n. a.

1.78
n. a.
.04'
.07
n. a.

3.30
1.03

..55
1.24
.20

.

.

22.01 e

19.311
8.06

.10.31
3'5.79 .
23.51

.53
*16,45
74:58
8.97-

15.38-. -
2.37
5438-
7.20
5.16

17.68
9.92
5.21

.

n. a. - not available. . - .

a. 'Includes only homesteads and industrial factories and plants.
b. Includes only homesteids. . . 1

:i
'0,

c., Includes only homesteads ancfspersonal property.
d. Includes,only the

n
real,Foperty:pxvcteransf, the,blind, and,yidoWs.

e* includee onlyioielireacts and manufa0f4tragneants. '4. .
f. Includes only some private nonprofitii'lligtrief, and oounty property.
g. Includes Indian and foreign lands. .,',.. . 4
h. %dudes only homesteads and perso`r xl property, - 4.;,

It

Source: Joan E. OtBant* "Paynie4 from Tax Exempt Propeily" in
Property Taxation, U.S.A4,141Chrird W. LAnaholin, ed. .(The-
'University of Wisconsin'Press;,-1 g); p. 205."..

, 6 9'0:
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Additional e on the magnitude and trends in tax-exempt property
valuations 15 liable at the local level. For all Maryland counties, tax-
exempt propert was 28 9 percent of all taxable property in 1969-1970; in
Baltimore City, the comparable figure was 33 percent, statewide, this
averaged out to Just under 30 percent 5 For Baltimore, it is also clear that
exernr4 valbes have increased as a share of total taxable real estate in each
yearlince 1966. Similar findings are shown for New York State Exempt Valua-
tions as a proportion of total real estate valuations have increased between se-
lected bench-mark .years from 1894 to 1965, with virtually no interr,.ptions.
Statewide, the ratio of exempt to total valuations increased from 13 2 percent
in 1894, to 22 6 percent in 1950, to 25 6 percent in 1957, and to 29 8 percent
in 1965.6 The comparable figures for New York City were 16.2 percent, 24 5
percent, 28 6 percent, and 33.0 percent. Outside New York City, the figures
show the same pattern of increase 110.9 percent in 1894, 19.0 percent in 1950,
20 6 percent in 1957, and 23.8 percent in 1965. Richmond, Virginia, data
demonstrate the pattern once again With only a few interruptions, and these
of minor importance, the ratio of tax exempt to total,real estate valuations has
increased,, from 15 0 percent in 1955 to 23 1 percent in 1973 7 Although
available at only one point in time, data for Milwaukee, Wiscorkin, indicate
that over 35 percent of the personal property and real estate within the city is
exempt from taxation.8

Thus, sketchy and incomplete as the data may be, there is a pattern that
emerges from these .several studies They all support the conclusion that
whether attention is focused' at the national, state, or local government level,
the value of tax-exempt property has been increasing more, rapidly than the
value of taxable property Equally significant, reasonably current magnitudes
for some states and for individual localities in particular, are of substantial
size. While O'Bannon's study shows a Considerable variation in the ratio of
exempt to total assessed valuations on a statewide baSis, among th6 selected
states examined, several other studies have settled on an approximate figure
of one third aS the ratio of exempt to total valuations

.

Exempt Property in Se,l4cted States

As noted earlier, magnitudes relating to the value of exempt property are
not only scarce they are also suspect Local assessors frequently feel that
exempt property not worth the time and effort to arrive at current valuation
and hence the property is carried for another year of assessment period at its
previous value, hOwever deter fried. To give at least some feel for the
magnitude, :fable 2 presents .S. Bureau of the Census_data on exempt
property. These data cover 17 tales and the District of Columbia The Census
material was supplemented y data obtained from individual state reports for

- 15 additional states. To assure a greater degree of comparability among states,
the value of tax-exempt religious, charitable, and educational institutions was
aggregated rather than tabulated individually for each classification as was'
done in the Census and state reports. _

For these jurisdictions, the value of all exempt proPertyinclucli4 that
owned by federal, state, and loCal governments is frequently in excess of 20,
percent of the total state assessed value For the aggregate of religious,
.educational, and charitable-exemptions, the comparable ratio is frequently in
the 5 to 10 percent-range. Clearly, no great confidence can be placed in these

, figures sulce the data are not uniforrh in quantity or quality Yet, these data,
. inadequate as they are, do lend credence to the estimates of previous/studies

and, help to support the conclusion that the value of all tax-exempt Property
can make substantial inroads i6t6 the fax base traditionally relied Upon by"'
local goyernments. 1. .

.
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Table 2

Tax-Exempt Property and Comparative Data, Selected'States, 1971
(in millions of dollars)

Assessed Value of: Ratio of
Total All Exempt

Assessed Property
Exempt Religious, to TotalValue Property, Educational, Assessed

All Types. Charities Value
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Ratio of
Religious,
Charitable,

and
Educational
Property to

Total
Assedsed

Value

Arizonaa' Califormab
Connecticutc
Delaware
District of

Columbia
Florida )

Georgia
Hawaii
Idahoe . '
Indianad

,loviaC
Kansasd, e.,

Louisiuta"
Maine
Maryland

" Massachusetts('
Minnesotae
Mississippic
Nebraskae.
Nevadaf
New Hampshirec
New Jerseys ,

New gexicoe
NewkOrk
North DakotaC
Ohio, '`

Oklahomae
Oregon '
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South '
Vermon
Wy9

$ 3,693 $ 759 "' $ 86 20.6 2.3
53,931 3,822 080 7.1 2.7
14, 881 3,533 23.7 . 12.9

1., 838 21
.11925

1.1. i,
8,419 4,480 1 370 53.2 4.4

55,377 18,043 . 2,710 32.6 4.9
10,329 .1,569 ,. 15.2
8,764 3,443 358 39.3 4.1

923,314 5,531 0.5
14,756 5,348 36.2 er

7, 042 , -- 123 1.7 i,
5, 394 402 , . 7.5
9,628 6,815 ', 851

'.0 70.,7 8.8
4,169 50 .. 1.2° ,

.22,206 1- 3,942 P,984 17.8 ' 8,
28,510 3. 6,762 ' 2, 1054, 23.7 4 4 7.4
3,960 965 ' 437W' 24.'1 11.0
1,926 ,.47 . 606 '. , 31,. 5
4,181- ° 73 1.7' e2,693' ., 863 66 32.0 2.5

546 40 ' 0.8,4,
49, 618. 8,383 1, 703. - , 34p:9 3.4
2,148 224 10.4

88, 716 28,241 7;575 31.8 8.5
627 2 0.3

35,919 4,960 2,711 o 13.8 7.5'
3,488 _ 522 ° 15:0

27,563
'21,087

9,664
. ,*

1,240-
2,181 i

85.1
11. 7

4.5
10,3

6,53q .1,429 , 417 21.9 6.4, 3,274
1,414

1,004

23'
296,

,
30.7
1.6

9.0 *

.,
1,156, , 5 OM

. a. Excludeis charitable type of totally exempt property. 3
b. Excludes governmental totally exempt property.
c. Totally exempt property types'not reported. ,

.

d. Excludd5 religious, educational, charitablerand governmental types of totally
exempt property.

. .
e. Excltl1es partial exemptions, - ? 1f. Excludes charitable types of totally exeraptpropertie's. '4 ,
g. Excludes -educational types of totally exempt properties. .%* ,,,
h. Exempt property values are,for tIi year 1969 white tale taxable-values aria

for 197,1, 4' - A
+..,. .

Iii'some instances data arelot'shown because therewere no totally exempt !allies
or beciuSe the aggregates involved were not identified -In rworted data.. ,
Sources: untree and Associates& Real Property Tax Exel ..t

liptions anti Relief: A
tudy of Policies, 'Practices and Impact on the Commonwealth of VV.)
inia, V81.11, pp. 23-4; Uf S.t,Bursau of the Census, 1972 Census of

Governments, Taxable Property Values andAssessments -Sales Pijoe
Rates; Part 1, Connecticut, Penbsylvania and Meryland valuation; data/ on exempt properly fsbm sti.ite-tak renr §2 V\

A ,. 4,... V ..'

0

.4
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Table 3, 411-

Tax-Exemption Status of Religious, Educational, and Chaiitable Organization Categones by State

. Cemeteries ,

Future Eleemos-
Parson- Non- 'Expan- ynary Veteran

Church age Profit , profit sions " Insts. Orgs:
1.

Alabama' x ` x
Alaska x x
Arizona x
Arkansas x -
California 4 x x
Colorado x P. T.
Connecticut x x
Delaware x x. .Dist. of Col. ,...-2F" x
Florida. 1 x - x
Georgia x x
Hawaii x x
Idaho x x
Illinois ' x x
Indiana x x
Iowa I X x
Kansas x x
Kentucky x x
Louisiana x -
Maine x '

..
X.

x
Maryland x
Massachusetts x x
Michigan x -'
Minnesota- x x
Missouri , x x
Mississippi x x
Montana x x
Nebraska x x
Nevada x x
New Hampshire x- x
New Jersey x x
New Mexico . x
New YorkYork x x
North Carolina. x x
North Dakota x x
Ohio x , -

-Oklahoma x
Oregon x
Pennsylvania x
Rhode Island x
South CarOlina lc x .
South Dakota x
Tennes'sde xiTexas x
Utah x
Vermont x
Virginia x
Washington x
West Virginia x
Wisconsin : x
Wyoming x

X

x X

X

, X,
X x

X

X . -
X ,
X

X
X
X

X x
x

x'
X

x F
X x

X x
X

X x x
X -

x x
X

X x

X x X/0-

X
4 X

x

X

X X x
X

c

X

X x
X X:

X

X

X

X x

-
x
X x

x x
X x
X X
X x
X x
X x
X, -

x
X -

X -

x

41

X

X I-
X x

Total 51 39 15 51 '16 51 31

Source: Rountree and Associates, Real Property Tax Exemptions and Relief, Vol. 1, pp. 11-12.
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Table 3 (Continued)

Educational
Fraternities Inc. Labor YMCA's Retire-f 'On Hous. Prod. Bus. & Prof. 80 mentamus Campus Facs. Prop. Coils. Assns. YWCA's Homes Total

,-*

x x
."-

...." - x x x x 13- x x - 9
x x --

- x x - . 5'- x x
S.

9
x x x - x x x 12
-: x x - 8- -

-e-
x x 9

x - x 7 .
-
x x x x x' x - 12x x x x x x - 12

x - x , - - 6-
x x x x x , x - 12

x x' - - x 9
x x x x x x 12
x x* x x -0:-."x - x x 13t- x - - x x 10
x

l "1.
,, x x x x - - 9l....

- I / ." - 3 '-
X - x x- x, - 10

t x x 1.x 9-
x x - a-

- 30
x , - x x . 7-
a x x 8 i,,,

-
rx x ' x x N x 12

T - x - -. 5
x x x x x - 11
x - x - 8/- ' ' . - x - 8

xx ' .- x - 10 .- - 5- x. . - x 4 x - 11 -/
x x x x - x 11 //

-
x x/ X x - x x x 14

x x x x 7
x x x x x 9

x x - 8
) - 3- - -

- - - -3i

4
x x x x x- 13

8

3
13

x - x x ,, x 9
x x x A x x 11 e4' '

x x - 7.
x x x x 11.-

x x X' x x x x- 14

24 20 24 39 11. 18 10 i 34 17
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Types of Exemptions for Religious, Educational,
and Charitable Organizations

The phrase "religious, educational, and charitable organizations" _covers a
multitude of potential activities. The types bf organizations providing such
services and their taxable status in the various states and the District of
Columbia are presented in Table 3. While churches, nonprofit cemeteries, and

----charitable organ izaticins, as categories, are exempt in all states, there is rather
wide difference among states with respect to the taxable stafus of various
organizations and activities related to religious, educational, and charitable

_yervices

1\
A rather generous policy of granting exemptions for religious, educational,

and charitable activities prevails in North Dakota and Wyoming which
exempt 14 of the 16 classifications presentedandm 10 other states, where at
least 12 of the 16 ,categories enjoy tax-free status. At the other end of the

11

. \\ spectrum, 11 states have a relatively stringent tax exemption policy
,\ Louisiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Utah exempt only three

of the categories, South Carolina, four, Arkansas, Mcintana and New Mexico
five, and Arizona and Hawaii, six.

II /.4.

THE PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION DEBATE

\ The Case For Exemptions

The public finance stan dard for evaluating a tax instrument is a broad tax
base capable of 'providing large amounts of revenue at relatively low rates.
This standard, then, imp,lies that the tax instrument contains few, if any,
exceptions to the general rate of tax and, in this sense, possesses a high degree
clf tax :neutrality Such a tax standardhowever, collides head-on with the
legislator's desire, to provide special tax treatment r favored groups,
activities, and individuals.:

Certainly a good deal of today's property tax exemptions -reflect the desire
to make the property tax a more "humane" tax. It is this objectiveto utilize
this local revenue-producing mechanism to promote certain social purposes
that has led to the granting of exemptions for institutions and organizations
such as churches, charities, schbols, hospitals, all of Which are viewed within
our society as worthy of encouragement The tax exemption promotes a
pluralistic approach to the provision of various services that would otherwise
drift into the governmental domain. As such, the tax exemption may, though
it need not, relieve governments of burdens greater than the value of the tax
exemption itself.

To tax religious, educational, and charitable institutions would go against
the vague, but deeply ingrained, feeling that such institutions are "unsuitable"
activities for the purpose of takation. The recipients of tax-exempt- status
provide a benefit in return the fostering of desirable activities and the en-
hancement of moral and civic values.; To the extent that such actiyities
provide "public" benefits benefits to society as a whole, over and above
those that accrue to the.incliviklual recipientthen an even stronger case can
be 'made, for government suBsidization. Governmental assistance can be
Justified on the basis that in the-absence of such public sector support there
would be under-consumption of the service in question, and, since such
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services are .presumed to confer benefits to society as a whole, this would
have a detrimental effect on social well-being. The prime justification for
granting property tax exemptions, then, is that the recipient institutions

'provide public benefits and .thus are worthy Of public support. .

Underpinning this argument and with special reference to religious, educt
tional, and charitable exemptions' is the belief that these organizations
provide services that the private sector alone,would not produce, either at all
or in sufficient quantity In the absence ofvnvate sector production, govern-
ment would be forced to provide these services. Even if viewed as an
appropriate public sector activity, goyernment production of these services
would, of course, necessitate the imposition of the government's taxing
authority' gather than taxing such organizations and then appropriating the
funds for the support of the a,clivities, the public sector,provides a subsidy by
granting a tax exemption While the subsidy need riot be equivalent to the
costs of providing the services, government, by exempting from tax those
organizations that are willing to provide the desired public services, is
promoting charitable and educational aimsand, in this case, by not
invoking its powers of taxation Professor Kendrick states tilts argument.

,
The exemption of the property of private schools, colleges, univer-

sities, art galleries, museum's, and other cultural institutions, and of
churches charitable organizations, and hospitals is commonly held to be
justified by the public nature of their services. They are said to do what
should be done, but whatthe government alone can do only imperfectly,
or incompletely, if at all In a word, institutions of this character
find their reason for being in the fact that the concept of public services is
broader than that of the services provided by government and financed
by taxation.9 .

.

Since the exemption is generally 'not subject to annual review, there is no
need for recipients to appear before legislative committees, and, consequent-
ly, there is little opportunity to exert political influence or pressure on the
private organizations receivi ng the exemption At a minimum, officers of such
organizations will riot be reqiiired to court legislative approval of their
activities or to have these activities channelled in directions other than those
of their choosing As one study of property tax exemptions granted to
universities concluded:

4
Tire most important of these (advantages) is the freedbm afforded private
educational institutions from interference by state officials. Furthermore,
whatever advantages or drawbacks there may be to the exemption, as a
practical matter it is politically. secure.10
On the other hand, the property tax as a mechanism for providing a
public subsidy to private universities has been justified as superior to
direct payments because it frees the univeriity.from political interfer-
ence via budgetary control, thereby encouraging diversity and experi-
mentation inthe public-supported sector. Furthermore, the exemption
insures continuity of pUblic support, thus flcilitating. long-range
planning. These arguments are buttres'sed, by general principles of
academic freedom Educational institutions should be,free from direct
governmental control to enable them to fulfill their role as indepe\ndent
critics of government action.11 ...

An added advantage of the property tax exemption is the low-visibility status
of this mechanism which provides a greater degree of financial certainty to
recipients than would an annually appropriated direcO subsidy. (It should be
noted that in some situations, direct appropriation may not be a viable
alternative form of subsidy In the area of religious activities, for example, the
property tax exemption may be the only feasible instrument of governmental
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assistance since the direct-appropriation technique would presumably be
challenged on the grounds that it ,violates the principles of church-state
separation.)

In sum, then, the property tax exemption is a governmental subsidy which;
when apprppriately applied, encourages institution) providing services or
activities that are public or quasi-public in characterservices and activities
that in the aboence of a private sector counterpart, the government would
have to provide The signal advantages of this type of subsidy are the high
degree of protection against governmentafinterference afforded to recipients
and the financial certainty Like other techniques of governmental assistance,
that might be used for the sane purpose, the property tax exemption pro-
motes a pluralistic society by encouraging voluntarisni, recognizing that the
governmental sector does no do everything best and that greater government

and financing of private sector programs leads
nary freedom of private.4eCtor organizations.

involvement in the regulati
to a dimunition of discr

, The Case Against Exemptions

The same characteristics of the tax exemption technique that are praised by
its. defenders are seized upon by its critics While admitting that greater
financial certainty is provided, by this approach, critics point out that it is
purchased at an excessive cost In their view, the property tax exemption, just
because it is "hidden," violates the principles of good government by subvert-
ing the full disclosure of what is, in effect, a public expenditure program.

If recipients are to be granted preferential tax status, this decision, the
critics-argue, should be made openly and, equally irriportant, periodically.
Indeed, it is the permanence of the exemption that Omits the options available
to government policy makers since it reduces their flexibility in adjusting to .
current circumstances An organiz-ation or. activity deemed worthy of an
exemption at any one point in time may not necessarily be so evaluated in 5 or
10 years Yet, many exemptions last far longer than that since noting is
harder to retrieve than a preferred tax status.

Arguments such as'these imply a preference for a more "open" meChanism
of government assistance, a mechanism that also allows more flexibility in
aCcompodating changes in priorities among the competing demands placed
upon governmental decision makers.

While the property tax exemption may provide considerable protection
against political interferences, it does not rule out the possibility of abuse by
the. recipient The exemption is in fact a subsidy, and it can be-argued that the
recipient should not be, immune from public scrutiny since it is using public
funds to provide its services.

On efficiency grounds, the property tax exemption is also vulnerable in that
it is an inflexible method of support and one that bears no inherent relation-

.

ship either to the recipient's ability to finance the service provided or to
society's need for the service It would be sheer coincidence if the value of the
tax exemption were to match the value of an appropriation based dh aEtual
needs for the service in question. Under a direct grant, there is at least the
potential for approximating these needs on a year-to-year basis:Measures of
public needs are admittedly imprecise, but they would seem to be more
accurate than a value'that results from a determination of land and improve-
ments valuation and. the prevailing local property tax rate. Commenting on
this point, one, recent study. concluded:

Exenfit property receives a subsidy, the valtie of which is .the .tax bill
the property would otherwise have paid , An exemption is a very crude
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instrument of public policy since the amount is merely a,function 1. the
market value of the property and the effective tax rate/There is no con-
sideration of the social worth of the service performed by the ex mpt
organization Consequently, the exemption subsidy may be more Orl less
than this amount 12

With respect to university property tax exemptions, it has been -stated.
One difficulty with distributing public moneys in this manner is that it is a
crude means for ascertaining the proper size of the subsidy. The ex-
emption fixes the subsidy at the level of a university's hypothetical tax
bill, that is, the property tax bill that would be due if the university were
not exempt from taxation The appropriate level of subsidy, how ver,
absent redistribution goals, equals the value of public benefits tha the
university bestows upon the state and city in,which it is located. Sim the
hypothetical property tax is a function of factors largely unrelated to the
level of educational activity, the property tax relief enjoyed by the nr-
versitY will only accidentally be of comparable-magnitude to the ben fits
it bestpws.13

,
,

As a mechanism of, providing preferred tax treatment, the prope ty tax
exemption is further criticized because it reduces the tax base, necess tating
the impqsition of higher rates on the remaining taxable property to secure
equivalent revenues Thus, the standard of a broad-based tax applied at a
uniform rate is eroded, as is the standard of tax neutrality. Moreover, the
higher rates applied to the property remaining on the tax rolls means that it is
the owners of the taxable property that in effect pay for the exemption.
Increased rates can also serve to raise the level of tax consciousness and tax-
payer_ resistance, which affects what local government can do, and- they
influence the decisions orindividuals and businepes about where to locate.

It should_ be emphasized that once embarked on an active exemptions
policy, cumulativeand deleteriouseffects can be set in motion Granting
an exemption from be property tax,,,for One worthy cause invites similar-claims
from other groups stressing the worthiness of their particular interests...As such
claims proliferate, it becomes increasingly difficult to draw the tine against
these interests peinands for tax-exempt status are likely to increase not only
because of the apparently "favorable" legislative attitude but also because the
value of a property tax exemption increases as tax rates are raised to cover
both the demands placed on the taxing authority and the revenues foregone
by previoushigranted tax exemptions The cumulative effect can be large and,
to the extent such a snowballing process is set in motion, a substantial erosion
of the tax base can result

ti

The above arguments against property, tax exemption are applicable
regardless of the particularjecipient of the preferred tax treatment. That is,
they are considerations that should enter the decision of those determining
Whether an exemption should be granted, regardless. f the particular% activity
hat is seeking the exemption There is a wide variety of arguments offered

against property tax exemptions that focus not on the mechanism but on the
purpose for which the exemptibn is secured. For example, certain tax-exempt
enterprises compete directly with taxpaying businesses. This occurs when the
,recipient of the exemption undertakes activities that have a private sector
counterpart or offer goods or services that area close substitute for the output
of the private business sector In these casessuch as municipal parking lots,
cafeterias, and restaurant run by governmental or charitable organizations

' the taxpaying private sector is put at a competitive disadvantage solely as the
result of the tax-free status granted

WP
the competitor. While this problem is not
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insoluble, one 'real difficulty is that 'many exempt organizations-provide a
mixture of c ritable and nonch'aritabie services and measures for restricting
the exerripti to only those activities considered charitable simply do not
exist. APP

A

III

PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS:
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ISSUES

From the standdoint of intergovernmental fiscal relations, the knottiest
problem associated with tax' exemptions centers on state government
mandating an exemption from the local property tax base without providing
reimbursement to local government for the property removed from the local
tax rolls This is, in effect, 'the same problem that a'rises when state govern-
-inents mandate programs that local governments are required to finance from
their own resources Lacking a state reimbutsement, state-mandated property.
tax exemptions are viewed by local officials as an infringement of local home
rule and a considerable constraint on local decisOn-making authority.

As a more practical matter of local government finance, tax exemptions can
pose severe revenue drains when exempt organizations are clustered in
particular local jurisdictions The typically hardest hit jurisdictions are the
large central cities, 'college towns, and, at least in sorne_states,_the_state_
c,apitol Of course, a good Rart of the exempt property in state capitols is state
Wined and therefore not of direct interest to the exemption of private
property At the opposite end of the.spectrum is the college town in which
private property accounts for the large part of exempt prdperty, the best-
know:n examples being Cambridge, Massachusetts, and New Haven; Connec-
ticut The central city, of course, contains large amounts of both public and
private,Oroperty exempt from the tax rolls. Providence has 33 percent of its
property in the exempt classification, Milwaukee, 25 percent; Pittsburgh, 33
percent, St Paul, 32 percent; St. Louis, 30 percent; and Boston, 45 percent.14

The clairi, that recipients of preferred tax treatment return an equivalent
benefit cannot be accepted uncritically in all instances. Even assuming that
the benefit is equivalent, however, is not sufficient to establish thatcosts and
benefits balance out within the confines of a particular jurisdiction. This is a
particularly sensitive issue in the larger centralcities and is one part of the
question of taxation of non-residents who benefit by the use of a cluster of
tax-exempt institutions located in the central city. Commenting on this point,
a recent study of tax-exempt property in Hartford, Connecticut, noted:

Non-residents of Hartford do not pay for the cost of Hartford's property
tax exemptions but are free to patronize most exempt institutions. This
problem is very similar to the "commuter" situation.,Comrntiters..have
'free use of Hartford's road system, make parking more difficult for
Hartford residents, and, cause traffic congestion and pollution. On the
'Other hand, commuters spend money while in 'Hartford and Hartfoid
could not maintain its position, as commercial, business and cultural
center of the region,without thern.15 _

Services of hospitals., colleges or universities, museums, and so forth, are
not restricted solely to,the residents of the city granting the property tax
exemption; and while fees may be charged by such institutions, it seemi`.
unlikely that tJe fees will be-L or legally could bedifferentiated according to
place of residence Yet, it is the city dweller, or, more generally, the resident
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of the jurisdiction that grants the property tax exemption, that bears the cost. ,

The central-city Viewpoint has been summarized as follows

If we stop to analyze die central cities' tax exemptions, I think you will
find it universally true that the central city whiCh furnishes the
appropriation or subsidy gains a small percentage of benefit for its
citizenry. Hospitals; universities, and various fraternal and social groups
are presumed Lo be of public benefit by statute, but the public benefits,
if any, are met politan and statewide in scope The complete subsidiza-
tion, however., is limited to and provided by the central city taxpayeis.16

benefits spill-over mainly between'the central city and metropolitan
area,, it cannot be ignored that such spill-overs can exte,Qd throughout the
slate and indeed, in the cases' of. a mator university., federal installation, or
national headquarters for an exempt institution, the nation as a whole. This
concentration of tax-exempt property in the central cities is not due solely to
chance or historical accident It can be the result of deliberate zoning policies
of an exclusionary nature adopted by suburban jurisdictions. As Schmit points
out.

Communities clustered outside of the city,; by zoning and other
devices have effectively eliminated the poor and limited the fraternal,
charitable, benesiblent and other institutions from locating within their
units of government The shifting of the cost of furnishing the public
benefits, whether limited or extensive, is therefore forced upon the
central' city taxpayer with the resultant benefits inuring to the retro-
politan or statewide citizenry.

Criticisms of the property tax exemption technique cover a gamut of issues.
The hallmarks of the techniquefinancial certainty and freedom from
governmental interferenceare not universally accepted as desirable. Nor
can ft be said that the exemptio'n device is anything more than a rude
measure of the public benefits provided by recipient institutions. By its every
nature, the exemption runs counter to the ideal tax of uniform rate and broad
coverage and may bestow a competitive adyarittage if used by recipients to
provide goods and services that have a private sector analogue. Further
exacerbating these drawbacks is the fact that once invoked, the property tax
exemption device can snowball in importance, makingserious inroads into
the ability of at least some local governments to raise revenue equitably and
at the same time heighten ingVergovernmental tensions between states,and
localities and among localities themselves particularly between the central
city and suburb.

Causes of Public Concern

Although critics of the property tax exemption are numerous and of long
standing, they have not'been noticeably successful in reversing the practice of
granting\ tax exemption for bona-fide religious, charitable, and educational
institutions and these institutions' related activities. This is not in the least
surprising since the exeeption practice is deeply rooted in the American
experience. Yet, opponents of property tax exemption may very well have
served to slOw down, at least from what it might have been*in,their absence,
the tendency, to grant exemptions for certain institutions and activities.
Indeed, this goalthe much greater scrutiny of potential fax exemption

.candidates and the careful consideration of alternative forms of pqblic and/or
private assistance to such institutionsmay be the only practical objective
possible, At- is certainly more feasible thin a mass withdrawal Of granted _

exemptions.
700 3
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It is also possible that more fundamental changes in the practice of tax
exemption are obtainable, at least at certain times and in certain places For
example, the tax7ex.empt privilege was revoked on *159 parcels of realty in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 17 Also indicative of this possibility are the results of a
public opinion survey conducted by the Urban Observatory, 18 in wh4ch
WI/41s in 10- selected cities (Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston,
Denver, Kansas City tKansas), Kansas City (Missouri), Milwaukee,,.Nashville,..
and San Diego) were asked whether they favored or opposed removal of the
tax-exempt status granted tiprixate schoolrand church property. In 9 out of
10 rifles, 50 percent or mole of the citizens indicated they favored removing_
the tax exemption for private schools and in 7 pf these cities, at least 50
percent favored removing the exemption for church property As the Urban
ubservatory study pointed out

It is hard to know whether these expressions by people reflect changes
in ideology over a period of time or simply a current desperation'for
riew sources of income for cities, we do not even know whether these
figures represent a change from the past However, there seems to be
little doubt that some change in the laws regarding taxation of schOol and
church property is politically feasible in, most of the Cities of this
country 19 \
The question of political, feasibility, however, is complex Certainly with

, regard to church property, constitutional questions arelbound to emerge. Nor-
can it be said that the property tax exemption issue' generally occupies a
priority position in the action agenda of pffo:loe" interest organizations.
Non'etheless, three developments suggest that public concern with the
exempti4 issue will persist, rather than wither away These-factors are (1) the
relative unpopularity of the property tax, (2) the increasing amount of
property tax, (c3) increased information on the types and extent of exemptions.

Unpopularity of the Property Tax

_Although it is an often stated proposition that "the only good tax is
somebody else pays," it is less well known that taxpayers differ markedly in
their attitudes towards different tax instruments Three public opinion surve
(1972, 1973, and 1974) conducted for the Advisory Commission on
governmental Relations by the Opinion Research Corporation reveal t
local-property tax is generally cinsidered the "worst fax" and always o of the
two least fair When specifically asked, "Which do yoCi think t e worst
tax that is, the least fair?" 45 percent of the respondents in the March 1972
survey singled out the local property tax, more than double the number
electing the neatest competitor among major tax instruments used by

federal, state; and local governments (seetTable 4). (Resppndents were asked
to choose between the federal income tax, state income tax,state sales.tlx,
and local property tax ) The subsequent ACIR surveysin May 1973 and April
1974 -:have shown, however, a marked diminution inlaxpaOr hostility-to the
property tax Compared-With- the 45 per-Cent figure of 1972, a respective 31
perkerit and 28 percent of respondents in>>the last two surveys reacted
unfavorably to the local property tax.

Even diough there was a noticeable decline in taxpayer hostility, in the 197r
survey the largest single number of respondents cited the property tax as the
worst tax (one percentage point more than those selecting the federalJncome
tax) and in the 1974 survey the property tax ranked only 2 percentage points
behind the federal income tax In contrast, there was in both of these surveys
a noticeable gap between those selecting the property tax as the worst or least .
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Table 4

Which do.,You think is,tbe Worst Tax-That Is, the Vast Fair?

1. Federal
4. Local

Income Tax
Property Tax

April 1974

12. Stale
5. Don't

Income Tax
allow

Ma_y_1973

3. State Sales Tax

March 1972
I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Total U.S. Publ el-7\s\ ' 30% 10% 20% 28% 14% 30% 10% 20 %' 31% 11% 19% 13% 43% 45% 11%
Men. 29 9 23 31 10 30 9 19 34 9 19 11 15 44 11
Women 10

18-29 Years of Age 31

10

8

17

21

36

29

19

13

30

31

11

12

20 28

21 28

12

9

18

22

14 12 45 12

413 15 9
30-39 30 11 18 29 13 33 "-9 19 31 8 2$ 16 15 4b 10
40-49 35 10 27 28 7 '29 11 19 32 11 19 12 12 46 11.1.'
50-59 31 13 17 30 14 s 36 t 12 16 29 8 17 14 /4 45 '1°
60 24 8 21 26 23 21 7 / 22 34 17 13 9 10 61* 17

Less Than High School /
Completed t 26 8 22 2S' 02 4l7 7 21 30 15 17 11 13 43 16

"Ugh School Completed 34 12 16 30 11 34 12 .19 29 8 21 14 12 6 8
Some College' 32 22 31 7 28 13 18 34 5 19

44

13 17 8
Professional 33 14 21 27 10 29 11 .20 35 5 13 16 17 48' 9
Managerial - 37 10 16 29 12 37 11 16 31 5 25 12 ;16 41 6
Clerical, Sales 30 8 16 39 11 32 15 15 30 8 r 23 13 13 42 9'
Craftsman, Foreman 34 12 19 26 9' 34 12 14 32 9 21 15 15 41 9 ,
Other Itlanu4, Service 26 10 19 31" 15 32 10 24 27 10 ,20" 13 .11 43 14

,Farmer, Farm Laborer 27 4 27 11 31 27 9 ' 14 27 23 16 13 5 51 16

'Non-Metro-"Rural 26 8 26 18 23 32 6 17 30 15 . 26 9 6 ,,11 19
-Urban 41 7 19 25 8 31 10 20 31 9 25 7 15 41 12

Metro - 50,000- 999,999 30 10 17 30 15 28 .13 22 28 10 18 15 14 47 7
1,000,000 or Over 27 .410 21 31 14 31 ' 9 19 33 10 15 13 14' 45, 13

Northeast 29 11 21 29 1.7 29 .12 2, 28 9 13 .16 13
North Central a 32' 12 20 27 9 27 9 0 36 10 16 9 - 56 10
South 29 9 19 23 19 30 .11 20 25 14 26 '12 13 34 16
West 29 4 19 38 11 35 8 13 36 8 18 12 11 54 5

Under $5.000 Family
Income 22 7 24 '26 22 '23, 5 22 28 21 16 9 13 48 15

$5,000- $6,999 22 8 26 29 15 26 9 26 28 . 12 18 11 14 44' 13
$7,000- $9,999 30 8 18 30 16 35 12 . 19 29- 8 21 15 13 41 1,1

$10,000- $14,999 33 10 11 20 10 30 13 18 33 , 7 22 15 14 41 '8
$15.000 or Over 38 14 17 27 8 34 10 . 16 35 6 19 13 14 46 8

White 31. 10 20 29 12 30 11 19 31 10 20 12 13 45 11
Non-white 23' 7 21 24 29 26 7 26 26 18 12 16 16 39 18

a .."
No Children in

Household 29 9 20 28 28 9 20 32 12 18 11 12 116 13
With Children Under 18 31 10 19 29 12'12 32 .11 19 29 10 19 14 15 43 10

With-Teenagera 12-17 4 30 10 21 28 12 31. 11 ' 20\---273 10 19 15 13 45 10

Own Home 31 10 18 29 13 28 12 18 35 9 19 12 12 11'
Rent Home 27 8 24 27 17 33 7 24 23., 14 19 14 15 '4.0 12
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Table 5 4
Here are Some of the Reasons that People Give Us for Feeling that the Property Tax
is Not a Goad Tax. Which One of These do You Feel is the Most Important Reason

for Dissatisfaction With the Property Tax?

1. It is hardest on low income families.
,2. It is based on estimates of home value that are not always fair.

3. Reassessments may sometimes result in a shocking tax bill increase.
4. It discourages homeowning.
5. It taxes any increase in the value of a home over the original purchase.price,

even though that increase is only on paper and not In the homeowner's hands
Unless he sells the house.

6. Property taxes have been going up taster than other taxes%
7. No opinion.
8. Don't agree that property tax is not a good tax.

6

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
Total U.S. Public 27 21 6 12 12 12 11 5

Men 26 '21 6 14 14 12 8 5
Women -27 21 6 10 11 12 14a. 4

18-29 Years of Age 24 20 5 16 13 10 11 4
, 30,-39 1 . 20 23 8 11 19 12 9 4

40-49 r 25 .25 8 11 14 11 8 4 1

50-59 . 29 23 8 10 10 14 10 1
60 33 16 5 9 6- 12 14 ..,,,...r.9,
Less Than High Schbol,Completed 32 ' 14 -5 '10 7 12 17 6
High School Completed 25 23 7 '15 13 13 7 4
Some College t , 20 29 7 10 19 '10 6

Professional 21' 23 6 13 21 9 6 . 4
Manitgerial 24 29' 7 12 20 10 5 2

'Clerical, Sales 22 4 25 8 13 . 14 11 8 . 5:.
Craftsman, Foreman 21 23 9 16 10 12 7'
Other Manual, ,Service 29 18 6 12 10 .13 15 2
Farmer, Farm Laborer 27 10 . 1 6' 8 5 32, 11 \

Non-Metro - Rural 25 18 4 13 8 6 23 9
- Urban 25 22 5 18 12 12' 8 5

Metro - 50, 000-999, 999 24 22 .. 7 11 11 12 10 6
1,000,000 or Ovei 20* 21 7 : 11 L4 13 9 3

Northeast 24 21 . 14' 10 16 11 3
North Central 28 26 '' A2 12 8 8 3
South 27 17 ' i' 9 12 11 16 6
West 26 20 , 6 13 15 13 5 4

.--
Under $5,000 Family Income' ;2 16 7.'4' 1 11 8 11 17 7

$5,000-$6,999 34 14 ,-- 31 13 8 11 14 6
$r, 00049, 999 , 30 19 l'",;/: 11 11 12 9 4

$10,,000-$14, 999 22 25, ; 8 14 13 11 . 8 i 3
$15,000 or Over 19 28; ;-"7 11 18 13" 6 ' 4

White , 25 zz' :' 7 12 12 12 9 ° 5
Non-white 37 127*0 12 12 8 24 3

No Children In Household 20 '' .

:*. 5 10 11 13 12 5
With Children Under 18 24 .07 13 13 10 10 ,4

With Teenagers 12-17 24 p26 .. 6 11 13 10 11 4

Own Home 25 :24 8 10 13 .13 8 5
Rent Home 30 ':16 3 , 16 10 9 '16 4

4
Percentages add to more than 100 because multiple responses were accepted ,
when a respondent could not (161cle on olb rt3asoe.fOr- dissatisfaction with the
Property .tax. .

...
. -e.

1 7 (4,3

4
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fair of tax alternatives and those citing the state sales tax and the state income
tax (see Table 4).

These survey results are supported by two other studies of taxpayer attitudes
towards tax instruments When asked in a Louis Harris survey in February
1973, "From your personal standpoint, which of these taxes do you feel are
too high, which too low, and which about right?" more people--68 percent.
thought that the property tax was too high than any other major tax source.
This represented an increase frofn the 62 percent registered in a similar Harris
survey conducted in 1969 The results of the previously mentioned survey
conducted by the Urban Observatory revealed that respondents favored the
local sales tax as the method of raising additional local tax money, if needed.
The local income tax was the second choice, while the Local property tax
placed near to or at the bottom of the list (which also included a tax on
utilities and a tax on car owners).

These4everal studies of public attitudes, towards taxes lead to the conclu-
sion that the local property tax is Whighly enpbpular tax and that taxpayer -

-consciousness is particularly acute Among the major reasons for taxpayer
discontent is the belief that the propertx tax hits hardest at low-income
individuals and that the tax is based on estimates of home value that are not
always fair (see Table 5) Other frequently cited beliefs are that property taxes
have increased more rapidly than other taxes, that the property tax dis-
courages homeowning, and that it taxes any increase in th.e,value of a home
over the original purcpase price, even though that increM is only on paper
and not in The homeowner's hands unless he sells the house. lo this
atmosphere of taxpayer hostility and sensitivity, proliosals to move additional
property from the tax rollsan act that in effect requires local officials to raise
thelax rates on property remaining on. the tax rolls to assure an equivalent
revenue yieid would. if well publicized, likely provoke further public ,

opposition Yet this consequence is probably. not sufficient to brake the
exemption movement, particularly since exemptions are incremental, possess
a low-visibility status, are unrelated in time to tax rate setting, are chathpioned
by well-organized interests and at least, partially supportable by the general
public.

"'

' Height of the Property Tax

Hostility to the property tax rests in part on the frequently overlooked point
that the property tax burden has in the recent past increased sharply and
nearly continuously At a time when virtually everyone's property tax is being
hiked, proposals to remove property from,the tax rolls-7and further increase
tax rates on non-exempt propertyare bound,to heighten public concern. Nor
an it be ignored that highertates, regardless of -the tax instrumentlatend to

emphasize the inequities inherent in an particular tax sourceinequities that
at lower rates, may have remained wit the limits of tolerance.

For the nation as a whole, the I'vera e effective property tax rate (the
percentage that tax liability is of marketor ue-v.aJ e of the house) on-existing

/single-family homes with FHA insured mortgages as increased from 1.34
percent in 1958, to 1,53 Pbrcent in 1962, to 1.70 pe cent in 1966, and to 1.98
percent in 1971 (see Table 6) For the entire 1958-1971 period, this amounts to
a 48 percent increase in average effective property tax rates'

An increase in effective rates was regisMed for nearly all states in the
13-year period The pervasiveness of the inctPase is readily demonstrated. For
example; the number of states where the effectivie rate on FHA insured
mortgages hit or exceeded the 2 percent figuee doubled between 1958 and
1962 (from 4 to 8 states), and. doubled again between 1962 and 1%6; 7 states
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Table 6

Average Effective Property Tax Rates, Existing Single-Family Homes With FHA
Insured Mortgages, By State and Region, Selected ypirs 1958.1971*

State and Region 1971 1966 1962

United States 1.98 1.70 1.53

New'England
Maine 17:2.43 2.17 1.81
New Hampshire 3.14 2.38 2.03

.? Vermont 2.53 2.27 2.10
Massachuse* 3.13 2.76 2.47
Rhode Island 1.96 1.93
Cennecticut IT:38 2.01 1.75

Mideast -
'; New York / 2.72 2.40 2.23

New Jersey 3.01. 2.57 2.22
Pennsylvania 2.16 1.88 '1.75
Delaware'', 1.26 1.14 .91
Maryland-2-.24 2.05 1.74

, Dist. of'Col. 1.80

Great Liikes

1.37, ,1.18

Michigan 2.02 1.81 1.76
' Ohi0 1.47 1.44 1.24

Indiana 1.96 1.64 .96
Urinals 2.15 1.96 1.79
Wisconsin 3.01 1.21 2.24

11aips
Minnesota 2.05 2.14 1.79

; Iowa 2.63 2.12 1.66
Missouri 1.79 1.64 1.36
North Dakota 2,08 1.81' 1.70'
South Dakota 2.71 2.'64 2.31
Nebraska 3.15 2.67 1.84
Kansas? 2.17 1.96 1.92

1958 State and Region

1.34

1.58
1.81
1.63
2.21
1.67
1:44

2.09
1.77
1.50
.71

1.47
1.08

1.45
1.07- Rocky Mountain
.841 MIntana

1.35! Idaho
1.821 Wyoming

Colorado
Utah

Southeat
Virginia
West Virginia
Xentucky
Tennessee
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia

jEortda
abama
ississipin

Louisiana
Arkansas

Southwest
Oklahoma
Texas
New Mexico
Arizona

1190
1 65-

Far West
, Washington

Oregon
Nevada.,
California
Alaska
Hawaii

1971 1966 loq 1958

1.32 1.13 1.03 .90
.69 .71 .79 .56

1.27 1.03 .94 .93
1:53 1.37 1.18 .97
1.58 1.31 1.17 .90
.94 .60 .53 .48*

1.44 1.30 . .94 .84
1.41 1.09 .66 476
.85 .66 .52 .56
.96 .93 .76 .66
.5,6 .43 .49 .52

1.14 L.09 1.09 .84

1.35 1.11 .86 .86
1.91 1.62 1.44 1.36
1.70 1.30 .98 .93
1.65 2.41 2.27 2.14

2.19 1.70 1.58 1.32
1.72 1.23 1.13 1.14
1.38 1.34 ',1.27. 1.17
3,45 .2.26' 1.85 1.72
1.49 1.5(2 1.31'- el. 05

1.62 '1.14 1.12, -:92
2.33 ;.98" 1.83, 1.5
2.48 1.47 1.31. 1.66'
2.48 2.03 1.71 1.50
1:61 1.42 -1.24 1.1;
.92 .81 .77 .62\-_,

!Effective tax rate is the percentage th t tax liability is of the market or true value of
the house,

Source; Computed by Ae,I* staff from data contained in U.S. Department of Housing
and tlFlian evelopment, F ral Housing Adaielstration, Statistics Sec-
tionData fo Slates and Sel cted Areas on Characteristics of FHA Opera-
tio Under Se tiorf203; 197 data from unpublished FHA 'tabulations.
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Table 7

Average Effective Property Tax Rates, Existing Single - Family Homes With FHA
Insured Mortgages, 50 largest SMSA's, By Region, Selected Years 1958-1971a

Standard
Metropolitan

Statistical
Area,and Region

1971 '1966
y

1962196 195895

. Standard
Metropolitan

Statistical
Area and Region

1971 1966 1962 1958

.

.:-

t

r,

;

Median of 50
SMSA's

New England
Boston
Hartford
Providence

Mideast
Albany
Baltimore
Buffalo
New York
Newark
Paterson
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
RoChester
Washington

Great Lakes
Akron

'Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
Detroit
Indianapolis
Milwaukee
Toledo

Plains
Kansas" City
Minneapolis
St. Louis

2.13

3.21
2.88
2.34

2.45
2.25
2.24
2.68
2.93
2.53
3.08
2.46
2.72

, 1.93

1.62
2.16
1.52
1.88

.1.53
-1.38
2.03
249
3.52
1.30

1.76
2.08
2.09

1.95

2.70
2.22
2.04

2.44
2.37
2.70
2.49
2.63
2.30
2.47,
1.83
2.13
1.63

1.58
2.02
1.60
1.62
1.33
1.51
1.86.,

'2.10
2.71
1.37

1.58
2.'16
1.82

1.71

2.46
1.96
2.01

2.55
1.96
2.31
2,26
2.21
2.02
2.20
1.57
1.95
1.34

1.32
1.95
1.35
1.39
1.11
1.32
1.87
1.06
2.62
1.19

1.35
1.82
1.51

1.42

2.24
1.55
1.72

2.13
1.59
1.82
2.10b

c
c

1.70
1.42
1.66
1.24

1.20
1.39
1.11
1.23
0.86
1.09
1.56
0.84
1.93
0.95

1.16
1.67
1;14

Southeast
Atlanta
Birmingham
Louisville
Memphis
Miami
New Orleans
Norfolk
Tampra

Southwest
Dallas
Ft. Worth
Houston
Oklahoma City
Phoenix
San Antonio .

Rocky Mountain
Denver

Far West
Anaheim
Los Angeles'
Portland, Or.
Sacramento
San BernardinO
San Francisco
San Jose (
Sdattle

1.52
0.98
1.29
1.98
1.40
0.48
1.13
1.50

1.83
2.21
1.85
1.31
1.62
2.21

2.45

2.19
2.85
2.28
2.44
2.34
2.76
2.61
1.82

1.50
0.84
1.09
1.80
1.25
0.38
0.95
1.04

1.'43
1.97
1.67
1.11
2.58
1.84

2.17

1.94
2.17
2.01
2.19
2.00
1.96
.2.12
1.17

1.01
0.68
1.03
1.61
0.62
0.55
0'.99
0.82

1.26
1.73
1.36
0.82
2.36
1.86

1.86

NA
1.71
1.77
1.84
1.75
1.64
1.85
1.14"

0.97
0.66
1.01

1.05
0.73
0.53
0.96
0.98

.

1.2f
1.70
1.24
0.85'
2.18'
1.65

1.69

NA .
1.44
'1.58
1.65
1.58
1.53
1.62
0.91

NA - Data not available
a. Effective tax rate is the percentage that tax liability is of market or true value of the. house.
b. New York - Northeastern New Jersey.
c. Included in New York - Northeastern New Jersey.

*Source:" Computed by ACIR staff from U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Federal Housing Administration, Statistics Section, Data for States and Selected
Areas on Characteristics of FHA Operations Under Section 203; 1971 data from
unpublished FHA- tabulations.
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:had average effective property tax, rates of 2 peicent or more, compared with 4
states. in 1958.

The same pattern high and steadily rising property tax ratesis apparent
at the SMSA level. In the 50 largest suit' areas, the median effective rate has
'shown an uninterrupted climb 1.42 percept in 1958, 1.71 percent in 1962,
1 95 percent in 1966, and 2 13 percent in 1971 (see Table 7) Twenty-seven of
the 50 largest SMSA's had effective property tax rates in excess of 2 percent in
1971. This compares with 21 SMSA's in 1966, 10-in 1962, and only 4 in 1958.

These high and rising property tax rates have served to sharpen the focus on
the inequities of the property tax instrument As is true with any. tax source,
tk higher the rate the more difficult it becomes to grant anyone a free ride.

This. is not to say, however, that the case for curbing property tax
exemptions rests on a fiscal-exhaustion thesis. It cannot be claimed with any
degree of assurance that local governments have suffered irreparable fiscal
damage solely because of property tax exemptions at does seem clear,
however, especially in view of the uneven distribution of tax-exempt property,
is that alternatives to the property tax exemption approach appear more
attractive in the light of the demonstrated unpopularity of the property tax
and the steady and sharp increases registered for this levy. Again, however,'
other considerations previously noted may override the braking effect of this
fic tor

were added to the list between 1966 and 1971 Thus, by 1971, some 23 states

Increased information

Another factor contributing to the public awareness and concern over
property tax exemptions is.the greater amount of information that is becoming
avail-We on this topic. Although various state legislative committees have

,periodically studied property tax exemptionS, these reports were restricted to
specific times and 1(i-cations, As such, they, appealed to a rather narrow
audience ,

Although there has been no major breakthrough on the data front, publica-
tion of,Albert Balk's work, The Free List,, has altered this situation. Balk may
very well be one of the few to attempt to estimate the increase of property tax
exemptions andyto estimate, using whatever bits and fragments of data he was
able to uncover, the overall magnitude of tax-exempt property.

Balk's accomplishment, however, lies not so much in the ,scope of his study
or in any pioneering estimation techniques as it does in the fact that The Free
List is a readily comprehensible w that has served to extend the audience
for this topic beyond the usual t x expert and legislative committee. Much
like Phillip Stern's The Rape of the axpayer, and to a lesser extent the work of
Pechman and Ockner on income tax loopholes, The Free List presents g
popularized treatment of a topi on which the average taxpayer may
prEtviously have ,had only passing or minimal interest. The "quasi-
makracking" tone adopted by Balk in placeshis description of the Pan
Americaq building as the world's tallest tax exemption and his discussion of
the tax-exempt consumer going through life using the services and activities
provided by tax-exempt organizationsserve to arouse and heighten the,
average taxpayer's resentment against a tax system he regards as increasingly
onerous.

This is not to say, however, .that publication of The Free List has trans-
formed a latent hostility into a crusade for reform. This is clearly not the case.
Indeed, the overall magnitudes of tax-exempt propertyhowever staggering
they may appeardo not necessarily form the basis for a program of reform.
Much of the exempt prOperty for exaciThetiepresents holdings of the federal
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government, which are immune from state and local taxes, another sizabte
segment is the holdings of local governments themselves, which if made
taxable would do nothing more than add to the tax rolls property that the
taxpayer would have to pay for In short, a thoughtful reading of The Free List
might very well lead to the conclusion that property tax exemption is an area
in which the room for invoking alternatives is relatively circumscribedby
law, by tradition, and by practice.

Nonetheless, if The Free List is unsatisfactory as an agenda or a blueppint for
reform, it seems undeniable that it has served to crystallize what may have
been a vague and ill-formed conception of the property tax exemption issue
and made it more readily comprehensible for the general reader

IV

ALTERNA STATE OPTIONS

Fist Iternatives

Conceptually, the state has three approaches,available to it for dealing with
religious, charitable,, educational, and -other organizations seeking tax
exemption It can, of course, pursue the status quo approachthat is,
continue to grant tax exemptions without providing reimbursement to local
governments In view of the numerous drawbacks to this approaCh, however,
states may pursue either of two alternative strategies in dealing with the fiscal
considerations inherent in the tax-exemption subsidy While this section deals
with alternatives to the tax-exempt technique, it should be borne in mind that
`few advocate wholesale repeal of the tax-exempt privilege. Whatever the
drawbacks of this subsidy approach, it has been vigorously defended. Profes-
sor Kendrick, for example, states.

In my opinion,, the case for these conventional exemptions (religious,
educational and charitable activities) of private property is strong: And
indeed exemption from taxation is the only way that the government can
help the institutions concerned without making them lost their
independence of action On the other hand, the value of an exemp-
tion is concealed But for the purposes thereby served, the very merit of
an exemption lies in its hidden nature. No money is paidiout of the tEea-
Sury, no loSs of revenue is computed, and no competition between
institutions is engendered in the State legislature or the city council. The
government simply refrains from taxation. As a result, each institution is
helped, is on the same footing as-the others, and is under,po pressure to
change its..pperations

.The exemption, however, should be limited to the property used for
the purposes served, and none that earn a profit to the institution or an
individua) should be included.20

State Reimburiement Via In-Lieu Payments

Statesscan supplement their tax-exempt policy by reimbursing localities in
whole or in part for the revenue loss due to tax exemption. This approach has
several advantages, nbt the least of which is that it recognizes tax exemption
as a political reality that is unlikely,' to be overthrown either quickly or
generally By means of partial or full reimbursement, the state could respond

'108.
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to the fisCal-deprivation argument legitimately advanced by at least those
Jurisdictions that are overburdened by the presence of tax-exempt institutions.
Moreover, since state payments would go to the locality rather than to the

ilinstitution, there would be no interfence by the state in the activities of the
tax-exempt recipients This approach would thus avoid several of the serious
pitfalls that have effectively stood in the way of proposals'to do away with the
tax-exempt dey ice and to replace it with a program of direct state subsidies to
the recipient institutions

If the state government were to undertake a program of direct payments to
local governments, two options would present themselves By far the more
difficult method would be for the state to attempt to reimburse either dollar-
for-dollar or some specified share of the revenue foregone by the locality.
Under this procedure, the value of the tax exemption would have to be
calculated, and while this is the least troublesome aspect, some arbitraryand
difficult decisions regarding proper valuation would have to be ma et4T.,hC
more bask stumbling block would be the division of benefits betwe stale
and locality Presumably, the state would finance those fits from the
tax-exempt organization,that go to residents beyond the lo

b
I area yvhile the

locality would "pay' through tax exemption for those benefits consumed by
local residents The measurement of public, benefits is not easily
accomplished, however, and the difficulties involved would be significant for
organizations performing many functions that qualify for exemption and
because of the great variety and multiplicity of organizations and activities

\ that presently receive tax - exempt. status
All of this is not to say that such a state payment program is impossible, on

a theoretical basis The real question is whether as a pActical matter such a,
program would be workable, and, if so, whether the necessary compromises
and arbitrary resolution of disputes would in fact yield a very precise rendering
of state versus, ocal sharing 9f the benefits that are associated with the tax-
exempt property or operation.

Recently, Rountree and Associates developed a methodology that illus-
trates the type of calculations necessary for a state reimbursement program of
this tape I To determine the state payment, Rountree and Associates
developed two conceptsa revenue capacity factor (RCF) and a payment in
lieu of tax factor (Pill-) To develop the RCF, the following data are needed for
each taxing luirsdiction (1) the acreage of each taxable parcel of real
erty, (2) the gross square footage of all improvemehts to taxable parcels, 3)
the acreage,of each tax-exempt parcel of real estate, (4) the gross square
footage of all improvencerits to tax-exempt parcels; and (5) the portion of total
property tax revenues accruing separately to land and improvements.

To derive the RCF for each iurisdiotion, the total revenue generated by
taxable land is divided by ttie total scitia-re footage of taxable land, giving the

forcapacity factor for land As a second step, a revenue capacity factor
for improvements is calculated by dividing the total revenue generated by
improvements by the total gross squarefootage of taxable improvements

This gives an average value on a communitywide basis for land and
improvements for all taxable property Since it is calculated on %. a
square-footage basis, each of these average valuesfor land and improve-
mentscan be applied to the square footage of tax-exempt property to yield a
reviVue raising potential for such properties. As Rountree and Associates
state

The Revenue Capacity Factor represents a standard measurement, on a
community-wide basis, of the revenue generating ability associated with
any single square foot of land or improvement, taxable or tax exempt, in
each individual Jurisdiction. On this basis, the revenue capacity factors
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may be applied to tax-exempt land and improvements to determine their
potential revenue generating ability if not exempt It should be noted that
the revenue figure generated by the formula is essentially equivalent to
the average full value of the property tax which would normally be levied
on the parcel were it taxable 24

"The second step in this overall procec1 * is to develop the payment due by
the state For this component, Rountree and Associates use six types of local
expenditures as reflecting "the effective cost tbeach jurisdiction for providing
certain functions whose benefits accrue'to all real property iii the
locality, whether taxable or tax exempt These expenditures are general
administration, assessment ortaxes,, administration of justice, crime preven-
tion and detection, fire prevention and extinction, and maintenance of_--
buildings and grounds The sum of these six items is then divided by the total
property tax revenue and the figure further refined by multiplying this ratio by
the ratio 'of total property tax 'revenue to total local source revenue. This is
termed the payment-in-lieu-of-taxes coefficient If the exempt property is' also
valued, then the Pill coefficient can be applied to this value and establishes

.the limit of in-lieu payments to the particular locality.
This approach to the state reimbursement issue can rest here and thus

constitute a state payment solely for the presence of tax-exempt property.
Ohe troublesome' aspect of this, howeVer,i is that there is no real assurance
that all communities in the state are need of such a program. Thus, a strict
state reimbursement programwhether determined in the fashion suggested
by Rountree and Associates or by some other methodologyis subjectto the
lingering question, "Is this the best way to spend the additional state money?"

petause the revenues foregone by property tax exemption may not be a
pressing problerh for all localities in a state, or because of the variations in the
degree to which particular jurisdictions are affected by the tax exemption
issue, it may be desirable to attach a second objective to a state reimburse-
ment program The approach above can be carried further and made into a
state reimbursement progcam for tax-exempt property that is unconditional
and equalizing as well Under this approach, localities would share in a
program that allocated state funds not only on the basis of exempt property
valuationswhich would establish the reimbursement nature of the
programbut other factors designed to cOmperisate for local differences in
program needs or financial ability.

Admittedly, such an equalizing program would not yield a precise render-
ing of state payments to statewide, as opposed to local, benefits of tax-exempt
organizations Yet, the latter would have the distinct advantage of providing
the state legislature with a program design that offered the opportunity of at
least,assuring that state payments be distributed where they are most needed
Although some would argue that all types of tax-exempt property mandated
bT the state should be compensated for, this argument is of even greater force
for those local jurisdictions where the presence of tax-exempt organizations
presents an "overburden" situation or where the already meager local fiscal
resources would be further eroded by a mandated state exemption. Thus, while
tax-exempt property in the richest local jurisdiction would be compensated
fOr by-such a state program, the same type of property would bring even
greater sta compensation to the poorer local jurisdiction, if an equalizing
.measure of r .,;11 ability were added to the formula.

To be sine it see_rns reasonable to expect that representatives from
wealthier diTtrtc would be less receptive to this type of state compensation
program than wo Id officials of the poor jurisdictions. Yet, the opposition of
the richer commu ities. should be substantially blunted! by two additional
considerations. Mos obvious is the fact that while richer jurisdictions receive
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less per parcel of tax-exempt property than their poorer counterparts, they still
receive something over and above whit they are presently getting from the
state A second sweetener would be the unconditional nature of the state
assistance The greater flexibility d local discretion permitted by this ap-,
proach may be sufficient to induce, representatives,of the more affluent
localities to accept the imprecise rNture of the state reiMbursemente

Regardless of whether the state were to take the more precise reimburse-
ment program or the unconcktional-equalization approach, The major benefit
would be the increased responsibility of the state in granting exemptions. A
highly desirable by-product would be the much greater availability of tax-
exempt property valuation datadata that, due to the nature of the state
program, would be more current and comparable than mich that is presently
available

ft/

State Authorization of Service Charges
or In-Lieu Payments

An alternative policy option available to state government is to permit local
governments to impose service charges on or to negotiate voluntary payments
in lieq of taxes from the recipients .of the state-mandated property tax
exemption This approach differs fundamentally from the in lieu payment
approach in that the value of the tax-exempt provision, to the'recipient while
fully maintained under the state payment programis eroded by the extent to
which local governments impose service charges or in-lieu payments.

Both the imposition of local service charges and in-lieu payments
accomplish the objective, of reducing:the revenue foregone by the local gov-
ernment due to tax exeniption Thus, they are both fiscal instruments
designed to recapture revenues Yet, they differ in several important respects. ,
Local service charges are most appropriate where the recipients of the service
can be 'reasonably well identified and the prices for the 'service can be
collected easily and where substantial waste would occur if the service were
provided free

.
In essence, service charges are a mechanism geared to a precise rendering

of costs and prices In practice, however, there is a restricted scope for
service-charge financing. To be sur3, new types of service charges or social
waste prevention taxes can be conceived of. The difficulty is that to impose
new and different charges would require additional administrative costs which
may very well reduce significantly the net additional revenues that accrue ?o
local governments This is particularly true sincesuch new service charges, if
restricted solely to tax-exempt organizations, would 'yield relatively little in
additional revenues, even disregarding costs of administration. Administra-
tive costs can be expected to be relatively high since the use of new charges
would necessitate almost continual analysis and negotiations, sometimes on
an institution-by-institution basis. If such charges were levied community
wide, two disadvantages would have to be recognized. the loss of the tax-
deductibility privilege for federal individual income tax purposes and the
introduction of an element of regressivity into the sharing of costs for public
programs- Use of the more standard type of user chargewater, trash
removal, and so forthwould, of course, largely avoictItthe administrative
complexities Even with some of the more traditional ,charges, however, the
problem remains that it is difficult to determine on what basis a particular

A institution benefits and should pay. Police and fire protection, though not
water and sewerage, would seemingly necessitate use of some arbitrary
aljocation factorper capita costs, per acre, or per $1,000 assessed valuatiorr.

AD.
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These more standard charges, while applicable to certain services, would
not appear to be adequate if large amounts of tax-exempt property pose a
set'ere fiscal drain for a particular jurisdiction, As the Report of the Property
Taxation Committee of the National Tax Associatton-Tax Institute Of,America

+noted:

At the very least these charges might be applied to sewer drainage,
sewage treatment-garbage and trash collection and disposal in addition
to water service Some local governments have even propOsed a charge
for fire and police protection, and street maintenance. However, even
ificharges were required for all of these servwes the total would fall far
short of a tax because they do not include contributions' for schools,
welfare and dozens, perhaps hundreds, of the local public services.23

This is not, of course, a particularly startling conclusion. Service charges are
conceptually a pricing mechanism designed to produce a more efficignt or
rational. allocation of scarce economic resources. They are applicable to

. specific" services as opposed to being ,general tax instruments, thought'
obviously, they do accomplishia revenue-raising objective. In actual practice,
of course, the use of service charges may be mainly for their revenue poten-
tial rather than for their resource-allocation effects. Moreover, the connec-
tion between the charge and a particular cost may be tenuous, at best Where
these conditions hold, the service charge is in fact being used inappropriately
as a supplement to the genefal local tax base. Where appropriately
appliedag a charge for a particular service and equal to the cot of that
servicethe use of charges is bst considewd as a partial replacement of
revenues foregone by the tax exemption.

Service charges have been utilized by various jurisdictions to recapture At
least some of the revenues foregone due to tax exemption. A water and
sewerage charge is imposed on such property in both Denver and Colorado
Springs In 1969 Milwaukee adopted a Sewer service charge against tax-
exempt properties other than elementary and secondary schools. Pittsburgh
levies what opponents call a "sick tax," otherwise called at "institution, tax" of
$6 per $1,000 of assessed valuation affecting exempt properties such as
hospitals, nursing homes, colleges, universities, veterans' posts, recreational
centers, and other organizations that charge fees to the public.24

In short, autho ization by the state of standard type user charges would
indicate that the I cal fiscal problem- is not really particularly severe, or if it is,
that t e authori ed remedy is not real)y adequate. Authorization and
impos tion of service charges merely reduces the amount of the subsidy to the
recipient institution, The state, which mandates the exemption, does not
provide financial assistance to reduce the amount of the subsidy. Nor can it
be claimed that the residual subsidyafter the imposition of service charge
feesis a more precise measure of the benefits provided by the tax-exempt
institution to the locality. Rather, a part of the costs are simply shifted from
the locality to the tax-exempt recipient. '

Very much the-s-arhe types of considerations are as applicable to voluntary
in-lieu payments as they are to service charges. Both devices are, of course,
designed to reduce the costs to the locality where the tax-exempt property is
located, Yet, where service charges are designed to recover the costs of
providing a particular service consumed by the tax-e*empt recipient, in-lieu
payments have more of a "voluntary payment" character. Such payments are
not specifically, gea,red to a particular service or recapture ,of a specified
portion of costs incurred by the locality but are rather a negotiated payment
between the local jurisdiction and the tax-exempt organizatiop. i
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4Perhaps the best known .voluntary in-lieu payments are those between
Harvard University, and the City of cambridge, which has be
receiving payments based on the assessed valuation of land (not buildings)
since 1928 The initial agreement was such that the two universities made
payments for 20 years on any property removed from the tax list after
1928an agreement that was renewed in 1948, 1968, and anntelly thereafter.
In the field of higher education, the voluntary in-lieu approach is fairly

cf.,,L frequently used A 1969 study by the American Council of Education indicated
that 30 percent of 318 respondents made such payments to local govern-
ments A more limited study of 33 colleges conducted by Yale University and
the City of New Haven revealed that half of these institutions made some
payment in heulf taxes.

Obviously, the negotiated payment will not result in a full recapture of
costs to the locality since this would be a voluntary surrender of the value of
tax exemption by its recipient The full costs are also unlikely to be recovered
because the city or locality usually has relatively few trading cards with which
to egotiate an in-lieu payment To be sure, the tax-exempt institution may
prize good relations with city hall and appreciate that local officials can
become difficult over plans for institutional expansion Nonetheless, the
locality, cannot challenge or overthrow the mandated exemption..

Like service charges, the state is not involved in the financing arrangements
of in-lieu payments, aside from their authorization, and the result of any such
payments would simply be to reduce the revenues foregone by the locality,

with little -reflection of the distribution of benefits between local and
*ran-locial Itesidents State authorization of either local service charges or

payments offers, at best, a partial recovery of the revenues foregone by
Ahe locality "due to tax exemption. Neither approach involves any state
financing to distinguish between benefits 'accruing to residents versus n
residents-,Rather, the decrease in the revenues foregone by tax exemption is
accomplished ,by additional payments from the institution to the locality. 6,
such-, service charges and in-lieu payments amount to a partial reduction In
the value of the tax-exempt privilege to ,the recipient organization.

The use of either service charges or in-lieu payments by local governments
is not likely to gd unchallenged by the exempt institution. Regardless of their
nomenclature, "icipients of the tax-exemption privilege will rightly view such
payments as a reduction in the value of their tax-exempt status. Moreover,
such charges or payments may be considered to be the "foot -in- the door" to
full taxation since once the "right': of tax exemption is violated, there is no
clearly defined point at which the level of charges or payments ought to .

terminate In ,addition,, those communities seeking the authority to impose
such payments on tax-exempt institutions to improve their revenue-raising
capacity, may also be those communities most in need of the types of services
provided by philanthropic organ izations.Since the increased_payments by the
institution would seemingly 'be paid for from their operating revenues, this
would curtail their activities, particularly if the institution's finances ace tight.
Nor can it be ignored that the institution's board, supporters, and users of
services are well placed, well organized, and possess political clout in
opposing such revenue measures, while those advocating additional pay-
ments by tax-exempt institutions may be fragmented.'Legal impediments may
also complicate the efforts of those seeking increased reyenue contributions
from tax-exempt institutions Because of these several factors,° then,
recipients of the tax exemption can be expected to defend their status.

'313
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Administrative Alternatives

There are a number of possible measures that would alleviate the difficul-
ties posed by the traditional tax exemption Among the most significant of
these are (1) periodic or annual renewal of the exemption privilege, (2) regular
assessment of tax-exempt property, (3) compilation of tax-exempt property by
taxing jurisdiction and (4) publication of findwags, and (5)_ local home rule for

'determining exemptions, with state safeguards
Each of these measures offers at feast the-potential for ameliorating one or

more of the defects of the traditional property tax exemption technique. It
should be emphasized, however, that while these measures are independent
of the fiscal options that the states may consider, they are compatible with the
previously discussed fiscal alternatives

Periodic or Annual Renewal

One Of the more ,lon\g standing critOisms of the property tax exemption is
that'once granted rarely, if e:Arr, reviewed. As such, the property tax
exemption carrel with it a certainty and -a permanence that is unparalleled in
all other sources of governmental subsidies. This certainty, however, is
achieved, at a considerable loss of flexibility to state and to local policy
makers.ecause of the lack of periodic or annual review procedure, there is
little pOr"BPortunity to determine whether this form of subsidy is _compatible
wit)) or in con9ict with the aims_and objectives of current governmental
policies Stated alternatively, the merit of periodic of annual' review of tax-
exempt property would be its ability to reassess in lightaf current rather than
past purposes the legitimacy of the property tax exemption. It would, in
effect, put back the property tax exemption.into the budget calculus and thus
extend the scope of items thpt are "controllable."

With a system of annual or periodic state government review, it can also be
expected that there would be greater scrutiny of the activities of recipients of
the ta)r-exemt status Such scrutiny need not be subject to the charge of
political interference Rather, it can_be restricted to prowling the assurance
that the exmpt institution or organization is in fact providing the services and
activities for which the original grant of exemption. was-provided. To the
extent that review goes beyond this objective, the likelihood and validity of a
charge of political interference becomes more germane.

Local Option, With'State-Safeguards

A second reform would go to the heart of the division of authbrity between
state and local governments At present, the stat4mandated non-reimburse-
merit exemption has the state government as the "giver" while the local
government in which the exempt property is located bears the cost and is
therefore the "payer " With this proposal, the breach of skte authority ?rid
local responsibility would be closed by the state's transferring its,authority to
grant tax exemptions to the local sector. By placing this authority and respon-
sibility together at the localdevq a more accurate determination of benefits

./ and costs may be- achieved.
The local option proposal, however, would necessitate the imposition of

certain state safeguards to assure that the statewide interest in'property tax
exemptions was maintained. For example, the state would have to enumerate
either specific organizations or broad areas of activities Where local govern-
ments might apply the grant of tax exemption. Quite obviously, the, state
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cannot sanction the exemption of one religious group while having a second_
such organization made taxable.

More importantly, however, the state would have to protect against the
possibility of competition among localities either to attract what might be
considered the more "profitable" or pre,tigious types of religious,
educational, and charitable organizations or to freeze-out "undesired" insti-
tutions, such as homes for the aged and halfway houses. It is not impossible

that some educational institutions may shop around among local
communities for the best taxdffer when they are considering the expansion of
their physical plant and facilities To have this decision influenced by tax
considerations would it would seem, be less than optimal from the state's
viewpoint

This is not to say that a system of local option to grant property tax
exemption is not feasible It is merely to point out some of the potential diffi-
culties At a minimum, it seems clear that states must assure that all or-
ganizations performing the same type of activitywhether it be religious,
educational, or charitable in naturebe treated equally by a particular local
governmert, though not necessarily by all local governments. Whether all
such religious, educational, and charitable organizations would favor such a
system is -an6ther question The church-state issue would presumably
preclude any meaningful option being-passed to localitiei, though on church-
related questionssuch as the tax treatment of parsonages and other proper-
ties owned by the church but not used exclusively for religious
purposeslocal authority and discretion would seemingly be enhanced.

EVen if these difficulties were surmounted, it must be recognized that this
authonty to tax religious, educational, and chartable institutions would be a
'nixed blessing for local officials Such organizations and activities retain a
place of esteem in the public's eye because of their benevolent nature, the
authority to render taxable the pre /iously exempt' property of organizations
May in practice turn out to be a lesser enhancement of local decision mating
powers than it is intended to be in theory.,

Systematic Assessment and Publication of_Findings -

No study of the question of tax- exempt property can proceed very far
'Withoathe datahthitations becoming evident. To be sure, this is the constant
lament bf researchers and policy makers as it is rarely possible to come up
with the-precise statistical information needed for specific purposes. The

'question of prOperty tax exemption must surely set some sort of record for the
paucity-of current, comparable data. Indicative of this is that the best and
most recent data available are from the Census Bureau for 1971. Even here,
the data are available for only 17 states plus the District of Cialumbia and are
not strictly comparable among this limited number of states

. If the taxpayer is to be kept informed, it is essential that tax-exempt
property be regularly assessed, that it be classified by type of exemption and
by taxing jurisdiction, and that such findings be published. This package of
administrative reforms would seem to be the minimum necessary for
intelligent discussion and evaluation of the issues by the taxpaying public and
its elected officials This is the recommendation made by the Advisory CoM-
misSion on Intergovernmental Relations in 1963: `-

In order that the taxpayer may be kept informed, each State should
require the regular assessment of all such tax exempt property, comPila-
tion of the totals for each type of exemption by taxing districts, computa-
tion of the percentages of the assessed valuation thus exempt in each
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faxing jurisdiction and publication of the findings. Such publication
should also present summary information on the functions scope and
nature of exempted activities 25 .

More than a decade later, this recommendation remains applicable to a
problem that has grown in signgicance and continues to provoice public
concern '
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